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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES IN AMERICAN
EDUCATION
THE BASIC, LONG-TERM MULTIFOLD TREND IN
EDUCATION
BY MICHAEL D. MARIEN

One of the most widely known and respected volumes in the contemporary futures literature is "The Year 2000," by Herman Kahn and

Anthony J. Wiener. The central concept within this volume is the
Basic, Long-Term Multifold Trend, which, somewhat condensed,
involves:

increasingly sensate cultures (empirical, secular, humanistic,

hedonistic) ;

bourgeois, meritocratic elites; literacy and education;
institutionalization of change and increasing tempo of change;
population growth, urbanization, and megalopolitanization ;

and
worldwide industrialization and modernization.

The Basic, Long-Term Multifold Trend (BLTMT) provides a
general sense of societal direction, and dips into somewhat greater
complexity with 8 Canonical Variations in 3 major categories, each
a major aiternative to the Standard World.
The major orientation of The Year 2000, however, concerns international relations, and little or nothing is said about knowledge communication, education, and internal conflict. Although international
conflict is surely a critical concern, it is perhaps equally important to
consider the nature of education and learning, which will be aif
not thecentral concern of a complex, dynamic, superindustrial, and
knowledge-based society. Indeed, the future configuration of "who
learns what and how" may well determine the manner in which international problems are responded to, and could mean the difference
between a viable planetary society or global cataclysm.

The chart on the following page is an initial attempt to outline a

BLTMT for education, conceived here as a trend from closed
teaching systems to open learning systems. It is a distillation of
empirical trends, criticisms from all quarters, forecasts, and prescriptive future states at all levels of educationan overview of

the transformation of homogeneous institutions for inculcating the
values of an industrial and linear society, to a widely varied set of
institutions that will encourage lifelong learning in a postindustrial
society.
(1)
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There are many reasons for this long-range shift, amcng which

the following are suggested:

The growing quantity and complexity of knowledge and ignorance,.
The growing demands for a skilled labor force and
cated citizenry, increasingly raising the minimum level a.ofsophisfunctional literary;
Social and technological change, inCreasingly requiring life-

long learning and unlearning ;

Leisure, affluence, and Increasing access to social position
through educational attainment-all- increasing the demand for
educational services;
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Mounting evidence that all people have a far greater capacity
to learn than has been admitted; and

3bsolescent institutions requiring personnel retraining.
There is a widespread sense of ferment and change, all in the
direction of open learning systems, but it is difficult to determine the
degree of change and where it has occurred. Uncertainty is compounded by glowing proclamations of what has hauened, in the mid:
of bitter attacks on "the monolithic system," or ot what has not happened. Do the reforms, innovations, and experiments reflect a visible
minority of schools and colleges, or are they but the tip of an iceberg
of change? Are the changes widespread and permanent, or are they
superficial and temporary ? Filially, are the actual changes keeping
peace with or outpacing the growing desires and need for change?
TI I REE SCENA RIOS

A. rough sketch of what is happening and why has been outlined.
The major question for the future is the rate of transition and the
extent to which open learning systems become a reality for all, (A
parallel shift, also of uncertain dimensions, might be noted in the

(mills and activities of prisons and mental hospitals, from a custodial
orientation to a treatment orientation.) However, no matter which outceme obtains nonadaptation, differential adaptation, or full adaptationan aggravation of some present social problem appears likely.
a. Nowdaptation and conflet.The first scenario to consider is that
open learning systems will not be widespread, and that the changes
taking place are superficial, isolated, and short-lived. Although there
is no evidence that open learning systems are more expensive than
traditional systems a period of severe financial famine at all levels
' at least in the shortrun) may inhibit the thorof education (likely
oughgoing changes that are, required. Change is not necessarily ex-

pensive, especially considering social cost savings. But it may be 20
years before public decision-makers begin to think intelligently about
social costs.
The general consequence of nonftdaptation would be an additional
impetus to create alternatives outside of the regular educating system
that wonld compete with and possibly replace existing forms of education. At the grade school level one can already see the rise of privately operated"discovery centers," ontside learning contractors, and
free schools. At the high school and college level, student-run free
schools and experimental colleges are being developed as alternatives.
At the same time, frustration and conflict can be expected to rise in the
schools and colleges, as students increasingly develop the view that
education should promote learning skills, rather than hand out obsolescing facts and shallow platitudes.

b. bifferential adaptation, and equality of opportunity.Although
there is a general trend toward a national system of education, there
is still considerable variation among States and within States, as
well as a lack of coordination between levels of education. Consequent-

ly, although tbe national system may be moving toward some condition approximated as open learning systems, differential adaptation
ca.n be expected both in the horizontal dimension (between and within
States) and in the vertical dimension (between levels).
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Trend data are not only lacking on a national aggregate basis, but
also within States and metropolitan areas. In the absence of such data,
the location of change can only be surmised. At lower levels, one might
expect to find open learning systems in affluent and suburban school
districts in the Northeast and the West, reflecting the cosmopolitan
uppey-middle class constituencies that are disposed to change and
learnmg. Conversely, closed-system traits are most apt to be found in
bureaucracy-ridden inner cities, isolated rural areas, the small towns of
middle. America, and the Southalthough islands of experimentation
(especially in big city ghettos) may prove exceptions to this ruh..
At higher levels, open-system conditions, which largely characterize
the small, high-quality liberal arts college, may increasingly h3 found
in the large national universities that attract the brightest and most
vocal students. Conversely, closed-system conditions will continue at
fundamentalist bible colleges and obscure State colleges.
If access to open-learmng systems is considered to be desirable, a
possible result of differential adaptation in the horizontal dimension
may be an increasing inequality of opportunity if, as suggested, the
best schools are getting better at a faster rate than the poorest schools.
Differential adaptation between levels may also lead to serious problems. Open-learning-system opportunities on the college level may not.
be taken advantage of by students who have been acclimated to closedteaching systems. Conversely, students acclimated to open-learning

systems at an early age, may lose the impetus toward self-directed

karning or displa.y considerable hostilitly in some instances. If closedteaching systems are encountered at later ages. Many of the benefDs
of the lleadstart program, for example. have been lost, when students
have encountered the traditional closed system practices of elementary
schools. Similarly, students who have tasted independence in high
school would certainly expect nothing less in college.
c. Full adaptation and generational, invemion.It can hardly be expected that all educating institutions at all levels will ultimately offer
open-learning system conditions. Nevertheless, the overall transformation may be so widespread as to suggest an outcome of full adaptation,
whereby all stmlents are provided opportunities to maximize the development of their abilities.
Such an idealized state nevertheless suggests a profound consequence,
for each age cohort would have a better chance of developing human
potential than preceding or older-age cohorts. Students presently in a
new open system have more opportunities to learn than those who have
greduated from a closed system ; and students at elementau levels who
known only open-system conditions will be further advanced at
the high schpol level than the present high sehool Ancients who may
he encopntering open learning systems for the first time. With erph age
cohurt increasing its capabilities rehitive to the one precedmg t, generational inversion may become increasingly evident.

Although the young have much to learn, espe.cially in the broad
area of experience that we call wisdom. one eau alreagy see the early
signs of generational inversion in what is euphemistically called the
generation gan. For, in many respects. the ytming are better fitted to
this world and the world of tomorrow than their elders. Political education campaigns launched on university campuses are an early form

of the young teaching the old in what. Margaret. Mead has called
"prefigurative culture."

7
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HASTENING TIIE FUTURE

Althougli the variations in the BLTMT in education have been
present singly, societal complexity is such that the most probable

future will contain a complex mixture of all three situations. _In turn,
t.his suggests the necessary paths of action for those who are sympathetic to open learning systems and wish to hasten the future Ai le
ruarding against undesirable consequences.

a. Understanding of open systems.To avoid stagnation, conflict,
and threats of supersession, attempts must be made to fully define
open learning systems and to make clear their superiority in learning
outcomes and social benefits. One of the functions of the synoptic
chart, on which this article is based, is to facilitate an appreciation

of the many facets that are involved in a fully open system. Too many
open-system innovations, launched singly, are maile ineffective by
largely closed systems. Educators may feel giddily innovative and,
therefore, complacent in the absence ot any model that indicates how
far they have to go.
h. 11 lore knowledge of inequality.To avoid °Tenter inequality and
system distendedness, a far more sophisticatededucational data system is required that can monitor what is happening and where. ulti-

mately, we may require a thoroughgoing census of education and

learning, similar to the quinquennial census of manufactures that has
provided information for the industrial society that we are leaving
behind.
Inequality of learning opeortunity is not only to be found in schools.
Affluent families, living in information-rich homes and communities,
also provide for many extraschool learning opportunities such as summer camps, trips abroad, tutors, and music lessons. It is to be expected
that the affluent parents will be the first to take advantage of video
cassettes to promote the learning of their children, similar to the provision of encyclopedias at home which presently serve as a further
means to one-up the disadvantaged. Indeed, one of the problems of our
future society may be to simply keep the present level of inequality
from worsening, let alone atthmptto narrow the gap.

e. Adult education.Efforts at adult education will require far

more attention in the future, such that, in accord with the open learning system model, school and work are interspersed throughout everyone's lifetime. There may well be a growing (rap between what is known

by the young and what is kown by the old,t'and, similar to the widening gap of opportunity, considerable efforts may be required to simply
maintain the present balance. Among many. !traditional notions that
will be painfully discarded if- the obsolete View that education is for
the young. To survive in our new society, we will all have to karn,
unlearn, and learn.
To move from yesterday to tomorrow, the key fatcor is promoting
open-learning systems may well be the disposition toward learning

that is held by adults: Teachers, educational authorities, andperhaps most hnportantlyparents. To change the schools and colleges,
then, would first require a change in the American public. In other
words, to restate an obvious but often overlooked point, educating institutions reflect their constituents and their surrounding communities,

and cannot be expected to rise very far above their surrounding
intellectual milieu.

THE NATURE OF OUR CHANGING SOCIETY:
IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOLS*
BY WILLIS W. HARMAN
I. INTRODUCTION

This paper di ffers considerably from the usual state-of-the-knowledge report. The basic reason is that there is, in one sense, no kpowledge

of the future to report the state of. The times are too dynamic for the
ordinary sort of projection of present trends to have much value.
To see why, one has only to imagine having, in 1958, a competently
done forecast from observable pre-Sputnik trends. It would have had
dubious value in guiding educational policy during the decade that
followed, since the Ili ;sent issues that faced education in 1968 were
hardly discernible 10 years before.
On the other hand, considerable value might have been found in an
analysis which highlighted long-term educational issues and the projected consequences of alternative responses to them. Knowing these
long-term issues, one might have been enabled, through analysis. of
changing demands on education, to anticipate such deviations as the
post-Sputnik stress on science education, or the almost anti-mtellectnal
counteremphasis on feelings, awareness, and personality growth that
appeared in some quarters. These excesses would have been understood

as temporary perturbations on the longer-term trend toward a new

balance among the functions of education. Or, to take another example,
such analysis might have brought out the collision course between the
steady movement toward the affluent society and the unspoken, de facto
function of the schools to differentially educate, and thus contribute to
the continuance of a large underclass in which black and brown minorities are significantly overrepresented. The precise form of the eventual
conflict would not have been predicted, but the anticipation of it in
some form might have brought some additional illumination to bear
on pol cym a ki ng.

Thus, it will be our endeavor in this paper not so much to cite and
summarize presently available literature relating to the future of the
soc!ety and !pf education, but rather to provide a framework within
:which that literature and future analyses may be fitted. This is to say,
if the attempt is successful, we will have provided the reader with a
skeletip stri.icture within which he can construct his own dynamically
changing view of alternative futures and their implications for education.

As thc construction of this framework proceeds, one fundamental
theme will be seen to run throughout. A preponderance of the analyses

of the near:tern1 future (that is, the remainder of the twentieth century) pose, implicitly or explicitly, a challenge as to whether the opera-

*Premed for the ERIC Clenringhouse on Educational Administration. Eugene, Oreg.,

October 1909.

(0)

tive values which have served to bring us to the present point of

technological and industrial development will continue to serve well
in dealing with the problems created by that development. (By the
term "operative values" is meant those values which would be inferred
from actions taken, not those for which we profess allegiance.) The
forecasted consequences of continuing present trends suggest a need

for altered values. On the other hand, as we shall see, analyses of
revolutionary forces show that a corresponding thrust toward new
operative values is evident. Whether this thrust becomes dominant, or

plays itself out as a historical transient, is a key uncertainty of the
future.

The goals assigned to the overall educational undertakMg, and
hence aIl of educational planning, are centrally affected by the ultimate outcome, of this value-choice crossroads. For this reason, it has
been used as the most prominent member in our framework for viewing the future, or, more precisely, the available alternative futures.
This crucial choice is particularly evident in section III, where two
particular alternative ..utures are singled out for more detailed descripdon, and in section VI where the value alternatives are related
to basic philosophical premises. It plays a less conspicuous role in the
other sek nons.

In the next section we shall examine some of the major trends identified in extant surmisings about the next three decades. By no means
is there consensus among forecasters as to the success we are likely to
have in solving- some of the perplexing social problem ahead. However, almost an analysts admit to the seriousness of those problems.
A significant weijght of opinion backs the proposition that new tech-

nological remedies are not adequate treatment for technology-

spawned problems, and that changes in values are essential to a satisfactory outcome.
A different cut at these same data is taken in section III. Among the
various alternative futures implicit in the differing projections of assorted futurists, two are compared. One of these assumes the basic
operative values of the decades ahead to be more or less the same a in
the decades just left behind ; the other postulates a rapid and drastic

shift. While the future is likely to be neither one extreme nor the
other but somewhere in between, the comparison serves to highlight

the issue involved.
It is a fundamental concept in cultural anthropology that significant
differences between cultures are essentially differences between com-

monly held or dominant basic ideas and standards. Similarly, alternative future states of the society represent, in some sense, alternative
dominant belief-and-value systems. This point of view is examined in
section IV.

In the fifth section, we shall examine the contemporary revolu-

tionary forces in society and attempt to provide a schema for making
sense out of the rapidly developing eVents on this stage. Numerous
partial explanations are examined for the rebellion of youth and the
sequence of revolutionary acts in the sixties. Since these explanations,
either individually or when combined, seem unconvincing and inadequate as interpretations of the total scene, the possibility of an un.
derlying conceptual revolution, as yet dimly perceived, is put forth in
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section VI. Here is examined the hypothesis that today's perplexing
revolutionary activities may be usefully interpreted as indicators of a
subtle changing of the basic premises of our culture, comparable in potential impact to the Protestant Reformation. The main point in such
a comparison is that if such. a transition is taking place, better under-

standing of it mav reduce our anxieties and help in the rational

formulation of policies which will contain those subversive forces
which have to be contained, while minimizing the violence of "religious wars" which might accompany the change.

Section VII summarizes what has gone before by attempting to
extract from the trends, alternative futures, value conflicts, and revolutionary forces, a set of meta-issues upon which appear to hinge the
most significant future-determining choices ahead. Typically such a
social choicetake for example the national commitment to sonic form

of social securityis only to a very limited extent a consequence of the
conscious decisions of designated policymakers. It also involves multi-

tudinous minor decisions of persons of lesser prominence, many of
whom are not conscious of having made a choice at all. Yet how the
society as a whole moves with regard to these overriding issues will
profoundly affect its future history.
Finally, in the last section. we suggest some of the implications of the
foregoing for schools. Analyses of alternative future states of this
society have two major uses for educational planners. In the first
place, since even the near-term future can, at best, be only crudely
known, plans need to be examined not only in the context of what is
considered to be the. most likely future, but also for compatibility with
other plausible futures. Secondly, through study of alternative futures
we can see more clearly the role of education in helping to determine
which of the possible alternative futures actually comes into being.
II. APPARENT LONG-TERM TRENDS

As Kahn and Weiner have noted (1967), a "basic, long-term, multifold trend" of society may be observed, which provides a useful baseline against which to contrast alternatives. (That is to say, this trend
is not a prediction, but more like a centroid of likely alternatives.)
More or less general agreement is found among forecasters with regard
to the major components of this central trend as summarized below.
ECONOMIC-POLITICAL

orldwide idustrialization and modernization.The preponderant
trend in the sense of forming a background context for all else in the
political and economic realms is undoubtedly what Robert Heilbroner
(1963) terms The Great Ascent, the continued industrialization and
modernization of the entire world, and particularly, the attempt to accomplish this for the largely tropical belt of underdeveloped areas.
The necessity of a shift from a parochial to a one-world view of

Spaceship Earth hardly needs defense. Frequent reminding comes from
awareness that through present world communications networks repercussion.s of local events are rapidly felt and reacted to around the
world. Ecological problems are world problems. Production/distribution and communication/transportation systems are essentially global.
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They require, and depend upon, the resources of the entire planet and,
more importantly, the global interchange of research, development, and
technical, and managerial expertise. Most significantly of all, perhaps,
there are no local political and economic problems any more. Political
events in remote lands, famines or other catastrophes in underdevel-

oped countries, all have direct and immediate impact on the tech-

nologically developed world.
On this one-world stage the dominant event is The Great Ascent :
The process of economic development . . visible throughout the newly
awakened areas . . . is a worldwide struggle to escape from the poverty and
misery, and not less from the neglect and anonymity, which have heretofore
constituted "life" to the vast majority of human beings. It is not mere rhetoric to
speak of this attempted Great Ascent as the first real act of world history.

Certainly in size and scope it towers over any previous enterprise of man . .
[It] is not merely a struggle against poverty. The process which we call economic
development is also, and in the long run primarily, a process through which the
social, political and economic institutions of the future are being shaped for the
great majority of mankind . . . On the outcome of this enormous act will depend
the character of the civilization of the world for many generations to come, not
only in the poor and struggling nations, but in the rich and privileged ones as
well. ( Heilbroner, 1903, p. 9).

The economic development of the world is likely to be marked by
profound revolutions of rising expectations," disharmony, and social
discontent ; the almost inevitable ,gaps between expectations and accom-

plishments may well breed political authoritarianism and economic

collectivism ; the process will almost surely not be accomplished
smoothly and according to plan. The educational jump from a tradi-

tion-bound peasant society to a modern industrial one is immense.
Strong infusions of knowledge as well as capital will be required if

the underdeveloped world is to succeed in this ambitious attempt.
Institutionalization of change.Emergent change, not homeostasis,
is the order of the day. The trend is toward institutionalization of the
process of research-development-innovation-dissemination, and toward the development of organizational forms adapted to promoting
change.

Emergence of a "knowledge society".Drucker (1969) describes

this development in detail. The emerging society is based upon knowledge as the central capital, with educational and intellectual institutions playing a key role (Bell, 1967). Demand grows for skilled, semiprofessional laborers, and diminishes for unskilled, unknowledgeable

labor. Some writers have speculated about the future problem of
increased leisure as a consequence of the cybernated society. More
likel3r is the prospect of 40-hour (and up) weeks for the knowledge
work.ers and unemployment for the untrained. There will be an expanding fraction of the populace involved in education, and an
expanding fraction of the national income going to education. There
will also be an increasing involvement of education with other social
institutions.
SCIENTIFIC-TECHNOLOGICAL

Accumulation of scientific and technological knowledge.The one
forecase upon which practically all analysts agree is that of an increasing level of applied scientific knowledge, and an increasing degree

of cybernation. Kahn and Weiner (1967) list a hundred likely tech-
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nical innovations, and Chase (1968) describes the society which may
result.

Inereasing lag of technological solutions behind technology-created

problems.Examples abound. Increasing industrialization creates

problems of resource depletion, fouling of the environment, waste disposal, technological unemployment, concrestion, and assorted urban
ills problems w- hich show no sign of dOina anything but increase.
Me!dical advances are largely responsible forb dramatic rates of population growth and consequent overpopulation and food supply problems. Advances in weapons of mass destruction and their delivery
systems have brought us to the threshold of an internecine conflict
which resembles some of the nightmares of yesterday's science fiction
writers.

Robert Heilbroner, in "The Future as History" (1960), points out

that the new forces generating problems in the Isiation today are essentially extensions of three main currents of American historical devel-

opmentnamely, rampant scientific and technological development,

extension of opportunities to the underprivileged, arid increasing social
control over private economic life. Those same currents are likely to
continue, and so are the problems.
SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL

Increasing problems of ecological balance, environmental deteriora-

tion, population concentration, md food supply.There is no indication that any of these problems will do other than get worse in the
years immediately ahead. A drastic shift in values to supplement
regulatory action seems necessary to reverse trends toward increasing
ecological imbalance, pollution of air and water and soil, and nuclear
and agrichemical contamination. Although we hear brave tlk of solutions to population and food problems through such means as new
methods of contraception, floating cities and undersea communities,
increased yield by crop breeding, and farming the oceans and coastal
deserts, most iprojections indicate that at best these measures will only
ease the problems somewhat.
Increasing affluence, with, increasing self-consciousness of the wnder-

clamThe worldwide trend toward increasing per capita income will
continue, but with a more rapid rise in the industrialized countries,
thus increasing the gap between have and have-not groups. Both in this

nation and around the world, increasing pressure to redress the Unbalance can be expected from the have-nots.
Growth of a knowledge eliteTrends toward increasing bureaucratization and toward knowledge as power taken together suggest
the development of a meritocratic, knowledge-power elite. Bell (1967)
goes so far as to predict that "not only the best talents, but eventually
the entire complex of social prestige and social status, will be rooted
in the intellectual and scientific communities" (p. 30).

Increasing interdependence of social and political institutions.

Partly in response to these world problems, we can expect a continuation of the trend toward limited-purpose international organizations

and corporations (together with attemptsprobably unsuccessfulto

move further in the direction of a strong United Nations). Movement
will also continue toward recognition, in institutional forms and prac-
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tices, of the interlocking nature of economics, technological development, education, health, and the social order.
Within the Nation, the trends toward greater urbanization and industrialization will continue and, with them, the increase of associated
problemsurban decay, technological unemployment, congestion, poverty concentrations, crime, and accumulation of waste products. These

trends, too, contribute to pressure for increasing social control, in-

creasing pluralism of institutional power ( with ethnic, economic, and
age minority groups insisbing on representation) , and increasing
meshing of the activities of local, State and Federal government agencies, business corporations, and nonprofit institutions. Detailed cen-

tral control may tend to be replaced by generalized central control

with local units making decisions on the specifics of carrying out broad
policies.
CULTURALPSYCHOLOGICAL

Increasing proportion of growth-»zotivated persons.Past trends
of increasing affluence, increasing levels of education, and changing
child-rearing patterns combine to indicate that an increasing fraction
of the population will be, in Maslow's terms, growth-motivated rather
than deficiency-motivated. This shift is showing itself in the higher
valuations placed on the feeling and subjective side of life, on selfrealization, and on finding meaning and significance in work. There is,
in addition to more questioning of traditional work values, a tendency
to blur the distinctions among work, leisure, and education.

Increasing stress-producing forces on the individual.These in-

chide continuing international and domestic tensions, fear and hostility in the cities, rapid obsolescence of job skills, increasing complexity
ot the individual's network of interpersonal relations, and instabilty
and change in life patterns. The future will be characterized by a good
deal of fear of change, fear of powerlessness, fear of loss of privacy
and independence, and fear of insecurity. This will give rise to counterforces opposing some of the trends listea above.

ccUNSOLVABLE MACROPROBLEM511

There stand out, from these predictions, two problems which

we

might well term macroproblems. The effects, and the urgency of their
ultimate solutions, are worldwide in scope. They are already serious
and will undoubtedly become more so. And most significant of all,

there is good reason to assume that they will not be solved within
the context of present operational values. The first is what Kahn and
Weiner term the problem of our Faustian powers. The second is the
poverty of the high-breeding-rate masses of the underdeveloped nations.
The Faustian plowers humanity has gained through rampant development and application of technology have already brought us to the
threshold of overpopulation (through technology-reduced mortality
rate) ; pollution of rar, water, and soil ; extensive unemployment of the
unskilled ; paralyzing air and surface traffic congestion around urban
centers; and the threat of nv.clear holocaust. These have been the consequences of the unspoken policy that whatever technology would
make a profit for an individual or an organization, or would contribute

7.1.-
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to a nation's ability to carry on warfare,
that technology would be
developed and applied. But now this policy
has brought us to what
Archibald MacLeish has called (1968) 'the Great
American Frustration"the feeling that we "have somehow lost control
of the manarrement of our human affairs, of the direction of
our
lives,
of what our
ancestors would have called our destiny" (p. 13).
For it has become clear that we have now, or could develop
soon,

the power :

Through human engineering, to modify indefinitely
the bodies
of selected individuals, for reasons
ranging from scientific curiosity to prolonging life ;
Through genetic engineering, to modify
the characteristics of
the human race and to shape the course of evolution
;
To change to unlimited extent the physical
characteristics, and
the plant and animal population, of the biosphere.
To alter to unlimited extent men's mental and'
emotional characteristics, including intellectual abilities, motivations,
affect,
personalities, and character ;
Through weapons of mass destruction,
to annihilate large semments of the human race and devastate large
areas of the eartli;
and
To change significantly, in many other
ways, the kind of world
which is handed on to tbe next generation.
Past experience gives us little assurance that the
predominantly
economic values and laisez-faire policies which
have
thus
far göi'erned
industrialization and technological development
will
suffice
to insure
that such potent powers will be used for the
overall
benefit
of humanity. Our past practice has been to allow arms
races,
or
pollution,
or enviromental degradation, or ecological imbalance,
or denuding of
the land to proceed until the situation
erable, and then attempt some sort of was obviously becoming intolcorrective action. This may not
be good enough in future.
Wheeler (1969) argues that some sort of
control of the flow of
scientific and technological innovation is
as
necessary
now as economic
controls of capital flow have been in the
past.
Furthermore,
this control must be transnational, involving
at
a
minimum
all
the
highly
developed nations.
It seems clear that this sorcerer's
than simply different policies. Someapprentice problem calls for more
new institutional form, in addition1 will be necessary. But even
more
the issue is not one of technology but may be required. In the end
one of values. The question is
not one of devising managerial technology
to control technology,
but rather the more fundamental
question of whether the operative
values which served so well in the d.evelopment
of modern technology
are basically capable of handling its humane
application.
Peccei (1969,
p. 135) sums it up :
;.

The ambivalence, ambiguity and
unpredictability
deemed to be linked to
technology are man's. Whether the sum
total of its effects
will eventually be
disruptive beyond repair, or fruitful beyond hope,
. . . Villain or savior, perverter
depends essentially on him
just play the role
man assigns to it. But one thingorishealertechnology
not possible: Thatwill
man may himself go
on (irresponsibly) playing with the tremendous
of technology. He
longer remain an apprentice sorcerer. He has toforce
no
master his technology.can
be must realize is that his function has
What
changed. As Julian Huxley said, "His
;"...
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role, whether he wants it or not, is to be a leader of the evolutionary process
on earth and his job is to guide and direct it in the general direction of improvement."

The second unsolvable macroproblem centers around the tendency

for the gap between industrialized and underdeveloped nations to
worsen in spite of deliberate programs aimed at closing it.
This comes about as a combination of two powerful factors, the
self-regenerating acceleration of technological and industrial development in the prosperous nations, and the staggering problems in
the overbreeding and underdeveloped societies. In the latter countries, where the major impact of modern science has been to lengthen
the average breeding period and dramatically upturn the population
growth curve? population is doubling in a generation or less. Merely to
maintain their current subhumanly adequate standard of living requires more than their available capital resources ; they lack a sufficient force of trained teachers, technicians, and managers; they have
little industry, and need to make good enormous arrears in food production, education, road building, housing, and sanitation.
Ethical considerations quite aside, the existence of this growing
disparity in quality of life poses a constant threat to world stability.
Extreme poverty, when combined with ignorance, breeds . . . the resigned acceptance of a subhuman lot. But extreme poverty, when it is combined with the
knowledge that some societies are affluent, breeds envious desires and the expectation that these desires must of necessity, and very soon, be satisfied ... By
means of the mass media some knowledge of what life is like in affluent societies
has been widely disseminated throughout the world's underdeveloped regions

. In the context of a three, or even of a two, percent annual increase in
numbers, high expectations are foredoomed to disappointment. From disappointment, through resentful frustration, to widespread social unrest the road
. .

is short. (Huxley, 1060, p. 10.)

$.`

Again the immensely and complexity of the problem are sobering.
It does not appear politically feasible, given present operative values,
for the governments of the prosperous nations to contribute foreign
aid which is at all of the magnitude required to bring these nations to
the takeoff point. As regards the private sector, the rationality of the
profit motive tends to limit severely, the investment in delayed-payoff
but essential buildup of human capital. Without this human development it will continue to be more profitable for business to invest in
European and American affluence, rather than in third-world poverty.
Thus the prospects for the underdeveloped countries are dim, yet the
potential costs of failure to solve the world's poverty problem are
frightening to contemplate.
Again the question is whether the values which served well enough
for isolated villages, or even isolated continents, will suffice to guide
a single integrated. planet. If they will not, then this is the most important single thing to know in designing the education of the future. For
if values are to be changed, this must be through an educative process.
III. Two CONTRASTING FORECASTS

Confronting the decades immediately ahead, we are tempted to
paraphrase Charles Dickens as lie opens A Tale of Two Cities: It will
be the best of times, it will be the worst of times2 it will be the spring

of hope, it will be the winter of despair. Within the forecasts from
72-763-72-2
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which the basic, long-term, multifold trend was extracted are to be
found a broad range of portrayals. At one extreme are descriptions of
the utopian benefits of technology relieving man once and for all of
concern over supply of human wants, providing unlimited leisure and
universal education, and fostering democratic freedom and equality
such as only a high-technology affluent society can do. At the other
extreme, we find dire predictions of uncontrollable fouling of the
planet, reduced privacy and political significance of the individual, and
widespread over-population, poverty, famine, and civil disorder. What
sort of order can we bring out of this divergent prophesying?

Since we cannot know the future, and in fact must proceed under
the assumption that we have some freedom of choice in affecting the
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future, we can most profitably speak not of a predicted future, but of

a range of plausible alternative futures. Figure 1 is an attempt to
show the concept diagrammatically. If the level of increasing dissidence and rebellious activity were to continue to rise, and with it

the level of counteractive repression, it is conceivable that we might
move toward a garrison state by, say, 1990. On the other band, if the
basic, long-term, multifold trend is extrapolated we arrive, more oL
less, at what might be termed a second phase industrial state, to be
described below. The general idea is that the actual future history of
the society will probably not be a straight line path to one or another
of these possibilities, but rather will be a wavering pathway to some
mediate state.

At the ever-present risk of oversimplifying to the point of distortion let us compare two of these alternative futures for, say, the last
dectide of the century. I will term them the second:phase industrial
society and the person-centered society. The former is the sort of description which might emerge from a weighted summation of the multifarious trend projections, Delphi forecasts, and brave-new-world predictions which abound in technical and popular literature. (It is similar, in its basic concept of extrapolation of present trends, to The Most

Probable World of Chase (1968).) The person-centered society is a

compositepicture based on the views of a group of writers and analysts

who assume (or hope) that a rapid change to some kind of posteconomic institutionalized values will take place. This group includes,
among others, John Kenneth Galbraith, Michael Harrington, Erich
Fromm, John Rader Platt, Kenneth Boulding, Robert Theobald, and
Abraham Maslow.

These two futures are not presented, even by their proponents, on
an equal basis. The first assumes a relatively continuous transition
from the first-phase industrial society, which has so far lasted from
the Industrial Revolution to the present, to the second-phase computerized, cybernated state. Implicit is the further assumption that such
trends as the expanding economy and the advancing technology have,
so to speak, a life of their own. Once set in motion, their own dynamic

nature carries them forward. Thus it is appropriate to project them

ahead and ask such questions as, "what effect will increased knowledged

in bioengineering have on human values? To be sure, the advance of
technological achievement will bring with it such new social problems
as industrial pollution,poisoning by agrichemicals, encroachment on
privacy, traffic congestion, and threat of nuclear destruction, which
are our present heritage. But these problems, in turn, will be solved
by still higher technology.
The second forecast, the person-centered society, assumes, by contrast, a significant discontinuity with past trends. Its proponents tend
to view our present time of troubles as a transition period to a state
radically different from the present, both in institutional forms and in
institutionalized values. The level of technological development would
be comparable with (or somewhat lower than) that in the first fore-

cast, but the uses to which technology would be put might differ

sigmficantly. The value shift would be in the direction of a more person-centered culture. Critics of this forecast would say it is unrealistic ;
critics of the first would say it is undesirable, if not self-destructing.
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TILE SECOND-PH:1SE INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY

In both of these forecasts we can assume that certain trends and
developments are here to stay, at least for the near future. One is a

high and increasina level of technology and of cybernation. Second is
the conduct of menst purposeful activities by large-scale centralized
organizations, such as those developed in aovernment and industry
in recent decades. Further, distinction beteWeen public and private
organizations will no doubt become further blurrecl, as it alreiuly has
in military procurement, space exploration, and atomic energy. Plan-

ning will tend to replace the market mechanism in controlling the
flow of money.

In the second-phase industrial society, cybernation will have taken
over, and will do better, many of the tasks for which men's minds are
presently trained. Those who are leading exciting lives at the manaaerml or technological forefront of the advancing society will -proably
work as long hours as at present. For the rest there will be increased
leisure to be used for recreation or education. On the whole, there will
be more years of education per person and a near-hundred-percent
literacy rate.
Research and services will play a more dominant role, production
less. Intellectual institutions (universities, research laboratories, thinktanks, systems analysis centers, etc.) will play a more significant role.

Chanotthe research, development, and innovation processwill be
instit&ionalized. That is, institutions will be facilitators of change
rather than impediments to change. These developments will result
in the growth of, and concentration of power in, a bureaucratic and
lmowledge-based meritocratic elite a highly professional and intellectual class which will comprise a network linking the widespread gov-

ernmental, military, university, research, policy analysis, urban
development, financial, commercial, and i ndustrial oraanizations.

Highly centralized and intensive (though possibly subtle) social control will be weilded over vocational training, worker mobility, work

fr

attitudes and consumer habits.
New applied technology will have affected life in many ways. New
types of household devices, many based on small computers and elaborated communication services, will be available, not only transforming the life of the housewife, but also allowina education and various
forms of business to be carried on in the home. Through cybernation

and genetic management of plants and animals, the agricultural industry will be made many times more productive in terms of use of
land and labor. Coastal desert lands will be made habitable with desalinated water. Nuclear power and fuel cells will provide ample
energy for all demands. Automated factories will produce practically
all consumer moods, with TM7 programed in to satisfy customers.
New transporTation systems will have more people traveling further,
faster. The housing industry will indeed have become an industry,
producing new types of improved housing with mass production

economy, yet with esthetic and functional variety.
There will be variety in cities too, with specialized formsscientific
1

!

t

t

t

city, university city, festival and ceremonial cities, recreation city,
experimental citiesand planned communities. Experiments with
alternatives to the main patterns of living (precursors being com-
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munes, bohemian urban communities, substitutes for marriage, etc.)
will be commonplace. Schools in the forms we have known will virtually disappear. Instead, education will take place via combined
systems of machines and human assistants located in homes neighborhood centers, specialized learning centers, museums, and' industrial
and business locations.

Alona with these advantaffes there will be some problems. Because
of the lag; in modernization ''of underdeveloped countries, the (rap between rich nations and poor nations will grow even larger. Iriternational organizations of various sorts will homehow have managed to
contain the nuclear threat, and will have made great strides in fostering economic development of poor nations, but there will still be international strife and the economy will continue to be semimilitarized.
Fed by the dynamic character of science-technology, and unchecked
because of failure to find any satisfactory alternative to technological

approaches to international problems, the arms race will have con-

tinued to escalate.
There will be internal tension too. Although some progress will have
been made on the 'Poverty problem, the white-nonwhite conflict will
continue, and the alienated young of the sixties will be raising another generation, also alienated. However, the law enforcement

agencies will have regained the initiative, violence and counterviolence will be under control, and conflict will mainly take the form of

widespread subterranean resentments.
It will be interesting to speculate on the nature of these dissenting
views. The dissenters will be, on the whole, at a higher level of material
well-being than in the sixties, and better educated. We can imagine
their criticism of the basic contradictions in the society as follows:
The operative goals of the society are continuing expansion of output
(goods and services), a companion increase in consumption, technological advance, efficient use of resources to these ends, and the public
images that sustain all these. Individual lives are to be spent in the
service of these goals. Human wants rate lower thanand thus must

conform tothe needs of the industrial system. State policies, the

educational system, and conventional morality are molded to fit the
requirements of the system. Although the necessity to close the gap
between rich and poor nations is recoanized, it is uneconomical to
trade freely with them or to invest heavily in their balanced economic
development. The need is recoanized to abolish thc slums, poverty, and
racism, and to provide adequate education and equal opportunity to the
poor minority, yet it is uneconomical for private capital to do this,
and effective government action is opposed by threatened lower-middle
and working-class whites. Humans need contact with nature and
beauty, but it is uneconomical to design a humane urban environment

or to provide money for parks, esthetics, history, or civility. Al-

though the channels of mass communication offer a great potentiality
for public enlightenment, they are used mainly to promote sales and
distribute propaganda for business and government interests. Somehow the social system is not serving the interests of the individuals
who comprise it ; nothing short of a radical change in the operative
values within it can alter thiF fact.
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In the humanized technological society of the contrasting forecast,
it is precisely these operative values which have changed. The goals of
the society include making economic growth meet human needs, achievina knowledge and esthetic advance, and controlling social problems
sethat individuals may progress toward their own goals of self-fulfillment. The industrial system is subservient to_ , and responsible to,
these laraer purposes of the society. The overarching goal is the cultivation aird enrichment of all human beings, in all their diversity, complexity, and profundity.

In the forecasts which describe this society, each individual will
be provided enough resources, and in such a way, as to enable him to
live in dignity. Underlying the economic system will be the proposition
that each free man has the right to a full life, which includes useful,
rewarding work and self-development. Economic security will not be
achieved solely by welfare payments or guaranteed incomes. In part,
at least, it will be accomplished by an extension of the principle of

free goods and services from those already provided (elementary,
education, library services, fire and police protection, inoculations,
lunch milk for children, etc.) to inchide others (such as reeducation for

a new occupation, food and nutrition staples, urban transportation,
etc.). In the "knowing society" (Drucker, 1969) education will be as
central to the economy as mass production has been in the past. Thus,
education is a valid occupation, entitlincr the educatee to subsistence
as well as the opportunity to learn. A diversity of educational paths
will be available, and men will not be judged on the basis of a single
uniform academic standard. (Competitive grading, therefore, will
assume much less significance.) Similarly, the society will provide a
diversity of ways in which a person can win the esteem of others. In
other words, economic failure or academic failure will not be equated
with failure as an individual.
Mumford (1965) has analyzed the basic attitude shifts that would
have to accompany conversion to the person-centered society. There
are, he says :
Serious reasons for reconsidering the whole picture of both human and tech-

nical development on which the present organization of Western society is
based . . . The deliberate expression and fulfillment of human potentialities
requires a quite different approach from that bent solely on the control of
natural forces . . . Instead of liberation from work being the chief contribution
of mechanization and automation, liberation for work, for educative, mindforming work, self-rewarding even on the lowest physiological level, may become
the most salutary contribution of a life-centered technology.

The society will be a planned society, but planned in such a way as
to deepen, not diminish, the freedom of the individual. Opportunity
will be provided for real participation in planning by those for whom
the planning is done. Management structures will be such that power
flows both ways.
The technological level will be high, as in the second-phase industrial forecast, but the priorities for technological development will be
influenced by human and global needs. The problems of the ghetto and
of the underdeveloped societies will not have been completely eliminated, but their solution will have had high priority. As a consequence
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of these efforts to respond to human needs, and also as a consequence
of the way people perceive the goals of society international tensions
will have lowered and internal alienation will have decreased markedly. The military establishments of the industrialized nations will
have moved a long way toward cooperation in an international policing
role. Internally, new standards will goven the recruitment and training of officials responsible for maintaining justice and order, and the
image of the police will be that of protector of all, with fairness and
justice to each, regardless of skin color, economic condition, or type
of haircut and beard.
Education will center on developing self-learning habits and skills,
problem-solving and decisionmaking abilities, individuality, sound
valuing capabilities, capability of continuous self-renewal, and selfunderstanding. Education will be much more equated with life, and
with the distinction between formal and informal education having
become blurred, will be much more a lifetime activity. The significant
disthictions will not be work versus education or work versus leisure,
but work-education-leisure versus killing time.
Hutchins (1968) describes the learning society as:
One that, in addition to offering part-time adult education to every man and
woman at every stage of grown-up life, had succeeded in transforming its values
in such a way that learning, fulfillment, becoming human, had become its aims

and all its inatitutiona were directed to thia end. This is what the Athenians
did . . . They made their society one designed to bring all its members to the

fullest development of their highest powers . . . In Athens. education was not a
segregated activity, conducted for certain hours, in certain places, at a certain
time of life. It was the aim of the society . . . The Athenian was educated by the
culture, by Paideia.

The Athenian education was made possible by slavery, which was
the necessary provider of leisure. But "machines can do for every
modern II1911 what slavery did for the fortunate few in Athens. The
vision of a learning society * * * can be realized * * *. Whether it

does or not depends upon the transformation of values."
But a set of values, in turn, are based upon a conception of the nature
of man, his potentialities, and the possibilities for their manifestation.
That is to say, the choice between the two alternative futures we have
described is also in a sense a choice between two images of man.
IV. BELIEFS AND VALUES IN TRANSITION

Thus far, we have postulated that the values of society are, or may
be, in transition. Advancing technology has an impact on values. (Per-

haps more fundamentally, values have an influence on what technology comes into application.) So also may values alter as a consequence of perceiving that past values are leading us into untenable
situations. In the preceding section we argued further that a choice
among significantly different alternative futures is implicitly a choice
among belief-and-value systems (Baier and Rescher, 1969 ) .
FOUR BELIEF-AND-VALUE POSITIONS COMPARED

Let us now compare summary descriptions of four belief-and-value

,
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positions which are interacting at the present time to generate the
future. They are :
A. U.S. middle-class (traditional) ;
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B. New values (proposed by humanistic-psychology writers and

forerunner youth);

C. Behavioral science ; and

D. American origin (implicit in founding documents and Western political tradition).
It is apparent that the new values (B) are currently challengina the
traditional ones (A). One naturally looks to the behavioral scientists
to see if they are uncovering any new knowledge of human behavior

and characteristics which would shed light on the controversy. It
looks very much as though the behavioral sciences have an implicit
value system of their own (C) which is not neutral with regard to the
conflict. In view of this observation, it becomes of interest to compare

all three of these with the set of values on which the nation is pre-

sumably based (D). This we propose to do briefly, after first summarizing in comparable formats the four sets.
A. U.S. middle-class traditionalbeliefs and values
We mean by this title the beliefs and values which have dominated
U.S. industrial society and which today's youth tend to reject, at least
in part. It is difficult to be explicit, since the values of the middle class
are changing and have clearly departed considerably from what they
were in the 1930's, both in the direction of diversity and pluralism, and
in an overall shift toward the new values described below. This belief
summary describes, at any rate, a representative position.

Belief 8.Implicit in this belief-and-value system is that, while

religious beliefs are good to have as a basis for mortality, the vahies
derived from the Judeo-Christian tradition will stand by themselves
on a pragmatic basis. Hence, there tends to be little emphasis on specific religious beliefs or metaphysical premises as a source of values;
atheists, agnostics, Christians, and Jews are expected to have more or
less the same values. Thust without being tied to a particular cosmology

there tends to be a generalized belief

in the perfectability of man and in his ability to better his

position through his own efforts ;
in material progress as the meaning, of social progress ; and
in humanitarianism and a moral orientation to the world.

Individual-rights values.A high value is attached to the rights to
(1) individual pursuit of economic security and happiness, (2) personal liberty (freedom, privacy, and property rights), (3) equality of
opportunity and justice, and (4) essential respect as a human being.
These rights are strongly tempered by the ethic that one must earn
what he gets, through industry and persistence.
Life-setting values.Value is placed on the orderly society, with
social roles and rules for transition well-defined, and domestic and
civic virtues commonly held. Pleasantness of environment and the
esteem of others are prized. Meaning in life centers largely around
success and achievement in terms of money, property, power, and
status. For these goals one is willing to sacrificepresent pleasures and
postpone gratification until the future. Self discipline, hard work, and
efficiency and productivity are honored ; the emotional life should be
well regulated and rationa.lized.

Personal characteristies.The following personal characteristics

are valued : Industry, integrity, dependability, self-sufficiency, rugged
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individualism, control of inner feelings, moderation, rationality, orderliness, regularity, conformity, pragmatism, cleanliness, responsibility, loyalty to family and firm, patriotism, Apollonian style, action
as contrasted with contemplation, youthfulness.
B. New values
These are the beliefs and values of the humanistic and existential
psychologists (Erich Fromm, Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers, Rollo
May, etc.) and the youth culture labeled forerunner youth by Fortune
magazine in a recent survey (January 1969). This position is much
more explicit than the previous one in what it affirms about man.
Beliefs.Basie premises include the affirmation that fundamental
to all else in human experience is awareness, and that through his
awareness of himself and of his relations to others and to the universe,
man can discover values which are wholesome in terms of promoting
his growth toward the most fully human state and his actualization
of his highest potentialities. Man responds to a hierarchy of perceived
needs, bid ultimately his basic dynamic is toward growth and becoming.
Individval-rights values.The highest value is attached to the in-

dividual's right to pursue sel f-fu fillment, personal 1 iberty, equal ity of
opportunity and justice, and essential respect as a human being. These
values are considered to be not just pragmatically desirable, but rather
to follow directly from the affirmation of the essential validity of inner
experience and from the collective subjective experience of the race.

Life-setting vakies.Meaning in life centers around the discovery
and actualization of one's highest potentialities, the pursuit of selffulfillment. The desirable environment is one which promotes oTowth
and fosters inner freedom ; that is, it is truthfully responsive in% ultimately supportive, as the therapist is to his client. Self-discovery experiences are to be sought after, not avoided. Thus conflict and ambiguity are not threats to the good life, but pathways to it. Beauty and

deep personal relationships are highly valued, again because in experiencing them one more fully experiences himself.
Personal characteristies.The following personal characteristics
are valued: Openness, authenticity, integrity, sensitivity, aliveness,
spontaniety, self-honesty, balance between or transcendence of Opp.
sites (reason/emotion, Apollonian/Dionysian, work/play, self /notself) (Maslow, 1967).
C. Behavioral science
There is, of course, no single viewpoint which faithfully represents

the views of behavorial scientists as they apply their knowledge to

matters of social policy and social values. However, one could perhaps
think of some kind of center-of-gravity viewpoint. The attempt, is nn-

portant because the behavioral-science viewpoint is influential, and
because it is espoused by so many of those who wrestle with social
policy questions. A reasonable approach would seem to be to examine
writings of behavioral scientists relating to social problems, and the
textbooks from which behavioral science is taught. The latter particularly are strongly influeneed in their implicit premises by the behaviorist tradition in psychology and by Freudian psychoanalytic
theory.
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Beliefs. The basic premises include the assertion that human behavior can best be urnierstood as an interaction amon.g more or less
stable characteristics of the individual and the immediate situational

context. The individual characteristicspersonality pattern, values,
goals, etc.arise in turn from the historical interaction between physiological needs and instinctual energies and desires on the one hand.

and environmentparticularly that of early childhoodon the other.

Socially acceptable behavior is arrived at through socialization (conditioning) processes.
The behavioral-science position tends to be reductionists, especially regarding such higher values as freedom, justice, love, cooperation, reason, courage, free will, truth, beauty andgood.ness, self-fulfillment, and responsibility, regarding them as sublimations of in stmctual drives or as more straightforward cultural conditionings. Thus,
the basic value position is one of moral relativism.

Individual-rights values.-7Such rights as the individual pursuit

of happiness, personal liberty, and equality of opportunity are deemed
good ones for a society to have on a rational, pragmatic basis. How-

ever, altruistic behavior is basically at variance with man's instinctual (aggressive, territorial, etc.) nature, and it has to be instilled by
the culture.

Life-setting vabues.Likewise, such values as social order, justice,
social consciousness, democracy, humanitarianism, public service,
morality, achievement, etc., are perpetuated by the culture because of
their usefulness, but they have no deeper transcendental roots. Because of the implicit. deterministic assumption, values such as freedom and democracy, which imply that the individual ultimately has

free will and is responsible for his actions, are not only cultural

inventions, but illusions.

Personal charaetethties.Various personal

i

cli nra e teristics inay

be valued, particularly scientific objectivity, intelligence, and impassivity. However, it is recognized that the choice to value these
characterisfies is itself illusory in its freedom, since these tastes must
have been culturally imposed somewhere along the way.
D. American origin
In the speeches and writings of the men who were present at the
founding of this Nation are to be discerned the basic premises and
central values of the Western political tradition and the specifically
American additions.
Bdiefs.The most important basic premises underlying the nation's
founding are that the imiverse has a physical and moral order. that
natural law is discoverable by man, and that man intrinsically strives

toward the iinderstandine of the natural order and toward th ner-

fection of his nature. Unerring order and universal harmony reigning
throughout. the whole . . . God is the power of first. cause. natnre is
the. law, and matter is the subject acted upon (Thomas Paine). Social
order is to be derived from man's universal nature. The history of man
is a. nropmession in time toward a definite. n supremely meaningful end,
in which hninnn fulfillment. is achieved. Man's TWIMOSP. in history is

to seek individual realizntion and social and political justice. Man
has the. free will to accept or reject natural purpose nwl natiiral law.
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Individual-rights vaLues.Supreme rights are those to life, liberty, and the pursuit of self-fulfillment; to equality before the law
and equality of opportunity ; and to freedom with regard to spiritual
beliefs and the rituals and life patterns in which those are expressed.
Life-setting vakie8.Among the specific life-setting values commanding high allegiance here are :
The mission of America to bring a new order into the world ;

The prime function of society being to serve the individual's

rational and purposeful perspectives and acts ;
A binding, just, and adaptive system of common and constitutional law;
The supremacy of the general will (what people ought to want

in the light of the ethic of the Western political tradition and
of their own rational, individual, and social interests) over tem-

porary popular desire;
The right and duty to resist when Government does not fulfill
its responsibilities to the individual and becomes tyrannical and
destructive ;
Equal opportunity, special privilege for none ;

Education : Enlighten the people generally, and oppression of
mind and body will vanish like evil spirits at the dawn of day
(T. Jefferson) ; and
Harmonious and successful human relations, spiritual salvation,
reason, tolerance,_freedom, justice, cooperation, persuasion rather
than force individual responsibility, enlightened self-interest.

Personal claracteristics.The following personal characteristics are
highly valued : Integrity, responsibility, rationality, industry, selfsuffici ency, fairness, spiritual ity, patriotism, humanitaran ism, idealism.
With these summaries of four ,belief-and-value systems before us we

have a useful way of looking at some contemporary issues. The traditional middle-class premises are congential to the second-phase industrial kind of future. The person-centered society. on the other hand,
would require a shift of dominant values in the direction of the new,
humanistic-psychology, and forerunner-youth basic premises. OhangeFf
in basic premises are not easily brought about ; there is little indication
that deliberate attempts to change basic premises and value positions,
through conventional educational processes, are very successful. On
the other hand, the new values appear to have a strength in today's culture -which would hardly have been anticipathd even a half-decade ago.
Formal education positions have been strongly affected by the behavioral-science premises in recent decades. These premises are more in
line with, and supportive of, the traditional middle-class values.
Interestingly enough, the new beliefs and values turn out to be remarkably similar to those which formed the ideological basis for the
founding of the Nation, as is indicated by the criticisms of disaffected
youth that the establishment is false to its declared values.
Let us take a closer look at these criticisms and the dynamics of their
expression, since the nature and resolution of these revolutionary forces
will clearly have much to do with the choice the society makes among
its possible alternative futures.
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V. MANIFEST REVOLUTIONARY FORCES

There is little need to make the case that recent years have brought
a rapid growth of political and social disorder. Conflict between whites
and nonwhites, at a high level, has recently become more overt and
violent. At the same time, alienation of youth and minority oroups
from the "military-industrial-education complex" and from na%onal
aims and policies has been expressed in an increasing level of violence.
Educational institutions have found themselves furnshing a staoe for

much of the enactment of this drama. We have seen campus amonstrations escalate from sit-ins to forcible seizures, and then to armed
seizures; likewise, the responses of enforcement agencies have moved

from debate to mass arrests, tear gas, and bayonets. There seems no reason to assume that events in the months to come will not involve similar
expressions of dissidence.
Indeed, we may confidently expect that educational institutions will
continue, byvirtue of their central position in a high-technology society, to be at the center of the fray. For this reason, it will be useful to

consider a framework for viewino the significance of contemporary
mvoluntionary forces. This concelitualization will attempt to gather
superficially unrelated events into an overall pattern. Its "fit" can be
seen with sureness only in historical retrospect; it cannot be demonstrated. The heuristic test is how well it seems to accommodate further
developments. We may hope that this framework will help us see better
how present responses to revolutionary forces relate to alternative
futures.

ttCAUSES33

OF DISSENT

The overall situation regarding civil unrest, dissident and violence
is obviously complex. At the level of manifest phenomena it has many

aspectsstudent rebellions, ghetto riots, minority group threats, organized movements for violence and assassination, rising sentiment
against the Vietnam war, deteriorating national image at home and
abroad, attacks on the "military-industrial-education complex," concern over inadequate response to social problems, and demands for

participatory democracy, to mention a few. At the more fundamental
level of the social structure, present institutions and institutionalized
roks, and present forms of power distribution, are being assailed. At
what is in some sense a still deeper level, the operational values and
goals of the power structure are beingchallenged. Under particular
attack are the obsession with technocratic-economic values and the depersonalizing aspects of computerized bureaucracy. Some of these
phenomena are worldwide. The underlying causes are clearly multifaceted.

tf;

To explain various of these phenomena and their appearance at this
particular time, a number of causes have been proposed, includino :
disillusionment with liberal promises and programs, and l'with
hypocrisy in the social structure ;
the natural rebelliousness of youth ;
permissive child-rearing patterns ;
the neo-Marxist revolutionary movement ;
activities of foreign subversive agents and internal revolutionaries ;

,
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moral reaction against the Vietnam war;
rising expectations among have-not groups;
disillusionment with widespread competitiveness, inequity, and
hypocrisy;
revolution for the thrill of it ;
rebellion against impersonality and "students as commodities"
attitudes in universities ;
the continuing fight for civil rights;
the demand for student participation in educational decisions ;
the draft ;
the greater number of average years of formal education and,
hence, extended period for youth to have its own, separate youth
culture;
underlying anxiety over the threat of nuclear annihilation; and
neurotic reaction to a confusing, world.
Such partial explanations do not, however, appear to do justice to

the facts. Various evidences suggest that instead of coincident but
relatively unrelated phenomena, we are in acti.lality dealing with a
complex of highly interrelated phenomenaso interrelated that they
may 13e profitably viewed as one intricate underlying phenomenon, of
which the specific events are but manifestations. Such an interpreta-

tion is suggested by the fact that the student revolutions are world.wide.
Although specific issues in Paris, Mexico City, Tokyo, Morningsicle
Heights, Berkeley, San Francisco, and Montreal differ widely, youth
unrest appears to be almost a universal phenomenon. Issues clearly
transcend the strictly educational ones. Student concerns include a
strong element of civil rights; student radicals may be seen in labor
picket lines and union members participate in student demonstrations ;
targets of militant action include industrial corporations and nonprofit
think-tanks.
A crisis is also often an opportunity. If, when a unified view is taken
of contemporary revolutionary phenomena, constructive as well as
destructive forces can be observed to be present, this fact is most important to understand. As Noam Chomsky recently observed (1969) ,
"There now exist opportunities for change that are not very likely to

recur." Perhaps the greatest danger in the present situation is that,
in reacting to crush the destructive threat to the social order represented by coercive force and deliberate violence, we may unwittingly

repress a constructive force for change in the direction of a fuller
realization of the most basic goals of the Nation and of the Western
political tradition.

TWO COMPONENTS OF REVOLUTIONARY FORCE

The two main issues implicit in contemporary revolutionary activity

are :

(1) A demand for emancipation on the part of various sub-

j ugated or underprivileged groups, and

(2) A demand for societal and moral reform on the part of
persons, mainly privileged youth, who are not subjugated or

impoverished in any ordinary sense.
These issues need to be viewed somewhat separately because, while
satisfaction of the second demand tends to imply satisfaction of the

tag
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first, the reverse is not true. Although the revolutionary fervor associated with the first issues could probably be reduced by offering economic gains and limited sharing power, the force of the second might
still remain.

The first issue is a demand, by groups who feel subjugated, for

emancipation ; for potency in the society ; for an effective voice in decisions affecting their individual destinies; for the right to feel a sense
of self-worth; or for equal social, economic, and educational opportunity in a system that does not deprive them of meaningful participation because they are black, or students, or poor, or "culturally deprived." Among such groups ure :
Marijuana smokers
Blacks
Psychedelic drug advocates
Thi rd Worl d
Experimenters with marriage subStudent, draft-age youth
stitutes
Teachers
Opponents of the Vietnam war
Labor
Welfare recipients and poverty
Women

0T011ps
Consumers
P
Minorities in ffeneral
Homosexuals, sexual deviates
These various groups do not have identical aims, of course. Nevertheless many of them find adequate common cause to be frequently seen in
collaboration. (We do not mean to blur over the very real differences

eithersuccess has not crowned attempts to marry black, student, and
labor groups. In addition, the groups vary considerably in the extent
to which their claims for emancipation are recogmzed lay, and trouble
the conscience of, the dominant majority.)
The second issue is both a demand for person-centered values (and

for institutional reform to that end) and a challenging of the values
and the power of the "military-industrial-education complex."
In terms of values, this force represents a rejection of what we earlier described as traditional middle-class values, espousing instead
what we called the "new" values. This group tends to defme as immoral
and bankrupt a national policy which is perceived as offering token re-

form at home and counterrevolutionary imperialism abroad. They
point to a demonstrated inability of the present power structure to
create a viable international order, tcocepe-with eirviironmental prob-

lems, to correct institutionalized and legitimated inequities, and to
construct a high technology society which does not at the same time
time affront and humiliate the human spirit.
ANALYSIS OF REVOLUTIONARY FORCES

In the remainder of this section, we propose to discuss contemporary

revolutionary forces and their significance, using as our context the
diagram in Figure 2. This diagram is an attempt to indicate various
possible states of mind individuals may have with regard to felt need
for action, and to note transitions that seem to have taken place as
reflected in past events. The current situation of widespread civil
dissidence will thus be viewed as involving numerous actors who hold
various attitudes regarding desirable action to improve the lot of subjugated or underprivileged groups in the society or to effect societal
and moral reform.
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A major assumption of the diagram is that, as a result of a person's
experiences, he may shift from one such attitude or state to another.
Alternative policies may affect the probabilities of such shifts in different ways, and thus may contribute to the bringing about of alternative futures. With the aid of this framework, th.en, we will attempt
to say something about the alternative future courses which events
might take. We can only hope that the inevitable shortcominigs of
such a deliberately oversimplified model will be outweighed by its
conceptual usefulness.
Let us now examine the diagram in detail.
0

No special action called for

(Main Polity)

A

Acco crate
social
change

Preserve
social
order

Innovate

Change
institutions

"Chan c
peoples heads"

Drop out
in protost

I.

II

Destroy the
system.

Infuse the
system

Figure

Drop out
in conteMpt

Stomp out the
subversives

2

Stnte diegram of premises involved in
contemporary revolutionary forces

Q. No special action called for.The box at the top of the digram
represents the main body of the population, out of which the primary
actors in the revolutionary drama. are .drawn. It comprises a wide
range of positions along th.e dimension inert-unconcerned to activeconcerned, and also along the dimension liberal to conservative. The
basic premises ere that no unusual aCtions are called for, progressive
social change is taking place at a safe and appropriate rate, and normal political 'institutions and processes are adequate for the accomplishment of desirable change.
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A. Accelerate social change.Box A represents the state of having
recognized serious inequities and inhumanities in the society and of
having concluded that acceleration of social dhange is required. Implicit is the assumption that declared intentions are genuine and legitimated political actions are adequate to the needs.

Actions connected with civil rights issues involving persons with
these premises included the rise of civil rights activity following
Browt rsus Board of Education (1951) from the Montgomery bus
boycott (1955), forced intemration of schools (1956 on), Southern

lunch-counter sit-ins (1961) ,bCivil Rights Act (1965). Persons of this
attitude state were involved in the civil rights march on Washington
(1963), the Economic Opportunity Act and the beginning of Community Action profframs (1964), the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and otger portions of the war on poverty (1965). Olearly
the actors in these cases included both members of the economically

and socially underprivileged minorities and persons for whom the
demand for societal tmd moral reform was a more idealistic one.

Student reactions to the Vietnam war, the draft, nonrelevance of
higher education, etc. began mildly in the early Sixtiesremember
the apathetic Fifties igamed momentum rapialy in 1964, and in a
sense culminated in the youth-for-McCarthy campaign in 1968.

B. Innovate.State B in the diagram represents the position that

speedina up of processes underway is not adequate to the need, and
innovation is required. Many students and minority leaders came to
this position as a consequence of disillusionment over the failures of
type A responses. These persons lost faith in the adequacy of normal
political processes, and arrived at the conviction that new types of
political actions would be necessary to awaken moral sensibilities and
to generate response to the problems.
Among the sionificant tests of the system waged by persons embrac-

ing this attitude were the HUAC demonstration in San Francisco
(1961), the Mississippi summer project and MFDP at the Democratic
Convention (1964), the Mississippi antifear march and the shooting
of James Meredith (1966), and the stop-the-draft demonstrations of
1967, particularly at the Oakland induction center and the Pentagon.
Innovative political actions included the formation of SDS (with its
initial emphasis on working with Congress) (1962), the Free Speech
Movement (1964), initiation of experimental colleges and free universities (1966), NSA-sponsored tutorials for minority-group students
(1963), and the first forms of black power (1966).
C. Change institutions.State B turned out for many to be transition state, leading to the conviction that present forms of institutionalized power are intrinsically inadequate to deal with the massive
social problems of the day, and, thus, that the solution to social ills
must come through radical change of institutional forms. 'Since awareness of this inadequacy is obscured by the ability of the Establishment
to enculturate and to co-opt; it follows that confrontations and other
radicalizing activities are necessary to bring about this awareness.

A subsidiary premise is that groups in power seldom share that

power willingly. Hence, a group perceiving itself to be without legiti-

mated power must fall back on coercion and at least the thnat of
violence to effect social change.
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Among events involving persons of this persuasion were (1) the
emergence (around 1967) of such major confrontation-instigating
agencies as SDS, Black Student Unions, and the Black Panther Party ;
(2) major confrontations between students and police on campuses

(1967-69) and student strikes (1968) ; (3) street people and police

clashes over the peoples' park issue in Berkeley (1969) ; and (4) urban
ghetto riots (1965-1968d . Armin both the economically underprivileged and the disaffecte privileged were involved, but with goals that
significantly differed. (In terms of Maslow's need-concern levels, both
deficiency-motivated and growth-motivated persons were involved, but
their imier dynamics were different and at certain stages or on some
issues they have parted company.)
The groups holding this radical premise comprise a wide range
along the dimension of willingness to escalate the level of violence.
This willingness depends, in part, upon the nature and severity of sup7

pressive forces applied. The overall radical strategy has been made
clear in the statements of radical leaders, and is simple enough in its
logic. It is to continue to apply force, moving toward methods that
are more and more economical of resources (in terms of losing fewer
men to jail, hospital, and morgue) and more and more difficult to suppress. Thus, the canonical sequence moves from mass demonstrations,
strikes, and riots, through sabotage, :terrorizing, and urban guerrilla

warfare, to the weapon of last resortselective assassination. The extremist end of this sequence corresponds to state D, the real political

revolutionary. However, many of the militants seem to be moving from
this premise to state G, the psychological reVolutionary. And we see
some signs that severe repressive measures combined with little evidence of solid social change can lead many of this group to retreat
into apathetic resentment, discouragement, and smoldering hate for
the whole system.
D. Destroy the systemThe basic premise represented here is that
the whole system is evil and has to bb torn down. Whereas some persons of persuasions C and G feel that the threat of destroying the system is necessary therapy to jolt people into awareness, this group
means it. This point of view is represented by the positions of the
Progressive Labor Party, by various Marxist, Castroist, and Maoist
groups, and by extremist anarchist nongroups. It is patently true that
the overall revolutionary movement is not solely Communist inspired
in its origin ; to exaggerate the contribution of subversive exogenous
agents is as serious an error as to assume that they are not present at
all. However, it is ectually true that elements of the movement are
closely allied with the mternational radical left.

.Drop out int protest.Another revolutionary attitude repre-

sented in the diagram stems from the basic premise of the possibility
of expanded consciousness. It becomes nationally significant in 1963
with the foundation by Harvard's Timothy Leary of the International

Foundation for Internal Freedom (IFDIF) promulgating the ethic

"turn on, tune in, drop out." This psychochemical beginning led to the
hippie phenomenon ; widespread mterest in Eastern philosophical relig,ions and meditative practices ; psychedelic light shows, rock music
and lyrics (with rock radio stations as a worldwide communication

network carrying the revolutionary message) ; black-market drugs
72-708-72-3
tt.;
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and the psychedelic movement in the name of religious freedom ; hippie dropouts, love and flower power, sexual freedom, and the establishment of communes.

F. Drop out in contempt.Some members of group E, with their

newfound expanded awareness, took a good look at what man was doing to man in the social system, and moved from a position of drop out
in protest to one of drop out in contempt. With this viewpoint are often
associated libertinism and unrepressed sensuality, flaunted hedonism,
and general rejection of work, discipline, and conventional social
amenities. Although the members of this group have removed themselves from the field of action, they are of concern both because of the
loss of human resources they represent, and because they tend to become associated with drug abuse and related crime.
G. Change peoples' heads.Not all of the turned-on generation,
however view the dropout as the desired permanent state. Rather, for
some of the dropouts it became more like the withdrawal and rethrn
of Toynbee and Jung. Thesepersons tended to re-enter society with a
new political awareness joining forces (state G) with some of political activists who were awning on to the conviction that the real revolution is not in the ghetto or on the campus, but in peoples' heads,

and that without inner change, institutional reform alone will not

bring necessary changes.
Here they find common cause with another group whose members

sometimes refer to themselves as the human potential movement
(represented by the dotted line in the diagram). If one wanted to pick

a date for the beginnings of this component, the initiation of the

Esalen Institute programs in 1961 would be as suitable as any. From
these beginnings at Big Sur the movement has grown to include well
over a lmndred growth centers and free-university programs and
thousands of psychotherapists, sensitivity training and psychodrama
group leaders, sensory awareness teachers, yoga teachers, and assorted
wurus.

Thus, the basic premise associated with this state is that necessary

social change will come about only through widespread personchanging. To this end, its proponents have developed and use a
person-changing technology as indicated in table I. Emphasis is on
a dual awareness (a) of the higher-consciousness nature of man and
of the bankruptcy of the scientific-teohnocratic and behaviorist views
of man, and (b) of institutionalized inequity and inhumanity in the
social system. The techniques near the top of the list in table I tend
to aim more at expanded self-awareness, and those near the bottom at
heightened social awareness.
TABLE I
Typical outcomes

Elements of person.changing.technology

Awareness of spiritual dimensions, of
transcendental self, of the hypnotic
or encapsulated nature of ordinary .
life.
Sensitivity to feelings and emotions, !
beauty.
Self-awareness exercises ; psychothera- Sensitivity to human closeness, selfhonesty, realization there is nothpies ; group therapy.
ing to hide.

Meditation ; yoga ; psychedelic drugs ;
hypnosis ; autohypnosis ; and psychosynthesis.

1,
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Sensitivity training; encounter groups; Spontaneous response to experience,
self-expression, individual autongestalt therapy ; and group nudity,
omy, emotional freedom.
ma rathons.
Removal of guilt and fear stemming
Psychodrama
from early training regarding
morality and sin.
experience, awareSynanon games ; new theater (ridicule of Ego-reducing
ness of ego-defense nature of social
establishment, crudity and nudity,
institutions and customs.
audience encounter) ; forceful disruption of normal social process ; 'under-

ground press, and radicalizing

con-

frontations.
Deliberate provocation of instructive en- Perception of oppressive nature of
social institutions.
counters such as police confrontations,
black-white confrontations, etc.

H. Infuse the system.The number in this state is small but apparently growing. The basic premises are similar to G, with the

additional premise that the best way to get radical change is to ca rry
on a subtle revolution, that is, while dressing and acting conventionally, to infuse the system and to be in the world but not of it.
I. Preserve social orders.The rapid rise of revolutionary thought
and action in the last decade, particularii among; the nonwhites and
the youth, has caused a considerable fraction of the polity to conclude
that special action is called for to preserve the social order. In particular, the existence of states D and F is seen as constituting a serious

social problem, requiring some sort of counter response from the
system.

J. Stamp out the subversives.Some who may once have held

similar opinions to I have moved on to the premise that all of these
revolutionary views from B through H are subversive, anti-American,
and must be stamped out. The right-extremist groups are exemplars of
this position.
ALTERNATIVE OUTCOMES

This rather extended analysis of revolutionary forces, and of what
might at first look seem to be but one of many indicators of future
trends, has seemed justified because it is here that the forces shaping
the future are focused. The issue in the revolutionary activity is the
future. If the insurrectionist forces are seen by the populace and its
elected representatives essentially as lawbreakers attempting to gain
by coercion that which should properly be obtained by legitimate processes, the tendency will be simply to suppress them. If, m addition, a

large dissident fraction of the polity persist in making demands for
reform which they consider to be legitimate, this could lead us a long
way toward a garrison-state kind of future in which a partially armed
militant minority (consisting possibly of elements of militant blacks,
other non-white groups, farleft labor, and idealist youth) is held in
check by the overwhelming power of the military state.
Another possible sequence of future events is a period of disruptive
violence followed by a restructuring of social institutions to accommodate a new power balance. This would be a course of events somewhat similar to that of the labor movement of 50 years ago. The establishment (management and owners in the earlier case) perceives the
demand for sharing of power as illegitimate and threatening. They
make attempts at token sharing that delay confrontation, but in the end
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fail to satisfy the developing radical consciousness. The outs increpingly resort to force and violence, and the ins continue to counter with
limited force. It becomes apparent that the rising tide of expectations
and demands is not going to go away. Furthermo!s, the outshave the
power to disrupt and incapacitate industries, social institutions, and
social processes in general to any degree they deem necessary as long
as their numbers remain significantly largoand the repressive force
limited. Thus, with the only other altevnative being; massive repression, which is unacceptable to the populace, the establislunent is forced
to accept the dissidents' demands for shared power. Social inventions
( unions, collective bargaining; techniques, etc.) are worked out to implement the new power balance. A consensus emerges that the new sharedpower arrano-ement is workable and even seems more in line with our
declared national and cultural values than was the previous

arrangement.
One veision of this latter future history would be characterized by
the buying off of students by granting them some measure of power,
and of minority groups by providing a measure of equality and security, thus thwartin,g or postponing the threatenedrevolution. Thtit is
to say, the major changes demanded by the revolutionary forces might
be relinquished if enough secondary prizes were offered. This might
leave the social, political, and economic structure of the nation relatively unchangedat least, temporarily.
On the other hand, a point of view more or less represented by state
G in Figure 2 might ascend to dominance. In brief, this is the position that the present revolutionary agitation is in direct line of descent
from the American Revolution, whose central aims were the securing
for the individual of (a) representation in the making of decisions
which affect his destiny, and (b) freedom to pursue self-fulfillment
in ways that do not result in others being deprived of the same right.
In the same line of succession is the social-reform component of the
labor movement. In this view, the contemporary revolutionary forces
tend to be seen as essentially an accompaniment to a drastic evolutionary jump which society, and perhaps man himself, aro attempting
to make. If indeed this interpretation comes to dominate, then national
policymakers will tend to use the opportunity provided by the militant
pressure to accelerate progress toward the basic goals implicit in the
founding of the Nation, while continuing the necessary suppression
of violence and of infringement of others' rights. A development which

makes this course of history fairly likely is discussed in the next
section.

The preceding discussion is based on a number of analyses of current
social discomfort, as listed in the bibliography. The months ahead will
undoubtedly bring numerous additional studies which may fit into the
framework presented Lore, or may furnish new or alternative insights.

To whatoyer extent figure 2 stanas up in the light of further data, it
may furnish a useful basis for comparing alternative policy choices.
It is eyident, for examplp, that partial views of these complex phenomena may lead to policies which drive individuals into states D and
F (and hence build up the population in state J) ; other policies based
on a moro complete understanding might encourage movement toward
states G and H.
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However, the most important proposition emerging frolp these anal-

yses is that the unrest appears to comprise a superposition of two

quite dissimilar phenomena. Ono is a current version of the class warfare, significantly aligned along color lines, which has been characteristic of human civilization throughout history. The other phenomenon
is uniquely a product of our high degree of technology and industrialization. This is the revolt of middle-class youth against middle-class
values and the technological society. Clearly it would be a great error
to ascribe this second component of the disquiet to an international
leftist conspiracy, or to interpret it simply as pampered youth challenging the authority of their eldars. Rather, it is more accurately seen
as a symptom of a much more fundamental malady of the entire society. Youth feel a sense of powerlessness arising out of the realization
that we have somehow lost control over our gigantic, Frankensteinian,
technological-industrial machine. They know that they can count on a
fair measure of material comfort and security ; they find little of value

in their promised place in the bureaucratic-technological society,

where their talents will be exploited for the ends of the Big Machine.
They sense that the society is on a collision course with real trouble,
and that nothing short of a drastic shift in the implicit values and the
organizational structure of the technological society will avert dis-

aster. These two components, the perennial class warfare and the
singular great dissent, each have their own separate dynamics. Bad
policy choices can result from taking only the first to be real, explain-

ing away the second as an idiosyncrasy of the younger pneration.
Tho analysis of current social unrest is vital to consideration of education's future roles. Not only does its fuller understanding give some
clues as to the kind of future we may have to design education for. It
also faces us squarely with the question of the kind of future education
is to help bring about.
An the next section we shall examine a current which runs deeper
still, and which maybe in an even more fundamental sense an important part of the new youth dynamic.
VI. A POSSIBLE UNDERLYING CONCEPTUAL REVOLUTION

Political revolutionaries and struggles of subjugated groups to redress the power balance are not now in history. (The psychological
revolutionaries we examined in the last section are less familiar.)

Likewise, cultural history records many instances of changes in values

over time. Here and there in the literature on the futurei.e., in Platt
(1966, Boulding (1966), Teilhard de Chardin (1959), Mumford
(1956 , Matson (1904), and Becker (1966)we find suggestions that
some ling much more infrequent in the history of man may he taking
place, a major conceptual revolution.

Indeed, this phenomenon is so rare that one could argue that only
once in the history of the Western world since Christianity rose to
provide the first unified Western thought has there been a drastic
shift in dominant, basic premisesnamely that associated with the
Protestant Reformation. Max Weber and his followers in sociology
have contended that. when a significant change occurs in a society it is
the whole sociocultural system which changes, including institution-
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alized organizational forms, roles, norms, traditions, values, and basic
belief premises. Thus, related to the belief-and-value shift from the
theological view of the Middle Ages to the Protestant ethic and economic view of the modern Western World were, it is claimed, such social changes as the rise of modern corporate capitalism, the industrial
revolution, and the subsequent explosive growth of technology.
There do seem to be superficial parallels, at least, between events
of the past decade and those of the 16th century. That period, too, was
one of multiple revolutions:
The Protestant revolt with its anabaptist groups reminiscent of
modern student protest groups ;
The challenge of a new economics in the rise of capitalism;
The beginnings, with Copernicus, of the scientific revolution;
A revolutionary age of exploration and discovery ;
The commercial and price revolutionrearrangement of social
classes, redistribution of wealth, and urban growth ;

Redistribution of authoritypolitical centralization and na-

tionalism, substituting secular for religious authority ; and
Technological revolution (the printing press).
If, indeed, the contemporary manifold eviclences of revolutionary
ferment are related to a shifting in dominant belief-and-value assumptions within the culture, such a shift may well bring as pervasive and
varied changes in the society as accompanied the rise of the Protestant
ethic.

FArIDENCES OP A nun' IN BASIC-ASSUMPTIONS

The evidence we shall examine briefly indicates, first of all, an increased tolerance in the popular culture for belief systems which tend
in the metaphysical or transcendental direction, in contrast with the
agnosticism and skeptical materialism of the post-World War I penod. Secondly, it indicates an opening up of the basic presuppositions
within science to allow conceptual models not limited by the positivistic premise.
A ldous Huxley (1945) was one of the first modern writers to suggest that an age-old set of basic assumptions about the nature of man
was showing new strength. We shall borrow his term, the perennial
philosophy.
Phikmophia Pcrennixthe phrase was coined by Leibniz ;

but the thing

the metaphysic that recognizes a divine reality substantial to the world of things
and lives and minds; the psychology that finds in the soul something similar to.
or even identical with, divine reality ; the ethic that places man's final end In
the knowledge of the imminent and transcendent ground of all beingthe thing
is immemorial and universal. Rudiments of the perennial philosophy may be
found among the traditionary lore of primitive peoples In every region of the
world, and in its fully developed forms it has a place in every one of the higher
religions. A version of this highest common factor in all preceding and subsequent theologies was first committed to writing more than 25 centuries ago, and
since that time the inexhaustible theme has been treated again and again, from
the standpoint of every religious tradition and in all the principal languages of
Asia and Europe.

The basic proposition of the perennial philosophy is an experimental one, that man can under certain conditions attain a higher awareness of cosmic consciousness, in which state he has immediate knowledge of a reality underlying the phenomenal world, in speaking of
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which it seems appropriate to use words as infinite and eternal, Divine
Ground, Brahman, Grodhead, or Clear Light of the Void. From this
vantage point, one's own growth and creativity, and his participation
in the evolutionary process, are seen to be under the ultimate direction
of a higher center (Atman, the Self of Vedantic writings, the Oversoul). Ordinary perceptions of one's life and one's environment are
likened to the perceptions of a hypnotic trance. Such phenomena as
extrasensory perception, precognition of future events, levitation and
other psychokmetic events, instant diagnosis and healing, etc., are only
extraordinary, not a priori impossible.

The basic assumptions of positivistic science and relationship to
the perennial philosophy much as Newtonian mechanics relates to
relativistic physics : They are in no way invalidated for those aspects
of human experience to which they are appropriate, but comprise a
special ease, a limited form of the more general theory. Similarly, the
philosophies of materialism and idealism are to each other as the wave

and particle theories of light and matter each fits the world as seen

with a particWar mode of observation, and a complementary relationship holds between them.
Of course the perennial philosophy is not new to Western culture. It is

resent in the Rosicrucian and Freemasonry traditions. Its symbolism
in the Great Seal of the United States, on the back of the one-dollar
bill, is testimony to the role it played in the formation of this country.

It also appears in the transcendentalism of Emerson, the creative

evolution of Bergson, and the extensive writings of William James.
Whether one ascribes its recent popularity to increased intellectual
openness and tolerance or to anxiety brought on by the nuclear threat,
indications abound tlmt increasing numbers of persons seem to be taking its premises seriously. Rising 13ook sales in religion, metaphysics,
transcendental philoposhy, eastern religious philosophies, and parapsychology indicate growing interest in these related areas. Contemporary song lyricse.g., the rock music of Dyland., Donovan, and the
Beatles; the recent Age of Aquarius; and the melodic On a Clear Day

(rise and look around you, and you will see who you are)contain

numerous subtle and not-so-suthle references to perennial philosophy
viewpoints. Mettlphysically oriented churches, societies, and study
groups are much in evidence. Courses and lectures on eastern religious
philosophies are well attended in the free universities, the 100 or more
Lsalen-type growth centers, univesity extension courses, adult education courses, etc.

Part of society's thus far negative reaction to monistic and eastern
kinds of beliefs as they have appeared in the hippie culture, the drug
scene, and numerous cults, has been due to the fear that they would
lead to quietism and withdwaral and, therefore, would undermine the
social structure. Although it is true that these beliefs have been associated with the eastern world, there is in fact nothing in the perennial
philosophy premises which is contrary to virile and active participation in economic and political affairs. Neither are these premses in any
way contrary to a high-technology society ; they only say something
about the ends to which that technology would be put. The kind of
society which Erich Fromm talks about m "The Revolution of Hope."
or John Galbraith in "The New Industrial State," or Michael Harrington in "The Accidental Century" is completely compatible with the
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perennial philosoph3r premises. Such a society would, with all its high
technology, tend to be education- and growth-centered. Its' education
would, like the Greek ideal as described in Werner Jaeger's "Paidea,"
place high emphasis on the search for the Divine Center.
BEGINNINGS OF A NEW SCIENCE

Even more important than indications of a shift in the attitudes of
the public at large, which by itself might appear to be a more fad, are
indications that scientistspersons with recognized scientific training
who are on the staffs of research organizations and universities with
high standards and who hold membership in recognized scientific asso-

ciationsare manifesting more and more interest in developing a

science of ordinary and extraordinary subjective experience. The study
of altered states of consciousness is not completely new, of course. The
phenonomena of hypnosis have been studied in a scientific way, off and
on, for at least a century and a half. Phenomenology has been a sporadic influence in psychology. Freud's psychoanalysis and its offshoots
have attempted to probe the unconscious processes.
Many of the pioneering works in this area have assumed the appropriateness of premises akin to the perennial philosophy, e.g., F. W. H.
Myers' Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily Death, Richard
Bucke's Cosmic Consciousness, Pitirim Sorokins' The-Ways and Power
of Love, not to mention the writings of numerous Vedanta, Sufi, and
Zen scholars. Among modern psychotherapists whose works fit into

this same basic philosophical framework are C. G. Jung, Roberto

Assagioli, and Hubert Benoit.
New scientific journals implicitly friendly to the perennial philoso-

phy premises include the Journal of Transpersonal Psychology and
the Journal for the Study of Consciousness. At the popular level, we
have the new and glossy Psychic, a magazine devoted to every aspect of
psychic phenomena and related topics.
Research activity is currently significant in at least three approaches
to altered states of consciousness: Feedback of EEG signals, psychedelic chemicals, and classical (by which we mean sensory deprivation,
yoga, autophynosis, hypnosis, meditation, etc.). It should be noted that

there are two recent and significant advances in this area. One is increased access to and control of diverse states of consciousness making

them more available for exploration. The other is the appearance of
physiological correlates to altered states (EEG, EMG, GSR, REM,
etc.). This latter is of extreme importance in a philosophy-of-science
sense. The scientist of subjective experience is now much more in the
position of the physicist studying an electron, or the astronomer studying a galaxy, in that he can say, "Here is a phenomenon (dream, satori
state, etc.) which defies strict definition, but which I can study through
various correlates (alpha waves, rapid-eye-moyement, verbal report,
observable behavior, etc.)." In effect, it means that the barrier between

objective, "public" data and subjective, "private" data is gone for
good, and the legitimated boundaries for scientific scrutiny are thus
extended.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW SCIENCE

The science of man's subjective experience is in its infancy. Even
so, some of its foreshadowings are evident. With the classification of
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these questions into the realm of empirical inquiry, we can anticipate
an acceleration of research in this area. Consequently, there is new hope

of consensus on issuesespecially value issueswhich have been at

the root of conflict for centuries Oust as earlier there came about consensus on the place of the Earth in the universe, and on the origin of
man). The new science bids fair to incorporate the most penetrating
insights of psychology, the humanities, and religion. These developments will have profound impacts on goal priorities in society, on our
concepts of education on the further development and use of technology, and perhaps (as
, in the case of the Copernican revolution) on
the ffistribution of power among social institutions and interest groups.
Young and incomplete as the science of subjective experience is, it
nevertheless already contains what may very well be extremely signiti-

cant precursors of tomorrow's image of man's potentialities. Space

does not permit documenting them here ; I however, the following three
propositions have accumulated an impressive amount of substantiating
evidence:
The potentialities of the individual human being aro far greater,

in extent and diversity, than we ordinarily imagine them to be,
and far greater than currently in-vogue models of man would lead

us to think possible.

A for greater portion of simnificant human experience than

we ordinarily feel or assume toe'be so is comprised of unconscious
processes. This includes not only the sort of repressed memories
and messages familiar to us through psychotherapy. It inchides
laso "the wisdom of the body" and those mysterious realms of experience we refer to with such words as "intuition" and "creativity." Access to these unconscious processes is apparently facilitated by a wide variety of factors, including attention to feelings
and emotions, inner attention, "free association," hypnosis, sensory
deprivation, hall ucinogenic and psychedelic drugs, and others.

Included in these partly or largely unconscious processes are
self-expectations, internalized expectations of others, images of
the self and of the limitations of the self, and images of the future,
which plan a predominant role in limiting or enhancing actualization of one's capacities. Such images and expectations tend to be
self-fulfilling. (Much recent research has focused on the role of
self expectations and expectations of others in affecting performance. Research findino.s aro buttressing the intuitive wisdom that
one of the most impatant characteristics of any society is its vi-

sion of ithelf and its future, what Bonlding calls "organizing
images." The validity of the self-fulfilling prophecy and of the

self-realizing imago appears to grow steadily m confirmation.)
Assmning that the evidence for these propositions continues to
mount, substantiating them and supporting their further extension.
they will have the most profound implications for the future.
RELATION TO RIWOLUTIONART FORCES

The real significance of a science of subjective experience and

"altered states of consciousness" is that. it is in this area that our

See W. W. Harman. "Belief systems. scientific findings. and educational policy." EPRC
Research Note No. 0747-4. Stanford Research Institute. November MT.
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vidual and social values are experientially and historically rooted. The
development of such a science would redress what in retrospect. is a
puzzling discrepancy between the audacity with which man has pursued the physical, biological, and social sciences, and the timidity with
which he has contemplated the possibility of developing a moral
science. Already in the field of clinical psychology several scientists are

proposing a formulate through their researchers "a natural value

system. a court of ultimate appeal for the determination of good and
bad, of right and wrong" (A. H. Maslow), with "universal human
value directions emerging from the experiencing of the human or-

ganism" (Carl Rogers). What may be in the offing may be a new means
of obtaining consensus on value questions, by submitting them to the
test of what is ultimately wholesome for the whole man.
As previously noted, young peoples' concern with "awareness-expanding" and "consciousness exploring" activities is intimately related
to their own reformulated value convictions. Such explorations have
tended to lead to espousal of the Perennial Philosophy, with its strong
affirmation that individuals do make a differencem and that values do
have an eternal base. These convictions in turn reinforce demands for
a person-centered, rather than establishment-centered, education, and

for a society adapted to transcendental (or at least humane)
rather than economic man.

man

If materialism was the philosophical base for the Old Left, it.

appears that transcendentalism may be coming to serve the New Left
in a similar role. The revolutionary press intersperses, among its'
political discussions and diatribes against, various aspects of the social

system, articles on Eastern philosophies, hip drug use, the human
potential movement, transcensiental meditation, and Krishna consciousness. On the other hand, COSMOS, the monthly newspaper of

"the occult, psychic phenomena, spiritualism, ESP, metaphysics, New
Age philosophies, awl allied subjects," publishes articles on the youth
revolution, the crisis in values, the generation gap, and social injustice.
The far-flung network of "rock stations," broadcasting revolutionary

messages in the lyrics of their songs and in their parodies of news
programs, also carry interviews and lectures relating to religious,
metaphysical, psychic, and esoteric topics, and as a public service,
announce the meetings and fund raising campaigns of religious study
groups, Subud, Scientology, Vedanta, and assorted shnilar organizations. In his penetrating analysis of the youth revolt, Roszak (1969)
admits that the new religious outlook of the young tends to be "a
phantasmagorial of exotic religiosity. . . If one scans any of the
underground weeklies, one is apt to find their pages swarmnig with
Christ and the prophets, Zen, Sufism, Hinduism, primitive shamanism,
theosophy, the Left-Handed Tantra. . . . At the level of our youth,
we begin to resemble nothing so much as the cultic hothouse of the
Hellenistic period, where every manner of inystery and fakery, ritual
and rite, intermingled with marvelous indiscrimination." Notwith-

standing, he notes, there is a unifying theme. "The world view of
Lao-Tzu, of the Buddha, of the Zen masters . . . has become one of
the strongest strains of the counter-culture. . . . The counter-culture
is, essentially, an exploration of the politics of consciousness" (pp. 83,
140, 156).
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It is obviously too early to tell whether the shift in operating values
and basic premises, as we have described it, is taking place in a lasting way. If it does, we may expect to see as radical changes in the
sociocultural system as when the belief system of the Middle Ages
gave way to the Protestant ethic and capitalistic economics. If such

a shift takes ylace, it would tend to support the "poison-centered
society" described in Section III and the "new values" and "American origin" values as summarized in Section IV.
VII. META-ISSUES OP THE FUTURE

Thus far, we have examined manifest trends and cotmtertrends, and
have examined several aspects of the alternative futures among which
we, as a society, are in the process of choosing:. We have argued that,
in a fundamental sense, choosing the future involves choosing a set
of beliefs and yokes to be dominant. Because the current issues in the
dissidence of youth and minority groups may be assumed to be indicators of the choices with which the society is faced, we examined
these in some detail. Various bits of evidence pointed to the possibility of a conceptual revolution in process, and we looked at those.

We are now, at long last, ready to look at what we might be able
to summarize out of all of this that is directly relevant to educational
policy. Let us, first of all, introduce a useful concept for our discussion, "choice point." By choice point is meant a point or period in
time when the society as a whole makes a commitment of psychic,
human, and economic resources in a particular direction. The associated decisions are multifold and are diffused in kvel (political, institutional, and value-belief), in time, and in space (sonic in Washington, some in other capitals, some in Wall Street, etc.). Some are
made with awareness; others may be made by default, or with relative
unawareness of making any decision at all. The choice is not necessarily associated with a major decision of any one identifiable agency,
but is rather an aggregate of decisions made more or less simultane-

ously (in tho long-term historical sense) by different ekments of
society. An example would be the choice to provide some sort of old

ago security, which reached its present form as a consequence of
numerous State and Federal laws and amendments, and a host of
less identifiable decisions by unions, committees, employers, etc.

In the preceding discussions we have argued that the society is

presently involved with such a choice point, in moving either toward
what we termed the second-phase industrid society or the. personcentered society. It is obvious that no one in the White House or anywhere else will actually make such a decision. But in effect, through
a multiplicity of decisions ranging from Congress and the Pentagon
to the local school board and industrial management, the choice is in
process of being made. At one level a component decision may have
to do with pollution of a local river, at another with the structure of

regional government, at another with the values inculcated in the
schoolroom. The form of future education will be much affected by
which way this choice is eventually made. On the other hand, educators themselves have the opportunity to affect this choice, at least in
part. For, just as the beliefs and values of a society determine the
kind of educational system it chooses to set up, so does the educational
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system affect what beliefs and values are either perpetuated or
changed.
An important component of this choice rests in the decision of how
to handle the current forces of political dissent and insurrection which

exist particularly among our youth and minority groups, since the
issues posed by these groups are in considerable measure these same
issues.'The possibility of a conceptual revolution, which we examined

in section VI, is also involved in this choice, and as we have also
seen, is intimately connected with the youth revolt. In addition, we
showed that the premises of the perennial philosophy are compatible
with the person-centered society, although not demanded by it.
Now let us look at the changes ni society one more way before summarizing how all of this relates to education. From all of the trends
and alternative futures and revolutionary issues there emerge some
meta-issues, or issues behind the issues. We shall single out four.
These meta-issues may seem to be at the level of questions about the
nature of the good life and the good society. And indeed they are.
But they are also implicit in such questions as what shall we do about
local control of schools, drug use in high schools, student rebellion over

school rules, sensitivity training, black studies programs, the role of
vocational education, the quality of ghetto schools, new career ladders
for minority-group teacher candidates, and person-centered curriculum. Indeed, the choice the society as a whole makes on these metaissues will determine in considerable measure what courses the schools
will be free to take on the more specific issues.
Thus,far from being theoretical and impractical, these meta-issues
are the mportant
ones to keep our oyes on. We select four as being
i
among the most crucial. We shall label them as four crises, using the
word in its root meaning as a turning point, recognizing that they may
not seem to merit the connotation of emergency which is often associated with that word. But these issues aro the keys to the misolvable
macroproblems of section IT. The four we identify are,then a crisis
in human image, a crisis in authority, a crisis in economic vafues, and
a crisis in pluralism.
TIIE CRISIS IN IIMIAN I3/AGE

We have already noted, in discussing the possible conceptual revolution, that a conflict exists between the basic premises of a democracy

that man is, by virtue of his transcendental nature, endowed with
reason, will, and a valid sense of valueand the reduetionistic, deter-

ministic, and physicalistic premises of the behavioral science, sociopolitical theory that our universities impart to their annual crop of

budding sociologists and political scientists.
The young social scientist receives a background in a sociology which
has shifted from its earlier emphasis on the semiphilosophical hurnani-

tie.s approach tp an emphasis on techniques and empirical studies,
with the implication that man is a creature of his drives, habits, and

social roles, and in whose behavior reason and choice play no decisive
part. In the courses he is offered in psychology this point of view is
likely to be made even more explicit, with consciousness considered
to be an inconsequential accompaniment to behavior governed by ex-

ternal stimuli and instinctive urges. His politcal science tends to
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focus on the processes by which public policies are made, and to be
relatively little concerned with their contents. Amid the measurement
of attitudes, population movements, organizational trends, and political behavior, and the modeling of society and govermnents, little attention is given to the historic questions relating to man, his condition,
and his destiny.

On the other hand, the concept of a transcendental, choosing,

ultimately responsible self is essential to the entire theory of democratic government. It underlies the assumption that the criminal is
responsible for his act (while recognizing in providing rehabilitation
opportunities that his antisocial traits may have their roots in environmental conditioning). It is basic to the assmnption in the judicial
process that the judge can meaningfully make a normative judgment.
Matson (1964) has given a particularly cogent analysis of the consequences of overemphasizing the objective perspective in political
affairs (as contrasted with a complementary relationship between
objective and humane perspectives).
Drucker (1939) was one of those who early rose to sound the demise
of the image of economic man :
The belief in the desirability and in the necessity of the sovereignty and
autonomy of the economic sphere is disappearing; and with the belief, the
reality . . . It is the characteristic feature of our times that no new concept
lies ready under the surface to take the place of Economic Man.

As we noted earlier, such a new image may be emerging now.
Mendel (1969) speaks of the youth rejection of the economic man
image as:
'Me Great Refusal against that pitiful caricature of man created by five

centuries of urban, technological, and scientific progresshomo econontiourr. The
essential accusation of the Great Refusal is directed against the subordination
of human experience to the economic processes of the consumer society and its

increasingly more absurd products, to the aggressive militarism that at least
in our case has become so tightly interwoven with this society, and to the
gigantic, impersonal organizations through which it all functions.

The ramifications of this conflict go much further than has been
indicated so far. The kind of educational system and educational
goals a society sets up, the way it handles the problem of poverty,

the priorities it gives to aesthetic considerations, the extent to which
it considers its citizens' need for easy access to communion with the
nature, the uses of leisure it fostersall these aspects and many more
are effected by the image of man held by the society. Currently in our
society a potent emerging force pushes for a change in that Image,
in the direction of transcendent man; but thus far the power is on the
side of reductionists.
THE CRISIS IN AUTHORITY

If the issue of the image of man is crucial but unobtrusive, the

issue of authority is immediately and obviously before us. We have
witnessed in recent decades the hastening erosion of the authority of
the parent, the teacher, the scholar, the church, the law, and the state.
Today's youth deeply question the meaning of the Nation's policies
and apparent aims. We need only to remind ourselves of the change,
within a generation or two, in the connotations of the military uniform, the American flag on foreign soil, the policeman's badge, the
draft card, and patriotism.
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This issue is, essentially, one concerning the balance between authority based upon power and authority based upon voluntarily given
respect. The central fact of our day is that a significant fraction of
the population largely blacks and youth, have concluded that estab-

lished authoriey on national and local levels is illeoltimatethat is,
it does not adequately represent their interests, aneit is not based on
trust, nor on a general consensus.

Varied is the speculation as to how this erosion of leuitimacy of
authority came about. Flacks (1969) listed and analyzeeits possible
origins and correlates; his list plus a few others from other sources
inchides :

Widespread decline of commitment to "middle class values"
and to the capitalist ethic, while political and institutional elites
continue to represent themselves in those traditional ways;
Rapid growth of a sector of tbe middle class whose status depends on high education rather than property, and who tend to
be critical of traditional capitalism and skeptical about the sanctity and benevolence of establighed authority ;
Child rearing practices by that group, and by sigrnificant minor-

ity cultures, which have cultivated doubts about established
authority;

Extension of education, leading to increased feelings of competence, self estem, efficacy and potency, which in turn emphasizes
self esteem, efficacy and potency, which in turn emphasizes self

awareness rather than socialization as a suitable guide to

behavior

Transformation of the American family in the directions of
greater equality, encouragement of self-expression and autonomous behavior. and fewer parental demands for self-discipline,
The prohibition experience in particular, and more g.enerally,
widespread disregard of laws restricting private sexual behavior
and other sumptuary laws;
Stringent punitive laws regulating marihuana usage, while such
usage is considered by a rapidly increasinff minority (adults as
well as youth, teachers as well as students)L'to be a desirable substitute for the cocktail (a repetition of the prohibition
experience) ;

Increased distrust by Negroes arising from liberal promises
which they view as unkept, and from experiences which repeatedly reinforce their conviction that the system is biased

against them;
Harassment of blacks and hippies by police,
Reaction to the unpopular draft and to the "immoral" Vietnam
war;
Specific incidents of dishonesty (e.g.11959 television quiz show
scandals, Eisenhower denial of11-2 spying, Stevenson U.N. denial
of Bay of Pigs plans) and
Lowering of faith in integrity of scholars and scientists (because of university involvement in military researchl quantification and dehumanization of the social sciences, misinformation
they have provided regarding marihuana and LSD).
' Flacks provides several generalizations about the problem of maintaining the legitimacy of the authority structure :
.
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Individuals tend to attribute legitimacy to authority when the
exercise of that authority is perceived as beneficial to groups,
individuals, or values to which that individual is committed.
Legitimacy tends to be eroded if members of minority subcultures
persistent pattern of inequity, or if groups perceive

experience

significant discrepancies between their goals and those of the
larger society.

Attribution of legitimacy is a function of trust, which in turn
depends upon such matters as the objectivity of the authorities
in mediating conflicts, the implementation of equality before the
law, the openness of the political system to dissenting views.
the trustworthiness of statements made by national leaders, and
the degree to which officially espoused policies are actually implemented.

Individuals tend to attribute legitimacy to authority if they
perceive a generalimd consmisus supporting legitimacy.
A person s sense of competence, potency, efficacy, is related

to his response to different kinds of authority. Persons with

a low sense of competence will tolerate authoritarian power: for
those with high competence the legitimacy of authority depends
on the degree to which they have access to the decision-making

proem, or believe that their judgments are taken seriously by
their superiors, or hare the freedom to shape their own situation,
without refetence to higher authority.
These considerations suggest that the restoration of the image of
America as a provider of -moral leadership and as an advancer of
civilization, andl the development of a sense of legitimacy, of estab-

lished authority, are among the most urgent national educational
tasks of our day. They are tasks not just for the schools, but for the
law enforcement agencies, for the political leadership, and for policy
as a whole.
ME CRISIS IN ECONOMIC VALVES

We have discussed this earlier so it requires only brief mention
here. The essential issue is the extent to whicii economit values shall be
deemphasized, and values which are non-economk. at least in the strict

sense, shall be a part of our operative (as contrasted with declared)
values. The issue is centnil to resolution of the revolutionary forces.
It becomes specific in spelling out the goals for program budgeting, or
listing the benefits in a cost/benefit analysis, or evaluating achievement of educational objectives, or deciding what kinds of educational
experiences shall be offered out of public funding, or planning for
continuing education. If one is persuaded that education has any effect
at all in changing values, the issue becomes a crucial one fur the
schools: What values shall be fostered!
THE CRISIS IN PIXRATASM

A simple societv can hare a single culture: a comptes civilization
such as the tnite'd Siates cannot. 'Thus, the qumstion is not whether
we shall have a multimodal cultme with a variety of behavior patterns

and norms in different socioeconomic, educational, religious, and
ethnic groupsno doubt we shall. 'Rather, the real question
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we shall hare mutual hostility and exploitation of weaker groups by
stronger ones. or we shall have mutual respect and cooperation between

diverse groups.
In a recent essay entitled Psycho loky and the Social Order, Lawrence Frank wrote nitout the chailenge of this issue as follows:

A social order which tolerates such wide-ranging pluralism of norms must seek
unity through diversity. This means recognizing and cultivating differences while
simultaneously enlisting people's loyalty and allegiance to a core of conduct and
relaUonships. Only education and persuasion, not force, can build a social consensus out of these marshy and varied elements ... Social change and improve-

ment must come through the concert of a population composed of individual
personalities . . . instead of relying chiefly upon legislation, as in the past. we

(must) begin to think how each person may become self-consciously aware of his
role as a participant In his social order.

The issue of plimilism with respect to subculture arises in the educational world most directly over such specific questions as Black Studies
programs and community contml of schools. In broader form it lies
behind the issuma in teacher strikes and student rebellions.

IstrucATioxs von EnveNriox

We warned in the beginning that, no matter what the title of this
paper might seem to suggest, we would not be predicting the future
and deducing from that-figure what the schools should do. Rather. we
said that it was our hope to provide a useful framework for thinking
about the future as it takes form through the events of the present.
Thus. this last section is brief, attempting only to demonstrate how
he considerations we have raised in the earlier portions of the paper
bear on educational issues.
EDUCATIONAL GOALS

The basic issue for education is the choice of goals; all else follows
this. What is it we are trying to do? But for this statement to make
serse we have to be using the word choice in the sense we used it
previouslya commitment of psychic, human, and economic resources
in a particular direction. In that sense the choice is not necessarily
what die society or its leadsrs may declare it to be. -The choice is,
rather, inferred from whem the society puts its resources.
Let us move one step further and argue that the implicit choice of
goals can be inferred from the outcomes. Few will want to go all the
way with that statement, but it contains an important germ of truth.
Evidence mounts that in multifold subtle and unconscious ways humans communicate more than they consciously mean to communicate,
and influence events in ways they do not consciously intend. Classical
examples are the Freudian slip and the self-fulfilling prophecy. Thus,
if we find that the operations of the school system tend, in fect, to perpetuate class differences with overrepresentation of Negmes and Mexican-Americans in the underclass, we are forced to consider the question of whether this is not an inferred, if largely unconscious, intent.

This is mainly to say that the goals of the educational system are

much more a function of the choices the society has made or is making
than they are a consequence of the declarations of educational leaders.
When George Counts in 1932 issued the inspiring chalknge, "dare the
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schools build a new social order t," an appropriate answer might have
been, .ey can't. The social order can lxirely build new school$. On
the other hand, if the society were to move in the direction of the person.centered society as discimed in section III. the educational svstem
would undoubtedly bear great resemblance to that advocated by Counts

and Dewey and 0. Stanley Hall.

Looking at this issue in another way, we might my that choices of
educational goals are made in the society on at least three levels. First,
the society itself makes a pervasive choice regarding the overall direction of its movement (such as those discuwed in sections III and IV).
This choice tends to set the constraints on what. in the long nui. will
be fostered, tolerated, or opposed. A movement within the school system which is not aligned with the general drift of the larger society.
for instance, is unlikely to persist. Secondly, the society makes a decision as to what tasks will be assigned to educational institutions and
what tasks to others. For example, the fostering of socially desirable
attitudes toward authority might be a task divided between educationa I
institutions and law enforcement. The development of a wholesome

mlf image in the child might be assigned in some proportion to the
institutions of educations, religion and psychotherapy. These first
two types of choices are made largely outside the educational institutions. Thirdly, then, choices are made within the resulting context as
to what the more specific objectives shall be, with what priorities
they shall be carried out (that is. what resources shall be allocated),
and in what manner they shall he accomplished. These choices are

determined partly within and partly outside of the educational
institutions.
Thus, if the society moves more or less in the direction of the secondphase industrial socwty we can anticipate increased emphasis on the

role of education as playing a major part in accomplishing social

goals and alleviating social problems (poverty, racial discrimination,
challenges to national prestige, environmental deterioration: etc.).
There will be strong reliance on behavior-shaping appmaches, mvolving the detailed specification of desired behaviors to be imparted by
contingency management techniques. This work will be based on a
sound behavioral-science infrastructure. The roles of evaluation and
credentiallingthat is, assessing suitability for the various vocational
and professional tasks which the society requires for its functioning
will probably remain impottant. Continuing education, in the form of
vocational retreading, will also have an important place.
On the other hand, to whatever extent the person-centered orientation becomes dominant in the society at large, tliis will be reflected in
the schools. Goals will shift in the direction of placing more emphasis
on students becoming effective thinkers and learnets, developing inquiry and problem-sedving skills. acquiring social skills, and developing emotional awareness and self identity. Attention will be diverted
from achieving behavioral objectives to setting conditions for spontaneous learningespecially to fostering feelings of safety and trust.
and freedom to expiore and inquire, and to providing a responsive
envirmiment and directed challenges. Reduced emphasis will be placed
on absorbing specialized information and developing specific vocational skills. Less attention may also be given to grading, credentialing, and otherwise labeling pavans.
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Michael (1968) argues that drastic changes in education are necessary if we are to be prepared for the future:
We must educate for empathy, compamsion. trust. nonexploitiveness. nonmanipulatIveness, for self-growth and self-esteem, for tolerance of ambiguity. for

acknowledgement of error, for patience. for !offering. In the first place. those
social-aid roles. tbe roles that nre meaningful because they relate a person to a
person. require such capabilities. . . . The other reason for deliberately undertaking this kind of education is that those who will have the tasks of planning
and lending must bare a far deeper feel for and understanding of themselves as
!Ares and as a part of other persons. other selves, than they usually do today....

Without teh educated. sensitised, emotional resources, leaders will eontinue to be
too rigid, too defensive, too remote from themselves and thereby from others to
have the flexibl', and bold state of mind that will be needed to cope humanely and

imaginatively with plans and turmoil, order and disorder. It will take special
efforts indeed to enlarge the emotional underpinning of those who recruit theft-

selves to use the social technologies needed to ran n complex rgociety

pp. lat-

Unfortunately, significant changm in education do !tot come as direct consequenees of such rational arguments. Only when the whole
society shifts, for whatever subterranean reasons. toward a less economic and more humanistic orientationt are we likely to see much shift
in education toward the goals described in Michael's plea.
MCC:MID:VAL TRENDS

This we see that while there is considerable indication that educational goal priorities are changing, such n change is inseparably linked
to more inclusive social metaissues. Let us comment briefly on various

other poible educational trends whidi are described in the various
writings on education for the future :
Expanding /ruction of the populace in rolred in eduration. and
an expnnding fraction of the national income going to education.
This will no doubt be true no matter where in the range of plausible
futures we find ourselves heading. The nature of that education,
however, will be vastly different depending on whether we head
for the person-centered society. the second-phase industrial society. or a period of violence frillowed by a garrison state.
Neu- conaerona role for education to play a major part in accom-

plishing social goals and alleviating perceived social problems
(national prestige, poverty, social order, racial conflict, etc.). This.
wain, will probably be true whichever future we select, but what
the social goals are, and what role will be played (e.g.. maintaining social class differences vs. accelerating social mobility) will
vary.
increeming inrolrement of education with. and funct ;mud rd.,tionship fo. other social ineitutionx. The balance between this
trend and the counter-trend toward autonomy anti community
control of schools, diversity and free choice among schools will be
much influenced bv how values shift.

extension in dt-fration of the educational period. both through
early-childhood education, and through more education for adults.

in the form of post-seeondary schooling, vocational retraining.
continuing education, parent' education, and family education.
Again. the overall trend is probably to be expected fin- any of the
plausible futures but what is done with those additional educa-
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tiomil years would be very much a funct ion of the path the society
takes.

Extension of education to industry. community, and home.
Again, the forni this takes will depend very much on educational

goals.
Concurrent replacing sequential arrangement of education and
work as we move into the leaniing society. One moving force is

the rapidly decreasing half-life of occupational skills. Another. in
the person-centered future, is the synt liesis of mind-forming work
and educative episodes as the central activity of a self-rewarding
life.
Inerea.sing departure from traditional methods of instruction.
It seems clear that classroom and lecture schools as We have known

them are a thing of thepast. Overall direction taken by the future
society will be determinative as to whalier the emphasis is on
educational technolokry for systematization, efficiency in achieving behavioral objectives, aml economy, or on new opportunities
for individualized learning opportunities for open-ended growth.
Competition reduced by individualized programs is a possible
trend for which there is considerable pressure. Whether it materializes depends very much on which alternative future the society
moves towards. Competition as a stimulus toward excellence has
salutary effects. On the other hand: in some forms it operates to
lower self-respect and self-expectations, and conflicts with educa-

tional goals.
inovasing fnrction of educational costa will be obtained and dis-

tributed on a national basis, since this seems necessary to even
approach e9uality of educational oppottunity this trend is not

necessarily incompatible with strong local control of schools.

Extenston of power and control to new groupsteachers, students, minority groups, etc. This represents a long term trend in
the society in general. The rapidity with which the power sharing
takes place is related to the resolution of the pluralism issue. The
extent to which a student shall have control of learning content and
avence depends upon low the educational goals issue is resolved.

Increasing blurrtng q tie distinction between vocational and
academic education quite possibly to the point of eliminating

narrow vocational training from elementary and secondary schools
altogether. Pressure will continue to rise to eliminate the labeling
as inferior which tends to occur to students placed in vocational
training courses.
31are differentiation of learning-facilitation roles (teaching assistants, aides, et cetera). This seems a likely trend with any of the
alternative futures.
Morement towani an atmosphere of shared learning. nonait-

thoritarian attitudes, mutual respect between facilitators and
learners. deprefessionalization, seems a possible trend which is

compatible with the person-centered society, but not with more autlmritarian futures.
torc_vrrox's NECFARATIT TASK

The temptation is streng in us to ignore forecasts of unpleasant
events. When student use of psychedelics had just started. the clear
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foruast, was that if the course of highly ptmitive legislation and complete proscription wee attempted, all the ills of prohibition days were
an inevitable consequence. This knowledge faikd to avert the aaoption
of exactly that course.
Similarly, present forecasts of environmental deterioration. population premires, traffic congestion, famine, third-world upri;ings, radioactive wasteogridimmeal contamination, water poll ut ion, stnd a host of
similar imhcators of social dysfunct ion, spell inevitable trouble ahead.
Yet we procrastinate. I f tlu analysis of unsolvable macroproblems in
section 11 is at all on the mark, these troubles will not be avoided by the
usual mmldling through. A drastic and rapid shi ft in orientation is
imperative, on the part of the entire indust rially developed segment
of the world. Nothing less than a new guiding philosophy will do.
Ferkiss (1969) outlines three basic and estkoitial elements for such a
new philosophy. First is what he terms n new naturalism, which dims
that man is absolutely a part of a nature, a universe, that is always in
process of becoming. 'rhe second element, the new holism. recognizes
that no part can be defined or understood save in relation to the whole.
The third. the new immtmentism, sees that the whole is determined not
from outside but from within. It follows frmn these that meaningful social policies must be ecological in character, that is, they must based
on a recognition that any decision, any change, affects everything in the
total system. Men's actions and the forces they set in motion are all
part of the developing whole; every part. of the whole has power and
influence: every living particle is a source of direction and life. If man
is to acquire the necessary sense of responsibility for the impact of his
own actions on the shaping of the whole. he must so internalize these
ideas and make them so much a part of his instinctive world view that
they inform his personal,_political, and cultural life (pp. 2.50-254).
At the same time that Ferkiss and others argue thnt a new guiding
philosophy is urgently needed, there appears to be (as we saw in section
VI), increasing espousal of the perennial philosophy premises, which
are completely compatible with the elements that Ferkiss claims are required. Whether this seemingly spontaneous emergence of a new outlook is fortuitous coincidence or the result of unconscious response to a
subliminally perceived need of society is a moot but unimportant point.
In either event, the coincidence of the need and the emergence increases
the likelihood that such a value shift will take place.

If1 indeed, the foregoing analysis is sound and the challenge of

the times is as represented, then it would appear that responding to this
challenge is an educational task of tbe highest. priority. In saying :his

we are not referring solely to the schools. To be sure, it is all of us
who need to educate ourselves :

1. To emotional as well as intellectual awareness of the ineluct-

able fact that we are one race, on one planet, and that only we

can take responsibility for the fate of both, for the stewardship of
the future;
2. To the shift in basic premises and operative values necessary
for a tolerable future, and-to the evidence that such a shift is also
congruous with the essential nature of human beings; and
3. To the realization that even if such a transition is made, the
strains on the social structure in the decades just ahead will be of

such magnitude that a strong binding force will be tequired to
hold it together.
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Let us briefly comment on these three points. In both the first
changes are implied for the individual which will invoke participation
of feelings as well as intellect. It is not enough to be intellectually

aware that at this point in history nationalism is a suicidal course,
or that it would be desirable for people to be differently motivated.
Emotional and conative faculties must be engaged. If these two points
are to be implemented, educational experiences must ix. contenplated

which are akin to psychotherapy in that they aim at bringing the

individual into closer touch with himself, to where he makes his own
discoveries that result in a felt realization of the inevitability of one
inseparable world, and a felt shift in the most basic values and premises
on which one builds li;s life. In a sense, this means bringing something
like the person-changing technology, as discussed in section V. into
the educational system. Education to develop an ecological sense ig
education toward total sensibility. This is radical doctrine. It is a
step not to be made lightly, nor in the absence of the third component.

As to this third point, what it means. bluntly stated, is that the

nation will require in the years just ahead a strong order-maintaining
and justice-dispensing system and a reversal of the image of police
as oppressor, which is presently held by a large segment of the popula-

tion. The counterimage, of a fair and upright protective force to
preserve our delicate and hard-won social values, will not be easily

attained. It is a common task for the educational system to carry out
together with the forces for order and law. The schools will have to
communicate an appreciation of the need to preserve and protect our
democratic institntions, and a portrait of the law enforcement officer
as the protector of individual rights and safety, regardles9 of whether
that individual has black skin or his hair styk is a badge of protest.
The portrait mnst be accurate, which implies that the enforcement
agencies must reform the recruiting and training of their officers.
mally, the community must be educated to demand and pay for such
a select police force.

To implement these three points is no small educational task. From
present signs, one would have to judge that there is little likelihood
that we will undertake ;f Nevertheless it seems to be what would be
implied by taking seriously the analyses which preeede.
CONCLMING REMARK

In summary. what we have said in all of the foregoing is escentially
that one fruitful way to look nt our changing society is as a society in
process of choicechoice among alternative futures, choiee among
alternative belief-and-value systems, choice between ennobling versus
debasing images of man, choice of how some mnse of coherent authority
will he re4ored.
At the very least. the educational planner wants to keep attuned to
trends in this choosing process. In this regard, we seem to be at a crucial
point, in history. The forces for radical change are growing rapidly:
the connterforces likewise. Events of the next few years may
well
portend the general direction of movement for decades to come. It is
for this reason that we have devoted a significant portion of this paper
to an interpretation of the manifest revolutionary forces.
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But idealism and concern run strong in educators. Those who wish
not only to lit in with the future, but also to participate in the choosing of it, need to understand what is at stake in the choicesthe issues
beneath the issuesand how those deeper concerns relate to the more
specifically educational issues. This paper has aspired to be. in some
small way, a partial guide to such understanding.
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EDUCATION AND EMERGING SUPERINDUSTRIALISM*
BY ALVIN TOFFLER

I don't think we can begin to understand the problems of disorder,
anomie and lack of learning in the classroom until we first shift the
frame of reference outside the United States, to include the entire
high technology world. The problems that we are suffering here take
a special form because of the Vietnam war and the specific racial
problems that we have. But the underlying difficulties, I think, appear
in one form or another in Japan, in England, in Germany, m Sweden
and all of the nations that are now beginning the transition from industrialism to superindustrialism.
Basically, the reasons for this, I think, have to do with the mismatch
between an.education system which is perfectly attuned to producing
people to live in an industrial society and a society which is itself
increasingly less industrial and more superindustrial.
It seems to me that what is happening is something like this; on the
one hand, in all of these countries, young people are growing up faster
tlmn they ever did before, and nutritionally, the standards are rising
so rapidly that girls menstruate at increasingly early ages, and boys
reach full growth years before their fathers did. A form of accelerated
physical maturation is taking place which has a lot to do with the
way that young people feel at different ages. And then, with that,
there is a comparable and perhaps even more astonishing acceleration
of what might be called informational development. All of the young
people are bombarded by more information from more diverse sources,
at a faster clip than in any previous generation.
Whether this aeceleration of physical and informational growth is
matched by accelerated emotional development is, I suppose, something for psychologists to ponder.

But the plain fact is that young people today are different from
young people in our previous generations. In a sense, the 15-year-old
of today is more like an 18-year-old of a decade ago, than he is like a
15-year-old of a decade ago, and in a kind of crude way, the schools
really ought to be re-calibrating their chronologies. They ought not
regard a 13-year-old student the same way they regarded 13-year-olds
a decade ago. For that is to misplace that student- in the continuum
of development, to misunderstand how that student feels and perceives
the world; and so, on the one band, we see a process of accelerated
development of maturation.
Now at the same time that this happens. a variety of changes that
have been occurring in the society as a whole, which have added up
to longer and longer, more and more protracted education for larger
and larger numbers.
In fact. throughout the world for the last century, progress has sometimes been measured in the degree in which education has been made
'Excerpt. from an Interriew with Mr. TMlier by the Staff of the Select Snbcommtttee

on FAneation.
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compulsory. Even now, in England there are debates about extending

further the compulsory period of schooling. This, in my opinion,
might be a drastic mistake for the British to make.

But be that as it may, at the very same time that we find young

people growing up fastert we aro retarding their entry into tho economy. This is especially significant when we consider the number of
jobless Ph. D.'s today. If we suddenly dumped 7 million more young
people into the labor market the results could 13e disastrous.

Thus we say to them that before you can go out and take your plaFe
in tho society as an "adult" that you must first jump through certain
hoops, and millions of young people are encouraged not only to go
past the high school level but into the colleges and beyond. We place
even more stringent demands upon them and encourage many of them
to stay in the educational system for longer and longer periods of time.
Of course in the United States, the draft and the war placed enormous,

excrudating pressures on many young men to stay in an academic

enviromnent long after they wished to be elsewhere. But even in other
countries where the draft was not an issue, we see the same prolongation of the educational process.
Now it seems to me, that these two forces are in conflict with oae
another. On the one hand, young people are growing up faster and are
more educated about, the way the world is, even before they set foot
in the real classroom. They are eager to get their hands on "real work-,
to participate in "real decisions", to have a "meaningful"forgive the

clicherelationship to the society as a whole. But tho society rather
than welcoming them into adult roles, in effect, forces them off into

an enclave, shoves them into a meat locker, as it were, and tells them
to stay cool for 5, 10, or 15 years, for interminable periods of time.
What we are doing, in effect, is corking enormous, explosive pressures
in fragile institutions that we call schools and universities.
The sehols and universities can be regarded as vehicles for preparation or rather as institutions that will prepare young people for a role
in society. But they can just as easily and with as much justification be
regardeil as waiting roomsas detention pens in which we keep large

masses of young people off the labor market until the economy is

prepared to absorb them.
This puts young people into an extremely difficult psycholof;ical and
social position. This puts them into an untenable role, one which frustrates all of their socially directed energy, intelligence, and
imagination.

At this point. I think a distinction needs to be made between three
different streams of young people. The first constitutes those boys and

girls who complete their high school education or drop out of high

school education and move immediately into jobs to the higher society%

These jobs may not% be the best paying or the most fulfilling in the
society, but, so iong as they are jobs, the young people moving into
them find themselves immediately in a socially accepted role within the
country as a whole.

The young man who operates a drill press or works at a gasoline stahon or who works on an automotive assembly fine sees himself as, on
the one hand, performing a man's role, in the sense of feeding himsel f
or his dependents, and also as producing something of value within
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the society. And the entire society looks at hhn difierently than it does
at a student who is not yet productive in the traditionally economic
sense.

It is not surprising to me that, by and large, those young people who
had moved directly into the shops, factories, and offices from their education, and who had done this at an early ago, are, by and large, the
least militant and least restless at the moment, although there are indications that, too, could change. By and large, these young Americaps,
in particular, those who have jobs, tend to be reasonably conservative

in their orientation. They may be anti-Vietnam, but in their other
political views they are scarcely radical, and, if anyth!ng, they are
more likely to be found beating up the long hairs than joining them in

demonst rat ion marches.

A second stream of young people are those who either complete high
school or fail to complete high school, but cannot get jobs. Now these
are blacks. Puerto Means, Chicanos as well as some whites. And not
surprisingly, this group is restless. These are not intellectuals, these
are not college-bred men and women. Nevertheless, they aro a source
of a great potential violence in the society and they are excluded not
only from the immediate economic and psychological benefits confirmed by employment, but even from any hope of a decent job later

on.

This group is disenfranchised and alienated and, in this sense,
The third stream of young people are the college youth. These
students are told by their elders that someday they will run the
society, that they are the chosen leaders of society. But they are also
told that for the immediate futureand the hnmediate futuro here
is not very immediate, since it may run as much as 5 or 10 years or
morethat they are not yet "ready" to assume significant roles in the
locked out of any real participation in the way society is run.

society as a whole. And so we see among them a sense of disenfranchisement, a lack of control over what happens around them, a sense
of exclusion from participation in decisionmaking in the society. And
it seems to me entirely natural and understandable that young people
in the third stream should bo sympathetic to the moods, the needs
and the movements of young people in the second stream.
I believe this accounts for the great interest that college students
have taken in the movements among black and other minority populations, and their interest in the struggle against worldwide poverty.
They see themselves not as an elite corps preparing to take over society, but as a harassed and disenfranchised class sharing resentment
with other ostracized or persecuted minorities.

All of this is occuring during the most rapid transition that any
major societyawy large scale societyhas made from one stage of

ece.technological development to another. All of the Wited Stte3
and all of the high technological states are, in my view, passing
through a wrenching historic transformation that is deeper and more
violent than the industrial revolution and which is already beginning
to produce in our midst a new form of society that varies radically
from industrialism.
Industrialism is a system based largely on factory production, on
bureaucratic organization, on materialist values, on ruthless exploitation of natural resource and on routine repetitive labor. I believe that
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the emerging snperindustrial society, rather than concentrating all
production in factories or offices may, with tho coming of .the extreintly advanced telecommunications technology, be based, in lalrge
ineaskire, on work performed at home ratlyir than a centralized
location.

The typical forms of organization are likely to be wht I have
called "ad-hocratic," that is. temporary and nonhierarclueal, filled
with men and women continually changing their lunnan and organizational relationships. This ad-hocra tic form contrasts sharply W ith
the bureaucratic structures characteristic of the industrial age and
also defies the traditional hierarchical chain of command based on the
assumption that people "oa top" make the decisions and people "down
below" carry them out. The pace of production is too rapid in superindustrial systems for the traditional hierarchy to stand since frequently it slows rather than accelerates the flow of communication.
In terms of values, we can already see a shift away from the almost
monomanical materialism that characterized both Communist and
capitalist industrial societies.
The superindustrial society, rather than regarding resources as

limkedwith the implication that he who gets them first gets rich

will, in order co survive, be based on new recycling processes. What are
regarded as resources today may be worthless tomorrow, whereas what
we, today, discard or ignore may be crucial to future production. The
shift is from a ,tatc to a process conception ef resources.
But perhaps the most important shift which is now already occuring and which forms ipart of the transition to superindustrialism has to
do with the role played by inforination. Knowledge has always been a
component of production. The primitive man who carved a canoe or
dug a ditch employed knowledge in doing so. However, throughout
man'c modern history, land, labor, and capItal were the primary components of economic completence production, and the knowledege coin.
ponent was frequently trivial. Today we are beginning to recognim
that knowledge, in the form of formulae, organizational designs, indexes, and systems of data classification, patents, copyrightsis becoming more and more central to production.
This brings with ,it an astonishing change in the class relationships
of the society. Conditionally, a "class" has been defmed as a large group
of people who stand in a common relationship to one or another of the
factors of production. If this definition is acceptable, then certainly
wo must recognize that students today form a now class in the society
a large class of people who stand as preentrants to the knowledge systom required for further.production.
Not only do students, in this sense, stand in a now relationship to the
economy, but they show many of the signs of an emerging economic
class. For example, it has been noted that, labor struggles in the United
States tended to be anarchic and violent until the late tliirties, when

the right to organize was recognized and systems for dealing with
labor-management conflicts were created, imluding such institutions
as the National Labor Relations Board, the Federal Mediation Serv-

ice and so forth. The process by which labor's rights wore accepted and
the forms of conflict institutionalized led to a far less anarchic pattern
of labor-management: intereztion in the society. We may before long
begin to see the institutionalization of conflict between students, the
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universities and the society at large, through new legal systemslegal
safeguards for students, student rights, through now systems for student participation in the governments of their own institutions, et
cetera.
The parallel, however, between the student struggles of the sixties
and seventies and the labor struggles of the previous age shonkl not
be carried too far. One of the key differences here is that when labor
unions demanded wcognition or when they struck for increased wages,
they were asking for something that employers had it in their power to
give. However, as Philip Weedell once pointed out to me, when stu-

dents ask for a better education, this may be something that the
Cohimbias and Come lls and Berkeloys do not have it within their

power to offer.
One reason for the inability of traditional education institutions to
cope with student demands for improved education is that they are
organizationally and intellectually pooled in the industrial and oven
preindustrial world. Most of their efforts to educate young people are
premised on assumptions about the nature of social reality that we now
are compelled to change.
For example, all education systems proceed from some imago of the
future, whether this is recognized or not. The asstunption made is that
the learning transmitted to the learner will in some way prove useful
to him in the future. However, the present education system and its
leaders have no conception of the future of societyother than a blind
and mistaken expectation that it will be "more of the same." Educational lembrship has not as yet recognized that we are in the midst of

a fantastic human revolution. Therefore, to the degree that it ever
bothers to think about the future, it simply presupposes that the industrial system of today will endure into tomorrow.

This linear, straight-line extrapolation of the past and present into
the future breeds a series of dangerous misconceptions. First, it sug(rests to students that tomorrow's world will be even more bureaucratized, standardized homogenized, routinized and "dehumanized"
than the industrial system of today. What is overlooked in these extrap-

olations is the very power, depth and violence of the changes now
taking place. In the midst of a revolution it is impossible to make an
accurate forecast of the future by using such straight-line methods.
Rather, it becomes necessary to employ imaginationto look for
dialectical reversals, upheavels, twists and turns. It is not simply that
the frequently unstated image of the future held by most educators is
depressing, it is hopelessly inadequate.
I believe that tremendous forces are now pushing the society in directions quite different from those that prevailed during industrialism
and that education has to begin to take this into account.
There is scarcely an educational conference that does not devote some
of its time, for example, to the question of "change." Every speaker
acknowledges that change has accelerated, but the implications of
this for education itself and for curriculum are seldom spelled out.
The acceleration of Qhange means.that we are pumping new, strange,
bizarre, unfamiliar circumstances mto the environment at a faster and
faster pace. Reality itself is churning and turning over so that yesterday's truth becomes today's fatuity. I believe that the acceleration of
change decreases the authority of the teacher and makes it more and
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more importhnt for the learner to check the abstractions of the classroom against the realities outside.
The faster the pace of change, the more frequently must classroom
abstractions be reality-tested. In a society that is slowly changing, the
abstractions handed down from one generation to the next, or from
teacher to student endure through time. In our society, because of the
rapid rate of change, these abstractions themselves must turn over
more and more rapidly to reflect change:, in the reality outside.
For example, the image of the Japanese which luts been presented
to generation after generation of American youth and which portrays
the Japanese as an essentially backward, imitative nation with some
secondary talent for mechanical devices but with no serious originality, may have accurately reflected the situation up to the last 5 or 10
yearsI don't Hieve this was, as stated, true even then. Today, with
Japan's gross national product increasing between 10 and 15 percent
a year, with its electronic equipmenttape recorders, television sets,

automobiles, and other productscutting a wide swath through the
A inelican marketplace and frequently displaying innovations far in
advance of those available in our own competitive products, the old
plaint of Japan quite ckarly needs some updating. A significant de-

bate is taking place among economists, futurists, and others as to
whether Japan will be the leading economic nation on the globe within
the next 25 or:10 years or whether it will merely be No. 2. But, for the

most part, America's classroom teachers have no conception of the
change of reality. This example of obsolete images 'could be nuiltiplied
niany times.

Basically, the speedup of change in the outside world means that
students must. now begin to g.et out of the classrooms to test. what
they learn against. the new and continually changing reality out there.
They can no longer take for granted that what they are taught reflects the way things still are..
In a society whose industrial organizations are beginning to move
away from traditional hierarchical forms in response to new forms
of organization such as project management, task force organization,

et cetera, it is not surprising that students begin to challenge the

hierarchical structure of the school itself. Authority in a supenndustrial society will not. flow simply up and down in an old fashioned
chain of command, but will feed back from bottom to top and radiate
in many directions within the organization.
The antiauthoritarian mood of today's students reflects, in some
inchoate way, a recognition that the present systems, that is, the traditional systems within the educational community, are out of alinement
with the emerging reality. Today, just as yesterday, most students
arrive in school and become part of a class. This means a group of
students who stand in a more or less common relationship to a teacher
who is superior to them, not simply in knowledge, but also in power.
As the student advances through the school system from first grade
to 12th grade, he or she moves into a succession of similar structures, evenon through college and university. The student gains experience with only this one organizational form. Yet in the future.
people are going to have to deal with an extremely wide variety of
orfre anizational forms, temporal, problem-solving grottps, ad hoc com-

mittees, organizational forms t mt involve participation by top level
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as well as lower level personnel, and so on. The present system gives

a student training for participation in only a single organizational
form, rather than advance training in working u ith and learning in
alternative organizational structures.
Faced by these difficulties, and by the recognition that the universities today represent a holding operationthgt is, an enormous organizational pool in which people !Ire kept until the society is ready to
allocate them to various roles in the economy---what aro we to do?

It seems to me that we have various alternatives oi en to us. The

first is simply to keep them in schools and continue doin, to them what
we have been doing until now. Any such course, it se ms to me, is
doomed to failure simply because our young people will ; hold still
any longer under the traditional conditions. Nor should they.

The present educational system is ono which has been carefully

honed and pofished through time to do as efficiently as possible what
needed to be done for an industrial society. It does, in fact, prepare

most, though decidedly not all, young people for life in a factorydominated world. However, the very conditioning that ad pts or
preadapts the individual to industrialism may make that same individual less adapted, less capable of coping with change and more likely
to suffer from future shock as the society explodes into a new pl ase.
A second alternative is to close down the schools entirely. We cm ld,
at least in theory, stop providing a custodial service for parents and

a refrigerated meat locker for industry. We could save enormots
stuns of money by simply padlocking the kindergartens and colleges

and hope for the best. some educational philosophersand hero I

exempt Ivan Illich who represents a special and extremely interesting casehave gone so far as to suggest this course of action, urging
us to send our young to live with farm families or to educate themselves by hook or by crook.

This alternative strikes me as not only fanciful, not likely to be
adopted, but also meretricious. It reflects resignadon and surrender
rather than creativity and intelligence. It simply is a bit of middleclass posturing, a throwing up of the hands, ra ffia than an attempt
to design more intelligent ways of coping with our problems. A third
and more useful alternative has been widely discussed in Washington
for many years but has never really aclueved the attention of the
Nation that it deserves. This is the proposal for a universal service.
Typically, the ideo, of a universill serme program is presented as an
alternative to military conscription and is seen as providing options
for those young people who prefer not toserve in the Aimed Forces.
However, there is a very important potential link up between the idea
of service to tlm community, and the idea of education itself.
Many institutions, colleges, and universities have in the past few
years begun to develop community service or community action curriculums programs in which students aro given an opportunity to involve themselves in real-world problems---either those of the conummity immediately surrounding the campps, or of a nearby urban ghetto,
or. in some cases, the problems of cities halfway around the world.
Whether such courses or programs are mitated by faculty or student
action (and I believe tliat most of them have their origin in student
initiative) they have within them, I believe, the seed of very significant
advance in our conception of education.
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I believe we can design aa learn-while-you-serve systemwhich
will not be centralized, not run by the Federal Government, not
standardized, not a civilian version of a military institution, but rather
a very varied set of education-linked service programs operated by
students and faculty at thousands of schools, colleges, and universities.
I believe that signilkant parts of the curricultun can be built around
real-world problems and community needs.

We find ourselves in the ironic position of being a very wealthy
nation, and yet when we come to Capitol
ll or when we visit city
hall and ask for some problem to be taken care of,we are most usually
turned away with a helphim shrug and the insistance that the resources are missing. I would propose that we have far more resources
available to us than most people now suspect and that the time has
come to begin to look upon the 55 million or so young Americans in
our schools and colleges not as a parasitical organism, using up our
assets, or even as an investment in the future, but as an active resource
that can be tapped now to help deal with some of the difficulties in

our cities, communities, neighborhoods, and more broadly, in the Nation
as a whole.
I believe that unless we unleash the energies of this part of our popu-

lationvirtually one out of every four Americansi s a studentthat

we will continue to build up fantastic and dangerous pressures within
the student community, pressures which will result hi the destruction
of our schools and unnecessary bloodshed in our cities.
There is a screaming contradiction between what we tell our young

people when we say to them you must stay hi school to learn

sophisticated skills while we older Americans run the system. We tell
them that they will step into our shoes and take over when they are
ready, and tlutt, in the meantime, we will keep things rolling along
toward ever oreater levels of affluence and social happiness. The reality,
however, is olviously quite different. Young people, rather than seeing
the society as being smoothly and effectively run by their elders, see
instead an incredible series ofproblems, not simply questions of pollution: noise, dirt, health, racial inequity, bad housing, but also the
inability of the community to police itself, to take care of its aged, to
clean litter off the streets and so on.
Faced by the awesome gulf between the protestations of the older
generation which suggest that the best thing young people can do is
to get lost in academia for a decade or so, and the escalating problems
of the society, students are put in an impossible moral bind. They can,
it seems to me, decide to turn off or turn inward and lose themselves
in some subjective nirvana, with or with out the aid of drugs, or they
can instead demand a right to help run the society within which they
live and to help deal with the explosive problems around them.
TO put this more practically, it seems to me not impossible that the
students at a university, and by extension this might be done at lower
levels of the school systems as well, could be encouraged to single out

certain community problems that they would like to address their

energies and their imaginations to, and that teams of students, working
with faculty and with participants from the community, could form
themselves into action groups to come up with new approaches to this
or that community problem.
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For example, I believe that students and universitieswith the help
of community peoplecould introduce a totally new dimension into
the care of the aged in our society. Most American old people rot

and wither in loneliness, seldom visited by a fellow human being with
any concern for their needs. At the same time, we have millions of
young people who could learn much from contact with many of our
older citizens, but who almost never in the course of an ordinary month
of their lives come in contact with older people.
New York City is shuddering and rocketing with excessive noise. T
don't know how to solve the noise problem of New York City, hut I
suspect that turning loose several thousand of New York City's college
students on that problem would, before long, begin to produce a flow

of useful ideas and programs for monitoring and controlling noise
kvels in the city. I think it would be especiallyi nteresting for a group

of students, along with faculty and community people, to work with the
police, for example, in a program to lower crime levels within a small
area near a university campus. I suspect that the stmlents would learn

from such an experience pist how difficult the problems fneing the

police are. But I think the police would also learn a good bit. However,
we look at the problems of crime or the aged or noise or pollution or any
of a dozen or score or hundred of other problems that one might list, we

can find ways of encouraging student participation in attempts to

solve themand we can design curriculums that relates to them.
Such service activities not only ought to, but could very elegantly,
both of individuals and of our
be connected with the learning
education institutions. For example,
P'ovals,
at one point or another, intelligent

children come home and ask plaintively of their parents why they
are being asked to learn subject I or subject 1'. The answers they get
from their parents as well as from their teachers are usually a collection
of evasions designed to conceal the rertlity that they are asked to learn

subject I or subject 1' because their fathers learned subject X or subject 7. Students who do not know why they need to learn a. subject
suffert by definition, from a. lack of motivation. It seems to me that
we might attack the problems of motivation in education directly
through the service concept. Rather than suggesting to students that
they must learn subject X, Y, or Z because that is the way it was done
in tbe past, we would do better, if students could see that our community

or our city, our Nation, has a problem with A, B, or C. We could say
to them honestly, "We need your help in trying to solve that problem."
Once various teams of students, faculty, and community people are

brought together to deal with the problem, it immediately becomes
necessary for all the participants to undergo fresh learning. If students

are going to help deal with the problem of excessive traffic, somebody is
ffoinfft, to need to know some mathematics. If the problems of pollution

are going to be confronted, somebody is going to have to know some
chemistry. If the problems of crime in a community need to be dealt
with, somebody is going to need to know something about sociology,
economics, psychology, and the sources of crime. If the problems of

mitrition or care of the aged are involved, a whole series of other
"subject matters" immediately become relevant. In this way, it becomes
possible to tie learning directly to action and the problem of motivation becomes far less severe than it is in any American school today.
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The advantages of some such system based on what might be called
the edu-service concept would be multiple. For example, a frequent
complaint of young people is the sense of alienation, the feeling of
isolation, loneliness in the midst of the crowd, the sense of having
relatively few people around them with whom they can communicate

freely and openly. I believe that action teams of the kind I have

suggested not only help get at questions of motivation, but also could
begin to break down the sense of loneliness and isolation that so many
American students feel.
Groups with shared goals tend to become emotionally involving and

provide a basis for friendships and the kinds of emotional warmth
that many students find lacking in the American educational system
today.

Similarly, the design of action groups to include not only students
but faculty and community people, is a generation-bridging device, a

way of bringing members of several generations into face to face
contact with one auother, but not across the gulf that yawns between
the teacher and the seats down below, not in a ritualistic association,
but in a direct sharing of real-life experience. I believe that this close
intergenerational contact would have enormous value in breaking

down the much discussed but seldom bridged gap.

SignRcantly, from the point of view of education the connection
between service and learning provides a way to connect theory and
practice. It not only permits but encourages the student to reality test
the abstractions of the clasroom. Generalizations that don't work
when an attempt is made to apply them hi real hfe need to be reevaluated, not simply shoved down the gulkts of the next succeeding
class of captive listeners. Edu-service repairs the break between theory
and practice.

For many students the edu-service idea can also break down the
sense of uselessness, the emptiness that goes with being a student in
our society today. This sense of hopelessness and uselessness derives

not simply from what goes on in the chtssroomthe boredom, the
repetitiousness of much that passes for educationbut also from the

artificial social role occupied by young people in our society. Young
people in most previous societtes and in all poor societies, begin to
perform needed functions for the family and the economy at a very
young age. We thought we were doing our young people a great service
by stiunping out child labor.
We made the mistake, however, of stamping out along with child
labor, any sense on the pait of a child that he or she is needed by the
surrounding society. Indeed, despite all our fancy rhetoric about how
our students are going to be the leaders of tomorrow, the essential
message which our society drums into tho heads of our young people
is that they are not needednot needed because they are not yet adequately skilled. This message is, as I have suggested, a lie. We not only
do need
students, we can no longer run our society adequately
without them.
Edu-serrice provides a way to break down this sense of uselessness
and needlessness which, I believe, lies very close to the core of much
student discontent. Perhaps the most importtmt advantage, however,
of the edu-service concept is that it opens a way for yorng people to
come in contact with the changes that are already roaring through
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our society, changes they must learn to master, if they are to survive
in the decades ahead. Tfie years between now and the turn of the next
century are likely to be. more crammed with change than any previous
period in human experience.
An education which keeps Johnny away from the real world where
changes are taking place, which attempts to prepare him by filling his
head with obsolete abstractions, which assumes simply a straight-hine

continuation of the, main features of industrial society, is an education that creates victims of future shock. By encouraging young people
to move mit into the community, by tying curriculum very directly to
service activities, we put Johnny into aposition in which be begins
not merely to see change on his television screen, but to engage in
change in the community, itself. This familiarity with change cannot,
however, help but raise questions in Johnny's skull that are seldom

raised by educators todayquestions about the future.

Ono of the most astonishing weaknesses in our present day education
is its almost total failure to recognize the significance of the future in
learning itself. Tremendous pains aro taken to orient young people
in terms of spacecourses in geography, for example. The student is

taught to read maps. He is taught the location of his city, State or
Nation on the ,ftlobe. He is taught that the earth is a spinning ball,

which is part of a larger solar system, which, in turn, is part of an even
larger galaxy.
But when it comes to orienting in time, our present educational sys-

tems perform a strange and, 3n fact, I believe, dangerous fraud.

Johnny is taught as much about the past as we can possibly stuff into
his memory tank. If he has a particularly enterprising teacher, be will
be taught a little bit about the present (it's called, quaintly enough,
current events) and then time typically comes screeching to a halt in
the classroom. Johnny is seldom, if ever, asked where change today
is carrying us, what the future is likely to be like, or even more important what the futur, ought to be like.
Centuries ago, in slowly changing societies, the curriculum was
based entirely on the past. The most- efficient way to teach a young
person how to cultivate his crops or to gouge out a tree was to teach
him how his ancestors had done it. This was efficient because it was
based on a sound assumption: The assumption that since the society
itself was changeless, the techniques of the past would be just as use-

ful in the future as they were in the past.

As society moved into the industrial phase, all sorts of new problems

arose for which the wisdom of the past began to prove less and less
adequate. A great educational philosopher, John Dewey, fought a
tremendous struggle to free education from the chains of the past.
Among other thinas, he suggested history be taught not for its own
sake, but for what'it could teach us about the present. For his pains,
Dewey was attacked as a presentist. And, in fact, the schools are still
oriented to the past, rather than the present.
I would suggest that the superindustrial revolution we are now
undergoing presents our educational systems with a new challenge.
Just as the curriculum of the past was the past, and the curriculum
of the present is the present, the curriculum of the future may have
to be the future.
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Wo need to begin to develop in Johnny's heador to put it more
1?roperly..ve need to encourage olnmy to develop images of the

future, of possible futures, of probable futures, and preferable. futinp.
lie needs to have some image of the future, more accurate, more rich
and more imaginative than the image which simply regards tomorrow
as a linear extension of yesterday. I believe that an education which

takes advantage of the learning inkrent in community service can

help a learner deepen, correct, and enrich his own image of the future.
WHY AN IMAGE OF THE FUTURE IS IMPORTANT

For people who are goinfr to have to deal with an avalanche of

change in the short span of aifew decades, nothing will be more impor-

tant than the habit of imticipating change. n e need an education
which helps inculcate this habit and which helps the individual to

develop and continually revise and improve his images of the future.

A sense of 'the future, a sense of its possibilities, likelihoods, and
dangers, becomes, in a high-change society, an absolute survival necessity:- People cope better when they have some awareness of tomorrow,

and schools must begin to design this awareness into the action
curriculum.

POSTSCRIPT

I think this is already happening. It is not just a question at this
point of rhetoric. There are now experimental community service
programs of one kind or another all over the United States, although

they have not as yet begun to seep down into the elementary and high
school levels. By the way, this correctly suggests that I believe community service is not something that starts at college, or that should
be bracketed by a 2-year service period. Rather service ought to be
regarded as something we do all through our lives, starting from a
veryearly age. We am beginning to get widespread interest in the. eduservice concept. But it is not yet seen as a fundamental part of the
learning' experience, and it is not yet recognized as quite legitimate or
academically respectable, and it is certainly not yet funded with sizable

budget.
On the parallel question of the future in education, I have seen
signs of an incipient movement forming in the United States among
educators and students behind this idea. My mail brings me not simply
reports about courses now being given in scores, perhaps hundreds,
of universities dealing with the future in one way or another, but also
requests for information arid reports of experiments in elementary
schools and high schools as well. 'The idea of teaching courses about
the future is clearly an idea. whose time has come. My attendance
at 3ducational meetings and conferences, and the opportunities these
afford me for discussion with educators and students, suggests to me
that there is a very healthy and rapidly rising interest in educational
futurism, Moreover, I suspect that this interest will soon take on a
more organized form.
Now as to what practical steps might be taken :

One might begin in a school or university by creating a council of

the futurea group of students, faculty, administrators, and

com-

munitypeople merely to review the ongoing curriculum or practices
i
of the nstitution,
but to formulate some image of the future; some
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set of assumptions about the way life is going to be, from which the
institution can then deduce appropriate goals and curricula.
It seems to me that the future must be a starting point some sense
of where we are going and where we want to go. It must be the starting point of any rational educational system. Every institution has
an implicit image of the future. This image, this set of assumptions,
shapes the decisions of its policymakers. Yet I believe tye image of
the future hekl by most educators must be radically revised and the
way to begin is by making their assumptions about tomorrow explicit
and hence subject to debate. Only after this is done can a sensible
set of educational goals be defined.
The idea of councils on the future, the idea of introducing a combina-

tion of the future and social concern into the curriculum, can bring
together forces in education that are now at each other's throats. I
believe that many parents would share an interest in introducing their
children to tomorrow, in helping to prepare their children to cope
with rapid change.
What we have, therefore, are two healthy and parallel movements in
educationone leading toward community and social involvement,
the other leadi»g to a greater concern for and consciousness of the future. Together they amount to what I have elsewhere ct.11ed a strategy
of "social futurism," and I believe this strategy holds great promise for
education.
I don't believe that either of these movements will advance without

opposition. The introduction of courses about the future or similar

curricular innovations will run smack up against entrenched traditionalism and postorientation. The introduction of a greater service component into the educational system is also likely to occasion conflict.
When students go out and try to help make change in their community, to help solve real-world problems, they are going to encounter
resistance. But this is important for them as well as for the commu-

nity. Learning is accelerated when attempts to bring about change
meet resistance. This compels the individual or the student or the
group to search for alternative forms of action, it helps them understand the sources of resistance, and so on. It is not a panocea. It will
not be an easy thing. Yet we must encourage both these movements

in education and bring about their convergence. Only through a philosophy of social futurism can we reconnect learning with life.
My own feeling is that while we may have 18,000 school authorities,
we have only a handful of kinds of schools. That the system is highly

standardizea and that this is one of the industrial characteristics of
the system that I referred to earlier. It seems to me that the Federal
Government must play a role different from that it has traditionally
played in dealing with such problems. Rather than seeking to standardize, bring about uniform criteria, introduce nationwide curriculum
reforms and so on, the Federal Government ought to be encouraging
a far greater diversity of educational forms, a much greater openness

within the system to permit multiple options and alternatives.
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KNOWLEDGE OF THE FUTURE: A PRIME REQUISITE
FOR PLANNING
BY ROBERT J. WOLFSON

Planning, of any kind, implies concern for a future. To plan means
to set up a series of hypotheses about the sorts of contingencies which
might arise, and associated with each hypothesis a set of actions to be
put into effect in the event that the hypothesis appears to be supported
by events. Depending upon the particular nature of the situation witliln
which the plan might be carried out, the set of actions may be set in
train before the hypothesis itself is capable of review. Thus, the decision to wear safety goggles while working in front of a bench grinder
may well turn out, in the event that no tools shatter and no pieces of
material fly against the goggles, to have been unnecessary. 'Yet the
decision to wear the goggles is part of a plan, in this case a precau-

tionary one, whose concern is to protect the worker against injury
in the event that one of the above-mentioned untoward events docs
occur.

When tho planning horizon is some distance in time from the period
in which the plan i:. developed and put into effect there is always the
considerable risk that hypotheses about future occurrences which could.
affect the outcome of the plan may be erroneous. Whenever possible,
then, it makes sense to develop a plan which is as insensitive as possible
to forecasting errors of this sort. That is, as much as possible: plans
should be developed which will be unaffected, or msignihcantly
affected, by errqrs in forecasting what appear to be the most ques-

tionable and significant future alternatives. But this is not always
possible, so for such alternative futures as cannot be finessed in that

fashion, alternative sequences of action must be developed.
From the foregoing discussion it is obvious that in the conduct and
the implementation of planning the future must be taken account of.

It is this to which we turn now, as this concern with the future is the
focal issue in this paper.
What can be said about the future which is empirically supportable?

All that wo know with any certainty is that the future is that region of
space-thne which bears dates not yet realized in general human experience. Put in everyday language, what we are saying is that the future
is ahead of us in time. But that tells us nothing about the nontemporal
aspects of the future. Will we be alive then, who will win the election of
1992, will there be an election of 1992, what will the life of the average
citizen of tho United States be in 1992, what will be the typical occupational distribution of Americans in 2013, how will those who occupy
the twentieth through thirty-fifth percentile of the family income distribution of the United States in 2013 earn their incomes, and how will
they have been trained for their work, and so forth ? It is questions like
these, running into the millions, which must be answered, or answers
to which must be estimated in order or us to describe tho futures.
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But how can we answer these questions now ? The answer is that we
cannot answer these questions now, but we can propose methods for
estimating :mswers to these questions. it is in the use of these met hods,
however crude and subject to error they may he, however much they
may depend on sheer fancy and reflect nothing but hope, that the future
has its only existence in the present.

The future lurks behind an incredibly large portion of human

thought. and action. Without. some notion of tune and events yet to
come words such as hope, anticipation, fear, would be meaningless. But

in a certain sense this is the only existence the future has. That is1 if
the future exists at all in the sense in which objects or events winch
are now occurring can be said to exist, it exists as anticipations in the
minds of those who think of the future. Similarly, if the past. exists at
all, it is in the memories and records of the past. But the future is less
well documented, less well understood, than the present or the past. The
only basis for any knowledge of the future is conjecture, extrapolation

or forecast (insofar as these can be said to be distinct from one
another).

Insofar as methods of conjecturing about, extrapolating into, or forecasting the future can be developed:and used with confidence, to that
degree, and to that degree onl3r, can a basis for planning be developed.
Moreover, it must be recognized that the measure of confidence in such
methods is dependent on two factors. FirSt, what is the forecasting
horizon ? That is, for how many years into the future is the forecast. to
be made? Second, in how fine detail must the forecast be made? Are we
concerned only with such details as the gross national product, the size
of tbe population, and the disposition of the population between major
regions of the country, or are we, rather, concerned with the income
distribution of the population, the detailed expenditure patterns of
individuals, and so forth ? If our concern is at the former level then a

long-range forecast (of the order of 10 to 30 years) may be made
with a moderate degree of confidence. If our concern is of the latter
sort, we must be much more tentative.
In addition, however, there are som3 sorts of detail, even if at similar

levels of detail, about which we may know more than about others.
Thus, for a variety of reasons it is easier and safer to make forecasts
about economic and technological matters than it is about social and
political ones. To have forecast, in 1958, some of the social and political

developments we have witnessed in the past 2 or 3 years would

have taken great courage. Indeed, such forecasts were not then, or even

several years later, being made. They appeared to be off the map

entirely. On the other hand, forecasts of the technology we have now,

of the size and distribution of the GNP we have now, were bemg

made. This is so because economic and technological processes appear
to be subject to some regularities about which we have some degree of
confidence, while social and political processes are less well understood.
Another factor which the past decaoie has underlined is the degree to
which single events which appear to have erupted randomly from the
great mass of social occurrences, and which differ sharply from this
great mass, seem to have, in the short run, markedly affected the path

of the entire society. Such events have always happened, and have
always been less predictable than most other events, but the 1P60's
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have had more than their share of them. Thus, three important

personages have been assassinated in the 'United States in that decade.
It is impossible to say how much longrun di fference this will make
in the world. One reasonable conjecture is that within a century or so

the world will be in essentially the same condition as it would have
been if those assassinations had not occurred. But when such a statement, is made we have taken on a large pair of burdens: How can we
deal successfully with a conjecture which can never be tested; and
what do we mean by essentially the same? With respect to the former,
we speculate; we use what has come to be called the thought experiment. We try to be systematic about it, but we recognize the many
large pitfalls. With respect to the latter, we clearly have become less
concerned with individual lives, with short-term shifts in political and
economic aggregates.
In 1970, it seems less likely than it did in 1920 that the assassination
of an Austrian archduke in Serbia in 1914 would be a significant cause

of major longrun historical changes in the world. That the World

War did occur is not in dispute. Rather, the question is being asked :
Would it not have occurred anyway even if Franz Ferdinand had not
been killed, perhaps somewhat different in detail, but similar in general outlines? And the answkw is being offered that it would probably
have occurred.

The farther back we go in history, the more easily can we find ourselves suggesting that a particular dainge in the life of one person, or a
few persons, would have made little or no difference in the large sweep

of events, in the long run. But, let us make no mistake, in the short

run the effects seem unarguable. Moreover, the more highly placed, or
the more strategically situated the person, the longer the time before
more fundamental forces obscure the effects of that event.

Thus, what we are suggesting is not historicism of the sort that

Plato, Hegel and Marx proposed, but rather that there aro fundamental
influences and less fundamental ones. The fundamental influences include such items as: Ecological forces, technology, popidation growth
and settlement patterns, the process of organic evolution etc. Clearly
some of these are subject to human influence. One form of such influence is through the aggregation of the actions of millions upon millions of individual humans, each doing his own thing and adding the
result to that of all others, through the processes of procreation, individual waste disposal, individual invention etc. Another form of such
influence is through the detailed, troublesome, apparently expensive,
difficult to implement, long-term planning process. That is, these human
influences occur either in the presence or in the absence of effective
planning. How can we conduct effective planning? As we said at the
beginning, a sine qua non for planning is some notion of how forces
beyond the nower of the plan to affect will have slutped the world in

which the plan is to come into fruition. That is, in what sort of en-

vironment will the actions of the plan be taking place, and how successful, therefore, will the plan be in attaining its goals ?
In order to answer these questions some means of speaking of future

states of affairs must be utilized. Depending upon the detailed concerns of the plan, its planning horizon and the level of detail which is
required, various methods come to hand. The fundamental issues which

determine the choice of method are the forecasting horizon and the
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probable stability, over that time ramre
1, of institutional struetures and
social processes which condition the indices being forecast. Thus, if
the forecast, horizon is rather short then most social institutions and
processes are likely to remain substantially as they are. Hence, for
1

many planning Imposes, simple extrapolation of current trends
wouid appear to be an acceptable means of deseribing the relevant
future 5 years or less from now. Simple extrapohition means simply

projecting cument ginss processes, and placing some estimates of probable error around them. These estimates of probable error are, in abso-

lute terms, directly related to the length of the extrapolation period.
Consequently, the hand gets wider as the extrapolation time gets longer.

Eventually the extrapolation becomes nearly useless because of the
great, band width.
The extrapolation band width is a function not only of the forecast
horizon, but of the probable stability of relevant institutions a ml processes. That is, if these institutions and processes can be expected either
not to change, or to change in an extrapolable way, then an extrapolation, or an assemblage of extrapolations, may be the easiest and
most, reliable means of forecasting future environments.
However, if simple nxtrapolation of these institutions and processes
will not serve we must look to more complex means of forecastinAr. It
may be that institutional and process change is believed, with high
confidence, to be dependent on a set, of factors whose course is itself

extrapolable. In such a case, a useful structure might be a series of
extrapolations in which are embedded models for the change of these
institutions and processes.

If none of these conditions obtains, that is, if there is no basis for
the erection of a structure of extrapolation and formni modeling, then
one class of procedure remains whose power is much more lnnited.
One name for this way to forecast is conjecture. Chara,Aeristic of this
mode of peering into the future is the use of speculationt the generation of insightful guesses, embedded in a framework which indicates
aspects of social structure and process not covered otherwise in the
forecast, and which suggests interrelationships between these aspects
of social structure and process. These hunches may be supplied in a
completely free fashion by one person, or a small group (frequently
referred to as genius forecasting:), by a group of persons referring
closely to roles which each plays in an open gaining (or role-playing)
situation, or by individuals working separately from each other, but
whose responses to a specific set of questions a're aggregated and the
aggregates fed back to them in specific fashion (the Delphi method is
one example of this stimulated concensus technique).
It would seem that if the forecast horizon goes much beyond 10 years,

and the level of concern is with much greater detail than such aggregates as the GNP and the size of the population of the country, conjecture becomes necessary. The farther in these directions the forecast
must. go, the more heavily must the forecaster rely on conjecture.
Choice between the alternative forms of conjecture briefly described
above is not casy to make. There is no basis for testing any of these
methods before the fact. The first type (genius forecasting) is dependent completely upon the imagination and judgment, of the forecaster.
It is, however, the least expensive procedure to conduct. All that is re-
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telired is paper and pencil, a small library of social trends and statistics, and a considerable ainouitt ip-;. nerve.

The second procedure (open gaming) is more expensive and time
consuming than the first. However, the fact, that, a number of persons
arc working together, and worldng within tile structure of roles (such
as public officials, scientists2 businessmen, ete.) tends to elicit, imaginative responses to specific situations which are generated in the roleplaying situation.
Delphi has del nonstrated itsel f most. especially in dea!ing with situations where events and intentetions among then t are easily specified. 1 n
particular the forecasting of technological change by Delphi seems to
hold sonic promise. I loweverz as in both of the other procedures, much
'vends upon the bash; intelligence and flexibility of the pelsons doing
.

ie forecasting..

Indeed, flexibility is the key word throughout. Forecasting the state
of hinnan society in sonic future.period when more luts changed than
just magnitudes (GNP, per capita income, population size, etc.) requires an ability to rise above the lhnitations of one's own experience
and circumstances. Without this ability forecasts will just be slight
extensions of the present. That is, they will not really be useful forecasts. With this ability one or another variety of conjecture can be
coii.dm icted.

What can be said abont, and what can be done with, the sorts of forecasts which come out of conjecture? Recall that while we cannot, know
the future, when we deal with a formal forecasting technique we are
assuming that in certain significant respects the future will resemble
the present. Consequently, there are means of testing forecasts bused

upon an understanding of the structure of the present, and upon the
use of statistics to extend present, cases and structures. But as soon as
we make significant use of conjecture we arc unable to make such tests.
We must rely upon judgments as to the reasonableness of the conjecture, and upon the breadth of coverage of possi bi 1 ities wh ich is it Iron led
by a set of more than one conjecture.

That is, one conjecture is at best illustrative of what the future could
be. A number of them, if well constructed, might grivc us, with a degree

of confidence, a feel for the range of things within which tho future
might fall. With this information it might be possible, then, to exiunine
various objectives, and plans for arriving at them, and consider the
sensitivity or vulnerability of plans to conditions which conjecture
suggests might arise. Although it has only bevni recently that, this sort
of futures-conjecture has been formally carried out, as a precondition
plannhlg, it has not infrequently been the case in the past that just
such activities have been employed less formally. Clearly, without
some concern for the future, and the more careful and exhaustive the
concern, the more useful its result, then planning cannot be expected
to be of value except by accident.
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THE WORLD'S FUTURE PROBLEMS AND ALTERNATIVE
SOLUTIONS
BY JOSEPH F. COATES

There is a lot said about the future, much, if not most of which is
pessimistic or depressing. When one turns to prediction and forecasting the future., attitudes are even more negative. Many consider

the future totally determined, threatening, and dangerous. Others who
consider it determined, judge its study futile and pomtless, at best, and
depressing and foreboding, at worst. For others to anticipate the future is impious, sterile, arrogant, or a challenge to the gods, or fate.
To look to the future, is to court disaster. Nevertheless, man everywhere is graced with that touch of divinity which drives us to order,
to rationalize, to explain. The first intellectual achievement of mankind in forecasting was the prediction of the seasons and the understanding of the cycle of the heavens. That knowledge also spawned the
false science of astrology. Reluctant as we may be to believe it2 astrol-

ogy is still thriving. "Hair" didn't invent the ago of Aquarius, but

only revived and publicized our latent hopes and fears that the future
is determined and lmowable.

Dreams, trances, the endless variations on the human person, patterns of the palms, the magic of numbers and ntunerology, the fall
of the cards, have each led to the promise and the practice of foretelling the future.
Even if we set aside the plebian views of the ordinary man, the
ignorant, the uninformed, the masses (which of course we can't do)
and look at the attitudes of intellectual leaders, the future still does not

often fare well. From Confucius, who said "study the past if you
would divine tho future" through Patrick Henry, who said "I know
of no way of judging the future but by the past . . ." and on to the

present, ehn idea has gradually grown Chat first the future stems from
the past, but more significantly that it is not likely to be different. In
the overall, the organic view that the future flows from the past has
tended to promote a conservative view of the future reliving the past.
The great invention of tho notion of progress was introduced into the
Western World by the Greeks. As later theocratized by Christianity,

it has been borne as a dead weight on secular progress for most of
two millenia. Only recently could a man dare say, both honestly and
safely as did Oliver Wenaell Holmes, Jr., "I have always sought to
guide the futurebut it is very lonely sometimes trying to play God."
A recurrent theme in the Western World has been that of utopia, a
term invented by Sir Thomas More, but certainly going back to
Augustine's "City of God" and even earlier to the platonic dialogs.
Moving forward into modern times, the great spate of utopian thinking in the 18th century, and the immerous experiments in the new
world have tried to create a new life for mankind. But it seems to me
that these were largely based on external standards. In the Christian
(7?)
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communities the standard was living by the book. That basically
called for the individual spiritual transformation of personal lives
and the consequent transformation of society. Most of the utopian
thinking, it seems to me, has focused on what the world should be like
when men individually reform. More recently, particularly with the
tremendous growth of science in the 19th century new waves of futurist

thinking of a different sort, technological fantasies, science fiction,
came OD the scene. Jules Verne and II. G. Wells are the paramount
example of that trend. Secular progress, technological revolution,
peace as well as war, play their role in these fantasies. Opportunities
and risks were clearly played off against each other.

More recently the tide of thiliking toward the future has taken a

downturn. Those great contemporary satires, "Brave New World, and

1984," engage our attentionlargely because of the fears they hold
outmuch the way the palmist and, the card reader engage our attention with more than a piquancy of fear. The thorough engrained
negativism and fear of the future so prevalent among the intelligensia
is nicely encapsulated by J. B. Priestley :

Between midnight and dawn, when sleep will not come and all the old wounds
begin to ache, I often have a nightmare vision of a future world in which there
are billions of people, all numbered and registered, with not a gleam of genius
anywhere, not on original mind, n rich personality, on the whole packed globe.
PRESENT TRENDS IN FUTURIST THOUGHT

With the brief thumbnail sketch of the history of the future, let us
turn toward present-day currents and crosscurrents in thinking; about
the future. Most active and most immediately fruitful use of futureoriontedthinking is in the most cras, economically profitable ways, or
at least in those ways which are most immediate to the satisfaction of
short-term, private, and corporate interests. Weather forecasting we
are all familiar with. Economic and market forecasting are a welldeveloped art. Demographic forecastIng is now flourishing. In the last
10 years there has been an incredible spate of what has come to be called
tec`hnological forecasting, namely the forecasting of developments in
technology, and to some extent their consequences. To some substantial
degree this reflects military initerest; but more g;enerally, it reflects
commercial initerest in anticipating future markets, future product
changes, future developments, which may transform an industry. Much
of the solid well-developed technology for forecasting is applied to the
short-term, private, and economic interests of man.
Another trend results from the convergence of both pessimistic observations on the consequences of technology and optimistic aspirations
for fulfilling.its utopian potentials. The awareness that the world is
awash with risks and crisesrisks of war, risks of depression, risks of
famine, disease, and so onhas driven us toward anticipating these
events, analyzing the factors leading toward them and most significantly toward conscious attempts to control them. Another more optimistic drive reflects much the same origins but grows out of the enormous potential that man has not only inade manifest but sees for the
future, in the control of machinery, the control of energy, the manipulation of the physical world. These bursts of conjecture about where
science and technology may take us lead inevitably to the desire to reg-
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ul ate and guide among the alternatives. Today, the most provocative,
stimulating, and useful thinking about the future is not, limited to the
predictable, futures but rather to the analysis and the laying out of factors determining alternative futures. Overlaying the view tliat there
are alternative possibilities for the future is an even more basically new
notion that num can influence the choice among alternatives. The normative view is we can choose among alternatives, and if not absolutely
control, at least we can guide and develop our future. Denis Gabor con-

tributed a new catch phrase to futurists: We can invent the future.

Futurists are now prepared to (ro far beyond Oliver Wendell Holmes.
We can quite literally invent tlie future, consciously set upon alternatives (some hitherto unthought of) start new trends, and consciously
move mankind either in segments, or in the, aggregate, in these new

directions. So the great wave of the future in the futurist world is

inventing the future and determining the future alternatives before us,
selecting among them, and inventing the means and ways of getting
there.
The critical issues in regard to tbe solution of the world's problems
aro the establishment of new institutional mechanisms and intellectual

methods for approaching their solutions rather than the solutions

themselves. Solutions will more or less flow freely forth in the proper

institutional environment. The nearly infinite number and variety
of solutions already proposed could be sorted out, evaluated, and

acted up9n only when the proper institutional mechanism are
available.
If I may make a broad contrast, a movement away from Utopian

thinking, which tells us what the world ougiit to be like, has been
replaced with a growing attention to how do we get to the future?
How do we get to wherever we are going? The necessary or parallel
effort in the establishment of alternative goals and objectives is only
beginning.
WHAT IS TIIE FUTURE?

Obviously the future is from this moment. But from the point of
view of studying and manipulating the future, different intervals are
important, depending on the interest, intentions, and capabilities. We
are confronted by a series of conjugate relationships, that is relation-

ships of the sort that are so interdependent that to vary one is to
automatically vary the other. The most significant of these conjugate

relationships is the exchange of reliability for time, i.e., temporal
distance. All else being equal, the best predictions, the most reliable
predictions, are those that are closest to us. The predictions that are

most significant for guiding the future are those that are further

away. One can strike a balance, however, between the reliability of the
method of laying out alternatives and the time which one has available
for influencing or choosing among them. This major set of interacting
factors is also strongly determined by the methods used for forecasting
the future and the reliability that can be placed in them.
Speaking in the context of foreign aid, Haden Cleveland remarked
several years ago that:
We know in our hearts that we are in the world for keeps, yet we are still

tackling 20-year problems with 5-year plans staffed with 2-year personnel working with 1-year appropriations. It's simply not good enough,
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Cleveland, I think, reports a basic tendency in our American society
an almost total lack of experience in anticipating and planning for
contingencies and goals a decade, much less a generation or several
generations ahead. That dark observation is by no means all black.
Some progress has been made in long range planning. Conservation,
in setting aside national parks; the building of social security programs; and the design of bridges and other structures with calculable
lifetime all show the capability to effectively deal with long-term fluid
issues. But by and large our society is not one directed at dynamic
programing, that is programing for change, running decades or more
into the future. For the large-scale social planning, we must engage in,
both on a national and worldwide basis, the best unit of thought is
somewhere between 25-35 years. We can extrapolate many significant
developments to that period. Yet is gives us enough time to consider
alternatives and invent new means in dealing with them and to invent
new goals and new objectives. Longer periods are important in showing both long-term advantages and long-term risks but these, of course,
are always less certain since most of them are contingent on developments in the middle period. If one only addresses the issue of evolutionary planning for the future in terms of crises, one can perhaps
more narrowly demark the critical intervals. John Platt, in what undoubtedly will be a classic article in the planning of science and public
policy divides the future into intervals of 1-5, 5-20,20-50 or more
years. To each interval he assigns various phenomenon that he anticipates as coming to a crisis in that interval. Different crises will be
upon us in different intervals, assuming nothing effectively is done to
manipulate the future.
With regard to noncrisis planning to exploit new opportunities; i.e.,
planning directed at the manipulations of potentialities for a good new
life, the situation is more open ended and unclear. Put simply, it is
most difficult to identify future opportunities for the profound benefit
or favorable alteration in human lives.
Most planning for the future, it seCITIF to me, naturally focuses around
crises for two reasons. Crises reflect present trends or an exaggeration
of what we are already familiar with. From a more personal view, in
general, we are pessimistic about the future or anticipate the negatives

in the future more clearly (witness 1984) because we individually,
either personally or vicariously, are aware of pressure points on our
lives. We are aware of the abrasion of population density, of the
effects of air pollution, of the risks to privacy, or the potential implementation of a police state. For many of us, I argue, the ideal life
would be the relief of these pressure points perhaps the return to a
bucolic youth, the ability to travel, or to have these various pressures
relieved. It is much much more difficult for us to anticipate what the
optimistic developments might bewhat a true transformation in the
quality of life could involve or imply. Relief of burdens are easier to
understand than is a major improvement or transformation in the
quality of life. That intrinsic asymmetry in the case of thinking about
the future must be aggressively fought and overcome.
A recent incident may illustrate this. In speaking to a group of some
120 high school students taking a course in change I raised two ques-

tions designed to diagnose their attitudes. First, I asked how many
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thought the world would be a. better place in 25 years and how many
thought it would be a worse place. The answers were 12 to 1 that the
world would be a worse place. The second question, while vague and
diffuse, was nevertheless, I believe, instructive. I asked them to imagine
that they had any thing or device at their personal disposal or avail-

able to their family or within 100 yards of wherc they then were

available to them for their free usc. The piestion was what might that
device be that would totally transform the quality of their lives or the
lives of their families for the good. There were only two answers out. of
120 students. One thought that thc poet, Allen Ginsburg, being close by
would have this desirable effect and the othcr opted for a return to
a life of bucolic simplicity.
In contrast to this they were overflowing with awareness and concern for several of the crises made prominent by recent publicity.
ME METHODS FOR STUDYING THE FUTURE

The methods for studying the future to a large degree depend on the
aspect of t1i future considered. One can look at technological forecasting, weather forecasting, economic forecasting., demographic forecasting, political forecasting, and social forecasting, and find that the

methods arc applicable more or less across the board with different
reliabilities and utilities.
The most common methods include:
Trend extrapolation ;
Multitrend extrapolation ;
Correlation ;
Arguments from first principles;
Analogy ;

Intuition;

Morphological analysis;
Model making ;
Simulation ; and
Consensus forecastingthe Delphi method.
Rather than go into a discussion in each of these methods it would
be more useful to dwell on the one method which is potentially particularly valuable for an extremely wide range of assessments of future conditions, developments, gorils and objectives. That method, the

Delphi technique, also lends itself to the integration of nonexpert
with expert judgments and opinions.

Before going into a discussion of Delphi it might be appropriate
to mention that most general systematic attempts to examine the
future agord additional benefits which are distinct from the precision and reliability of the forecast. These heuristic and didactic

benefits include: First, the demand for making assumptions explicit ;
second, having made the assumption explicit, they tend to promote
two subsidiary benefits, namely the sharing of the explicit assump-

tion and the identification and divergent assumption and the ef-

fective, consciou is systematic resolution of consequence of that divergency. An additional benefit from the systematic attempts to examine the future is almost always a broadening of the range of alternatives being considered. Complementing that is a general sensitiza-
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zation to complexities and interaction of factors influencing alternative

future. Finally, a more diffuse benefit is the general discipline in
thinking demanded by a comprehensive, exhaustive, and systematic
analysis, and synthesis.

THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE

The Delphi technique is an attempt to improve the utilization of
experts in analysis, evaluation, and forecasting. It uses informed intuitive judgments in a format other than the conunittee meeting.
The panelor committee approach to problem analysis has a number of drawbacks. A major defect is that most committees do not
make either their reasoning or their assumptions explicit. Committees
also tend to operate by seeking a consensus among the views of their

members; thus many minority views and alternatives tend to get
buried before a final report is written. Often a bandwagon syndrome
takes hold, putting pressure on members of a panel to go along with a
majority view. In many instances an authoritative (or vocal) panel
member can drive the panel into a bandwagon. Finally in a committee

niteting, it is often difficult for the individual to change his mind
once a position has been taken.

Most of the drawbacks of committee operation are due to the interaction of the personalities and psychologies of the commitiee members.

This implies that a better situation for the utilization of the experts
would be a panel meeting without face-to-face confrontations, but
with adequate communication and interaction (feedback) between
the individuals involved. Note that mere elimination of face-to-face
contact alone is not sufficient.

A new approachthe Delphi techniquehas been suggested to over-

come the difficulties discussed above. In one sentence we might say that
in its simplest form the Delphi technique is a carefully designed series

of individual interrogations (usually best conducted by question-

naires) interspersed with information and opinion feedback. We will
explicate the technique with the aid of a simple illustration.
Suppose a panel of experts is convened to estimate the year by which
the employment rate among the black population will be the same
as that for the white pouulation. Each panel member responds individuallysay by questionnaireand gives an initial estimate (guess
or judgment). A central person running the panel arranges the results
of the first round of responses in order from highest to lowest and determines the median and the interquartile range.1
The second round begins with the results of the first round being
sent to each panelist. The respondents are then asked to make a new
estimate. If their estimates are outside the interquartile range, the respondents are asked to indicate why their judgments were so different
from the majority judgment of the group.
This last step forces those with extreme viers to either stand behind

their judgmentswith explicit reasoningor to move into the

majority's range if no strong convictions are held by the respondents.
In the next round, responses (now spread over a smaller interval)
are summarized again, and all the respondents are given a summary of
1The Interquartile range is the interval containing the middle 50 percent of responses.
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reasons offered by those who have taken extreme positions. Another
revision is requested based on the reasoning presented. A respondent
whose response is still outside of the interquartile range is required to

indicate why he remains unconvinced by orosing araument. In a

fourth round these criticisms are resubmittet to the entire panel and

a final revision of estimates is requested. The median of these responses

could then be taken as approximatMg the group judgment or more
significantly, the range of responses may be presented, representing a
ordered weighted series of judgment, so that one now does not come
up with a single answer, but a set of answers with associated priorities.

In the maprity of the cases where the technique has been applied
there seems to be a convergence of opinion and a narrowina of the
t' single
interquartile range. In some instances a polarization around toa
answer has been observed. In other case two or even three modes or
peaks may result.
The working of this Delphi technique depends on a number of factors. In the first instance there is always the question of who is an expert

when a panel of experts is convened. Little advice can be proffered
here on that topic. The only useful hint in the direction of distinguishexperts from bad is to ask for self-evaluation within the conino.
teX5tof
t'(roodthe Delphi game. If the responses to a particular question are
weighted to attach more significance to those answers coming from
people who indicated (in the private context of the Delphi teclmique)
that they were more expert in some areas than others, it might be possible to converge to a more accurate response.

Of major importance in the operation of the panel is the communi-

cation aspectsinteraction and feedbackof the total panel are kept

as free as possible. Since experts in different disciplines use different
languages, the collocation panel, that is, the man or group running the

Delphi must phrase its questionnaires and moders so that all: the

respondents unlerstand them.
In conclusion it might. be said that the Delphi technique is a rational
way of obtaining the collective judgment and opinion of a panel of
experts, uninfluenced by the psychological obstacles that influence conventional panel meetings.
A panel of 10 or so people can be run by one man. As rule of thumb
figure 2 hours work per panelist per complete Delphi. Expired time for
Delphi depends on speecl of processing answers and delays ;11 sending
them to the panel.

Delphi Teclmique : An Example

We shall ask a group of 11 ( for example) experts the following
question : Estimate the year by which the unemployment rate among
U.S. blacks will be the same as that among the white population.

First round.The control (review, collocation) group distributes

the question to the 11 respondents and receives the following replies,
arranged chronologically :
1972, 1974, 1975, 1978, 1982, 1984, 1989, 1993, 1995 2000, 2005

M=1084

4,2
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Second mund.A. distribution summary consisting of the mean
value (AI --- 1084) mid the interquartile range (Q0.2=1975-95) is put
together by the review connnittee and distributed to t ie respondents
with a request for possible revisions in their individual answers. If a
respondent's estimate (first or second) hes outside the interquartile
range he is asked to state briefly his reasons why the ai swer should
be higher (lower) than the 75 percent majority opinion given in the

first round.

Thus, for instance, the man who guessed 2005 might indic te that he

believes that it will take two generations to raise black educational
opportunities to the point where more jobs are available, while the
man who guessed 1972 might be looking toward an economic ex iansion

following a (hypothetical) solution to the Vietnam war.
Third round.The results of the second round are summarized us
above and distributed. In addition, the reasons for raising (lowei ing)
the values given in round two would be documented. Then the respondents are asked to examine the new estimates and the arguments
and to revise (if they choose to) their answers. Again, if an answer is
given outside the second round interquartile range, documentation is
requested.

Fourth. round.Submit to the experts the interquartile range of

round three and counterarguments given in that round. Ask for one
final revision.
The median of the responses to round four could be taken as a group
consensus as to what the answer shoud be.
A Dr.1-1,111 CONSENSUSON SCIENTIFIC BREAKTIMOUGHS

Cg===3

a. Economically uscf ul desalination of seawater
2. Effective fert ility control by oral contraceptive or other simple and i nptpeniive mean!

3. Development of new synthetic materials for ultralight constnaction
4. Ne w organs through transpfanting or prothesis

e==z.

c===

3. Reliable weather forecasts
6. Operat ion of a cent ral data.storage facility with wide access for general orspeelalized

Information retrieval

ii==a

timplanted artificial orga ns m ade of pla sti e and elect ro nic components
4. Wit tcsprcat I antisocially widely accepted usc of no nna mot ic drugs (ot her than alcohol)

for the purpose of producing specific changes In personality characteristic*
9. Cent rolled thermonuebar power

r====

10. Economically useful exploitation of the ocean botto m through mining

(other than offshore drilling)

C==a

II. Feasibility of limited weather control, in the se nse f subst a n t ia fly affecting
regional weather:it acceptable cost

12. Ecor omit feasibility of comnwrcial generation of synthetic protein for futal
13.11liochem teal general immunization against bacterial and viral diseases

us===:=

11. Feasibility ( not necessarily acceptance) of eiwmleal control over hertalittny defects
by modification of genes thivugh molecular engineering
13. Diochem ka Is to st m ulate gtowth of new organs and limbs
I6.Ch,mieal contiol of the aging proceu, permitti ng est ension of life span by 30 years

3f2 I. nreeding of intelligent animals ferlow.gtailelabor

sta....)
I.

13. Cant rol of gravity throuzh some fonn of modification of the gravitational field
19. Fcatabilityof avlueationbytlireet information retarding on the, 'min

CI 25. Use of teleputhy and Win communications
I

I

1960 1970 1980 1990 2009 2010 2020 Never

THE DULLNESS .OF FORECASTS

By and large forecasts of any of the sorts mentioned are pretty dull
stuff. The dullness generally results from one of two deficiencies.
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First, they often ignore the human dimension, in particular, the ingenuity implicit in human behavior. Scenarios of the future usually
offer Aaracters who are little more than cardboard cutouts. Perhaps
you have read the science fiction classic "Fahrenheit 4512" or have seen

the movie made from it.. In spite of the color and the drama and the
excitement, the important political message, the characters are as lively
and real as the ads on a cornflake box. This is also true of 1984 in
lluxley's "Brave New World." I challenge the reader to remember the
names of one of the characters and give a five-line character sketch.
The other source of dullness in many future forecasts is related to
the first, but reflect an inadeguate elaboration of the technological
dimension. Little of the futurist literature, even the best of it, gives
attention to what I would call secondary or derivative consequences,
even derivative technological consequences. Now, what do I mean?

Let's imagine for a moment that we were forecasters in the year
1890. The horseless carriage is coming along and we must anticipate what it :night, could, and ought to do. Who at that time
would have anticipated that the horseless carriage would transform
the sexual mores of the United States, or that it would lead to a new

attitude toward the land use that every family is entitled to a quarter
acre of greenery. Who would ever have thought that a fifth of the
United States would change residence each year, or that, the average
urban commuter would travel 5 miles a day to work. The profound

consequence for leisure as well as employment were unthinkable. Who
would expect that. the mitomebile would open up skiing, boating, golfing, a range of leisure activities covering an area of conservatively 10
miles, and j)erhaps more generously 50 miles, for the average citizen.
Who woulit have ever thought that, the car would replace the hayloft
and that the range of friendships, the network of relationships, would

spread out through a population of literally hundreds of thousands
of people and that we would be able to pick and choose at remote dis-

tances whom we have contact with. Who would have thought that 10
percent of the GNP would directly be attrThutable to the automobile
and its collateral industries. It is this lack of attention to secondary
and derivative consequences which is perhaps the most conspicuous
weakness in future thinking, whether it is the future of optimism, a
future of pessimism, or a future of aggressive control. Future thinking tends to ignore the protean flexibility of man in the face of both
adversity and opportunity. Our capability to compensate for deficiency, to make do with substitutes, our built-in inventiveness in exploitmg new applications, now extrapolations, in whatever is offered to
us is a basic collective strength for survival.
THE ENEMIES OF THE FUTURE

As I mentioned above, the future has its enemies, those who
its
study as godless, as futile, as forboding. The future also has moresee
dan-

gerous enemiesenemies who have grown in an atmosphere of dissatisfaction with what science and technology is alleged to have done to
us. We are now caught up in a wave of the most fundamental sort of

negativism, a wave of antnntellectualism which may *ell endanger the
future. In the short run it can and is creating an enormous disturbance.

As background to that, let us look briefly at current trends in three
fields: Ethics ecology, and physiology.

62:
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SITUATION IN ETHICS

For a very long time, and for some of us today, education has had a
basically theologically grounded ethics, an ethics of "never" and "ever".

That ethic said you must forever be true to your flag, forever love

your country, never steal, never lie, never hop into bed with anybody
who is not your spouse, and so on. That categorical ethical thinking is
reasonable and appropriate for a static or slow-evolving society, in
which each generation is overwhelmingly like the past. Then the accumulated experience of man in dealing with social problems may
be usefully codified and frozen into categorical canons. But as our

private worlds expanded, and we became not only physically but
spiritually mobile, personally more versatile, more experienced in the

literal sense of having been exposed to more experiences, the old

canons function less satisfactorily. Of course even the scholastics recog-

nized some limitations in ethical categoricals, and subjected them to
mitigating circumstances and various kinds of scaling. In the traditional medieval ethics, the seriousness of an evil act or sin, as they
called it_, was determined not only by the intrinsic importance of the
act, but by the intention behind its performance and knowledge of the
outcome. In the 18th century, Jeremy Bentham attempted to develop
an ethical calculus which would Mk w a finer determination of rights
and wrongs. But basically the world continued through to the present
bound by categorical ethics which have become more and more dissonant with the issues of the times. The present trend, however, is
toward recognition of need for flexible value responses to complex
situations. That trend has led to what is now called the situation ethics.
The curious and interesting thing about situation ethics is that it never
tells you what to do. It only sets a goal; for example, that you don't
exploit others or that you behave in a way to optimize overall values.
But it throws on the individual the enormous intellectual burden of
thinking through all the ifs, ands, and buts of every situation and coming to an optimal personal solution.
ECOLOGY

There has been a parallel view developed with regard to nature.
Some, with our ancestors, hold the simple-minded view that nature is

so relentless and so universal that our small impact on it, not only

never amounts to much, but requires continual reinforcement in order
for us to hold our own. The ghost town of the recent West show what
can happen when man abandons his struggle against nature. The discovery of the Mayan temples, and the ruins of the Middle East, announced what nature is ever ready to do to the works of man if she is
not constantly struggled against. Of course, the struggle has also been
noted less frequently as going, the other way. The lush wheat fields of
North Africa, in historical times, turned to desert. The tree-covered
hills of Greece and southern Italy become barren and sterile. Even in
ancient times, the irreversible result of man's predatory behavior has
been seen. But by and large, nature has been considered something
overwhelming and powerful to be struggled against. With the growth
of the detailed understandhig of the mteractions of organisms with
each other and with the environment, elimination of whole species, and
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irreversible trends in the environment, a new science of ecology has
grown up. Again, the hallmark of ecology is that everything in nature,
is part of everythina else. In order to understand the part, one must
understand the whore and how parts interact. But thue is a stream of

pietistic flatulence that also tends to run through thoughts about
nature. That is basically anti-intellectual. For example, William G.
Pollard wrote :
One hears much these days, and gratefully so, about conservation of natural
resources, environmental health, pollution control, beautification programs, wilderness and wildlife preservation. This is of course all very necessary. But lhnost
completely lacking from all such discussion is a sense of the sacredness and holi-

ness of the earth, or of the awful dimension of the sacrilege which man has
wrought in spoiling it. What is needed at this juncture more than anything else
is a theology of nature.

By and large, however, ecology has tended to grow as an important
new science. It is biology at a higher level organization than individual

organisms. As such it presents an interesting historical parallel to
the growth of physiology.
PHYSIOLOGY

Now let us turn to physiology. The history of physiology shows development first of recognition of isolable portion of the organism which

could be grouped under the notion of a systemthe circulatory system, the digestive system, and so onand then the understanding of
how the individual system works; and then how it is interrelated to

other systems; and finally, the development of the notion of the organism as a total entity in which the isolable systems are only partially,
not fully, isolable from the total system.
Much of the rest of the intellectual efforts of mankind, however,

have not been directed at this kind of physiological thinking, but
rather, we find trends in the other directions. The current trends in

ethics, the current trends in ecology, however, are much in line with
the development of physiology. Physiology is the model for the new
class of thinking; a new approach to complex problems. The names
developed for the new approach, system sciences and systems analysis,
came into scientific jargon since World War II. It is also lmown as
operations research and operation analysis. It is in the elaboration and
application of this notion of systems analysis that much of the valuable
intellectual efforts of the next few decades will be. But what do we
mean by system ?

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The hallmarks of a system are roughly five. First, it is a collection,
an aggregate, a group of some sorts of things, of people, individuals
or devices, which are related in a way. Secondly, the way in which
they are related is called their function, or their mission, or the role.
or the job that they are to perform. The third component of a systems
analysis is some measure of the effectiveness of the system with regard
to its functions. These measures of effectiveness of course are basic to
being able to evaluate the efficiency of the system, and its efficiency,
and effectiveness compared to alternative arrangements or alternative
systems. The fourth component is the possibility of alternative systems.

The fifth component, perhaps the most striking and basic novelty m
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systems analysis, is the introduction of a mathematical model. That is,
means by which the measures of effectiveness and the performance of a
system can be handled in quantitative, graphic, or other mathematical
means to allow for reliable analysis, variations in the system, and assessment of the introduction of novelty by innovation. Systems analysis
is catching on in many areas of technology. It is common in military
technology and becoming conunon in industrial technology, highway
planning, housing, and a variety of technical areas. And it is a basic

if not principal tool, I believe, for dealino- with the problems that
the anti-intellectual strain in our communiry is so frantie about. 'l'he
anti-intellectuals blame too much science and technology for air pollution, water pollution, an urban environment infested and plafrued with
countless ills, and an alleged, but almost certainly false, ileclining
quality of life. The quality of life, even in the suburbs, among the
middle and prosperous classes, is constantly confronted by displeasures, disutihties, and frustrations. Overlaying that, we see a growing
roster of largo scale risksirreversible pollutions of the arctic zones,
and the possible melting of the ice caps, the expansion of deserts, the
destruction of forests, the loss of esthetic and natural wonders, the
flooding river valleys or cutting the giant redwood. The apparently
relentless march of technology is seen in the minds of many as the
cause of all this. And in some sense it is. But, the solution which many
offer is sterile, futile, or destructive. In condemnina technology as the

source of our ills, the alternative most frequent& hit upon by the

concerned but uninformed is the rejection of technology and a dramatic
simplification of human life. Witness, for example, the rural and urban
communes. These people are prepared to live parasitic existences in
society because society is so technologically advanced that it can, if
not afford, at least tolerate, such a parasitic belm-.Tior. Yet they claim

this is the way of the future. It can't possibly be the future and still

have human survival on the scale ami quality that we have even
today.
This movement is dangerous, not only because it is destructive, but
it is dangerous in the same way that the revival or growing interest
in astrology and voodoo is dangerous. It is a turn away from the substantial and looks to the insubstantial for the solutions. It turns away
from the real cause and mindlessly trvs to find a cheap substitute.
Participatory democracy may have a place in establishing ,,froals, but
it will never deal with the problem of blowincr the electrical distribution network in New England. Participatorf democracy may lead to
deciding whether the Chesapeake Bay ought to be clean, but it will
never deal with the earthy issue of disposing of the sewage of X million
people or the industrial waste of 1,000 manufacturing plants. Participatory democracy may tell us to save the redwoods, but it will never
develop a fungicide, nor will it ever commune. The fundamental solutions to the future of the world's problems is in developing and accepting systems analysisor as I would prefer to call ita physiological
model of the world in which all parts are recognized as interacting
with all parts. The systems which are isolable for qnalytical purposes
must always be referred back to the total well being, to the total function of the entity.
Where is the optimism with regard to handling the future problems

of the world? Well, I think that there are at least two interesting
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developments here. Ono is the proposal by Victor Ferkiss of Georgetown University that we need a new kind of man. Ferkiss calls him
technological raan ; namely, the man who is capable of understanding
technology, what it can and cannot do, and at the same time, is competent in understanding the human affairs of the world, the political
and social drives, needs and limitations. Implicit in Ferkiss' argument
is the notion that we need more relentless application of science and
technology. This notion has developed even more explicitly by John
Platt in his article mentioned earlier, "What We Must Do". He argues

there that we have to put the future, the crisis that we face, on the
same footing that we put submarine warfare in World War II or the

problems of nuclear energy. We must not rely on inadequate funding,
pip-squeak organizations, and isolated efforts to solve our impending
crisis ; but we must marshall massive interdisciplinary teams that will
attack hundred-billion dollar problems on a scale that hundred-bilhon

dollar problems require. My basic argument is that we need more
science, more technology, more firm intellectual effort in wrestling with
the future, and less handwringing, less teeth gnashing, and less flatu-

lent piety ; less profanity, and more profane study. We must reject
the notion that nature has any value, any claim, or any capital letters.
Relentlessly adopt the view that nature is a tool at the hands of man.

Nature is man's resource, to be manipulated in whatever way that men
collectively deem to meet their short and long-term interests. Man is
the measure of all things. How could it be otherwise ?
MAN'S LONG-RANGE GOALS

Going along with the problem of how we have to deal with the
future, a systems analysis immediately demands attention to the

question : What should we be driving for ? There have been a group
of interesting ideas developed with -reaard to mankind's search for
long-range goals. Perhaps the most ellorate of these and perhaps
one which has little practicality, is the notion of worldwide discussion
groups to allow people to talk out their goals and their objectives.

The basic difficulty that these notions face is the false belief that
people have or can formulate long-term privat9 or public aoals. I think
that one might be on a safer ground arguing that by andlarge people
don't have either private or public long-rang,e goals ; although under
stimulus, they may develop one which they haven't thought through
or they may accept one which is offered to them. I think it more fruitful to view lona-range goals against a background of public permis-

siveness. As eoeke pointed out in a recent address to The World
Future Society, that when the space program was undertaken in the
early 19609s, the public opinion surveys showed no great enthusiasm

for itonly some 10 percent of the population assigned it a top

priority. Our political leaders judged that a moon landing was an
important goal toward which public attitudes were as suitably permissive. In contrast to that, Goeke pointed out the public would not
permit Roosevelt's attempt to pack the Supreme Court. So against

this background of permissiveness which is extremely broad and prohibitions which are extremely narrow, it is probably up to a different
group in the communitiesthe intellectuals, the thinkers the propaaandists, the future-orientedto propose analyze, and, implement
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short-, medium- and long-range goals. There are some goals that we
could universally ag,ree upon. One of these perhaps as proposed explicitly by Platt is that we avoid a =clear holocaust winch would so
completely change the game as to put us in a different world. A second
general
proposed by Frank Hopkins, Washington chairman of
bovalFuture Society, is that we ought to have a goal, at least
The World
let's say for the next generation or two, that would leave open the
opportunity for maneuver in the future. In other words, whatever
basic ovals are set, they ought to permit subsequent future goals to be
set. Gboals ought not foreclose alternatives that may in the future be
useful.
A most promising national development in future thinking and
planning is the establishment of the Goals Research staff at the 'White
House. It is charged with developing long-range and intermediaterange goals for the United States. What course their work will take,
its effectiveness, political viability, and even its intellectual aggressiveness all remain to be seen. Another promising development with regard
to the future is the spawning of future-oriented societies and institutions around the world. There is a future society of Japan. There are
the Futuribles in France. There has been a recent international symposium in Japan and one in Germany. The World Future Society, as
you know, has existed for several years in the United States. There is
the recently formed Institute for the Future. In our own country, there
are 10 or 12 universities now offering courses in the future. The first
step into the futurists future, becoming systematically aware of what
it might be and what we might do about it, has been taken.
PERMANENT DISASTERS

Until quite recently historians and social thinkers might well have
argued, both historically and conceptually, that there could be no long
term permanent disaster. Disasters and catastrophes were essentially
seen in parochial, geographic or temporal perspective. Even such a
pervasive phenomenon as the Black Death clid have beneficial influences in the economic development of Europe. In recent years, however,
that situation has clearly changed. There is a possibility of permanent
disasters that might forever, or for at least the indefinitely long future,
adversely influences the general development of mankind. Among
these are:
Nuclear war ;
Contamination of the atmosphere by carbon dioxide and a major
shift in the earth's heat balance; and
The induced melting of the polar ice caps, with the consequent
flooding of most coastal regions.
OTHER PROBLEMS OF THE FUTURE

Of course, there may be ether /3ermanent disasters potentially before

mankind. But they have not been as definitively identified and as
widely conjectured about. At this point it may be appropriate to attempt a preliminary and systematic sketch of other major inevitable
problems of the futureinevitable in that they relate to fundamental
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features of the human condition. As a consequence, they must be dealt
with in fundamental terms, i.e.2 by major reordering of social institutions and private and public attitudes.
Table I, I believe, presents many of the major categories of prob-

lems. The first columns are a list of fundamental facets of human

behavior or fundamental needs which must be satisfied by one means or
another. Column two is the domain or area resulting from these funda-

mental human needs in which a crisis may be anticipated. The third
colunm indicates the major crises. The fourth column is the principal
issue to be addressed in determining a satisfactory future for mankind.
Obviously, Table I is a mere sketch of the complex of future problems. The interrelated lMes attempt to show how the several factors
influence each other.
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A discussion of any one of these problems, much less the total
complex, would be far beyond the scope of the present paper. As a
preliminary and therefore tentative roster of major issues before
mankind it is subject to a great deal of expansion, reordering, and
modification. Harking back to some points already made it should be

clear that these issues face all mankind not inalvidually but in a

systematic interrelated manner. Consequently, the solutions to them
are not likely to come about by partial approaches, independent or
private action since the basic issues exceed the scope of private initiative, the private action. Managing the problems implies a conscious
systematic analysis of the total interrelated complexities the examination of alternative strategies for dealing with them, with heavy emphasis on more teclmology since it is ultimately only through applied
science that man will be able to effectively control nature. Adopting a
physiological model of the issues drives toward new emphasis on the
neurological aspectsthe aspects of societal self-awareness, self-con-
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trol, self-regulation of the total system. The anticipated critical issue
of world government, social control, social planning, and equitable
distribution of resources especially illustrate this. If we are to effectively deal with mankind's problems, more regulation in the cybernetic
sense of control with feedback is required. Solving these problems also
implies a need for a new and greater emphasis on effective integration
of individual and collective,aoals, desires, and prohibitions into the
management of the world. Conseciuently, in broad outline, if we are
to survive as both human and humane, the growing teclmological

requirements for self control and self regulated society with the

implications of central planning will put a profound new need on the
mamtenance of democratic institution, perhaps some new form through
institutional groupings.

THE PEDAGOGY OF PLANNING: DEFINING SUFFICIENT
FUTURES
BY STUART A. SANDOW
PREFACE

Long-range goals, a primary article of faith in private and governmental planning today, exert such complex effects, cost so much to
formulate, conceal so many vested interests under the rubric of catchy
goal statements, that the strategies which will be used to attain the
goalsas well as the social groups they will affectare seldom clear
to the public. Complaints of the affected publics are seldom addressed
or examined.
The citizen is presently asked to support a goal set for some distant
moment, without a sense of the impact of intervening events on his own

life, and without a feeling that he has any control over what will

occur. This essay attempts to show the reader that he can trust his owrt
judgment. It offers significant questions he can address to planners in
order to determine what inputs they examined in setting their goal ;
the set of questions supplied here can be seen as weapons in the hands

of the citizen. It is often forgotten that the planner is also a citizen,

equally effected by goals beyond his control.

This essay questions expertise about the future. It outlines, challenges, and redefines several planning methods. Overall, the essay
tries to define the hithterto imprecise, and to suggest a more generous
framework through which to focus thought about the future.
Further, this essay suagests a pedagogy to direct the use of futures
terms which currently ave no fixed meaning. A rationale for a comprehensive training program for planners is implicit, a program which

emphasizes not teclmiques but broader moral undeistanding of the
concerns implicit in the broad-gage planning of new environments.
Until the people are solved somehow
For the day and the hour,
Until then, one hears
"Yes, but the people. What about the people ?"
Sometimes as though the people
Is a child to be pleased and fed.
Sometimes as though the people
Is a hoodlum you have to be tough with.
But, seldom as though the people is a caldron
And a reservoir of the human reserves
That shape history.

Carl Sandburg

INTRODUCTION

Presumably men engage in forecasting for reasons beyond the

formulation of forecasts themselves. Usually, forecasting absorbs men
(88)
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because it aids their planning. How can forecasting methods be used
to influence the planning process? In short, how can citizens use them
as a kind of pedagogical system to affect the ways planners think
about the future? How can the future-perspective affect the planning
process ? These problems are at the heart of this inquiry into the logic
of nondata based methods of thought.
A further purpose of this document is to isolate from those methods
and catch phrases men use to think about the unknown future the
questions they ask themselves, and the nature and uses of their responses when used in planning. This essay is most concerned to develop a way for planners to address the future without forgetting
that the future is the future of individualsof people. It argues the
citizen's important role in futures planning, and supports sustained
divergence of opinion in the planning process, rather than consensus
as the desirable outcome of the process.

Furthermore, this essay quite specifically focuses on institutional
planning. Our principal problem will be to discover (or perhaps to
construct) a pedagogical process that uses the methods of forecasting, but not merely to generate forecasts, rather, to plan. In short, is
there a structure of forecasting methods which can be converted into
planning methods? The adoption of forecasting methods is studied
here, not so much to know the future as to participate more effectively
in its development.

While gm discussion details several methods and sets out their

application in a simulated environment, it does not describe a simulation. While simulations usually ask individuals to play others' roles,
in the environment described here, individual participants play themselves at various moments in time. Secondly, while simulations itsually
pit the player either against an environment or against other players
in a win-lose setting, in order to see how the environment behaves
when manipulated, here the purpose i4 to help the individual to examine how he will behave in certain environments.
The following study uses a future environment constructed by participants, the parameters of which constitute rules for play Seconclly,
the simulated environment described here exists to test alternative
plans for the future.

The acceptance of certain arguments is a precondition to tbis

discussion.

WHAT IS THE NATURE OF INFORMATION THAT IS USEFUL TO ruTuRE
PLANNING?

Extrapolations and manipulations of data are useful for predict-

ing and forecasting. But alone they do not yield decisions in the planning process. Policy and planning imply a concern with goals that is

typically omitted from such manipulations of data (Holland and
Gillespie).
WHAT TS A GOAL?

Goal statements reflect beliefs: it is possible to believe what is false but not
possible to know what is false . . . Although belief is a part of any knowledge
claim, knowledge is not necessarily a part of belief claims . . . There are vast

P?
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areas of human concern which are commonly understood not to deal with knowl-

edge at all but with insight, wisdom or simply conviction . . Beliefs cannot
be assessed in ignorance. They cannot be assessed until it is understood bow
it is that men who have held them have found them reasonable to believe
(Green).

On the one hand, we face a lack of data to which we can attach

truth or laiowledge claims ; on the other hand, we confront goals that
themselves reflect beliefsbeliefs that need not carry a condition of
truth.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE QUESTION THE FUTURE?

Questions we ask about the future are of a type whose answer cannot be known to be true at the moment of utterance. Utterances do not

fulfill the criteria for answers because they do not satisfy the truth
condition imposed on answers. In this pedagogy, I have called all
answers to future questions responses, arguing that a response is an
acceptable reply with a logical and believable connection to the question but without necessary truth. This distinction has the pedagogical
value of freeing the individual to trust his response almost as a belief,
without having to contend that it is true.

IF QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE DO NOT GENERATE ANSWERS) HOW CAN

WE PLAN AT ALL?

By suspending our disbelief (a cinema, concept) and temporarily
trusting our conjectured responses enough to treat them as tentative
truths, we can proceed to plan.
In effect, we build bridges toward future actions by trusting (as we
must) the ncomplete
knowledge we have in the present. It has often
i
been noted (by policy planners if not by physical planners) that one
never has enough knowledge on which to base a decision at the
moment such decision becomes imperative ; if one waits until knowledge is sufficient, the opportunity for effective decision has often
slipped away.
WHAT IS THE NATURE OF EXPERTISE ABOUT THE FUTURE: DOES IT EXIST?

IP SO) WHO HAS IT?

The further into future time we extend our concern and attention,
the more unknowns we must face in conjecturing the future possibili-

ties that demand examination. The parameters of the short-term

future can be fairly accurately forecast. However, technological innovations not yet conceived will rupture these forecasts. Unlike the
short-term future, the long-term future cannot be perceived as a continuous extrapolation of the past in quantifiably larger or smaller
terms. Rather, it must be perceived as an array of possible futures.
New unknowns in technological innovation have provoked the pursmt
of surprise-free future projects and the casting of alternative future
conjecturesconjectures that are only limited by man's perception of
what could be.

Men try to delimit a plausible future when they pursue goals. All
goals are not-yet-occurred states of affairs that are sought by some
individual or group. The key argument underlying this essay is that
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the strategies used in pursuing goals and
the groups who chose them
need to be examined as rigorously as the goals
themselves.
Men conceive of the passing, of time, both past and future,
as aggregate concepts. The past and future are generally
disaggregated,
for
planning, into short-term and long-term periods.
The
short-term
or more recentpast is examined with the set of techniques appropriate to itusually by direct examination of the hard evidence which
the event has left behmd. The long-termor
more distantpasts are
examined with techniques appropriate to them.
However, the subjectivity of the historian is imposed
on
whichever
accounts he chooses
to believe.

Similarly, the methods for examining the short- and long-term
future differ. The short-term future can be rather
clearly specified,
and its parameters detailed by the
extrapolation
of the hard data
(trends, etc.) available to short-term planners.
Through
the experts
who interpret that data, competent synthesis
can
delimit
options.
These data based methods include PERT,
PPBS,
and
the
economic
and demographic data collected by statisticians
over the past several
hundred years. In addition, men in the vanguard
of their own fields
can be interviewed.
The long-term future offers no hard data, and
expertise and objectivity toward it are difficult to recognize. The
further
into the future
men project their concern, the greater number of impacts
their actions
appear to have. The unthinkable events that one
cannot
conceive
through extrapolation of the present become
visible and plausible
when conjectured into the long-term future.
Processes exist for systematically examining
tive long-term futures. These might be called these several alterna(I have coined this term to separate testable nondata based methods.
knowledge from untestable belief.)
The methods we will consider seem to consist
questions which long-term planners confront inof an array of specific
amine the unknown long-term future. When their attempt to exexamined as an array
of specific questions, these methods show
a
natural
to focus the long-term planner's attention toward logic. They seem
an ever-expanding
perception of alternative moments in time.
Responses to questions about the long-term
futurelike those of the
long-term pastare more subjective than those
for
This subjectivity reflects personal perceptions, beliefs the short-term.
may attempt to be completely objective, but their and values. Men
merged in their subjective decisions about what objectivity is subthey will try to be
objective about. The responses long-terni planners
,generate to the
questions they ask of the long-term future are value-laden,
reflecting

their own perspectives.
Long-term planning is concerned with developing problemsproblems that will not exist for years to come, if at all. These
long-term
jectures are not stated in terms of if-only goals and are not wishesconfor
a better now.1 However, they often reflect aspects of now continued into
the future unchanged, as if the long-term planner ignored
the interI If only the war were over, I wouldn't tnhid being drafted

,
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now.
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veiling years and the existing forces which are basic change agents in
human behaviors, desires, values, and bnliefs.
This hicomplete sketch of a lona-term future results in part from :
an incomplete examination a probable intervening events
an attempt to develop only an solated
piece of the future
i
an inability to examine the moment of the long-term goal's attain-

ment from an appropriate rolea role in that future "present"
moment and all the moments that will exist in the interim
a lack of knowledge, or "memories," of the future from which

to draw the analysis and synthesis of those futures.
This essay examines six meehods to help long-term planners assess
their strategies and goals for the long-term future. The six methods
are : Delphi, Future Histories, Scenarios, Value Shift Analysis, Future

History Analysis, and. Cross-Purpose-Cross-Impact Matrices. The
synergistic use of these nondata based methods (which serve to focus
individuals' attention on an array of questions) will limit the effect of
the predictive flaws suggested above.
Consider an institution with a long-term goal of a sort that, if attained, would seriously alter the institution's composition, its community role, and the way it is viewed by the society at large. Within the
institution, a planning department is trying to reach a goalby specifying certain strategies and urging certain actions.
The pursuit of a goal that will alter the make-up of the institution
will aff eat several populations in several ways. The planners see the
several affected populations as people who have relevant information
useful in fixing strategies and determining the values they may entail.
While a strategy i8 pursued,extraneous events will certainly occur and
may or may not aff ect the strategy or the goal itself.
The process of collecting, tabulating and assessing that information
so that the long-term planner may use it is carried out systematically
by collecting bits of information focused on certain topics. The
interested opinions and information of individuals both withinselfand

without the institution may supply a plausible, probable internally
consistent environment against which the long-term planner

can assess
his strategy alternatives. For planners to examine their choices
of

strategy, they imust suspend their disbelief .

DELPHI : A TOOL FOR DEVELOPING FUTURE ENVIRONMENTS

The Delphi tecluiique elicits and refines the opinions of a group of
individuals. The individuals remain anonymous to each other,
opinions are continually refined and reiterated, and feedback totheir
participants is controlled. The process is believed to produce either converging group consensus or the polarization of views.
A variant of the panel or committee approach for arriving at consensus or majority opinion, the Delphi technique eliminartes the
faceto-face confrontation of a panel or committee. Presumably, it avoids
specious persuasion, indivisival unwillingness to abandon publiclyheld positions, and the bandwagon effect of a majority argument. For
direct discussion, Delphi substitutes a series of carefully controlled
questionnaires that report back edited opinions and new information
to participants, while they work in privacy and react to successive
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inputs. A. committee or panel report is replaced by tabulated data from
the respondents, from which Delphi coordinators draw their interpretations and analyses in order to arrive at a series of forecasts, opinions,

and occasionally scenarios instead of an expository report (Da lkey,
Gorden, Helmer).
In spite of a number of weaknesses in Delphi, we might reasonably
use the questions asked and the responses generated through a Delphi
to generate exemplars of future events that occur outside the realm of
control of the planner, but must, nevertheless, be addressed in longterm planning.
I would argue that we try to reduce the magnitude of the unknown
future by filling; the void with our plans. Plans are made in pursuit of
aoals for some future moment. Both the moment of oval attainment
and the present fonn the parameters of the time interval we consider
in assessing plans. The Delphi technisiue presumes to help structure
events that may occur during that interval. Structuring us
a future is
thought possible by examining events that might occur during
the

interval.

In a uniquely modern perspective, it is thought that most events are
caused by human actions and reactions; men believe they control their
environment. If we think of future events in terms of who might act
to make them occur, we can think of them as goals. Goals are a type
of future events in that they are not-yet-occurred states of affairs that,
in order to occur, must be aggresively sought by someone or some
group.
We assume that goals are a type of future event, and that for a wal
to occur a strategy must be piusued. It is necessary to agree that simply allowing a condition to exist is also a strategy if we consciously
recognize the outcome it might produce.
For example, to know that an event, X, may occur in the future and
that the event may occur between now and the moment of occurrence
of another event, Y, is not sufficient knowledge to judge the impact of
event I on Y. To estimate an impact, we must know the strategies to
that will 'be operating at the moment of X. We might say that the
strategy followed in pursuit of Y forms a series of other, secondary,
events/goals. The strategy to Y (events) can create our perceptual
base for opinionated judgments about the specific events (Xn) that
are examined with a DelPli i-like process.
Further, plans, goals, and strategies for a society affect subsets of
that society in different ways. Those self-interested subsets might
reasonably be perceived as experts on the plan, strategy, or goal. It is
aaainst the proposed actions of a society that societal events must be
weighed. Men in the aggregate do not plan and pursue strategies toward ,ffoals; rather, individual men representing individual institutions do.
With knowledge of a goal, and the groups of society it affects, the
Delphi may be used to create a chronolgically linked series of conjectured events which form a future environment. This is an outcome
proposed by Delphi advocates. But in order to specify accurately.
future environment, several changes in the present Delphi form are
necessary. First, opinions of participants must be focused upon a previously proposed plan or goal whose strategy stretches across the time
72-763-72-7
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span reflected by the events in question before the exercise begins.
Their anonymous opinions about events can then be set against personal value assessments about the plan, strategy, or goal itself.

Secondly, all persons are experts in their own opinions about the
value of any goals. Different people have radically different opinions.
Thus, a group cannot be seen as an aggregate from which one can directly extrapolate a Consensus about events relevant to those goals. To
disaggregate the several subgroups, the inter-quartile ranges of the

various expert/interest groups are displayed Delphic ly to allow
planners to assess those subgroups' perceptions.

Third? the events examined in the Delphi must be displayed along
a time line spannin,c; the period between the present and the moment
a goal is planned to be attamed. We call this time line a future environment. For this chronology to be sufficiently 'believable to planners, it
must be plausible and internally consistent.

A future environment is an agreed-upon construct of a period of
time that has not yet occurreda period that 'begins in the present
and moves to a date beyond the moment of goal achievement. The

future environment contains a series of moments in time against which

we locate conjectured events. A series of events that is neither implausible nor inconsistent may be considered a set of givens thatplanners temporarily agree will act as exemplars of the types of events
they may confront while pursuing their strategies. Against these
events, they assess their strategies and goals.

If each affected subgroup of society is represented by a different
interquartile range during successive questionnaires, and if their
opinions about the locus of power sufficient to cause the event's occurrence are requested, those events which are perceived by all sub-groups
ts occurrinAr approximately simultaneously, with the same power base,
form key pieces of the chronology. Events that conflict with these are
temporarily discarded. Remaining events (those which the Delphi respondents did not agree on) are located on the chronology, according
to the planner's assessment of the power base for each event. The probability of an event is increased or decreased depending upon the value
'ascribed to it by the (group who is seen as having the power to make

it happen. To this chronology may be added events that fill out the
:future envirolunent to create plausible links to the present.
When future events are arranged in series, they become an intellectual playground, an environment which planners agree to consider
exemplars of a future that will affect their assessment of plans, strateaies and goals. A future environment exists at the whim of planners,
reflecting the perceptions and opinions of various groups which may
be affected by the planners' actions. A future environment has several
advantages : It covers the input of relevant populations affected by a
plan, is predicated on human desires, andaccounts for self-interested
v

perceptions of the future. It plausibly links a future momentthe
moment when, the goal may occurto the present. It confronts the

goal and its strategy with a series of impinging events that the plan-

ners agree are probable and internally consistent with their knowledge.
In effect, planners now can agree to suspend their disbelief. The ques-

tions Delphi helps long-term planners raise form a plausible framework against which to plot alternative proposed actions.
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This incremental specification of plans forward over time (against
the futme environment planners agree to allow to affect their plans)
helps carry them into future time with a clearer perception of inter-

vening time. A first stage assessment of their goals thus occurs
against specific events in time and not against a broadly obscure concept, the future.

An institutional planning group has built a future environment like
the one above. Agamst this chronology,the individual planners specify
strategies toward their goals. They commonly accept a series of external events that may or may not affect their desired success.
For them, to contemplate a future moment when their goal will have

been reached, they are compelled to examine various interrening
events that may exert sufficient force to alter their planned future
activities. By suspending their disbelief they assume the reality of
the events (Ind develop a series of "future memories." They must examine causal links that may appear only upon reflection. Based on
"niemories" of the future, each writes his own"future history."

From these individual histories, alternative futures emerge that

specify each individual's perception of the reciprocal impact of events
throughout the timespan they consider. Scenarios of select moments
can then be created to specify alternative views of t Ae future.
EXPOSITORY METIMDS : FUTURE HISTORIES AND SCENARIOS

Future histories
The writing of future histories is expository and reflective. The
process is similar to the historiography of personally experienced
periods. A future history clarifies for the writer his feelings, both reflective and intuitive, about causality. It gives him a chance to order
and assess his assumptions about the future.

Because men write histories, different histories will he written
about a common theme., set against common contingencins. At any
moment, the impact of identical events on each man's goals andplans
will be particular, unique, and profoundly important to himi n his
assessment.

Writing a future history allows individuals who are responsible for
planning social chancre to recognize more clearly their roles as members
of a society, not elite-beings in some unaffected world. Future histories
encourage individual planners to view the long-term future as a series
of moments that are linked sufficiently and not necessarily.

Time is dynamic. Moments are linked by a causal chain of events.
The relationships we see when we ruminate on past-time are of a different quality than those we find when we conjecture forward to a
goal. When we trust our evidence of the past in order to extrapolate
causation into the future, we assume that the causallinks are necessary
linksnecessary conditions. We cannot assess causes in terms of alternatives unless we see them as only sufficient condition& when we try to
anticipate the future.

If we examine the future chiefly in order to assess alternative
strateaies, we must deal with them as sufficient strategies that are
amenalle to change. Reflections on past causalinks as necessary conditions in any future history are a logical fallacy, restricting our freedom to pose alternative sufficient conditions for both the future and
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the strategies that we pursue toward goals. If we concern ourselves
with the interaction of events through time as merely sufficient, each
individual may reveal alternatives not posed by others, while assessing
his own incremental plans. We impose the past 011 the future when
wo extrapolate the past. A necessary past causes a necessary future.
While assessing plans forward t.hrough time is cognitive/intuitive,
historical assessment is reflective. Each assessment starts from a dif,

ferent knowledge base. In the assessment of a strategy forward

through time, we tap memories of our past and all those future mem-

ories of the strategic interactions we oenerate during the planning
exercise. When one writes a future histgry from his role in the future
as he conjectures it, his assessment of the time spanned draws on his
total memories ;he draws on his memories of the past which now include his memories of the future.

In the writing of future histories, certain restrictions cover the

planner's response:
He must deal with the timespan examined in the past tense.

He must posit his plans, and goals pursued, as states of affairs

that have occurred.
He must date specific occurrences so that he knows where, in time
and space, the event occurred in reference to all other events.

He must posit a, future present role for himself to explain to
himself why he is writing these memoirs.

Examples:

I am retiring.

My successor requests an overview of the institution's work.
I am transferring and am fascinated by the developments I have
seen during the past 20 years.
I am describing to my children or to someone else why today is
necessarily the way it is.
To develop a plausible series of casual events, planners must suspend their disbelief. They must treat the future they have built as an
occurred reality, then re,flect back to the present to speculate how it
came to be. The strategies, the beneficiaries, the goals. and the deci-

sions that have created it must be explicated to their satisfaction.
Their satisfaction is defined as a continuing state. of suspended
disbelief.
Scenarios

In the futures literature a scenario is generally treated as synonymous with a future history. In the logic of the methods developed in
this essay, it is appropriate to separate them. This alows them to be
used for a crisper analysis of a future conjectured world in order to
assess goals. The purpose of constructing scenarios is to examine
discrete moments in time.
By disaggregating the two ideas, future histories are constructed
by several individuals, as histories usually are; scenarios are written
from the sum of future histories.

It is useful to treat a scenario as a plausible picture. of a single

moment. drawn from all histories of a period. We do not experience
history as a span of time; rather, we are confronted with separate
moments, usually experienced as chunks-of-now. We write scenarios
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to create the perspective from which to examine how men responded

to events at certain moments. If we use future histories to specify

casual links over a continuum of time, the scenario 'becomes a tool to

examine specific pressure points or strategic points of decision at
precise moments in that continuum.
When one writes from his own role, his base of experience is selfcentered. The planners who enter the exercise of writing future histories designate differing casual links for events; for other events,
they may specify the same causes. These common perceptions ma.y
locate those moments which demand more clarification in the choice
of alternative goal-bent actions. A commonly perceived interaction
may be based on a perception of necessary causality. Such common
causal events need examination to determine whether the coincidence

demonstrates high plausibility in the conjecture, or whether the
causal links have been seen as necessary. Hence common perception of
impact, like any consensus of opinion .about the future, must be suspect :

is the perception based on the group's belief in necessary

causality ? The various perceptions of individuals as to links over
time underlie alternative assessments.
A scenario, then, is historically free. It records only what it must
have been like for subgroups of the society at some moment, given
c.ertain interactions. This what it must have been like requires a basic
pool of several histories, written so that. the perceptions of several
men can be integrated in a scenario. By thus disaggregathig future
histories, commonalities and disparities can be identified. The disparities demand that alternative scenarios be devised. One belief about
the future holds that it is unknowable, thus the writing of one scenario
is inadequate. Several histories allow several alternative scenarios to
be built. Advocacy of only one scenario implies a belief that the caimal
links are necessary, not merely sufficient.
In sum, when we build a future environment from a Focused
Delphi 1 and accept its events temporarily as eXamplars of the types

of events we may face in the actual future, we build a useful playoround for planning. If a plannino0 (Troup
suspends its disbelief and
0
accepts .the environment it builds, it can plot several proposed strateoies incrementally, against tbe array of chonologically-linked events.

Having lived through this future in pursuit of their individual

bovals the participants develop a past that includes their memories
7

of that future. Their memories of the interaction of selected events
allow them the confidence to reflect on their efforts and then to write
their own future histories. All participants' preceptions span the same
period and specify various impacts at various moments not seen by

rt.

everyone. The existence of many alternative perceptions demands that
several scenarios be built of those moments, in order to assess the
strategies that will be sufficient to achieve a goal. The sufficient. causal
links that harm certain segments of Society can be assessed in detail to
find still other alternatives for the future.
An institutional planning group has writton a set of scenarios about
future mommts when their planned goals will have been reached. 7'o
this point in the exercise, the goals pursued by all -individuals have
1 Details of the Focus Adelphi described briefly earlier In this essay are available from
the author.
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been accepted at face value by participating planners: Accepted as
legitimate, but only as cliches.

Their goals have now been refined. The planners believe they know
what the goal entails well enough to seek support for its pursuit. At
this point, other people must be willing to cooperate. The planners
must be willing to let others scrutinize their goals and strategies. So
they must translate the goal, showing its concrete social implications
at attainment. T o do this, the planners must outline their understanding of the goal's implications, as well as the im,plications of strategies used in reaching it. They must specify the criteria, of success in
attaining the goal, embedding them. in scenarios about the moment of
the goal's attainment. In a value shift assessment, the probable values
of individuals in the world of the scenario, and the value changes
that will occur if the goal is pursued may also be outlined.
VALUE slim? ASSESSMENT A TOOL TO EXAMINE GOAL IMPACT

It has been argued that goals, if achieved, occur at a moment in
time. Strategies are pursued toward goals through a continuum of

time. The enviromnent spans a period of time; events occurs at select.
moments. We argue. that histories of possible interactions between
events and strategies may be written about the time continuum, while
scenarios may be built of select moments in time. Similarly, values are
held at a moment in time, but shift over time,
When individual planners examine goals, they must examine the
values on which goal selection was based (values are on ordered set
of perferences sustained by a system of belief). Similarly, they must
examine the possible plausible values held at the moment of the goal's
attainment. Out of these polar examinations, a shift in values over a.
period should emerge.

The task now is to ask what attaining, a goal means in terms of
shifting values at the moment it occurs. A most profound reality of
the last half of the 20th century is the inability of values to keep pace
with ehange. When individuals adopt goals for the long-term future
they pursue a value or try to sustain a value currently held, by trying
to promote or reconfirm its future existence. We might think of goals
set for the long-term future as attempts to attain or support some
value. (Baier and Rescher.)
It is enough for our purposes to have planners examine their goals
in terms of the values implied in the goals' attainment; and to assess
their goals against conjectures about a possible shift in values by the
time the goal has been attained.
The planners must ask four basic questions in order to examine their

aoals and the values they imply :

What are sonie reflectors of the goal's attainment ?
11T1 Int vahies are implied in the goal's attainment ?

What value shifts are implied in pursuing the goal ?
What values are. probably held now ?

The purpose of the exercise is not to know what the future might be,
but rather to make all planners, each assessing a goal of his choice that
he personally chose to work toward, examine the implications of pin:suing what has to this point been a cliclui goal statement.

An institutional planning group has now delimited an array of
plausible events that the participating planners agree to call their
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intellectual playground. The chronology of events has been. allowed
to effect their plans forward through time toward several goals. Each
planner has ;ritten a future hi.9tory from which several scenarios of
moments have been drawn. The planner located Ms own goal within a
scenario, and examined the reflectors of the goal's attainment, the values implied in attainment, and the values that must ehmge over time.
The shifts he believes must occur over time must now be laid against

his strategy. His strategy is a set of behaviors (and their results)
which, he will pursue through time in working toward his goal. His
strategy assessment is a Future History Analysis and Review.

FUTURE HISTORY ANALYSIS AND REVIIM : A TOOL TO EXAMINE STRATEGIES

131mavior may be thought of as a set of activities. The interactions
of mon's activities create events. When men's activities and the events

they cause are in pursuit of a goal, we might call that set of hiteractions a strategy. Future History Analysis and Review (FIIAR)

examines the array of events and activities that may cause the achieve-

ment of a goal at a moment in the long-term future.

FIIAR is an idea based on concepts originally developed by 'Warren
Ziegler, acting director of the Educational Policy Research Center at.
Syracuse, in 1969. The idea originated in a tool developed for the

Government called Program Evahmtion and Review Technique
(PERT). The descriptors are "events" and "activities." Events occur

at moments and may be thought static, while activities span time and
may be thought dynamic.
FHAR, like PERT, is a tool to help planners focus m th e. incremental behavior necessary to reach a goal. In each case the planner
must specify the intervening events and activities that form 'casual
links to the attainment of the goal. All similarity between the techniques ends there. The author has chosen to polarize the PERT process and technique againt the MAR process in order to more clearly
outline the question FI-IAR compels the planner to respond to. It is
in the differences that the unique value of FHAR may be most evident.
PERT is a useful tool for plotting the necessary events and activities that carry a project from conception to completion. Designed by
North American Aviation, under contract to the U.S. Government to
build the Polaris missile, PERT organizes the activities of many diverse units of an enterprise to guarantee delivery of subparts at critical moments in the development of the final product. Each unit of
the whole is thought of as an "event" when it is completed ; "activities" represent the effort necessary to create the event. The PERT
chart must be integrated into a larger miit. It helps the planner keep
compkx pieces of the strategy integrated.
PERT is very useful regardino. projects where goal attainMent reflects the end of an investment- of6energy.-Examples of this are: a missile lamiched, a bomb built, a oas station open for business, or apartments completed. When a ooalt.can be stated in operational terms, the
PERT exercise focuses tlie planner's attention on rill intervening
events and activities necessary to attain the. ooal, starting. in the present. A pathway -to the future is treated as 'die set of experiences that
must occur to have the goal occur.

.

PERT is an appropriate tool for planning._ a time and energy strategy toward attainment of a physical goal. PERT does not generate
alternatives. Alternative routesioA,Aoal are posited only in terms of
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shifting tir,e and energy allocations among events in the outlined
strategy. No alternative goals are considered.
FHAR also starts with a goal in the future. FHAR first specifies
alternative sufficient condition events with no sufficient activities to
link them back through time to the present. For each sufficient event
posited, starting with the goal, two or more prior alternative sufficient events must be stated. The further into past time one FFIAR's,
the more events are arrayed in any moment in time. Events listed in
the. present moment must be existing events or ones that are operationally feasible in the present calendar year.
Activities that are sufficient to link the events are then specified
incrementally, forward and through time, toward the goal. The tool's
purpose is to force the individual planner, as strategist, to confront
the myriad starting behaviors that might be sufficient alternatives from
which to launch the pursuit of his goal : not to set strategy, but to assess choices among strategies, to confront the magnitude of one's
options, and the impact of diverse actions on the planned future.

In transferring a tool from physical to social sciences, one problem
is that physical entities when constructed and completed no longer
demand their former energy investment. Once a car is built, it is built :
then it is warehoused, sold, driven. In the social sciences, the focus
is on the driver and his ability, attitudes and techniquesrather than
on the car itself. The goal is the presence, of a continuing behavior we
recognize, as good driving. To that end, the aggressor must continually
invest energy in order for the goal to remain in existence.
This different energy investment is critical to the choice of appropriate tools for examining goals. Physical goals, once reached, exist
without the investment of maintenance behavior on the part of the
goal advocatethat person who urges support for pursuit of the goal.
Social goals demand one type, of energy investment to attain the goal,

and demand another to maintain it by encouraging an appropriate
social behavior. If we cost social projects only to the moment when

an exemplar can be identified and call that moment "goal attainment,"
we fail to reach the social goal by not planning investment to maintain
the'behavior which is genuinely part of our goal.
The FHAR process resembles a brainstorming exercise. In brainstorming, no judgments about ideas generated are made while ideas are
being gathered. For any moment, as many sufficient events as possible
are retailed, back through the examined period of time. These points in
time are then linked by sufficient activities which could cause the event
to occur.
By separating the two procedures, the creative exercise of event
specification is not constrained by concerns about causality. The specification of events occurs before analysis; the events can be explicated
as static entities. Further, the events are the self-imposed parameters
of alternative possible occurrences which the planner judges he must
account for. By not attending to causality at this first stage, a greater
variety of events is elicited.
On the other hand, the activity links, while creative, are thoug,htfully introduced and more reasoned. As many causal activity links as
events appear, but the dynamic nature of activities differs from the
static events they bring about.
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As with any series of questions we ask ourselves, tlm output supplies

the base for new questions. The MAR chart is no different. Examining the chart, several points can be made to further break the set of
necessary causality and to introduce equally important information.

We argued that goals can be thought of as "not yet occurred"

events. Al the moment of the goal's attainment, we can point to it as an
event. In addition, all the intervening alternative events we posited between the present and that future moment, if integrated into our chosen
strategy, become goals themselves. The activities link our behaviors in
our forward pursuit to a goal through time.
All events in the present moment are recognized as occurred goals
or the unintended consequences of goal pursuit. Many events listed in
the present may harm the society in the present. Men ao not pursue bad
goals, rather, they are unaware of the goal's impact on the future when

they pursue it. We may consider the events in the present calendar
year as the goals (or consequences of goals) of men in some past
moment. The sets of events listed in the present may then be seen as

the goals and consequences of the wirsuit of some past goal.
Noting this, planners now imat operationalize the process they just

experienced, only in reversethis tune examining the impact of their
(strategy) on the future moment when it will cause a goal to exist.
Working forward from a present event, alternative outcomes (events)
are posited until the future moment of goal attainment is full of consequences attributable to the pursuit of one goal. An exercise of this
type compels the planners to chose their strategy wisely and to con-

sider the detrimental and beneficial impacts of choice.
This effort concerns only one goal and its unique strategy. Within
one institution ninny goals aro simultaneously pursued, each with a dif-

ferent moment of attaimuent. The events that are mile posts in a
strategy, and the activities that reflect planned belmviors, are now
clearer to each goal advocate. But now a goal is no longer merely a
cliche ; it reflects the planned values and behaviors of some group. Now,
that goal can be set against other goals and assesed to help determine

an institution's priorities.
An institutional planning group now understands the implications
of following its goals into the long-term future. Nolo the-group must
examine al? goals to determine priorities for the investment of their
limited energies. Each member's goal statement is at best only understood as a cliche by all others. To rally support and justify pursuit
of Msgoal, he must clarify to the institution all Mat the goal statement im plks. and how the goal affects and is affected by the pursuit of
al other goals.
The impact of goals may be examined with the cross-pugose matrix.
Certain goals will work at Cr088 purposes to each other; cross purposes
themsel ves may be examined through the matrix.

CROSS-IMPACT at.vriux AND CROSS-PVIIPOSE MATRIX: TOOLS Fon PLANNING

Of all issues facing forecasters, the problem of the interdependency
of events is most vexing. One can scarcely conjure an event for which
no predecessor or influencer exists as a preceding event.
The cross-impact matrix program, designed, at the Institute for the
Future, attempts to deal with this problem. The process is rather
simple. Events drawn from a Delphi are assessed against an arbitrary
time horizon to assess their probability, plausibility, and impact upon
each other.
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1 lowever, a continuing problem not yet effectively handled is that of
substantive judgments in regard to filling the matrix cells. Ample.evidence shows that the quality of output from a cross-impact matrix is
largel y determined by the quality of analyses and judgments which fill
the cells.
Both the cross-impact matrix and the cross-purpose matrix deal with
future events. The cross-impact matrix deals with that subset of future

events called future news events. The cross-purpose matrix deals
with that subset of future events called goals.

The cross-purpose matrix was devised by the author to deal with

goals pursued by advocates. A goal is an event that, is intended to occur ;

that is, for every goal, there is an aggressor/advocate. The cross-purpose matrix does not attempt to replace the cross-impact matrix, but to
deal with a subset of future events (goals) that cannot be assessed in
the same way as future news eventh.

The cross-purpose matrix has several operational rules : original
probability information in each of the matrix boxes can only be determined by ihe aggressor for the goal under consideration. The meaning
of an event, its impact on all others, and the impact of occurrence of
all other events on it depends on how the aggressor behaves in pursuit
of his goal. This strategy is known only to him.
The second rule is that the subject. of examination is the planned
strategy. The examination of the goals themselves is imulequate. The
very process of grouping under a single goal all possible ways one
might behave in order to reach the goal tends to bide the way one will
behave. In hiding the way one behaves, unintended consequences and
strategies which negatively affect other goals are often ignored. What
nuist be explicated and assessed are the activities and events that comprise a sufficient strategy to bring about the goal's attainment. These
basic conditional rules underlie the cross-purpose matrix.
The cross-purpose matrix process opens bv recognizing tluit goals are
cliche statements to all but, their advocates. Each goal has its own advo-

cate, in the person of one planner in the exercise. Each individual

knows what his goal implies to other subsets of society affected by its
pursuit (focus Delphi) ; its impact. over time on himself (future history) ; i ts location in the continuum of time (scenario) ; its value shift
implications (value shift assessment) ; and the strategy he would pur-

sue to reach it (future history analysis and review). Now lie must
explain its temporal link and value to his institution to insure their
commitment to a policy that suits his end.

To prepare his goal for consideration the planner must anse several questions:
1. If the institution adopted my goal as a top priority, when is the earliest pos.
sible date It could occur, knowing the time necessary for each of the activities
and events that comprise my proposed sufficient strategies to create it?
2. I know competing goals exist within the organization, all vying for limited
energies. I know them only as cliches, but some are probably Hs worthy as mine.
Knowing thls, when is it most plausible to assume my goal will become an
occurred event?

A matrix is constructed of all goal statements under examination

listed both vertically and horizontally at the side and top of the
matrix. Events are listed chronologically from top to bottom and
left. to right, based fin the most plausible estimate of the occurrence
date (question 2) set by the goal advocate.
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Advocates for each goal complete the row and column appropriate
to their goal. The process is as follows: When answering horizontally
across the matrix (row), each responds asking himself for each ,,goal
this question : "I assume I am going to be 100 percent successful in
attaining my goal. If so, what will the effect of my success be on the
hoped-for success of each of the other goals as I understand them ?"
Responses are marked in the bottom half of each square of the cubes

in the appropriate row in the matrix. The designation of impact is
+ +, +, 0, , . The same goals am approached by each individual
vertically (colunm) on the matrix, and responded to in the top half
of each box; to respond they ask themselves this question: "I assume
their goal is 100-percent successful. What will its success do to me
and my hoped-for success?" They respond again with a +

+, ,

scale. (See chart II, in which hypothetical goal No. 4 has the appropriate halves of each cell markea.)
CHART II
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Responses for one individual.

Individual responses are then displayed on one common matrix,
all goal advocates' responses being visible to ail. The focusing ma-
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terial necessary for goal assessment through strategy specification is
now displayed. The positive and negative impacts of the goals, as seen
by the composite group of goal advocates, is visible. This array shows
ail individuals the existing perceptions of each other's planned goals

and how they will affect their own pursuits. This exercise compels
planners not to consider their goal as given.
In any cubicle of the matrix, a spread of opinion is displayed. (See
chart III.) The bottom half of any box along the horizontal (row)
CHART III
A

A

4

CROSS - PURPOSE MATRIX.KEY
++

strong positive impact

positive impact
Om neutral or no impact
-

negative impact
strong negative impact
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shows the goal advocate's views of the impact of his program's success on the success of the goal listed in the vertical. The top half of
the box shows the same information, but from the perceptions of the
goal advocate of the vertical (column) listed goal. That is, assume

a horizontally listed goal, a, and a vertically listed goal, b. Their

advocates are indicated by A and B . respectively, in the bottom half
of the box, A indicates his view of the effect upon b of the total suc-

cess of a ; in the top half, B answers the effect upon b of the total
success of aboth ask the saine question. but the answers come from
two different perspectives. Each box, of course, has its alternate,
)vhere the reverse question (the effect upon a of the total success of b)

is asked by each participant. All this acts merely as a stage setter,
though the information spread can be analyzed. This part, however,
is best used only to move the planning group forward, to it more
important stage of the exercise.
The process now forces out the sufficient reasons for the spread of
opinion in any given box. Individuals or groups do this by finding
each other and explaining their differing perceptions to each other;
that is, "What does this cliche mean ?" "How do you propose to pursue
your goal ?" The process continues until each cubicle of the matrix
displays only one bit of information. That bit of information is the
agreed-to perceptions of both goal aggressors as to the probable intpapt ( or + ) of one goal on the other.
We might now add to this matrix of goals the news events that comprise our future environment over time. The participant is asked to
respond not only about his goal against the occurrence of all other
goals, but to his goal if the specified news event should positively
occur:

If my program is successful, what is its impact on the original
forecast of the occurrence of the news event?

If the news event occurs, what does it do to the anticipated

success of my goal?
At this stage it. is appropriate to ask questions of the display; that
is, the matrix output. Responses of all participant advocates give an

array of perceptions of the impact of pursuing any of a set of goals
by an institution, on all other goals of that institution.
First, in any cubicle of the prenegotiation matrix (where a spread
of opinion may still exist) some cubicles may have a common impact
sign (+1+ ). However, that does not evince common perception of
impact. The exposition of tbe goal itself must be examined:
Perceptions of participants may have been based on the goal
as a cliche rather than on the advocate's rationale.

The goal may have been too abstract to accurately reflect

changed behaviors foreseen by its advocate.
The idea may have been too novel to be understood without its
advocate's rationale, the value shifts it pursues.

The goal may have been agreed to but the corresponding

strategy may be debated.
The dynamics of the negotiation can be examined:
What is the nature of the negotiations? That is, "Who moves?"
"Who seeks whom?"
What is the direction of agreement when they finally arrive at
an impact ? Is it toward the affected or the effector?
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Any institution contains sectors of interest and of different subject
concerns. One can examine all the goals in a single sector of interest
against the others. This helps specify, within any individual sector
of interest, a top priority program within that sectorone with high
positive impact on all others in that sector. One might also examine
the programs of one sector against the programs of one other sector,

examining whether the sectors interact or if any programs within

them affect each other.
One can examine the negative power cells and the positive power
or + +, both before and after negotiacells. That is, those with a
tion. What is the nature of the high impact perceived by both parties?

One might also analyze the spread, which may be quantified on an
in any box is an
absolute scale. The spread between + + and
absolute misunderstanding of 4; that is, there is a spread of five digits
between those two. The difference betmeen + and 0 is an absohite
spread of 1. Absolute spreads can be quantified to examine the magni-

tude of misunderstanding between certain sectors. That is, does the
terminology and value of a sector tend to be regularly misunderstood
by another sector?
Next, one might examine the general range of impact of each goal :
What are the goals that consistently have no perceived impact
on any others?
Which programs are low impact or high impact programs?
One can now examine the stable and unstable programs, e.g.:
Which programs tend to be stable, that is, unaffected by those
external news events mentioned above ?

Which programs tend to be unaffected over-all by the occur-

rence of many news events or the occurrence of all other

programs?
Those that are apparently una ffected by events we might call stable
goals. An unstable program would be very sensitive to the occurreme
of other events as perceived by the participants.
We might examine at what moment a goal is unstable and at what
moment in time it becomes stable. For example, a new government
agency languishes in an unstable state where nearly any news event
affects it until it receives its funding. From that moment, until the next
funding request, it, is largely a stable agency. It would be perceived

as such and would be visible in the matrix as such. This kind of
analsis allows the executive to calendar those things he feels are
fragile at various moments, rather than to worry about everything

all the time. Another examination one might make is to focus concern
on specific programs within the matrix which show consistent value
for all other programs, positive or negative, at the moment when they
are planned to occur.

These comments, then, explore some possible uses of the crosspurpose matrix as an interaction device for long-range planning. The
cross-purpose matrix represents a confrontation focusing device, com-
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polling planners to array their strategies before competing advocates
and to defend them. The strategies reflect planned behaviors over
time. The interactions of these behaviors with the outside world build
a material base for the set, of events that occur and affect all lives in a
society. The exercises described above present. a logical set of questions

that long-term planners might reasonably confront in preparing to
alter the :future.
The future environments we will actually encounter will include the
results of the actions of present. men, pursuing what they believe to be

worthwhile goals. Men can thus usefully examine future plans in a
future environment (one that is comprised of a. set. of events they
agree are plausible). Men believe in what they do. In the planning
stage they must seize the opportunity to suspend their disbelief and
to examine their ideas in dispassionate terms of sufficiency.
TIM STUDY OF TIIE SFITICIENT Fu Tutu:: TI
DISBELIEF

LOOM OF SUSPENDD

Throughout this essay the underlying assumption has been that we
must se e. the. future as an array of sufficient causal relationships. To
study and examine a future, an individual must. consider his examination as merely sufficient. To do this, he imist suspend his disbelief in
order to believe his incremental manipulations of events in time. At
tIm end of a long, internally consistent examination of several sufficient
future developments, priorities for a given moment. can be specified.
When priorities are thus specified and goals pmsued, the future sufficiently becomes linked to the present. The suspension of disbelief is the
sole condition that allows men to examine their sufficient plans before
these plans become necessary and are imposed on an unprepared world.
When futurists sell policymakers techniques that induce consensus,
or conformity to an opinion, each individual's ability to suspend his
disbelief is threatened. Those who disagree with the consensus find
the foundation of all their responses about the future weak and undermined. Consensus attempts to induce closure. Too early closure prevents suspended disbelief and compels us to operate as if what we do
were necessary rather than merely sufficient. inevitable rather than
a matter of choice.
Only sustained divergence allows a more thorough examination of
plans to exist. yet divergence becomes more difficult to sustain as our
play at future ,grows formalized. Convergence and consensus methods
reach closure but eliminate alternative options; more open methods
must be adopted. The real future will be necessary. We do it violence
to base our speculations on an insufficient. examination of sufficient
futures.
N.B. The ideas developed here emerge from discussions and readings with the
persons whose works are listed below. Originally a much longer and complex
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version of tlds document was reproduced and distributed to a limited audience
by the Educational Policy Research Center at Syracuse, a division of Syracuse
University Research Corporation, mimarily funded by the United States Office
of Education. I would like to thank Miss Judy Dollenmeyer and Mr. Donnelly .1.
Barclay for the first time they spent editing this paper into its present form.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE FUTURE DEMAND
FOR EDUCATION*
By KENNETH E. BOULDING

Economic factors are those which concern the way in which

society is organized by exchange and by the transfer of "exchangeables" or commodities. There are a number of commodities, however, which may be called "peculiar" because they are
produced, bought, sold, and consumed in a very complex socio-

logical matrix. Labor is one such peculiar commodity and a
good deal of rhetoric has been devoted by the labor movement
to demonstrate that labor is not a commodity. Nevertheless it

is bought and sold and it has a. price. Thus it has all the

properties of a commodity. But it has other properties besides,
which make it peculiar.
Education similarly is a peculiar commodity. It is bought
and sold and has something like a price. There is a segment of
the economy which can be thought of as the educational industry. In the United States, for instance, Machlup estimated that
as of about 1958 the total knowledge industry occupied almost
thirty percent of the economy.1 What we think of as the educational industry, that is schools, colleges, universities, and organizations for formal education, public and private, occupies approximately 7 percent of the gross national product and this
proportion is rising very steadily. Formal education is now an
"Industry" which occupies a larger proportion of total economic
Activity in the United States than agriculture.
.

*In: Economic Factors Affecting the Financing of Education. Roe L. Johns, et al. (eds.). Gainsville.
Florida:National Educational Finance Project. Vol. IL 1970.1-27.
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CONCEPTS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND APPLIED
TO EDUCATION

If education is a commodity and schools are an industry, it
should be useful for us to ask ourselves how far the economist's
concepts of demand and supply can be applied to it, and how far

changes in both the price and quantity of edueation can be
interpreted in terms of movements of demand and supply.

Relationship of Price and Quantity to Demand
What the economist means by demand is a functional relationship between the price of a commodity and .the quantity
which will be purchased. Similarly, supply is a functional relationship between the price and the quantity which will be offered

for sale. ,This is illustrated in Figure 1-1. Here we plot the
quantity of education horizontally and the price of education
vertically. We postulate a supply curve S'S. This has been drawn
with a positive slope indicating that in order to have an increase

in quantity of education, we have to pay a higher price for it.
The demand curve D'D is drawn with a negative slope indicating

that the lower the price of education the more of it will be
purchased. If education were left entirely to the market there
would be an equilibrium at E, with a quantity of education OF
both supplied and demanded at a price FE. We do not have to
assume of course that the functions are linear ; they are merely
drawn as straight lines in the diagram for convenience.
Relationship of Subsidies to Quantity of Education

Suppose now that the society decides that the quantity of
education which would be forthcoming under a completely free

market is not sufficient. There may be all sorts of reasons for
this decision which we will look at later. Suppose that it is
decided that the ideal quantity of education is OF1; then in
order to persuade people to purchase this amount the price
would have to be F1D1. But in order to persuade people to
supply this amount the price to the supplier would have to be
F1S1. The difference, D1S1, is a subsidy per unit of education
which would have to be given in order to achieve that expansion
of the quantity of education from OF to OF1. If we wanted to

expand the quantity of education to OD the price would have
to be zero and the subsidy equal to DS. That is the point at
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Fig. 1-1

%PRICE AND QUANTITY OF EDUCATIO.N

0

0

5
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which education becomes completely free to the purchaser. If
we wanted still more education than this, say OF2, we would
have to subsidize the purchaser with a negative price of F2D2
and subsidize the supplier by an amount equal to F2S2 per unit.

Elasticity of Supply and Demand
The discussion above is a textbook analysis. It does, however,
point to one important characteristic of
the system, that is, the
importance of the elasticity of the
supply
and demand curves.
The absolute elasticity

is the slope of the curves, or the ratio
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of the change in quantity to the change in price. If supply or
demand is inelastic, this means that a change in price produces
only a small change in quantity, and the curves in Figure 1
will be steep. It is clear that the amount of subsidy which is
required to achieve any given expansion of quantity depends
mainly on the elasticities of supply and demand. If the supply
and demand are inelastic so that it takes large changes in price
to produce a given change in the quantity, then the subsidies
also have to be large. If the supply and demand are elastic the
subsidies required will be small. If the functions are linear
then the elasticity of subsidy, that is, how much subsidy per
unit must be given to produce a unit 'of expansion of quantity,
is equal to the arithmetic sum of the elasticities of demand and
supply.

Another useful product of demand and supply analysis is
that it separates the concept of demand sharply from the concept of "need." If the demand is a functional relationship
between price and quantity purchased it is affected not only
by desire and income but also by alternative uses of income.
The main reason why demand curves generally have a negative
slope is that a high price for one commodity makes 'the use of
income for expenditure on other things look more attractive.

The concept of need, on the other hand, is a concept of administrative allocation rather than of market or price allocation. It
tends to be thought of in absolute terms without regard to price

or alternative opportunities. We could perhaps define need,
although this definition might be questioned, as the quantity
demanded at a zero price, this representing, as it were, the
maximum amount demanded in the absence of consideration of
other opportunities and alternatives. This definition however is
possibly unacceptable because of the linguistic paradbx that
we always demand less than we need!
Another useful conclusion.of demand and supply analysis is
that the effect of an increase in demand depends on the elasticity
of supply if the supply function does not change. The effect of
an increase in supply similarly depends on elasticity of demand
if demand does not change. An' increase in demand may mean
that the quantity purchased will be larger at each price. That is,
it represents a shift to the right in the demand curve. Thus,
a rise in the demand for education 'would be represented bythea
shift of the demand curve from, say, D'D to d'd, with
.
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equilibrium position moving from E to S,, with a higher price

F,S,, and also a higher quantity OF,. The steeper (more inelastic) the supply curve, the greater will be the rise in the
price and the smaller the rise in the quantity for any given
change in the demand. As we have been facing a sharp rise in
the demand for education in the United States, and indeed in
the whole world, the question of the elasticity of supply of

education is by no means irrelevant.

Quantity of Education and Price
Supply and demand analysis does give us some qualitative
insights into the possible dynamics of any industry or segment
of the economy and does enable us to ask some questions which

perhaps we may not otherwise have considered. Education
however, as a segment of the economy exhibits so many peculiarities that an interpretation of the demand and supply
analysis is by no means easy and its results must be interpreted
with great care. The first problem is that of the measurement
both of the quantity of the education and of its price. These two
problems are very closely related, because the price, P, multiplied by the quantity, Q, of any commodity is equal to the total
revenue, E, derived from its sale, that is, E = PQ. It is fairly
easy to get a dollar figure for the total amount E that is spent
on education. What is not so easy is to divide this into a price
compontmt and a quantity component. Does the rise in the
proportion of the economy which is going to education, for
instance, represent an increasing quantity of education or
merely an increase in its price relative to other things? We
can deflate the total dollar revenue of the education industry
by some price index to take care of inflation. Even after we
have done that, however, the question then arises how much of
the real increase is due to price and how much is due to quantity? These are not two questions but one, for if we can define
the quantity we will also be able to define the price, which is
simply the ratio of the total revenue to the quantity: P =
Q
Any attempt to measure the quantity of education produced
forces us back almost embarrassingly on the question of what
is the product of the educational industry? Ideally the answer
to this question is that education produces a product known
4. knowledge, which is some kind of restructuring within the
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human nervous system to produce revised images of the world
which are better "maps" of the real world itself. It is odd that
we have no word in English to describe "false knowledge," that
is a map of reality within the human nervous system which

does not correspond to the world outside. Nevertheless it is
clearly the business of education to produce true knowledge
rather than false knowledge, though we now run into an old
philosophical dilemma about how we know that our own or
anybody else's knowledge is true. One answer to this question
is that we can neither perceive nor measure the truth, or the
complexity, of the knowledge structure directly, but that we
can detect an error, either in our own or in somebody else's
knowledge structure. We do this by observing a very specific
form of behavior, that is, making predictions by stating an
image of the future, and then testing these predictions by
observing the future when it becomes the present. Predictions
which are falsified produce a "mismatch signal" which, if a
rather complicated set of conditions are fulfilled, will correct
the knowledge structure, and so move it in the direction of a
more accurate map of reality.
The product of education, furthermore, is not merely true
knowledge but valuable true knowledge, valuable, that is, to
the knower and to the society in which he is embedded. True
knowledge about how to find a post office is more valuable to
most people than true knowledge about the configuration of the
back side of the moon, though to an astronaut who is about to
land on the back side of the moon true knowledge about its
configuration may be very valuable indeed. In order to measure
the quantity of education, therefore, we would have to know
not only the amount of true knowledge which has been produced

by it in human nervous systems, but we would also have to
multiply each item of true knowledge by "shadow price" or
evaluation coefficient in order to calculate the aggregate significance of new knowledge.

Part of the difficulty of viewing education as an industry
is that to the learner, a very large part of the value of new
knowledge, acquired in formal education and in the classroom,

arises from its usefulness in passing examinations. Thus the
very device which is used to test the value of new lmowledge
also creates that value. This is a little bit like the problem we
face wait some commodities, where the evaluation of the come
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modity itself is a function of its high price. Diamonds are valu-

able because they are valuable and for no other very good
reason. One recalls the old story of the grocer who divides a
virtually homogeneous box of tea into three parts, one of which
he sells at a low price to the poor, another at a moderate price
to the middle class, and another at a high price to the rich,
everybody being satisfied that the price he has paid reflects the
quality of thP tea. One suspects that education is rather similar
and that the high reputations and high incomes which are
derived from better quality institutions are a function not of
the knowledge acquired in these institutions but of the reputation acquired in them.
Here we start out with an innocent question of defining the
quantity of education, and we seem to be hovering on a huge
morass known as human learning theory. Nevertheless, there is
no escape from this. The product of education is the process of
learning: that is, the growth of knowledge, and, more than that,
the growth of valuable knowledge, the measurement of which
presents great difficulties, particularly in the absence of any
very good theory of how human beings learn anything at all.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the education industry has
turned to surrogate measures of the quality of education which,
it is hoped, at least bear a moderately linear relationship to
the thing we are really trying to measure. An obvious surrogate
measure of this kind is time spent in being educated, such as

hours of classroom attendance or years of schooling. Knowledge

gained, it is hoped, is linearly related to the application of the
seat of the pants to the seat of the classroom :hair. The defects
of this measure are all too easy to state. What many children
learn in the classroom is knowledge which, no matter what its
tnith, has a highly negative value, that is, that they are no good,
that they always make mistakes, that they cannot speak good
English or do algebra and that they are condemned to the lower
class for life. Other children, by contrast, especially those in
the more prestigious schools, learn that they are somebody,
that they can succeed in almost anything that they really want
to apply themselves to, and that if they fail it is because they
have chosen to fail rather than because they are failures.
Knowledge about pasonal identity, to which, of course, the
whole knowledge industry contributes, is peculiarly significant
in formal education. It has a high value either positive or nega-
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tive for the student and it very rarely gets in any direct way
into examination results, accrediting decisions, or even into
planned program budgeting systems.

As long as there is any positive correlation, however, be-

tween the measure that we are using and the thing that we are
trying to measure, I suppose we can say that a bad measure
is better than no measure at all. Thus the quantitar of education
as measured by time spent may be for most students, though

not for all, better than nothing. It is the nagging feeling we
have that, for some students, classroom hours are negatively
correlated with the value of the knowledge acquired that makes
us uneasy, but we can hope that these cases are a small minority.
Education and Feedback fiom Consumer

A further problem of the demand for education, which
arises also becat 4 of the extreme difficulty of measuring its

quantity, is that the demand is made for the most part on behalf
of others. All demands are subjective. If I have a demand for
tea, it is simply because the consumption of tea gives me some
sort of subjective satisfaction, but at least it is my satisfactiin.
If I buy a tea the flavor of which I do not like, I very soon find
this out; there is very rapid feedback in the system and I do

not buy that particular kind of tea again. In the case of

ordinary commodities, therefore, the market provides a reasonably adequate process for learning about exchange opportunities by the making and testing of predictions, and it provides
quite rapid feedback from "purchase error," especially in the
case of commoditles with a short length of life. The longer the
length of life of the commodity, the harder it is to detect purchase error and the less satisfactory the feedback from experience. Though it is easy to learn that one does not buy some

particular brand of tea, it is much harder to learn that a par-

ticular kind of automobile is a lemon. When purchases are made
on behalf of others, the error detecting process of mismatch and
feedback is still further eroded. Wedding presents are a notorious case in point where the experience of the recipient is rarely
fed back to the giver.
Education is a commodity which suffers from almost every
conceivable handicap when it comes to the correction of error
life.
and the evaluation of results. Its product has a very long
with
us
All the wrong things we learned in school usually stay
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the rest of our lives. The product of formal education has a life
expectancy of some sixty yearo. Almost the only other com-

modity with this length of life is housing. It is perhaps no
accident that the housing industry, like the educational industry, is notoriously unprogressive, is subject to rather meaningless changes of fashion, and produces an output which seems
remarkably difficult to improve. But even houses are frequently
bought by the people who live in them, though it is rather rare

for them to produce any feedback to the architect about his
mistakes. Education, however, is mainly purchased for children and students either by their parents, the church, or the
state or some other agency which is acting on their behalf. Under these circumstances the feedback, especially unfavorable
evaluations from the student, is regarded as a mark of ingratitude, is discouraged, and very rarely results in much of a learn-

ing process on the part of those who pay for the education.
Here then is the ultimate paradox that the knowledge industry
is precisely the one in which it is hardest to learn anything
about success or failure.
Measuring the Educational Product

It is not surprising that under these circumstances the
educational industry is remarkably subject to fads and fashions.

It is extremely hard to measure the product where the act of
measurement of the product distorts it, and the product is
enjoyed (or not) by people who do not pay for it. It is not
surprising that the practitioners of the industry spend a great
deal of time in developing "objectives." Education indeed is
almost the only industry in which the measure of success is
the achievement of an imaginary product. Schools of education

spend a great deal of time inculcating school teachers with
the necessity for stating objectives and then measuring their
achievement by achieving them. Under the impact of behaviorism, of course, we abandon the notion that anything could be
known about knowledge, hence we now go in for "behavioral
objectives" on a theory, derived mainly from rat psychology,

that learning can only be measured by change in behavior.
As long as we include linguistic behavior, treating students Ls

if they were rats is not so dangerous. I am not arguing that
the thinking about behavioral objectives is worthless. It can

'3'41)% however, become ritual, and there is bound to be a strong
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tendency for teachers to define as objectives the changes in
behavior in the student which they think they can achieve.
Here is a wonderful example of the self-fulfilling prophecy in
which mismatch signals are utilized to change the information
input rather than to change the image of the world.
The Grants Economy and the Exchange Economy

The unfortunatr but unavoidable fact that those who pay
for education are not usually the ones who receive it, except in the
somewhat quantitively minor case of adult edecation, is reflected
also in the fact that the educational industry derives its revenue

to a very large extent from the "grants economy." The total
economic system can conveniently be divided into two parts.
One is the exchange economy which is organized by two-way
transfers, in which A gives B something and B gives A something. The other is the grants economy which is organized by
one-way transfers, in which A gives B something which is
exchangeable but B does not give A anything that is ucchangeable, even though he may give A certain psychological satis-

factions that are not strictly, however, part of the economy.
Grants are motivated by two principle motivators
benevolence and fear. If A gives a grant and receives nothing tangible
in return, this may be, in the first place because A feels benevolent towards B. Benevolence means in technical economic lan-

guage that the perception of utilities is interdependent; that
!s, if A perceives that B's welfare is increased, A's welfare is
increased by this perception. Benevolence, of course, can be
negative, in which case it becomes malevolence. Selfishness or
indifference is simply the zero point on the scale of malevolence

and benevolence, in which A's perception of a change in B's
welfare makes no change in A's evaluation of his own welfare.
This, in fact, is rather a rare case. Most relationships have at
least a small amount of malevolence or benevolence. A's benevo-

lence towards B may be measured by his rate of benevolerwe,
that is, the amount A will sacrifice in order to perceive that B
is better off by a dollar. If A's rate of benevolence is anything
above .5, and if A by giving B a dollar perceives B to be better
off by two dollars, then it is quite rational for A to make a grant
of one dollar to B.
There is, we must recognize, a second source of grants. If
B threatens A, A may make him a grant in order to prc mnt
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him from carrying out the threat. This is tribute. It is not
always easy to tell in practice where benevolezice ends and tribute begins. Grants given for education, whether by parents of
the children, which are in the private grants economy, or by

the state indirectly to children and students through the state
supported schools, in the public grants economy, are mainly the
result of benevolence, although the threat of having children

around the house all day may not be wholly insignificant in
persuading parents to vote for school taxes. The fact that the
revenue of the education industry arises mainly in the grants
economy introduces some peculiarities which are not found in
commodities sold in the exchange economy. The elasticity of
demand for a commodity in the exchange economy depends
mainly on its substitutability with alternative sources of obtaining similar satisfactions. A rise in the price of a com-

modity in the exchange economy will usually diminish its purchase mainly because other urs of income for purchase look
more attractive. The extent to which the purchase declines depends on whether attractive substitutes can easily be found,
assuming the prices of other things to be unchanged. In the
grants economy a grant for one purpose competes much more
with grants for other purposes than it does for commodities in

general. Grants are a part of the total flow of expenditures

which in some ways forms an "economy" of its own insofar as
the total of grants is the nsult of the general level of the sense
of community or benevolence, so that an increase in a grant

for one purpose is likely to lead to a diminution in another
grant rather than in the diminution of a purchase in exchange.
Thus, the total sum of grants is likely to be more stable than
any particular component of it. The demand for education therefore is likely to depend more on what is happening in other
parts of the grants economy, for instance to other government
expenditures, than it is on what is happening to income and
expenditures in general.
We do not really know how far this is true in the case of
the family. Does the family, for instance, regard the education
of its children in private schools as competitive with a new car
and other items of conspicuous consumption or does it regard
1i4yments for education as compelitive with donations to charity
r ith taxes? A study of family budget response to toe surtax
v;:i Would be extremely instructive in this regard, yet as
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far as I know this has not been done. There is a good deal of
evidence that expenditure on education is highly vulnerable to
major changes in national defense. It is also vulnerable to
severe depression. This is shown in Figure 1-2. Here we take the

Gross Capacity Product as a measure of the total size of the
economy, the Gross Capacity Product being roughly what the
gross national product would have been had there not been
Fig. 1-2
COMPONENTS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE
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any unemployment. The bottom part of the diagram then shows
the various components of state and local expenditure as a percentage of the Gross Capacity Product. The upper part of the
diagram shows the proportion of the economy devoted to national defense on the one hand and to what is called unrealized

product on the other. Unrealized product is actually equivalent to the proportion of the labor force unemployed, as we
hrve calculated the Gross Capacity Product. The impact made
on both local government in general and education in particular

by both the depression and "le Second World War is very
striking. Equally striking, however, is the resilience of education in the face of a large and permanent increase in the proportion of the economy devoted to national defense.
Changes in the Productivity of the Educational Industry
One final point which is relevant to the consideration of
the demand and supply of education is that education is still
very largely a "craft" industry, the methods of which have not
been much touched by the scientific revolution, at least by comparison with an industry such as agriculture. Average productivity in agriculture has increased almost twenty times in the
last hundred years. The technology of teaching is still not very
different from what it was in the days of Plato. This is par-

ticularly true in the universities; in grade schools and high
schools unquestionably there is a greater variety and much

more use is made of educational tools such as movies, film strips,

and other visual aids and there is even a small move into com-

puter-assisted instruction. It is still very doubtful, though,
whether much more knowledge-value is being produced per hour

of teacher time or per real dollar of total expense than it was a

hundred years apo, or even twenty-five hundred years ago.
There are very good reasons for this "backwardness" of the
educational industry. Its basic field of operation, the human
nervous system, is a system of such fantastic complexity that
scientific knowledge about it proceeds very slowly and only
encompasses a minute fraction of the total system. We know
something, by "folk knowledge," about the process by which
teaching results in learning, and we must have been doing some-

thing right

otherwise we would never have been able to

transmit the knowledge stock of mankind to successive generaLions for thousands of years as we have done. Nevertheless we
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really do not know what we are doing right and we certainly
do not know very much about how to do it better. Even the
doubling of the efficiency of the educational industry in terms of
the knowledge produced per real dollar spent would seem quite

beyond our capacity at the moment.
What this means is that the price of education, relative to
those commodities being produced under conditions of rapidly
increasing productivity, is bound to rise, simply because the
relative price structure is so largely a function of relative productivities. Teachers' salaries have to rise at least roughly in
proportion to the general rise in incomes and teachers' productivity does not rise in anything like the same proportion.
What we have in education, therefore, is not so much an inelastic supply curve, for under given conditions of productivity
it is probably not difficult to attract resources into education
by a relatively small increase in real incomes obtained from it.
What is happening is that the whole supply curve is moving

upward and to the right as costs rise. The demand is also
probably rising with increased incomes, partly because educa-

tion is something of a "superior good" which we can afford
more of as society gets richer and partly also because with the
increase in the stock of knowledge a larger effort is required to
transmit it. What we have therefore is something like Figure
1-3. S., Su S. show successive positions of the supply curve of
education in successive years, and D., D,, D29 positions of the
corresponding demand curve in these years. The position of
equilibrium rises from E0 to E. to E. with both the price and
quantity of education rising as time goes on. The less the demand rises, of course, the smaller will be the rise in both the
price and the quantity. If demand did not rise at all in the face
of this increasing real cost we might find the price of education
rising and the quantity actually falling as time went on, following the path E., E.', El.
Demand for Different Kinds of Education
Up to now we have assumed implicitly that education was
a homogeneous commodity. In pracUce we know education to be
a very heterogeneous commodity indeed. It is not only that the
industry is divided into public and private schools, into secular
and religious schools, into Catholic, Lutheran, and others, but
also that education is divided into vocational and technical edu-
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cation of a large number of different kinds as well as general
education, also of a number of different kinds. The demand for
each of these different kinds of education is different, although
all these demands are likely to be related. The demand for private
schools, for instance, is going to be related to the quality and
cost of the public schools. The dynamic patterns of the interrelationships may be of great importance. We are all familiar with
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the problem faced by a public school system once it deteriorates

to a point where wealthier parents are willing to send their
children to private schools and then are unwilling to vote for

adequate school taxes. We may find the same phenomenon in
communities with strong religious groups where a large private
grants economy goes into the parochial schools and therefore
the community is unwilling to tax itself for the benefit of public
schools which a large proportion of the population does not use.
Some economists, such as E. G. West,2 have made rather
cogent arguments that the existing system of public education
prevents the development of variety and competition in the
educational industry. They recommend a system by which education would be subsidized by means of vouchers given to all
children, and exchangeable for education at any approved school

whether public or private. This, it is argued, would permit
much greater experimentation and specialization in schools and
also permit parents with a particular concern for education of

their children to supplement the state subsidy, that is the

voucher, by additional payments. The impact of schemes of this
kind is not easy to predict. One of the arguments for uniformity
in education is, of course, that it is necessary to create a society
which is homogeneous enough not to fall apart politically. This

presumably is one rationale behind the current pressure for
racial integration in education.. Educational segregation would

create a two-part society which is repugnant to our present
sense of social justice and our demand for societal homogeneity.

It could be argued, on the other hand, that uniformity is not
necessary for political stability, and indeed an enforced uniformity may produce a society which is dull, conformist, and
without color and interest. The concept of a "mosaic society"
of many different subcultures all living together at peace within

some political framework has a great attractiveness as we
move towards a world in which the great period of human
expansion is over.
Life Experience and Demand for Education

These are very fundamental questions for educational philosophy and are well beyond the scope of supply and demand
analysis. But it is important to recognize that they do underlie
the apparent simplicities of supply and demand and that we
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should not be deluded by these simplicities into forgetting that
the real world is enormously complex and multivariate. When
we introduce the fact that both the demand and supply of

education are a result of a long and continuous process of
social learning, the situation gets even more complex. The

demand for education arises not from its recipients, as we have
seen, but from those adult members of society whose decisions

determine the supply of funds. Their demand depends in no
small measure on the childhood and indeed the total life expert;
ence of these same people. People who were deprived of education
in their youth and who observed other people benefiting from it
are likely to have a very strong demand for education for their
own children. People who received education gratuitiously and
who perhaps took it for granted may not have the same motivation when it comes, to making personal sacrifices for 'the education of their own children. I have heard the observation that

"the current increasing unwillingness of state legislatures to
allocate funds, especially to higher education, as compared to a

generation or two ago, is related to the fact that many state
legislators, say at the beginning of this century, had not been
to college and hence had rather romantic ideas about it and
wanted very much to have their children enjoy the privileges
of which they had been denied. Today most .state legislators
have been to college and do not have the same romantic illusions
about it; hence they are less willing to make sacrifices for their

children than their fathers and grandfathers were. These are
learning processes of great complexity. We cannot do much
more than note that they exist.
OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING THE DEMAND
FOR EDUCATION

With this analysis behind us, let us now take a look at other
forces which may affect the demand and supply of education in
the next ten or twenty years.
Demographic Factors

The first important factor is, of course, demographic change,
.-,;.(scially as reflected in the total numbers of people in each age
72-783 0 - 72 - 9
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group in different years. Demographic change is dominated by
the principle that anyone who is X years old today will be X + 1
years old this time next year if he is not dead. Consequently,
if we have a fair idea of the survival distribution of each cohort,
that is, the proportion of all those born in a given year who
will die each subsequent year, then we can take the number
of births in a given year and follow the cohort through until
it finally disappears. Thus in Figure 4 we show the total number
of births in the United States from 1940-69. The "bulge" from
1945 to the 1960s is very apparent. It is equally apparent that
the bulge is now over. The peak of total births in the United
States was 1957, and this cohort is likely to be the largest age
group for a good many years to come. The dotted lines show
approximately the survival function from each cohort, excluding immigration, so that in 1970, for instance, A shows the
number of three year old's, B the number of four year olds, C
the number of five year olds, and so on. The top of the bulge is

now passing through the high schools. Obstetric wards and
kindergartens are beginning to empty and lower grades are
declining rapidly. Between the ages of five and fourteen we can
Figure 1-4

LIVE BIRTHS IN THE UNITED STATES
FROM 1940-1965
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assume that the proportion of each age group that is in school
is very high and is not likely to change much. A3 we move into
the later years of high school, dropouts become important and
in college, of course, the proportion of the age group actually
attending school is less than 50 percent. At this level changes in

the proportion attending school may be as important as the
number in each age group. One thing that is certain is that
the pressure on the American educational system, which has
been intense in the last ten years, will continue to diminish as
we move into the future. The 4.3 million babies of 1957 who are
now teen-agers will be replaced by only 3.4 million babies in
1969 as teen-agers by 1982. Insofar as the "youth problem" in

the United States has been the result of the "bulge" and the
unusual numbers of young people, we may expect this problem

to diminish in the future. It is hard to say how much is due
to the bulge and how much is due to long-run forces in our
society resulting, for instance, from the unprecedented segrega-

tion of teen-agers in high schools and of young adults in
colleges. But we may certainly expect to see amelioration of the
unemployment problem among young people simply because
labor markets are somewhat age-specific. The high unemploy-

ment among young people in the last ten years has reflected
in part the very large numbers of them. As the prciPpaction of
young people declines, it should be much easier for those who
wish to do so to obtain employment.
The implication of the current demographic situation for the

colleges is extremely complex. Even if there is no change in
the proportion of each age group entering college, freshmen
enrollment should increase at least up until about 1974 or 1975.
The increase will not be large, and may soon be followed by a

substantial decline. There are already signs of severe oversupply of college teachers, especially Ph.D.'s in fields like philosophy, languages, the humanities, and even physics. This is
likely to lead to a reduction in graduate school enrollments and

thus further reduction in the demand for college teachers. It
will not be surprising, therefore, to find an increased number
of Ph.D.'s teaching in junior colleges or in high schools. It is
a moot point of course, as to whether the conventional Ph.D. is
Particularly good training for this kind of teaching and it may
well be that some retraining programs will be necessary.
One very curious consequence of the "bulge" which may have
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some implications for the educational system is that there is
now a severe deficiency in marriageable males. The groom in the

United States averages two or three years older than the bride.
The large cohort of girls in 1947 is going to try to marry the
small cohort of men of 1944 or 1945; the deficiency may be as
much as half a million. It is not perhaps surprising therefore,
than an unusual amount of unrest has appeared among women
as reflected in the various women's liberation groups. As the
unmarried famale is an important labor market source for the
educational industry, the next few years may see an unusual
number of women entering the teaching profession.

We have not ventured to predict with any certainty the
number of births in the future, as it is extremely dangerous to
predict linear trends in the birth rate. We would not go very

far wrong in assuming that all population predictions are
wrong. Even if fertility continues to decline, the "bulge" will
begin to marry and presumably have children, so that even with
declining fertility (that is, a decline in the number of children
per thousand women of childbearing age) we may still have a
rise in the total number of births in the next few years. However, in light of the general anxieties about the future and the
population-ecology syndrome, it would be somewhat surprising

if births increased very sharply. How close we now are to
stabilizing the population of the United States may be brought
out by reflecting that a stable population of 210 million where
the average age of death is 70 would have 3 million births a
year. If we achieve this, it would mean that no further expan-

sion of the educational system would be necessary as far as
number of students is concerned, at least up to the middle of
high school, simply because we are so close to 100 percent of
each age group in school now.

Demographic Changes in Older Age Groups
Demographic changes in the older age groups are also of
great importance in assessing the demand for education, as it
is these age groups that ultimately make the decisions. There

is a long-run shift in the overall age distribution from the
"triangle" of earlier times to the "rectangle" which we are so
rapidly approaching, which has about equal numbers in each
age group. The change from 1870 to 1909 is shown dramatically

in Figure 5. This means that the proportion of voters of child-
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Fig. 1-5
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bearing age has been declining, which means again that we have

to rely on the much weaker "grandparent motive" rather than
the parent motive for political support of educational expenditures. When the pm3ent "bulge" gets to be grandparents in the
early twenty-first century, it will dominate the vcting populatvin and the effects on educational expenditures may well be
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disastrous. Now, of course, this "grandparent effect" is modified by the fact that the grandparent of 1975-2000 will come
out of the low birth cohorts of 1920-45. This also means, how-

ever, that there may be some deficiency in the numbers of
mature people available for positions of leadership, though
this effect is offset by the large proportion of these cohorts
surviving into middle age.

One long-run effect of the "rectangular" age distribution
has received little attention, but may eventually necessitate a
drastic change in the educational system. Hierarchical structures tend to be "triangular" with large numbers in the lower

(younger) levels and small numbers in the higher (older)

levels. A rectangular age distribution means that older people
are increasingly squeezed out of the hierarchial structure and
lose status. We have hardly begun to think about how to adapt
the educational system to this kind of total life pattern in which
the chances of promotion become less and less.
Redistributing Income and Educational Opportunity

A question for the future, which is of course much more
difficult to answer, is whether there would be any changes in
the structure of the demand for education, especially in the dif-

ferrent age cohorts. In the lower age groups this is mainly
likely to be reflected in the demand for increasing quality rather

than quantity though there may be an exception to this in the
pre-school years. There is likely to be an increasing demand
for kindergarten and pre-kindergarten school experiences. The
main changes here may be seen in the bottom 20 percent of the'
income distribution where it is widely recognized that the
educational system is grossly unsatisfactory and has contributed
to the perpetuation of the poverty subcultures. This, however,
is going to require an extension of the grants system for education from local communities to wider state and national communities simply because this is the only way in which income
can be distributed from rich communities to poor ones. Bringing up the expenditure per child of the poor communities and
states. even to the present median would involve a substantial
expansion of the proportion of the economy going to education,

even if the total number of children were to remain constant.
One possible optimistic consideration in this situation is that as
the number of children declines educational expenditures are
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likely to exhibit a lag, as on the whole it is much harder to get
things out of budgets than it is to get them in. There may be
a considerable possibility .here for improving the quality and
distribution of education, 'with relatively constant total educational budgets but declining numbers of children, unless budgets
are tied mechanically to the number of pupils.
The Youth Culture and Education

There seems little doubt that there has been substaneal
improvement in the quality of American education in the last
decade, perhaps due to Sputnik, at least in the upper and middle
income groups, in terms of an increase in the rate of acquisition
of knowledge. The curriculum reforms of the last decade or so
have certainly had some effect though it is hard to measure

this. The hardest thing to assess is the "moral culture" of
children and young people as this is developed by the sheer fact

of segregation. This is the first society in human history that
has effectively segregated not only its children but its teenagers and a considerable proportion of its youth in situations
where the peer group is the major factor in determining the
culture and adults are present in a very small minority and
often in a quasi-custodial or even hostile role. The effect of this
may be quite incalculable and by no means necessarily desirable.

In all previous societies youth cultures have been severely
modified by the fact that adolescents and young people especially
have begun work at an early age and hence have developed into

adults in the midst of an essentially adult society in the work
situation. Apprentices, office boys, and so on naturally develop
some youth culture of their own, but it is greatly modified by
the fact that for a good part of the day they have to conform
to the adult culture around them.
Today we have a segregated youth culture which has an
enormous dynamic of its own, quite at odds with the adult
culture from which it is so sharply separated. Youth cults,
however, are likely to be very unsatisfactory as preparations
for a total life pattern. Youth, after all, has no future. A culture
which idealizes it and models itself on it is likely to get itself
into serious trouble, especially in the demographic situation
where the familiar pyramidal age distribution with a very small
number of old people being replaced by a rectangular age distribution with large numbers of old people. It may be that the
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learning process which is going on in the present generation of
young people in regard to their attitude toward education may
be so radical that when they become adults the whole educational system will be revised radically in the interests of developing satisfactory personal identities, satisfactory whole life

patterns of behavior, and an integration of youth with the
society in which they are embedded. This, however, is a wild
speculation and should not be taken too seriously.

The War Industry Versus the Education Industry
Another set of considerations which must be carried in

mind in considering the future of the educational segment arises
out of the fact that it is so largely financed through the.grants
economy. Consequently any changes in the overall structure of
the grants economy are likely to have disproportionate effects
on education. The major factor here of course is the future
of the war industry. If we have substantial disarmament, reduc-

ing the war industry down to, say, 4 percent rather than the
present 8 percent of the economy, this is likely to release a
proportionate amount of the public grants economy for Other
purposes, to which education is an important claimant. On the
other hand if the international situation worsens or if we
develop still wilder delusions of national grandeur than we
now have so that the war industry expands, we can expect one
of the major victims to be public expenditures on education.
Where the future of the international system is so uncertain we
have to be extremely "liquid" in our planning. Educational
planning in particular must be prepared for the unexpected.
We should be prepared both for good times and for bad.
Effect of Methods of FinanJing Education on Expenditures
Another possible future set of changes here, which it is at
least not absurd to contemplate in the next ten or twenty years,
is a radical change in the methods of finance of education which
might produce quite large changes in structure. Thus, suppose
that we had something like the "Killingsirorth plan" as I have
been calling it, for setting up educational banks which would
lend students the full cost of their education, the loans to be
repaid by a surcharge on income tax throughout the subsequent
life of the borrower. The surcharge would not need to be large,
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perhaps 1 or 2 percent for higher education. The person benefited most in terms of increased income would pay most and we
would at least get education out from under the grants economy
in part into something that looks like the market sector, thus
at least avoiding the stigma of "charity." Unfortunately this
proposal, which seems to be eminently sensible, has run into
severe political opposition especially from the Association of
Land Grant Colleges. It certainly merits serious political consideration. If we run into continued "taxpayers revolt" as we
are all too likely to do, proposals of this kind may be much more
politically acceptable. The proposal, after all, is based on a very
fundamental truth, that for the individual who receives it,
education is an investment and frequently a very good investment, and there seems to be no reason why we should not devise
financial institutions to recognize the fact. Education as an
investment, of course, is not the same as investment in a house,
and obviously cannot be financed by a chattel mortgage. The
fact that it is a peculiar kind of investment, however, does not
eliminate it as an investment, and we should be able to devise
peculiar financial instruments and institutions which could
deal with it.
Technology and the Education Industry
Another element of the current situation which is extremely
hard to appraise is the future interaction between education and
business, particularly in the form of new educational hardware
technology. Beginning about 1965 there was a great flurry of
interest in American business corporations in this problem. A
number of established corporations such as Xerox, Raytheon,
RCA, IBM, Westinghouse, and General Electric allied with
Time, Inc., which established the General Learning Corporation, have all either acquired educational subsidiaries or have
developed divisions in this field. In addition some old established publishing houses, especially McGraw Hill, AppletonCentury-Crofts, and Crowell-Collier-Macmillan, have been edging into the business of educational hardware and there are a
considerable number of new and small enterprises any one of
which might conceivably turn out to be an incipient educational
IBM. A considerable controversy has been raging, centering
around Antony Ottinger,4 around the possible value of all these
new developments, and here again, almost like the future of the
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war industry, one simply has to advise a "wait and see" policy.

Up to now at any rate there are no signs of the "Model T"
among educational hardware and even fewer signs that anyone

is capable of driving it. Up to now there is not all that much
challenge to the ancient inventions of the book and the teacher
the latter especially being a remarkable nonlinear computer of
fantastic capacity which is produced mostly by unskilled labor.
Nevertheleis in this field, as in many others, one has always to
be prepared for the unexpected.5
One can express modest confidence, however, that any major
change in the educational industry will have to be a combination of financial, organizational, and technical changes. Of these
it is quite possible that the financial and organizational changes

will have to come first. As long as the near-monopoly of the
public school system exists intact, substantial technical changes
are unlikely to be forthcoming. A very tantalizing question for

the future is the mixture of public and private enterprise in
the educational industry. It is easy to underestimate the size
of the private sector even now, especially if we include the
kind of training programs which go on in industry outside the
formal educational system. These fall more in the category of
adult education and have a very different set of problems from
the education of children and young people. A change in methods

of finance to one which subsidizes the student rather than the
school might indeed set off drastic changes in the organization
of the whole industry. This seems unlikely in the next ten years.
About the only conclusion we can safely draw from this discussion is that the future of the educational industry in regard to

ita structure, if not perhaps in regard to its overall size, is
highly uncertain. It may look very different in ten or twenty

years or it may look much the same as it is now. This may be
a somewhat depressing conclusion, but honesty demands it.
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THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR GRADUATES OF HIGHER
EDUCATION: 1970 TO 1980
BY LAWRENCE B. DeWITr AND A. DALE TUSSING
IINTRODUCTION

There are persistent and widespread reports of a surplus of highly
educated manpower. Corporate personnel departments' visits to college
campuses declined sharply the past 2 years. College graduates are reporting great difficulty in finding employment. Many M.A.'s are experiencing similar employment problems, while even larger proportions of Ph. D.'s are finding themselves in a glutted market.. And most
serious of all, there appears to be a large and growing surplus of elementary and secondary school teachers.
A. major problem in assessing the nature and duration of these manpower surpluses is to distinguish the longer term, fundamental manpower imbalances from the shorter term, recession-induced imbalances.
For instance, in a year when General Motors and Prudential Insurance

are each hiring only 500 new B.A.'s,1 it is not surprising that many

B.A.'s are having difficulty finding jobs. Nonetheless, it is not possible
to dismiss all of the current surplus of highly educated manpower as a
direct result of the recession. It is necessary to "look underneath" the
recession to see if it is simply exacerbating a more chronic skilled manpower surplus.

The conclusions of this investigation can be briefly summarized.
(1) The unemployment rates for college graduates, teachers, and
Ph. D.'s are quite low. (2) An uneducated person is more likely to
be unemployed in 1971 than an educated person. (3) There is cur-

rently no evidence of a chronic surplus of B.A.'s, nor is it anticipated
that one will emerge in the 1970's. Certain academic disciplines at the
B.A. level, however, may show fundamental surpluses ; others are expected to show shortages. The net, aggregate picture, however, is one

of balance of supply and demand. (4) In the aggregate, there does
not now appear to be a chronic surplus or shortage of Ph. D.'s. But
a chronic surplus of Ph. D.'s is strongly expected to emerge in the
1970's, and it is already evident in certain academic fields, such as

languages and philosophy. This surplus should become more evident
in the next several years. (5) The most serious long-term or nonrecession based surplus concerns elementary and secondary school teachers.
Its impact is beginning to be felt now, and it should intensify in the
next several years. (6) One of the most publicized and "spectacular"
current manpower surpluses has been experienced by highly skilled
and trained scientific personnel who have been employed in the aerospace and military harclware areas. These scientists ana engineers have
apparently suffered this unemployment as the result of simultaneous
I Time Magazine, May 24, 1971, p. 50.
(136)
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cutbacks in Federal research and development expenditures, and cutbacks in NASA, military, and SST expenditures. At. least some increased unemployment would be expected for such specialized workers
at a time when Fedentl moneys are being reallocated away from their
area of specializationeven if it did not coincide with a recession. The
recession, of course, makes it all the more difficult for them to find new
employment.
II-THE IMPACT OF RECESSION ON ACADEMIA

Before we go into a somewhat detailed look at the supply and demand projections for B.A.'s, Ph. D.'s, and teachers, some observations
on future patterns of unemployment during recessions should be made.
During a recession, companies seek to delay all postponable expenditures. New investments have usually been a major element in this category. Historically, the most severe effects of recessions have been on
construction, investment in new productive facilities, and other durable goods. The economy of the 1970's and 1980's will be marked by
much greater cyclical unemployment of scientists and engineers, and

others in the software, long-term capital sectors. This will become
a more serious social problem as the size of the nation's research and
development effort grows, for it will mean a larger number of individuals will experience dislocation and unemployment. And the hard-

est burdens will fall on those with skills least easily transferred to
other activities, and those who most recently entered the labor force.
This increased sensitivity of research and ilevelopment expenditures

has very direct implications for higher education. In the postwar
years, institutions of higher education have increasingly served as

auxiliary research wings of corporations and Government. Until 1969-

70 the relationship was one of mutual benefit. The institutions of
higher education served, in effect, as the "Kelly Girls" of the research area. They provided an elastic supply of highly trained and
well equipped research talent which became available almost on demand. However, unlike an in-house research department, these research "wings" did not represent a fixed cost in terms of facilities,
salaries, and fringe benefits. That is, when no longer needed, academie
researchers could be dispensed with fairly easily. In effect, consider-

able business and budget risks was shifted from Government and
industry to academic institutions. A major result of this is that academic institutions, which once were fairly well insulated from the
effects of the business cycle, now must expect to be increasingly influenced by changes in that levels of economic activity.

IIITHE NATURE OF LONG-TERM, SKILLED MANPOWER PROJECTIONS

Before reviewing and sumarizing the various projections which
have been made on the supply and demand for B.A.'s, teachers, and
Ph. D.'s, it is important to note seyeral general points that apply to
all three of these manpower categories.
A. LONG-TERM PROJECTIONS OF SKILLED MANPOWER SURPLUSES

Forecasts which anticipate continuous surpluses of educated per.

sons must be viewed with considerable skepticism. To be credible, they
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must provide an answer to the question : Why would individuals continue, year after year, to seek the costly and often grueling training
required especially that for a Ph. D., if it was apparent that many
of them would be unable to find employment which satisfactorily
utilized that training? Short-term oversupplies of educated peisons
seem a reasonable possibility or expectation, since there clearly are
timelags in the adjustment of supply and demand. But this lag is
probably of about 2 or 3 years duration, and certainly would not apply

to 10 or 15 year forecasts. Moreover, while we mieit allow for the
possibility of ignorance and misinformation in leading to a chronic
oversupply in sonie occupations, the fact that we are here dealing
with educated manpower would seem to preclude that explanation or
basis for a chronic oversupply.

Very few of the forecasts with which we are familiar dealt with
this very fundamental question. For the most part, these forecasts
were based upon trend extrapolation of some form. Supply and demandof skilled manpower were projected separately and without in-

teraction. This is simply not a reasonable or legitimate basis for forecasting. It assumes that people act without reference to past and present experience, not to mention future expectations. We should hasten
to add, however, that it is not impossible for a continuous or lmigterm oversupply of Ph. D.'s to occur. It is possible. And it is possible
to make a reasonable and legitimate forecast which anticipates such
a development. But some rationale must be provided to explain why

people and institutions do not respond to the year after year oversupply in some way that reduces or eliminates it.

Thee are a number of reasons why a surplus of highly educated
workers might persist for a long period of time. Several of these are
summarized here. First, there is the possibility that, although it is
common knowledge that there have been and are too many B.A.'s,
teachers, or Ph. D.'s, a sufficient number of applicants for training
in these areas feel that they individually will "make it," so that the
surplus persists. Although undeniably possible, this seems rather
The more "marginal" (in terms of ability and commitment) students would tend to become discouraged, and abandon their programs. Even now, some of the better doctoral candidates and applicants to schools of education are becoming discouraged. And given
the lengthy training period involved, this is likely to be a considerable damper on the supply of teachers and, especially, Ph. D.'s. Furthermore, there are constant demands in academic departments for
gupgrading" the quality of their programs. Most often this really
means getting better students and/or raising the requirements for attaining the degree. Departments faced with difficulty in placing their

graduates in "satisfactory" employment are almost certain to find
such "upgrading" more tempting, if not, simply, the only fair and
reasonable thing to do.

There are several other rationales for a long-term surplus of highly
educated personnel that involve unusual circumstances. For instance,
it is possible that such a surplus exist and persist because the absolute
demand for personnel in a certain field may fall at a rate exceeding
the rate of death and retirement of existing job holders. Another possibility is that the forecasts of demand for such workers be contmu-
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ously in error. Although manpower forecasts have approxiniated "continuous error," they have tended to fluctuate between overestimation
aml underestimation.
There is, however, one other possibility which is not so easily dis-

missed. It is based upon the fact that highly educated peopleeven
when there is a surplus of them in their fields of specialtyfind better
jobs than they could without a degree. Those seeking specialized jobs

in fields which are experiencing manpower surpluses must accept
either a probability of unemployment or underemployment, or a
period of unemployment or tmderemployment. That is, new students
enrolling in specialized courses of study in which there is already a
surplus of personnel do not confront. lifelong unemployment. Depending on market conditions, such a student. may tell himself :
(1) I have a 75 percent chance of landing a job in my chosen field
aml in any case I will get some kind of job which is probably better
than I could get without the degree, or ;

(2) With my degree I will face unemployment or serious under-

employment for 6 months to a year before getting a job in my field.
In spite of a personnel surplus, if the absolute number of jobs grows,
or if there is any attrition at all, students may voluntarily accept unemployment or underemployment as the price of getting into a desired
field.

Thus it appears that the only very likely condition under which a
chronic surpluc of educated pe rsons could persist would be wherei t
was, in effect., voluntary. Ironically, this appears to be the cuse with
educated persons in some, underdeveloped countriec including India.2
Economic and other advantages accruing to educated penons are so
great, relative to the costs of obtaining an education (a publicly subsidized cost) in a number of professional fields, that a chronic surplus of
persons in particular skill categories could persist. We do not suggest
that this "explanation" will necessarily apply to the United States.

Rather, our argument is only that such a chronic surplus is in fact

possible, and that were it to come into being, it would be voluntary on
the part of those constituting the oversupply, and would be fmanced
in large part by public expenditures.
A further explanatory note is perhaps recessary. We do not see a
chronic involuntary oversupply of skilled manpower as at all likely.
Thus, for example, we heavily discount some projections we have
heard which forecast 500,000 to 600,000 unemployed teachers by 1975,
rising to a level of about 1 million by 1980. Developments such as this,
without countervailing adjustments, we see as unrealistic and unten-

able. But such forecastsbased on independent trend analyses of

supply and demanddo serve tO indicate the scale of the adjustment
process which must and will be undergone in bringing supply and demand into some sort of balance. That is, the size of the spread between
independently estimated supply and demand is an index of the magnitude of the adjustment problem.
B. UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT

No one, to our knowledge, has suggested that skilled manpower is
likely to confront serious levels of chronic unemployment. The serious
2 See Mark Blaug. Richnrd Laynrd, and Maureen Woodiudi, "The Causes of Educated

Unemployment In India," forthcoming.
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problems of unemployment are borne almost exclusively by indi-

viduals with low educational attainment. Short of a major depression,
we see no change in this condition. Although some B.A.'s, M.A..'s and
Ph. D's are unemployed, and although it is doubtless true that their
rate of unemployment rises when they are in oversupply, this unemployment rate is no sense adequately measures the extent or the nature
of the problem. First, for every highly skilled unemployed individual

there may be four or five more highly skilled individuals who are

underemployed. Unemployment rates, then, will understate the extent
of the problem. Second, use of unemployment rates are misleading
about the nature of the problem simply because underemployment, not

unemployment, is the major problem confronting surplus, highly

skilled workers.
In a methodological sense, it is unfortunate that unemployment is
not the appropriate index of oversupply of manpower. It is extremely
difficult to measure underemployment. The concept is filled with defimtional ambiguities. In his recent book on this subject, Ivar Berg 3 finds
that by using one set of assumptions about skills required for specific

job categories it is possible to conclude that there is massive overtraining of American workers. But, using only slightly different assumptions about such job requirements, he is led to the conclusion
that there is little or no such overtraining. Berg did discover, less
ambiguously, that frequently workem with less education were more
productive than worker with more education who were doing the
same job. It can be hypothesized that this was due .to the greater
frustration or lessened challenge of the work for the more highly
educated workers. But other explanations are equally possible, such
as the irrelevance of much of fcrmal education to job performance.
This issue, too, remains problematic, although the sympathies of Berg
are evident in the subtitle to his book : "The Great Training Robbery.''
C. CREDENTIALISM

The problem of credentialism is inextricably linked to the problem
of underemployment. The ethic that "education is good and more edu-

cation is better" is a deeply ingrained social norm. It is widely as-

sumed that, other things equal, the more educated worker is the better
worker. For certain jobs this is unassailable. But for a large number
of jobs it is suspect; in others it is clearly not the case, Berg's findings
indicate.
In part, the problem of credentialism is an education-based one. It

is in the interest of the educators that education be highly valued.
But credentialism is also very largely an employer-based problem.
As long as employers place a high value on educational credentials
per se, the problem will remain. It may be, however, that employers

are beginning to question the merits of educational certificates. Many
employers claim that they have been aware that, for many positions,
the skills learned in education are either not relevant or are more than
needed to perform the job tasks. Instead, they claim to have been using
educational attainment as an indicator of other, less easily measured,
personal traith, such as persistence, responsibility, commonsense,
"Education and sobs : The Great Training Robbery," Praeger, New York City : 1969.
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imagination, and so forth. Ivar Berg's findings along with the findings
of others may signal the beginning of a rethinking of these assumptions by employers. There is considerable stimulus for employers to
make such reassessments, since the more highly educated workers
command higher salaries.
Nonetheless, there is a very real danger that the employment market
rather arbitrarily uses educational credentials to ration jobs. It seems
possible, perhaps likely, that one of the major consequences of increasing educational attainment is that defined educational requirements
of jobs rise at a more rapid rate than actual educational requirements
of jobs, And this, especially., is a major possible consequence of excess
supplies of highly educated individuals.
IV. SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR B.A.'S, TEACI1E.RS, AND P11. D.S :

9 7 0-198 0

We now examine, in turn, the potential surpluses of college graduates, schoolteachers, and doctors of philosophy.
A. COLLEGE GRADUATES

In our opinion, there is no surplus of college graduates in general.
There may be temporary surpluses of particular specializations, but
with the exceptions of schoolteachers, discussed separately below,
these temporary imbalances do not appear to differ from those of past

yea rs.
Our judgment is based on three perspectives.

First, while there is some evidence of unemployment of recent
college graduates, we have no evidence to suggest that this unemployment exceeds what could be attributed to the cyclical, short-run
structural causes discussed above. In a recession/structural change
situation sufficiently severe that employers are laying off and dismissing some employees already on their payrolls, it is not surprising
that they are hirmg fewer new employees. .And the problem is made
more severe by the very large size of the graduating class, 816,000.
Second, currently available projections of the demand and supply
for college-educated workers Indicate no overall surphis, though a
surplus is suggested in some categories, particularly, mathematics, life
science, and elementary and secondary schoolteachers.° Indeed, the
same projections imply significant shortages of certain college-trained
personnel, including some categories of scientific manpower.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics forecasts are based on highly sophisticated economic forecasts.° The Educational Policy Research Center
has recently published its own forecasts, made with somewhat different assumptions and using somewhat different, though also highly
sophisticated, methods.° Table I provides a comparison. Note that the
BLS forecasts are somewhat higher for given assumed average rates
of unemployment, and that the BLS expects a higher fraction of gross
"College-Educated Workers, 1908-80," Bulletin 11376, U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 1970. Joseph Froomkin, using methods similar to those
employed by the
BLS, has also concluded that aggregate supply and demand for B.A.'s
will be in approximate
balance during the 1970's,
'3 "Pattern of U.S. Econdmic Growth," Bulletin 1072, U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1970.
John A. Henning and A. Dale Tussing, "The U.S. Economy Through 2000 : Forecasts
of Major Macroeconomic Variables,' working draft, Educational Policy Research
Center,
Apr11 1971.

72-703--72-10
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national product to be devoted to consumption expenditure than is
forecast by the EPRC. The principal reason for both differences is
that. the BLS assumes a population growth rate of 1,3 percent, while
thc EPRC has revised its population-growth forecasts downward to
1.0 percent, in line with recent trends. A. lower rate of population
irrowth
(which we believe to be the correct, choice) implies a some:,
what. different, mix of jobs as well, including more public-service jobs
in general, but fewer elementary schoolteachers (by 1080) than have
been forecast by BLS.

TABLE I.-FORECASTS OF 1980 GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AND PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS. 1958 DOLLARS.
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY RESEARCH CENTER
Percent distribution

Billions of 1958 dollars
ELS

Assumed unemployment rate (percent)._

3

1165.0

GNP

Consumption.
Government
Investment 2

BLS

EPRC

I

758. 3

210.8
195.9

3. 5
1129.8
682. 2
262. 3
181. 2

4

BLS

EPRC

3.0

3. 5
100. 0

1155.0
751.9

100.0
65.1

208. 9

18.1

194.2

16.8

60.4
23.2
16.4

For unemployment equals 4.0 porcent. GNP equals 1125. 7.
3 Gross domestic investment plus net foreign Investment.

Source: For BLS projections. Patterns of U.S. Economic Growth, B.L.S. Bulletin 1672. For E.P.R.C. projections. Henning
and Rasing. -The U.S. Economy Through 2000:Forecasts of Major Macroeconomic Variables." Working Draft. April 1971.

These forecasts, especially the differences among them, point out a

major difficulty of manpower forecasting. Manpower projections

necessarily must be based on a number of other projections of various
social and economic variables all of which are subject. to considerable
disagreement and uncertainty. When the various projections are com-

bined, the uncertainty of each is compounded with the others. And
the above estimates indicate that even the highly sophisticated econometric forecasts differ considerably.
B. SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR TEA C HERS,

70-1 980

The single area of unanimous agreement in occupational forecasting
is that there will be a surplus of teachers in the coming decade. This
results from several major developments. First, we are now in the
midst of a decline in the absolute number of children entering and go-

ing through our elementary and secondary school system-this is

simply a demographic reidity. Second, a steadily increasing percentage
of our college graduates have become eligible for teaching jobs. The
percentage of all bachelor degree recipients who are eligible to teach
has risen from about 30 percent in 1955 to about 40 percent in 1970.'

Combining this with the large expansion in the absolute number of
college graduates results in a truly enormous and continuing growth
in the total number of eligible teachers being produced each year.
The projections with which we are familiar are in much agreement
on the future demand for elementary and secondary school teachers.8
I National Education Association. "Teacher Supply and Demand In Public Schools, HEM"
1070-R14.

James Byrnes, on-going resenrch at the Educational Polley Research Center, Syracuse:

National Center for Educational Statistics, "Projections of Educational Statistics to
1970," 1970-R14.
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They foresee a need for about 2.2 to 2.4 million act ive teachers for each
year of the period 1971 to 1970. They are based on the assmnption that
the pupil-teacher ratio remains at about its present level of 22 or 23
to 1. By using data collected by Cie National Education Association,"
it is possible to make rather crude estimates of the annual requirement
for newly graduated teachers.
In doing so. we make the following assumptions:
(a) Demand for 2,400,000 teachers each year.

(b) Past trends continue in the flow of teachers to and from the
ranks of "active" and "inactive" teachers. This means a net decrease
in the ranks of active teachers of about 5 percent. per yetv.
(c) The annual retirement .of teachers is in the range of 20,000 to

30,000 per year in the 1970's.

We can then estimate the annual "requirements" for new teachers as
being 5 percent of the (constant) number of teachers (2,400.000) plus
amount needed to replace retiring teachers (about 25,000). This
yields an annual demand for recently graduated teachers on the order
of 145,000 per year for the 1970-80 period.
We lmve been nnable to discover existing projections of the supply
of new teachers graduating in. the 1970's. Data are available on the miniber of new B.A. recipients who are eligible to teach : currently about
39 percent of all new B.A.'s are eligible. In absolute terms, this means
about 291,000 potential new teachers. But this does not mean that all
of these "elicribles" majored in education: in fact. about 40 percent
of them did.t'Nor does it mean that all of them are even interested in
teaching. IIistorically, about 75 percent of the "eligibles" have gone
directly into teaching. If this were true this year, it would mean that
about 218.000 new trraduates would be seeking teaching jobs. If about
40 percent of all B.A. recipients continue to be eligibIe to teach, and

if about 75 percent of these "eligibles" continue to desire teaching
jobs. we would expect that the number of new, qualified B.A.'s who
ere seeking teaching jobs would rise from about 240,000 in 1071 to
about 320,000 in 1980.

The EPRC attempted a survey of schools of education on their expectations concerning the number of graduates for the next 3 years, as
well as information on the level of applications for the coming year
in comparison to the levels of previous years. However, it. was impossible, given the short time involved, to collect such data, and the
effort was abandoned. But what we found most revealing was that

none of the four or five schools we talked with before abandoning
the project appeared to have such data readily available. We took
this as some indication that the forecasts of great teacher surpluses
in the 1970's do not appear to have had a startling impact on the
schools of education. Our effort, of course, was limited in scope, so
we cannot be too assured in this conclusion.

The most recent National Education Association "Teacher Supply
and Demand in Public Schools" report is also dismaying in that it
appears to be oblivious to warnings of impending surpluses. All of
their language, quality criteria, and analyses focus on the continuing
teacher shortage crisis.
National Education Association. "Teacher Supply and Demand in Public Schools.

1970." 1970R14

.
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There is another very alarminfr portend about the oversupply of
teachers in the 1970's. Lewis MayPlew, in his report, "Graduate. and
Professional Education, 1980," found that institutions in the United
States planned on creating 39 entirely new schools of education, while
none of the existing ones were slated for elimination. Since these data
are based on questionnaires filled out in 1967-68 while the higher education boom was at its zenith, and the impact of the crisis in financing
higher education had not yet arrived, many of these plans may have
been scaled down. As Cheit discovered in another Carnegie Commission Report, schools facing financial crisis tend to take as a first step

the deferral of planned new proarams and facilities." But this remains an unknown, and an updaling of these data would be most
useful.

It is perhaps useful here to reiterate a point made earlier. We do not
in any sense expect the sizable gap between supply and demand for
teachers estimated above to come into being. Bather, this gap repre-

sents an estimate of the adjustment inoblem. Either demand will

be greater than estimated, supply will be less, or both. We feel certain
that supply will be less than the above trend calculations estimate :
the trend will change. We are less clear about possible increases in
demand, thongh there are indications that this might occur.
The following sorts of factors would have to be weighed in a more
detailed analysis. First, to what extent have the ranks of teacher "eligibles" and teacher applicants been swollen by the Vietnam War ?
We would expect this source of supply of new teachers to be disappearing rapidly. How many new teachers will be required for expansion
of-new programs in, say, early childhood education and vocational
education ? Furthermore2 how much increase in demand for school
teachers can be expected in the 1970's as the result of expansion of the
whole set of "peripheral" educational activities (adult education, correspondence courses public and private on-the-job training, and so
forth) ? To what eXtent is the pupil-teacher ratio likely to decline,
thus requirince more teachers than are currently anticipated ? Sinnlarly, to whaeextent will the public focus on raising the rate of high
school completion from its current level of about 80 percent? Special
and remedial educational programs generally seem to require substantially lower pupil-teacher ratios ni order to be successful.
C.

PII. D. PROJECTIONS

The notice of a surplus of Ph. D.'s is in many ways the most

c'spectacular" of manpower imbalances. An unemployed unskilled
laborer is hardly novel, while an unemployed nuclear physicist may
even be written up in the New York Times. And it is not just the
waste of human resources and skills which brings greater attention
to the latterit is also because America has for a long time fervently
believed in education, regarding "more" as "better." As already discussed, however, the. Ph. D. is unlikely to be unemployedcurrent
estimates of the unemployment rate for Ph. D.'s are in the neighborhood of 1 percent. The more likely problem of Ph. D.'s is underemployment. As yet, there does not appear to be a major underemploy-

10 Earl F. Chen, "The New Depression In Higher Education?' New York: McGraw-HID,

1971.
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ment problem for Ph. D.'sit, also, is currently estimated (as of

1970) at about 1 percent. But there are indications that it may become
not only a considerable problem for Ph. D.'s in terms of unmet or unfifililled career expectations. but also a social problem in terms of
misallocated public resources.
Nmnerous pi.ojeetions have been made of the supply of Ph. D.'s
between 1970 and 1980. Almost all of them are based on fairly straightforward extrapolations of past trends. However, there are a number

of different ways these trends can be extrapolated, and they have

resulted in quite divergent anticipated outcomes. For instance, recent
forecasts of Ph. D. production in 1980 range from a low of about
40,000 to a high of about 78.000 (compared with an output of about
29,000 new Ph. D.'s in 1970). The estimates of demand for the em-

ployment of Ph. D.'s constitute a similar, disparate array of pro-

jections.
Despite such differences and disagreements, one theme of consensus

does emerge: in terms of traditional forms of employment (11. & D.
and college and university teaching) we are confronted with a future
surplus of Ph. D.'s. But there is disagreement over the extent of the
problem, the nature of the problem, and even whether the surplus
really is a problem.
Pit. D. Output in 1.080

Listed in table II are a number of projections of Ph. D. output in

the year 1980.

TABLE ll.SELECTED PROJECTIONS OF Ph. D. OUTPUT, 1980
12 parcent per year I
Mayhew:
High
Medium
flaggstrom:

86,000
77.000
67.500

-High

77.703
61,803
55.003
71,003
62.500

Medium
Low
Natiohal Research Council
OE (NCES)
Falk

48, COO

Cartter:
Expected

49,000

Low

4 ,000

I The rate of increase of Ph. D. output from 1960-70. We are unaware of anyone who has suggested that this rate will
continue; it is presented here as a benchmark for comparing the other projections.
Source:See appended bibliography.

The Syracuse EPRC has not constructed its own forecasting model
of Ph. D. production. However, if forced to settle upon one, "surprisefree," or "least unlikely" projection, we would hazard the estimate that
about 50,000 Ph. D.'s will be produced in 1980. This is somewhat in

the middle of the range of projections listed above, tending toward
the lower end. This "tendency" is based on our belief that many of
the higher projections did not adequately take into account the persistence of the current financial crisis in higher education, and the
strength of the "market response" of potential Ph. D. candidates to
the now well publicized "glut" of Ph. D.'s. Furthermore, we feel that
some downward reassessments are called for by the current and possibly future disenchantment of many undergraduates with graduate
school. Once again, however, projections of graduate degree recipients

have been very unreliable in the past, and the state of the art has in
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no substantial way improved. In this light, we would readily admit
that our "estimate" of an output of 50,000 new Ph. D.'s in 1980 could
prove to be far from accurate. Nonetheless, such projections must be
made despite their shortcomings on the assumption that unreliable

projections are better than none.
Demand for Ph. D.'s
It is useful to disaggregate total demand for the services of Ph. D.'s
into three sources of employment: colleae and university teaching,
research and development, and "other." d'ver thepast decade approxim ately 50 percent of the new Ph. D.'s have gone i nto teaching, around
35 percent have been employed in R. & D., leaving about 15 percent
for "other." This disaggregation, though a step in the right direction,
is far from complete. For instance, Allan Cartter has estimated that
about 90 percent of the Ph. D. graduates in such fields as anthropol-

ogy, history, and English have gone directly into college teaching.
Unfortunately, sufficient data is not available to permit a detailed examination of the supply or demand for Ph. D.'s in the various academic disciplines. For the present, we are restricted to treating Ph. D.'s
as a homogeneous group, save for some special references to the sciences, where some projections have been made for particular fields and
for science as a whole.
Demand for college and naversity teachers
Allan Cartter has presented the most detailed picture of the outlook
for employment of new Ph. D.'s in academia. In this section we rely
heavily on his approach and data, save for a major quarrel with his
assumption about the proportion of all new college teachers who will
possess a Ph. D. He assumes that this proportion will remain at its
current level, while we assume that it will increase fairly considerably.
First, however, we will present his calculations.
Cartter begins with the National Center for Educational Statistics

projections on full-time equivalent (FTE), undergraduate enroll-

ments. He then assumes that them will be an increase of one faculty
member for each additional 20 FTE students. He also assumes an
attrition rate (death and retirement) of existing faculty of 2 percent.
Finally, he assumes that universities, 4-year colleges, and 2-year colleges maintain the current percentage of Ph. D.'s on their teaching
staffs. All of this leads him to conclude that about 92,000 new Ph. D.'s
will be hired for higher education teaching positions in the period
1970-1980.

At noted above, we disagree with his assUmption that the current,
percentage of Ph. D.'s on college faculties will only be "maintained"
at its current level of about 44 percent. This seems especially unreasonable when one combines a picture of a surplus of Ph. D.'s (which will
act to hold teaching salaries down) with an awareness of the high
priority and prestige colleges attach to "upgrading" the quality of
their programs by increasing the number of Ph. D.'s on their staffs.
Given these two complementary considerations, we find it quite reasonable to assume that as many as 60 percent of all new faculty members
in the 1970's will be Ph. D.'s. Even this may turn out to be a conservative estimate. But if 60 percent of all new faculty are Ph. D.'s, this will
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mean It demand for new Ph. D.'s by academia of 125,000 in the 1970's.
This compares with Cartter's estimate of 92,000.
Demand for Ph.D.'s for reseamh and development

It has been found that there is a very high correlation between the
total (government and business) expenditures on R. & D. and the employment of Ph. D.'s in R. & D. Dean, Rattner, and Reisman, in research performed by OE and Case Western Reserve University, have
estimated that each additional billion dollars of R. & D. expenditure

entaii3 hiring 3,500 additional Ph. D.'s." As with the proportion of
Ph. D.'s on college faculties, it is reasonable to argue that the proportion of Ph. D.'s hired for R. & D. will rise in the 1970's due to their

expected realtive abundance as well as their research expertise. In this
case, however, a change in the proportion of Ph. D.'s to other researchers does not make a considerable difference unless the proportion is
raised qpite drastically.
The Dean, Rattner, and Reisman estimates lead to the conclusion
that about 48,000 new Ph. D.'s will be required over the decade for the
expansion of the nation's R. & D. activities, while another (roughly

estimated) 20,000 new Ph. D.'s will be required to replace current
R. & D.', Ph. D.'s who die or retire. This leads to a total R. & D. de-

mand for new Ph. D.'s of about 68,000 in the 1970's.

-

.

ther
We have very little information on this residual category. Presumably, many of them go into administrative, management, and research
operations of State local, and Federal Government, as well as private
business. We also I:now
that recently about 15 percent of new Ph. D.'s
have fallen into this category. We do not know what percent of this
group could be described as underemployed, though we suspect that
their numbers are small. A recent "Survey of Doctoral Employment"
conducted jointly by the National Academy of Sciences and the National Research Council in early 1970 estimates that only about onehalf of 1 percent of recenly graduate science Ph. D.'s are employed in
work unrelated to their training. As discussed before, the meaning and
measurement of "underemployment" are quite vague. Furthermore,
the survey results are based upon reports from department chairmen,
not the Ph. D.'s themselves. We would suspect that department chairmen are susceptible to a downward bias in their estimates of underemployment of their recent graduates. Nonetheless, we would have to
suspect them of blatant dishonesty were we to posit even so much as a
2 percent underemployment rate for their recent graduates. The same
survey also concluded that slightly less than 1 percent of recent Ph. D.
recipients in the sciences were unemployed. And this figure is in the
range of "frictional" unemployment : unemployment of usually short
duration experienced between jobs.
These figures indicates that, at least for the present and recent past,
nonacademic, non-R. & D. jobs for Ph. D.'s cannot easily be dismissed
as excess or surplus. If there was a surplus, it would show up largely
in this category. For the present, there simply does not appear to be
much of a surplus.
11"Supply and Demand of Teachers and Supply and Demand of Ph.D.'s : 1971-1680," U.S.
Office of Education, Draft, March 1971.

1114,Aq.
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We are left, then, with the difficult task of estimating what percent-

age of the total Ph. D. supply will be fully employed (in terms of

their traininct) in the "other" category in the 1970's. As noted above,
15 percent of all new Ph. D.'s have been so employed in this area in the
past. We see no reason to assume that this percentage will fall.
We have previously estimated that for the 1970's about 125,000 new
Ph. D.'s will be required for teaching jobs and another 68,000 will
be recluired for R. & D. activities. This totals to about 193,000 new
Ph. D. s. An additional 15 percent of this total for the "other" category would mean 30,000 more new Ph. D.'s. If the "other" category
were to rise to 20 percent (in terms of Ph. D.'s whose training was
fully utilized), we would expect an additional 40,000 more new Ph. D.'s
rather than 30,000. We find ourselves more persuaded by the 40,000 fig-

ure than the 30,000 for two reasons. First, there obviously will be a

continued increase in the volume and use of technical information. This

should increase the demand for Ph. D.'s, especially in light of the

next point. Second, highly skilled and trained individuals to sonic extent create a demand for their services. This appears to have happened
with the tremendous increase of college graduates in the past decade,
and we see no reason to suspect that employers will not rearrange a
number of job functions and responsibnies in order to utilize at least
some of the expanded output of Ph. D.'s.
It should be noted that the ability of the economy to effectively use
and call upon the services of Ph. D. s may be much greater than estimated here. We consider the current unemployment and underemployment rates mentioned above as negligible. It may be that there is an
effective demand for Ph. D.'s in business and government which far
exceeds the current or even the anticipated supply. It is quite possible that the "other" categor3r has been experiencmg shortages of supply
the past decade. We simply do not know, and we see no easy way of land-

ing out.
Summary

Our estimate, then, is that there will be a demand for about 2332000
new Ph. D.'s in the period 1970 to 1980. About 125,000 will be required
for college and university teaching, about 68,000 for R. & D. activities,
and about 40,000 for miscellaneous administrative, management, and
research jobs. Our trend analysis estimate of Ph. D. production or

supply lead us to estimate that about 400,000 new Ph. D.'s will be

generated in the 1970's. This means that we would expect about 165,000
Ph. D.'s to experience some amount of underemployment in the course
of the 1970's.

When one looks at the absolute number of Ph. D.'s involved in a
potential surplus, and especially, when one compares these to the size

of the total work force, two observations stand out. First, 165,000

c'extra" Ph. D.'s in the 1970's would mean about 16,500 per year. This
does not seem to represent a potentially serious social problem, especial-

ly when it is realized that very few of them will be unemployed.

Second, in terms of the needs of the entire society or economy, we can
observe that we are discussing something around two one-hundredths
of 1 percent of the total work force. When one considers the uncertainties of manpower forecasting, it may seem that we are here dealing with very "fine-tuning" indeed. We wonder if there really is not
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enough "give" in the economy to absorb usefully each year the services

of an "extra" 10,500 highly intelligent, trained, and specialized

workers.
None of this is meant to deny the high cost of producing Ph. D's. It
would not be unreasonable to estimate that each Ph. D. produced costs
$20,000 in public funds. This means that 16,500 "extra" Ph. D.'s per

year would be created at an annual cost to the public of about $330
million. This figure, though, represents an exaggeration of the "social
waste," since most of the excess would probably be finding at least a
partial use for their training.
VPOLICE COMMENTS
A. FEDERAL POLICY RESPONSES

The Federal Government must, naturally, wonder why it should be

supporting the production of more teachers and more Ph. D.'s at a
time when surpluses are anticipated shortly. A straightforward response would be to sharply reduce such supportand there are clear

indications that this is being done." But such responses can have drawbacks serious enough to make their net effect detrimental.
Manpower planning faces enormous difficulties. First, manpower

projections (supply and demand) are subject to considerable uncertainty. This uncertainty increases the further projections extending
into the future. Projections even 3 or 4 years into the future are extremely risky. And when one adds up the inevitable timelags involved
in moving from determining that there will be a manpower problem,
to difining a remedy, to implementing the remedy, and_, finally, to the

time required for the policy to take effect, it is possible that 4 or 5
years will have elapsed. And this may exceed the limits of our ability
to frame reasonably accurate predictions of manpower supply and
demand. The timelag in i)olicy response, of course, is greater when new
legislation is required. But even in the case of effective, discretionary
administrative authority, there is still at least a 2-year lag in the output
responsiveness of educational institutions.
Here, then there is not only the danger that today's manpower policies attempt to solve yesterday's problems but also that they contribute to tomorrow's problems. For example, Federal efforts in the
late 1960's to reduce the teacher shortage may have contributed to
our current problem of a teacher surplus. It is not impossible, though
it may seem so, that current public efforts to reduce "future" teacher
surpluses will result in worsening a future teacher shortage.

The "big imponderable" in all of this, from the Federal Government's point of view, is the effectiveness of the market mechanism

74.

which works to equate supply and demand. To our knowledge no one
has constructed a detailed or accurate method for permitting supply
nnd demand projections to interact with one another in a realistic
fashion. We are in a very primitive state when it comes to assessing
the relative influences of the following sorts of factors : the responsiveFo r Instance. the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation bee renortnd an
R5 nercent cutback In federally financed first year fellowshins between 1097 nud
1972. Tn
1907, 10.972 new graduate students were supported bv federal fellowship programs.
By
1972. according to current budget plans, the number will he only 1.570.
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ness of students to smpluses or prospective surpluses, the responsiveness of graduate schools and departments to surpluses, the "momentum" inherent in new programs and departments which make them
relatively oblivious to market surpluses because of the costs already
sunk into their creation, and the responsiveness of State legislatures
and budget authorities to reports of surpluses. All of those influences
must be weighed by the Federal Government in prescribng remedial
policies. And there is very little to cm) on in doing so. We are reasonably
confident that the various non-Federal Government factors will move

strongly in the direction of equilibrating supply and demand. But
how rapidly and effectively they will do so is unknown.
Another major problem in moving to curtail Federal support for
teachers and Ph. D.'s is to do it in a manner which will not especially
burden students from low-income families. For this reason, reduction of student aid assistance may be one of the least desirable methods
of dealing with the problem, though it may be the most expedient. This
problem is of sizable proportions, since gradimte students from lowincome families appear to be at least as well represented in &graduate
education as they are in the population at large." It seems to be of con-

siderable national importance that means be found to retain higher

education as a significant avenue of upward social mobility, at the same

time that the rate of growth of the output of higher education is
restrained.

B. ALTERNATIVE USES OP COLLEGE-AGE YEARS

We have concluded that there is no surplus of college graduates, at
least not in the chronic, long-run sense that would imply an educational as opposed to an economic issue. Yet we think it is fair to say
that there is a surplus in two important other sense. First, we feel
quite sure that there already exists an underutilization of the skills of
the existing work force. Second, while we have no objective evidence

to justify the view, we assert that if a socially legitimate alternative to
college existed for those of college age, fewer persons would enroll in
college. One major reason why large and increasing numbers of people
attend college is that there is literally nothing else for them to do. The
armed services, which were once a legitimate use of this time, appear
to be losing some of that legitimacy ; moreover, the implication of a
21/, million-man limit on the armed services in the face of continuing
increases in the college-age population, implies that this option is
being closed to many. Where work was once a legitimate alternative, it
is increasingly true that the jobs available to a high school graduate
are not gateways to vocations, and that a person who does not attend
college must while away his time washing cars, et cetera, before starting
his true career at a later age (if ever). This means that there is an
oversupply of college graduates relative to what people really want
to do, and would do if given the chance.
Given that a fraction of college graduates do not appear needed in
the skill sense, and that a fraction of college graduates do not really
want to go to college, there seems to be a need for an alternative,
career-oriented option for those years.
" Results of a special Office of Education study : "The Academic and Financial Status

of Graduate Students. Spring, 1005."
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We suggest research into the best form or forms of what we choose
to call Mternative College Age Option (ACAO), and into its probable cost. Without benefit of such research, we suagest the following :
1. ACAO should have certain properties of the armed services. It
should be thought of as a self-contained segment of a person's life, a
place to grow up and "become a man" (or woman). There should be
some sense of adventure, or at least of departure from life's routine.

2. ACAO should have certain properties of regular employment.

Most important, enrollees should be paid. They should be able to meet

people whom they might marry. They should be able to acquire a
variety of career skills. However, ACAO should not be looked upon
primarily as a school ; the acquisition of skills should be a highly important byproduct, as n
i the Armed Forces.
3. ACAO should have certain properties of college. There should
be some emphasis upon personal development, including late or recurrent socialization." It is sometimes said, possibly with some exaggeration, that a major function of fraternities and sororities was to take
farm boys and girls, and other graceless post-adolescents, and ,give
them the manners and culture appropriate to college graduates. While
much of this function has been given over to television, it is evident
that that approach is incomplete.

4. There should be some time apart from work duties and from
manual/physical effort for reading, lectures, discussion, et cetera. That
is, it is our opinion that traditional book-learning and classroom learning mixes poorly with on-the-job and job-simulation learning.

5. ACAO should have certain properties of the Peace Corps. The
idea of a National Service Corps has been suggested ; we think a "dogood" option should be available, but the idea of national or international service, as opposed to self-development, should not be so strongly
emphasized as to dominate the public image of the program. The pro()Tam should be open to those who don't want to do good.
6. Though they would not be barred, the program would not be given
the image of being designed especially to deal with the unemployed,
with street people or postmakers, with juvenile delinquents, with dope
addicts and ex-convicts, et cetera.
7. One idea worth examination is the establishment of 15 to 20 units,
chartered by the Federal Government, but organized by other institutions operating on a. modified voucher plan, in competition with each
other.

C. EDUCATIONAL MANPOWER

The Federal Government has a variety of programs affecting educational manpower. But it is not clear that the Federal Government has
an educational manpower policy.
The fact that there is a teacher surplus and that it follows upon the
heels of a teacher shortage, suggest the need for a national educational
manpower policy. The development of such a policy would require
three-stage research, as follows :
1. A national inventory of the teacher force. It is possible without
a survey or inventory to make some plausible inferences concerning.
the "teacher-force"the aggregate of (i ) certified teachers engaged
" William M. Rivera. "Recurrent Socialization." Working Paper, Educational Policy

Research Center. Juno 1071.
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in teaching; (ii) certified teachers not engaged in teaching ; (iii) uncertified teachers engaged in teaching; and (iv) uncertified persons
who might, under some conditions (such as a temporary though severe teacher shortage), be drawn into teaching. A national inventory
of educational skills would go further, and determine the distribution
of these four groups among elementary and secondary teaching and
among fields of competence ; and the geographic distribution, at least
to highlight areas, if any, of particular abundance and shortage.
Such an inventory would give the size of the "teacher force," the
sum of the four, ana of the "working teacher force," which is the sum
of (i) and (iii)! Changes in the teacher force would occur through the
output of schools of eclucatioin and related educational outputs (increment), and through death and retirement (decrement). Changes
in. the working teacher force would occur through the same changes,
together with movements of persons from (ii) to (i) and from (iv)

to (iii).

Projections of the supply and demand for teachers would then include these four categories, and in cases of shortage would involve a
consideration of whether and to what extent it could be dealt with by
shifts among categories, rather than increasing the output of schools
of education.
2. The second aspect of the policy research would be an inventory of
policy instruments available to the U.S. Office of Education by which it
can influence the size of the teacher force and of the working teacher
force. An evaluation would be made of each such instrument. First is
the ability to propose new legislation, particularly institutional and
student aid in teacher preparation, and then, annually, the ability to
seek funding for existing programs. Suffice it to say that this instrument is a crude and inflexible, one, difficult to start, even more difficult
to reverse. Second is the ability to influence, through leadership and
moral suasion, chief state school officers and deans of schools of educa-

tion. The USOB might put forth, for instance, a set of guidelines to
advise schools of education on admissions policies consistent with equat-

ing the supply of teachers with the demand. Since such a program of

leadership would not seem to require statutory authorization, it is

included here among currently available instruments, though it is not
in fact used.
3. The third step is to determine whether additional and/or modified
instruments of educational manpower policy are needed, and who
should make educational manpower policy and utilize these instrumentsthe Commissioner of Education, a regulatory body comprised
of representatives of affected groups, or some other group. This question of institutional authority would lie somewhat more sensitive should
the new instruments include discretionary control over the amounts and
distribution of institutional and/or student aid in teacher preparation,
and financial inducements to former teachers to return to teaching and
so forth. Should the instruments of this manpower policy be limited to
leadershin and moral suasion, as indicated above, the institutional
loens of this "power" would not be particularly controversial.

VISmarm.
In brief, we conclude that at this time there appears to be no particular dancrer of a fundamental surplus in the output of B.A.'s in the
7
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1970's. There does, however, appear to be reason to suspect an overproduction of Ph. D.'s. But this overproduction is small in terms of
the size of the total work force and in terms of the margin of error in
projecting supply and demand. Finally, it seems quite certain that we
are abont-to enter a period of fundamental surplus of elementary and

secondary school teachers. How rapidly individuals, schools of higher
education, and State governments will respond to this imbalance remains problematic. An informed Federal policy directed at ameliorating this surplus would have to be based upon some knowledge of the
strength and effectiveness of these non-Federal sources of adjustment
of supply and demand.
In the course of this report we have made a number of remarks about
manpower planning which may strike some as bordering on disparagement. This may to some extent reflect our own personal and subjective
opinions.

Nonetheless, we feel that if a course of manpower planning is to be
adopted, it should be done fully, deliberately, and well. Quick-or piecemeal manpower planning should be avoidedthere simply is too much

room for error. Much more information than is currently available
would be needed. This applies especially to the lack of disaggregated
data for the various categories tmd disciplines of B.A.'s. teaohers, and
Ph. D.'s.
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HOW'RE YOU GOING TO KEEP THEM DOWN ON THE
FARM AFTER THEY'VE SEEN TV? 1
BY DR. ROBERT L. HILLIARD, CHIEF, EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING
BRANCH, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION CHAIRMAN,
FEDERAL INTERAGENCY MEDIA COMMITTEE

It. seems to me we are wasting our time.
We talk about early learning centers. The early learning center is the
4 square feet in front of the television set.
We talk about case histories. The case history is that by the time the
child enters ldndergarten he or she has already spent more hours learning about the world in front of the television set than the hours he will
spend in a college classroom getting a bachelor's and master's denTee.
The child, at any age, no longer enters the iron suit of formal ecruc a-

t ionif he ever didas a blank piece of paper to be written on by a
teacher.

The college student of today is of the thlevision generation. He Ims
seen war, assassinations, and the moon. Does anyone really think
they're going to teach him history out of a book ?
I have had the privilege of speaking at these conferences for 5 years

now. Each succeeding year I have more and more cause to wonder
whether all conferences are merely sops for consciences, that make
procrastinators of us all.
Four years ago I spoke about television and early childhood educaI ion. I urged full and careful utilization of this medium that children
at the earliest age are most tuned in to as the primary means for motivating and educating children. So here I am. 4 years later, invited
back to speak about the same thin... Sad to say, I could give exactly
the same speech again because although the realization and urgency
have grown, there is still virtually no meaningful action on the part
of educators and industry to meet the real needs of the children and of
society through television.

Tack about a generation gap. What a tragic waste of time, what a
revealing picture of why sonm of the brightest, most capable students

are dropping out, turning on, or burning down, for us to talk here

about early childhood education, about any education and not realize
where its really at. Its right there in the living room, and until you
know that you are completely out of what's happening in this world
today.

It has taken a 10-week education and communications lecture-consulting-study tour of Asia nd the Soviet Unionl from which I have
just recently returned, to clear away any reservations I may have had
on the failures and successes, the inadequacies and potentials of education and communications in this country and throughout the world.
I Prom an Address to the American Management Association, Sixth Annual Conference

on Education and Training, New York, Aug. 8, 1970.
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Those of you who have traveled in Asia know that
don't truly
begin to understand what educational communicationsyou
means to this
world until you go through the streets of Calcutta and see that it is
only the very lucky ones of the more than half-million people
who are
born, exist and die on the streets who have a sewer pipe to crawl into
at night.
Only after your insides and heart and head are torn apart by the
bestial poverty virtually everyplace you turn in southeast Asia, after
you witness the daily bloody revolutions of individuals and groups
wh.o have nothing to lose by dying because a bullet or a bayonet is less
willful than their slow diseased starvation, can you really understand
how tragically serious is the seemingly flip comment, how're you going
to keep them down on the farm after they've seen TV?
In our supersophistication of economic security (man, the timesare-a-changin' !) we still, every day, conduct our educational institutions as if sitting on one's rear end within the confines of four walls
for 3 hours a week for 15 weeks had anything to do with learning.
(Pity the poor elementary and secondary school child, who is trapped
for 5 hours every day in such a situation. I suppose there are just three
places in our society where human beings are held irrevocably against
their will : Jails, insane asylums and schools).

The tragedy is that even after the classroom (gets burned clown
most administrators and teachers still don't get the hint and they make
speeches and testify before congressional committees placing the
blame on virtually everyone and everything, but forgetting to include
the most compelling factors of allthe inadequate educational techniques and systems. I am not discounting the public issues raised by
the students. I do say, however, that the root cause of the problem is
the educational system and practice which force students to go out of
the school if they want to deal with the critical issues of society. (I
will tell you later about a new university that could be the salvation
of American educationits whole orientation is practical concern and
action in regard to the critical needs of the day which will focus the
students energies on positive communications projects to solve the
problems.)
Blame it on television. Our students today are not going to stay
down on the figurative farm. They have grown up with television,
spending about 50 percent more timo in front of the television set than
in the classroom by the time they graduate from high school..They
have seen the realities of the outside world and they are not willing to
accept the insular, isolationist, esoteric irrekvance rampant in formal
education as those of us did who didn't have the advantage of TV to
know any better.
Despite the potential incitement of TV to progress and change-.
not weloomed in every country in the worldeverywhere I went in
Asia; in Japan, Hong Kong, 'Taiwan, Thailand, Cambodia: Burma,
Nepal, India, Pakistan, and in Asian and European Republics of the
Soviet Union, I got the same message from almost all government
officials, educators, parents, children, professionals, blue collar workers and, especially, from business and industry executives.

And the message was, simply and directly, that they want com-

munications and need communications to create a contributing, viable
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population in a world that has closed in on and made every country
an integrated part of that world.
Even in countries where there is in part or in whole political isolationism, businessmen told me privately that they hoped television could
be developed as an effective link to other countries and eventually pro-

vide an understanding and opening for increased trade. Even in countries where official announcements have proclaimed no immediate interest in educational television, industry executives have told me of
their efforts to promote ETV in order to provide bases for greater. liaison with other countries through program exchange and cooperative

program production. Even in the poorest countries the gleam of a
communications future includes computers, lasers and even holography.
And where does it start? It all starts with the children. For the
children on the streets and in the jungles and on the deserts and on
the canals who will grow up in a society unchanged from that of their
parents and grandparents and great-grandparents because they don't

know what is possible or probable in the world beyond their immediate world. The children in the cities and villages who are dying of
disease and starvation in front of our eyes because their parents either
do not know what is possible for them or who do not have the education or training to do more than they are doing. The children who will
not live beyond infancy or if they do will not contribute to but drain
from society as mentally or physically deformed victims of their environment, because their entire village or city or region has hardly
even fleeting glimpses of anything but their own dark-ages existence.
How do we reach the children ? With a little love, to start. Enough
love to be willing to give up some of cherished status quos. In education. In school financing. In industry-school relationships. In educational philosophy, method and technique. In the use of com m unications. I n all those ways that have continued to keep millions of children throughout the world with distended bellies and shriveled brains.
By being willing to educate ourselves, the adults, to use communications not only to train more efficient workers, not only to provide quality entertainment, not only to sell products, but to use communications
in terms of its most critical potential: To directly solve social, economic and political problems of mankind.
Last year, at this conference, I briefly mentioned the International
University of Communications, which has been chartered in Washing
ton, D.C., as the first institution to educate beginners and professionals
on the graduate level to use communications to meet critical human
needs. Project-oriented learning, combining multimedia learning carrels and the tutorial approach, with objective research and practical
implementation of projects to demonstrate knowledge and competence.
No classes, courses, curriculum, examinations or lectures which are irrelevant to practical learning and inapplicable to the real demands of
bociety. (How many of you hire someone for middle management on
the basis of how many questions they get right on a true-false and information-completion exam? See how ludicrous it sounds 1 And yet
virtually every school uses information testing as a basis for evaluating a student's ability.)
72-788-72-11.
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The International University of Communications will be the first
university to provide personnel and services to meet any need of any
organization in the communications industry, as well as providing
shun ar direct practical services to every other profession anq business
in the world, based on the concept that successful communications is an
essential part of any successful operation in any field of endeavor.

This university has received enthusiastic support all over Asia and
Europe. A branch has already been set up in Japan, and the Japanese
communications industry is contributing to the development of the
university. They see this university as the only educational institution whose goals and products will directly contribute to the growth
and success of the communications industry. And what's wrong, at
long last, with a quid pro quo between industry and education ? Special national advisory boards for the university, in addition to its existing international board, are being set up in a number of countries.
If I am enthusiastic about this university, it is because it is the first
and only opportunity we have had to demonstrate not only the real
use and impact of communications in education, but to educate people
to use connnunications in a direct, practical way to solve concrete
problems in many areas. It may be our first truly effective opportunity
to provide the resouites and personnel to reach the child in a way the
child has to be reached.
One of the things we have in common with Japan is a love for sta-

tistics. I found great interest in the charts and graphs I used in my
lectures in Japan. I have not directed myself to statistics here today.
Not for Sesame Street. Or Wilbur Schramm's research. Or Hagerstown. Or examples in learning on the part of my children. Or my
neighbor's children. Or Ford Foundation research on the use of television in the schools. First of all, you have heard them many times.
If we still have to prove to ourselves that television works in education,

then we have learned nothing in the last 20 years. Except for the

PTA chairman of educational research who knows somebody in South

Junction whose children didn't like television in their school and

therefore it is of no value, there should be no question that television
can provide learning experiences for the child not otherwise available. And that refers to television incorrectly and inadequately used-as it is now used throughout the United.States, as reinforcement to the
classroom. Reinforcement of outdated, outmoded, 19th century education. Imagine how magnificent television could be, if correctly used,

to capitalize on the visual set for learning of all children, on the

medium orientation of some 4,000 television hours that children take
into the first grade formal learning situation with them, on the visual
real-life motivating factor. This is one of the purposes of the International University of Communications, incidentallyto help people
learn to apply television in terms of its and the child's real potential.
In this regard.it is interesting to note that teacher-training institutions in the Soviet Union require at least 6 months of education in the
use of technology, including television, in the school. Yet, not a single
State in the United States requires any education in the use of instruc-

tional television for teacher certification. Use that tidbit next time
some superintendent of education wonders why the kids aren't learn-

ing or tries to tell you that his school system is part of the 20th century.

For those people who feel they lAven't had their money's 'worth
without a bunch of numbers and aotted lines, I have attached to
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copies of this presentation, which are being distributed by AMA, an
appendix with sonic data and a copy of my paper of 4 years ago on
the same subject. But even as this extra material was being put together, I couldn't help but think of the ,group of black children in
one of the elementary schools in New York whose IQ scores went up
20 points shortly after they began getting hot breakfasts before school
every morning, where they previously had had nothing to eat before
school at all. That indicates how valuable standardized tests are as a
measure of ability.

When I talk about the children of Asia, I do not leave out the

children of America ; and when I talk about the children of America,
I include the children of Asia. The revolutions of energy, transportation, and communications have made all children necessarily interdependent. It is a practice in some places in Asiaand in America, for
that matterto close one's eyes to existence. Virtually everyone I saw
with decent clothes on their backs and a roof to go under and food
to eat seemed to walk the streets of Calcutta and other cities pretending that what is in front of them doesn't exist. It is like the people at

the bus stop in Eugene O'Neill's "The Hairy Ape," oblivious to a

frantic Yank trying-to penetrate and bouncing off their closed society.

When are we going to stop walking down the streets of the Calculi a's of the world, as if death and degradation are not there? How
effectively can we learn about and solve the problems of our society
by sitting and talking to each other in plush air-conditioned hotels'?
We came to find out lout education and training. Don't we care who
needs that education, what ldnd of education they want, what problems that education is going to solve ?

We ought to get up off our own rear ends in the ivory towered fourwalled teacher-and-blackboard-lecture classroomswhether we call
them schools or offices or conference balls. If we are really concerned
with the children. we ought to get out to where they are and see how
inadequate and literally destruc%ve the present systems of education
are for them in the elementary, secondary, and higher levels. We ought
to get out, of here and onto the subway and go look at P.S. 118 in Bay
Ridge. and Dewey Junior High School in Sunset-Red Hook, and Boys
High School in Bedford-Stuyvesant. And they aren't the worst ones.
They just happen to be the ones where I went to school.
And you don't even have to do something so dramatic as taking a
subway to Brooklyn. What about your own communities? Are you
putt of the scene?
I mean, are you tying to actively better society or do you retreat to
the inner sanctuaries of your barbecue pits ancl swimming pools of
suburbia and shut out the outside world from your suburbia-family
cocktail parties ?
What is interesting is that these suburban pillars usually complain
the loudest about hippie copouts who retreat to the inner sanctuaries
of their railroad flats of urbania and shut out the outside world from
their hippie-family pot patties. What hypocritical gall. The primary
difference .between the suburban and urban copouts is the length of
their hair.
If we are willing to acknowledge that the streets of the Calcuttas
and Bedford-Stuyvesants.do exist, then, we, have no business wasting
our time discussing such inane questions.as will television be of value
and shoUld Weuse it We.haye na choice.
;
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Television ismust bea critical factor today in changing educa-

tion. And you, the businessman are and must be another critical factor. If we assume tnat one of tile stereotypes about business is true
that you are pracrmatic, practical men and womenthen you know
something must lie done and done quickly. There is a freneration gap
between the child and the school administrator. The stIdent does not
trust the bureaucratic, curriculum-oriented establishment. But there is
no generation gap between you and the educational establishment. You
have the knowledge, the ability, and the prestige locally and nationally, to insure a responsive bureaucracy in our edUcational system ; to
use your communications abilities to see that education uses communications to meet the needs of the child and of society.
We have let, cities burn because we were unwilling to use communications to meet inner-city needs.
We allow countries to murder each other because we are not using
communications to bring understanding to people of other people's
needs and desires.
We permit pollution to stink through too many endeavors and professions because we do not uncover them with the fresh light of communications.
And we are allowing our children to be manipulated and tested and
standardized and robotized and shut out from meaningful, free-choice,
relevant, life-oriented learning because we still permit education to
function as if television and communications were peripheral.
Let me state categorically my message for this year :
Students are bringing down our educational system because it is outmoded and irrelevant, because it is oriented to teaching and not learning, because it uses 19th-century methods of communication when
students are part of 20th-century communications, and because it remains largely unresponsive to the needs and cries of those who it is
supposed to serve.
Teachers and educational administrators are bringina down our
educational system because they continue to pretend thal education
takes place in a classroom from a teacher, and they do not recognize
either the degree to which education has already taken place and is
taking place through television, or that education is a process of learning, not teaching.
Y.ou, more than any other group of individuals, can change that.
The most important task during the next 12 months, before we meet
again for intellectual back-patting, is to reorganize as completely as
possible the American educational system, using communications, particularly television, as a base for reaching, turning on and tuning in
our youth, in the home and in the outside artificially imposed learning
center. (I deliberately avoid that outmoded term, classroom.) At the
same time we must begin to provide the kind of education needed by
all semments of society to be able to use communications to meet the
criticae-1 social, political and economicproblems of mankind.
This summer I have in my office in Washington an intern. One of
thousands of people from all over the country who are learning about
the operations of the Federal Government and, hopefully, from whom
we bureaucrats are learning. This man looked at a draft of this paper
and wrote some notes on it. I want to quote him.

"I liked it, but I fear that we hear these calls so often that they
tend to be merely accepted and largely ignored. But, I hope, if calls
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are made often enough there may be an eventual impact. Hope there
is t im e."

I hope there is time, too. That is entirely up to each of you.

If we are willing to devote time, energy, conviction and money to

this nowtodaythis moment, then maybe a few years from now

we won't have to pretend that the Calcuttas of the world do not exist
in front of our very eyes.
APPENDIX

Television may serve as a device for early childhood education in
the home and in a structured classroom situation. Woefully inadequate
data have been compiled on tbe impact of television as an educational

factor in either of these roles. J. Reid Christopher and Donald W.

MacLennan cite a study, for example, in which some 250 comparisons

between televised instruction and direct instruction were carefully

examined.1 Of the 250 comparisons, 217 were considered uninterpretable, 23 partially interpretable, and only 10 studies were considered
interpretable. From these 10 studies the authors concluded that there
was no significant difFerence between televised and direct instruction.
Extensive analysis is currently being conducted on data collected
by Children's Television Workshop and Educational Testing Service.

These data, concernina the impact of the program Sesame Street,

should constitute the est sionificant survey of the impact of television
as an educational device in tile home setting.
Some observations concerning the role Of television in the home are

in order at this time even though the impact cannot be statistically
measured. There are about 24 million preschool age children not in
school.2 Only some 250,000 are enrolled in Headstart and fewer than
50,000 in proabrams under title I of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act on a full year basis. A vast majority of preschool

children have no access to organized educational opportunities. Nearly
all of these children do, however, have access to television.3 Thus there

is an opportunity for television to serve a functional role in early
childhood education.
TELEVISION IN THE CLASSROOM

Godwin Chu and Wilbur Schramm's significant analysis of the

research which has been conducted on television as a clasroom educational device includes a review of the Hagerstown, Md., junior high
school study.4 Tables 4 and $ of that study are included here.2 The
indication is rather clear that television did contribute to educational
achievement.
1 Reid, x. Christopher, and Donald W. ItneLennen. "Research in Instructional Tekvision
and Pilm." Washington : Department of Health, Eduention, and Welfare, 1967, p. 4. The
study cited is : D. 'W. Stickel], "A Critien] Review of the lltethodology nnd R.esults of
Research Comparing Televised and Pace-to-Face Instruction. ' Doctoral dissertation, the
Pennsylvania Stnte University, June 1063.
2 Mukerji, Rose. "Television Guidelines for Early Childhood Education." Bloomington,
Ind. : National Instructional Television, 1969, p. 8.
a Dr. Edward L. Palmer estimates that television is in 90 percent of homes with incomes
under $5,000. See his article, Can Television Really Teach ? "American Education," August
September, 1969, p. 6.

4 Chu. Godwin C , nnd Wilbur Schramm. "Learning Prom Television : What the Research
Snys." Washington: National Assoeintion of Educational Broadcasters, 1967, pp. 2-3,
5 lbld.
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TABLE 4.EFFECTS OF TELEVISED LEARNING

National norm in May
1958 (before TV)
1959 (1st year of TV)
1960
1961

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

3.90
3.59
4.06
4.18
4.30

4. 90
4. 43
4. 97
5. 01
5. 08

5.90
5.26
5.77
6.13
6.19

6.90
6.49
6.83
7.17
7.28

TABLE 5.COMPARISON OF GROWTH WITH PUPILS TAUGHT CONVENTIONALLY AND BY TELEVISION
Taught conventionally

Ability level (grade 6 science)
Average
I.Q.

111-140
90-110
57-89

Taught by TV

Achievement
growth

117
100
83

(months)
12
12

6

Average
I.Q.

Achievement
growth
(months)

118
100
83

15
14
13

Other studies are cited by Chu and Schramm which indicate that
there is no significant difference between learning from television and
conventional methods.° However, though a large majority of the children show no significant difference, there are more who show significant improvement in learning through television than those who do
better under conventional methods.' The authors contend that the data
indicate that there are a number of cases in which televised instruction
has brought about more learning than the existing level of classroom
teaching.°
Consideration of these statistics should be tempered with the realization that there is serious question as to whether television has been

used at all effectively, and to what degree it can be successful even
with good program materials when very few teachers using it have
adequate training for its effective utilization.

TEACHER TRAINING IN THE UTILIZATION OF CLASSROOM TELEVISION

Although coursework in the utilization of television in the classroom
is required by many colleges and universities (see table 31), Robert E.
and Melissa H. de Kieffer found that in 1967 there were apparently
no States which required instructional media courses for certification.°
In 1947 two Stites (California and Pennsylvania) had such a requirement. They were joined by 1957 by Maine and Florida. By 1967, however, no States inaicated such a requirement. The authors observe that
"when asked if such certification was contemplated in the near future,
13, or 26 percent, of the State departments answered affirmatively. If 10
a The authors summarize the findings of the following : Schramm : "Learning Prom Instructional Television," "Review of Educational Research," 1962. 32, pp. 156-167. Pflieger,
E. P. and F. C. Kelly. "The National Program in the Use of Television in the Public
Schools." New York : The Ford Foundation and the Fund for the Advancement af Education, 1961. Kelley, C. F. "The Efficacy of Television in the Schools," "Dissertation Abstracts," 1964, 24, p. 224.
7 COM and Schramm, p. 5.

Ibid. p. 6.

0 de Kieffer, Robert E., and Melissa H. de Kieffer. "Media Milestones in Teacher Training." Washington Educational Media Council, 1970, p. 16.
10 Ibid.

.
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TABLE 31.NUMBERS OF MEDIA COURSES REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE IN 4-YEAR INSTITUTIONS
Type

Academic year
Summer school
Extension classes

Total

Required

Elective

150
87

321

399

15

49

252

769

Ibid., p. 45.

A. survey of such requirements is currently being conducted by Dr.

William F. Grady of the Educational Media. Center of Temple

University. Dr. Grady has found no State requirements of television
training as a requirement for certification nor has he found indications that such requirements will be instituted.
Some State departments do have requirements for those who administer educational media pmgrams. The de Kieffer study includes
table 9 which is reproduced below."
TABLE 9.NUMBER OF STATE DEPARTMENTS REQUIRING COURSES IN EDUCATIONAL MEDIA FOR CERTIFICATION
OF THOSE WHO ADMINISTER EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOLS

Certification

1. Administrator
2. Supervisor
3. Librarian

4. Educational media director (full time)
5. Educational media director (part time)
6. Educational media building coordinator

Range of
semester

Mean

Number of
departments

hours
required

number of
of hours

2
4

6-12
6-12
2-12
0-24
0-12
0-12

9.0
9.0
5.2
8.4
4.5
4.4

6
10
6
7

Note. Appendix prepared by Lyle A. Green, Washington summer intern In Educational Broadcasting Branch, Federal
Communications Commission.

"TELEVISION AND CHILDHOOD EDUCATION"
BY DR. ROBERT L. HILLIARD

As the rumblings of revolution in educationin the school and out-

side of itgrow louder and louder, one discordant note continues to

detract from the swelling rhythm of development. On one side the socalled scientists and enomeers, and on the other the professed philoso-

phers and educators. And the controversyin which you are all
involvedis whether the tail is wagging the dog, or, in more appropri-

ate modern terms. whether we are going to the moon for a purpose or is
it an end in itself.
What is the relationship of content to media ? Have we lost sight of
what we are saying, in our efforts to find better and better ways of

saying it? Ishow shall we put it ?the medinm the message? (No,
that's a slogan that surely could never ea tch on. Let's try another.)
The conveyor is t he content.

Some people would be surprised at such a statement. Such a statement would seem to many to be startling, perhaps revolutionary, and
in the broadcasting fieldmaybe even cont roversial. Some people are
surprised to hear statements that the mass media are more, than means
of transmission, that in themselves they can affect thought and feeling. What surprise greets allegations that electronic communications
have a profound effect as substance as well asprocess
The surprise to me is that there is surprise. Why, we have known
that this was so ever since the first human uttered the first sound or
danced the first dance or painted the first picture on the wall of a cave
to communicate something to another human.

Hasn't music always been communicated in just this manner? Isn't

the medium of music also the meaning?
Only two decades ago Picasso wrote a monograph on the time-space

concept, in which he showed how, thmugh the development of new
media of transportation and communication, we no longer see the
world and its objects through a limited, fixed, single-plane viewpoint,
but we can see it from many viewpoints and from many sides virtually
at once. A simple, obvious statement that not only explains Picasso's
art, but also clearfy shows how the medium itself becomes an affective,
content force.

Of course, the conveyor is the content, the medium is the message,
just as the automobile is the message. Over and beyond its use to
transport us places, the automobile, in itself, has changed our cultural patterns and personal and public behavior and development, as
individuals and as a group.
Television coverage of Birmingham, Oxford, and Selma did prob-

ably more than anything else to effect the passage of Federal civil
rights legislation. Even those people afflicted with the sickness of racial proudice could no longer ignore what was going on about them,
and had to be ashamed, or at least concerned, with what they saw.
(164)
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Content, yes, but the medium itself created an effect aside and beyond
the content. A. riot in the street has one effect ; it has far greater effect
happening right in your own living room.
Tins 3S not to say that the medium replaces the content of the message. It adds to it, it provides complementary and supplementary

and even seemingly unrelatedstimuli which make the contentthe
purpose in using the medium in the first placemore effective, and
clear. And in addition, it carries with it its own role of affectivity.
Recently I was reading a review of a new edition of John Dewey's
"Lectures in the Philosophy of Education," originally written in 1899.
The review stated that Dewey's philosophy of education "has only a
limited relevance to the problems in our schools and colleges that perplex us most." The implication, as I understand it, was that Dewey's
stress on the socialization of the childthat is, the education that
could put the child into an effective relationship with and control
over his environmentwas not entirely desirable or successful, as
related to the potentials and needs in education. Unfortuately, the
reviewer seems to be further away from the realities of education today than Dewey was 70 -years ago. What are the desirable goals of
education today ? Combining the instrumentalist, rationalist and ekcticist philosophies, education's goals are, briefly, fourfold; to educilte
the student to achieve effective participation as a citizen in the affairs
of the world ; to achieve self-realization ; to acquire some degree of
vocational efficiency ; and to attain ethical and esthetic growth.
Dewey could not do this, 70 .years ago or even 30 years ago, except

in a partial and limited way. 'Very simply, he could not take every
student in every classroom into every corner of the outside world ;
and be obviously could not bring the world into the classroom. I don't
have to tell you that we are doing precisely that today in every classroom where the modern media of communication are present and axe
being used. The media themselves, affecting the very manner in which
one responds and learns, constitute an additional message.
For example, let us look for a moment at the teacher-pupil relationship. We frequently find teachers and administrators who are afraid
of television. I know of a board of education audio-visual director of
one of our country's 10 largest cities who refuses to develop or use
television in instruction. He states that he has never seen anything
good on ETV and that ETV has not demonstrated any value at all
for education. In his already established neanderthal educational phi-

losophy, he would hardly accept the concept of the conveyor being the
content. He would be horrified at the notionwhich has been indicated through objective researchthat TV provides a greater, more
effective 1-to-1 relationship than does the traditional in-classroom situation. In the latter the teacher can make a 1-to-1 contact with one per-

son at a time. Through television this relationship is with all the

students all the time. The medium is, here, clearly the message.
But I don't want to talk to you today about this. Let's not belabor
that subject. It is such an obvious truism that I am amazed and disturbed that so much of our energies recently have been taken up
discussing as controversial or new, something that we have known
since communication first began and that is so simple that to make an
issue of it borders on the ludicrous.
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With the media's °Teat advantans, there is also great danger. Mus-

solini once stated at without ralo he would not have been able to

achieve the control over the Italian people that he did. The question
that we face. then, is what do we do about, the control and proper

utilization of the media so that we maximize its advantages and
minimize its dangers?
In this regard I take strong issue with those who stress content, and
with those who stress the medium. and also with those who stress an
interdevelopment and use of both. The purposes of means and content

is to educate the human being. to affect the thoughts. emotions and

perhaps even actions of the lunnan being. We consistently tend to lose

sight of the fact that the most important factor. the raison d'être

for all of our efforts and machines and philosophies is this individual
person. to whose needs all of our work imd decisions should and must
be oriented.
And the specific question, then. that I ask you here today, as directly.
as T can. is what do we intend to do about it in relation to our children.
We are a child-oriented societyand yet those things that our children

do mostsuch as watching televisionwe do the least about.

If its potential is to be used. indeed, for the advancement of human
society, then, most of all, television belongs to our children. Television's

primary efforts should be oriented today toward fulfilling the needs

of our children in our attempt to educate them to be the kinds of

citizens we want them to be tomorrow, to be the kinds of individuals
in their own personal orientations toward life and ideas that we hope
they will be tomorrow, to be the kinds of people who can achieve
and maintain an ever-peaceful, prosperous world for all of humanity
the kinds of people we laud, that we ourselves clearly are not, and
that we hope the new generation can somehow become.
Do we really believe this? If we do, then in our private sector of
the home. for example, where, we presumably can take actions in which
we believe, we would neverneverallow a child to sit, at a television
set without a trustworthy interpreter.
For the, child, the television set is something of vast power. What
else takes him into the, world, what else brings the, worldits experiences. thoughts, events, things, ideas, feelingsright, to him.
About a year and a half ago, a then 4-year-old of my acquaintance
was busily pasting strips of cellophane tape across the dials of the
television set in his home. When he had finished, he stepped back,
looked at what he bad done. and in a matter-of-fact confident voice,
pleased with himself, he announced : "Now I control the world."
And he did.
The same child, now five and a half, was recently talking with a

friend of histhe same ageabout boats.

"You know what an anchor is ?" he asked.

"Yes." his friend answered. "TVs to bold a ship in place when they
don't want it to go. My daddy told me about it."
"Mv Daddy didn't tell me about it," my young acquaintance said.
"He didn't have to. I saw it."
The medium changes not. only the content, but the entire behavior
and learning and growth Patterns of our children. The child entering

school who has watched TVeven nonselectivelyis much better in
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formed. all Other things being equalthan the child who hasn't

watched TV. But information is the least important of i t. More important is the child's special awareness of visual observation and
learning. his abilities to relate nonimmedi ate. mediated experiences
to live experiences and to print description, his openness to the util!zat ion of media for learning development as well as being able to sit

maybe rightfully impatiently and uncomfortablyat the other end

of the educational log.
But that all these things are possible, are probable, are actually happening, isn't enough. Because we have grown half a bough where none
was before is no excuse for letting the child hang there in mid-air in
the cradle, waiting for the bough to break and hoping that it won't.
The parents and mass media practitioners and educatorsand surely
every person here falls into at least one of these categories-7must all
assume some responsibility for the child in relation to television.

We too often forget that the imaginations of children are broad,
exciting, stimulating. It is only when we approach adulthood that we
begin to conform, to restrict our minds and thoughts and feelings, to
dry up that most precious of creative potentials, to base educational
progress on such irrelevant things as information examinations and
IQ tests.

f

Because children's imaginations are so sharp, they are sometimes
more critical than adults. It is true they can release themselves to be
led into almost any fantasy, butunless they are psychologically disturbedthere has to be a valid believable base to begin with.
Many so-called children's shows attempt to capture the interest of
parents and other assorted adults. Tbis is fine, if it is not done for an
ulterior reason. Indeed, in some cases the term "children's program"
is a misnomer because many of these supposedly bioriented shows are
really aimed at adults almost exclusively. If you watch the programs
your children watch. and find them dull and tasteless, then quite likely
that program is not going to enrich your child's day, develop his taste
or be worth his time. One must differentiate between audience ratings
and value. The child may "love" the program. But that is not the only
criterion of its value, entertainment-wise or otherwise, The child may
"love" candy, toobut a responsible parent (and, we hope, responsible
public relations director, agency account executive, company vice-president, producer, director or writer) will not allow him to subsist. on it
all his waking hours.

Grace Stamstreet, one of the country's leading teachers of creative
arts for children, has written about some of the responsibilities of
children's threatre that. may be applied just as validly to television:
"Many people with the responsibility of selecting programs for the
young. watch the child at a children's play and take his reaction to it
as the best recommendation. Would they take a child's word about
what. to include in the week's menus? Or what the family should wear,

or when they should go to the dentist? But these things are fundamental to good living, they may protest. Is theatre (or television)
different? Isn't exposure to cultural experience fundamental to good
living ?

"A child has no standards for judgment and evaluation. He is in the
process of acquiring good habits, appetites, tastes. standards, by asso-
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ciation, example, influence. The wise parent knows the part he must
play in developing these in his child.
"lie must select the exposures, the images, the experiences out of his
greater knowledge of the child's needs and what will serve these needs.
He does not impose his will, desires purpose, taste but refers and defers at times to the child's purpose, &sires and abilities. Ho makes decisions based on both, not solely on one or the other."
During the Federal Communications Commission's hearings on television in the fall of 1961, Melvin Helitzer, the advertising director of
a toy manufacturer that spends 90 percent of its advertising budget

on television, stated that one of the reasons for the failure of some

shows written for children was that "the intelligence level of the writing was below that of the children." He said that "children are more
intelligent than most adults believe," and that a program produced by
people "who have no respect for children" was doomed to failure.
And we should add that those who have no respect for the fact that
the television medium itself is content and in itself is having a profound effect on children, are dooming the children to failure.

Wevirtually all of us hereare too old to have known television

in our formative youth. Television arrived at an ageour agewhen
we were not quite so susceptible to its molding, although I think we
must admit that as a medium it has affected us, too, to a great degree.
But because its greatest impact is on youth, and because our future
depends on our children, I repeat that television is and should be for

children. We must make certain that it provides the kind of contentas conveyor and as contentthat the child needs. For example,

at the rate at which knowledge is growing, by the time the child horn
today graduates from college, the amount crt lalowledge in the world
will be four times as great. By the time that same child-is 50 years old,
it will be 32 times as great, and 97 percent of everything known in the
world will have been learned since the time he was born.
Methods of teaching and learning as we now know them will be of
dubious value. The entire concept of education must be changed, perhaps in a series of educational revolutions going far beyond the revolution from qncient to modern means that most of us like to believe is
happening today. Not only must educational technology be properly
used to make the student aware of and perhaps even unaerstand some
of the new knowledge of the world, but the mediatheir form, their
use, their compositionmust be used so that their existence as content,
as message is most effective.

Our responsibility is twofold: first, to clearly recognize that the
medium is the message, that the conveyor is the content in that the
media in and of themselves have a profound effect on emotional,
thought and behavior patterns and that we must accordingly design
and utilize these media with that in mind, making them and their use
optimum in terms of our purposes of education. Second, to know that
the most important factor in human progressindeed, in survivalis
the child, and that it is our children who stand to gain mostor to be
harmed mostby the way in which our media are used and that, in
this context, television, all educational technology, belong to our
children.
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Most audiences, no matter how strongly exhorted, are not in a position to accomplish anything directly. 'Usually they must igo through
a Congress or a school board or a group of stockholders. I3ut here we
do have people who are, in fact, in a position to make concrete and
vast changes in the future of education if they so desire. And that
is why I wish to impress upon you that educational media are perhaps
even more important than you may think they are, that the medium
is content for the child, and, most importantly, for those who are in
position to do something about it, the corollary: the message isthe
medium.
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THE WORLD AFTER PLATO IV: THE IMPLICATIONS OF
COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEMS ON EDUCATION OF THE
FUTURE
BY DANIEL ALPERT AND DONALD L. BITZER
IMPLEMENTATION OF Tim PLATO IV DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT

After a decade of research, invention, and development, the PLATO
program at the University of Illinois is about to initiate a major demonstration test and evaluation of a large computer-based education
system. The experiment will be aimed at the continued evaluation of
the educational effectiveness and the economic feasibility of this new
medium. As described in an earlier paper entitled "Advances in Computer-based Education" (appendix I), the design of the PLATO IV
system is aimed at providing an extremely flexible instructional capability for a target cost of 35 cents per student-contact hour. This system is the fourth in a series of increasingly versatile and sophisticated
systems devoted to explormg educational possibilities and testing the
effectiveness of this new medium at all educational levels and in more
than 30 disciplines.1 A single fully implemented PLATO IV system
will be capable of serving. several thousand student consoles distributed
in a wide variety of educational institutions and over a large geographic area.
The implementation of the first PLATO IV system is underway
with approximately 250 student consoles to be installed by mid-1972
and at least 500 consoles to be completed by the following year. While
the exact time schedule for the completion of a full complement of
4,000 student consoles has not as yet been finalized, we fully expect
the entire system to be operational in the midseventies to late seventies.
One key feature of this system is that even in its initial phase we
envisage a PLATO IV network, with the central computer, located
in Urbana, reaching out by low-cost communication channels to other
educational institutions within a 150-mile radius. Plans for cooperative programs have been established with at least seven colleges and
many departments of the University of Illinois. In addition, similar
plans are well underway with commtmity colleges and with public
I See, for example :

(a) Bitzer. D. L., R. Blomme, B. Sherwood, and P. Tenezar, The PLATO System and
Science Education, CERL Report X-17. (1070)

(b) Bitzer, Maryann D., and Martha C. Boudreaux, Using a Computer To Teach
Nursing, Nursing l'orum, VIII (3). (1000).

(e) Lyman, D. R., A Descriptive List of PLATO Programs, 1000-70, CERL Report
X-2 (revised). (1070)
(d) Myers, M. K., and J. B. Gilpin, PLATO : The Teacher's Mirror, Dialogues With
a Computer, New York State Federation of Foreign Language Teachers Bulletin, 21
(8). (April 10701
(e) 13canlan, R., Computer-Assisted Instruction in the Humanities, Illinois Journal
of Education, 88-80 (February 1970).
(f) Smith, Stanley/ GI., The Use of Computers in the Teaching of Organic Chemistry,
Journal of Chemical Education, 47, 008. (September 1070)
(170)
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schools in Chicago and Champaign. Strong motivation to be included
in the PLATO IV network has been expressed by institutions in other
States from Indiana to New York.
A second key feature of the system is that each educational institution will have control over its own curriculmn, will decide upon the
use of PLATO IV in testing and evaluation of student performance,

will control the handling of student records, and will establish the
instructional setting for PLATO. Since each student console at any
location can also function as an authoring console, it will be possible
for each instructor to write, edit, or modify lesson materials from
his own classroom, office, or laboratory.

A third key feature of the PLATO IV demonstration system is that
it allows separation of the management of the computer center and
the publication of lesson materials from the management of the educational pmgram or the writing of instructional materials. It is therefore possible for the computer center management function to be
cluTiecl out in a separate setting, permitting each educational administ rative unit to control and manage its own educational program.
The costs of operation of the initial PLATO IV system will be
higher than our target costs because the partially implemented system
will not fully utilize the central computer, ana the student consoles
will be assembled from components mitially manufactured in pilot
production quantities. Nevertheless, the estimated costs even at this
prototype stage will be less than $1.50 per hour and are expected to
derease sharply as additional consoles are added to the system. If
the above objective is met in the initial system, it seems assured that
the target cost of 35 cents per student-contact hour can be met by the
midseventies to late seventies. As of the date of this writing, June
1971, the implementation of PLATO IV is proceeding on schedule.
EDUCATIONAL CHALLENGES AND Ecoxomic ISSUES

At all levels, educational institutions, both public and private, in
America today face problems of crisis proportions. On the one hand,
we face soaring costs and decreasincr productivity. At the same time
it is increasingly evident that instiations usine. existing methods are
not, capable of satisfying the diverse educationabl needs of our population. At elementary and secondary levels, a shocking fraction of our
ppils (especially from inner city schools) emerge as functional illiterates or otherwise ill-prepared to assume a constructive role in our
society. Community colleges suffer from serious inadequacies of qualified instructors and from stringent financial constraints which limit the
range of instructional programs to a far narrower spectrum than is

actually needed. At universities, there are persistent demands for
reducing class size, increasing the number of small group seminars,
tailoringindividual degree programs for each student, and providing

more options not limited to a single discipline or field of study. Finally,
we have DA as a Nation addressed the widespread and growing need
for cont inning adult education.
Thus although the specific unmet needs and economic problems are
different in public schools, community colleges, and universities, there
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are certain common features which characterize the problems of all

of these educational institutions :
1. They are called upon to educate individuals of increasingly diverse
background, preparation, and motivation.

2. They are faced with demands to expand their options and im-

prove their performance.

3. They are handicapped by the imposition of hard limitations on
overall financial support from tax-based or private sources.
Moreover, institutions of education at all levels must deal with the
lack of motivation on the part of a large and growing segment of our
student population to acquire the subject matter or skills which are
said to be a prerequisite for the greater understanding which is to

follow.

Unfortunately, the conventional institutional structure has many
built-in limitations which block the fulfillment of unmet needs and
which greatly impair productivity. In the claffiroom, upon which we
depend heavily especially in primary and secondary schools, the quality of a teacher's understanding and the demands on him to maintain
order impose serious limitations on what his students can achieve. At
all levels of education, subject matter is usually broken down into
"logical" steps which represent better the instructor's way of teaching
than a student's way of learning. The class marches through these
steps at a set pace, with resulting boredom or bewilderment for part
of the class ancl a general underdevelopment of learning skills for the
rest. Moreover, the learner stops being taught not when he has acquired

the desired skill or set of concepts but rather at an arbitrary cutoff
point in time : The end of the period, the end of the school year, the

date of the final exam. In addition, even the most ambitious teacher is
forced to address the average studenta being who exists only in the
realm of conceptmake assumptions as to an average cultural inheritance, and proceed at an average pace. The classroom, moreover,
frequently becomes the locale for the public exposure of individual
limitations. Far too often, pupils with less preparation are seriously
discouraged when thrust into competition with more advanced students in this environment. The "standard" solution to these kinds of
problems is smaller class size, resulting in significantly higher costs.

The new technological medium of computer-based education

(PLATO) offers the possibility of an economically viable solution

to many of these key problems.

1. Diverse background, jare_paration, and motivation of students.
Since instruction with PLANO is highly individualized, students with
wide variations in background, learning capability, and motivation
can be accommodated. While following the same central development,
slow students can be given as much additional help as needed and
proceed at a pace commensurate with their skills and abilities, while
faster students can be given additional enrichment or interest tasks.
Through continual testing and monitoring, the problems of each student can be determined and appropriate materials and exercises pre-

scribed. Freed from much of the detailed didactic instruction, the

teacher can spend more time with students as individuals to ascertain
the nature of individual problems of motivation and comprehension.
2. Demands to expand options and improve performance. The options made possible with a fully implemented PLATO system are more
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diverse and more extensive than any educational institution can provide or even visualize today. Since computer-based education can
avoid the lock-step necessary in the classroom approach to education, the educational program of a given individual student can be
different from that of all other students. The student's personal objectives, background, and learning patterns can be used as a guide
for program definition. The need for prerequisites and developmental
or remedial instruction can be determined in the context of the specific
needs of the student rather than from abstract consideration of educational needs by instructors and school administrators. This degree of
individualization is a valid and crucial educational need created by
the ever-increasing complexity and is not simply an idle demand on
the part of immature students.
3. Imposition of hard financial constraints. The projected cost of a
fully implemented PLATO IV system during the late 1970's is $0.35
per student-contact hour. The present range of equivalent costs is :

Public school.:
Community college

University

Per achoog

$0.70
1.50
3. 00

As unionization of teachers increases and the costs of other services
rise, these costs will rise considerably. Thus it is clear that computerbased instruction could have significant importance in lowering the
costs of education. The manner iv which such cost reduction can be
accomplished at each level of education will vary, but at all levels
a significant increase in productivity can be accomplished through
the use of computer-based instruction.
At the elementary and secondary school levels the central problem
facing our educational system is the failure to do an adequate job of
education with conventional means. Approximately 25 percent of the
araduates from public schools have less than a sixth-grade reading ability and an alarming percentage (as high as 15 percent) emerge as
functional illiterates. A major portion of public school graduates are
mathematical cripples, possessing inadequate competence to deal with
even simple arithmetic problems.
Many of these graduates are not adequately prepared to cope with
even the least demanding problems of everyday life in a complex
society. Hence they are ill-prepared to enter the labor market in semiskilled or skilled jobs. The resulting economic drain on society is increasingly burdensome and morally indefensible.
A number of pupils who have the inherent capacity for going on to
colleges and universities are also turned off at an early age. Our society

has belatedly recognized the need for highly educated and highly

trained men and women from our disadvantaged minorities and many
colleges and universities are now motivated to attract such students
into higher education. However, we find the problems of the disadvantaged greatly accentuated by limitations in academic preparation ;
that is, by failure on the part of the educational process at elementarv
and secondary levels. Hence, at these levels the major role which
computer-based education can play is to provide the capability at economically acceptable costs to remedy the inadequacies and failures of
the schools in the development of critical learning skills.
72-763-12-42
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The major problems faced by community colleges are associated with
a very rapid expansion in student enrollments and a growing diversity
of educational objectives. In 1969-70 the Nation's community colleges
served approximately 2,100,000 students at an annual cost of approximately $1.5 billion. This enrollment has been projected to increase to
2.5 million students during the current year, an increase of almost 20
percent. These students are committed to a wide diversity of career
objectives. There are demands for new kinds of education for all students and for new kinds of students previously unreached by education
by virtue of age, geographic location, or disadvantaged economic or
educational status.
The key objectives for the introduction of PLATO into this context
will be : (a) The provision of superior instruction at lower costs and

without the need for large increases in the instructional staff ; and
(b) the availability of more options, including developmental educa-

tion, to a greater diversity of students.
Among the critical educational challenges facing universities today
are strident but legitimate demands to meet the following educational
goals:

1. Provide more options, more flexibility, smaller classes, and programs tailored to the individual student ;
2. Reduce the proportion of instruction given by graduate teaching
assistants ;

3. Provide education which relates to the problems of society, education which crosses disciplinary fields and prepares students to deal
with problems of a complex world ; and

4. Provide educational opportunities for adults.
These demands on the colleges come at a time of rising costs and
budgetary uncertainties. In a sense, the problem facing the 4-year institutions is similar to that of the public schools: To respond to critical
unmet needs without increasing the level of financial and human resources currently available. In higher education as well as at precollege
levels, computer-based education pnovides a feasible mechanism for
more options and greater productivity.
'In addition, one can predict that at this level of education considerable cost reductions can also be accomplished through a reduction in
the time required for degree programs, thus increasing the efficiency of
utilization of the physical plant and other facilities. PLATO would
also permit an increase in the number of students that can be served
by a given institution, particularly for the commuter campus. One can
also permit an increase in the number of students that can be served
well as undergraduate instruction offered at oft-campus locations, thus
providing foi: a new form of continuing education with major cost
savings but without decreasing quality.
The introduction of PLATO into 4-year colleges and universities
represents a major opportunity to bring mucl-needed change into an
otherwise overly rivd structure and to provide economically feasible
ways for a university or college to deal with a changing: world and
changing patterns of student life. It is particularly applicable to satisfying increasing demands for interweaving continuing educational
objectives and professional careers. To satisfy these needs, higher edu-

cation is under greater pressures to increase productivity than any
other segment of the educational establishment.

1.77'
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IMPLICATIONS FOR TUE FUTURE

We do not pretend to be able to foresee in detail the impact of

PLATO IV on the educational establishment in the next few decades.
However, we have enough data with PLATO III to be persuaded
that, certain assumptions about computer-based education can be made:
1. Computer-based education will be enthusiastically accepted by
teachers and students alike at all levels of education.
2. Many new educational concepts will be introduced that are impossible to realize without the unique capabilities of the modern highspeed computer available to each student and each instructor.
3. Many new options will be made available to students through the
provision of individualized instruction in complete courses or in
smaller learning modules.
4. Human teachers freed from the requirement for delivering basic
didactic courses, will turn to PLATO for providing students with developmental instruction and the acquisition of basic skills.
If these assumptions are valid, it is interesting to speculate on the
possibilities which could be made available to the Nation's educational
institutions if the projected costs of PLATO IV are also attained.
We believe it is of interest to specify how great an addition in educational capacity could be achieved if 5 percent of our annual budget for
forn education were to be applied to the implementation of PLATO
computer-based education in the Nation at large. This 5 percent figure
corresponds to the inflationary rise in the cost of our educational services in each of the past several years.
The total cost of the formal educational enterprise has reached $60
billion annually. Following is a listing of the kinds of educational
supplementation which could be achieved with $3 billion annually:
1. Elementary and secondary education. Provide one-half hour of
individual instruction per day for each for 50 million pupils from age 6
to 18. This instruction would increase by a large fraction the amount
of time devoted to individual instruction and could readily handle the
major portion of instruction devoted to development of reading and
mathematical skills. If human tutors were hired at $5 per hour, the
resultina cost would be $30 billion a year. The cost using. PLATO IV
would lie approximately $1.5 billion per year, to cover the installation
of about 5 million PLATO IV student consoles.
2. Community colleges, 4-year colleges, and undergraduate education at universities. Double the total amount of currently available
instruction at the community college level. Increase. by 35 percent
the amount of undergraduate instruction at universities and 4-year
colleges. (Our institutions of higher education currently serve over 2
million students at commmiity colleges and almost 6 million underaraduates at other colleges and universities.)

The total cost of this increase in instructional capacity using

PLATO IV would be approximately $600 million per year, covering
the cost of 500,000 student. consoles. The cost of the existing enterprise
in higher education is $20 billion per year.
This increase in available instruction could be used to reduce the
average duration of the baccalaureate program from 4 to 3 years
without increasing the teaching load on existing staff. In addition, it
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could provide individualized development instruction to students with

inadequate background preparation for the level of instruction in a
given course. Such instruction could be provided in learning modules
as well as in complete course sequences. In addition, PLATO could
take over a portion of the teaching load now carried by graduate assistants who could be freed to spend more time on their own education and be involved in teaching iPrimarily as a part of their own learning experience. Some of their stipends could and should be converted
to fellowships or research assistantships.
3. Continuing adult education. Provide for each of 15 million adults
100 student-contact hours of instruction annually in fields of their
choices. Instruction could be aimed at updating skills and acquiring
new concepts, aidin,g individuals to make changes of career or position,
and helping ex-students who wish to return to formal education. The
cost for the above instructional program using PLATO would come
to about $0.5 billion. The cost by conventional methds might approach

$10 billion.

Thus, the increased capacity in all three categories proposed above
could be achieved for a total of about $3 billion annually. The cost
by conventional means of instruction would exceed 10 times that fig-

ure ! The above estimates assume the amortization of the entire capital
investment in a 5-year period and include $80 per console for leasing and remodeling of space for computer facilities and student consoles. Furthermore, these estimates assume the use of the computers for

only 8 hours per day. The reserve computational capacity of the

PLATO IV computers would be made available to educational institutions for graduate research and data processing. This reserve computational capacity, a byproduct of the increased instructional output,
would be several times the world's present computational capacity.
Though approximate, the above numbers serve to give some idea of
the leverage for change which computer-based technology could bring
into our educational systems.

We have paid special attention to the economics of computer-based
education in order to increase the likelihood of its adoption. However,
the major implications of PLATO-like systems in education are even
more profound and promise more far-reaching changes than those relating to instructional costs. With PLATO's capacity to reformulate
knowledge through audio and visual displays and simulation a systems, the g,oal of teaching will not be to shovel verbal information into
an abyss of ignorance but rather to foster capacities for understanding.
At the same time, PLATO will 'provide a new avenue for cooperation
through a manageable and well administered network relating com-

puters, communications, and video and audio displays connecting

universities, community colleges, and public schools in other cities and
states. Under this system, opportunities for adult education could be
greatly expanded,through the evening use of student consoles in public
schools and learning centers at widely separate locations. Respience
requirements for graduate degrees could be sharply reduced, and a
whole new concept of public service for State universities could be
realized.

Large-scale production and technological innovation will eventually
bring the price of student consoles down to a point at which each con-

sole will become a part of a communication network reaching into
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homes, offices, and hospitals. The young child will be introduced to
reading and mathematics before he enters school. The housewife will
continue her education at home. The executive in his office will dial up
a course in the laniguage of the countg with which he carries out business enterprises. The individual seeking a change of job or profession
will have in his own home ready access to the training he needs. The
shut-in might participate in games for entertainment or in learning
about the field of his choice. Finally, PLATO will make available a
whole new means of information transfer. The receiver of a message
transmitted through PLATO will push a button and obtain a printed
copy of the message only if he wishes to keep a record, lessening his
dependence on an expensive and obsolescent paper technology.

As we look into the future and try to appraise the long-range effect of
this new technology on the human condition, it is our conviction that
PLATO will bring about a major change in the place of education in
our style of life. In childhood, direct accem to PLATO will provide
every pupil with the opportunity to learn and not merely to be taught.
Universal literacy (in both verbal and quantitative languaaes), long
an objective but not an achievement, will become a reality. A:he grows
older the pupil will be able at all times and at his own pace to increase
his capacities and skills. When he reaches college age, a wide variety
of opportunities to interweave education with other career activities
will accompany the breakdown of the lockstep of the instructional
process in time and space. Thus, PLATO will make education a continuous part of the life experience of all people. The knowledge necessary to operate our complex society, now largely in the domain of
narrow specialists and experts, will then become a part of the common
understanding.
We view the PLATO IV experiment as a test not only of cost and
effectiveness but also of acceptance by the educational community. We
have approached the problem with the point of view that the failure
of a new technology to be utilized is due at least as much to the limitations of the technology as to the limitations of the institutions that

the technology was intended to serve. It is for this reason that the

PLATO system has been desigried expressly to engage students and
teachers through the superior effectiveness of an interdctive (rather
than a passive) medium, and to appeal to educational administrators

on the basis of 1Judgetary and management advantages. Thus, we have

not been oblivious to ale problems of acceptance rather we have
assumed on the basis of our experience with PLATO'III that PLATO
IV will be enthusiastically received.

II

COMPUTOPIA AND CYBERCRUD
BY THEODOR H. NELSON

Here I am again. I regularly cry in the wilderness at banquets, conferences, and other ceremonial events. I have been doing my thing for

10 years, and giving these talks and publishino articles for 5, with
little result. My articles have appn.rently been aycotted by Comput-

ing Reviews. I seem to be the Electronic Eyesore.'

The truth is that I am not really trying to interest computer people. They are the ones who only seem to tell me, "It. can't be done."
There turns out to be no answer to that. Many times I have come up
with a way to do something, in which case the man who said it couldn't

be done usually says, "Why would yon want to do such a thing,
anyway ?"

It is the laymen and literati. the noncomputer people, I want to
reach. But tbis also seems futile. A few laymen and literati occasionally seem to become qnite turned on; but without experts to confirm what I say is possible, they gradually edge away and don't listen
either. I feel like Marco Polo in his later years. no longer Italian and
certainly not Chinese, trying to interest one in the other.
I am here again to say Ithat I always say. not so much to influence
anybody now as to say "I told you so'3 later. I would rather say what
I think, and seem to be a lunatic, than try to make a favorable minpression by lying about my true opinions. This way also I can treat
you to .a *shock cif recognition several years hence, when you say to

yourself, "Oopsthat was the prediction."
In 1966 I spoke at Rand. also under Roger Levien's sponsorship.
The 1966 talk, "Hard and Fast Thoughts for a Softcopy World," is
perhaps interesting in several respects. I made a number of crazy predictions. They seem less crazy now, and various bf them have come

true already. I have nothing to retract and relatively little new to
say. except for a few details.

What Roger has asked me to talk about. again tonight is "the computer as a medium." But that doesn't quite put it my way. I see the
computer as the heart of the new presentational systems of the fittureand this vision seems curiously different from what we generally hear. What we !mist work on are the principles of presentation,
not of computers or other teclmology.
We are usually told, on various sides. that some kind of revolution
of lmman information is upon us. but somehow in the course of things
the computer will m a ke this re v 01 u ti on inhuman. Clingtra -ch ga. a . we

will have to learn obtuse query languages. Rattle-clank, we will get

I See espeehdly. A Pile Strueture fnr the Cnmplex. the Changing. and the indeterminate.

Proc. ACM 1965 : and Getting it Out of the System. In Schechter (ed.). Information
Retrieval : A Critical Review. Thompson. 1967. The tnle is poignantly told In BarnumTronics, Swarthmore College Bulletin (Alumni Issue). December, 1970.
(17R)
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answers back in symbolic logic. (Too bad for sonic of us.) Tippitytap, the terminal will tell us a thnig and then ask us what it told us.
Tell and test, tell and test, instant boredom, but who dares argue with
science?

The title of my talk is a slanted dichotomy : "Computopia and Cybercrud." However, these terms may need a little elucidation.

"Computophi" is of course a poitmanteau of "computer utopia."

Each of us in computers has (or should have) his own computer utopia,

some vision of a future better world in which the computer figures
proininently.

Unfortunately, there are many trivial horizons being offered the

world by computer people : shallow possibilit ies, uninformed aspirations. I refer not only to commercial enthusiasmsone sees published

articles with titles like "New Horizons in On-Line Credit Reporting"bnt also to cramped visions of the ideal. Cramped visions are
all too common; but the worst thing is that here they are contagious.
They are sold to the public as technically necessary. and the public
doesn't know any better. This is the cybercrud pnablein : advice and
creation of systems, supposedly based on technical requirements, whose

categories and rigidities are unnecessary. In the worst cases they are
not only unnecessary but wrong.
If the public doesn't know what is technically possible, you can sell
them any inflexible kludge and tell them it has to be that way. Unfortunately, technically sophisticated people forget how uninformed and
timorous about such matters the rest of the world is.
Once I was surveying individual departnwnts in a big company,
having been assigned to find out if any new technologies could be used
in the work at hand. Now, I couldn't lust ask, "How could technology
help you if you knew more about it?." since that's like asking, "What
fact that you don't know is the most important?" So I developed a
little song-and-dance for the purpose. "Suppose." I said, "that anything was technologically possible. Suppose it's the year 2000." (This
premise was the tongue-loosener. Somehow the year was sufficiently
unimaginable, or the sense of having to be answerable for the consequences could be suspended.) "Suppose technology could give you
anything you asked for," I said. "What could your department user
i
The nteresting
thing I learned was that w.hen you asked mature
people in business what they might want in the year 2000, they almost

invariably: (a) wanted computers to take dictation, but otherwise
(b) came up with things which were presently possible, though perhaps expensive or awkward. But one reply I will never forget came

from a lady in charge of a language teaching program. "I suppose that
by the year 2000," she nmsed, "each child could have his own tape
recorder."
The horizons I am talking about lie a little further. Within the coining decade we will see the explosive arowth of computer display, an
expansion that will rival or surpass Hint of television, and compare in
ubiquity to the very telephone. We are going to have an entire cultural
revolution based on computer display.

It is my belief that many important benefits can flow from this

revolution, if we do it right. I believe enlightenment. knowledge, and
understanding can be furthered throughout the public. I believe creativity can be fostered in many of its forms. And I believe a new and
important freedom of information is possible.
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battle ; evidently few of the
This is my prediction and my call to
display
go so far. But if it is
most ardent enthusiasts of computer
thought comparable
correct, it means a revolution in human life and
in giving shape to that
Gutenberg.
My
interest
is
to what followed
and humanist freedoms,
revolution, in urging it toward enlightenmentinto
the formalization of
rather than having it stumble accidentally
dreari ness.

I am talkingabout. "Information
There is no overall term 'for what
instruction,"
with their false ring of
retrieval" and "computer-assisted
display" is a techexactitude, say less than they seem to. "Computer
for
what
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like
to
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a
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nology. But I would
order) of showing
and
technology
(in
that
about: /antics, the art
be to make things
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going
to
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is, then, I would say a sort
If you asked me what my computopia
more
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I
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to
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with display screens rather than drugs. possessions and papers while
your
Those of you who have movedof
of
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form.
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weight
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writings, of indexing
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at the
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Cybercrud can take many forms, all related. The computer's cachet
may be used to hide your premises, the way you want to do things, the
secret loadings of your approach and procedures. The computer, its
accessories, and terminology, can give the semblance of validity to all

sorts of procedures or statistics. The term "computer" is to many a

rubber stamp meaning "scientific,"
We may use the computer, or the mention of it, to perplex, intimidate, or bamboozle. This, too, is cybercrud. The following subscription
renewal letter has a certain charm,
Dear Subscriber :
Because [our].

subscription roll is maintained by electronic computer,
it is necessary for us to assign a common expiration date to all subscriptions.
This enables us to distribute copies and mail renewal notices to all subscribers
subat the same time. Therefore, we are writing to inform you that your *
scription must be renewed now

* 10,

We may note that while this electronic computer requires all subscriptions to end at the same time, it nevertheless does not require all
subscribers to live at the same house or have the same name.

Cybercrud is most surreptitious even if benignly and sincerely, in

the "one-way" form. This consists of presenting one's own way of doing

things as the way, hiding the fact that it is one of many alternatives.
Of course it is natural, in the throes of enthusiasm, to forget to mention alternatives, to present as scientific the consequences foisted by
one's premises. "This is how the computer bakes a pie !" says the press
releaseand recipes are not compared.
With the public so flummoxed by computer news, and so easily
taken in by breakthrough pronouncements, the mischief of this tendency is great. "You have to submit out of technical necessity" is the
gist of this form of cybercrnd. This is equally unfortunate when said
by computer salesmen or by professionals prematurely set in their
ways.
Of course, it is possible to believe sincerely that one's own way of

doing things is the computer's way, the only way it can be done by
computer. But we know that this is rarely if ever so. Actually the computer is a tabula rasa, a projective system, whose behavior takes on the
preconceptions, and sometimes the personality, of those who set it up.
'But the possibilities can far exceed what given individuals think of.
And this is the problem that brings us here tonight.
EDUCATION

That school is stupid, boring, and insulting need scarcely be mentioned, except that we tend to forget it. We forget the inanity, the

complete nonsensicality of most grade school and high school pursuits.
Their insignia of officiality somehow seems to make them right. What

matter if children's good time is being wasted by astrology, candledipping, or Euclidean derivations? Any nonsense will do, so long as
it leaves a trail of grades, evaluations etched in history that can be
used to blackmail the victims or their parents.

Curricular timing and grading virtually obliterate the nature and
natural interest of every, subject. It is as though we were taken in

groups to visit national parks in the back of a truck, racing on a treadmill. Every possible activity is related to a made-up standard; nothing
r.
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is allowed to be merely interesting. For those on the up side, the system
furnishes clues as to direction of reward; for those on the down side,
tbe presumption of own failure is affixed to the subject. Few of us do

not learn that we are "no good" at something, and adult regrets are
heavy with both the realization that it could have been different and
self-blame that it was not.

Some remarkable traditions govern the structuring of subjects as
we teach them. But they are no more in the nature of the things to be
learned than the cuts of steak are in the anatomy. Every subject has a
beginning, a middk, and mi end; it is laid out by the assigned reading
and precisely bounded by the scope of the final exam; every topic may
be reduced to shallow enumerations strung on vague explanatory connections, disnuilly explained inanities, exphmations which associate

phrases without a sense of meaning, and incompletely explained

"skills" to be practiced without insight. Questions and other matters
therefore become either "relevant" or "not relevant," according to
whether they fit the bmmdaries and sequence of the "subject." And
thus it can come about that the answer to a question is, "Just learn
what you're told."
We have been misled into believing that all this is how it has to be:
The cascade of premises flows into a landlocked swamp.
The idea, of prerequisites and "basics" is one of the few justifications

for having curricula at all. In a few clear casessay, the differentiation of mathematical functions, or punctuating correctlyit is impossible to do the more complex detail work without having learned
exactly to do the simiile detail work. But I believe that such cases
lmve grossly misled us. We suppose that because some learning sequences cannot be circumvented, then all learning should be reduced

to sequences. This has several disastrous consequences.
First, unique curricular paths. The curricula of the schools are generally designed as pathways radiating from some primal state of ignorance, wagon-wheel spokes without the wheel. The only way to learn
most things in school is by taking an exactly prescribed series of intermediate steps. There is no way around. And if one has not taken the
steps between, a thing simply cannot be learned.
The psychological consequence is most pernicious. There are things

one "knows" (if the details are forgotten, one is still oriented) and

things one "does not know" (there has been no introduction, no orientation). A sense 'of weakness is produced; one drops a subject that
has come up ; one shrugs. But this is only part of it. What is much
worse is that when one has "failed" in a subject, all further thoughts
about this subject are darkened, colored by this sense of failure. One

avoids; one strives actively to find other interests or distractims:
"A w, never mind that stuff."
Last, the sociological consequence. We produce people with funneled

minds, the so-called "types"the literary type, the scientific type, the
mathematical type. And an occupational structure around these types.
And subcultural divisions. And everbody stays where he feels safe,
and everything interesting in the world is hidden from almost everybody.

A lot of people I talk to say, "I don't think it's as bad as von say,
but. I agree that the educational system can he improved." But I'm
not sure it emi be improved. The system is geared and swivelled to do
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exactly what. it does: discourage and medh;crify in the guise of sticking to business. It's not merely a question of whether real improvement

is possible within the system, but also of whether it would still be
the system if we made any real improvements. Imagine (if you can)
people growing up without a self-siereotype of structured disabilities,
who thought, they could do anything it they worked at it. Imagine
most, people having a real ehoice of oecupations. Imagine if the class-

room atmosphere could be stripped away and the students put in

gelmine rapt. communion with the subjecta state which teachers.are
sometimes delmled into thinking they aehievewithont the deleterious
effects of competition. time pressure, and stigmata for real participants. Imagine kids experiencing the excitement of intellectual issues
and not just as a fleeting part of that grim academic exercise, writing
a paper. Imagine students actually interested in school. Or whatever
we would now have to call it.
DV.SIGNED

ND SIGNED WORKS IN COMPuTEn 311:mA

Roger Levien says that the part of my 1966 talk he remembers is
the discussion about "Ole computer as a medium." Let ine go into
that in sonie detail.

I said this: A number of new media will conic about, employing
computers or other digital means. The eompnters will store, respond,
display, and follow complex directives about their response. What.
they show will consist of workR. intentionally organized things whose
impact on the viewer or participant has been designed, much like the
parts of a picture. a hook, or a nmvie.
BY "media," then, I mean stabilized

forms of presentation that
peolile will create works hi, for other people to use and enjoy. The
presentation may be carried out by computers; but its plan. and the

viewer's feelings, will be mediated by other human beings.
We have many media now: The newspaper, the movie, the phonogmpli record. the TV show, and ninny more, each with its own variations. We understand these media and the people who do things in
them: we understand the position of the reporter and the columnist,

the photojournalist and the movie director, and their contributions
in brineing us facts. impressions, and visions.

Yet for come reason we have failed to extend this understanding
to the media that will be brought to us by the computer. There is a

float ing mytb that computer media will be different from all those that

have gmie before. either thrown too-ether on the fly by the machine
itself, or presenting passive nonedited descriptions of the world, or

thtifullv conctnieted on scientific principles by psychologists who
remain aloof from the content. I find all of these ideas rather absurd,
especially since to formulate them we ignore our extensive experience
with other media.
If the compnter itself puts together presentations for us. it is acting
not as a medium but as a facility according to rules we will wish to
eontrol. (Even if it precents a montare or pastiche. the 'toms of action

is still not the compnter. but the formula for what the eomputer is

doing.)
The second view is that the compnter and display will merely dip
into FORIP data collection which passively describes the world. One
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mnchine. the Evans and Sutherland T.DS-1. dips into a threedimensional den structure, much as a goldfish net is dnnked to surround guppies. The user may roam nnd wheel through whatever world

is represented in core memory, with almost no programing needed.

Snell systems might leave one thinking of the material to be shown
as simply n view of the world, a neutral representation or nssortment.
to be routinely prepared by anonymous coders. (Simply to describe
it tins wn shows the suspiciousness of this view.)
:me third possibility is a view that there are neutral or colorless

scientific methods for organizing presentations, espeeinlly those
methods growing out of learning theory. This seems to me like saying
ihat MCP photography is opticnl. photographers should be trained
in optometry. or that record producers need to study psychonconstics.
Tt :s nnt necessarily relevant to what should be done or what th e. media
are going to be nbout. If the principnl impact of a tenchino.svstem is a

matter of feelings, appeal, and cognitive handles, as I believe, then
these are where we must place the emphasis.

lint this is the genernl view in conmnter-assisted instruction. That
instruction mnst be the pivsentation of sequenced chunks nnd qtwstions
in a conversntional format seems to imp become n bold premise. gen-

erally blotting out other possibilities of computer teaching. At best,
computer-nssistM instruction can be very good indeed. in which ease
the only possible criticism is of the imnwnse cost of prepnring materials. lint nt worst. it seems to be n conspirncy to do some of the worst
things selmol hns ever done: Olt nnd dry the mnterial. spoon-feed,
bore. and insult the participant.
T think none of these models represents the main thing that will
happen. 'Rather. people will be designing displav-based media runt
creating works in tliese media. Tudeed. people will be signin g. tlwm.
jiist as ever before. and viewers will seek ont the works of pnrticular
authors much as we do now in every other medhim.
We have gotten to my position and mnhi interest. T believe the
computer's astonishing possibilities as an aid to the human mind rind
imaninntion hnve scarcely been touched. and the new medut mnde
possible by the computer and dispiny will be miraculous and awesome.

T have suggested ming the prefix hyper- in general for millti-

dimensionnl rind nonsequential computer media. those having sonic
kind of complex order within which the nser may roam.
Sin u? computers cnn control ninv other eqmpment. we mny expect
new medin which tie togetlwr old forms of presentntion in new ways;
for inshnce. the brnnchhi n. motion picture (hYperfilm). or branching

audio. But I suspect. that all of these hybrid systems will be comparatively unwieldythe expense of brnuchable .filtn transport systems. for instance. is immense compared to all-ditnl systc.msand
interest will converge rntlwr soon on the purge digital media for the
computer's own display : the hypertext and hypergram.
PRESTMMITATIVE

Ptinursinim

To supply our scopes with the hypermedia we will Tint to read,

I foresee n new era of publishing.. nnl a whole new publishing industry.
Tn this coming ern the digital files of the ppbbsber will be connected
by telephone (or other means) to the subscriber's console. As you ram-
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ble through typertexts or explore hypergrams, the news of your actions
will be flashed to the great feeder machines at the publishers' distribution centers. These feeder machines will disgorge to the customer
the furtherances of wliat he is doing, keeping him continuously supplied. The material will be copyrighted, and small royalties will be
continuously billed for screen-minutes of presentation. Entirely new
creations and the works of the past will be equally and quickly available. Enchanted gardens of information, prearranged by authors and
editors, will be available to you. Screen pyrotechnics and display tricks
will be intertwined with pictures and text. There will be anthologies,
magazines, encyclopediasor things like them.
A related development will be creative facilities, systems for using
computer displays to help in creative activity. Publishers will serve
as storage warehouses for the overflow from sucb systems, and probably buffer materials and messages being sent privately among users.
The user will be able to perform input and complex parallel annotation keep a trail of his own activities, and backtrack through his own
actions and those of others. In other words, Vannevar Bush's
past
ililenlex" will come about substantially as he saw it.*
STRETCHING THE IMAGINATION

An important humm tendency is to rationalize and order what we
hear. I have found that people at my lectures continually assimilate
what I say about hypermedia to sonic pulsating "new world of com-

munication- they have heard about. mashing together computerassist ed instruction, information retrieval, holography, and even
cartridge TV.

I often talk about stretchtext, not because I am so attached to it, but
because listeners who understand the concept cannot continue to believe I am talking about the usual stuff.
"Stretchtext" is a form of hypertext I have suggested for discursive
written subjects, such as history and the social sciences. In stretchtext,
the reader may control the amount of detail to suit himself ; as he
pulls on a throttle or some other control, additional words and phrases

appear on the screen, and the rest move apart to make wa7; as he

pushes the throttle in the other direction, words and phrases disappear,
and the rest of the text slides back together.
The presentation should never change sharply. Spooth motion of the
text pieces on the screen is utterly essential.
instance, a long sentence should, as expansion continues, be broken into two short sentences
as similar to their parent as possible.
Although we have as yet no firm evidence, my slight experience trying to write stretchtext suggests that it is no harder to write, and perhaps easier, than ordinary prose. To each small piece of text is assigned

ail altitude, or degree of stretch, at which it is to come and go. The
problem is basically to lay out an overall expository structure and then

find some way to compress it gradually without large jumps or reversals of sequence.

'The partIcalaritlea of this prediction are parroted in my article "As We Will Think.
presented at the September 1565 meeting' of The American Chemical Eodety (to he

published).
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Discrete hypertexts and hypergrams are essential and basic. Simply
put, these are writings and pictures with footnotes that extend in all
directions. Touch an asterisk, or perform some equivalent act, and the
system will bring another connected thing to the screen.
More complex hypergrams are very desirable, particularly those
capable of immediate and smooth response on the screen. Consider,
for example, a map on your screen which you may move around the
world and zoom in on any part, to any ciegree. Look at the whole
rnitod States and zoom in on Secaucus, N.S., and environs. By various manipulations the user should be able to overlay this picture with
populations, climate, historical events, l ight. industry, or crime statistics.

Consider another hypergram a picture of the human brain which
the user niay actually manipulate i n three dimensions. (This is a pa rticidarly interesting example because of the stereoscopic complexity of
the. brain.) The user should be able to rotate, maunify, zoom in. change
perspective and viewing angle, brighten different subsystems, and obtair annotations.
1 aially, consider a cartoon human body on the screen, having. various simple animations (heartbeat, peristalsis, etc.) and permittincr the
user to open it up in various ways and views, as well as get labels., explanations, and other annotations.
It will be noted that in none of these media have I made any reference. to sequence. Thus it will be plain that these activities are not the
same. as the prescribed-sequence. formal activities being pursued generally under the mune of computer-assisted instruction.

Finally, it may be divined that these systems overlap in function
with both information retrieval and computer-assisted instruction. I
am persuaded that neither discipline, in its larger sense, can or should
have a separate existence. Information retrieval, unless it deals with
the simplest facts, must also involve orientation and learning materials. And, as I hays already pointed out, systems intended for teaching will need to open up whole new areas of option, until they become
very, very like hypertext.
INTENTIONS AND PntonrriEs

The next. question in your minds may be, where does all this lead ?

If instructional sequences are not the right place to put our effort,
what sort. of things do we do nen?
There are two answers. On the one. hand, we should be trying out new

organizations of information, grand complexes of words and pictures
that the user can peruse, explore, and learn from. Unfortunately, present presentational systems are very badly suited to this purpose. Conventional computer systems are designed with other things in mind.
aml I am increasingly convinced that some rather basic changes are
needed before proper environments are available.
Speaking for my own aspirations. and those of The Nelson Organization, Inc.. with which I am coextensive. T believe One of the best
possible contributions to civilization would be the creation of new
media to be digitally stored and interactively studied. It is our hope to
become the fountainhead of these new forms of writing, reading,
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teaching. and the ordering of thought, and to offer materials to people

with appropriate consoles within a few years. By copyright and

authorial credit we hope to establish a position both as a supplier and
as a place for talented people who want to create the new works.
These people will not be technicians or psychologists. They can have
been writem, artists, movie-makers, the creative people of advertising,
editors, photographers, museum people. They will be people who enjoy creative construction and who have a special sense of visualizatim,
space, word and picture; and (I would guess) people who have loved
at least one responding machine, be it bicycle, camera, typewriter, or
automobile.
Why not computer people ? Because in one sense the computer part
is the easiest. They used to say at Life magnine, in the old days any
way, that a photoffrapher could be taught to write much more easily
than a writer courd be taught to take pictures. I think that the same
obtains here : The writers and artists can probably absorb most of what
they need to know about computers for hypermedia in a short time. A
few may eventually get into system design and tradeoff, but I expect
the basic forms of CRT hypermedia to stabilize rapidly.
But for the present not much can be done. There is no point in creating these materials now, and without proper systems it is far too much
trouble. It is fun to design hypertexts in a vacuum, but not very much.
The difference between trying to imagine it working and having it do
so is roughly like the dikerence between a bearskin rue; and a bear.
Designing hypertexts without a proper system is rather like preparing
magazine pasteups before printing presses were invented. It only gives
you more designs to have to explain to people who will call them
vague conjecture.

Before these materials can be created and distributed, we need

people to have sufficiently opulent systems. Using the LDS-1, Evans
and Sutherland ha ve demonstrated the sort of zoom-in hypermap I
spoke of. But lin Evans and Sutherland display setup is a matter of
$500,000 or more, and hardware at this level of investment is not worth
talking about for teaching anybody anything, except perhaps how to
get appropriations for computers. Similarly, the Brown University
Hypertext Editing System, which I had a hand in,5 permits the comfortable creation and readino- of discrete hypertexts. But for that you
need an IBM 360 with 2250rmod 2 display console, another immense
outlay, so that too is not practical.
For all intents lnd purposes of The Nelson Organization. Inc., it is
necessary to have wonderful consoles. And this is therefore the current
thrust of our Project Xnnadu : To put mountains under our castles in

the air.

Naturally, this cannot all be done at once.
The j yototype, which we hope to build in 1970-71, could not practicably be sold for under $100.000. But we have in mind, building on
this, a commercial system a few years may whose price is more like
$10,000, including all software for CRT hypermedm, and including

CRT, screen, keyboard, dashboard, tablet, disk. and communicator.

This would require, however, a whole new approach, utilizing through-

3 Gross. Cnrmody. Nelson. Rice nnd rim Dnm. "A Hypertext Editing Systtqn for the
:IRO. Proceedings of the Second Annual Conference on Commter Graphics, UnirerMty of
Illinois. 1969.
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designed hardware find system programs. I will shortly talk about
some of the approaches we are looking at.
DESIDERATA

Keyscopes, or text display consoles, are not yet what they should be.
While the more attractive units, such as the Datapoint 3300, are now
comfortable and attractive enough for long hours of use, they are not
yet ;,(ifficiently zingy for the hypertexts we are going., to want. The
most important feature such text consoles will need, in my view, is
some capability for smooth text motion. Only if you can see where a
piece of text is coming from, and which way it goes, can your eye and
mind remain oriented. (Unless the display space is trivial, say, one
made up of pages, or long scrolls.) Moreover, variable-sized characters, italics, other fonts, and serifs are all desirable, in that order.
It is possible that keyscope terminals. such as the TV raster-chopping
type. might be improved along these lines, but the engineering might
be difficult (and tlm engineers unmotivated). For these reasons I put
my hope in calligraphic systemsthose which draw witb a programable beam of electrons, such as DEC's 33F, IBM's 2250, the Adage
terminal, the Vector General display, and so forth.
And for the general purposes of CRT hypermedia. even the best,
excepting always the miraculous Evans and Sutherland machine, is
not yet good enough. The finest calligraphic displays, such as the
2250 and Adage terminals. are usually hampered by the big computers that support them. A sudden refusal to respond often means the
main computer is stopping to print something or punch somebody's
cards.

Some way has to be found out of this. The usual solution proposed
is to have more and more immense computers doing the main work
for the display. The solution I favor is to use the display's little computer better and use big computers less or not at all.
XANADII

The term "Xanadu" I have used since 1966 as an ongoing project
name for the console I have wanted to build. The overall set of ideas
and preferences has been churning in my head since 1960. Its functional specifications, frozen along with its name1 now seem within
reach. I called it Xanadu after the pleasure dome in the poem "Kubla
Khan," with its connotations of mysticism and attistic trance, to say
nothing of the cachet added by Orson Welles' appropriation of it as
the name of Citizen Kane's palace.

Here was the idea of it:
1. It was to be created for the naive, antinumerical. and accidentprone user. There were to be no visible numbers, save those explicitly
put in by the user. Unintended actions by the user could not harm his
files or undo his 'work, because of several levels of backup,.fail-safe,
and warning. (At the extreme1 procedures of the utmost gravity would
be required for dangerous and irreversible actions, similar to the protocol said to be established for the firing of intercontinental missiles.
For instance, for the user to throw a thing away completely, expunging R11 copies of it, he would really have to want to. Several stages of
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warning would occur, to be overridden by complex acts, culminating
in a pi-lased two-handed maneuver while a small hooter siren went
woop-woop-woop, all accompanied by ominous pyrotechnics on the
screen.)

2. The system was to have a nonstructure. Transparent in the

sense of Oettinffer and Marks,6 it would provide an unaffected view
into structures ('-if any character which resided as data within the system. All length and size pmbleilis were to be overridden, with the user
uninformed of storage breaks in the material or where what parts were
stored. Indeed, the different memory levels of core, disk, and tape were
to be treated as a seamless whole by the system program, with automatic shipping and swapping as required. (This is now called virtual
memory, although the term has acquired technical meanings which
are not quite relevant.)
3. The system was to be psychologically oriented to whatever task
was at hand, without confusing technicalities from another realm (a
previous program, or unexplained system features) hanging around
to confuse the user. More subtly, the atmosphere of the console was to
be changeable by various means to make it feel like the place to be

doing what you were doing. Button-overlays do not go nearly far

enough. A variety of cues, including color, button shapes, and decorative embellishment of the screen, must. be delicately crafted. If we seek
to create an orientational and conceptual world for the user, both the
unification and aesthetics of tbis world are of supreme importance.
4. The system was to be smoothly adapted for text reading, writing,
and editing, with the simplicity and fail-safe qualities I have spoken
of. I mean text in the larger sense, including hypertexts.
5. A nonnumerical indexing mechanism was to allow one sequence
of text to provide an index into another piece of text. This could be
not only an ordinary table of contents, but a digest, commentary, or
otlwr eollatoml structure or version.
6. The system was to allow users to consider and compare alternate
versions and arrangements of the same material, stored simultaneously
and interconnectedly. Any versions could be changed and worked on,
with their interconnections and correspondences maintained automatically.
7. A historical trail feature, plus a backtracking mechanism, would
permit a user to travel backward in time through earlier versions and

stages of his writings, or his other work and considerations, at the
scope. Correspondences among such things would be maintained auto-

matically through the parallel and alternative mechanisms already
mentioned. Moreover, by returning to an earlier version and making
changes to it, he could retroact with his work, pursuing alternatives
earlier foregone and initiating evolutionary forks from a previous
time. The object of this facility is not to burden the user with peculiar
options, but to help him explore more swiftly the possible pathways
for developing his ideas and work that would ordinarily be foreclosed

to him.
S. Finally, the system was to be beautiful, and its use a continual
pleasiire.

° Anthony G. Osttinger, with Sema Mnrks. Run, Computer. Run: The Myth of EduenMuni Innovation, Harvard University. 1999. p. 19.
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So lunch for the external specifications. How to do all this inside is
another problem. Five years ago I didn't know much about certain
import ant things. With cantan kerons faith I blundered on.
Comvrunm, DATA SmucTurms

First, I recognized that a certain relationship was essential and
basic. I have called it different things at different times, "zipper list"
being the simplest. The idea is that two lists, or structures, have their
corresponding parts noted in the data structure, without regard to the
relative sequence of their parts. A zipper-list facility would permit
such relationships to be taken note of and kept track of, despite other
development in the file.

Now, computer people. I talked to thought this was a pretty stupid
thing to be bothering with. especially since in the ,glorions realms of
list processing you are allowed to tie, your data in knots every whichway. Why bother with monogamous one-for-one links when list processing gives you orgies? Yet this is precisely the relation I think is
most basic for tasks of creative consideration, although there are many
variations. I f two things have corresponding parts, whether they are
symphonies or machines or individual drafts of some particular book,
we need some way to notate these correspondences for computer storage. An item-bor-item parallel listing structure is therefore
appropriate.

What to call these things is puzzling. Parallel lists? "Parallel" has
difficult connotatons. "Zipper list" is not bad when the sequence of
elements is significant. But when we are talking about correspondences
between knotty wholes, such as machines or philosophies, we need
a nonsequential term. The, term "collateral structures" seems both sufficiently expressive and neutral. I define two data structures as collateral if at least. one Ims some sort of private integrity, and the other
holds information relevant to it.
The more I thought about. collateral data structures, the more inter-

esting they became. First, there was the idea of looldng up textual
parts of one thing by corresponding textual parts of anothera zipper-list pair. Then there was the idea of having alternative versions

of the same thing, whose correspondences are kept track of. More zip-

per lists. Moreover, the indexing of a list, by a list can be extended
indefinitely.

Another lead appeared. It might be very useful to have pure text

stored in one stream, without. codes or irregularities outside the character set, snd have its formatting and indexing in other streams.
Parallel pointers from outside differentiate the data. More zipper lists.
Indeed, it. could be useful for many nontextual purposes to store data
in one stream and related metadata in another"a little something on
the side."
These different leads seems to be converging.
Another feeling I had was that there was something basically wrong
with the way displays were being programed and designed. Suther-

land's original sketchpad program seemed to have been set in concrete in the design of var;ous machines. on top of which the conventions of input and output provided many. yon will excuse the pnn.
stumbling blocks. We seem to require it. buffers, all different; various
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stacks of niggling errands; and still attention from a inain computer.
It seemed to me that there must be some way to simplify things.
OPULENCE

There is no time to discuss here the way this has worked itself nut,
but the comeuppance has been a rather unusual system design, now
ready for implementaton. Out of the original desiderata has conic an
unusual underlying set of structnres, conventions, and peculiarly integrated design tricks.
Built aronnd a minicomputer, it should permit the aninmtion of
dynamic &splay without flicker. even as the data rolls or changes; the
definition of indefinitely many hypertext types and connections; and
ways of defining new windows into mind-space. In other words, an
opulent input-output machine. sufficient for the richest user activities we may want to program. lts main purpose is to let us create,
write, and experience more knowingly, and wander freely through the
multidimentional realms of hypertext and hypergrams. But it is hoped
that the fundamental design may be extended to provide windows into
mind-space of any complexity.

Exn
If we are to move toward anyone's computopia, or even the simpler

goal of a more human and humane world in which computers are
prominent, what experts call technically necessary will have to come
under close public scrutiny.

Doubletalk and silly press releases have done. their damage. The
public has been told what experts think the computer should do to
them - now the public is down on computers and, by these lights,
rightly. It is time for a new accommodation.
Ana we who have known enough to do so will have to stop fooling
the public. To insiders, the computer is not just a tool, but a costume
we wear when we want to further our own ways of doing things. much
as Bugs Bunny masquerades as a tiptoeing tree trunk. We have gotten

away with this long enough. Ordinary people will have to learn

eitor.gh about computers to evaluate technical assumptions critically,
as they already are in the politics of automobiles and garbage.
Computer teaching is an area ripe for public understanding. I suggest that such understanding should begin, not with contemplation
ot rigidified and sequenced systems, but with an appreciation of the
playgrounds and wonderlands for the mind that may now be created.
Later we can find what methods of presentation are best, if any may
be called "best"; but people must understand first the magnificence
of computer display and where it can lead.
A sense of awe is essential to work in this area. If there is a failure
of awe, you do not understand computer displav.
And perhaps that says something about education. For awe and
understanding to occur at the same moment is perhaps the pinnacle
of the human experience. It is certainly the most important moment
of education, if it ever occurs. The two sides of the mind, feeling and
insight, are no more separate than the two sides of a coin. Both must
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be served. Both must act together. How the person feels at the console
largely determines what. he will learn for good.
I bel ieve one miiversity built in the thirties had a skyscraper called

the Cathedral of Learning. That doesn't put it badly. If a cathedral

is a place of awe and communion, then our new cathedrals of learning
will be our presenting and responding consoles. The architecture of
these consoles, and the crafting of their responsiveness and their virtual spaces, is a worthy task.
Starting from general concerns, I have tried briefly to explain one
man's obsessions and pursuits, tied together as interconnected ideas
rather than merely as an enumerated list. I propose two general solu-

tions for a lot oi problems ; hypertexts for teaching, "information
retrieval," and ordinary reading and writing; and, at a very different

level, revised programing structures to break the input-output bottleneck for small display computers. But I do not claim that these approaches have unique technical imperative or divinely inspired epis-

temological virtue. Or that they are the only things worth doing.

They are simply among the many, many things that should be tried.
To claim otherwise would really be cybercrud.

-111.1.5

TEACHING CHILDREN THINKING
BY SEYMOUR PAPERT*

This paper is dedicated to the hope that someone with power to act
-will one day see that contemporary research on education is like the
following; experiment by a 19th-century engineer who worked to demonstrate that engines were better than horses. This he did by hitching a
1/8-horsepower motor in parallel with his team of four strong stallions.
After a year of statistical research he announced a significant difference. However, it was generally thought that there was a Hawthorne
effect on the horses.

1. INTRODUCTION

The phrase "technology and education," usually means inventing

new gadgets to teach the same old stuff in a thinly disguised version of
the same old way. Moreover, if the gadgets are computers, the same old

teaching becomes incredibly more expensive and biased toward its
dullest parts; namely, the kind of rote learning in which measurable
results can be obtained by treating the children like pigeons in a Skinner box.
The purpose of this essay is to present a grander vision of an educational system in which technology is used not in the form of machines
for processing children, but as something the child himself will learn
to manipulate, to extend, to apply to projects ; thereby gaining a greater

and more articulate mastery of the world, a sense of the power of

applied knowledge and a self-confidently realistic image of himself as
an intellectual agent. Stated more simply, I believe with Dewey, Montes.sori, and Piaget that children learn by doing and by thinking about
-what they do. And so the fundamental ingredients of educational inno-

vation must be better things to do and better ways to think about

onesel f doing these things.
I claim that computation is by far the richest known source of these
ingredients. We can give children unprecedented power to invent and

carry out exciting projects by providing them with access to computers, with a suitably clear and intelligible programing language and
with peripheral devices capable of producing on-line real-time action.
Examples are: spectacular displays on a color scope, battles between computer-controlled turtles, conversational programs,
game-playing heuristic programs, et cetera. Programers can extend the hst indefinitely. Others can get the flavor of the excite-

ment of these ideas from movies I shall show at tlm IFIPS

meeting.

*This paper is deeply influenced by Cynthia Solomon and Marvin Minsky.
(193)
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Thus in its embodiment as the physical computer, computat ion omis

a vast universe of things to do. But the real magic conies when this

is combined with the conceptual power of theoretical ideas associated
with Computation.
Computation has had a profound impact by concretizing and elucidating many previously subtle concepts in psychology, linguistics. bi-

ology. and the foundations of logic and mathematics. I shall try to
show how this elucidation can be projected back to the initial teaching of these concepts. By doing so much of what has been most perplexing to children is turned to transparent simplicity. Much of what
seemed most abstract and distant from the real world turns into concrete instruments familiarly employed to achieve personal goals.
Mathematics is the most extreme example. Most children never
see the point of the formal use of language. They certainly never
have the experience of making their own formalism adapted to a
particular task. Yet anyone who works with a computer does
this all the time. We find.that terminology and concepts properly
designed to articulate this process are avidly seized by the children who really want to make the computer do things. And soon
the children have become highly sophisticated and articulate in
the art of setting up models and developing formal systems.
The most important (and surely controversial) component of this
impact is on the child's ability to articulate the working of his own
mind and particularly the interaction between himself and reality in
the course of learning and thinking. This is the central theme of this
paper, and I shall step back at this point to place it in the perspective
of some general ideas about education. We shall return later to the
use of computers.

2. Tun Dox*T-TIIINK-AMWT-TIIINEING PARADOX'

It is usually considered good practice to give people instruction in
their occupational activities. Now. the occupational activities of children are learning, thinking, playing. and the like. Yet. we tell them
nothing about those things. Instead. we tell them Idiom immbers.
grammar, and the French revolution : somehow hoping that from this
disorder the really important things will emerge all by themselves.
And they sometimes do. But the alienation-dropout-drug complex, is
certainly not less frequent.
In this respect it is not a relevant innovation to teach children also
about sets. and linguistic productions. and Eskimos. The paradox
remains: Why don't we teach them to think, to learn, to play? The

excuses people give are as paradoxical as the fact itself. Basically
there are two. Some people say : We know very little about cognitive
psychology; we surely do not want to teach such half-baked theories
in our schools; And some people say: Making the children self-conscious about learning will surely impede their learning. Asked for
evidence they nsually tell stories like the one abont a millipede who

was asked which foot he moved flrst when he walked. Apparently the
attempt to verbalize the previously unconscious action prevented the
poor beast from ever walking again.
The paradox is not in the flimsiness of the evidence for these excuses.
There is nothing remarkable in tile. all eonblished 1 oe t r ne about
education has similarly folksy fomiihitious. The deep paradox resides
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in the curious assumption that our choice is. this: Either teach the
children half-baked cognitive theory, or leave them in their original
state of cognitive innocence. Nonsense. The child does not wait with a
virginally empty mind until we are ready to stuff it with a statistically
validated curriculum. He is constantly engaged in inventin,, theories
about everything, including himself, schools and teachers. SO the real
choice is: Either give the child the best ideas we can muster about
cognitive processes, or leave him at the mercy of the theories he invents
or picks up in the gutter. The question is : Who can do better, the child
or us? Let's begin by looking more closely at how well the child does.
3. THE Por-ED CULTIME

One reads in Piaget's books about children reinventing a kind of
Democritean atomic theorli to reconcile the disappearance of the dis-

solving sugar with their belief in the conservation of matter. They
believe that vision is made possible by streams of particles sent out
like machine gun bullets from the eyes and even, at a younger age,
that the trees make the wind by flapping, their branches. It is criminal to react (as some do) to Piaget's findings by proposing to teach
the children "the trnth." For they surely gain more in their intellectual growth by the act of inventing it theory than they can possibly
lose by believing, fora while, whatever theory they invent. Since they
are not in the business of maldng the weather, there is no reason for
concern about their meteorological unorthodoxy. But they are in the
business of maldng mindsnotably their ownand we should consequently pay attention to their opinions about bow minds work and
grow.

There exists amongst children, and in the culture at large, a set of
popular ideas about education and the mind. These seem to be sufficiently widespread, miiform and dangerous to deserve a name, and
I propose "The Pop-Ed Culture." The following examples of pop-ed
are taken from real children. My samples are too small for me to guess
at their prevalence. But I am sure very similar trends must exist very
widely and that identifying and finding methods to neutralize the
effects of pop-ed culture will become one of the central themes of
research on education.

EXAMPLES OF POP-ED THINKING

(a) Blank-Mind Theories. Asked bow one sets about thinking a
child said: "make your mind a blank and wait for an idea to come."
This is related to the common prescription for memorizin : "keep
your mind a blank and say it over and over." There is a hie% comlation, in my small sample, between expressing something of this sort
and complaining of inability to remember poetry.
(b) Getting-It Theories. Many children who have trouble understanding mathematics also have a hopelessly deficient Model of what
mathematical understanding is like. Particularly bad are models which
expect understanding to conic in a flash, all at once, ready made. This
binary model is expressed by the. fact that the child will admit the
existence of only two states of knowledge often expressed by "I get

it" and "I don't get it." They lackand even resisla model of un-

derstanding something through a process of additions, refinements,
debugging, and so on. These children's way of thinking about learning
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is clearly disastrously antithetical to learning any concept that cannot be acquired in one bite.

(c) Faculty Theories. Most children seem to have, and extensively
use, an elaborate classification of mental abilities : "he's a brain",
"he's a retard", "he's dumb", "I'm not mathematical-minded". The
disastrous consequence is the habit of reacting to failure by classifying the problem as too hard, or oneself as not having the required
aptitude, rather than by diagnosing the specific deficiency of knowledge or sldll.

4. COMPUTER SCIENCE AS A GRADE SCHOOL SUBJECT

Talking to children about all these bad theories is almost certainly
inadequate as an effective antidote. In common with all the greatest
thinkers in the philosophy of education I believe that the child's intellectual growth must be rooted in his experience. So I propose creating
an environment in which the child will become highly involved in ex'periences of a kind to provide rich soil for the growth of intuitions and
concepts for dealing with thinking, learning, playing, and so on. An
example of such an experience is writing simple heuristic programs
that play games of strategy or try to outguess a child playing tag with
a computer controlled "turtle".
Another, related example, which appeals enormously to some children

with whom we have worked is writing teaching programs. These are
like traditional CAI programs but conceived, written, developed and
even tested (on other children) by the children themselves.
(Incidentally, this is surely the proper use for the concept of
drill-and-practice programs. Writing such programs is an ideal
project for the second term of an elementary school course of the
sort I shall describe in a moment. It is said that the best way to
learn something is to teach it. Perhaps writing a teaching program
is better still in its insistance on forcing one to consider all possible
misunderstandings drid mistakes. I have seen children for whom

doing arithmetic would have been utterly boring and alienated
become passionately involved in writing programs to teach arithmetic anoi in the pros and cons of criticisms of one another's pro-

grams like : "Don't just tell him the right answer if he's wrong,
give him useful advice." And discussing what kind of advice is
i'useful" leads deep into understanding both the concept being
taught and the processes of teaching and learning.)
Can children do all this ? In a moment I shall show some elements of

programing language called LOGO, which we have used to teach

children of most ages and le 7els of fl :atdemic performance how to use

the computer. The language is always used "on-line", that is to say
the user sits at a console, gives instructions to the machine and immediately gets a reaction. People who know langnages can think of it as
"baby I_JISP", though this is misleading in that LOGO is a full-fledged
universal language. Its babyish feature is the existence of self-contained subsets that can be used to achieve some results after 10 minutes
of instruction. Our most extensive teaching experiment was with a class
of seventh grade children (12-year-olds) chosen near the average in
previous academic record. Within 3 months these children could write
programs to play p;ames like the simple form of NIM in which players
take one, two, or three matches from a pile ; soon after that they worked
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on programs to gowtrate random sentenceslike what is sometimes
called concrete poetryand went on from there to make conversational
and teaching programs. So the empirical evidence is very strong that
we can do it, and next year we shall be conducting a more extensive experiment with fifth graile children. The next sections will show some of
the elementary exercises we shall use in the first weeks of the course.
They will also indicate another important aspect of having children
do their work with a computer: the possibility of working on projects

with enough duration for the child to become personallyintellectually and emotionallyinvolved. The final section will indicate a
facet of how more advanced projects are handled and how we see
the effects of the kind of sophistication developed by the children.

5. YOU CAN TAKE THE CI1ILD TO EUCLID, BUT You CAN'T MAKE HIM
THINK

Let's go back to Dewey for a moment. Intellectual growth, he often
told us, must be rooted in the child's experience. But surely one of the
fundamental problems of the school is how to extend or use the child's
experience. It must be understood that experience does not mean mere

busy work. Two children who are made to measure the areas of

two triangles do not necessarily undergo the same experience. One
might have been highly involved (e.g. anticipating the outcome, being
surprised, guessing at a general law), while the other was quite alienated (the opposite). What can be done to involve the mathematically

alienated child ? It is absurd to think this can be done by using the
geometry to survey the school grounds instead of doing it on paper.
Most children will enjoy running about in the bright sun. But most
alienated children will remain alienated. One reason I want to emphasize here is that surveying the school grounds is not a good research
project on which one can work for a long enough time to accumulate
results and become involved in their development. There is a simple
trick, which the child sees or does not see. If he sees it, he mcceeds in
measuring the grounds and goes back to class the next day to work
on something quite different.

Contrast this situation with a different context in which a child

might learn geometry. The child uses a time-shared computer equipped with a CRT.* He programs on-line in a version of the programing
language LOGO, which will be described in more detail below.
On the tube is a cursor point with an arrow indicating a direction.
The instruction "FORWARD 100" causes the point to move in the
direction of the arrow through 100 units of distance. The instruction
"POTATELEFT 90" causes the arrow to rotate 90°.

The child knows enough from previous experience to write the

following almost self-explanatory program :
TO CIRCLE
ROTATELEFT 1
FORWARD 1
CLE
END.

CIR-

The word "TO" indicates that a new procedure is to be defined, and

it will be called "CIRCLE". Typing "CIRCLE," will now cause
the steps in the procedure to be executed one at a time. Thus :
The point creeps ahead 1 unit.
1st step: FORWARD 1
2d step : ROTATELEFT 1
The arrow rotates 1°.
Cathode ray tube, or TV-type screen.
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.3d

step :

This is a recnrsive call natu-

CIRCLE

rally it has the same effect as

the command CIRCLE
typed by the child. Tlutt is
to say, it initiates the same

.2d step : ROTATELEFT 1

process :
The point creeps on, but in the
new, slightly different direction.
Tlie arrow now inakes an angle

crl:CLE

tion.
This initiates the same process

1st step: FORWARD 1

.3d step :

of 2° with its initial direc-

all over again. And so on,

forever.
It is left as a problem for the reader to discover why this point will
describe a. circle rather than, say, a spiral. He will tina that it involves
some real geometry of a sort he may not yet have encountered (see
answer at end of paper). The more immediately relevant point is that
t he child's work has resulted in a certain happening, namely a circle
has appearedAt occurs to the child to make t he circle roll ? How can
this he done? A plan is easy to make:
Let the point go round the circle once.

Then FORWARD 1
Then repeat..

But there is a serious problem ! The program as written causes the
point to go round and round forever. To make it go just once around
we need to give the pmcedure an "input" (in more usual jargon, a
variable).
This input will be used by the procedure to remember how far round
it has gone. Let's call it "DEGREES" and let it represent the number
of degrees still to go, so it starts oft being 360 and ends up 0. The way
this is written in LOGO is:

TO CIRCLE=0 STOP__. :DEGREES means: the thing
whose name is "DEGREES".

IF :DEGREES=0 STOP
FORWARD 1

ROTATELEFT 1
CIRCLE :DEGREES-1___ Each time round the number of de()Tees remainina is reduced by 1.
END.
Now we can use this as a subprocedure for ROLL:

TO ROLL CIRCLE 360

FORWARD 10

ROLL END.

Or, to make it roll a yxed distance:

TO ROLL :DISTANCE
IF :DISTANCE =0 STOP
CIRCLE 360
FORWARD 10

ROLL :1)ISTANCE-1
END.
Or we can make the circle roll around a circle :

TO FUNNYROLL CIRCLE 360
TATELEFT 10
FUNNYROLL.
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FORWARD 10

RO-
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These examples will, if worked on with a good dose of imagination,
indicate the sense in which there are endless possibilities of creating
even more, but gradually more, complex and occasionally spectacularly beautiful effects. Even an adult can get caught up in it ! Not
every child will. But if he does, the result is very likely to be a true
extension of his experience in Dewey's sense. And evidence is accumuhtting for the thesis that there is scarcely any child who cannot
be invol ved in sonic computational project.

The next two sections will discuss two other peripheral devices
suitable for a computation laboratory in an elementary school : a
pmgrainable vehicle and a music generator. There is, of course, no
end to what one could invent. At MIT we are thinking in terms of
soon adding mechanical manipulators, psychedelic light shows in a
reactive environnient, apparatus for automated experiments in animal
psychology, and so forth.
0. Tin,. UWE or THE TuuTLF:

At MIT we use the name "Turtle" for small computer controlled
vehicles, equipped with various kinds of sense, voice and writing
organs. Turtles can be controlled by the same commands used in the
previous section to describe grapliics. They can be made to draw or to
move about without leaving a visible trace. Procedures to achieve this

are exactly like the procedures for CRT graphics. However sense
organs allow another interesting dimension of work. An interesting
simple one is a reflectivity sensor held close to the floor. A LOGO op-

eration called LIGHT has an integer value between 0 and 10, depending on the reflectivity of the surface. Suppose we wish to program the
turtle to follow the left edge of a black line on a white floor. Using an

important heuristic we encourage the child to study himself in the
situation, and try to simulate his own behavior. The key idea, of
course is to use feedback according to the following plan :
light

photo14,---detector

SENSOR

light

10

light = 0.

light = 3

too far left

too far right
desired position

02
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Cotor

Mainly black
Equal black
and white
Mainly white

Light

Position error

small value

Too far right

5

OK

big value

left

Correction

Rotate left.
Nothing.

Rotatenght.

This leads to the procedure :

TO WALK

IF LIGHT <4 ROTATELEFT
IF LIGHT >6 ROTATERIGHT

FORWARD 1
WALK
END.

Notice that the child can think of the program as a very simple formal
model of himself, or, indeed, more justly, of a moth flying to a light.
It is rare, that children in the traditional context of math-science get
a chance to develop a model so simple.

Turtles with touch, interactive behavior with several turtles, searching mazes, and so on scarcely scratch the surface of what can be done
with these beasts.
7. Music

Just as the computer can be instructed to move a point on a TV display or make a turtle move or print a word, it can be instructed to sing

a note. The LOGO instruction SING followed by an input to indicate a note (represented by 1 . . . 7) or a time. A program can be
written thus :
TO MARY
SING 3
SING 2
SING 1
SING 2
SING 3 SING 3
END.
The comnand :
MARY
will cause the computer to sing the tune.
The program :

TO CHANTMARY

MARY

CHANTMARY

END.
will cause the tune to be repeated indefinitely. Programs can be written
to speedup, slowdown, raise, lower, transpose, sing in chorus, et cetera,

et cetera. Children can use the computer as a super musical instrument. They can compose at the typewriter and hear their creations
played perfectly. They can make and undo small changes. They can
cause the turtle or the CRT display to move to music and so on,
endlessly.
8. CASE HISTORIES FORM THE MIIZZEY JR. HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIMENT

The following piece is extracted verbatim from a report on the
seventh grade teaching experiment performed at Muzzey Jr. High
School at Lexington.
8.1. PROBLEM VS. PROJECT

The most exciting single aspect of the experiment was that most of
the children acquired the abilityr and motivation to work on projects
that extend in time over several days, or even weeks. This is in marked
contrast with the mua1 style of work in mathematics classes, where
teclmiques are taught and then applied to small repetitive exercise
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problems. It is closer, in ways that are essential to the later argument
here, to the work style of some art classes where children work for
several weeks on making an object ; a soapcarving for example. The
similarity has several dimensions. The first is that the duration of the
process is long enough for the child to become involved, to try several
ideas, to have the experience of putting something of oneself in the
final result, to compare one's work with that of other children, to discuss, to criticise and to be criticised on some other basis that right or

wrong. The point about criticism is related to a sense of creativity
that is important in many ways which we shall talk about laterincluding, particularly, its role in helping the child develop a healthy
self-image as an active intellectual agent.
Let's take 'an example. A continuing project over the last third of the
year was working, on various kinds of "language generating" programs.
The children studied a program (given as a model) which generated
two word sentences like :

CATS RUN
DOGS SHOUT

CHILDREN BITE
DOGS RUN
CATS RUN

The assignment was to study the model and go on to make more interesting programs. The sample printout that follows brought ,areat joy
to its creator who had workecl hard on mastering the mathematical
concepts needed for the program, on choosing sets of words to create

an interesting effect and on convertina her exceedingly vague (and
unloved) knowledge about grammar into a useful, practical form.

INSANE RETARD MAKES BECAUSE SWEET SNOOPY
SCREAMS SEXY WOLF LOVES THATS WHY THE SEXY
LADY HATES UGLY MAN LOVES BECAUSE UGLY DOG
HATES MAD WOLF HATES BECAUSE INSANE WOLF

SKIPS SEXY RETARD SCREAMS THATS WHY THE
SEXY RETARDS HATES THIN SNOOPY RUNS BE-

CAUSE FAT WOLF HOPS S WEET FOGINY SKIPS A FAT
LADY RUNS
The next class assignment was to generate mathematical sentences
which were later used in "teaching programs." For example :
8*BOX +6=48

WHAT IS BOX?

Finally, in the last weeks, someone in the class said she wanted to
make a French sentence generator ... for which she spurned advice and
went to work. In the course of time other children liked the idea and

followed suitevoking from the first girl prideful complaints like
"why do they all have to take my idea?" The interesting feature was
that although they took her idea, they imprinted it strongly with their
. own person a liies, as shown by the following case studies :

K.M.: The girl who initiated the project. Thoughtful, serious
about matters that are important to her, often disruptive in class.
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Iler approach to the French project was to begin by writing procedures to conjugate all the recrular verbs and some irregular ones.
The end of the school year (ell before she had made a whole sentence gene.rator. But she did have a truly professional program,
completely debugged and working with great competence at conjugatinge.g. given Vous and Finir as inputs it would reply :
"Vous Finissez."
M.R. A. gay, exuberant girl who made the "Sexy Computer"
procrram quoted above. Only half seriously she declared her intention of making the first operational French sentence generator.
In a sense she didbut with cavalier disregard for the Academy's
rules of spelling and grammar !
J.C. A. clear mind with a balanced sense of proportion. Deliberately decided to avoid the trap of getting so involved with conjugation that no sentence would ever be generated. Too serious to
allow his program to make mistakes. Found a compromise: he
would make a program that knew only the third personbut was
still nontrivial because it did know the difference between singular
and plural as well as the genders: thus it would say
Le Bon Chien Mange; but Les Bonnes Fines Mangent.
8.2 A DETAIL PROM A CHILD'S MATHEMATICAL RESEARCH PROJECT

The fine texture of the work on projects of this sort can only be
shown by case studies. The following vignette needs very little reference to LOGOthus illustrating how the projects are more than programing.

.T is the author of the last French program mentioned. A little
earlier he is working on generating equations as part of a project to
make "a piogram to teach eighth grade algebra." He has perfected a
program to generate equations with coefficients in the range of 0-9
using a "random" number generator. His present problem is to obtain. larger coefficients.
First solution : Almost everyone tries this : get bigffer numbers by
adding smaller ones obtained from the old procedureAmongst other
considerations, this looks like a good technique that has often paid
well : use old functions to define new ones.

Consequences : chooses his equation generator but soon finds some
a nn oying; features.

The new coefficients are in the range 0-18, which is unnatural
and not very big,.
There is a preference for some numbers e.g. 9 comes up ten times
as often as 18 !
Comment : The first problem can be alleviated by adding more numbers. One can even add a random number of random numbers. But this

aagravates the second problem. J understands this qualitatively but
Coes not see a way out. It is interesting that children and adults often
have a resistance to making numbers by "non-numerical" operations.
In this case the solution is to concatenate the single digit random numbers instead of adding them. LOGO has a simple way to express this
and J is quite accustomed to making nonnumencal strings by concatenation. In fact this is how he makes the equation ! Nevertheless he
resists.
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The problem is discussed in a class wet ing and after some prompting everyone. suddenly "discovem" the sole+ ion.
New solution : .1* changes his program, now making numbers up to

99 by concatenation ; he does some crude check of uniformity of distribution and tries his program.
Disaster : For a while it seems to go well. But in the course of playing with the "teaching pmgram" a user types 5 and is surprised to get
a reply like :
You knucklehead; You took 11 seconds and your answer is wrong.
The answer is 05. Here is sonic advice . .. etc.
Continent : Poor .T will get the sympathy of every mathematician
who must at some stage have tried to generalize a result by extending
the domain of an innocent looking fumtion only to find that the extended function violates some obscure but essential condition. He is
also in the heart of the problem of representation. Is "05" a good representation ? Yes, no . . have your choice but face the consequences
and be consistent. J's problem is that his procedures accept "05" for
arithmetic operations but not for the test of identity !
Solution : Change the identity test or peel off the leading zero. .1-

chose the latter. His program worked for a while and was used, in
ways that we shall see, to great. effect.

New step : Later J was urged to allow negative numbers. He found a

good way : Use the one digit random number generator to make a

binary decision :
If less than 5, positive
Otherwise, negative.
That problem again: J had a program working perfectly with nega-

tives. Then one day decided to make it more symmetrical by using
+5 and 5 for positive and negative. This brought him back to the
old problems raised by differences between the machine's representation and the human user's. At this point the year ended with J's program not quite as effective as it had been at its peak.
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THE POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION OF COMPUTERS TO
INSTRUCTION REFORM
BY HAROLD E. MITZEL

The popular journals print numerous articles on the subject of the
pervasive role of 53,000 extant computers in our society.' Many view
with alarm the possibility that massive computer storage and retrieval
capability can be employed to reduce man's privacy and prevent men
from living down their earlier mistakes.2 3 4 Some feel that the mere
presence in our society of the computer which schedules airline seats,
records bank deposits, adds up department store purchases, and routes
longdistance telephone calls also serves to dehumanize interpersonal
relations and dimmish -the quality of life. The purpose of this paper
is to show how computer technology should be viewed as a friendly

ffiant rather than an evil genie and how it should be harnessed to
provide the catalyst for badly needed reform in the education of

Americans.

In order to restrict the paper's scope, I will only deal with the

computer's potential in instruction and omit the familiar administra-

tive and student accounting computer applications which are, of course,
a part of the total education scene.
The existence of a number of well written critiques,207 whose con-

clusions are supported by facts reported in almost any issue of a big
city newspaper, makes it unnecessary to document in detail the idea
that there is a crisis in schooling at the beginning of the 1970's. There
is a crisis in confidence between the lay public and educators and between education workers and boards of control. There is a crisis in
financing schools as school costs rise more rapidly than tax revenues.
There is a crisis in achievement as many children come up to age and
grade guideposts unable to meet minimal literacy standards. I believe
a root cause of many of these crises lies in the badly deteriorated relationships between teachers and pupils in classrooms. Further, reform
in instruction can, and indeed must, pave the way for ameliorating
many of the other tensions related to the education of Americans.
The crisis in teacher-pupil relationships is borne out by the school
statistics on excessive absences, vandalism, drug abuse, riots, violent
attacks on authority figures, and even murder of a teacher as recently
happened in Philadelphia. No doubt there are multiple causative factors which explain these asocial behaviors, but underlying all of them
is the elementary notion that most children do not like school. At
+ Computers and Automation. Monthly Computer Census, 20, pp. 5961, Jan. 1971,
2 Almaindpr, T. Computers can't solve everything. Fortune, Oct. 1969, LXXX, 126-120.
3 White, P. T. Behold the computer revolution. Nattonal Geographte, Nov. 1970, 138,
503-633.
+ Computers are changing your life. U.S. News d World Report, Nov. 10, 1969, 71,
100-162.
5 Holt. J. C. How children fail. New York : Pitman. 1064.

" Rozol..T. Death at an early age. Bocton : Houghton Minn, 1067.
7 Merman, C. Crisis la the Classroom. New York : Random House, 1970.
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worst, school is perceived as a primitive, spirit-destroying place which
fills no essential needs in children's lives. Most teachers and adminis-

trators are viewed r.s adults who holler at the kids, and as persons
who enforce petty rules and wield arbitrary power. A ldnd of adversary system dominates the classroom interaction of most schools

in which the teacher and his backup reserves, the iyincipal and iguidrime counselor, are pitted against the pupils. 'While destructive interpersonal games are played out in the typical school, the rest of society stands on the sidelines wringing its collective hands.
One of the first things we must do to reform schools is to markedly
increase the manifest expression of human warmth between adults
and children. Essentially the challenge is bow to chanobe the emotional
climate of the typical elementary and secondary classroom without
sacrificing progress by the children in the achievement of subject matter goals. All youngsters must be able individually to met rewards and
praise for their honest attempts to learn. To providbe children with
massive doses of praise and other indications of their self-worth, we
have to arrange for a much much higher level of feedback or effort
evaluation than is characteristic of the typical classroom which .pro-

vides a cage for 25-30 children, one teacher, and a variety of inert
materials. Careful studies of classroom behavior 8 show that most lessons above the primary levels are conducted as either an expository
lecture or a class discussion on some topic; or, in other words, class

activities consist of telling and recitation. Individual pupils have,
under typical conditions, only minimal opportunities to directly interact with the teacher who must somehow instruct 30 children as if
there were only one.
In a previous article ° I have shown how the aggressive able young-

ster in a class discussion may recite and receive feedback, including
praise 4 or 5 times during a 40-minute class period. A shy, withdrawn
child is easily overlooked and unnoticed, ancl may recite with expressions of teacher approval only once a week. Contrast that mass-education picture with the computer-assisted instruction work room where
every child receives feedback and encouraoement of his learning efforts once every 30 seconds on the averagebfor a total of 80 different
exchanges in a 40-minute period at the
i
rewardin o and nformative
computert'terminal.

With sensitive programing computer terminals create for school
children an absorbing responsive environment for learning. The child
knows that when he makes a response something will happen immediately to yovide him with an appraisal of the quality of his response
and offer him guidance toward his future efforts. There is fittle wonder that 450 ninth-oracle's in a Pittsburgh high school,'° who spend
a portion of their d'aily mathematics lesson at the computer terminal

and a portion in individualized study with print media, markedly

prefer the computer experience.
So far we have discussed the superiority of the computer terminal
over conventional mass instruction in creating a responsive environReviewed in Medley, D. and Mitzel, H. "Measuring Classroom Behavior By Systematic

Observation", pp. 247-328 in Gage, N. (Ed.) "Handbook of Research on Teaching,"
Chicago, Rand McNally, 1903.

WW1. IT. "The Impending Instruction Revolution," Phi Delta Koppel?, Vol. LI, No. 8,
PP'it;4,Viitilp.'Ill"nelid Bost, W. In Morpliet E. and .Tesser, D. (Eds.) "Designing Education
for the FUturc;" Denver, The Project Office, 372 pp., 1908.
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ment associated with typical learning .activities. But, there is an additional opportunity for (rreatly improving the quality of school climate
when computer tutorials are introduced into schools.
To understand this second opportunity we can classify teacher's

skills in the. classroom as being of higher order and lower order.
Examples of lower order skills can be suggested as presntation of

information to be learned, display of drill and practice exercises, evaluation of pupil responses and provision of feedback. Some examples
of higher order skills are diagnosis of a child's learning disability,
mediating a dispute, assessing the impact of a purl's home environ-

ment upon his in-school behavior and expressi g comfort for a

wounded spirit or an injured body. The cause of instruction reform
would be greatly advanced if the lower order skills as defined above
were largely put into carefully sequenced computer programs. The
savings in time for teachers by removing the necessity for them to
engage in lower order skills would enable them to transfer their
uniquely human talents to the higher order skills for which there is no

computer programino in the foreseeable future. Of course, many teachers would have to bearetrained in order to shift their emphasis from
lower order skills to the higher order ones.
Silberman " documents the great interest being expressed by American educators in the British Infant School model. By minimizing
structure and emphasizing pupil freedom to inquire and explore, those
schools are unquestionably improving school-going attitudes on the
part of youngsters. Many Americans will, however, be unable to accept
the absence of the traditional lesson plan with its interest-arousal
activities, presentation, exhortation, and followup by the teacher, all
of which "turn off" most children in today's schools.
Since the close of World War II, about two and a half decades ago,
Americans have been trying to improve their schools by increasing the
subject matter knowledge of classroom teachers. Federally sponsored
institutes since the passage of the National Defense Education Act of
1958 have made it possible for a significant segment of the Nation's

secondary teachers to be ugraded in their knowledge of a subject.

The rationale for this new interest in in-service teach4r education was,
of course, the notion that a teacher cannot teach well those subjects
which he does not himself know well.
It seems to me that the heav3r emphasis placed on i'3upil acquisition
of hard content, characteristic of the postsputnik era, fhas been bought
at the price of a declining interest and concern among educators for
the human values which should be a part of schooling. This is not to
say that educators ought to be less achievement-oriented than they are
nowt but that we have to recognize that the total complex job of teach-

ing in a contemporary school makes impossible demands upon the
talents of the more than 2 million persons in the teacher corps. Relatively few, perhaps only one in a thousand, possesses sufficient native
ability to engage simultaneously in both lower order and higher order
teaching behaviors in the conventional mass education classroom. If
we shifted a major portion of the lower order presentational skills to
a rich computer-assisted instruction environment and then retrained
our typical teachers to engage in and emphasize higher order human
II Silberman, C., op. eit.
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relations skills in the classroom we could in a decade perhaps reform
the bulk of tlie education of Americans.
It is a paradox that computers, epitome of impersonality and product of the space age, offer us an opportunity to reform our schools by
makiii g. it possible for teachers to redirect their efforts and to humanize
schoohlig.

So far we have argued in this paper that instruction as a major segment of American elementary and secondary education can be reformed by introducing appropriately programed computer interactive
opportunities for children. This reform can occur for two reasons
(1) Youngsters working at computer terminals experience a. unique
responsive environment which builds their self-confidence and feelings
of sel f-worth ; (2) teachers can, whim freed from iower order expository tasks, engage in supportive higher order behaviois that are
uniquely humanizing for children.

In addition to the two reasons cited above for incorporating computer technology into instruction, the computer makes "thinkable"
for the first time in history, the notion of a genuine adaptive education for every learner." Tim idea of individualizing instruction has
been given consideration in every decade of this century. Its implementation has, of course, fallen far short of the goal because of the
unavailability of instructional systems which can receive, process, and
display large amounts of relevant data about individuals.l'yler 23 has
shown that the concept of individualized instruction has been arrested
at the simplex level of learner self-pacing. The programed text and
teaching machine developments of the 1955-65 era contributed mightily

to the self-pacing notion. These applications, however, ignored the
rich diversity of individual differences among learners and failed to
capt ure the essential notion that instruction needs to be adapted to
the particular skills, abilities, and interests of learners who vary
tremendously.
The logic and preprogramed decisionmaking capabilities of the
modern digital computer make it the only candidate immediately in
view that can handle the complex task of monitoring, summarizing,
diagnosing and prescribing instructional DIMS for many learners.
Of course, educators do not yet know in any detail which of the hundreds of descriptive variables about learners are relevant for instruction. But this needed evidence represents an empirical question which
can be derived from the experience of programing courses of instruction for computer presentation and trying them out on learners with
many hypotheses about different learner-adaptive variables.

Almost everyone these days who is weighing the potential of the
computer for education in the next three decades seems to be viewing
computers as mere replacement mechanisms for contemporary procedures, personnel, and learning activities. I believe the nature of this
powerful loffic and decision device makes it incumbent upon us to reexamine our educational goals for all learners. The computer makes it
possible for educators to greatly expand the available curriculum for
learners. The knowledge retrieval capability of large computer sys"Mani, H. "Computers and Adaptive Education," American

December 1970.

Education, pp. 2.13-20,

Is Tyler, It., 'New Directions In Individualizing Instruction," in the Abington Conference
of 1967, Abington, Pa. : The Conference, 1007.
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tems plus the storage and use of adaptive information about learners
will make it. possible for every learner to have a unique curriculum.
No longer will debates about curriculum be restricted by what can
comfortably be taught to an average group of youngsters at a particular
grade level. The computer as a tool makes it possible for learners individually to have access to a wide varkty of the world's knowledge.
Instead of the long debates about what is worth teaching, educators

will be able to shift this responsibility in large part to the learner

himself.
We Imre for a long time recognized the motivating effects of selfdirection or independent stndy. If instradion can be, to a large measue, put into computer storage, and learners given :t wide variety of
choices in deciding what they want to learn and in what sequence,
then the education enterprise will be blessed with increased motivation and improved learner self-direction. Of course, these applications
of the computer in removing tk3 shackles on education cannot be expected by the end of this decade, but we can have them much sooner
than many people realize because they depend on no new technological
developments or no new pedagogical concepts. The major restraints
lie within t he social institutions responsible for education.

Speaking of restraints on education brings one inevitably to the
question of costs for triggering the reform of instruction with computers. Most of tlm available cost studies H either view computers
as an add-on expense or as a replacement for existing teacher services.

Neither seems to me to be an approlwiate assumption. Cost shulks

also start with the not ion that "instant CAI" in 20,000 school districts
is both desirable and possible. The automobile has revolutionized the
transportation of Americans, 'mit nobody siiggested that it was limessary in 1910 to have SO million vehicles and a $40 billion interstate
highway network. The development and improvement of automobiles
over the -years increased the deinand for better roads, better service
stations, better insurance, et cetera. The slime phenomenon can be anticipated with the installation of computers in schools. If there is a
significant. beginning, there will be a demand for better curriculinn
packages, better maintenance service, and better hardware. Some venturesome schools will have to begin the implementation cycle even

though the hardware is inadequate and the curriculum for the computer is spotty in its coverage. n will take these schools with a pioneering snirit to create a "market". for improved devices and instruction2 whether these materials are produced commercially or by consortiums of tmblic enterprises.
Cost studies 15 in 11 now available seriously underestimate the neces-

sary impact of computer instruction applications upon the struchire
and organization of the school. There is every reason to believe that
with a major program of .computer use, scbools will change their
staffing patterns and building requirements. My guess is that CA1
14 SIlherninn, C., op, eit.

In Booz, Allen nnd ITninilton. "Costs of Instnliing nnd OperntIng Instruetionnl Television
and Computer Assisted InstruptIon lit the Public Schools." Booz, Allen nnd finmilton,
Mn no gement Consul tnn ts, Nrw York. 1908.
1" CommItteP for Benno:Mc Development, Innovntlon In Education : 1411'w DIreetions for
the Amerlenn Seim], Stntement by the Resenrth nnd Polley CommIttee,
19611.
IT Kopstcln. F, P. find Seidel. R. J.. "Computer Administered Instruction Versus Trndltionolly AdmInistered InstrortIon : Eeonomles," Professional Pnper 31-07, Human Re-

sources Researeh Nike, the George Washington University, June 1907.
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schools will need many fewer $15,000-per-year teachers and more
$25,000- and $7,500-per-year personnel. CAI schools will be organizal
into small 100-200 pupil units even at the secondary level, with a
Considerably lessened demand for librarians, guidance counselors,.remedial reading teachers, et cetera, although these lowered requirements will be ofThet to some extent by personnel needs in computer
technology. Comprehensiveness, which provided the major rationale
for today's giant urban high. schools, can be met in part by a variety of
individualized computer-based courses of instruction in small intimate decentralized units. Computers seriously applied to educational
programs will change the building patterns and revise costs. For example, if high schools were smaller and nearer to pupils homes, would
we still have to build, furnish and staff cafeterias? Perhaps the single
major cost. saving with a computer-based program is the change from

teacher-directed, adult-controlled pupils to self-directed and selfmonitored pupils. No one doubts the desirability of the latter and its
capability of offsetting some of the costs inherent in the incorporation of computers into instruction.
In short, it. is probably futile to attempt to project the costs of incorporating computers into instruction given the present model provided by contemporary schools. To make sense out of costs, we will

need sonic new models for schooling which are explicit about educational goals and which capitalize upon those new objectives that are
made attainable, in theory at least, by the application of computers
to instruction.
In summary, the thesis of this paper is that reform in the education
of Americans is badly needed. Central to that reform. is an improvement in the social climate of schools and the interaction between pupils
and adults. Paradoxically, computers can make a significant contribution to the humanizing of the schools by taking over niany of the
lower order expository skills from teachers' present repertoires and
releasing theni to become, with retraining, warm human beings sensitive to the personal needs of children. The computer can help improve
the climate of classrooms by providing immediate ego-building feedback and encouragement, for lemmers' efforts, The third plus for the
computer in instruction reform is its potential in realizing a genuine
adaptive education for every learner. So far, the notion of adaptive
education has been pretty well arrested at. the level of learner selfpacing, but the computer's capability of dymunically modifying every
learner's instruction on the basis of many different relevant variables
opens up new opportunities for education. Fourth, the computer encourages the establishment of new individualized goals for education
by making it possible for 'learners to exercise many choices and options
in guiding their own development. Opening up the world of knowlede...e
to learners who have the tools to make choices cannot help hut exert
a liberalizing influence on education.
Estimating the costs of nsing computers to lead the reformation of
instruction is tricky business. Current cost, estimates seem high because
of the retention ef some hidden assumptions about the present strucure and organization of the schools.

INFORMATION SCIENCE
BY ALLEN KENT
A. THE LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE FIELD-REVIEW

The field of information science is derived from the struggle of
man to control his environment, or at least to avoid being destroyed
by external forces. The struggle articulates into requirements to make
decisions continually. The quality of the decisions is dependent fundamentally on the problem-solving capability of the decisionmaker,
but initially on the quality and relevance of information brought to
bear on the problems. Here, then, is the fundamental rationale for
man to accumulate and organize information relating to past accomplishments of civilization.

Emphasis on the information science field has grown in the past

several decades because of five interrelated factors :
(1 ) TIME SCALE CHANGES

The time scale of information ,gathering for decisionmaking and
control lnis been reduced drastically. This change corresponds to in-

creases in the rates with which competitive activity, international
aggressiveaction, and changes in public opinion can deteriorate economic, military, and political situations.
( 2 ) CHANGES IN QUANTITY OF AVAILABLE INFORMATION

There has been a dramatic increase in the amount of information
that freely available (i.e., published in one form or other), resulting iis
n the characterization of the situation as an information explosion. This situation has three dimensions of frustration :

(a) The impossibility of an individual reading and remembering all of the literature that has a reasonable probability of
being of later use.
(b) The economic impossibility of individuals or their organiza-

tions processing for later retrieval the majority of literature of
probable pertinent interest.
(c) The breakdown of traditional librar3r tools in coping effectively with the detailed requirements of individuals in identifying
information pertinent to a given problem.
(3) CHANGES IN NATURE OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

The increasing complexity of the problems of society has led to a
consequent requirement for information from an ever-widening diver-

sity of fields. This has resulted in the need to achieve insight into
otherwise obscure or uncertain situations through the use of large
amounts of fragmentary information from widely scattered sources.
(210)
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(1 ) CHANGES IN IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION SOURCES

The increasing internationalism of industrial, educational and political organizations has been leading to increasing emphasis on mformation for decisionmaking and control derived from many .sources
and geographic areas not formerly considered important. This trend
has increased the need for obtaining and providing niformation quickly
which heretofore could be transmitted on a more leisurely basis.
( 5 ) INCREASE IN NUMBER OF INFORMATION PROCESSING AGENCIES

The four changes described above have resulted in various agencies

undertaking information processing and disseminating functions.

These include governmental agencies, professional and trade associa-

tions, universities, and profitmaking industries. This trend has led
to an unquantifiable overlap in processing and services.
In consequence of these changes, new tools, new communication systems, new means of information organization, and new means of dissemination have been proposed and developed. Each in turn has both

helped alleviate the problems, and uncovered new and fundamental
problems.
(1)

INFLUENCE OF THE COMPUTER

(a) Logical Capabilities
The use of computers to search indexes to large files based on logical
combinations of subjects has led to the trend to increasing depth of
analysis of source materials, which in turn has increased the cost of
such analysis to the point where few organizafions have the wherewithal to process for their own use the information that would be of
possible use in the future. This has led to centralization of information
processing activities, for example, by Government agencies and professional societies, and an attempt to amortize the cost over many users.
But, centralized services have been imperfect, and decentralized as
well as specialized information centers have been developed in an
attempt to overcome some of their limitations.
(b) Processing Speed Capabilities
The speed with which computers can search large files carries with
it a consequent, high cost. In an attempt to amortize this cost over many
users, there has been a trend to utilize the batch processing capabilities
of computers to handle as many questions as possible at one time. But
the consequences of this trend is a decrease in effective speed of search,
since time elapses while a sufficient quantity of search requests are
accumulated. This has led to consideration of how time-sharing computers may be utilized to provide search results in real time. The processing speed of computers has also led to consideration of how whole
texts may be searched to advantage. But this consideration brings up
the probiem of whether algorithms can be developed which apply the
test, of significance of information as opposed to mere identification
of words that may appear in a given text.
(2)

INFLUENCE OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Modern communication technology offers the opportunity to transmit information in the form of data, voice, and images. Theoretically,
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this technology would permit the information resonrces of all organizations to he shared by permitting remote inquiry through an appropriate network mechanism. The availability of tin w-sha ring computer system with their ability to tic into network systems makes it
possible to contemplate an inquirer sitting at a renute console interacting with a. multiplicity of information resonrces in real time. However, in considering how to translate theory into practice, it becomes
obvious that fundaniental knowledge is lacking with regard to the
following questions :
(a) How can the differing philosophies of analysis of source
materials and differing means of vocabulary control lw ratimmlized \vile!i several resourms are to be exploited to serve a single
inquiry?
(b) What criteria would inquirers use in judging relevance of
information provided in an navy:idly(' mode when networking
systems employing modern communivation technology ae used?
(r) What will the behavior of an inquirer be if he has the opportunity to conduct information sea relies persolially flu ough
a console? What training problems will be involvNI? What programs need lw Written to provide an adequate conversational
mode in this regard?
(3) INFLUENCE OP NEW MEANS OF INFOR3IMION ORGANIZATION

The pressures for greater and greater penetration into the subject

matter of source materials have lwen evident as the qnantity of pub-

lished infornmtion has reached tlw point wlwre.traditional classi fy-

ing and indexing methods are not able to provide literature search

results with the precision, relevance. and lhnitations being demanded.
In other words, the requirement for precise speeification of problems
and questions of inquirers lms led to consideration of corresponding
means for precise specification of the subject matte of the source

materials. This consideration lias led to increased pressure for sllbject analysis expertise which approaches the expertise of the implirer.
On the other hand, the personnel reqnirements for processhig the
increasing quantity of source materials have not been matched by
available skilled manpower. Consequently, alternative methods of
processing have been considered, proceeding successively through the
use of :

(a) Generalists rather than specialists; and

(b) Automatic means for analysis of information, involving

either portions or the entim text of the source nmterials.

Study of the results of application of both of these methods indicates that imprecision and inconsistency in analysis is not avoided,
leading to uncertainty in the exploitation of large files. Accordingly,

other means have been sought to overcome the consequences of this
uncertainty. Explorations have resulted in the clevelopment of various vocabulary control and search strategy teclmiques. 'resting and
evaluation of these techniques has become

a matter

of increasing

attention, kading to the identification of increasingly fimdamental
problems relating to :
(a) The maitre of information transfer from source materials
to the inquinw;
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(b) The criteria for relevance judgments of inqu;rers. and their
dependence on incremental learning;

(c) The nature of concept formation; and. most basic of all,
(d) The learning and thinking processes.
(4) INFLUENCES OF NEW MEANS OF DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

It has been interesting to observe the development of means for dissemination of information in such a manner as to correspond selectively to the profile of interests of inquirers, thus keeping them informed periodically of published materials in the precise areas of
their professional work. However, the changing interests of many
inquirers reqyires that careful attention be paid to means for obtaining
feedback which permits dynamic response to indications of changes, or

even saturation of interests. The need for development of means for
observing inquirer behavior without undue interference with normal
work habits has led to consideration of the methodology of the behavioral sciences. But this methodology must take into account the
f act that the average information user can spend only minor fractions
of his time relating to information services. Accordingly, the mass
effects of new dissemination methods can be discerned only with large
populations of users, leading to the need for the careful application
of statistical methods to discern real effects and their significance.
The foregoing have stimulated consideration of matters relating
to the traditional libraries, and the very significant investment that
has been made by society in their development and maintenance. Increasing demands for library service, even of a traditional nature,
have led to investigations of how the new tools and communication
systems might streamline these functions, which despite the growing
importance of information storage and dissemination centers, still is
the main instrument of society for democratic access to recorded
knowledge. Resulting has been the application of computers and other
data-processing equipment to the control of circulation records, serial
records, and even to the conversion of catalog inforination to machineFocessable form. Initially this latter application was considered for
purposes of convenient updating and publication of book catalogs.
However, the availability of this information in machine-processable
form has led to some effort toward providing real-time access by
library users. And attempts have been made to exploit the logical
capabilities of the computer for identifying books and monographs.in
a manner that is analogous to the way in which they are used for information retrieval in depth for documents and published papers. But
the paucity of subject headings normally provided during sublect
cataloging has made this approach unrewarding. So methods are being
investigated for more detailed analysis of books and monographs, a
problem that is far from trivial.
The advanced communications technology has been exploited in con-

nection with interlibrary loan procedures (the traditional libr.ary

response to resource-sharing requirements). The location of desiyed
real-tune
materials has been facilitated by the mechanism.of
communication systems such as teletype. In addit!on, image:transmission systems are being considered for the provision of copies of materials without physical removal from existing collections.
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But the services that are emerging and will develop are much more
costly in visible expenditures than traditional activities, and the question must be explored regarding how to market these services, either

through filling overt requirements or through stimulating interest
that did not exist before. This has not been a trivial problem, since
the library function has been considered to be free to society ever since
the principle was established by Andrew Carnegie toward the end of
the 19th century.
There are also legal implications involved in the application of the
new technolog.y in the library and information sciences. The convenience of providing copies of published materials and the accelerating
trend toward conservation of storage space through the use of micro-

form brings up consideration of violation of copyright through pro-

miscuous processing, copying, and transmission of such materials. This
legal problem, and the related economic problems, is causing concern
and investigation of the consequences to various elements of society :
The publisher, the authors, and the user public.
B. TriE LH3RART AND INFORMATION CENTER OF THE FUTURE
1. INTRODUCTION

Information science programs are being designed to respond to the
problems incurred by the information explosion-by hypothesizing that

the library which is to serve future generations is more than bricks
and mortar. It will not be useful if it is to be a book warehouse
manned by book keepers. Rather, '3 library of the future must be
created as an organism for performing work, for providing service,
and for conducting research. This organism will be responsive to the
changing requirements of a dynamic field, with responsibilities in edu-

cation, m research, and in practice. The most modern and flexible
mechanisms will be available for exploiting recorded knowledge in
the interests of professional advances.

The director of the library of the future will be a library and in-

formation scientist, an educator, and a research director. He will draw
about himself a constellation of specialists from a number of professional disciplines.
Some new libraries have been designed modularly (to permit physical expansion) ; functionally (to facilitate the performance of technical services) ; reader-oriented (to better serve the client) ; and li-

brarian-oriented (to convenience the internal staff). The new programs must consider a new needfor a library designed for intellectual growth through research.
The articulation of information science programs is based on the
thesis that there is need for access to recorded knowledge that must be
satisfied by providing rapidly, conveniently, economically, and with

precision, that portion of the current or previous literature that will
be useful-to a particular individual,
at a particular time,
for a particular problem or interest,
and in a form that is useful to him regardless of,
where it was generated,

in what form or language,

or how it must be located and processed.
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The utopian dream is to have information available on the day of

publication, neatly translated into one's mother tongue and packaged
in quanta which are of infinitely variable size and content.

The translation of this dream into a program involves changing
concepts of information handling. Some of these concepts are discussed in the following :

a. Information as a Physical Commodity
Library materials, including books, periodicals, and reports, have
traditionally been stored physically on shelves and selected on a custom basis, either by library staff or by the reader. In more modern
terms, the significant amounts of library materials to be moved into
and out of storage can be considered from an industrial engineering
point of view as :

(1) A warehousing and materials handling problem, with se-

lection delivery, and return to storage conducted mechanically;
(2) A, manufacturing problem, with materials stored in micro-

form, and access provvied locally and to distant locations

through :
(a) Provision of returnable copies by mail or other physical means of transfer;
(b) Provision of disposable copies by mail, or by telecommunications techniques;
(c) Transmission of materials by means of television techniques with option of preparation of copies locally from the
face of cathode ray tubes; and
(d) Stocking of subwarehouses with microform copies and
providing access to information via mail or telecommunication media.
b. Information Retrieval as a Data-Processing Problem
The available stockpile of information can be considered in modern
terms as a data-processing problem, with various types of equipment

available for manipulating indexes to the physical storehouse of information from a multidimensional point of view. By this is meant
that source documents may be characterized from more than one point
of view and also identified for delivery by combining more than one
aspect of subject matterby applying clerical, mechanical, or electronic means to perform selecting and correlating operations.

c. Information Retrieval as an Intellectual Problem

In traditional terms, the library activity' has been an art, with

analysis of documents and reference services considered to be techniques which are learned through apprenticeship after suitable training. However, the greater demands being placed on the library have
resulted in the realization that specialists in other fields can make a
significant contribution to the intellectual problems facing the field.
Accordingly, there has been an infusion of linguists, logicians, mathematicians, electronic engineers, psychologists, and other specialists
who have been considering means for the solution of theoretical and
practical questions that are encountered in communicating via the
written record. These specialists have been deeply involved in the
forward research work leading to the development of more sophisticated automatic information retrieval systems.
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d. The Library in Terms of Teehilied Processes
A library represents different things to different people. To many
library staff members, the library consists of a number of technical
processes involving : Selection of books, periodicals, or other materials ;.ordering of materials ; binding; cataloging ; copying ; etc. These
technical processes can be considered from an engineering point of
view as unit operations, which are conducted in a production environment, with modern business methods being applied to carry them out
and to keep track of them. Various methods of automation are now
being considered for each teclmical process of the traditional techniques and for many of the unit operations newly identified in more
modern approaches.
2. DEVELOPMENT OP CAMPUS-BASED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The scholarly community: is becoming increasingly aware of its information environment. This awareness has been stimulated by a mnnber of factors, not the least of which is the increasing realization that
keeping up to date through reading the book and p eriodical literature in i ts classical form is becoming less and less convenient as the
scope of interest of scholars becomes increasingly interdisciplinary and
the quantity of literature of potential relevance becomes greater.
Communication among scholars through personal contacts, although
increasing dramatically, is not likely to provide assurance that even
the most fruitful contacts can be assured in a timely way through serendipitous discovery of communities of interests.
An impressive array of centralized and specialized information services, both discipline- and mission-oriented, are available, under development, or being planned. It has been hypothesized that these services will be auamenting or, in some cases, replacing the traditional library servicest'that have been used by scholars in many or even most
fields of endeavor. But exploitation of each of these new services, many
computer-based, involve overt expenditures of funds which, in a uruversity, may often equal and, sometimes, exceed the budgets for purchases of books and other materials of the library system. These overt
expenditures, when multiplied by the number of services that are now,
and may soon be available present a budget dilemma that has not often
been contemplated seriously by university administrations.
It is not enough to say that funds are not available to support these
new services that will be demanded by the scholarly community. Rather, like the conclusion reached in contemplating increasing budgets
for conventional libraries, that some academic programs cannot be
maintained without ready access to adequate library collectior ., so
it may be said for these new services that some programs should be
excluded from the curriculum if ready access to these new services cannot likewise be assured.
Nor is it enough to rely on grant support to establish campus-based
information centers, since interest in services from these centers stimulated during the grant period will have to be satisfied following the
period of sponsored development.
Rather it is necessary to predict the dimensions of the information
problem ; to design an information system which not only brings
replicas of files to the campus but also provides remote access to
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other files when it is more convenient or economical to do so, and to
develop plans for financing the operation of the system.
In developing such plans, the starting premise must be that faculty
and students are to be provided with the most effective secondary information services that may be technologically feasible. It is known
that any given educational institution will never be able to create such
services de nova and that each would always wish to interrelate, on
some basis or other, with many discipline- or mission-oriented services. This relationship would involve acpisition of, or remote access
to, search-ready files, mostly involving the use of computers for exploitation purposes.
It is assumed that the costs of providing such service at the level
and frequency desired will eventimlly exceed the ability of the ins0-

tution to cover such costs when the expected lease, royalty, capital, and
operating expenses are all taken into account, once the period of sponsored research has passed. Accordingly, a basis for amortizing basic
operating costs over a group of users larger than any single educational
institution must be sought.
Accordingly, successive expansion of the base of users must be considered so that resource-sharma economies may be achieved.
b many, or most, organizations are not
But, it has become obvious that

willing to pay the full costs of obtaining services unless a one-stop
service si offered. That is, assurance is demanded that the services to
users are based on exploitation of all of the resources rekvant to a give
interest.
It is entirely reasonable for fee-paying users of information services
to demand such assurance, since otherwise other sources would have to
be exploited by the users independently, with attendant substantial
fees, but without obviating uncertainty as to the extent of overlap in
coverage among the services exploited.

This situation provides an additional incentive to the educational
institution to interrelate with as many services as are willing and able
to provide access to their data bases for purposes of local or regional
exploitation.
C. INFORMATION SCIENCE AND LEARNING

Discussions of the information explosion and its consequences have
emphasized primarily the increasing difficulty of any professional being able to read all of the published literature that is of interest and of
consequence. This situation has led to a trend toward increasing specialization in an attempt to reduce the amount of information that must
be assimilated by any individual to manageable proportions.
It comes as no eurprise that this trend toward specialization has led
to increasing difficulties in communication among specialists. Furthermore the specialist, when he must exploit literature peripheral to
his specialty, finds it more and more difficult to use traditional library

facilities to penetrate the subject matter and to obtain information

relevant to his requirements.
This problem has provided impetus to the development of information storage and retrieval systems, involving the use of nontraditional
techniques and devices, particularly computers.
However, there is another matter that may not be as evident that is
related to the knowledge explosion problem. One of the consequences
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of information overload has been, and continues to be, increasing
emphasis on teaching of principles rather than facts, at all levels of
he education continuum. This shift in emphasis does not relieve the
student from the burden of being able to locate facts which may be
needed during his educational experience and later, which relate to
the principles he has learned, and which can be related to the intellectual framework of the subject matte that a student has acquired.
This implies an increasing burden on libraries and information retrieval activities to permit ready identification of information on
demand.
The problem is complicated by another factor relating to this shift
in emphasis. When certain information has not been provided to a
student during his educational experience, questions directed to the
library or information center are no longer based on a "recall" func-

tion, since the student may never have been exposed to the information
which he wished to locate. Rather, questions are now derived from the
student's knowledge of principles, leading to the identification of char-

acteristics of the desired information rather than the information
itself. This change in the nature of question-asking leads to the requirement that information stored for later retrieval must be analyzed in
sufficient depth so that this new type of question can be asked with
some confidence in effective searches being performed.

More and more, then, learning and information retrieval become
interrelated as the information explosion develops further, with an
increasing requirement that students be taught how to exploit effectively the libraries of the past and the information centers of the
future. How to infuse into the educational experience a thorough
knowledge of the library and information sciences of the future, is a
challenge that must now'be faced.

The increasing availability of time-sharing computer facilities has
made it possible- to consider the development of conversational pro:grams which provide instruction regarding formulation of strategies

for exploiting computer-processable files. Although several such efforts
are now underway,. the programs are still untested and not generally
available. However, it may be anticipated that as these programs become increasingly available there will be stimulated a demand for
on-line files, so that searches may be performed by an individual
through a console following successful negotiation of a search strategy.
This in turn, would lead to demand for provision of images of printed
materials via a console, presenting a requirement for image transmission capabilities from remote locations.
D. MEDIA IMPLICATIONS

From the foregoing, it may be obvious that there has been a shift
in media involved in the library and information science field, with
regard to: (1) xeneration and storage of records; (2) inquiry ; and
(8) response to inquiries.
(1) GENERATION AND STORAGE OF INFORMATION

Traditionally, the printed page has been the primary medium for
storage of information. Although this medium will probably continue
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are being used
to handle the bulk of storage requirements, other mediamagnetic
tapes;
increasingly including : film (including microform ) ;
and discs.
( 2 ) INQUIRY

been deReference to information-locating tools has traditionally indexes.
catalog
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and
printed
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be made of conHowever, it may be expected that increasing use willsuch
as keyboard
inquiry
via
other
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soles, which permit direct
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which
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( 3 ) RESPONSE TO INQUIRIES
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itself
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hard
copy
locally.
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Also, for materials stored in an audio medium,
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possible
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the
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strate the efficacy of such approaches. However,destructive. Nevertheto be
of such technology seems, on the surface,provision
of data, voice and
to
permit
the
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the way to share
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is
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as
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that
given
full loading
costs (as well as information resources), so
of
each
use should
of the proposed and developing systems, the cost
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has illustrated this
The development of a telephone network, which
sorts can be handled
that
media
of
various
principle, provides hope

efficiently and economically.
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THE NEW MEDIA AND OUR TOTAL SOCIETY
BY NELSON N. FOOTE

The impact of printing on society was infinite in its ramifications,
which aro still continuing.Viewed comprehensively, however, they can

be summarized as enhancing the importance of the individual while
widening the world of which he is a part.
The impact of electronic communication of information on society is
likewise infinite in its ramifications, which are only beginning. Viewed
comprehensively, they also can be summarized as still further enhanc-

ing the importance of the individual while immensely widening the
world of which he is a part. Hence, these two major turning points in
human history deserve comparison.

On the other hand, there are differences so drastic between printing
and electronics that ono may wonder if their consequences could possibly move in similar directions. Marshall McLuhan, for example, contends that whereas printing led to cultural explosionmovement outward from the centers of civilization to unknown realms, electronic
communication is leading to cultural implosionthe unification of society and of knowledge itself into a single commonwealth. Our thesis
shall be that, notwithstanding the dramatic contrasts between the older
and newer media, the effects of both on society are to elevate the individual and widen his world. The direction of development is similar,
but of course contemporary exaltation of self-consciousness and of
global awareness differs in kind and degree from what began half a millennium ago. Thus, contrasts between-the older and newer media and
their characteristic impacts must be explOred before our thesis can be
confirmed.

Before writing and reading, there were no media of communication.
Before printing, there were no mass media. Any medium is both a help
and a hindrance to communication. In the tiny, preliterate tribe fami-

liar to anthropoligsts, all communication is direct and immediate
among those within earshot and eyeshot of each other. It does not

extend beyond these in space, and only meagerly in time. Knowledge
being imparted orally and hence subject to continued errors cannot
accumulate beyond the limited amount which the old can remember
and tell the young. Hence the growth of culture has heretofore seemed
to depend on the development of writing and reading. No one questions the gain, but that literacy can also be an impediment only emerges
from reflection.
PROBLEMS OF WRITING AND READING

With the coming of electronic media of communication, literacy is
no longer a requisite for communication beyond the present audience.
The endless consequences of this simple fact for education and for
world civilization are becoming apparent more rapidly than did the
consequences of the invention of prmting.
(220)
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Educationeven before the invention of printinghas been identi-

fied with books. It has largely been conceived as the deliberate transmission of already existing knowledge, which has been recorded and
stored in books. Learning to readthe sine qua non of the firstgrade
of schoolhas therefore in every generation had to precede acquisition
of the knowledge stored in books or other printed media of communica-

tion.
Fundamentally, writing is a means of transforming auditory information into visual information . reading, the process of transforming
it back again. Learning to read is an arduous, lengthy and expensive
process. Hence, it is not remarkable that most of mankind remains
illiterate to this day. Neither is it remarkable, on the other hand, that

most of mankind should aspire to literacy as the key for unlocking the
treasury of accumulated knowledge.
Not only is the ability to read and write a laborious achievement,
but the transformation of auditory information into print and back
again entails several other impediments to the carriage of information
over space and time. The writing and printing of messages require time
and money, paper and ink, presses and postal service, not to mention the
centuries required for invention of pictogIaphs, hieroglyphs, alphabets,
musical notation, and other means of signifying sound.
If communication over space and time had been possible without it,
writing might never have been invented. The major initial reason
why mankind has ever inclined to put words to paper (or metal or
stone or wood) has been to transmit messages to audiences absent in
time or space. To write a message to another person in hispresence
niay occur and may perform. auxiliary functions,such as maintaining
i
communisecrecy of the message from third parties, but for mmediate
cation writing could hardly be considered superior to speech.
The auxiliary functions of writing,once it has been learned, however, accrue considerable value. Writing thoug,hts down may assist,
for example, in their clarification to the writer. As James Reston said
during the recent lona strike of the New York Times. "How can a
man know what he thinks unless he can read what he writes ?" Recordina may impress events or observations imre firmly in the mind of the
rade; and will obviously preservii memories more securely and acdurately than the human organism. can. An organized array of knowledge on paper provides more scope and perspective across a mass of
items than the mind unaided can grasp simultaneously. Thus, as in the
development of other phases of culture, writing has accrued various
functions beyond its original taSk of communication at a distance.
Nonetheless, it can be described at best as an inefficient method for
recording, storing, transmitting, and reproducing information. None
of its functions or values need be sacrificed in adopting more efficient
means for accomplishing them. Conservatives will cringe, but writing
may somedaylike arimes and naviesbe only a relic of the primitive
present.
CONSERVATISM OF WRITING AND MESSAGES

It is characteristic of written messages that, being read at another
time or another place, they are not replied to immediately, if at all.
Indeed, the greater mass of printed matter is not intended to be replied
to by its readers. This unilateral characteristic of printed matter is in
72-763-72-15
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practice shared by some of the newer electronic media, as in broadcasting, but electronic communication is not intrinsically unilateral.
Instead of communication, the transmission of messages to which no
reply is intended or possible might usefully be distinguished as munication. To transmit information to absent audiences, possibly unknown,

is thus a mental and cultural feat largely dependent hitherto on the
development of printed media.

It has long been observed that for many people any information

that is printed carries an aura of authority; it cannot be argued

with, only accepted or rejected. Books whose authors are long dead
seem in particular to engender vague claims to superiority in some
minds. On the other hand. from Oils basic sense that what is written
is detached from particular audiences has also come a traditional root
metaphor of science the underlying. assumption that true knowledge
as an entity exists iiidependently of listeners or readers who accept it.
The legend of the Alexandrine library, in which Greek culture was
preserved until the Enlightenment, exemplifies this fundamental concept of recorded knowledge divorced from both its authors and centuries of intervening audiences. Old phonograph records of songs by
Caruso likewise evoke a mortality defying sense of the potential permanence of human performances deserving immortality.
Most human beings are taughtfrom infancy onward, by thousands
of admonitions, acts of protection, and expressions of careto avoid
injury and death. Out of these countless tiny incidents is fashioned
the powerful instinct to go on living, which they come to regard as
born within them, and from which their universal hankering for immortality is elaborated. Groping for means of expressing this desire
with more confidence than can be obtained from Merely inscribing
their names on stones, some men come upon fame. A man then wishes
for his name to be spread throughout the earth, for his picture to be
recognized anywhere, for the books of history to retell the story of
his actions to succeeding ages. An alternative to being written about
is to do the writing, not anonymously as in recording simple matters
of fact, but with full display of cherished idiosyncrasy. In the past,
men with a powerful drive lor fame had to be content with the book
as apotheosis of self. But now, with electronic media for recording,
transmitting, and reproducing, it is plain that for future generations
not even the writings of Winston Churchill about himself will compare with the recorded sight and sound of his addresses to Parliament
during the Battle of Britain. Hence, instead of taking away any of
the conservative functions and values of books and writing, the electronic media may have enriched them.
To the extent that education is viewed primarily as the transferring
of information from one generation to the next, or from those who
possess knowledge to those who do not, education is a special case of
muMcation in general. If education were only the imparting of information, however, we might wonder why schools did not disappear
with the invention of printing, or were not reduced to the mere teaching of reading.
Before printing, it might have been supposed that schools existed
primarily for the sake of efaciency in teaching: one teacher could
instruct many students simultaneously. Presumably schools and
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teachers perform functions other thtm the imparting of information,
since they did not merely survive but flourished after the invention
of printing. They will similarly survive and flourish in the future.
Far from being displaced by the electronic media, the performance
of their various functions, including the imparting of information,
will almost certainly develop further. But to understand just how
this outcome can recur, as it did in response to print ing, requires some
analysis of the many kinds of communication that occur in schools
between teachers and students, and among students, in addition tO
the simple imparting of information.
THE ROLE or THE TEACHER IN LEARNING

The first effect of a teacher on a student normally is to define what
is to be studied, that is, the curricullum. Recognition of anyone as a
teacher implies that he possesses not merely the knowledge he imparts
but more: that he encompasses sufficient acquaintance with the field
of study to select wisely which portions are appropriate for the student
before him. This role of guiding the sequence and content of learning
is extremely powerful in- determining the consequences of education,
and hence is always at issue. It may be played, however, in many ways :
from dictator to eilitor to adviser to curator.

In all these ways of influencing what knowledge will be acquired

by the learner the image of the teacher as transmitter is evident,

however selectively the content is adopted to the learner. In adapting
content to the learner, however, the art of assessing just when which

learner is ready for which content can be elaborated to unlimited
degree. Hence, teaching depends as much on the teacher's understand-

ing the particular nature of the learner as on possessing the knowledge to be transmitted. Here is where face-to-face interaction between
teacher and student has hitherto seemed indispensable.
The study of the individual student by the teacher is neither widely
nor intensively practiced in schools of any kind. Ironically, it is
explicitly recognized and honored most where it is probably needed
least, in primary schools where children are in fact less differentiated
from each otherin then:development than at any Jitter period of their
lives. In general, students tend to be classified into groups roughly
corresponding with age, the members of which are homogeneous
enough to justify exposing them simultaneously to the same selections
of knowledge. Any further adaptation of content to match the unique
qualities ofindividuals tends to occur without plan during the inter-

action of student with teacher or with other students. Yet in the art
of matehing content with learner over time lies most of the raison
d'être of teaching.

Although not- widely practiced in schools, some very advanced
examples of elaboration of the role of the teacher as a guide in
personal development exist. The best known of these examples is
coaching in any field of artistic or athletic performance. Here the

emphasis, after the acquisition of basic technique, is no longer on the
imparting of knowledge but on the improvement by practice in its use.
The coach may or may not serve as a model for tbe student. His own
proficiency in the art may be of value in motivating the student to
emulate him, but does not seem indispensable, and is rarely sufficient.
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A good coach exposes his pupil to ninny models of excellent performance, enabling him to recognize their differing merits. But what the

coach does that is indispensable is to enable the learner filially to
appraise his own performance, even during the act of performing,
thereby endowing him with greater power to achieve the intended
result than would otherwise be possible.

The role of the coach is complex, involving many ways of criticiz-

ing and stimulating the performance of the pupil. There is no one
best way of playing it ; there are probably many successful ways, both
with the same learner and with other learners. Perhaps one virtue of

a good coach is that he knows whom he can coach best, and under
what circumstances. Coaching by definition takes account of the peculiar capabilities of the learner and thes peculiar timing and other conditions of their unfolding:. It thus seems difficult to generalize about
how to coach, other than in the loose sense of stating the objectives.
Coaching itself, in other words, is an art like any art to which it is
applied. There is, however, one objective of coaching in which the
electronic media offer unique assistance.
ELEarnorrIcs ENABLE SELF-COACHING

By its nature, the human organism cannot both perform an action and witness this action simultaneously, even with the aid of a
mirror. It can at best flicker rapidly back and forth between action
and perception of its own action. During moments of intense concentration on difficult action, it is especially oblivious of itself as an
object. Yet its precisely these moments-7-the heights of performance in

any sphere of activitythat are especially prized by both actor and
audience. How then is the coach to convey to a pupil just what is
going on at those moments? Here is where words often fail as a

means for reflecting back to a performer fuller awareness of his own
performance. And here is precisely where the movie camera and the
tape recorder have already been eagerly pressed into service to supplement the memory and descriptive ability of the coach. Eventually

these two devices will be fully integrated by their inventors in a
form available for mass use. AS yet they have not been. The sound
movie is awkward and expensive, and cannot play back instantly

what has happened during a practice session. The cheapest available
video recorder so far announced is still financially out of reach of the
ordinary individual and of most schools, although it has been in use

in broadcasting for several years. Well before the end of the cen-

tury, however, people will be able to observe themselves in full color
and sound immediately following any performance. And in thus having available an inclusive audiovisual record of behavior, they will be
able to derive more value from coaching, to learn faster and better how
to shape their own performanceshence, finally become independent

of coachingthan ever before.
Instead of attending schools and waiting in turn for limited attention from coaches on the staff, they may thus be able to receive
coaching at a distancee.g.? by mailfrom puperior coaches, who can
schedule their coaclung with greater efficiency, and possibly with

greater effect.
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ELECTRONICS MAY ENABLE SELF-APPRAISAL

Coining back to conventional education in the schools at present,
the model of the teacher as coach can help in analyzing some other
potential applications of electronic media to the processes of learning and teaching, and to the teaching of learning and the learning of
teaching. To the development of a truly interactional theory of these
reciprocal processes, the so-called teaching machines have only begun
to make their contribution. Essentially the teaching machines all operate by breaking down certain definite types of knowledge into small
bits ; these are presented in accumulative sequence to a learner, who is
obliged to reproduce thdin as he acquires them his progress in learning
at each step is instantly confirmed, or his fadure to learn is disclosed,
so that he is either encouraged to proceed to the next bit or to go back
and relearn the previouii bit correctly. What is at once evident about
the teachina-machine procedure is that its function is to transmit information Neivhich is regarded as learned when it can be correctly reproduced.

The teaching machine is not coffnizant of special characteristics
of the pupil using it. To be sure, fie may proceed through the pro()Tam at lus own pace. But the programs of instruction being coinposed for use in teaching machines apparently aiminsofar as their
creators visualize an audience or class of students at allat a highly
aeneralized human being. He must of course be literate; all the pro°Tams in existence so far, require reading (but not writing). If there
is to be some selection of content relative to the requirements of par-

ticular users, it must be either by students themselves, or by a teacher
of conventional type who still retains this function. And obviously
the teaching machines as presently conceived attempts none of the
functions of the teacher as coach.
Yet why not ? Instead of merely disclosing the correct answer after

the learner has proffered his, why could not a machine be devised

which goes beyond indicating that a mistake was made, to helping the

learner discover the specific nature of the mistake? The incorrect
answer is the result of something wrona in the process of attention,
observation, or cognition that preceded irs production. Moreover, there
may be several ways of producing the same mistake. Microscopic exam-

ination and reexamination of the performance which produces the
characteristic mistakes may thus actually give an advantage to the
learner in identifying his mistakes by himself, since he alone knows
tbeir subjective sides.
Learning the touch method of typing represents a task in acquiring
definite knowledge which is amenable to the kind of conditioning employed by teachmg machines. The good teacher of typing, however,
does not merely point out mistaken copy to the pupil, but endeavors
to unders6and the mistakes in performance which produced the mistaken results. Having; identified the characteristic (as against random)

mistakes, the pupil is instructed to practice his mistakes, that is, to
repeat carefully tbose items which are particularly likely to be misperformed by him. By direct observation and discussion with the pupil,
plus the wisdom drawn from experience with other makers of similar
mistakes, the teacher may ferret out the source of the recurrent failure,
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and thence act to correct itif it is correctable. From observing the

teacher go through this process of diagnosis of the origins of mistakes,
and the subsequent correction, the pupil is thus enabled to diagnose
and correct his own failures in performance. That is, he becomes independent of the teacher, not when he has learned to type perfectly, but

when he has, through taking the role of the teacher toward himself,
become his own further teacher. In view of the basic simplicity of the
typing problem itself, and the potential ease of audio-visually recording the typing performance, it seems feasible to invent a series of
questions which could be put by a machine to a pupil about the origins
of mistakes in his own performance, to supplement or implement microscopic review of performance. The limitations of the present teaching
machine, in other words, reflect more the shortcomings of the educational psychology on which it is based than of available mechanical
or electronic technology. Both sets of shortcomings, however, once
recognized, can to some extent be corrected, but schools, teachers, and
fellow pupils will undoubtedy remain and may even multiply in the
future as a further effect of electronic media of communication.
THE ROLE OP OTHERS IN LEARNING

Just as the teaching machine omits most functions of the teacher in
learning, it also omits the functions of fellow pupils. Apart from the
building and its furniture, a school has always seemed to include not
only books and teachers, but fellow pupils of the learner. The economy
of subjecting numerous pupils to the custody of a single teacher, as
against leaving education to parents, is obvious. This is, however, not
merely an instance of the efficiency of the division of labor, impoikant
though such division may be to the professionalization of teaching.
In explaining the survival of schools after the advent of printing the
function of fellow pupils in facilitating learning by the individual is
at least as important as that of the teacher.
It might he supposed that what other pupils furnish to a learner is
simply supplementary to what the teacher furnishes. Older children
often teach younger, 'but it is more important to observe that most, if
not all, learning is accompanied with continual reference by the learner
to what comparable learners are doing. Such interest seems intrinsic
to the learning process, possibly congenital in the species. Animal
trainers find that their beasts and birds learn much faster in the companyof others, especially those that have already acquired the training
that si expected. Few readers would hesitate to apply this analogy to
humans. That the presence of others facilitates learning, however, deserves evidence drawn from human behavior.
There are mingled elements of competition and cooperation in this

process of continual reference to others. Each human learner seems
almost instinctively to match himself with other learners of more or
less equal capacity and preparation. Of course among children these
tend to be others of their own ages and local origins. Because of the
usual differences in their ages. siblings are rarely well-matched peers in

learning, so they have to find peers outside their own families. This
choosing of comparable learners goes on spontaneously, and is in fact
such a powerful tendency that it resists deliberate efforts to extinguish
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it. Fortunately, the system of grades in American schools accom-

phshes a crude approximation to such matching. Once schools become
large enough, through the growth of population and urbanization, the
potentiality exists for refinement of the grading system. So far, how-

ever, we have not progressed very far beyond the great reform of
introducing eight grades into the one-room schoolhouse of a rural
community : Now there are twelve grades, but sophisticated experimentation with a view to employing tbe principles of matching in the facilitation of learning is still rare.

In sports and games, where the sociology of competition is highly
developed, matching and handicapping are practiced with great precision by officials. It is also recognized that success in motivatm a supe-

rior performance is dependent on just such precision. When inividuals or teams are pitted against inferiors, they become bored and

negligent in their performance; when confronted with complete

superiors, their motivation suffers equally, from pessimism and discouragement. It is only when resources are equal, and uncertainty as
to the outcome depends to a lam degree on mobilization of effort, that
such effort is abundantly fortricomma. One sometimes wonders how
educational theorists could ignore selong the lessons of motivation
portrayed by the contrasts between behavior of the same pupils on the
playground and in the classroom.

Pr.

Not everythina that looks like competition, however, is actually
competition ; mech of it is emulation. One hopes eventually to equal
and surpass his competitor. To do so, he is aided by intensive observation of the other's performance. He tries to acquire decisive advantaaes
in technique, while avoiding disadvantages. With the same aim,t.he
also studies his own performance, ideally with the aid of a perceptive
coach who is also skilled in communication. The zest and delight of
competition, as the wisdom of experienced players has attested, spring
as much from the exercise of hiahly developed facility as from the fact
of winning. Hence, sports as J'human activity represent an elaborate
system of cooperation in the maintenance of rules whereby performance is optimized through fair competition. These rules, it should be
added, are created and changed by the players, who immediately discern when some previous rule is no longer working to accomplish the
objectives of fair and intense competition among equals.
In theory, the system of examinations is a means of measuring absolute proficiency; in practice, it is almost completely relative, that is,
it mainly ranks pupils in relation to each other. This observation testifies to the implicit influence of the presence of others on the process
of learning. Many teachers accustomed to the present system, if presented with a single pupil and asked to evaluate his performance,
would be hard put to clo so without reference to the performance of
other students.
On the other hand, there are some teachers and theorists who would
deprive learners of all benefit of comparison with their fellow pupils.
They discover, of course, that the curiosity of their pupils finds ways

to outwit themto find out the marks of others, for example, or to
communicate with each other their own evaluations, which may or
may not coincide with the teacher's.

Appraisal of each other's performance is such a powerful and irrepressible feature of most if not all learning that it can be found
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in all human activity, not merely education. With so many years
of life being spent in schooling in American society, the formal
methods used in educational institutions also influence other institutions. Evaluations of performance in employment by personnel
officers, for example, are often indistinguishable from records kept
by school officials. While in industry and commerce the vogue of tests
and testing has spread quite widely, it encounters far more resistance
and criticism than is common in school systemsand also far more
exceptions and evasions, even where officially promulgated.
Numerous other fimctions emerge from the process of matching
by which learning is facilitated initially by fellow-learners. In schools,
the system of grading is also a system of pacing. As a framework
for scheduling the sequence and duration of the various components
of the curriculum, the pace at which all members of a class can keep
up with the others will always limit the pace of teaching, short of the
point at which each class consists of a single individual. This pacing
in turn creates a structure of discipline. In keeping pace with the
others, assuming this pace is within his capacity, the learner is governed not only by the commands of the teacher, but by the less formal
but often more potent expectations of the others.
Discipline in the working place, as observed repeatedly by sociolwrists, at least in the sense of rate of productions and quality of prod-

at, is governed more effectively by the norms of the group than by
the demands of supervision. While now and then some highly autono-

mous individual may exceed the pace of the group and be brought

back down to it by their sanctions, and another may-be highly productive without benefit of some group standard of comparison, in general
it appears to be nearly.universal that discipline in this sensei s virtually
indispensable to productivity. The quantity of effort that is expended
in tasks of long duration is far greater than when it is accomplished

on a regular schedule, enforced by the expectations and legitimate

sanctions of others, than where it depends on the spontaneous volition
of the undisciplined individual. Any parent who has ever instructed
his own child in almost anything has discovered the value not only of
regularity but of invol ving other children. Similarly, for adult learning regular meetings with a definite program for accomplishmenta
definable beginning, middle and endingare almost the sine qua non
of all but superficial and sporadic gestures of learning. The field of
adult education is sometimes hampered by lack of this kind of discipline. When members of adult education groups become serious about
a common objective, however, they are as ready as their teachers to
impose such discipline.

These examples of the functions of peers in learning may suffice
to demonstrate that neither teaching machines nor any of the other
media considered here can take the place of teachers or of fellowpupils, although electronic reproduction of information might well
and usefully take the place of books and printing. The teachma machine in particular, as further experience with it is rapidly disd'osing,
possesses the defects of its virtues. The boredom it en (renders after the
first exciting phase of involvement is already widel; commented on.
The need for teachers and fellow-pupils who can furnish the motivation and discipline for usingprogramed instruction effectively is now

apparent, not least to it serious advocates, who are taking pains to
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temper some excessive claims of early enthusiasts. The same model., te
assessment of their contributions will also apply in observing the evolution of the electronic media.

That the electronic pedia will no more obviate schools than did
printing may seem neither an original nor a very interesting observation. The electronic media are appearing on the scene, however,
just when education is expanding beyond the schools to encompass
the adult years, and when the need for recurrent retraining, as a
consequence of obsolescence of previous knowledge and skill, is being

satisfied by many other institutions for their own personnel. Thus
these new media will influence society at large not only through the
schools but through all these other institutions as well. Indeed, these

other institutions often seem more avid to apply advanced technology
in their internal educational activity than do the conventional schools.
Thus it may be that the principal impact of the newer media on society
at large will be less through the schools than through corporations,
government agencies, professional societies, and commercial organizations. Schools will not be obviated, but may thereby be reduced to
secondary importance in the total picture of education.
It could be argued that by the time he becomes an adult, n person
can dispense with teachers, through becomthg his own guide in what
to study and his own coach through electronic seH-observation. Once
the role of others in motivating learning is fully taken into account,
however, it is harder to argue that fellow-pupils laecome less valuable
as the person grows older. The value of the electronic media in respect
to fellow-pupils is thus not in obviating them, but in making them
more available. That is, the newer media assist in bringing anyone
into fuller and more frequent communication with those 'peers who
must closely match himself, who are experiencing similar developmental tasks at the same time.
An excellent example of this pattern of evolution is the growth
of specialized professional societies, which bring intellectual peers
together in conferences. Some specinlities are so abstruse that nn international conference of the,ir practitioners assembles only a dozen people. International conferences are so expensive and awkward as to be
rarities in the careers of most; hence, cheaper and easier conversation

without travelin place of correspondence and publicationwill

greatly facilitate such meetings of minds. A far more widespread example of electronic facilitation of communication is the conference
call which permits group conversation among teenagers who are
notoriously avid for the company of peers. Teenagers, not only in
America, but in most countries of the world have taken to lengthy
group conversations by telephone ns rapidly and comfortnbly as if
it were a medium provided by nature. (Although the telephone was
invented in the nineteenth century, it deserves inclusion among the
newer media, not only for the technical reason that it is thoroughly
eleetronic, but because of its instantaneity and all the other features
it shares with radio, television, tape recorder, computer, and comsat.)
Any instrnme)t which increases the speed and range of commimication thus cnn be seen, through these nnd other readilv-summoned examples, to furnish the developing individual with a larger and more
closely synmathetic body of peers. The paradoxical dual impart of

the newer media on societythe simultaneous heightening of the

....
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importance of the individual and of the international audiencecan
in turn be seen as in fact a single process : Heightened availability
of communication necessitates heightened selectivity, and the development of standards for selection of experience is virtually synonymous
with the development of the individual.
FROM SCARCITY TO SELECTIVITY

Quantitative effects of technical improvements often have qualitative effects for individuals, which in turn are reflected as vast social
and cultural changes far removed from the original teclmical changes.
Printing increased the availability of knowledge to the common man,
and thereby released a train of effects far removed from technology.
Printing is often evaluated by historians, for example, as a major factor in causing the Protestant Reformation in Europe, because it put
the Bible into the hands of every man who wished to ponder his own
interpretation of its meaning and application. Television likewise has
brought interviews with statesmen into every living room, where their
answers are subjected to the critical scrutiny of millions. On topics of
current interest pupils may thereby possess as much information as
their teachers and be less receptive to their teachers' views. In sheer
accessibility, knowledge keeps moving from the status of monopoly
toward that of commonwealth. Restrictions on its possession become
by contrast more and more the results of rate and extent of learning,
rather than of accessibility ; the role of the teacher, Jess that of dispensing knowledge than oi stimulating its appropriation.
The leveling of limitations on the acquisition of knowledge magnifies problems of choice for the consumer. He must decide what is most
worth knowing. Since life is too short for him to learn everything, he
must judge what is most valuable to him in particular. The only Justifiable standardized educational curriculum in this sense contains only
those kinds of knowledge which are necessary to the process of learning itself, plus perhaps those concerned with the duties of citizenshipwhich are in a sense tools also, for living together in an interdependent world possessing a vast commonwealth of knowledge.
From the standpoint of the individual, his need for stricter evaluation of the knowledge he should spend his time in learning does not
necessarily mean comfort, although it is immensely preferable to culturalpoverty. As in the spectacle of the nouveaux riches, who at first
i
buy ndiscriminately
everything that appeals to their fancy, those
exposed to a bigger treasury of knowledge than they can assimilate
often try first to increase their rate of intake. Courses in rapid reading, resort to abstracts, condensations and bibliographies subjective
struggles to keep up with the literaturethese are efforts 'to raise digestion to the level of the appetite. But like the freshman in college
F

who learns that he must forego most of the courses in the catalog, however attractive, one eventually learns that one must discipline oneself
to be selective according to self-conscious standards. Otherwise intake

of knowledge will be neither appropriate nor proportionate to the

uses for which it is sought.
The effect of millions of learners seeking to identify the knowledge
most suitable to their purposes has wide range of institutional conse-
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quences. These include the development of multiple reference schemes,
aids in selection, and more efficient storage devices :
1. The vast array of conventional library reference guides, catalogs,
indexes, bibliographies, directories, abstracts, and filing systems.
2. Critical reviews : book reviews, annual reviews of piblished artylcies, periodical columns, prizes and citations, even textbooks themthemselves.

3. Labor-saving and space-saving devices : microfilm, encyclopedias, operations research for putting most-used materials nearest at
hand ; computerization of bibliographical searches.

It used to be that a library was judged primarily by its size, the

sheer number of volumes it contained being the measure usually cited.

While the breadth and depth of its resources remain important, the
value of a large modern library today is often limited, not by lack of
adequate coverage of a subject, but by difficulty in using these resources. The availability of knowledge is self-expanding. The expansion of the literate classes has led to the expansion of the production of literature of every kind, through schools and scholars, scientists
and laboratories, the arts, and all the newer media for their recording
and reproduction. The World's Fair project director of the American
Library Association now envisages an electronic hookup of all major
libraries in a single system for instantaneous exchange of knowledge,
whereby each could in the future offer resources of lmowledge much

areater
than now enjoyed even by the Library of Congress. What
e,
this means is that the library would become a huge mechanism for
identifying what is wanted, then reproducing it from a central source
for reading or playing back, rather than being a stack of books as
now. CorrespondinglT, the librarian of the future would become what
he has always been without realizing its full implications, an expert in
the storage of information and its efficient retrieval.
The technology of information storage and retrieval, while it is
galloping forward faster than librarians can keep up with it, remains
just thatl mechanisms for finding what is wanted, through previous
systematic storing according to categories of what is likely to be
wanted. No doubt some productive insights on the structure of knowledge will be forthcoming from practical problem solving in storing
knowledge. But in general the librarians will not help the individual
decide for himself what is mast worth knowing. If anything, they will
work to aggravate the pressure on the individual engendered bv the
rising availability of knowledge. Against this flood the indiviaual's
only clefense is selectivity. And this selectivity itself thus becomes the
most important continuing product of education in its broadest and
deepest senses.

Parenthetically, the heightened availability of information of every
kind through the electronic media has not merely made the problem
of selectivity more urgent, but has made conspicuous one of the major
shortcomings of the electronic media as compared with printing. This
is the current inability off the user of electronic media to scan and

select or repeat segments of a program or record, as he can with printed

matter. The phonograph record or tape recording can be replayed,
but at present particular segments on it can be found only with difficulty, and much time can be spent hearing or viewing unwanted material. Some innovative effort is going toward correcting this short-
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coming, but it will not yield readily. The format of a newspaper, for
example, efficiently implements rapid scanning; it will be many years
before broadcast news can be as efficiently scanned. Reading, furthermore, will probably always proceed far more rapidly than the human
voice. Hence, some combination of print and sound will no doubt repre-

sent a more satisfactory synthesis than trying to obviate literacy

altogether.
In addition to the problem of conserving time through scanning,
the, matter of repetition has immense importance for both learning
and the (level opment of the individual. Repetition of information helps
memory, but is also of basic importance in what the psychologist Piaget
calls assimilation of experience to the self. Closely related to actual
repetition as in the, rereading of preffnant passages of a book, is the
need for interruption for internal rehearsal, review and the making
of associations between new material and material already in mind.

Without this process of asimilation, the development of standards
of relevance and importance is hampered. The relentless flow of con-

tent through the electronic media may thus be said to hamper the

growth of autonomy of the self, unless it is deliberately compensated
for. But again, the electronic media themselves help to precipitate
awareness of this need, which existed before they were invented although not to the same degree.
Finally, the increased availability of information through the electronic media has likewise made far more salient than ever before the
realization that echication cannot stop with formal schooling, but mnst
permeate the whole of life if the individual is not to be cast aside by

the course of events. This is not a new idea. but the reform of all

institutions to facilitate the continuous development of their personnel

is lmrdly recognized as their most urgent task, much less earnestly

begun.
TIM CONCE1'T or CAREER

The idea that education does not cease with graduation from a school
(Toes back at least to Epictetus, who wrote :

Education; in the deepest, sense, is continuous and lifelong. In
essence it is unfinishable. What we think we already know is often
less helpful than the desire to learn.

Nonetheless, even in the United States, which enjoys higher per
capita wealth than anywhere else, on the globe, we are far from

achieving generally a state of affairs in which education is continuous
and lifelong for every citizen. When that time comes, it will not consist
simply of a stath of affairs in which adults of all ages are enrolled in
whrt now pass as adult education courses. A. tremendous transformation of the social order will have occurred.
At the present time most occupations are not defined as professions,
and most jobs are not viewed as careers. But the career is the vocational
manifestation of contbmous, lifelong education, and vice versa. Adult
education at present consists largely of either the acquisition of supplementary vocational training of very specialized kinds, or the acquisition of supplementary avocational skills not, too seriously pursued.

Neither kind is addressed to the central concern of adult existence,
what to become. Tt. seems =necessary nowadays to remind anyone
that the question of what to become is no longer answerable once and
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for all at the beginning of adulthood. It may have been a necessity
or a privilege only for the few in the past to reformulate their identities repeatedly throughout adulthood; henceforth it will be the necessity or the privilege of the many. But whether it will be a privilure
or a necessity for any specific individual will be determined by whether
his education makes him equal to the challenge of designing his own
career and guiding its development.
The heightened availability of knowledge provided by the newer
media contributes to the necessity for choice of what to become, and

providesas already sketchedgreatly improved means for self-

conscious appraisal of one's own performance, actual or potential,
hence higher standards for selection of further experience. These are
individual responses to the multiplication of alternatives. When many
individuals are concertedly in process of becoming more selective,
the lonab-run collective effect of their intensified discrimination is a

generalupgrading. For example, television viewing at present has

declined from its peak of several years ago in average hours per week
per person, and has declined even more among the better educated.
In order to lure back this more desirable segment of their audience
and prevent further deterioration, broadcasters either have to elevate
the quality of their present mass programs or create specialized programs for this segment. Some are domgthe former, some the latter.
Given a general trend toward more discriminating markets and audiences, competition among purveyors of cultural fare ultimately causes
the good to drive out the bad, short-run appearances to the contrary
notwithstanding. For many yearsprobably ever since the invention
of printingit has been fashionable among aristocratic critics to decry

the mass media which have made cultural fare more available to

masses of people, on the grounds that somehow this was leading to
debasement of culture in general. If the sales of paperback books are
taken as an example, it is difficult to see what these critics could use
as evidence that ()Tenter availability has debased the taste or knowledge of anyone. fhe evidence instead seems all in the other direction.
It has long been noted by adult educators that adults have to be dealt
with differently as pupils than do children. Apart from the fact that
adults are bound by no compulsory attendance laws, adults are highly
discriminating in their judgments of the relevance of content and of
the performance of teachers. While there is a fringe of participants
in adult education courses who take them only to kill time, assuage
loneliness, or be lightly entertained, the main incentives are usually
serious vocational objectives, or equally serious efforts to acquire expert
amateur status in avocations. Hence, adult pupils are demanding in
their standards, and, since much adult education is unsubsidized, while

attendance is voluntary, the course which patrons shun is quickly
terminated. In other words, divorced from formal schools, education
must pass a rigorous market test. In the past, education conducted in
schools has rarely been forced to meet this market test, either internally, as among course offerings, or externally, as among competing
schools. The shortcomings have been sheltered by the local monopoly
status, Ndich has simultaneously made them inevitably the target of
controversy.

During recent decades, however, it has been evident that other media
have been able to compete successfully with the schools more and more
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frequently. Lecturers on current events, travelers from foreign lands,
authors and critics, to illustrate, appear frequently on television and
radio and make the ordinary teachers of social studies or literature
seem quite amateurish by comparison. As yet the efforts to develop
what is called educational television have not been notably successful
financially. Nonetheless, it is evident that when any kind of educational
offering develops a large and avid audience, it iluickly gets commercialized. The success of Life's science books has been as spectacular as
such television programs as "Ding Dong School," "College Bowl," and
"Meet the Press." If the cost of television broadcasting can be reduced
to something near the cost of FM broadcasting, the potentiality for
much more strenuous competition between commercial media and the
schools emerges. At that point, not only will the newer media set it
challenging standard for conventional patterns of adult education, but
the pressure will be felt on children's education as well. Who would
want to go to school and be miserable if he could stay at home, learn
as much or more just as fast, and enjoy himself as well ?
The questions which would remain if the newer media thus succeeded

in driving out bad teaching would be those with which this essay

beman, whether schools and leachers and fellow pupils would be obviated. Again, the answer to this question, although qualified, would still

be no. Schools and teachers and fellow pupils would still have important functions to contribute to learning, but to these would be

added a basically more enjoyable presentation of material to be

learned.
Education and entertainment have long been treated as separate
categories of experience, despite the efforts of philosophers and psychologists to make clear that learning can be enjoyable. It may be that
the most revolutionary consequence of the greater availability of learning made possible by the newer media will be to demonstrate universally that learning never has to be painful, that good teaching can
be as enjoyable as the best entertainment. From the standpoint of the
learner, given a choice between learning that is enjoyable and learning
that is not, it is not likely that inherited beliefs would stand in the way
of enjoyment.
Insofar as schools lost their local monopoly status through competition with commercial media, they would also lose much of their basis
for controversy over curricula, architecture, and student conduct.
Those who differ could go elsewhere ; education would become as free
as book publishing.
THEORIES OF AUDIENCE AND PERFORMANCE

It is characteristic of .human thinking to make initial distinctions
in simple polarities like mass versus individuali_ but with increasing
sophistication to complicate these distinctions. Thus, instead of pursuing fruitless arguments over the values of mass and class, the impact of the newer media on culture in general can better be approached
through systematic discrimination of` types and sizes of audience in
relation to kinds of performance presented. A classic, for example,
seems to be addressed to men of all times and places, yet only a small
elite of any particular time and place seem able to recognize a classic.
grt
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High school sophomores who are told that Shakespeare is great may
remain dumbfounded by The Merchant of Venice. On the other hand,
almost any American viewer, literate or otherwise, can appreciate

the humor of Bob Hopeeven though the next generation charac-

teristically sees nothing funny in the humor of its predecessors. Perhaps the confusion about the effect of mass media in creating mass culture can be clarified to some extent by distinguishing between availability and accessibility. The Merchant of Venice can be made more
available through television than through legitimate stage performance, but it does not thereby become any more accessible to the minds
of viewers and listeners. Mass culture in the sense of universal recognition of Bob Hope's quips may take the place of pmvincial culture,
with perhaps some loss of local variety but probably no loss of quality.
In fact, his humor is likely to drive out worse humor, although the
difference need be only marginal to be competitively successful. On
the other hand, whenever or wherever a person exists who can appreciate Shakespeare, his level of culture is elevated try increased availability of Shakespeare. Shakespeare may not as yet be successful commercially on television, yet if complete video recordings of The Merchant of Venice, performed by the greatest actors, were as available as
paperback copies of the text, it is certain that the elevating influence
on the average cultural level of contemporary entertainment would be
appreciable. And the bigger audiences so developed might finally make
it commercially quite profitable.
Before contemporary methods for reproducing dramatic performances were invented, actors could perform various dramas thousands
of times before face-to-face audiences, yet millions of people could live

their whole lives without a single opportunity to witness a performance. While complaints are frequent about the shortcomings of mechanical reproduction, it is less common but far more appropriate
to complain of the stultifying effect upon both performers and audiences (and teachers and learners) of excessive repetitions by performers. This is the reallyintolerable mechanical aspect of repetition, not
the manifold mechanical reproductions of a single superb performance. With both moving pictures and television available, the Broadway actor can escape a role he otherwise has to perform hundreds of
times. Before the newer media, he could not make a living without
numerous repetitions of a limited repertory.
In both entertainment and education, stimulation and stultification

are decisively important values in determining and judging results.

So much stimulation comes from doing new things, so much stultification from inordinate repetition, that the familiar prejudice that mass
repyoduction deteriorates culture gets virtually reversed by close examination. There are many remammg situations in both education
and entertainment where people still suffer stultification which could
be alleviated by further use of the newer media. On the other hand,
there are many situations where more face-to-face interaction between
teacher and learner, performer and audience, is in order if education
and entertainment are to be improved.
Out of professional thinking about these matters is therefore likely
to come a much higher degree of self-consciousness as to which au-

diences are appropriate for which performances. In the teaching of
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languages, for example, It is important for the learner to be his own
audiencehear his own voiceand the electronic language laboratory
now makes this possible. He could always hear his tea-cher's voice and
the teacher, his. At the other extreme, at a moment of national crisis,
it is possible for the whole nation to hear the voice of a single leader
simultaneously, whether its citizens are at work or at home, on the road
or in the air. Between these extremes, however, many discrepancies

occur between performance and appropriate audience. People are
forced to listen to speeches who might better read the information
they contain. Television and radio performers crave for contact with
audiences; writers create for publics which do not exist. Manual training in the operation of equipment, highly suited to automated instruc-

tion, is still taught mainly by apprenticeshipthe most expensive

and least effective of all methods, one incompetent teacher per pupil,
i.e., instructors versed in the equipment but not in the art of teaching.

Practice-teaching itself, under the eye of a supervisor, is probably
obsolete in the presence of the newer media. Not only do the newer
media permit the student-teacher to view his own performance, but
for many other learners to view it simultaneously on film or tape,

to discuss it more fully and discriminatingly and objectively than any

single observer could, with the learner able to hear such criticism
while choosing to be present or absent.

A minor feature of this interaction, but one of immense importance
in the general economy, is the previously noted bearing of communi-

cation on transportation and the housing of such interaction. How

many meetings are held, the objectives of which will be more cheaply,
swiftly, and effectively achieved when the public finally acquires the
habit of using conference telephone hookups? Conversely, how much
money is spent on advertising to convey messages of interest only to a
few, who can nowadays be located by contemporary mformation systems and then be reached individually ? Communication habits which
presume traditional social relations have not changed as rapidly as
communications technology has evolved. Could any procedure for the
exchange of relevant and wanted information be more awkward than
the means by which strangers somehow become acquainted in large
cities? The sociologist himself has hardly .begtm to define this as a
problem, much less to apply the newer mecha to its practical solution.

Village marriage brokers (lid better m this resp ect.Yet the newer
media evoke a host of such opportunities for relating i ndividuals and
larger audiences in ways which will modify previous patterns of association and activity in unimaginable ways.
THE GLOBAL AUDIENCE

In contemplating the effect of the newer media on the definitions of

appropriate audiences in the future, it is apparent that just as they
brmg the individual as an audience ofhis own performance into view
as never before in history, they also bring into view the potentiality of

the entire world as an audience as never before in history. Indeed,
the most exciting potential impact of these media on human communication is in the impetus they add to the ancient hope of a common international language. The very availability of the opportunity
to converse with people in other lands characteristically encourages as-

-
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similation of language, as the long chronicles of warfare and conquest,
trade and missionary activity disclose. Writing characteristically tends
to stabilize and perpetuate languago differences. Latin writings persist after the spoken language has disappeared, for example. By contrast, conversation continuously alters language, so that new words and
phrases appear and old ones disappear, especially, in border areas. The
newer media foster diffusion of language, as of other cultural elements,
without the necessity of migration. The United Nations could not transact its business at present without electronic methods for simultaneous translation, but the very existence of these electronic methods con-

tributes to the rapid learnmg of common languages which will ultimately obviate simultaneous translation. The ultimate horizon of a
universal language so inducedan electronic esperantowill not be

reached in this or the next generation, but movement toward it is sufficiently rapid as to be visible, especially among scientists, within just
the period since World War II (and, deep in one's heart one may hope,
perhaps fast enough to avert World War III).
In the so-called underdeveloped countries, it has become standard
IDractice for people to leapfrog the technological history of countries
like our own, to change, for example, from oxcart to airplane in a

single generation, from leg power to nuclear power, without going
through an age of coal and steam. Bolivian Indians fresh from the
jungle have been trained as airplane mechanics through use of sound
films, without ever learning to read more than simple markings on
parts. It is therefore imaginable that members of primitive tribes will
learn to speak an international language with people from anywhere
else without having to learn to read and write any so-called written
language. As soon as the ideal communications satellite is established
in orbit (or in stationary position in space, whatever that means) and
nonjammable global broadcasting becomes thereby feasible, local
governments and nostaligc curators of the past will no longer be able
to resist the tendencies toward an extremly small number of global
languages. For governments deliberately, seeking to eradicate a
troublesome profusion of local dialects, such technology is an ideal instument. The electrical engineers who have ulready joined with statistically minded analytical linguists to invent computer-type electronic
translators are hastening the process with all the direct rationality of
applied science already. It may be that the time required to develop an
electronic esperanto will prove overestimated at more than a generation, since only a single generation is required to produce a complete
dissociation between parents and children.

Comersiox
It is often charged against radio and television that the nonliterate

spend the most time using them. By one of the frequent ironies of his-

tory, it may be thus that the nonliterate become the first to acquire
the new global language that is in gestation. In noting this irony, we
come back to our basic analogy between the impact of printing on
society and the impact of the newer electronic media. We can now ask,
for example, if the newer media will have more effect on the more literate or the less literate.
72-703-72-16
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It has been generally observed that the higher the level of education
people possess, the more likely they are to engage in self-educational
activities. College graduates study more in later life than people with
only primary schooling. For them the newer media may thus appeal
most strongly as a unique means for further development of their own
performances, whatever their vocations or avocations. For the illiterate
menthers of primitivetribes, at the other extreme, these new means of
hearing vastly expedite their entry into world civilization, whether
through learning to practice agriculture as our ancestors did in Neolithic times, or to preach neutralism at some world conference. So
viewed, it beconws obvious that the newer media bring both literate
and illiterate.so much .closer together in their power to affect events
that the question of which has been moved the furthest becomes unimportant. .1ven for the literate, learning has not hitherto been painless;
if education and entertainment becomes progressively indistinguishable, such a question as whether audio and video electronics are any less
appropriate to education than books and printing are to show business
becomes academie. Such a question will probably cease to be asked once
the newer media are demonstrated to furnish the ideal method, in the
hands of a good teacher, in a class of well-matched pupils, for teach-

ing and learning reading and writingliteracy itself. Boiled down to
their essentials one more, reading and writing are means for converting auditory into visual information and back again, with considerable
impoverishment in the process. Electronic audio-visual recording,
transmission, and reproduction convey information unchanged from
its original (save by remaining mechanical infidelity), while immensely
lengthening its reach in time and space.
The sequence of inventions which have led to the present question
of the impact of the newey media on education and society can be construed as moving, like all inventions, in the general direction of extending human capabilities : the sensory functions of seeing and hearing,
the mental functions of memory and recall, the physical functions of
speech and movement. In thc beginning, it might be said, each advance
in some particular direction was accomplished at the sacrifice of some
other function, sometimes, indeed, at the cost of added awkwardness
and complication. It was a good advance in communication to invent
a telegraph that could transmit messages instantaneously beyond the
reach of either sight of sound. Thenceforth information could be cummunicated across space without requiring physical transportation of
the paper on which it was written or printed. hut the telegraph forced
translation of auditory information into the visual form of letters and
words in another coded language, and also required the training of
specialists to do the coding and decoding. The telephone by contrast
obviates both steps, making conversation at a distance between two
persons almost the equivalent of face-to-face speaking and hearing. The

application of television to telephoning is already here, in the form

of closed-circuit televising of surgical operations, underwater explorations, and the holding of large conferences simultaneously in several
rooms or even more dispersed places. As in all qchnology, the course of
evolution of separate inventions for communications is thus toward
synthesis and simplification, as well as toward the addition of further
improvementh. In respect to communication in particular, communication at a distance in space has now become almost identical in quality
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with conversation face-to-face. But meanwhile other improvements
have been added which not merely equal the quality of the original,
but go far beyond it In extending human capabilitie3 quantitatively.
Some of the nnprovements of communication which go beyond
mere fidelity in tra»smission over a distance are these : (1) larger
size of ambence through amplification ; (2) dispersal of audience in
numerous places; (3) shmiltaneous recording as well as transmission ;
(4) simultaneous visual feedback to the perforiner; and (5) automatic,
instantaneous.sampling of large andience react ions (i.e., mass munication is becoming mass comimmication, thus evenhially obviating the
laborious current procedur(ls of audience research).
The current, high costs of some of tlwse hnprovements may, pethaps
permissibly, be imiored here, since another conspicuous feature of technological trends is I he drast ic reduction of costs. After invention of the
first, successful video-tape recorder, the first manufactured model sold
at close to $200,000 per unit. A simplified model using standard audiotape is now expected to sell at less than $200, that is, in the same iwice
range as audio-tape recorders. So it is reasonable to anticipate that not

merely broadcasting studios, or well-to-do educational institutions,
can afford the latest inventions for audio-visual communications, but
the ordinary individual consumer also. For this consumer, a built-in
tape deck in his receiver, I imed to record his favorite pmgrams whenever they are broadcast, can be played back at his leisure. He is thus
delivered from the tyranny of broadcast scheduling. Moreover, ultimately he may also be, delivered from the tyranny of the sponsor who
selects the content which will be broacast. If the so-called educational
stations were to constitute themselves as libraries of notable past performances, and would broadcast these with high fidelity for home reception and recording, each member of the audience could rapidly
accumulate the basis for attaining couplete sovereignty over his cultural fare. Indeed, such an unlimited libraiy of recordea performances
of every description, any of which may be replayable at leisure has
already been dubbed a culture machine by J. B. McKitterick of the
General Electric Co.
It is premature to imagine whether the home could, or would become

itself the repository of the cultural wealth of the world. Perhaps the
home would instead simply be connected by wire with a regional library, as with a local telephone exchange, which could be dialed for
any information or performances in its catalog, not burdening the
home with ownership or storage.
It is not premature, however, to imagine that the home will presently
be conceived as a center for reception and assimilation of learning and
new experience, and its electronic equipment will more and more be
organized as a complete system, designed for education as well fts en-

tertainment. Although a connected system, there p much evidence
in trends of circuitry and design that it will consist of comptttible,
replaceable modulesreceivers, recorders, players, automatic timers,
amplifiers, mixers, stereocameras, stereomicrophones, tuners and
dialers, random-access tape files, stereospeakers and stereoprojectors.
It is perhaps a minor consequence of no great relevance here, 13ut the
householder is tempted to ponder the day when the advance of erasabk
tape eliminates much of the printed paper which clutters his mailbox, home, office, and school.
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Magnetic tape, like printing, was invented by the Germans. The
Army Signal Corps brought captured samples to the United States
during World War II, and the industry flourished so rapidly that
the previous technique of wire recording was quickly abandoned.
Technologists in many countriesEngland, Scandinavia, Italy, Ja-

pan, the Soviet Union, even Indiaare working so intensively to

develop tape technology, that any confident forecasts of what inventions he ahead would be foolhardy. Perhaps tape itself will be superseded by a superior recording medium before it can supersede phonograph records or movie film. (In dollar volume, phonograph records
already outsell all trade books published in the United States; tapes
may before long outsell all textbooks.)
Regardless of the headlong pace in development of diverse technologies in all functions of communicationrecording, transmitting,
reproducing, and likethe ideal toward which they move will remain
fidelity in seeing and hearing at a distance in time or space. That is,
these functions may be simulated by technical means up to the fidelity
of human perception itself, but that will be the limit of their practical
development. There are uses for ultrasonic frequencies, for example,
but not for human hearing, for infrared light, but not for human seeing. Hence, it is possible to think productively about the social effects
of improved communication without being able to foresee all the inventions by which human seeing and hearing may be extended in time
and space.
Is it too much to conclude that the newer media potentially connect
the individual learner with any available lmowledge in the world of

past or present ? In this sense, the goal of educationthe ultimate
development of the individualis joined with the ultimate goal of
communicationthe unification of human society.

LIFESPAN EDUCATIONAL INSURANCE : A PROPOSAL
By RALPH M. GOLDMAN

Ralph M. Goldman is professor of political science at San Francisco State

College, and chairman, Board of Governors, Frederic Burk Foundation for Education at SFSC. He is the author of The Democratic Party in American Politics

and coauthor of the Brookings Institution's study, The Politics of National
Party Conventions.

Educational programs designed to benefit this country's older citizens and keep them "active as a national resource of experience and
skM" are far from adequate, says Dr. Goldman. To give future retirees
a means of combat ina occupational, familial, and "psychic and intellectual" obsolescence, fie advocates a kind of GI Bill for the aged and
aging.

At Sonoma State College in California, the late Brewster F. Ames
had returned to the college classroom to pursue studies in German
literature and Shakespeare. He was, in fact, completely immersed in
college activities, attending, student functions, tutoring in languages
he spoke, and living in facilities populated by students. The interesting thing about Ames was that he already had a degree from Yale,
chiss of 1901. He was 88 years old and thoroughly devoted to campus
life among students "who don't talk endlessly about their aches and
pains." In fact, he declared, "I don't even know any old people, not

a one." 1

At the Santa Cruz campus of the University of California, a 6-week
session called Methuselah I was offered experimentally durina summer
1967. Forty-four students enrolled for the intensive liberale'arts pro-

gram under the direction of philosophy professor Maurice Natanson.
It is hoped that the program may become a year-round operation with
its own college in the Santa Cruz cluster of colleges. What distinguishes
Methuselah I from the ordinary liberal arts curriculum is its students,
who range in age up to 76.2

In 1900, when the population of the United States was 76 million,

only 3 millionless than 3 percentwere over 65 years of age. Today,
with 200 million population, there are more than 21 million retirees

receiving Social Security benefits1 that is, more than 10 percent of the
population are senior citizens, with about 1.5 million persons a year
reaching age 62. In 1900, a 45-year-old man could expect to live to
about 69; today, the same person has a life expectancy of 77. In the
relatively rural America of 1900, a retired person lived with his family
and was occupied with a regular round of work or home activities. In

the urban America of today, the retired individual tends to be residentially isolated, unemployed, and without meaningful daily pursuits.
With rapidly growing numbers of retired Americans living longer
and in better health, a senior citizen crisis is not likely to be long in
1 Ran Francisco Examiner and Chronicle. Mar. 8, 1968, p. 11.
2 San Francisco Chronicle, Aug. 14, 1067, p. 86.
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coming, if it is not already here. The average retiree is in fair health
at age-65 and may live another 12 to 20 years. A high proportion seek
new, if not income-producing, activities. Many resist being "filed
away" as "old people," but instead search assid.uously for the company of persons of all ages. Busy work quickly produces boredom.
Growing numbers appear to be looking for opportunities like Methuselah I. -Aud people like Brewster F. Ames may be more a sign of the
educational times than a campus oddity.
FACING OBSOLESCENCE

Only part of the problem is keeping the Nation's retired citizens
en!raged in pursuits that are neither frivolous nor intellectually stagnating, and active as a national resource of experience and skill. There
is also the trend recognized by Marvin Friedman in "Changing Profile
of the Labor Force." " Between 1040 and 1965, over 6,000 "new" occupations appeared in the job market, and some 8,000 types of work
disappeared. The steady decline in farm and blue-collar jobs is matched
by a steady rise in service and white-collar employment. Caught between trends are several million individuals in the labor force in the

55- to 64-age brackettoo old to "retool" but too young to retire.
Nevertheless, 1 or 2 million of these individuals apparently go into

some form of early retirement each year, despite another 20 to 25 years
of 1 i fe expectancy.4

Persons in the 55- to 64-age bracket seem particularly vulnerable
to developments that may have educational implications. Occupa-

tional obsolescence is one such contemporary trent, as old jobs disappear and new ones appear, as requirements for the same job change,
as new technology and equipmea emerge, and as automation replaces
men with machines. Adult vocational education needs have only begun
to be considered, mainly
response to automation. As the rate of occupational obsolescenceiin
ncreases and other types spread in the coming decades, the educational anxieties of these preretirement workers
will grow.
The 554o-64-years-olds, particularly women, are also beginnintg to
face what may be called "familiar obsolescence." Their children have
grown up and are self-supporting. Income requirements tend to drop
or level off, but few arran,gements exist for reduced workloads or partial mtirement. Even with a full workday, persons in this age bracket,

find their leisure hours longer and their recreational-informational
needs greater. With familial obsolescence often comes a realization
tlmt one's own personal development, particularly in the educational
sense, might at last warrant attention. Because each new generation of

Americans tends to have more formal schooling than the previous,
older men and women at any point in time have less formal education than those in the lower age brackets. Thus, in this decade, only
some 48 percent of the persons age 55 to 64 have completed more than
eight grades. Over 50 percent of this group never finished high school,
and the overwhelming majority never attended college."

3 Amerlenn Federationist, July 1907.
4 V.S. Dppnrtineut of Labor. Monthly Lnhor Review, April 1967.
5 Clark Tihhets nnd Merrill Rogers, "Aging in the Contemporary Scene," Education for
Lnter Maturity, ed. Wilma Donnhutl (New York : William Morrow & Co., 1955), pp. 33-34.
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TOO OLD TO LEARN))

Another educationally relevant hazard of aging is "psychic and intellectual obsolescence," best summarized in the tiine-wom phrase "too

old to learn." At best, the evidence of memory loss and declining

learning capacity among older persons is highly uncertain, although
the mytlis concerning these difficulties are potent.
Education and learning are areas in which the elderly mystique has
caused incalculable harm through discouragement of would-be elderly learners and would-be teachers. Study after study has demon,

strated that, with adequate motivation, old people are capable of
One gerontologist has made explicit a vision of the role education

learning efficiently and well.°

could play in the lives of the aged :

I am inclined to believe that the field of education offers unlimited opportunities for people who have been relieved of work and family responsibilities. It

seems to me that the complexities of our industrial civilization require that
youth limit their education primarily to technical and scientific training. They

emerge from our schools and universities as well-trained technicians, but rarely
as educated people. It is my contention that only the retired person can become
the truly educated person of tomorrow * * *.7

Pmgrams for adult and continuing education throughout the Nation have, for the. most part, evolved in a piecemeal, and haphazard
fashion, particularly educational programs for senior citizens. A report by the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare found
that, in general, them are currently two types of educational programs
for the aging: General adult education Auld activities designed specifically for the aged and aging.8 The latter are typically offered by
public libraries, university extensions, churches, adult divisions in
State or community departments of public instruction, and private
community organizations. These programs offer a broad range of educational situations and degrees of activity. Most provide informal educational activities designed to inform the senior citizen about the
process of aging itself and to stimulate interest in leisure activities
such as painting, reading, sewing, music, and so on. Preliminary studies in New York City indicate that these programs contribute to the
mental and physical well-being of the older participants as well as to
their enjoyment of life.°
SUBTLE SEGREGATION

Formal echicational programs for the older citizen were found

inadequate. The Committee on Labor and Public Welfare reported:

There are only a few notable instances where educational agencies such as

public schools, colleges and universities . . . have developed apeciflo programs
for the aging. While it is true that most classes and activities developed by them
do not exclude older persons on the basis of age, relatively few are planned with
the older age range in mind.

There is a prevalent and possibly unfortunate tendency to make
adult education a process appended to or segregated within the cusRosalie H. Rosenfelt, "The Elderly Mystique." Journal of Social Issues, October 1965,
p. 42.
7 Louis Kuplan. "The Road Ahead." Age With a Future, ed. Hansen (Copenhagen
Munksgnard. 1964), quoted by Rosenfelt, ibid.
q U.S. Congress. Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. Subcommittee on
Problems of the Aged and Aging, "The Aged and Aging in the Vatted States : A National
Problem," Seth Cong., second sess., 1060, ch. 9.
9 Ibid.
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tomary institutions of formal instruction, an arrangement that usually denies to the young the presence of experienced adults in the
same classroom and denies to adults the challenge of systematically
communicating their experience to the young during regular programs
of instruction.
It is, of course, a subtle form of segregation to place grown-ups
in one classroom and younger people in another in which the same
subject is being taught. The older person may, indeed, be fearful of
embarrassment in competition with youngsters. On the other hand,
youngsters may be fearful of coping with the authority and breadth
of experience of older fellow students." Yet, the merits and demerits
of such segregation continue to be moot questions. College teachers
who have had retired military personnel enrolled in their reaular
classes are likely to testify that the mix of ages, experience, and skills

is highly conducive to an outstanding claSSMOM situation. In the words
of the Senate committee :

The stereotypes of the aged as ineffective, worn out, crotchety persons pushed

aside while awaithig life's end, need to be exchanged for realistic pictures of
persons who can bring to bear on life tbe accumulated skills and wisdom of
a lifetime.n

The notion that life is essentially an educational exPgience is as
old as Plato, in fact, a notion expounded by Plato, who took the position that the principal function of government is to educate its citizens. Afore than any other nation, the United States, with its unmatched
range of educational enterprises and its substantial budgets supporting, education, shares this view. From preschool to professional school
and from correspondence course to television course, volume, variety,
innovation, and even excellence are acknowledged qualities of educa-

tional effort. The newest petitioner for educational benefits is the
older citizen.

After all, the average citizen in Plato's day was elderly, if still
alive, in this third and fourth decade. Today, the United States has
some 12 million citizens who are active and alert through their seventh, eighth and even ninth decades! Yet, most of the formal educational establishment in this country is geared to the Platonic conception of early-life and short-life educatioiml processes. The need and
demand for new and more substantial approaches to adult and continuing education, occupational retraining for second and third life
careers, intellectual and creative pursuits in retirement, and so on,
are zoing to compel educators to reexamine the lifespan human educational process. Not only the need of the aging individual, but also
the Nation's needs for the maintenance and social utilization of that
10 percent of its human resources over 65 are likely to become increas-

ingly evident. For example, the Senate committee report cites evidence that many retired or retiring people are choosing second careers

as teachers: Over 415 colleges an.' universities were hiring retired
persons in 1957-58; over 240 were employing retired Armed Forces

personnel. A survey revealed that, of Armed Forces officers expecting
to retire between 1959 and 1963, some 24,000 were considering teaching
as a second career.
10 On the preference of older people to associate with their age peers. see Irving Rogow,
"Social Integration and the Aged" (New York : Free Press, 1967) ; Wilma Donahue, "Relationship of Age of Perceivers to Their Social Perceptions," Gerontologist, December 1965,
pp. 241-45.
al Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, op. cit.
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As with all new social and political problems demanding public
and official attention, research is essential for program planning and
policy development. The Senate committee, despite the scope and
thoroughness of its research effort, acknowledged that its report on
aging was only a beginning. Concerninff the problem of education
for the aging, for example, the committee identified some of the more
obvious questions that require systematic investigation : (1) Should
older persons be segregated or integrated in the educational process?
(2) Should such educational services be provided free or subject to a
charge? (3) Should the content of education for aging be concerned
with a particular age segment, such as the years past 60, or should it
consist of lifelong education which prepares the individual to live
each stage most fruitfully?. (4) Shoulid the older adult leave his usual
social environment for educational undertakings, or should education
take place in his customary surroundings? (5) Who should design
educational programs Mr the aging? Other issues and perspectives
need the urgent attention of specialists and politicians alike.
One approach to social problem solving in this country of inVentors
is to create a plan or a panacea. This approach usually makes concrete
the nature of a problem. the requirements for solving it, and the practical hurdles that stand in the way of accomplislnnent. This proposal

for a life-span educational insurance program under the Social
Security Administration is offered in this spiritas a catalyst and an
Did to concrete consideration.
GT BILL FOR THE AGING

A life-span educational insurance program would, in effect, constitute a GI bill for the older citizen. Like the GI bill, it would be
a national investment in basic human capital "equipment," with all
the obvious economic and social 1.etnrns in the form of higher or
sustained earning power. higher or sustained income, tax returns, an
enlarged national reservoir of knowledge and skills, and a lower national welfare bill, to mention a few. Unlike the GI bill, which was
essentially a national gratuity for military service, the life-span
educational insurance program could be financed through a combination of sound actuarial expectations plus subventions from the general
revenue.

At the heart of the pmgram would be a Senior Citizen Scholarship
System. Citizens 55 years of age or older could apply for and obtain
financial aids desimwd to assist them in accomplishing explicit educational objectives. These objectives might include not only the acquisition of formal degrees or educational certificates. but also approved
or otherwise regularized programs of special study. Pursuit of these
objectives would have to be substantial, that, is, half time or more.
Possibly current Social Security retirement rules could be relaxed
to allow for partial and/or earlier retirement for citizens planning to
engage in educational pursuits under the Senior Citizen Scholarship

System. Such flexibility might be a precursor of a more flexible

conception of retirement, wherein returning to full-time employment
would be both possible and legitimate. Financial arrangements could

be, of many types: Full or matching tuition, partial or full hying
allowance up to some maximum. specified book and equipment costs,
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and perhaps modest allowances for dependents. Continuation of the
senior citizen scholarship would depend upon the student maintaining some minimum level of academic performance.
ORIGIN OF FI:INDS

Funds for the Senior Citizen Scholarship System could come from
four sources : (1) An employee payroll tax, graduated to fall lightest
upon the lower salary ranges and comprehensive enough to include
all levels of earnings ; (2) an employer payroll tax, graduated to require the largest relative employer contribution on behalf of the lowest
salary ranges ; (3) a voluntary, tax-free employee payroll savings plan,
akin to the various tax-shelter plans now in operation, which could
produce either interest or educational benefits ; and (4) the general revenues of the Federal Government.
The proposed employee payroll tax, unlike the present social security

contributions, would not fall most heavily on the low-salaried indi-

viduals. Under the life-span educatiomil insurance program, a

$3,000 annual salary might be taxed at 1 percent, while a $25,000 annual

salary might call for a 4 or 5 percent educational tax to be paid by
the employee. This plan would take the proportionately lowest cont ribution from the least paid and usually least educated. On the other

hand, eligibility for educational benefits would presumably be the same
for all employees, thus offering a substantial inducement for the less
educated to continue their schooling as soon as possible.
The employer tax would be highest against those salaries at the lowest ranges, in effect penalizing the employer for paying low salaries.
Thus, on a systemwide basis, educational insurance income would tend
to become tied to those industries and occupations in which their is
a high proportion of low skilled, low salaried jobs ; that is, relatively
high contributions would come from that part of the economy employing the educationally neediest segment. That employers in general may
soon be dealing with educational-contribution bids by labor at the col-

lective bargaining table is anticipated by Herbert A. Levine." For

example, Local 3 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers located in New York City has successfully negotiated a plan for an
employer contribution of 1 percent of weekly payroll to an educational
fund, from which members and their spouses may draw for college tui-

tion. In 1965 the United Auto Workers negotiated a tuition-refund
plan of $250 per yea r, per person for all General Motors, Ford, and
Chrysler workers. The concept of an employer tax for educational purposes is already coming over the horizon.

TAX ADVANTAGE

Tax-shelter annuity plans have become increasingly popular in recent years. The employer withholds and deposits into an annuity plan
some regular amount of salary upon direction by the employee. 'The
employee then need not declare this amount as taxable income at the
time of earnings but rather at the time of annuity payment during retirement. In this way the employee receives the benefit of lower tax
31"Eduentionnl Opportunity : A New Fringe Benefit for Collective Bnrgnining," Changing Education, fnll 1967, pp. 42_46.
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liability both at the time of earning and during his reduced income
retirement. In addition, the withheld income earns interest during the

years of deposit. The life-span educational insurance program

would allow an employee to make such voluntary tax-shelter arrangements toward his senior citizen scholarship account. Thus, the citizen
with specific, even ambitious, educational plans would have a way to
build the necessary financial reserve, with special tax inducements. Of
course, if his plans changed, be would still have access to the funds in
his account, as would his beneficiaries if he should die.
A large part of the life-span educational insurance program would
necessarily have to be public, with resources drawn from the general
revenues. The reasons are several and inescapable : The actuarial experience with educational insurance is practically nonexistent, although
some experience could be drawn from the endowment policy plans of
private insurers and from the GI bill program ; the evolution of programs and facilities for senior citizen education is impossible to predict at this time; citizen response to new educational opportunities
provided under this system is equally difficult to gage. So many unpredictables in so costly a program lead inevitably to the fiscal resources
and flexibility of the Iederifl Govermnent.
Everybody will undoubtedly have his own reaction to the proposal.
Concrete proposals stir concrete reactions. Many questions and points
of information critical to the proposal are yet unstudied and mianswered. For example, what is relevant actuarial experience? How may
there be individual discretion about one's education with safeguards
against malpractice provided at the same time ? By whom and how
may the program best be administered? What impact upon the existing educational resources of the Nation may be anticipated? Research
and discussion are indeed necessary. The words of the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare summarize the case for a. life-span educational insu ranee program :
The development, conservation, and use of the potentials of tlie older members
of our population should be one oz the major concerns of society: Since education
is one of the most significant means of achieving this purpose, it is important to
consider the educational implications inherent in the problems and opportunities
of aging.
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DETERMINING MOST PROBABLE CAUSES: A CALL FOR
REEXAMINING EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
BY JAMES L. WARDROP

The major point of this presentation can be stated quite succinctly :
Namely, a central focus of educational evaluation is explanation (or,
more precisely, the selection among several possible explanations).
Once this thesis has been stated, the really hard work begins. I have
now obligated myself to do three things : First, to explicate this succinct statement and attempt to give it substance ; second, to justify the
assertion I have made ; and finally to indicate in some way how my

thesis may be viewed as a reaction to the Phi Delta Kappa Study
Commission materials. If I succeed in discharging any one of these

obligations, my day will have been an unprecedented success, whether
yours will or not.
A NOTION OP CAUSALITY

I circulated an earlier version of these comments to a number of

friends, colleagues, and acquaintances (a few people actually fell into
more than one of these three categories). A gratifying number of these
people reacted. The reactions convinced me of two things : One, I had
come up with the best projective technique for educational evaluators
yet devised. (I will not take the tiMe here to share with you the pro-

jective portions of those reactions.) Additionally, many of the reactions I received challenged my statement about the centrality of
explanation to evaluation, for one reason. In that earlier draft, I made

the following statement: "Explanation, as it is, used in this paper,
refers to the determination of the most probable cause for a phenomenon. Oh, the naivete I exhibited in that sentence. I had forgotten
that to use the word cause with people trained in the social sciences
is much like sticking one's head into a beehive.

Nevertheless, I am going to stand by what I wrote then. (Naivete
dies hard in me.) One difference, though, is that I am going to try
to clarify what I meant by cause in the context of this paper. Ernest

Nagel, in his chapter on "Types of Causal Explanation in Science" in
Lerner's book "Cause and Effect," has considered what he referred to
as conditionally necessary causes. That is, suppose event E was observed. When E occurred, antecedent conditions A, B, and C were
present. (It is possible, as Nagel pointed out, that we may be unaware
of the existence of some or all of these conditions.) The general rule
which applies to this situation might be stated as follows : Giver, that

conditions A, B, and C are present, if condition D is also present,
event E will occur ; while if D is not present, E will not occur. Since
condition D alone is not sufficient to cause the occurrence of E and

since E may occur under some circumstances in the absence of D, we

may speak of D as contingently necessau cause of E. This is precisely the notion of causality I had in mind in writing that explana(248)
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tionthe determination of the most probable cause or causes for a

phenomenonis a central focus of educational evaluation.
It is my contention that, in every type of evaluation presented by
the PDK Commission, explanation is crucial. Further I would argue
that the PDK volume does not adequately treat this concept nor does
it adequately consider some of the implications of the concept for the
methodology of evaluation.
THE ROLE or EXPLANATION IN EVALUATION

In evaluation, as in experimentation, we seek to rule out, insofar
as we are able, alternative explanations for phenomena. In context
evaluation,we monitor the system in order to identify problems and
isolate possible causes of these problems. Since the subsequent delineation of a class of possible change strategies is directly dependent upon
the causes so identified, it is vital that the evaluator be able to provide

information of such quality as to insure that the identification of a
cause or causes have a high probability of being correct. In other
words, alternative explanations for the observed phenomenon (problem) must be shown to be unlikely.

In input evaluation, also, the ssue
i
is one of explanation the attribution of causality. (If we do A, then X will be more likely to occur
than if we do B or C. I.e., A is a more probable causeas "cause" was
defined earlierof X than are B and C.) Once amain, the decision (to
do A, or B, or 0) determines how and where an% to what extent we

are going to invest our resources. The rulina out ofor assignment
of low probabilities toalternate causal rerationships is critical.

One major focus of process evaluation is upon the early identification and removal of barriers to the success of the particular program
selected to implement the change strategy. As before, we are faced
with the need for valid explanations. To call something a "barrier to
success" is to make a causal inference of the form : if Q, then not X.
That is, the occurrence of (existence of) Q reduces the likelihood that
X will occur (increases the likelihood that "not X" will occur). Solv-

ing the problems of barriers is in this way formally equivalent to
making the kinds of selection decisions which input evaluation serves,
with the same implications relative to the attribution of causality.

Product evaluation can be thought of as representing the effort

towards fmal verification of the web of explanations which has preceded it. If the causal relationships postulated eaxlier have been cor-

rect (if the explanations have been valid), then the hoped for (in-

tended) outcomes will occur. It is appropriate at this point to remind
ourselves that other, unintended outcomes will also occur. It is in
connection with product evaluation that we most often bringto bear
the wealth of inferential statistical methods, apply our principles of
experimental design, and in general call up our methodological "big
(runs." The concern in the present paper is that we cannot afford to
wait until this final stage to provide a sound methodOlogical base for
causal inference. The methodology of experimental design and tradi-

tional statistical techniques may not beand probably are notappropriate throughout the evaluation process (see below), but some
methodologies must be employed which will provide us with a sound
basis for our explanations.
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THE SEARCH FOR METHODOLOGY

The preceding paragraphs have made a case for the centrality of
"explanation" to evaluation as it is represented in the CIPP approach.
On the basis of those arguments, one must agree that the ruling out

of (or assigning low probabilities to) alternative explanationsor
at least providing data upon which to base such decisions about alter-

native explanationsis an important aspect of evaluation.

While the distinction between research and evaluation is important
and. needs to be emphasized (as the PDK authors have done), I fear
that a preoccupation with the differentiation may lead to an overly
casual attitude on the part of some evaluators toward the quality of
the information on which explanations produced within the evaluation
settin,g are based. Threats to internal andin some instancesexternal
validity must receive extensive attention. If anything, they are even
more important in an evaluation settingwhere decisions (based on
chains of casual inferences) determine the allocation of previous resources to a considerable degreethan in most research (especially
basic research) settings. If a researcher commits a type I error, he
(or other researchers) may pursne an inappropriate question until the
error is discovered. The possible consequences of an evaluator (or decisionmaker on the basis of information provided by the evaluator)
committing the analogous kind of error are much more immediately
felt in the resulting misallocation of resources.

The traditional model for edncational research derives to a great
extent from agricultural experimentation, after being filtered through
experimental psychology. In his efforts to provide valid information
on which to base explanations, the evaluator will often fmd this existing methodology both inadequate and inappropriate. In such circumstances, there are two alternatives to be considered. As a first step, and
one which has considerable potential, we need to seek out from other
discipliessociology, economics, anthropology, history, political sci-

ence, et ceteramethodologies for arriving at valid explanations. A

second alternative, once inadequacies in methodology have been identified, is to set out to develop new approaches for ,gathering and analyz-

ing information, in order to minimize the probability that alternative
e4lanations are in fact correct.
IDENTIFYING METHODOLOGICAL NEEDS

In the preceding section, a task for evaluation methodologists was
laid out. One essential aspect of that task is the identification of evaluation activities for which existing methodology is inadequate. Through

an emphasis on the underlying search for causality, we should be
able readily to identify many of those inadequacies. This approach
leads directly to a concern for the nature of evidence. What kinds of
evidence will best enable the evaluator (or decisionmaker) to confidently discard alternative explanations as implausible? How can the
evidence the evaluator collects best be communicated to the decision-

maker ?

Given the position of the PDIC Commission that evaluation serves
the decisionmaker, other very important questions arise: What kinds
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of evidence is the decisionmaker willing to accept as bases for his inferences? Are these the kinds of evidence he should (according to some
criteria) accept? The hope is that there is some commonality among
decisionmakers in terms of the kinds of evidence they are willing to
accept, that the answer to this question does not depend entirely upon
the idiosyncracies of the individual decisionmakers, that given certain
decision settings and decision types, decisionmakers in common tend
to seek certain kinds of evidence. Answering the "should" question
will take much hard, logical thinking andprobablyyears of investi(ration in an effort to validate the outcomes of that thinkina
b
SUMMARY

If properly carried out, then, the task of the evaluator is in some

ways much more difficult than that of the researcher. First, the evaluator finds himself working in naturalistic settings, settings in which

many uncontrolledand uncontrollablesources of variation are op-

erating. He is placed in the position of seeking consistent covariation
over time and context, such covariation to be an important datum for
his attempts at inferential explanation. Because the consequences of
decisions based on evaluation data have considerable implication for
(and effect on) the allocation of resources, it is imperative that gaps
in extant evaluation methodology be identified and some of those resources allocated to closing the gaps.
You will have made an inference about my comments by now, one
I wish to reinforce. (You probably made several other inferences
would rather not reinforce, also.) Namely., I do not have any panaceas ;
I am not even sure where the answers will come from. But I expect to
spend a considerable portion of my time in the near future worrying
the issue of evidence, explanation, and causality in educational evaluation ; and I hope others will do the same.
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CREDIT BY EXAMINATION AND THE EXTERNAL
DEGREE
BY ROBERT J. SOLOMON AND JOHN R. VALLEY

The time may be ripe for the widespread introduction of programs

supporting independent study and credit by examination and the
development of systems by which unaffiliated studentsthose not
classified as regularly enrolledcan achieve the undergraduate associate and baccalaureate degrees, and perhaps professional and

graduate degrees as well. There is reason to believe that when all the
details of external degree programs have been worked through by educational leaders the opportumties afforded by such programs will be
perceived as applying not only to adults but also to many students who
move without interruption prom secondary to higher education. It
may seem ironic that, at a time when we can foresee the advent of
universal higher education, we should also contemplate an equivalency
system that will greatly expand credit by examination for all students,
both enrolled and unaffiliated, and for the latter, offer a new route to a
college degree. However, there is no incongruity. Such a system would
be the natural extension of the movement to expand the opportunities
for higher education and the higher educational credential.
Historically, higher education in the United States has been closely
linked to the social demand for professional and occupational training and advancement. The traditional credentialing system based on
course credits and earned degrees was a way to produce recognizably
qualified people. Yet we have known for a long time that the traditional system produces strikingly uneven results: the degrees awarded
by some colleges are educational light-years from those of their presumed peers. Now as we move into an era in which the traditional credential is losing its special currency because it is more readily available, there may be an opportunity to revitalize the credential and at
the same time to allow greater freedom and variety in achieving it.
Perhaps if we are completely successful in this regard, we may even
create new credentials that will be the preferred or esteemed degrees.
While the external degree and credit by examination are not new
ideas, these ideas have not been fully developed in the college community. The fine print in many college catalogs promises credit to the
ambitious college student, often by departmental examination, for
knowledge that may have been acquired by non-traditional means.
In most colleges, however, it is easier for the student to repeat a subk3ct than to survive the academic obstacle course required for credit.
The one widespread notable exception to this distrust of credit by
examination is the college board sponsored advanced placement program. College faculties have accepted this program because they must
admit, on the basis of evidence, that bright high school students can do
college work outside college. However, there is a catch : for advanced
(252)
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placement in college the high school student must have taken an advanced course. The only radical departure in this case is the shift of
the traditional college course to the high school.
There are at present, however, social forces both inside and outside

colleges that may create the appropriate climate for change. One is
the changing nature of higher education itself. For example, under
pressure from students, faculty, and administrators who have conic
to recognize that course credits are not necessarily the best way to
produce educated men and women, independently study within the
college has grown in popularity. In many colleges today it is no longer
unusual for upperclassmen to devote most or all the school year to
academic work outside the traditional course structure, guided in reading and studying by their interests and their faculty advisors. Credit
for such independent study may be based on a senior thesis or comprehensive.
Where the college arranges for the learning experiences of students

to take place off campusin community agencies, in businesses, in
manufacturing plants, etc.a dilemma arises. If it grants credit toward a degree for the learning of such students, how can it deny a

request for credit from someone who has had quite comparable learning
experiences as a regular employee ? So the stage is set for the college
to be forced to consider at least such a request.
Open admissions may also encourage credit by examination for enrolled college students. To accommodate the greater &versity of students on their campuses, colleges may be more willing than they have
been in the past to use examinations to encourage students to move at
their own level and pace. In the fall of 1970, as part of its open admissions program, the City University of NNW York offered credit by examination without regard to courses takea in high school.
Perhaps of equal importance in accelerating the movement to credit
by examination and the external degree are various economic and tech-

nological trends. One is simply the increasing costs of formal higher
education. On practical grounds colleges may need to find other ways
to educate and credential their students than by building expennive
facilities and filling them with expensive faculties. Looking beyond
the college itself, we are promised a society in which we will have increased leisure time in a multimedia world, which will make it almost
seductively easy for the reasonably curious and ambitious to learn.
Moreover, the increase in leisure will be the fruit of a technologically
based society in which career success may depend increasingly upon an

individual's access to continual retraining. Combined, these two
trendsavailable time and the carreer need for learningare likely to
make continuing education a reality for a large portion of our

population.
Finally, concurrent with these developments is the new American
revolution of rising expectations among the formerly dispossessed
and disadvantaged. For those adults beyond the traditional college
age, credit by examination including an external degree is a way of

demonstrating that whatever their formal schooling, they are in
certain important respects educated men entitled to the social and

economic recognition that this society gives to credentialed educated
men.
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To a significant degree the technology to develop programs in

support of independent study, credit by examination and the external
degree is already at hand. Such programs will require the means to

present the evidence for an individual's college achievement, in

eluding his genera) education both in .Immanities and sciences. We
will need to measure accomphslmient in major fields, in individual
subjects such as business law or organic chemistry, as well as in combinations of disciplines and systems of knowledge. In addition to
paper 811(1 pencil gauges, we will need to measure actual perfonnance
a criterion for success even in some college coursesin areassuch as
accounting, mechanical drawing, or laboratory techniques in basic
science. We will need some means to evaluate an individual's actual
work experience.

The measurement of achievement at all educational levels is indeed
a more sophisticated process in the 1970's than it was 15 or 25 .years
a(To -

It is also much more demanding of skills and professional

competence than the average faculty member is prepared to.admit.
Further, we are more keenly aware of the variety of dimensions of
individual talent and potential. There is no reason to believe that
independent study, credit by examination, and External degrees should
be used by all students. 1 f this is the case, a problem will confront us as
to how we might assist students, faculty, and administrators to decide
who is ready for credit by examination, who should pursue an external
rather than a traditional degree, and when readiness for independent
study has been attained. Although not all these techniques now exist,
we do know much about how to develop the necessary instruments and
procedures.
For the unaffiliated student guidance and counseling will he essential.
In this area there is less collective wisdom and experience. One immediate problem will he how to inform unaffiliated students that college credits and degrees are more easily accessible to them, although,
as credit by examination becomes commonplace this may be less of a
problem. Once we have reached the unaffiliated student, we will need to

provide him with ready access to informationpublications, guides,
and handbrlksand more important perhaps, to counseling centers
where knowledgeable people can help him move into an external
degree system. It is also quite likely that the unaffiliated student will
need such services over time spans that will differ from one individual

to another. In part this aspect grows out of our expectation that the
time spent by individuals in the pursuit of an external degree might
be much more variable than is the case uith traditional degrees.
One special problem of awarding external degrees to u»affiliated
students is related to the less tangible, less formal outcomes of higher
education. Although, in practice, as a society we have always placed

great emphasis on the practical, vocational aspects of higher education,
we have also believed that higher education is more than a preparation
for an occupationond the college experience itself is more than the sum
of courses taken. How will we answer the critic who claims that no set
of examinations can ever be equated to the college experience? Will
the college experience itself need to be in some way a requirement for
the external degree? Will we need to provide some means to affiliate the
unaffiliated with an institution ? On the other hand, should we and can
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we find ways to measure for the unaffiliated student his acquisition of
the intangibles of the college experience ?
There are positive aspects to the problems delineated in the preceding paragraph. There is a good possibility that the external degre amy

stand for certain kinds of learning experiences that are valued and
that the traditional student either may not have had, or having had,
they were transitory and left little imprint. We are all too familiar
with the fact that for many traditional students the attainment of an
undergraduate degree comes automatically upon the accumulation of a
prescribed number of course credits. Perhaps the student is asked to
relate knowledge, views, or attitudes from one course to anotlwr in Ins
major field, but he seldom confronts problems or issues that cut across
courses outside his specialization. It may prove that external degree

programs can be structured to assist students in mastering and synthesizing courses of study and incorporating these into their total

educational experience by requiring them to demonstrate their mastery
of the material. This might come about simply as a practical solution
to the problem of what a student who wishes to qualify for an external

degree largely via the examination route might be expected to do.

Surely we cannot, and we will not, expect such a student to sit through
30 or 40 or more course-bound examinations. More likely we will give

students far fewer examinations. More likely we will give students
far fewer examinations, but these will be cumulative summaries or
syntheses of their learningr.

The most difficult problem will be to achieve the commitment of a
significant number of reputable, even prestigious, institutions will;ng
to award credit by examination and the degree earned by this route.
Unless this is done, our ability to measure college equivalence will
mean little. In this regard, we may be able to learn something from
the history of the Advanced Placement Program. T'rom the beginning

there existed a nucleus of collegesindeed, a consortimnWhich in

fact awarded placement and credit. Also in the first years of the program these institutions, through their representatives, participated in
determining Advanced Placement policies, procedures, and examinations. pn the other hand, in the first year of the New York College
Proficiency Examination Program, over 100 collegiate institutions
declared their willingness to consider granting credit to students who
took the New York State examinations, in practice this was largely a
hollow gesture equivalent to the fine print in college catalogs promising credit by examination. The active dedicated conunitment of the
colleges is essential to the success of credit by examhmtion and the
external degree.
There exist at present the beginnings of a credit by examination, external-degree program. There are several testing programs with instruments that could be used to create a national program. In the early
1960's Educational Testing Service initiated the comprehensive ccdlege tests. Now, with the support of the Carnegie Corp. and under
the auspices of the College Entrance Examination Board, this program has become the college-level examination pmgram (MEP).
CLEP now has examinations in 28 different subjects ranging, for example, from American government to computers and data processing. A number of additional subject examinations are in various stages
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of development, including four that measure achievement in collegelevel medical technology courses. CLEP also includes a battery of five
general examinations designed to measure the general education of an
individual compared with that of a regularly enrolled student who has

successfully completed 2 years of undergraduate study. Between
two other national testing programsthe undergraduate program
and the frraduate record examinationsmore than 24 examinations
are availa%le for majors in all the more popular undergraduate liberal
arts fields, such as history, and in some professional fields, such as business. In addition, through research we have learned how to obtain biographical and experiential information useful in evaluating individual accomplishments. And in the area of performance, the in-basket
test. is one of several techniques for simulating working situations.
CLEP is achieving increasing success. Several colleges are naively

using it to award credit by examination : American University in
Washington D.C.s for example, has awarded up to a full year of academic credit based on these tests. The University of Iowa will award
up to 8 hours of credit for four of five general examinations. MEP

has also been used outside the academic community. The U.S.

Armed Forces Institute's need for college equivalency tests was one
reason ETS first developed the forerunner of the college-level examinations, and USAFI is today one of the largest users of the College
Board's program. Of encouraging significance for the further development of credit by examination and external degree programs is the
fact that among servicemen tested through USAFI, several thousand
test scores equaled or exceeded the credit level recommended for the
tests by the Commission on Accreditation of Service Experiences of
the American Council on Education. In addition, the State boards of
bar examiners in Florida and Georgia, the Indiana Library Certification Board, the Pennsylvania and California State boards for the examination of public accountants, and the Port of New York Authority

have made use of CLEP to measure college equivalency. But there still
remains the immediate need for commitment by a significant number
of institutions to adopt procedures that would enable competent and
ambitious individuals to earn a degree without perhaps taking a single
formal course in an institution.
CRITICAL IssIIFS

In a very important sense, the current major roadblock to the further
development of external-degree programs is the necessity to expose to
close examination a series of critical issues. There is, indeed, a gap between credit by examination and the external degree as abstractions
and sound operational programs. Most of the issues are particularly
difficult because they are concerned with what should be done. For
example: Where should external degree programs be based? Should
the external degrree be built into existing college and university operations ? If so, should all colleges be encouraged to develop their own
variation of such a program ? Should existing State agencies or instrumentalities be used as the base for external-degree programs? Does
the external degree represent something that either existing or newly
created consortia of institutions should develop ? Do we need national
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programs and new national institutions, agencies, or irstruinentalities
to provide external degrees?
In addition to the above questions, there are constellations of issues.
What is a sensible schedule for the development of programs ? That

is, what are the priorities of needs? What criteria should apply m
assessing these priorities? Should the focus of early programs be on

service to adults ? Should the needs of regular college studei. is be given

preference ? Are we more capable of delivering or initiating certain
programs earlier than others? Are the priorities the same in all parts

of the country or at all levels of society ?

How closely should external-degree programs pandlel or relate to
regular-degree prognuits? What does a reguhtr degree stand for?

What protections do we need to build into external-degree programs
to insure that the delicate balance between high quality and reasonable
standards is attained ? Do we need new organ izat ion or new institutions
to protect the public interest in external-degree programs? How can
we bring the proprietary educational resources into the service of external-degree programs! How can the concept of an external degree
be used so as to expand curricular flexibility at the undergraduate and
graduate levels ?
What are the instructional resources that are available for external
degrees ? How can we inventory and appraise the worth of all the instructional materials that have already been developedthe materiak
that already exist on film, videotape, cassettes, records? What mechanism do we need to determine what additional materials are needed or
where they can be obtained? How do we bring these new instructional
resources to the student at reasonable cost? How can we make sure
tlmt in mir use of modern technology, we will not dehumanize the hidependent learner ?
Are there needs for forms of recognition other tlmn course credits
end academic degrees? Is tIm concept of credit by examination equally
valid at all educational levelsbow viable is the idea at the high school
level, at the graduate and professional level ? What credentialing arrangements are most appropriate for postsecondary, vocational, and
technical achievements?
What are all of the means at our disposal for assembling evidence of
individual learning and achievement? While this paper has given primary emphasis to credit by examination, the authors do not believe
that examinations should constitute the only means for demonstrating
achievement. What can be done by way of applying the concept of accreditation to this process? How can we systematize the recording, the
analyst% and the appraisal of work experience? Do the techniques used
to appraise military service, training, and education have broader applications to the civilian components of our society
The_perceptive reader will also note that practically every one of the
issues has educational, economic, or political overtones. This does not
argue for not developing credit by examination and external degree
programs. It merely argues for moving responsibly and earefnlly.
SOME EXTERNAL DESIREE MODELS

Those who would contemplate establishing external-degree programs should be aware that there are many different designs for such
programs. Several have been tried abroadfor example, the Univer-
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sity of London and the recently established British Open University.

Some programs have been in operation in this country for several
yearsat Oklalmma University, Goddard Colleire, Roosevelt University, Syracuse University, and other,institutions.iew operational yrograms have jnst. recently been announced by Brigham Young Univer-

sity, and the State University of New York Collewe at. Brockport.
Oilier programs such as the Regents of the State of NP'ew York and the

National College, Inc., are on the drawing boards and they are accompanied by a serious intent to implement them as soon as all the
necessary mechanisms can be assembled. A careful study of all of these

programs will reveal that the word "external" as used in external

degree has significantly different meanings. In sonic of these programs

the instruction can be external to the central or degree-granting au-

thority. And the range of possibilities in this dimension is tremendous.
At. one, extreme, the individual student can be responsible for somehow assembling the instruction or arranging for the teaching-learning

experiences he needsby going to the library, buying books, visiting
museums, responding attentively to life around him. And he. has
done this to his own satisfaction, he presents himself for examination.
f he is successful, be is then appropriately credentialed.
At. the other extreme, while the centrasl, or degree-granting authority, provides the instruction, it does so ott campus. The instruction may
therefore be offered via correspondence, by television, by cassette. or

by combinations of these. The clue to understanding "external" in

this instance, is not the absence of a live instriictor. In some instances
the instructor may go to a business or a manufacturing plant and offer
the live course off campus. The instructional program of the Polaris
submarine crews involves many combinations of external forms of
instruction.

Certainly another connotation for external is that which pertains

to the locus of the examining. appraising, or assessing authority. High
school students who participate in the advance placement program
take external examinations. That is advanced placement examinations, prepared by ETS for the College Board are made, available
annually to students prepared in high school who are seekinfr college
credit. When the New York Regents' external-degree prograurbecomes
operational, we will see people being certified for a degree by an educational authority that does not itself offer the instruction leading to
its degree.
Another model that has been recently described would call for the
creation of a new institutiona national universitythat in its own
right could offer degrees based on examinations and that could offer
external degrees jointly with regular colleges and universities that,
elect, to cooperate with it. The suggested design would not have this
new institntion competing with existing instructional resources but
instead it would try to encourage the use of these resources in the
service of the independent learner. At the same time, since the national university would have independent learners as one of its primary clientele groups, it. would arrange for the special kinds of guidance, counseling, and advisory services such individuals need. It would
also establish arrangements ?or the banking of all varieties of records
of educational achievement and systems whereby the individual could
draw on these services over time, as needed for his career and personal

development.
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SOME CONCERNS

During the course of the last year or so we have noted a surge of

interest in credit by examination and external-degree programs. Many
factors have contributed to this enthusiasm including the fact that the
British Open University has become operational. In addition, several
responsible educational leaders such as Ewald B. Nyquist, commissioner of education, New York; and Alan Pifer, president of the Car-

negie Corp., have taken public positions in favor of the development. More recently, with foundation support the State University
of New York and the New York Education Department have an-

nounced plans for experhnenting with the external degree.
At the same time we cannot help but be concerned about the possibility that some of the interest may simply reflect the fact that the
external degree may be the most recent or current educational fad.
Educational innovation of any variety, and the external degree is no
exception. attracts some whose predilections are for the in-thing, no
matter what its shape or form. As higher educational institutions feel
the tight financial pinch. there will be greater pressures to respond
favorably to external degree profframs exclusively for financial reasons. Under these circmnstances tltie full educational potential may not
be realized. There is a fairly good yardstick for sorting out the Johnny-

come-latelies to the external degree from those, who wish to deal
responsibly with this concept. The former regard the concept as

intrinsically simple and sense no problems whatsoever to implementing

programs very quickly.
It would indeed be all-too easy to create a crop of diploma mills
in the 1970's unless we are very alert to this danger. There is a public
skepticism that will act, as a brake on the development of such pro-

grams, yet this skepticism will not be sufficient to prevent them.

Deliberate action must be taken to design and implement high quality,
educationally sound programs.

At the same time, we need to be sensitive to the fact that high
standards will be used as a dodge to frustrate the development of
sound credit by examination and external-degree programs. CLEP
has already met, and not solved, the problem of the faculty member

who refuses to grant credit by examination because "the student didn't
take my course,"or rejection of credit by examintion by entire instituitions because of the unsupported claim to uniqueness of method or
purpose, or objectives, or goals, or students, or faculty, et cetera.
NEXT STEPS

Up to this pohit; this paper, in broad outline. has developed the
argument that credit by examination and the external degree are concepts that merit careful and responsible development, that, there is
widespread and growing interest, and tlmt in many quarters individuals and instituticms are prepared to establish such programs. How
can we proceed?
In January 1971 the establishment of national commission on nontraditional study was announced, tinder the chairmanship of Samuel
13. Gould, chancellor-emeritus, University of the State of New York.
The commission is sponsored jointly by the College Entrance Exami-
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nation Board and Educational Testing Service. It is being supported
for a 2-year period by a grant from the Carnegie Corp. The commission's task will be to assay the opportunities for learning out of school
at the postsecondary level and to make recommendations with respect
crenerally to the nature of further development of these opportumties
and specifically to the mechanisms for providing formal (academic)
recognition for such study, including explicitly at the earliest possible
date recommendations with respect to the development of external
degree programs in the United States. The commission will bring a national perspective in the public interest to the rational development of
external degree programs and the maintenance of academic standards
in them.
With resvect to nontraditional study at the postsecondary level, the

commission s effort would involve
An analysis of the variety of opportunities now available for
,

such study and of the possibiiities of extending them ;
An exploration of the auspices under which credit for such study
is being or con kl be awarded :

An evaluation of the need for a coordinated national effort to
promote and service the concept of learning out of school; and
The development of recommendations for exploiting existing
opportunities and viable new possibilities in fulfillment of the
need in ways which will insure the awarding of credit.

With respect to the external degree, the commission's function would
include the following :
An analysis of the proposals which have. been and are now being
made for external degree programs;

An exploration of the auspices under which such degrees can
be and aro being granted, including institutional, state, and federal auspices:
The design of a limited munFer of specific models for the. award-

ing of such degrees, based on examinations and/or other sources
of evidence, including a national model ;

The development of procedures and standards for such awards.
Concurrently with the establishment of the commission, CEEB and
ETS have taken an additional step that deserves the attention of the
educational community at large. A 3ointly sponsored Office of External

Degree Plans has been established to support external degree programs generated under the sponsorship of other ngencies and institutions. In its early phase the office will be concerned with coordinating

the existing examination offerings of ETS and CEEB and brinaing
these into tbe service of external degree programs. The office will also
offer advisory services to institutions and other educational authorities
and consulting services to bminess and government. Later the office
mightdepending upon the findings and recommendations of the com-

mission on nontraditional studyarrange for the counseling of individuals and their referral to independent study resources, the accreditation of independent, study experiences, and perhaps the preparation of study guides.
We believe that through the office of external degree plans and the
commission oil nontraditional study the mechanisms have been created
to service both the immediate and the long-range development of educationally sound opportunities based on credit by examination and the
external 'degree.
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A LOTTERY SYSTEM FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
BY LAWRENCE B. DeWITr

Let us look for a moment at higher education in terms of a set of
trade-offs between three interests: students, society, and the colleges.
The students have two, not entirely separable, interests in higher education. First, and most obviously, higher education is the path to de-

sirable and lucrative jobs. And a college education is increasingly
necessary for such jobs. Second, there is a range of esthetic, self-ful-

filling and maturing interests which higher education can satisfy.
These aro internalthey are intangibles.
Society or "The Public" has interests very much parallel to those of
students. First, it has a need for trained personnel : engineers, lawyers,
doctors, soldiers, and so forth. Second, there are collective benefits from

having an enlightened citizenry which is somewhat knowledgeable
about and interested in art, science, public affairs, and so forth. We
can note at this point that these social or public interests match up
with the interests of the students: in both cases there is an occupational
and also an "enlightenment" concern.

Consider, for a moment, that the primary interests of the colleges
and universities may be altogether different. They are largely concerned about prestigetheir own prestige as compared to that of other
colleges and universities. Institutions of higher education are popularly misunderstood to be primarily concerned with teaching and research. This is a fallacy. They are primarily concerned with raising
or at least maintaining their position in the academic hierarchy or
peckinmorder. An administrator's prestige and status are very much

a function of the prestige of the college or university where he works.
A faculty member's prestige and status are also very much related to
the pecking-order of the college where he is employed, but it is also
a function of his personal standing in his field, which is determined by
bis research.
None of this should be thken to mean that colleges, administrators,
or faculty are not concerned with teaching. They are. Nor does this
mean that faculty members and administrators are rot concerned with
serving the public interest. In fart, it might be argued that, taken as
a whole, the professional academic conummity is more personally and
sincerely concerned about furthering the public interest than any other
major occupational group.
Nonetheless, we must continue and ask : In what form is this concern
exprewAl ? The suggestion here is that, like almost all people, their
own interests, careers, ambitions, status, and so forth come first. T see

the collegesfaculty and administratorsworking on behalf of the

public interest once their own fundamental and personal prestige concerns have been satisfied. And this satisfaction comes from their particular college admitting the most highly mialified students they can
lay their hands on. The reason is simple: The better the students at(261)
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tending a particular college, the (Treater is its prestige. Of course,

there are secondary reasons too. Ft'or instance, most faculty members
derive more pleasure from teaching bright students than.from teaching the duller ones. But the primary motive remains that of mainta inin... or enhancing the academic status of the institution.
Another wav of looking at academic prestige and statusand the
terms in which it is usually discussed by administrators and faculty
membersis in terms of standardsmaintining standards. One might
well ask: Well, what's wrong with nmintaining standards? Certainly
we do not want low quality higher education, The question here concerns the definition of "standards" and "quality." .And the problem

is that these termsstandards and qualityare usually used to refer

to the students themselves as inputs to the higher education pilicess,
not to their growth, development, or learning. It refers to something
that has already happened to the students before they attend college,
rather than to flip quality of the process they undergo while attending
college. It is worth noting that there are virtually no measures of the
Li value added" to an individual, or his learning, in the course of his
collen education. We can observe that the "best" schools produce
wharare in some sense the "best" graduates, but we cannot tell if this
is simply because these schools begin with the. best high school graduates in the first place, This tells us nothing about how much the college adds to its studmts. Nor does it tell us anything about which sorts
of schools are most. likely to make the greatest, contribution to which
types of students. In this area. there is almost a. total knowledge vacuum, despite the fact. that it is the single most important question
about the substanee of higher education.
There is, of cours6, a social equity principle behind the notion that
the best. students should be admitted to higlwr education, and that
the best students should be placed in the best colleges, the mediocre
students in mediocre college.s. and so forth. The principle has been
labelled "merit." The besi. high school students are seen as being
the most deserving of or the most able to utilize the best higher education. As was pointed out above, there simply is no data available on
who is able to utilize what sort of higher education how well. And
the former pointconcerning who deserves any or what sort of higher

educationconstitutes an enormous, problematic assumption. One

might. equally well argue that the academically dullest deserve it the
most, because they are the most in need. Similarly. one could argue
that. since higher education is increasingly a public& provided service,

and that since "possessing" a higher education confers enormous
monetary benefits on the specific individuals who receive it that all
persons should be provided an equal chance to gain this publiely
conferred benefit. Given that there exists a hierarchy or peckingorder of colleges, and given that the educations and degrees offered
by the "top" schools are more valuable than those oflered by the
"bottom" schools, it can be contended that all applicants should be
provided an equal chance of being admitted to the school of their

choice. This could be done by a device similar to that now employed

for distributing a major publicly conferred burden: the military
draft lottery.

We must now ask what all of this has to do with pnblic policy
and the public interest. Tt seems reasonable to look at this in terms
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of two major concerns: First, the welfare of the society as a whole
our collective interests, and, seeond, the fair and equitable treatment
of the individuals coin prising our society.
Concerning the first of these, it is clear that we, as a society. benefit.

from ha vinithe best possible doctors, lawyers, politicians. engineers,
and so forth. It is possible to extend his coneern into a very "elitist'.
position : This top leadeiship strata Of our society is by far our most,
important national resourcethe better they are, the more developed
and advanced our entire society becomes, and we all shore in this
progres.s. Therefore, every possible educational advantAge should he
directed to these future leaders. But it, is also possible to look at. this
same concern in an entirely different way. It is quite reasonable to
argue that these mme "heir apparents" to the power structure of the
Nation will rise to the top positions regardless of whether or not. they
go to Harvard and Berkeley. Furthermore, if one senses that the
major problems and crises confronting this society fall into the range
which can broadly be described as "11111111111" and "distrilmt ional" rath-

er than "technical" and "aggregate," such ayoverty and the distrilm-

tion of income and jobs, racial antagonisms, interpersonal cooperation,
comimmication. and coordination, and so forth, then doesn't it seem
quite reasonable to suggest that the last thing we need is a fairlv

hierarchical system of education in which the wealthy and middle class
tend to dominate the "better" schools, while the lower income classes
lull the blacks tend to populate the "worst" schools?

The second major pnblic policy concernthe fair and equitable

treatment of all individuals in the societycan be looked at, in similar
terms. There are several different principles of equality which can be

employed, and they result in drastically different conclusions. The
merit or excellence principle has already been described: Those who
are in some sense most, able or most accomplished are seen as being the
most deserving. This can be viewed as entirely complementary to the
elitist and heir apparent positions just outlined.

But there is also a contrary, more egalitarian, principle of equity,

ier

which is the one to which I subscribe. This, too, was mentioned earl
higher education is in fact increasingly a public activity. It confers con-

siderable monetary and other advantages upon those who receive it.
Certain individuals should not be favored over other individuals in
this gigantic public sweepstake? Furthermore, it would do much to
reduce such enormous domestic crises as poverty and the distribution
of income, and frictions between races and income classes were we to
establish a more fully equal system of higher education in which everyone regardless of race, creed,' sex, academie achievement, or native intelligence, is given an equal chance tn reap the benefits of higher education. A. lottery system for selection into higher education and into

particular institutions of higher education appears to be one way to
accomplish that social objective.

So far I have talked rather broadly about social interest and social
equity. These clearly are fully legitimate imblic policy concerns. But
there is also a more immediate way in which a lottery system is of relevance to educational policy.

Throughout this ck,nturyand especially during the last 20 years

higher education has undergone an enormous quantitative expansion.
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This has been the direct result of an increasing demand hy the public
for the benefits which a college education provides. So far higher education has done a fairly satisfactory job of meeting this demand. But I
suspect that this satisfaction will be very short-lived, even if the number of new openings in higher education continues to grow at past rates.
The reasoning is simple. For those social groups recently admitted
for the first time to higher education, this has represented a. dramatic
step forward for themselves personally and for the society as a whole.
But where have those newly admitthd social groups been placed in
higher education? I referred earlier to the existence of a fairly clearly
defined pecking-order of higher education institutions. It is fairly obvious that the newly admitted social groups (largely middle-class and
lower-midde-class blacks and whites) have been fimneled for the most
part into the lowest reaches of the higher educational hierarchy. So
far this has not caused many problems because the simple aet of ad-

mission to higher educationany form of higher edncationhas
seemed quite impressive. After all, it is a college education. But the

real question is not simply who gets a college education. It also involves
asking what kind of an education and how good an education.
Starkly put, for how long will lower-middle and low income parents

and students, especially black ones, be content with what they have
(rood reason to remard as a second class higher education ? Not only
are more public dollars spent on your education if you go to a better
school, but also you are more likely subsequently to earn a higher

Income.

Given the massive criticism of higher education from many quarters
in the past few years, a new attack on higher education from this equity

blgoes where) basis could expect to find many allies waiting in

the wings. This would be especially so if such new discontent was expressed in terms of eqnal educational opportunity. And this seems most
likely.
A random admissions procedure would be one obvious institutional
response to such discontent and criticism. Less extensive, but still satisfactoryl responses might be possible. But if my prognosis is correct,
the institutional response will have to be quite drasticdrastic on the
order and degree of widespread adoption of a lottery system for admission to colleges.
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TEACHING IN THE KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY
BY FREDERICK J. McDONALD

Everyone agrees that our educational system needs good teachers, but

few agree on what is meant by the good teacher. There is also considerable dissatisfaction with and criticism of teaching, teachers, and
teacher education (Holt, 1964 ; Silberman, 1970) . The criticisms are
multitudinous and varied. The most common charges are that the
schools destroy children's desire to learn; fail to produce adequate
achievement; do not supply sufficient and well-trained scientists,
engineers, business managers, doctors; produce an .uninformed
citizenly susceptible to the attractions of alien philosophies; and fail
to educate children fully to the hazards of drugs, tobacco, and alcohol.
Few social ills of our society have not been attributed to a failure of

the schools to do something that would have prevented the genesis

and development of tliese ills.
On the other hand, Americans vigorously defend their school system.
Despite the disruptions in the universities in recent years, Americans
pride themselves in having created the first system of universal higher
education. Despite recurrent taxpayers revolts, the United States has
spent more on education in the late 1960's than on defense. We spent
more on education than on all other nondefense community services

togetherhealth care, welfare, farm subsidies, and so on (Drucker,
1969, p. 311). This ambivalence about education, on the one hand
strongly criticizing our educational system, and on the other hand,

munificiently supporting it and urging its expansion, is symptomatic
of the great value American society has come to place on the education
of its citizens.
The most interesting characteristic of this criticism is that it almost

invariably focuses on the quality of teaching and teachers and has
stimulated a decade of efforts to reform teacher education. Since the
1960's considerable attention and money has been spent on surveys and

analyses of teacher education, the best known of which was James
Conant's study, reported in his book, "The Education of American
Teachers" (Conant, 1963). Tbe Federal Government, through the
U.S. Office of Education, has poured large sums of money into the
analysis of teaching and teacher educationthere are tivo research
and development centers devoted to teaching and teacher education ;

program for the radical renovation of the training of elementary

teachers has progressed through its first two phases; conferences on
teaching have been numerous ; a sizeable portion of the basic research

supported by the office is focused on teaching behavior. But, little
change has occurred. It is pointless to criticize the critics of American
education and its teachers for not having developed a solution to the
problem of improving the quality of teaching. It is easy to point to
alternative solutions which will guarantee a renovation in teaching.
(265)
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But. as one reads the analyses of American education that have
appeared in such abundance in the past decade, one cannot help but
be struck by the lack of analysis of the fundamental changes which
are occurringin American society which have had and will continue
to have a profound effect on the character of teaching in our society.
All of these analysts, critics, and reformers are socially sensitive and
perceptive. All are aware of the profound changes occurring in American society. All have noted the many chanaes that. universal education
is producing in American society, yet, witri few exceptions, most have
failed to relate the directions in which American society is obviously
moving to the. kinds of changes that will be needed in teaching in the
1970's and 1980's.

A profound chanoe has occurred in American society, a change
more fundamental truth the change from an agricultural to an industrial society. This change can be attributed to the provision of more
education to large numbers of people. In the decades following World

War II, America has moved from a manufacturing economy to a

lmowledge economy. The consequence has been a change in the nature
of work ni American society whose implications for education, and
specifically for teaching, have been only dimly foreseen and are yet not
fully understood. There is every reason to believe that focusing attention on this change in the nature of the American economy andsociety

is essential if we are to understand what changes need to occur in

American education.
If the critics, the reformers, and the analysts of American education
in the past two decades can be faulted, it is for having offered classical and historical remedies to an emerging society profoundly different from any that has existed in history. Thus, those reformers who
have urged that all teachers be liberally educated solved one part of a
problem. But those reformers who urged this particular change have

failed to see that the ,oeneral education provpied for the American
college student is itself an anachronism. Those, like Silberman most
recently, who urge open and creative systems in teaching, fail to give
sufficient significance to the world into which the child will eventually
emerge.

This paper begins with an analysis of the nature of American so,
ciety as being rooted in a knowledge economy, the vast majoritl of
whose citizens are knowledge workers. It raises the question : What
kinds of teaching are needed. in such a society? It proposes programs
of research and development to develop the kinds of teachers that such
a society will need in the next several decades.
Tim CHANGE OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY TO A KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY 1

In the last 20 years the base of our economy shifted from
manual to knowledge work, and the center of gravity of our
social expenditure from gpods to lmowledge.

Peter Drucker in The Age of Diecontinuity

A knowledge society and a knowledge economy are not synonymous.

A knowledge economy is, as its label implies an economy in which
knowledge is the chief product; in which knowledge is exchanged
for profit. A knowledge society si one in which the social mores, cus1 The ideas in this section are derived largely from Peter Drucker's, "The Age of Dis-

continuity : Guidelines Toward Our Changing Society."
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toms, social relations, and systems for organizing work and leisure
derive from the fact that large numbers of the members of the society
are engaged in the work of the knowledge economy.
The lmowledge society has not fully emerged in American culture,
but is rapidly developMg. Those aspects of it which have emerged are
not readily understood or perceived by many Americans; for example,
the knowledge worker is the single most important source of capital

investment in the United States, but, many Americans probably still

believe that capital produced by c,ommerce is the major source of money

in this country.
What is a knowledge worker ? A knowledge worker is a person who
systematically applies knowledge to work. "Knowledge, like electricity
or money, is a form of energy that exists only when doing work."
(Drucker, p. 209)
The connotations of the term, "knowledge," when used in the phrase,
"knowledge economy," or of the label, "knowledge worker," are
limited. They may be understood by contrasting them to the way in
which intellectuals generally use the word, "knowledge." To the Intellectual "knowledge" means the discovering and acquiring of ideas,
facts, and theories. Knowledge used hi the sense of knowledge worker
or knowledge economy is a more limited sense of the word. Knowledge
in this context means the application of ideas, theories, principles, and
facts to problems whose solution yields more effective work or generates new work.
The best and most widely known example is the use of knowledge to
produce the achievements of the space program and all of its spinoffs.
For example, the scientists in the space program were faced with the
problem of developing heat-resistant materials with which to cover
rockets. The successful solution to this problem has not only facilitated
the "work" of the space program but also generated new forms of work
by using these materials in a wide variety of applications such as in
cooking utensils.
Computer scientists and computer programers are good examples of
knowledge workers. The former develop new forms of computers to
solve specific problems ; the latter apply programing concepts to solve
problems.2 (Some computer scientists, like the mathematician or theoretical physicist, may not be interested in the application of computerscience concepts. But, since the relationship between basic research and
theory and its applications is so well developed in this country, the
basic scientist is usually regarded as a knowledge worker).
"The lmowledge industries" in 1965 accounted for one-third of the
national product; by the late 1970's, they will account for one-half of

the national product. "Every other dollar earned and spent in the
American economy will be earned by producing and distributing ideas
and information, they will be spent on procuring ideas and information." (Drucker, p. 265) Also, the number of knowledge-workers will
increase tremendously in the next 15 years. The teaching profession
2 The two examples used here should not lead the reader to believe that the application
of knowledge is confined to the natural and biological sciences. The social scientists are
playing an Increasingly important role In the economy. As Drucker has pointed out every
aspect of every fiehl of knowledge has developed some forms of application which are
significant for the world of work. Drucker notes that even biblical scholar's knowledge
is prized by the Israeli and Arabs. (Drucker, p. 200.)
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now constitutes the single largest sector of the occupational work force.

The knowledge industry in the United States will need a million
computer proe,Tamers, a half million system engineers, system designers, and information specialists, and two million health-care
p rofessi on als.
THE SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF A SI1IFT TO A KNOWLF.DOE ECONOMY

There are many changes that have occurred as a consequence of our
society becoming a knowledge society and our economy becoming a
knowledge economy. Several of these are significant to note in this
paper because they have implications for the organization of teaching
and the training of teachers.
One of the more obvious and significant chancres is the change in the
level of education required for many jobs. As Drucker has pointed out,
the character of the work has not changed correspondingly, but, the
effect of requirina more years of schooling and expecting more years of
education for a job has had profound effects on the expectations of a
potential worker. He expects to use his acquired knowledge. In this
respect, he differs markedly from the craft worker who has acquired a
skill which he uses repeatedly, and who expects to benefit gradually
from experience acquired over a period of many years. The k.nowledge
worker, in contrast, comes to his work with a fund of knowledge that
he expects to apply immediately. Unlike the craft worker, he expects to
influence the nature of the work in which he is engaged and to produce

significant changes in it. The craft worker expects to do his job

essentially the same way over many years. If his job is modified it is
usually by the application of lmow)eclge by the knowledge worker.
Another change that has occurred is that the knowledge worker frequently is prepared for a second career at midpoint in his life. This
consequence results in part from the expanded worklife of workers
in American society. It also results from the kinds of needs knowled&
workers have for continuous growth and stimulation. Even a knowledge worker's job can become routine for the knowledge worker when
he has been at it for 20 or more years. Consequently, many knowledge
workers need second careers in knowledge work when they reach their
forties.

It is becoming apparent to many people that the pace at which

knowledge is acquired hi early yearn is much too slow, and that there is

a need to acquire knowledge (or skill) at a greatly accelerated rate
during the years of work. Dislocations in industries, or changes in
national priorities, and inventions and discoveries create a constantly
changing world of work. Skilled and semiskilled workers need to be

retramed as the kind of work they do is replaced by new work. Knowledge workers themselves need to upgrade their knowledge; for example, psychologists trained in the thirties had to acquire the statistical
techniques that first-year graduate students now learn in one semester.
Many scientists in many fields are learning to use computers, not only
for routine calculations but also for simulations of the processes they
are trying to understand.
Perhaps the most profound change to have occurred in American
society, although it is not as apparent as some of the other changes, is
the value now loeing placed on knowing. A long history of anti-intel-
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lectualism in American society hides the fact that in recent years
large numbers of Americans have been educated in college, that the
knowledge acquired by these individuals is used so extensively
throughout our economy that we can call it a knowledge economy, and

that despite recurrent attacks on university systems no one would

consider their destruction or a reeducation in their growth.
We have the most highly educated society in Inunan history, one
whose social forms are rapidly changing to accommodate the desires
and needs of large numbers of literate and independent-minded individuals, This society is becoming more democratized. Authority is
being diffused. Although there are status differentials in our society,
we are creating a society that is classless 3 because the differences created by birth and heritage have been effectively eliminated by having
all individuals achieve status through education.4
The basic commodity on which status is achieved is available to
all. Thus, a new kind o f society is emerging in which most of the members of the, society work with their minds rather than their hands and
in which this work equalizes the social status of the members. Responsibility and authority in such a society is more widely diffused. and
is based on demonstrated achievement rather than class position. This
society is so unique that we do not know how to organize it.
This new society faces two problems. First, we need to know how to
organize the sociai and professional life of large numbers of knowledge
workers. These knowledge workers are most effective in organizations;
but, they have been educated for independence and initiative. Many of
them presently feel constrained by the demands of an organization for
cooperation, integration, and interdependence among knowledge workers. Also, such knowledge workers need a variety of incentives in addition to economic ones. The knowledge worker must have a challenge,

opportunity for continued growth, and an opportunity to use his
knowledge in what he regards as desirable ways. In all of these respects, he differs from the craft and skilled worker.

Our society is organized to maintain the craftworker, the indilems will be to develop new life styles in organizations and new
organizational arrangements which will facilitate the work of the

vidual professional, and the white-collar worker. One of our first probknowledge worker.
Our second problem is to devise an educational system which stimulates the creation and development of more knowledge workers. In a

knowledge economy, the success of the economy depends upon its
ability to generate knowledge work. If. for example, knowledge in the
field of computer programing were to remain constant, the activities
of the computer programers would expand..but the growth rate in this
knowledge industry would eventually stabilize. However because we
educate computer prograiners so that they generate new knowledge
work, the growth rate in this knowledge industry will be exponential.
A knowledge economy has, in principle, unlimited growth potential
a There will always he status differentials based upon achievement of goals valued by
usually he rewarded economically. but
n society. In our society these achievements will
it Is no humor possible to create classes out of these status differentials.
4 Our society could become a two-class society In which the classes are divided on the
basis of education. There Is. nt present, some distinction mnde along these lines because
amount of education is correlated with economic rewards. It is likely, however, thnt such
distinctions will be removed within the next 25 years. Integration of the schools was
nn Important step in this direction. Further, making higher education available to more
students is another step in this direction.
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because a knowledge industry generates new knowledge or new applications of knowledge which in turn create knowledge work.

It is important to contrast what a knowledge economy will prob-

ably be like with a system based on manufacturing. Our social system
is and has been one in which a relatively small number, and in some
instances an absolutely small number, of individuals have developed
new ideas or have invented technological devices that lmve htld applications which created fields of work. The invention of a working; light
source called the light bulb, for example, stimulated the creation of
an electrical industry. This industry has grown by distributing electrical energy in the form of light and heat to a wide variety of sources.
The upper limit of the growth of this Industry is a function of popu-

lation growth and of finding new ways of using electricity. When

everyone has adequate lighting and heating, the growth of the electrical industry will become stable. If population expansion is also controlled, it will cease to expand. Only if new applications of electrical
enercry are found, a task for the knowledge worker, will this industry
continue to expand.
The use of computers is an example of another kind of knowledge
industry. As the computer is used in new applications, new knowledge
is generated about the process of applying computer concepts to problems, and new knowledp is !venerated about the computer itself as a
mechanism. This new knowledge about the computer stimulates new
applications of it in the solving of problems. These applications ni

turn generate ideas for other applications and for other uses of the

computer. This knowledge industry has unlimited potential for growth
because it constantly recreates itself in new forms which in turn create new kinds of knowledge work.

Contrast these two industries with the steel industry. This indus-

try provides goods for. uses which have remained unchanged for decades. The industry does use knowledge workers to improve its prod-

ucts and methods and to seek new applications. But, the industry

does not produce knowledge work nor does it need large amounts of
knowledtre work performed within it.
It is the former types of industries and businesses which will dominate the economy in tho seventies and eighties. These organizations
will need very large numbers of knowledge workers.
The obvious conclusion is that a society built on a knowledge economy must have an educational system which provides knowledge
workers. Does the American educational system provide knowledge

workers at present?. Yes, but in relatively small numbers. Large

numbers of students are either.untrained for knowledge work or are
not trained to apply knowledge to generate either new knowledge or
new knowledge work.
An example of the type of educated person who is not likely to
become a knowledge worker or who will become a pedestrian and
routine knowledge worker may be found in the large number of grad-macs from liberal arts colleges wbo have majored in fields such as

history or English. These graduates find their way into teaching,

journalism, and television. In the broadest sense, they are knowledge
workers in these fields, but in a stricter sense, they are not. knowledge
workers. Their work requires them to use knowledge; they communi..
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cate knowledge ; they acquire new knowledge ; but, they do not systematically apply an organized body of knowledge to the solution of
problems either because they do not`know how to apply knowledge in
solving problems or because they do not have the knowledge necessary
to apPly it to solving problems. Their education is irrelevant to their
work.

The history major who becomes a teacher, for example, may do so
by taking some courses in psychology and teaching methods, and by
having some supervised teaching experience: Usually he becomes a

journeyman teacher. He is not capable of inventing new teaching
strategies or of coping with diverse 'teaching problems. He is most
likely to lecture his students at greater or less length, devise fairly
pedestrian ways of evaluating their performance, organize sporadic

discussions, and occasionally engage in dialog with his students.
Similarly, an English major who goes into journalism or television
knows very little about media. He has no systematic knowledge of the
science of communication. He will learn the "trade" aspects of 3ournalism and television on the job, but lie too will be a routine worker who
contributes nothing to the development of these media.
In both of the examples the student has been educated in a discipline
in which he does not become a knowledge worker. He subsequently
takes a job in which he cannot use the knowledge work skills he has
acquired. He works in a knowledge work field or industry, but he is

not a knowledge worker because he does not systematically apply
knowledge to the solution of problems in his fiela. Many individuals
working m knowledge work are more like the craft worker of old than
they are like the knowledge worker in the knowledge industries.
Our society has large numbers of educated peopre who are likely
to become the modern equivalent of the craft worker of old. These are
people, who have been educated in a field of knowledge which they

do not use in their work. In many cases they are educated beyond

their jobs. As we expand our system of higher education, we are producing more and more individuals of this kind. But we are not producing the kinds of 1mowledge workers that a knowledge economy needs
for its continual development. We could within the next 25 years develop a highly educated population but see our knowledge economy
stabilize. We will have lost the potential for exponential growth that
is inherent in a knowledge economy because we failed to supply this
economy with the kinds of workers it needs to continue to grow.
INQUIRY AND KNOWLEDGE WORK

It should be obvious to the reader that the concept of knowledge
work used here implies a kind of activity that is like scientific research,
or, more broadly, disciplined inquiry and problem solving.

A knowledge worker is a problem solver. But he is distinguished
from the generally educated person who can solve problems or the
person who in his practical experience has acquired problem solving
skills because he applies a coherent and organized body of knowledge
to problems. Tlm work of a statistician or an economist provides relevant examples. (I exclude here those statisticians and economists who

are primarily or exclusively interested in statistical or economic
theory.) The statistician has a rich foundation in mathematics sta-
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tistics, and the applications of both. Similarly, the economist has a
rich foundation in economic theory and its applications. Each. man
works on problems for which he thinks his body of knowledge may

provide ideas and information relevant to the solution.

The statistician may be given the problem of producing a system
for controlling traffic in New York City during the rush hours. He

may apply what he knows about clueing problems to this problem. The
economist; may be asked to advise Columbia University on its investment policies to produce more income from its endownwnt. He may
apply what he knows about the investment policies of large insurance
companies to this problem.

The knowledge worker must have a foundation of information,
concepts, theories, and knowledge of other applications on which to
draw. But, he must have problem solving skills. His education must
insure thaehe has both.
TEACHING AND INSTRUCTION IN THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

It is useful to distinguish between teaching and instruction. Instruction is an activity from which a person learns and the activity is oraanized with the intent of facilitatiny learning. Beading a book, wa(ch-

ing a television program, observing the flight of birds working a

mathematics problem, writing an essay are a few examples of many

di fferent activities which. if organized with the intent to produce leaniing, may properly be called instruction. Teaching is also instruction but
it is that subcategory of instruction which employs a human person to
orounize and mediate the instruction.5

teacher frequently does what also can be done by a book or a
teaching program. He also supervises lea rningthat is being mediated
by books or machines or television. These arei nstructional activities,
they are not teaching (see footnote ri) .
Teaching is those instructional activities whieh only a human person
can perform. Although we do not understand well what is likely to be
unique to the human instructor, we do have some ideas of the instructional activities that only a human can perform.
HEURISTIC TEACHING

Heuristic teaching is a concept used to describe what the teacher does

uniquely in instruction. In general, the teacher can stimulate and

mediate processes whose components are interdependent, do not follow a necessary seqiwnce. are not thne-dependent, and whose internal
logic is obscurein short, he mediates those processes which result in
thinking and refined feeling. They are processes in which a person
learns to learn as he learns. Our ways of conceptualizing these processes
are far from being well formulated. Only one model has been proposed
to (late to describe them. (McDonald, 1971).

An example may help. A student wishes to undertake research on
the effects of using drugs oni nterpersonal relations. He may have only
5 This distincHon is n common one hut not n universally accepted one. Unfortunately.
the denotations and connotntions of these terms are prnctically identical. But, we need
tn mnke n distinction hetween whnt only a humnn person cnn do who instructs nnd what
n book or a computer can do which also instructs. Here I nrbitrarily call whnt the human
person can do uniquely when he instructs, teaching; what both man nnd mnehine enn
do when they Instruct. I call Instruction.
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a very (reneral idea intially, one so vague as, I wonder what drugs do to

you. Beginning witb this vague idea, he must shape a more specific
one, such as the question about the nature of interpersonal relations in
the drug culture, and eventually formulate questions whose answers
he can find or hypotheses whose validity he can test.
A student may think through these questions for himself, but usually

be will be workin(r with an advisor, his teacher. The interaction between student aneteacher will take many forms. The teacher will ask
questions, he will give advice, be will suggest books and articles to
read, be may sun.gest that the student talk to drug users to get the
feel of the pmblein; even his silences, or the ideas on which he does not
choose to comment, have significance. His goal is to stimulate the stu-

dent's thinking so that the student does the work of sharpening his
ideas for himself.

The more important aspect of this interaction is what the student
is learning about this kind of thinking: He learns the process and
skills of critical thinking which will help in working on other problems

and questions. Ho is becoming a skillful inquirier. Ile is learning to

learn.
Teuristic teaching refers to styles of teaching which emphasize the
development of self-initiated and self-directed pupil learning; which
stress the pupil's discovering rather than absorbing knowledge; which
place the student in the role of the inquirer; which aim at heightening
the rekvance of school to the pupil's life; which are concerned with
the emotional and social development of the pupil as well as witb his
cognitive growth. Teaching in the heuristic mode represents no oim

style of teaching behavior or activity. It may be characterized as

imbued with the spirit and mood of inquiry, critical skepticism, invention, imagination. and enthusiasm for learnin(r. It treats students as
persons who can produce knowledge and undeAtanding. It is revealed
in sets of beliefs about the way in which knowledge and understanding

are integral to personal development and the meaning of existence.
It may be the essence of the varied styles of great teachers to inspire
students to seek understanding.

We will not attempt here to describe in detail all that is meant by
heuristic teaching. One way to understand more clearly what is implied in this concept is to look at heuristic teaching from the perspec-

tive of the teacher and then from the perspeetwe of the student.
The teacher himself is an active inquirer, making the learning
process itself a subject of his inquiry. Teaching is the means by which

the teacher himself learns; he is as activery engaged in learning

as his students.
He stresses openness of inquiry. He does not make arbitrary distinctions between knowledge and living, between understanding and being,
between social importance and personal relevance. He helps students

seek knowledge and understanding; be does not think of teaching as
giving knowledge and understanding.
The character of his rektions with students is different. He appeals
to the authority of free inquiry rather than to the authority of persons.
He does not impose his greater knowledge or deeper insight on students, but relies on their perceptions of his competence to stimulate
them to seek him out as a guide.
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The characteristic behaviors of students taught with heuristicteaching styles also takes many forms. The student is an active inquirer rather than a passive recipient of knowledge. He sees the process
of learning as a way of achieving his most significant personal goals.
His definition of his goals, of what in life will have significance for

him, emermes out of the processes of learnino.. He also does not make an

arbitrary distinction between being and reaming, between personal
relevance and education, between meaning and personal significance.
He assumes responsibility for his learning. He does not need to be
goaded to learn, since the significance of learning has become intimately personal for him. He views education as a means of achieving his
goals. He sees teachers not as threats to his personal integrity Cut as
helpers in achieving and enhancing it (McDonald, 1970).
HEURISTIC TEACHING AND THE KNOWLEDGE-ECONOMY

The knowledgeeconomy needs persons who are informed and who
have inquiry skill's. It needs a school system which educates such persons in large numbers. It needs, therefore, a school system in which
heuristic teaching is a significant, if not the predominant, teaching
style; in which problem solving is the principal activity, and in which
the acquisition of inquiry skills is the expected outcome.

American educators have struggled for 50 years with variable
enthusiasm and energy to orient instruction around problem solving.
There are many reasons why their efforts have not 1Jeen successful.
But, it is now apparent that unless the school is reorganized around
problem solving, it will not produce the intellectuals and knowledge
workers that will be needed in our emergino. society. It will become
increasingly wasteful of the money investeem it. ff students do not
bring back to our society the skills needed to foster its growth, their
education will be wasted.° It will destroy itself as it forces students to
engage in meaningless tasks and to learn information whose purpose
is not clear and which rapidly becomes obsolete and irrelevant.
There are many problems to be solved to reorient the schools 'to
teaching the most human of all skills. The problem is how to introduce
into the schools the kind of teaching that will make for the most intellectually, socially, and economically productive student. Even
though we have only general concepts on what this teaching should be
like, effective research and development can solve the many problems
of describing this teaching and its effects, of how to train teachers to
use this teaching style, of how to organize a curriculum that requires

it, and of how to help students to adapt to it.
That research is badly needed is attested by one fact. There are only

three references in the educational research literature of the past 75
Some of today's students nnd professors
thnt our educational system Is too
closely lied to our economic system nnd to its argue
socinl mechanisms. This view hns a factual
basis but it is limited nnd somewhat naive. .Tob
training
or vocational training may or
MAY not produce n knowledge worker: it may or mny not
learning inquiry
skills. To the degree that ft does not produce knowledgeemphasize
workers nor emphasize the
learning of inquiry shills. this criticism of the linking of the
educational
to
the economic system is just. Ent. it Is nnive to think thnt education can hesystem
entirely from the society in which ft exists or thnt acquiring nn educationdivorced
will
not
have social nnd economic consequences. A knowledge society. the one Into which
we
arc emerging. con be sustained only if the society reaps a "return" from what students
have lenrned. Although we do not know all of the
social
nnd
moral
consequences
of
eventing stitch n society. it annears to have more potential for grenter human development
than any that have preceded it.
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years that describe problem solving teaching performances. (McDonald and Quirk, 1971.) There is much philosophical and hortative literature but practically no descriptive or empirical studies.
NEEDED RESEARCII AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

The method usually proposed for renovating the schools' programs
is to change the curriculum by introducing new content or giving teachers special training. Such efforts have not always been notably success-

ful, but, even if the defects of previous efforts are eliminated, these
ways of changing the school are relatively slow.
Earlier in tbis paper we pointed out that many knowledge workers
are looking for and need a second career. Some aregoing into teaching,
but when they do, they may not utilize their inquiry skills and ability

to apply knowledge to problems; too frequently, they become just
more information distributors who after a few months are indistinguishable from teachers who have been teaching for decades. Since
there are substantial numbers of these knowledge workers available,

the shift from the didactic teaching styles of the schools to the

heuristic teaching styles required for our emerging laiowledge society
may may be accomplished more quickly by infusing significant numbers of these knowledge workers into the educational system. They
could be rapidly trained for a second career in teaching or some of

them could be trained to work part time in the schools.
This training should hare as its goal to utilize the special talents of
these knowledge workers; it should not be aimed at fitting them into
the system. It should also be relatively brief, 6 months on a typical
college schedule or 3 months of intensive training.
One of the ,aoals of the training should be to help these knowledge

workers develop teaching procedures and curriculum content for
learning experiences that will teach the application of knowledge
and foster the learning of inquiry skills. We can assume that these
workers have ample and rich experience in finding and solving
problems. Their goal should be to teach others the skills of finding

and solving problems, the skills of using knowledge to generate more
knowledge, and the skills of applyinff knowledge.

Their educational proaram shoulebe primarily the work of designing methods and coritent for new kinds of courses or learning

experiences that emphasize inquiry learning and problem solving and

that utilize heuristic teaching styles. They ought also to plan and

conduct research on the proposals, and to plan and conduct the evaluation of what they proposed to do.
They ought not to be trained to be a chemistry teacher or an English
teacher. A scientist, for example, might take ecological problems as a
starting point and develop a program to study the scientific, technological, and economic aspects of these problems. A television producer
might design a course to develop new kinds of television programs, or
new ways of using television. The work would be a genuine educational experience because it would demand problem-solving skill and
intellectual and technical knowledge.
The infusion of persons of this caliber doing the kinds of work sug-

gested here would revitalize the schools. The curriculum would be
"relevant" in the best sense of the word. The problem of relating the
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work of the school to the problems of today would be solved in a way
that today's professors and teachers could not solve by bringing the
world's problems into the school in the person of an mdividual who
knows the problems and methods for attacking them. Such experiences
would engage students in learning that had meaning for them. These

new teachers would bring vitality, experience, and a fresh look at
educational problems.
A second kind of program should involve these knowledge workers

in the training of teachers. The same kinds of activities proposed

above can be adapted to teacher training. The goal, in this case, is that

knowledge workers be used to educate prospective teachers to use
inquiry skills in developing their teaching strategies, and to teach

them how to design inquiry-oriented lessons and programs. The knowledge workers would design courses to train teachers for heuristic teaching: they would also design evaluations of these training programs.
The above two proposals apply a well substantiated psychological
principle of learning. A model of what is to be learned is a most effec-

tive teaching tool. Students, teachers. and administrators would see
what they now rarely see, a problem solver applying his knowledge to
resolve real problems.
These programs for moving knowledge workers into the educational

system must be accompanied by a research program that has three
components: (1) research on the effects of heuristic teachhig behavior

on. strident learning: (2) research on the measurement of heuristic
teaching beharior: (3) research on. how heuristic teaching behavior

may be learned. Extensive research in these areas is needed because we

know so little about complex teaching performances like heuristic
teaching, its effects on students, their receptivity to it, which teachers
can learn this teaching style, how to train teachers to use it, and what
materials and content will be needed to use it.
A research program is needed to assess the effects of introducing
knowledge workers from other fields into the educational system. This
change should have substantial effects on the organization of teaching
(the amount of responsibility this new kind of teacher will be given
and will assume. the nature of their work) , the character of teaching
and teacher-student interactions, and the curriculum. We need to know
what problems these teachers will face, how they adapt to them, and
how the innovations they propose work. The system for training these
knowledge workers should be the startincr point for a comprehensive
program of research and development that will improve the selection
and training of these knowledge workers, will facilitate their entrance
into and retention in the teaching profession, and will support the use
of the teclmiques, programs, and materials they devise for training
the next generation of knowledge workers.
.A research and development program is needed to reform certificatton processes. At present, schools of education are little more than
recruiting Igencies which take in students, usually by applying no
other criteria than those used to select college students, and with little
more than a semester of poorly supervised teaching experience and
some psychology and methods courses. graduate them into the teaching profession with a teaching certificate. This deplorable system has
been denounced, criticized, and attacked for decades and by numerous
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and varied persons. It has changed very little. If it does not change,
the proposals made in this paper cannot be carried out.
Two movements offer some hope for change. There is a movement
to base certification on demonstrated teaching performance. To achieve
the goals of this movement, research :Ind development is necessary on

performance-based measures of teaching competence. The States

should be helped to experiment with revising their certification systems,
and should be given the necessary research and development funds to

mount a program to reform their certification systems.

A. second movement is to differentiate the functions of the teacher
and to break the teaching role up into its components. Either the teacher's abilities or the nature of the teaching task will be used to assign
teachers to those aspects of teaching for which they have the necessary
skill and training. Such a system differentiates the teaching staff and
provides rewards, opportunities, and responsibilities commensurate
with the teaching task or function undertaken.
Both of these movements must succeed if the kinds of knowledge
workers described above are to be moved into the educational system.
At present, they could not easily obtain certification nor would they
assume a role of the kind proposed for them. They would be revired

to take traditional teacher traininAr courses and would be assigned
traditional teaching tasks. They woidd be an affront to their knowledge
and experience, to their maturity, and to their ability to assume responsibility. This prospect would and does discourage many of them from
moving into teaching. If we are to move large numbers of knowledge
workers into our educational system, we must change both the methods

of certifying them and the functions they will undertake. We must
offer them challenge, opportunity, and responsibility. If we do not

move them into our educational system soon and in large numbers, we
cannot hope to prepare the knowledge workers that our society will
require.

This paper has proposed that we turn our attention to infusing the
educational system in the next decade with large numbers of knowiedge
workers to meet the demands of a knowledge economy and the needs of

a knowledge society. I have argued that unless we do so we will not
solve the problems of this emerging society nor will we capitalize on
its potential for growth.
These knowledge workers will reorient the educational system so
that it emphasizes problem solving, learning inquiry skills, and applying knowledge systematiCally to solving problems. They will devise
heuristic teaching styles and the methods and materials necessary to
use such styles. We cannot train a generation of knowledge workers if
tbe only teaching methods used in the schools emphasize didactic'
teaching styles.

Changes of the kind proposed need three kinds of research and

development: research and development on heuristic teaching styles

and problem solving teaching performances and their effects: research and development on the measurement of heuristic teaching
behavior; and research on learning heuristic teaching behavior. We
need research also on how knowledge workers may be retrained to
enter the educational system, how they adapt to it, how their entrance into it changes the system, and how the innovatimis they propose
work.
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Changes of this kind cannot be accomplished if we do not change
the system for certifying teachers and the character of the teaching

role. The States should be helped to reform their programs and

school systems and training institutions should be stimulated to modify
the teaching role and to train individuals to carry out specific teaching

functions m staffs composed of individuals of diverse skills and

responsibilities.
The educational system needs reorientation. It must shift to educating children for a society that is emerging, one with which we have
had little experience, and one that will require many changes in how
we organize the world of work and our other social systems. We are
becoming a knowledge society. The educational system must prepare
our children to live in that society and to nourish it. It must prepare

them to understand it and to develop and control it. The proposals
made here are designed to change the educational system quickly to'
meet these challenges.
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MEASURING WHAT LEARNERS LEARN

(With a Special Look at Performance Contracting)
BY ROBERT E. STAKE

"Can there be teaching if there is no learning?" Hear again one

of the lines from the educator's catechism. The question is not to be
taken literally. Good teachin,g, elegant teaching, without student.benefit, of course is possiblethough doubly wasteful. The question is
rhetorical. Professionals and laymen alike sanctify that teaching-

learning contract that results in better student performance.

Measuring the learning is no small problem. Teachers, as a matter
of course, usually are able to observe that individual students are or
are not learning. Sometimes they cannot. And increasingly, outsiders
are reluctant to take the teacher's word for it. Gathering "hard-data"
evidence of student learning is a new and ominous alallenge. Of
course, we have tests. But the results of our testing have seldom been
adequate grounds for the continuing faith we have in education.
Present demands.Expectations of testing are on the rise because
schools have been told to be accountableto demonstrate publicly what
they are accomplishing (Lieberman, 1970; Bhaerman, 1970). Increasing educational costs and increasing frustration with social and
political problems have brought higher demands for answers to an
important question: What are we getting for our education dollars ?
Educators have been challenged to become more explicit and more
functional in lesson plans and school budgets; to identify the gains
and losses children make in reading, singing, and the many human
talents; and to realize that the events of the classroom are not un-

related to the events of the street, the marketplace. and city hall

(Cohen, 1970). Educators have been told to learn about systems analysis, operations research, cost-benefit analysis, program planning and
budgeting7 and other models for orderly and dispassionate treatment
of institutional affairs (Lessinger,1970).

Some critics of contemporary education are bothered greatly by

the fact that educational practice is so intuitive, impulsive, inefficient,
and resistant to change. Others continue to be bothered more by passionate but naive efforts to substitute technical procedures for per-

sonal attention. Thorndike (1021), Tyler (1950), and Krathwohl

(1969) have been persuasive advocates of a more rational, explicit,
performance-oriented school. But Atkin (1968), Oettinger (1969),
and Dyer (1970) have cautioned that formal analyses and production models can be narrow, irrelevant, and even oppressive. It is safe
to say that all specialists in testing and instruction believe that it is
possible to measure many specific educational outcomes and to use
such measurements in improving educational decisions. But a few of
I A paper prepared with financial support from the National Educational Finance Project
and the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of Illinois.
(279)
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these same specialists are among the most vehement critics of present
testing (Glaser,1963; Grobman, 1971).
Tents for performance contracM.The performance contract isan
agreement between a group offering instruction and a school needing
service (Lennon, 1971). Reimbursement is to be made in some pro-

portion to measured student achievement. Especially for children

having special needs. such as nonreading, handicapped, or gifted children, a new way of getting special instruction is appealing. A harddata basis for evaluating the quality of instruction is appealing. In
performance contracting student gains are the criterion of successful
teaching.
In the first federally sponsored example of performance contracting for the public schools, Dorsett Educational Systems of Norman,
Okla., contracted to teach reading, mathematics, and study skills to

over 200 poor performance junior and senior high school students
in Texarkana, Tex. Commercially available, standardized tests were
used to measure performance gains.

Are such tests suitable for measuring specific learnings? To the
person not intimately acquainted with educational testing it appears
that performance testing is what educational tests are for. The testing specialist knows that this is not so. These tests have been developed and administered to measure correlates of learning, not learning itself.
Most tests are indirect means of educational gains, correlates of
learning rather than direct evidence of achievement. Comlation with

important general learning is often high, but correlation of test

scores with performance on many specific educational tasks is seldom
high. Tests ean be built for specific competence. but them is relatively

little demand for them and many of them do a. poor job of pre-

dicti ng later performance of either a specific or general nature. General achievement tests predict better. The test developer's basis for
improving tests has been to work toward better predictions of later
performance rather than better measurement of present. performance.

Assessment of what a student is now capable of doing is not the
purpose of most standardized tests. Especially when indirect measurement tests are used for performance contracting, but even with
direct assessment tests, errors and hazard abound.
In this paper r will identify, the major obstacles to direct measurement of the specific things that learners learn.
_

_

Tun Ennons or TEsTrxo
Answering a National School Board Journal (November 1970)
questionnaire on performance contracting. a New Jersey board member said, objectives must be stated in simple, understandable terms.
No jargon will do and no subjective goals can be tolerated. Neither
can the nonsense about there being some mystique that prohibits
objective measurement of the educational endeavor. Would that our
problems would wither before stern resolve. But neither wishing nor
blustering rids educational testing of its errors. They exist.
Just as the population census and the bathroom scales have their
errors, educational tests have theirs. The technoloffy and theory of
testing are highly sophisticated; the sources of error are well kmown
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(Lindquist, 1951 ; Cronbach, 1969). Looking into the psychometrist's
meaning of "A Theory of Testing," one finds a consideration of ways
to analyze and label the inaccuracies in test scores (Lord, 1952).
There is mystique, but there is also simple fact:.No one can eliminate
test errors. Unfortunately, some errors in testing are large enough
to cause wrong decisions about individual children or about school
district policy.
The whole idea of educational testing is thought to be an error by
some educators and social critics (Hoffman, 1962; Holt, 1969; Silberman, 1970; Sizer, 1970). Bad social consequences of testing, such
as the perpetuation of racial discrimination (Goslin, 1970) and pressures to cheat (McGhan, 1970) continue to be discussed. But, as
would be expected, most test specialists believe that the promise in
testing outweighs these perils. They refuse responsibility for gross
misuse of their instruments and findingsi and they concentrate their
attention on reducing the errors in specific tests and test programs
(Lennon, ne date).
Some technical errors in test scores are small and tolerable. But
some testing errors are intolerably hrge. Today's tests can, for example, measure vocabulary word recognition skills sufficiently accurately. Today's tests cannot adequately measure listening comprehension or the ability to analyze the opposing sides to an argument.
Today's test technology is not refined enough to meet all the
demands put on it. The tests are best when the performance is highly
specificwhen, forexample. calling for the student to add two members, recognize a misspelled word, or identify the parts of a hydraulic
lift. When a teacher wants to measure performances calling for the
higher mental processes (Bloom et al., 1956), such as generating a
writing principle or synthesizing a political argument, our tests give
us scores that are less dependable. See table 1 for several examples.
TABLE I.Examples of Items of High and Low Validity in Conventional
Standardized Achievement Tests

High validitybasic mental process items:
*1. Which one of the following phrases about wave motion defines period?
(a) The maximum distance a particle is displaced from its point of rest ;
(b) The lengEh of time required for a particle to make a complete
vibration ;
(C) The number of complete vlbrations per second;
(4) The time rate of change of distance in a given direction.

2 Directions : In each group below, select the numbered word or phrase which
most nearly corresponds in meaning to the word ht the head of that group, and
put its number in the parenthesis at right. ( ) antelope. (a) Fruit ; (b) animal;
(e)prelude; (d) feeler; and (e) gallop.
*3. The first movement of a sonata is distinguished from the others by :
(a) Rapidity and gaiety;
(b) Length and complexity ;
(c) Emotional abandon;
(d) Sweetness and charm ; and
(e) Structural formality.
4. Which of these would help you decide whether or not you used the word
filter correctly in a sentence?
(a) Encyclopedia ;

(b) Dictionary;
(e) Thesaurus; and

(d) English grammar textbook.

From Bloom et aL,

; reproduced here with permission.
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Lower validity"highcr mental process" items:
*5. A and B were arguing about the desirability of adopting a nationwide system of compulsory health insurance in the United States. B said that, while he
had no fundamental objection to health insurance, he felt strongly that people
should not be compelled to participate in it. "Now look here." he said. "Do the
people want health insurance or don't they? I don't think they do. but in either
case, compulsory insurance is bad. If the people really want health insurance,
there is no need for compulsion. If they don't want it, it is impossible to force

them to participate. So the answer is clear."
Which of the following statements most nearly expresses the logical conclusion of B's argument?
(a) Health insurance is bad.
(b) Compulsory health insurance is bad.
(c) Compulsion is impossible.
(d) Compulsion is unnecessary.
c) Compulsion is either unnecessary or impossible.
G. Directions: In each situation below, you are given introductory information about a person's action or conclusion. This is followed by several independent statements of evidence. Decide whether the added information in each statement makes it more or less probable that the action or conclusion is correet

For each statement, mark the answer space under a if the added information
makes it more probable that the conclusion is correct; nnder b if the added
information makes it less probable that the conclusion is correct ; under c if the
added information makes it neither more nor less probable that the conclusion
is correct.
Situation : I predict that our team will win the basketball tournament next
week. With the exception of one player, our team is the same as last year when
we won easily. Furthermore, we have a 13-3 won-lost record this season.
Sta tements :

(a) Another team in the tournament has been undefeated against sub-

stantially the same teams.
(b) Our closest competitor will be relying mainly on sophomores to carry
it to victory.

(c) The first game will he played Monday morning instead of Monday

afternoon as previously announced.

Unreaelied Potentials. Many educators feel that the most human of
human giftse.g., the emotions, the higher thought processes, interpeisonal sensitivity, moral senseare beyond the reach of psycho-

metric testing. Most testing specialists disagree. While recognizing an
ever-present error component, thev believe that anything can be measured. 'The credo was sounded by E. L. Thorndike (1918) :

Whatever exists at all exists in some amount To know it thoroughly involves
knowing its quantity as well as its quality. Education is concerned with changes
in human beings; a change is a difference between two conditions; each of these

conditions is known to us only by the products produced by itthings made.
words spoken, nets performed, and the like. To measure any of these products
means to define its amount in some way so that competent persons will know

how large it is, better than they would without measurement To measure a product well means so to define its amount that competent persons will know how
large it is, with some precision, and that this knowledge may be conveniently
recorded and used. This is the general "Credo" of those who, in the last decade,

have been busy trying to extend and improve measurements of educational

products.
We have faith that whatever people now measure crudely by mere descriptive
words, helped out by the comparative and superlative forms, can be measured
more precisely and conveniently if ingenuity and labor are set at the task. We
have faith also that the objective products produced, rather than the inner condition of the person whence they spring, are the proper point of attack for the
measurer, at least in our day and generation.
From "Annlysis of Leorning Potential." Form A, 1970, published by Harcourt Brace
Joranorich, Inc.: reproduced here with permission.
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This is obviously the same general creed as thnt of the physicist or chemist or
physiologist engaged in quantithtive thinkingthe same. indeed, as that of modern science in general. And. in general, the nature of educational measurements
is the same as that of all scientific measurements.

Testing men belies-6 it still. They are not so naive as to think that
any human gift will manifest itself in a 45-minute paper-and-pencil
test. They believe that. if given ample opportunity to activate and observe. the examinee. any trait or talent or learning that manifests itself

in behavior can be measured with reasonable accuracy. The total "cost"
of measurincr may be a hundred times that of administering the usual
tests. but they believe it. can be done. The final observations may rely

on professional judgment, but it would be a reliable and validated

judgment. The question for most test specialists then is not "Can complex educational outcomes be measured ?" but "Can complex educational outcome be measured with the time and personnel and facilities
available?"
If we really want. to know whether or not a child is reading at agelevel, we have a reading specialist listen to him read. She observes his
reading habits. She might test him with word recognition, syntactic
decoding. and paragraph-comprehension exercises. She would retest
where evidence was inconclusive. She would talk to his teachers and
his parents. She would arrive at a clinical description which might be
reducible to such a statement as "Yes, Johnny is reading at or above
age-level."

The scores we get from group reading tests can be considered.estimates of such a clinical judgment. These test scores correlate positively
with the more-yalid clinical judgments. Though more objective, such

estimates are not direct measurements of what teachers or laymen
mean by "ability to read." Achievement gains for a sizable number of

students will be poorly estimated by them. It is possible that the errors

in group testing are so extensive thatwhen fully knownlmsinessmen and educators will refuse to accept them as bases for contract
reimbursement.

Pro fenional encarene.s.s.Classroom teachers and school principals
have tolerated standardized test errors (as much as they have) because
they bare not been obligated to make important decisions on the basis
of test scores alone. Actually, it is seldom in day-to-day practice that
they use test scores (Hastings, Rnnkel, and Damrin, 1961) : but., when
they do, they use them, in combination with other kmowledge, to estimate.a child's progress in school and to guide him into an appropriate
learning experience. They do not use tests as a basis for messing the
quality of their own teaching.

In performance contracting the situation is supposed to be drastically changed. Tests are indicated as the sole basis for contract reimbursement The parties must decide how much to pay the contractor
for instructing each child. An error in testing means money misspent.
qraduation and reimbursement decisions are to be made without relurice on the knowledge and jndgment of a professional observer,
without asking persons who are closest to the learning (i.e., the teacher,
the contractor, the student) whether or not they see evidence of learning. They iFe to be made entirely by objective and independent testing.
The resulting human errors and technical misrepresenhitions will lie
numerous. On the following pages I will discuss four major hazards:
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(1) attending to the wrong objectives, (2) selecting the wrong tests,
(3) misinterpreting the test scores, and (4) adding to the depersonalization of contemporary life.
CrioicE or OBJECTIVES

I am addressing this paper to the measurement of objectives already

specified. It is important to recognize that at no timein any real
educational practiceare instructional objectives completely and
finally specified.

No statement of objectives is final. Changes in aim, as well as

chanr.es in priority, occur throughout training even in the more highl
structured instructional programs. Some people feel that this is what is
wrong with much classroom instruction : It cannot pick a target and

stay fixed on it. But other people are convinced that classroom instruction is too fixated, too inflexible, that teachers are too unwilling
to adapt to the changing goals of students and society.

No statement. of objectives says exactly what it ought to. Every
statement has its ambiguity; each word can be misunderstood ; we

cannot expect any list, to say exactly what its authors want it to. Verbal
statements of objectives cannot perfectly represent human purposes.
All this does not mean that educators should not state their objectives,
but it does mean that educators should continue to look for better ways
of representing their objectives. They should expect them to change
from beginning to end of semester and beyond. They should regard
any statement as an approximation. Objectives remain in ilux, never
eompletely free of misrepresentation by our tests and observations,
in even the most stable curricula.
peeilkation beneftg.Identifying the ,goals of education in formal.
rational terms is recognized as a powerful way to change professional
practice (Tyler, 1950; Mager, 1962). To recognize that objectives will
change is not to argue that they shculd not be stated in advance of

training. An awareness of purpose by both teaeher and student is

usually desired. Only occasionally will an educational experience be
highly successful if there is no advance expectation as to what should

occur. Usually the activity will be improved if the opportunity to

learn is deliberately provided for. Often instruction will be improved
if lesson plans focus on desired behaviors rather than entertain spontaneous interests and distractions.
Outside evaluation of the succe.ss of instruction is made much simpler and possibly more effective by the prespecification of objectives.
Popham (1969) has identified these and other benefits that accrue to
those who state their instructional objectives in advahce and stick to
them.
Specification coskBut each of these possible benefits carries with
it a cost. Stating objectives properly is a lot of work. Some other possible costs are less obvious. In each of the next six paragraphs I will
identify an important cost that may be incurred in specifying objectives prior to training.
To specify what is to be accomplished always fails to represent the
sum total of what is desired. Language fails to portray exactly what
we want. The error may be small and unimportant, or it ma:- not.. But
to some extent there will be a misrepresentation of purpose.
or'
fr,
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The singularity of any list of objectiveseven if it. has 100 separate

objectivesdisregards the disparity in what teachers, students, and

citizens need and want. In a pluralistic society. different people have
different priorities. Gooier (1971), for example, found that teachers
put more emphasis on humanistic curricular objectives than parents
do. In his article in the Saturday Review last fall, Schrag (1970) said :
Any single. universal public institutionand especially one as sensitive as the
public schoolis the product of a social quotient verdict. It evaluates the lowest
common denomhmtor of desires. pressures. and demands into the highest public
virtue. It cannot afford to offend any sizable community group be it the American
Legion. the Wnsti IVrith, or the NAACP.

Publicized statements of objectives are likely to represent. nobody's
object Ives.

Any public display of educational goals evokes political and social

reaction (Lort ie. 1967). Educatorsas other peopleare seldom candid in the face of hostile criticism. They are likely then to state (and
possibly emphasize in the classroom) objectives that are less controver-

sial. P-ressure to state objectives is transformable into pressure to
change object ives.

The schools presently pursue many more objectives than any educator can specify, more than he chooses to admit (Gooier, 1971 ). The
results of a specificatiol of objectives, for good or ill, is to increase
substantially the emphasis on some objectives and to decrease substantially the emphasis on others. Some objectives are more easily
specified- and more easily measured than others. It is almost centain
that easy-to-measure objectives will get increased emphasis when a
statement of objectives is drawn up.
The lano-uage of behavioral specification is such that behavioral
processes (recalling. solving, writing, observ incr. etc.) are given greater
emphasis as to what the school will do; and saject matter (the Civil
War, use of quotation marks, conservation of energy, the nature of
knowledge, etc.) will get less. Gagne has claimed (1967, p. 21) that
subject matter is preserved to any desired extent by behavioral objec-

tives; but the AA.AS Elementary Science Curriculumits creators
relied heavily on his counselis a curriculum which attends relatively
little to the traditional categories and relationships of science. Increased emphasis on performance is likely to bring &creased emphasis
on content.

Furthermore, when curricular objectives are spelled out in advance,
it is more difficult for a teacher to seize an opportunity to teach something the students obviously are ready for and wanting to learn ( Atkin,
1968). And it. is more difficult for a teacher to assign needed remedial
work when the schedule, and perhaps the syllabus, call for completion
of specific units.

The listing of tradeoffs could go on. There are many things that

happen when you try to state educational objectives in simple. understandable terms. McNeil (1967), Jenkins and Deno (1969), Eva Baker
(1970), and Zahorik (1970) carried out empirical studies to examine
the good and bad effects of specification and planning. Improved student. performance on the specified objectives in some circumstances
appears to be attributable to the specification itself. But Zahorik found
that planning resulted in less attention to immediate concerns of the
pupils. More research on the overall effects of specification is needed.
72-763-72-19
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For eaeh effort to identify more specifically what will be learned,
to identify it. earlier, and to identify it. formally as a statement of instructional objectives, it seems that. there are both potential benefits
and hazards for the ongoing instructional process.
CRITERION TESTING PROORDITRES

Among test developers the. most vexing problem has ahvays been the
criterion problem. the problem of correlating test scores to a true criterion. For validating a new test. tbe developer needs to ascertain that
at least for a small, carefully measured reference group of students
there is a high correlation between what the test measures and what
is already known about that group that the test is supposed to indicate. A. high correlation signifies that for that criterion chosen, the
test. is valid. The high scorers on a study-skills test, for example, would
be the students who independently and by direct observation are judg,ed
to have the best study capabilities. True criterion observationswhatever the criterion might beare not readily available on most students.
Because of the difficulty and expense, any one standardized test will
be validated against, only one. or a very few, criterion variables. The
most common criterion variable is a course grade given by a teacher or
a grade-point average.
For performance testing, tbe standardized testthe right, already.
validated. standardized testis not likely to exist. The purposes of the
contracted-for instruction are relatively sharp, e.g., to increase reading speed and comprehensionand the available tests have been validated against a more general criterion, e.g., grades in reading. The
educator has a choice between using a not-quite appropriate available
test and building an expensive and questionably valid test. Tbe problem is a vexing one: bow to select or construct the appropriate items,
observations, or test to serve as the criterion of learning for the purpose of the contract.
Three questionable aspeets of the criterion test need careful thought.
There is: (1) a question about relying on performance as a criterion
indicator of benefit from instruction, (2) a question about measuring
complex performances with simple tests, and (3) a question of teaching for the test. The first two are related to hazards in the choice of
objectives as described in the previous sections.

Saving8.An objection to the performance test is that it does not

reveal one of the outstanding 'benefits of instruction : savings. In learning-research jargon. savings is the increased ease of relearning some-

thing just 'because it was studied before. Whether or not a student

learns something to mastery level, be usually forgets some or all of it.
When be needs to know it, in sthool or out, he usually has an opportunity to relearn it.. Immediate recall is just not as important as test
designers assume.

It is usually mueh easier to learn the second time than the first.
It is, of course, easier to learn on that later occasion than it would
have been had the learner not studied the lesson before. Sometimes
it is easier because the learner knows how to go about learning it
the second time. This savings is an important benefit from inkruction.
Learning how and when to use reference sources for particular topics
is a major, but poorly recognized, instructional objective. Such learn-
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ing shows.up as savings. Savings and long-range retention are among
several things,2 in addition to immediate retention performance, that
should be looked at in deciding whether or not instruction deserves
reimbursement.

Complex performances.It is unrealistic to expect that a project

director can find or create paper-and-pencil test items, administrable

to large numbers of students in an hour's intervalby persons untrained in psychometric observation and standardized diagnostics

objectively scorable, valid for purposes of the performance contract,
and readily interpretable. The more complex the training, the more
unrealistic the expectation. One manner of compromise is to substitute
criterion-test items measuring simple behaviors for those measuring

the complex behaviors targeted by the training. For example, the
director may substitute vocabulary-recognition test items for readingcomprehension items, or knowledge of components in place of actual

qnantling of an engine.8 The substitution may be sound, but the

'1VAt.eri o a test should be validated against performances directly hidicated by the objectives. It Almost never has been.
It -would be unrealistic to expect that the benefits of instruction
will be entirely apparent in the performances of learners at test-taking
time. The tests to be used probably will evoke relatively simple behavior, Ebel ( 1971) sa id :
Most achievement tests . . . consist primarily of items testing specific elements
of knowledge. facts, ideas, explanations, meanings, processes, procedures, relations, consequences, and so on.

He went on to point out that more than simple recall is involved in
answering even the simplest vocabulary item.
Much more complex behavior is needed for answering a readingcomprehension item. An example of an excellent reading-comprehension item, from the "Iowa Tests of Basic Skills," is shown in table 2.
The items here are clearly calling for more than the literal meanings of

the words read. The stuilent must paraphrase, interpretwhat we expect readers to be able to do.
TABLE II.A Passage and Ten Questions To Measure Reading
Comprehension*

e>

Paragraph 1.When your teacher says "O.K.," you know that ell is well, Do
you know how we happen to use two letters of our alphabet for words? Do you
know the words for which the two letters stand?
Paragraph 2.The custom of using O.K. to mean that all is correct is now 100
years old. It began during the election year of 1840. William Henry Harrison, a
candidate for president, came to Urbana, Ohio, to make a speech. A large number
of people went out to meet him. When they returned to town, one of the wagons
carried a large banner on which was written, "The people is oll 'correct." The
spelling, of course, was wrong ; the sign meant "all correct."

Paragraplb 3.The enemies of General Harrison made fun of the poor spelling
of his friends. Harrison's friends, however, used the saying to advertise their
candidate. They said he was the candidate of the common man. Since many people of that day could not spell well, saying that Mr. Harrison's friends could not
spell made him still more popular with the common people. Soon, instead of saying "oll korrect," people were saying just "O.K."
2 Others: (1) improving typical as well ns maximal behavior ; (2) developing awareness

of contexts where special skills are needed; (3) increasing structure and organizers for
learning; (4) provision of opportunity to learn . (5) increasing desire to learn ; (0) use
of good adult models; and (7) treatment of students with dignity and humanity, and so
forth. Perhaps the school officials should he paid a bonus if they identify an appropriately
broad set of objectives or fined if they do hot,
Tendencies to teach for the test in this situation must be checked.
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Paragraph 4.After the
Ohio, put a sign
election Daniel Leffler, an
over the door
of his house
was on the great national
of Springfield,
read, innkeeper
the strange sign is they road. Many peoplewhich
"The O.K. Imi,"
This itm
stopped
to eat and many others
remembered the "Oil drove by. Harrison had been elected
saw
Korrect"
and
the inn kept the
the "O.K." of the president, and people
memory
advertised. People began toaliveAlesides, the food at the innelection. The sign on
say "O.K." when things
were right.was "oll korreet" us
QUESTIONS ON

SELECTION NO. I
0. Wha t two letters
a re ment iotwd in the first
3 ) A.P. 2) O.K.
llne?
1. Why did Mr. Harrison 3) X.Y.
4) P.S.
come to Urbana?
1 ) To see the "oll

korrect" sign
2) To get
to vote for him
3) To visitpeople
old friends
4 ) To stay atsome
the O.K. Inn
2. What is the purpose

1 ) To tell

of paragraph 1 ?

the
2) To get where
reader expression "O.K." originated
in
3) To tell the
lettersinterested
can be used the article
4) To ask that
the reader If he know for words

3. Who iirst used the
what O.K.
letters "O.K." for the meant
1) Wzn. H. Harrison
words "Oil Korrect" ?,
2 ) Daniel Latter

3) The innkeeper
4) The article
does

4. What is the topic of not give his name
1 ) The origin of theparagraph 2?

2) The election of term "O.K."
Harrison
3) The poor
spelling of Ohio men
4) The meaning
of the term "O.K."
5. What is the author's
1) To show that the purpose In paragraph 4?

innkeeper's sign developed from
banner
2 ) To show that the
the misspelled campaign
3 ) To tell about the innkeeper's sign helped make
O.K. a
location and food of "The
4 To tell who first used
O.K. Inn" popular expression
the
term
0. Why did the
"O.K."
words on the banner make
1) They mademisspelled
people

Harrison more popular?
2) They suggested thatbelieve Harrison was "oll korreet,"
8) The innkeeper of Harrison was a common man as the banner
said
a popular inn put them
4) Most people disliked
on hls sign

7. Why was Daniel

good spellers

Lerner mentioned?
1) Because helped
win the election
2) Because be
he carriedHarrison
of 1840
a banner saying,
8 ) Because he
owned an inn that had "The people is oll korreet"
4) Because he helped
very good food and service
8. What is the author's to make O.K. a common
expression
purpose
in
writing
1) To make the reader
this article?
curious
by
2) To show why
asking questions
it is sometimes good
8) To show how the
to misspell words
English
4) To tell
language has developed
one of our common
in
9. What kind how
of speller was Mr. Harrison?
expressions started the last 100 years
1) Good
2) Average
8) Poor
4) The article does

not give any clue
10. The
expression "O.K." probably
would have been
lowing were true. Which
one
is
it?
forgotten if one of the fol1) If Daniel Leiner
2) If the people hadhad been a better speller
known who
3) If Mr.
had been an Daniel Leffler was
4) If Mr. Harrison
Harrison's enemies hadunpopular candidate
been good spellers
Reprinted by permission from

Advanced Battery, 1942.

"Iowa Every-Pup11 Tests of Basic

Skills," test A, form N,
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These items and ones for problem solving and the higher mental
processes do measure high-priority school goalsbut growth in these
areas is relativPly slow, and most contractors will not risk basing
reimbursement on the small chalice that evidence of growth will be
revealed by these criterion tests.
Using judgments of clinically experienced teacliers to increase atten-

tion to the complexities of performance is consideivd too subjective
( it is not) and too expensive (it is). For all these reasons we can expect
some of the complex objectives of instruction to be underemphasized
in the typical performluice cont rads testing plan.
The succes.s of Texarkana's first performance-contract year is still

being debated. Late-winter (196940) test results looked good, but

spring test results were, disappointing.4 Relatively shnple performance
items had been used. But the "debate" did not (Yet into that. It started
when the projects's "outside evaluator" ruled thaP1 there had been direct
coaching on most, if not all, of the criterion test items. The criterion
tests items were known by the contractor during the school year. Critics
claimed an unethical "teaching for the test." The contractor claimed
that both teaching and testing had been directed toward the same specific goals, as should be the case in a good performance contract. The

issue is not only one of ethics, it deals with the very definition of
education.

Teaching for the test.Test specialists have recognized an important difference between preparation for a test and direct coaching
for a test (Anastasi, 1954, p. 52). To prepare an examinee, the teacher
teaches the designated knowledge-sldll domain and has the examhwe
practice good test-taking behavior (e.g., don't spend too much time
on overly difficult items; guess when you have an inkling though not
f ull knowledge; organize your answer before writing; an essay item)
so that relevant knowledge skill is not obscured. Direct coaching is
to teach the examinees how to make correct responses to the specific
items on the criterion test.
This is an important difference when criterion test items represent
only a small sample of the universe of items representing what has
been taught or when the criterion test, items are indirect indicators,
i.e., correlates, rather tlian direct measurements, i.e., assessments (see
Nummlly, 1959, p. 151).5 It ceases to be an important difference when

the criterion test is set up to measure directly and thoroughly that
which has been taught. In this case, teaching for the test is exactly
-what is wanted.

The solution of the problem of teaching for the test probably lies
in identifyingfor each objective a very large number (or all) of the
items that indicate mastery or progress. Items from standarized tests,
f used,' would be included as separate items, not as tests-as-a-whole.
The item pool would need to be exhaustive in that, if a student could
get a perfect score, there would be no important aspect of the objective

that the student would not do well on. A separate random sample
of items would be drawn for pretest and post-test for each child. Al-

4 The Wein! (wahintion report Urns writtn by Andrew and Roberts (19701. Summnrles
and commentaries have been written by Dyer (1970), Sehwartz 1070), mid Welch (1970).
a The breech also represents the distances between an established teaching profession
and ehnllenging instructional technologists.
Publisher's permission is needed.
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though attractive to a public concerned about the individual child,instructional success would be based on the mean gain of all students
of a kind rather than on the gain of individual students. (The use
of individual gain scores will be-discussed in the next section.) Finding
a sufficiently large pool of relevant, psychometrically sound test items

is a major chore; but if it can be done, this procedure will prevent
"teaching for the test" without introducing a criterion unacceptable
to the contractor.
Joselyn (1971) pointed out that the performance contractor and

the school should agree in advance as to the criterion procedure though
not necessarily to the specific items. To be fair to the contractor, the

testing needs to be reasonably close to the teaching. To be fair to

the school patrons, the testing needs to be representative of the domain
of skills or abilities they are concerned about. A contract to develop
reading skills would not be satisfied adequately by gains on a vocabu-

lary test, according to the expectations of most people. All parties
need to laiow how similar the testing is going to be to the actual
teaching:

A disemilority mtge.Unfortunately, neither the test specialist nor
anyone else has developed scales or arounds for describing the shnilarity between teaching and testincr.This is a most arievous
There is no ,crood way to indicat3 how closely the6tests match tre
instruction. Com plete identity and uniqueness are recognizable by
everyone but iinportant shades of difference am not even presently
susceptible to good guessing.
Some idea of the importance of dissimilarity can be learned from the

.

research literature on transfer of trainina.

Working with nonsense syllables, Yr3um (1931) found that recall

memory scores dropped substantially as the test-item stimulus
symbol became different from the one learned. He taught persons
to say "jury" when be presented the stimulus "toq-bex" and 13

other such stimulus-response combinations. One-third of the

learners were retested a day later with the same stimuli ; another
third were retested with stimuli with one vowel changed ; another
third with both vowels changed. The results averaged for each
subgroup were
1. Same stimuli on retest
2. Single-letter change
3. Double-letter change

50percent "correct" recall
33 percent "correct" recall
11 percent "correct" recall

Generally speaking, as was expected, the greater the dissimilarity,
the more difficult the question. In this work and elsewhere (Watts,
1970) another point has been made clear : Small variations can make

large changes in item difficulty.

The problem is complicated by the fact that there are many ways for
criterion questions to be made dissimilar. Here are some :
1. Syntactic transformation ;
2. Semantic transformation ;
3. Change in context or medium ;
4. Application, considering the patricular instance ;
Richard C. Anderson nnd bla collengues at the Trnining Research Laborntory. University of Illinois. have been working on the problem (Anderson, Goldberg, and Ilidde,
1971 ; Wittrock and Bill, 1908).
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5. Inference, generalizing from learned instances;

6. Implication, adding fast-taught information to generally

known information.

For examples of some of these transformations, see Table III.

Hive ly, Patterson, and Page (1068) I.. d Bormuth (1070) lmve discussed procedures for using some of these transformations to generate
test items.
TABLE MAn example of Trannformations of Information Taught into Test
(Went i0U8

Information taught :
Pt. Barrow is the northernmost town in Alaska.
Minhnum transformation ques- What is the northernmost town in Alaska?
tion :
Semantic-syntactic transforWhat distinction does Pt. Barrow have among
'nation question :
Alaskan villages?
Context-medium transforma- The dots on the adjacent map represent Alaskan
tion question :
cities and towns. One represents Pt. Barrow.
Which one?
Implication question :
What would be unusual about summer sunsets in
Pt. Barrow, Alaska

The difficulty of these items depends on previous and intervening
learning,s as well as the thoroughness of teaching. A considerable difference in difficulty and perceived relevance might be found between the

least and most dissimilar questions.8 It is apparent that performance
contracting in the absence of good information about the similarity
between test items and instructional objectives is scarcely an exercise
in rationalism.
ANALYSIS OF GAIN SCORES

The following hazards are present in any instruction, not just in

performance contracting. The testing specialist sees not, one but at least

four hazards attendant to the analysis and interpretation of learning
scores. They involve (1) grade-equivalent scores (2) the learning

calendar, (3) the unreliability of gain scores, and (4) regression effects.
All show how measures of achievement gain may be spurious. Ignoring
any one of them is an invitation to gross misjuagment of the worth of
the instruction.
Grade-equivalent moree.Standardized achievement tests have the
very appealina feature of yielding grade-equivalent scores. Teachers
and parents lirce to use grade-equivalent scores. Raw scores, usually the
number of items right, are transformed to scores indicating (for some
national reference-group population of students) the. grade placement
of all students who got this raw score. These transformed scores are
called grade equivalents. The raw scores are not, very meaningful to

people unacquainted with the particular test; the grade equivalents
are widely accepted by teachers and parents. It is probably true that
more of them should question the appropriateness of the distribution
of scores made by the little-defined reference group as a yardstick for
local assessment, but the grade equivalent does represent a piece of test
The rending items of any contemporary standnrdized nehlevement testns illustrnted
In tnhle IInre likely to he more dissimilnr to rending tenehing (performance contract or
regular classroom) thnn nny of the "dissimilnrities" shown in tnble III.
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information the public can remlily put to use.° Grade equivalents are
common terminology in performance contracts.

Unfortunately, grade equivalents are only available from most

publishers for tests, not for test items. Thus the whole test needs to be
used, in the way prescribed in its manual, if the grade equivalents are
to be meaningful, mean what they are supposed to mean. One problem
of using whole tests was discussed in inevious sections. Another problem is that the average annual growth for most standardized tests is a
matter of only a few raw-score points. Consider in table IV the difference between a grade equivalent of 5.0 and 6.0 with four of the most
popular test batteries.
TABLE IV,GAIN IN ITEMS RIGHT NEEDED TO ADVANCE 1 GRADE EQUIVALENT ON 3 TYPICAL ACHIEVEMENT
TESTS

5.0

6, 0

Items needed
to improve
1 year G.E.

20
24

23

3

31
14

7
4
8

Grade equivalent

Comprehensive test of basic skills, level 3: Reading comprehension
Metropolitan achievement test, intermediate form B: Spelling
Iowa tests of basic skills, test Al: Arithmetic concepts
Stanford achievement test, form W, intermediate II: Word meaning

10
18

26

Most teachers do not like to have their year's work summarized by so
little a change in performance. Schools writing performance contracts
perhaps should be reluctant to sign contracts for which the distinction between success and, failure is so small. But to do so requires the
abandonment of grade equivalents, at least until a large pool of appropriate items can be identified as to their grade equivalence."
Instructional specialists (Glaser? 1963 ; Hively, Patterson, and Page,
1968) have questioned the appropriateness of grade equivalents or any
other norm referencing for interpreting items. They object to defining
performance primarily by indicating who else performs this well.
Clearly the items on all standardized tests have been selected on the
basis of their ability to discriminate between the more and less sophisticated students rather than as to whether or not they tell whether or
not a person has mastered his task. Joselyn (1971) said that the items
left may do the poorest job of describing performance. Jackson (1970)
summarized the research and writing of those who endorse only those
standardized test items which directly indicate successful attainment
of the instructional objectives. But the items Jackson's authors would
like educators to use usually do not existor if they do, there whereabouts are unknown. Creating and field-testing new test items is a
difficult, time-consuming, costly task. For a local performance contract,

the cost of developing their own criterion items could easily exceed
the entire cost of instruction. In the years ahead, such criterion items
must become available for purchase. Grade equivalents, as Lennon
(1971) concluded, in spite of their apparent utility, are too gross for
tho measurement of individual short-term learning.
° A shortnge of understnnanble indicators ts one reason the schools have not been
accountable to the public. However, House (1971) elalmed that it Is unlIkely that educators

will us better report procedures even if available because there is much more risk than
reward in doing so.
10 Then we would ask, at what grade level do half the students get this item right?
The score for a student would be the grade equivalents of the most difficult items he
passes, with perhaps a correction for guessing.
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The school calendar.For most special instructional programs in
the schools, criterion tests will be administered at the beginning of

and immediately following instruction, often in the first and last weeks
of school. There is a large amount of distraction in the schools those
weeks, but choosing other times for pre- and post-testing has its haz-

ards too. Getting progress every several weeks during the year is
psychometrically preferred (Wick and Beggs, 1971) (but most in-

structional people are opposed to all that testing.
Children learn year round, but the evidence of learning that gets
inked on pupil-personnel records conies in irregular increments from
season to season. Winter is the time of most rapid academic advancement, summer the least. Summer, in fact, is a period of sebtack for
many youngsters. Beggs and Hieronymus (1968) found punctuation
skills to spurt more than a year's worth between October and April
but to drop almost half a year between May and September. Discussing their reading test, Gates and MacGinitie (1965) said :
* * * in most cases, scores will be higher at the end of one grade than at the

beginning of the next. That is, there is typically sonie loss of reading skill
during the summer, especially in the lower grades.

Thepicture will be different, of course, depending on what the learn-

ers do in and out of schoo1.11

The first month or two of the fall, when students first return to

school, is the time for getting things organized and restoring general
skill abilities lost durmg the summer. According to some records,
spring instruction comperes with onlypartial success with other spring
attractions. Thus, the learning year si a lopsided year. a basis sometimes for miscalculations. Consider the results of testing shown in

table V.

TABLE V.LEARNING CALENDAR FOR A TYPICAL 5TH-GRADE CLASS
Month

Mean achievement score

SeptemberOctober

5.0

November

DecemberJanuary

February

MarchApril

May

5.3

5.6

5.9

6.2

6.3

The every 2 months' averages in table V are fictitious, but they rep-

resent test performance in a typical classroom. The growth for the
year appears to be 1.3. No acknowledgment is made there that early
September standardized test results were poorer than those for the
previous spring. For this example the previous May mean (not shown)

was 5.2. The real gain, then, for the year is 1.1 grade equivalents
rather than the apparent 1.3. It would be inappropriate to pay the
contractor for a mean gain of 1.3.
Another possible overpayment on the contract can result by holding final testing early and extrapolating the previous per-week growth
to the weeks or months that follow. In Texarkana, as in most schools,
spring proaress was not as good as winter. If an accurate evaluation
of contracemstructional services is to be made, repeated testing, perhaps a month-by-month record 22 of learning performances needs to
be considered.
21 A spring slowdown and summer setback sometimes occur in conventionnl school pro.
necessarily be the mane.
22 Wrightmnn nnd Garth (1069) described Project CAM as a model for a continuous
(perhaps every two weeks) performance monitoring record.

grams. If the instructional program began in March or in June, the results would not
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Perhaps the biggest when-to-test problem arises from the common
belief that schooling is not supposed to aim at terminal performance
(at project's end) but to aim at continuing performance in the weeks
and months and years that follow. Many diverse instructional specialists (Gaga, Mayor, Garstens, and Paradise, 1962; Traub, 1966 ; Atkin,
1963) agree that the instructor should use different tactics to maximize
long-term rather than short-term gain. Teachers are inclined to emphasize long-term aims; the performance contractor has proposed to
deal with short-term aims. They will disagree about the allocation of
teaching time. The contractor points out that he is there because the
school recognized that sonic students need immediate remedial work.
He, the contractor, is not going to dilute his remedy just because there
are many other important objectives for the school, lie is not going
to give major attention to how this instruction will coordinate with
what the student will get in simultaneous and subsequent instruction.
His is a defensible position. Whether or not he should be placed in a
position that will substantially reduce emphasis on a long-range educational goals is an issue needing attention early in any discussions
about performance contracting.
Unreliable Gain Scores. Most performance contracts pay off on an
individual-student basis. The contractor may be paid for each student
who gains more than an otherwise expected amount. This practice is
commendable in that it emphasizes the importance of each mdividual
learner and makes the contract easier to understand, but it bases payment on a precarious landmark : the gain score.
Let us see how unreliable the performance-test gain score is. For a
typical standardized achievement test with two parallel forms, A and

we might find the following characteristics reported in the test's

technical manual :
Reliability of Test A= +.84.
Reliability of Test B= +.84.
Correlation of Test A. with Test B = + .81.
Almost all standardized tests have reliability coefficients at this level.
By using the standard formula (Thorndike and Hagen, 1969, p. 197),

we find a disappointing level of reliability for the measurement of
improvement.

Reliability of Gain Scores (AB or BA) = +.16.

The manual would indicate the raw score and grade-equivalent stand-

ard deviations. For one widely used test they are 9.5 items and 2.7
years, respectively. Using these values we can calculate the errors to
be expected. On the average, a student's
Raw score would be in error by 2.5 times.
Grade equivalent would be in error by 0.72 years.
Grade-equivalent "gain score" would be in error by 1.01 years.
The error is indeed large.
Consider that this means for the not-unusual contract whereby the
student is graduated from the program, and the contractor is paid for
his instruction, on any occasion that his performance score rises above

a set value. Supposewith the figures abovethe student exits whenever his improvement is 1 year grade equivalent or better. Suppose
also, just to make this situation simpler, that there is no intervening
training and that the student is not influenced by previous testing.
Here are three ways of looking at the same situation :

-eel)
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Suppose that a contract student were to take a different parallel
form of the criterion test on three successive clays immediately
following the pretest. The chances are better than 50:50 that on
one of these tests the student would have gahied a year or mon,
in performance and would appear to be ready to graduate from
the program.
Suppose that three students were to be tested with a parallel
form nnmediately after the pretest. The chances are better than
$0 :50 that one of the three studentsentirely due to the errors of

measurementwould have gained a year or more and appear

ready to graduate from the program.
Suppose that 100 students were admitted to contract instruction
and pretested. After a period of time involving no training, they
were tested again and the students gaining a year were graduated.

After another period of time, another test and another gradua-

tion. After the fourth terminal testing, even though no instruction
had occurred, the chances are better than 50 :50 that two-thirds of
the students would have been graduated.
In other words, the unreliability of gain scores can give the appearance of learning that actually does not occur.
The unreliability also will give an equal number of false impressions

of deteriorating performance. These errors (false gains and false

losses) will balance out for a large group of students.-If penalties for
losses are paid by the contractor at the same rate bonuses are paid for
gains, the contractor will not be overpaid. But according to the way
contracts are being written, typified in the examples above, the error
in gain scores does not balance out; it works in favor of the contractor.
Measurement errors could be capitalized upon by unscrupulous pro-

moters. Appropriate checks against these errors are built into the
better contracts.
Errors in individual gain scores can be reduced by using longer

tests. A better way to indicate true gain is to calculate the discrepancy
between actual and expected final performances." Expectations can
be based on the group as a whole or on an outside control group.
Another way is to write the contract on the basis of mean scores for
the group ot students." Corrections for the unreliability of gain scores
are possible, but they are not likely to be considered if the educators
and contractors are statistically naive.
Regrenion Effeets.Buried back here in this paper is probably the
source of the greatest misinterpretation of the effects of remedial instruction. Regression effects are easily overlooked but need not be; they

also are susceptible to correction. For any pretest score the expected
regression effect can be calculated. Regression effects make the poorest
scorers look better the next time tested. Whether measurements are
error-laden or error-free, meaningful or meaningless, when there is
differential change between one measuremmt occasion and another
(i.e., when there is less-than-perfect correlation), the lowest original
scorers will make the greatest gains and the highest original scorers
" To elm% Damarin. nal Mennlek (1063) harp dimmed change peorpp that are inde.
pendent of and dependent on the Initial standing of the learner. A learning curve fitted to
tet peores could hp used to counter the unreliability of Individual scores.
u This would have the inereaped advantage of discouraging the contractor from giving
preferential treatment within the project to students who are in a position to make ldgh
import gninp.
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will make the least. On the a verage. post-test scores will, relat ive to their

corresponding pretest scores. lie in the direction of the mean. This is
the regression effect. Lord (1963) discussed this universal phenomenon
and various ways to set lip a pioper correction for it.
The demand ior performance contracts has occurred where conventional instructional programs fail to developfor a sizable number of
studentsminimum competence in basic skills. Given a distribution
of skill test scores, the lowest-scoring students, ones most. needing as-

sistance, are identified. It is reasonable to suppose that under !ini
changed nstructional
programs they would drop even further behind
the high-scoring students. If a retest is given, however, after any
period (of conventional instruction, of special instruction, or of no
instruction), these students will no longer be the poorest performers.
Some of them will be replaced by others who then appear to be most in

need of special instruction. Instruction is not the obvious influence
hereregression is. Itegres.sion effect is not due to test unreliability

but it causes some of the same misinterpretations. The contract. should
read that instruction will be reimbursed when gain exceeds that attributable to regression effects. The preferred evaluation design would
call for control group(s) 23 of similar students to provide a good esti-

mate of the progress the contract students would have made in the
absence of the special instruction.

THE SOCIAL PROCESS

The hazards of specific performance testing and performance contracting are more than curricular and psychometric. Social and humanistic challenges should be raised too. The teacher has a special opportunity and obligation to observe the influence of testing on social
behavior.

At several places in the preceding pages I have referred to the

uniqueness of making major personal and scholastic decisions on the
sole basis of student performances. This is unique also because it puts
the student in a position of administrative influence. Here he can
influence what the instructional benefit would look like. He can nuike
it look better or poorer than it really is (Anastasi, 1954, p. 56). More
responsibility for school control possibly should accrue to students,
but performance contracts seem a devious way to give it.
Even if he is quite young, the student is going to be aware that his
good work will bring rewards to the contractor. Sooner or later he is
going to know that, if he tests poorly at the beginning, he is able to
do more for himself and the contractor. Bad performances are in his
repertoirebe may be more anxious to make the contractor look bad
than to make himself look good. He may be under undue pressure to do
well on the post-tests. These are pupil-teacher interactions that should
be watched carefully.
To motivate the student to learn and to make him want more contract instruction, many contractors use material or opportunity-to-play
rewards. (Dorsett used such merchandise as transistor radios.) Other
behavior modification strategies (Meecham and Wiesen, 1969) are
common. The proponents of such strategies argue that, once behavior
15 Wardrop (1071) has discussed the problem of control groups that do not provide an
appropriate control.
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has been oriented to appropriate tasks, the students can gradually be
shifted from extrinsic rewards to intrinsic. That they can be shifted
is probably true, that that it will happen without careful deliberate
work by the instructional staff is unlikely. It is not difficult to imagine
a performance-contract situation in which the students become even
less responsive to the rewards of conventional instruction than they
were before.

Still another hazard of performance contracting and many other
uses of objectives and test items is that by using them as we do, without acknowledging how much they indirectly and incompletely represent educational goals, we misrepresent education. People inside
school and out pay attention to grades and tests and monetary reimbasements. We may not value factual knowledges and shnple skills
proportionately to the attention they get, but we have ineffective ways
of indicating what our priorities really are (Stake, 1970).
It is difficult for many people to accept the fact that in conventional
classrooms a vast number of educational goals are simultaneously
pursued (Gooier, 1971). Efforts to get teachers to specify those objectives result in a simplified and incomplete list. 'I he performance
contractor has an even shorter list. Even if performance contracting
succeeds in doing the relatively small job it Rhos to d o, adequate arguments have not bee n made that this ob
j should be given the priority
and resources that the contractors require.

In early

1971

performance contracting appears to be popular in

Washington with the current administration because it encourages the
private business sector to participate in a traditionally public responsibility. It is popular among some school administrators because it gets
some tough-to-get Federal funds, because it is a novel and possibly
cheaper way to get new talent working on old problems, and because
the administrator can easily blame the outside agency and the Government if the contract instruction is unsuccessful. It is unpopular with
the American Federation of Teachers because it reduces the control the
union has over school operations and it reduces the teacher's role as a
chooser of what learnings students are most in need of. It is popular
among most instructional technologists because it is based on a number

of well researched principles of teaching and because it enhances

their role in school operations.
The accountability movement as a whole is likely to be a success or
failure on such sociopolitical items as in the foregoing oversimplified
list. Cohen (1970) reminded evaluators to look for the issues the decisionmakers are concerned about. All too seldom do these include the
measures of performance considered in this paper. The measurement
of the performance of performance contracting is an even more hazardous procedure than the measurement of student performances.
Summary.Without yielding to the temptation to harass new efforts

to provide instruction, educators should continue to be apprehensive
about evaluating teaching on the basis of performance testing alone.
They should know how difficult iti s to represent educational goals with
statements of objectives. They should know how costly it is to provide
suitable criterion testing. They should know that the common-sense
interpretation of these results is frequently wrong but that many members of the public and the profession think that special designs and
controls are extravagant and mystical.
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Performance contracting emerged because people inside the schools
and out were dissatisfied with the instruction some children are getting. Implicit in the contracts is the expectation that available tests
can measure the newly promised learning. The standardized test alone
cannot measure the specific outcomes of an individual student with
sufficient precision. This limitation and other hazards of performance
measurement are applicable, of course, to the measurement of specific achievement in regular school programs.
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES FOR LEARNING: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TRENDS, FORECASTS AND
PROPOSALS
BY MICHAEL D. MARIEN
FOREWORD

This incomplete bibliography is an attempt to sketch out the range of literature that is relevant to educational policymaking. In the broadest sense, nearly
all literature on education could be considered as policy-relevant, but for present
purposes this bibliography has been confined to trends, forecasts, and proposals
or documents on changes that are taking place, future states of affairs that may
occur, or recommended states of affairs that ought to occur.
The original impetus behind this effort was to document the futures literature
and to discover how writers have thought and are thinking about the future.
However, especially for education, a broad concept of futures literature is es-

sential, because many documents use the rhetoric of futures in their titling
(The Future of . . . ; . . . in the Seventies ; . . . for the Future; . . . in the
Year 2000) with little or no substance in the text ; other documents seriously
th.al with possible futures without any such suggestion in their titles. Thus, to

rediscover an old truth, one cannot tell a book from its cover. Furthermore, especially in recent years, there is strong motivation to make recommendations for
immediate action ; and whether or not the language of futures is invoked, ally
such proposal for reform is an alternative future.
An ideal of critical annotation has been pursued here with, if well done. is

seen as enhancing the value of an item by several times over that of a mere
listing. Unfortunately, the ideal has been reached for less than half of the
citations, with many of the annotations being noncritical and superficial. Publishers' advertisements have been used in a number of cases, with the ra-

tionale that some information, even if hyperbolic, is better than none at all.
Nevertheless, a multi-purpose information system is suggested here to be applied to the many purposes of the wide variety of participants who shape edu-

cational policy. A forum is also provided for any notion whatsoeverestablishment or antiestablishment, technocrat or humanist, radical or conservative
about who should learn what and how. Where feasible, the annotations attempt
to relay the most pungent comments and salient conclusions of each author, in
his own words if possible. Although considerable work remains to be done, this
format also suggests an idea bank, by listing key concepts in the index by selected
subject.

To cope somewhat with information overload, about one-fifth of the items cited

here have been recommended. Despite compiler bias, it is felt to be necessary
that some attempt be made to separate wheat from chaff. Such an effort should
not be taken too seriously, for all of the items have not been judged equally. In
nearly every case where a recommendation has been made, the document has
been at least looked at, if not read thoroughly. Thus, there are many documents
listed here that, if actually looked at, could warrant some kind words. Conversely, there are also many documents that might warrant unkind words. Even
if all documents were considered thoroughly at the same moment of time, the
distinction between valuable and not-so-valuable is often difficult to make.

From those who are new to the consideration of alternative futures for learning, and therefore at a loss as to where to start, it is strongly recommended that
several general books be read first, such as Michael (1), Toffier (2), Ferkiss (9),
Mead (71), Coombs (109), and galcdikan (645). An understanding of the changing societal cmftext lends a far greater appreciation to the variety of alternative
futures for learning that is listed here.
(302)
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A. COVERAGE

As indicated at the outset, this bibliography is still incomplete. Aside from
the missing or superficial annotations (by the standards employed here),
an estimate is warranted of the relevant literature that is not cited at all. General
futures literature, or the Social Foregrounds of Education is certainly of importance to considering what should be learned. Ideally, education should be
for the society in which we live, and, recognizing that our future society will be
different from the present, not to mention the past, education should be aimed
toward some future state of affairs, no matter how ill-defined. All futures literature is therefore relevant to education, but because of its immense variety, general literature has been limited here to that which makes sonie explicit mention
of education and/or learning ( items 1-109). An additional bibliographY (800)
will attempt a survey of more general futures literatures. Roth bibliographies
generally exclude science fiction, utopian literature, and contemporary novels
set in some future time.
Even the literature on educational futures is far from complete. The major
focus is on books and book-length documents (arbitrarily defined as more than
50 pages in length) , together comprising 701 of the 930 items cited here, or
more than 80 percent of the total. The coverage of books published by trade and
university presses is estimated as fairly complete. However, the gray literature

congressional documents, and reports from research institutes, Government
agencies and the multitude of interest groups impacting no educationis far
from complete, and no estimate of the extant literature could be made. At least
an attempt has been made to recognize this literature, some of which is at the

forefront of contemporary thinking.
Journal and magazine articles have been included, but there has been no attempt
to systematically comb all of the periodical literature, and such an attempt could
easily double the length of this bibliogarphy. Many articles are trivial, superficial,
or spin-offs from books; to pursue all such literature may be counterproductive.

Rather, articles are cited that present ideas and proposals not to e found in

books. At a very rough estimate, perhaps 10-30 percent of all important articles

have been covered.
Coverage of documents published outside of the United States is very skimpy,
and the few foreign documents cited are largely from England and Canada. However, as pointed out by Coombs (109), there are many common educational problems in our 'emerging global society, and Alternative Futures for Learning should
ideally reflect viewpoints from around the world. This bibliography will hopefully

stimulate similar attempts at documentation in other countries, eventually lead.
ing to a global integration where the best proposals from all nations are made
readily available to all who are concerned with the future of learning. As a start

in this direction, Hugh Stevenson, at the University of Western Ontario at
London, is setting up an educational futures bibliography for Canada.
B. CATEGORIZATION

The citations are not arranged alphabetically, for such an arrangement is

mechanical ; the location of authors herein is made possible by the author index.
Rather, there has been an attempt at heuristic juxtaposition, arranging items so
that there is some logical flow or clashing contrastso that a cluster of perhaps
a dozen documents can be compared together. Although this has been attempted,
there are many cases where there is little or no relationship, and the user is there-

fore cautioned against reading too much meaning into the arrangements. In
several instances, no basis for arrangement has been discovered, and a more or
less alphabetlzed sequence has been resorted to (e.g., items 102-248). Overall,
there are many implicit subcategories, which are left as such in order to avoid a
profusion of labeling.

In general, the arrangement leads from the broad to the narrow. All users
should have an interest in part I, which lists general education-related docu-

ments and multinational and/or multilevel overviews of education. And all users
should check the 123 items in the addenda, which are arranged parallel to parts

I-VI.

0. SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE LITERATURE

With the limitations described above, some tentative generalizations can be
made as to the quantity and quality of the literature, the major themes and
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major omissions, and the relationship of educational futures literature to other
futures literature.
1. Growing quantily.Undoubtedly, there is a widespread intuitive sense that
the literature on alternative futures for learning is growing rapidly. As one re-

viewer recently noted in covering four new books at once : The business of producing such books is threatening to become the very assembly line that student:3 as
well as the authors of such books are rebelling against. Indeed, to the degree that
appropriate universe has been roughly represented, the ball park data lends confirmation to these suspicions. Between 1960 and 1908, the quantity nearly doubled,
and it more than doubled between 1968 and 1970.

The growth in the literature on educational futures and reform is especially
notable for higher education. Aside from the growth of higher education and the
pervasive problems of finance and governanceobvious reasons for generating

literaturespecial note should be made of two major projects. The Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education (370) has sponsored a considerable publica
tions list in the past 2 years, with far more in the offing. Across the bay in San
Francisco, Jossey-Bass Publishers has been rapidly adding new titles to its generally excellent series in higher education.
TABLE 1.DOCUMENTS CITED BY DATE OF PUBLICATION

Arti
1967

1966

1971

1970

1969

1968

U.S. books and book-length
documents:
On education
Education-related

78

120

93

60

30

34

20

14

1

49
6

30

Foreign books
Articles

72
8

15

27

26

4
10

7
11

13
5
4

54
22
2
3

7

24
3

9

9

8

3

4

2

4

1

1

121

254

12. 9

27.1

185
19. 8

117
12. 5

71
7. 6

6.4

reports (under

50 pages

New perk, icals
Total
Percent of total

60

15
4

16
4

1

2

500
228
33
99

1

65
11

85
9. 1

20
2. 1

23
2. 5

936
100

Exponential increases in the literature of educational reform cannot be expected to continue indefinitely ; indeed the increase could level oft or even decline
at any, time, as a result of widespread reforms actually taking place or as a result
of reformer despair. Neither event appears too likely, however, and the prospect
of heavy R.. & D. funding through the proposed National Institute of Education

could generate far more policyrelevant literature than at present.
2. Shifts in Unto and purpose.Men have always attempted to forecast the
future in some manner, but the quantity of future-casting has been considerably
stepped up in recent years as it is increasingly recognized that our society is
undergoing a profound transition. Whether or not one identifies himself as a
futuristic, we nevertheless live in an age of extending horizons where a great
number of writers have extended their time focus so that one or more possible
future states of society are considered to some degree. Judging from the general
lack of cross-citation, it appears that most writers have shifted from a present-

to a future-orientation independent of each other; that the transition results

from social influences rather than intellectual influences. It is therefore incorrect
to claim that the futUrist movement has stimulated Others to think about the
future, although it may have done so indirectly. Rather, the emergence of professional futurists is merely a salient indicator of the general trend in thinking;
a centerpiece, rather than a keystone.
This shift in time frame is even more apparent when one considers the trend
from the rhetorical use of the future to a genuine sense of the future. Much of
the literature cited in the section on Pre-1960 Forecasts (items 766-793) employs
the future in its titling, without any sense of trends or possible futures. Perhaps
the most outrageously misleading title is "Education 2000 A.D.," resulting from
a 1956 symposium (2061. The titles from symposia still tend to be inflated, for
example, "Educating for the Twenty-first Century" (893), but individual authors
increasingly tend to meet promise with performance. "The Future of Public Education" (270), published in 1900, proves to be an analysis of power relationships
with an advocacy of more teacher power ; today, such a title would be expected

to deal with broad social trends and the year 2000.
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Another trend can be detected : From description to prescription, or from

passively analyzing a problem or even an area of inquiry not seen as a problem,
to actively proposing remedies or reforms. Although the classification of literattire by major intent is extremely subjective, the rough estimate provided below
may nevertheless be of some value.
TABLE 2.MAJOR INTENT OF 500 BOOKS AND BOOK-LENGTH REPORTS ON EDUCATION

1971

1970

1969

1968

2
21
24
2

6

35
29

7
23

22

49

1960 1950

Pre-

1967

1966

1965

1959

1950

I

3
22
8
2

2

22

8
2

6

154

2

18
13

10

10
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I
I

I

17

2

54

3

3

64

Total

Mainly prescriptive:
General
E. & S
Higher education

Adult education, etc
Subtotal

I
10

11
3

6

4

31
4

74

65

34

14

16

35

3
7

I

9

Mainly nonprescriptIve: I
General
E. & S
Higher education
Adult education, etc

3

5

8

I

3

I

II

12

8

9

10'

2
7

9

5

7

2

2

2

I

8

18

3
3

Subtotal

17

19

22

23

On governance:
E. & S
Higher education

II

1

9
18

2
4

1

60
12. 0

Total
Percent of total

78

120

93

15. 6

24. 0

18. 6

16

I

18

9
5

6

1

14
35.

2

30
6. 0

34
6. 8

54
10. 8

144

15

16

500.

3. 0

3. 2

100. I)

I Trends, descriptive forecasts, and analyses.

As an example of this shift, Ronald Gross and Judith Murphy edited The
Revolution in the Schools in 1964 (1W), falsely proclaiming changes that had
occurred or appeared to be occurring. In 1969, Ronald and Beatrice Gross edited
Radical School Reform (106), suggesting thorough-going changes that ought
to occur, in line with many others who have found that small and isolated bandaid changes are inadequate, even if they are effected.

3. Thc major theme: From. closed teaching systems to open learning systems.

To broadly summarize the literature, there is a basic, long-term multifold trend
from closed teaching systems to open learning systems. The chart on the following page summarizes the many elements of this trend by distilling empirical
trend analysis, criticisms, forecasts, and proposed future states for all levels of
education. There are many ways in which this basic trend is promulgated. At
lower levels, informal education is presently the fashionable title, as popularized
by Silberman's "Crisis in the Classroom" (243). At higher levels, education for
human development is the key term. Overall, there is a fundamental transition
from considering teaching and other inputs into the educative process to the consideration of learning outcomes. Thus the title of this bibliography, in line with
the shift in attention from institutions to individuals, emphasizes Alternative
Futures for Learning, rather than Alternative Futures for Education. Whether
or not educating institutions are involved, the new concern is focused on learning wherever it occurs. This spirit is notably embodied by the recently established Commission on Non-Traditional Study (925)
In one respect, only one alternative to the present is suggested by the literature. But there are many variations to this single basic theme, reflecting the
complex pluralism that will surely characterize our future education that seeks
to satisfy multiple needs and multiple ideologies. Moreover, the traditional closed
teaching systems remain as a most probable future for many Americans, whether
desired or not. Yet, in all of the documents cited here, there is not a single one
that defends the present system. Stated conversely, everyone advocates some
degree of change and nearly all of the advocacy is for open systems. Yet the
additional practices persist, as discovered by the all-too-few examples of somber
empiricism such as Goodlad (188), Oettinger (821), Dressel and Delisle (472),
and Ladd (750). The humanistic revolution that has been described, forecasted,
and advocated, has yet to take place. But will it?
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An optimistic forecaster would look at the unprecedented outpouring of reformist literature, and argue that it will only require a few years for the literature to flow outwards to legislators and other officials and to teachers, parents,
and students. Unlike the false or premature proclamations earlier in this century
by a small group of progressives (items 767-770), the optimist would interpret
the widespread literature of reform issuing from a wide variety of individual
writers, invisible colleges, commissions and interest groups as a harbinger of a
real revolution in education and learning.

But the pessimist would reply that, despite this swollen body of literature,
the traditional system will still persist. It could he argued that there is a considerable duplication in the literature, with its advocacy of community control,
student participation, abandoning grades, more relevant studies, and less bureaucracy-and, as elsewhere, the literature of reform is read by those who are
already convinced. Moreover, in order to promote their professional status.
academics generally address their message to other academics. Only three books
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in this bibliography are written by teachers and specifically addressed to students (items 440, 522, and 869). Only one book, by a parent, is explicitly for
parents (275). The pessimist would argue that the literature of alternative futures for learning aptly demonstrates the impotence of liberal intellectuals to
communicate with those who hold traditional values. Many books are promoted
by their publishers as arousing a storm of controversy, whereas a more realistic
assessment might only ilnd a ripple of interest in a few localities.

Nevertheless, even the pessimistunless totally overcome by ideological beliefs
that the system never changescan find evidence that some change has occurred
in the direction of open learning systems. The problem, as elsewhere, is that
rising needs and expectations are rapidly outdistancing actual changes.
4. The Major omission: Adult education.There Is a major omission in this

body of literature concerned with alternative futures for learning. Whereas,
there are 222 books devoted to elementary and secondary education, and 217
books devoted to higher education (table 2), and several hundred others than
are related in some way to these age-graded institutions, there are only 22 documents that are primarily focused on adult and continuing education. Of these,

virtually all have been published by low-visibility institutes and centers. In
recent years, not a single book primarily devoted to adult learning has been
published and widely promoted by a major trade publisher.
There are several obvious explanations for this neglect. First, education has
traditionally been considered as an activity involving only the young, and the
young and their learning needs are obviously still with us. Second, the institutional context that supports literature on education and educational futures
is explicitly dedicated to servicing either elementary/secondary or higher edu-

cation. The two levels are almost completely segregated intellectually. Of the few

volumes taking a multilevel perspective (items 129-101) several are probably
miscategorized because the real content is not known.
Third, adult education has traditionally been a low-status subject of inquiry,
especially because it has been traditionally associated with vocational education. Fourth, adult education Is generally a voluntary self-financing activity,
or it is privately sponsored. It is not of direct public concern that a corporation
cannot afford to continue its training school, or that individuals cannot find
funds to attend proprietary schools. Moreover, there are no viable student revolts
in the classrooms of the military or the great books discussion groupsformally
organized learning activities that get little attention in any event. Finally, the

realm of adult or peripheral education is so diverse and fragmented that it
is difficult to conceptualize, adding to the fact that there is very little data

to support any conceptualization.
Yet according to Moses (598). the periphery of corporate and military schools,
proprietary schools, correspondence schools, antipoverty programs, television
courses, and other adult activities of churches, unions, colleges, clubs, etc., has
been growing nt a faster rate thin, core education, and on a head count basis,
there are probably more adults enrolled in the periphery than in the core. I3y
1976, Moses estimates that enrollment in the periphery may be 55 percent of

the total learning force, comprising all individuals participating in formally

organized learning activities.
The data alone suggest that far more attention should be given in the litera-

ture to adult learning. The hopeful reformers of K-12 and higher education

consistently reiterate that our emerging knowledge-based and dynamic society
demands a lifetime of learning, and that children should be taught how to learn

rather than gorged with facts that may be obsolete or irrelevant. But this is
a long-range investment, and if we are survive as a society over the next few
decades. more attention must be paid to the agenices that facilitate adult learning.

And there is a far more important justification for considering alternative
futures for adult learning. It is a fundamental but neglected fact that schools
reflect their surrounding communities and cannot be expected to rise too far
above them by any standard of intellect or human development. To bring about
a desirable future for schools and colleges requires adult education. Parents,
teachers, administrators, professors, legislators, and voters must all acquire new
skills, concepts, and values to reflect new social and technological realities. The
failure of the vast reform literature cited here, if indeed it does fail, will be a

failure of adult educationa failure of hundreds of putative teachers to con-

vincingly communicate their vision of what education can and ought to be, as a
result of what is happening to onr future-shocked world.

al 0
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In addition to problems of communication, there arc problems of ndult capacity. Education is traditionally seen as an activity where the old pass on their
wisdom to the young. But in a rapidly changing society, many of the skills, concepts, and values of the old are outdated. As Margnret Mend (71) has been saying for a number of years, we arc all like immigrants. While retain the mechanisms for socializing the young, we do not have mechanisms for socializing the
old. Furthermore, the old are not expected to learn. We still retain the traditional
concept of getting an education through attending school, after which it is presumed that one is sufficiently educated. We encourage the young to lenrn (in
terms established by the old), we test the young extensively for their knowledge,
and we worry thnt their education is not adequate. There is no corresponding
worry for postschool populations. One man's opinion is as good RH another mnn's,

just as one man's vote equals another's. Differences are attributed to values and

beliefs, rather than knowledge. What individuals actually knowrelative to

what a reasonably informed worker, citizen, and parent should knowis seldom
n subject of inquiry for social scientIsts, and educators nre only concerned with

whnt the young should know. "The National Assessment of Educational Progress"
(930), although an important beginning, does not yet measure the knowledge of
adults over 35.
Many adults continue to learnperhaps far more than we recognize, according

to the studies conducted by Tough (599). It will be increasingly important to
find ways to help adults learn, not only to appreciate the necessity for changing
the education of the young to fit contemporary and forecasted needs, but also to
enable the old to keep up with the young. The adult dropout problem, as described by Gardner (20). may be a fnr more serious problem than that of the
young high school dropout

5. Educational futures literature and general futures literature.A final ob-

servation is offered regarding the relationship of educational futures literature to
all other futures literature. In the broadest sense, all futures literature is relevnnt
to education, not only because it is eeucational but also because the descriptions
and prescriptions for future population levels, environments, the polity, the economy, and the family, suggest the society that we are educating for at present, and
in which education will be taking place in the future. Needless to say, virtually
every writer on the future envisions n state of affairs different from the present,
reinforcing the widespread view that much of what is learned today will not be
relevant in the future. Futures studies will, of necessity, become nn important
part of any curriculum (items 510, 517, 777), although the spread of such trans-

disciplinary inquiry is seriously inhibited by the traditional organization of

knowledge.

As a very rough approximation, the literature of educational futures (as

broadly defined here) appears to comprise about one-third of all futures literature.
Under a more stringent defintion, confined to forecasts and proposals for reform

based on the consideration of some future state of society, educational futures
literature would of course comprise a much smaller proportion of the total.
There are several reasons for the irtLat attention paid to education. First,
education is the most dominant activity in our society, costing even more than
thnn the military when expenditures for all educating institutions are considered.
Second. the points of decisionmaking are highly diffused, with elected and
appointed officials, administrators, teachers. parents, students, suppliers. nnd a
wide variety of interest groups all serving to influence the formation of different
policies to varying degrees. Thus, there are many messages aimed at many audiences, as opposed to transportation policy or foreign policy which are formulated
by a relatively small number of persons. Third, education is n soft activity,
controversial, difficult to define and measure, and quite variegated when broadly
defined, for learning is a necessary input to every social activity.
Finally, everyone has had extensive experience with formal education and
there arc consequently mnny experts. Whereas we defer to authority in fields of
health, religion, and technology, many individuals hold strong beliefs about edu-

cntion, whether or not well-founded. Especially in higher education, every faculty
member considers himself knowledgeable in education, as well as his academic
specialty. Thus when crisis hits the campus, creating an uncertain future which

is ripe for invention, there are many potential experts to provide solutions. In
addition to individual views, policy-relevant literature in higher education is
generated, for example, by various commissions, the American Council on Education and its constituent associations, the College Entrance Examination Board,
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and the National Student Association. Consequently, there is considerable duplication in this literature.
Hopefully, this bibliography, or some such document, can shorten dissemination lags and duplication, enabling the examination and creation of alternative
futures for learning which build on the work of others (as scholarship has always
done), rather than continuously rediscovering contemporary fashions in thi»ki»g.
D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

This bibliography is not only incomplete, but, as indicated in table 1, it is

subject to rapid obsolescence. I»deed, the most significant literature on alternative futures for learning is probably in typewriter carriages and galley proofs.
If the render has found this compilation to be of value, he can readily appreciate
the need for a comprehensive, transdisciplinary, global information system for
educational policymakers that can drastically cut dissemination lags, as well as
anticipate many forthcoming publications. Such an investment would certainly
repay itself many times ON er in the upgraded quality of consequent research and
decisionmaking.
In addition to elaborating the present line of work, tbere is much to be done
in the way of integrating the extant literaturc. The documents arrayed here in

categories such as manpower requirements, youth and youth culture, urban

schools, disciplines and professions, and finance, could very well be subjected to
overview studies that point out similarities and differences. A history of 20111
century educational forecasting, utilizing pre-1900 or pre-1995 documents, would

be an invaluable nide to recognizing how forecasters in the past have been
reasonably accurate or egregiously wrong. The ratio of pontificators to inte-

grators is far too lopsided, and it is hoped that there will be many more overviews
in the future, such as Mayhew on the literature of higher education (809), Bakdikian on the media (645), and Ladd on institutional self-studies (750).

In addition to annotations and overviews. there is also a need for literature

that is popularized on various levels for various audiences. Silberman's "Crisis in
the Classroom" (243), for example, could be reduced from its 542 pages (which
sells well among the literate book-reading public) to a 100-page paperback with

photographs and diagrams that clearly illustrate the advantages of informal

education. Such popularizations (also utilizing other media ) will not necessarily
reach every citizen or be accepted, but they should at least be available for those

who are interested. Multilevel knowledge (similar to the three editions of the
U.S. Government budget) will hopefully become more widespread in the future.
At present, we are far from a comprehensive system of knowledge dissemination.
E. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AS A FORECASTING METHOD

Among professional futurists, the Delphi method is a fashionable procedure
for exploring the future. There is, of course, considerable value to a succession
of questionnaires being answered by an anonymous panel of expertsperhaps
the greatest advantage being the simultaneous expression of opinion on any
single event or trend.

But there are also several distinct advantages of annotated bibliography.

Whereas the participants in a Delphi panel are selected by the conductor of the
exercise, and further selected by their willingness to participate, the "participants" in a bibliography include all those who have put their notions of alternative futures into print. (However, one advantage of the Delphi is to select those
experts who may have work-in-progress, or who have not written extensively).
Moreover, there are no lending questions. Thus a widespread duplication of
viewpoint (as in the bark, long-term multifold trend in education), indicates
a genuine, rather than a forced consensus. An annotated bibliography is, after
all, a collective portrait of our images of the future, which, as Polak indicates
(004 ), will serve to determine our future.
Ideally, an annotated bibliography will be used in conjunction with the Delphi

and other forecasting methods. For the Delphi, it is not only a source for gen-

erating questions, but a guide to selecting participants. Differences in the
literature might be resolved or highlighted, not only by integrative overviews,
but by bringing all those who have written about youth and youth culture, for
example, to serve as a Delphi panel. Those not willing to participate could
nevertheless be cited, especially if they hold radically divergent views.
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I. GENERAL
A. SOCIAL CHANGE AND SOCIAL GOALS

1. Michael, Donald N. The Unprepared Society: Planning for a Precarious

Future. Foreword by Ward Madden. The John Dewey Society Lecture
No. Ten. N.Y. : Basic Books, 1068. 132 pp. $4.95.

An excellent introduction explaining the need for looking at the future
who does it, how it is done, and problems encountered The final chapter,
"Some Challenges for Educators," discusses implications for education,
eg.: "We must educate so people can cope efficiently, imaginatively, and
perceptively with information overload." (p. 108). Recommended.

2. Toffler. Alvin. Future Shoet. N.Y.:
pp. 461-488.

Random House, 1070. 505 pp. $8.95. Bib.,

Future shock is the disease of change, the dizzying disorientation

brought on by the premature arrival of the future ... culture shock in ones
own society ... the malaise, mass neurosis, irrationality, and free-float-

ing violence already apparent in contemporary life are merely a foretaste of what may lie ahead unless we come to understand and trent this
disease." (p. 13).
The sources come from increasing transience, novelty, and diversity,
Transience involve, the throw-away society, the new nomads (or the
declining significance of place to human life), modular man (who has
modular relationships with many, rather than holistic relationships
with a few), the coming post-bureaucratic ad-hocracy, and the obsolescence of information. The novelty ratio (between the familiar and the
unfamiliar) is growing, and, with the aid of science, an economy geared
to the provision of psychic gratification and incorporating new family
relationships is becoming increasingly dominant. Diversity has led us

to overchoice, a surfeit of subcults in the world of work and play,

and a diversity of life styles enabling serial selves. This accelerating pace
leads to serious physiological problems, and inappropriate psychological

responses such as denial, specialism, obsessive reversion (both right-

wing and left-wing) and super-simplifying.
Numerous strategies for survival are proposed for individuals (personal

stability zones, crisis counseling, halfway houses, enclaves of the past,
and enclaves of the future), technological control, social futurism (including comments on the collapse of technocratic planning and the need for
social futures assemblies to salvage the system of representative politics)
and education, which Is seen as a hopeless anachronism. Although education is admittedly undergoing rapid change, "much of this change is
no more than an attempt to refine the existent machinery, making it ever
more. efficient in the pursuit of obsolete goals." (p. 859). Toffler advocates a Council of the Future in every school and community, provision
for lifelong education, and developing common skills of learning, relating,
and choosing, while extending superindustrial diversity.

This challenging overview at times appears glib, especially with its
zippy chapter headings and subheadings. It is written for a broad audience. but backed by considerable research, Including a bibliography of
850 items. And it raises some very important questions. Recommended.
8. Drucker, Peter F. The Age of Discontinuity: .Guklelines to Our Changing
Society. N.Y. : Harper & Row, 19.

Z.3.13
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An important book focusing on four major discontinuities: new technologies, the world economy (including a chapter on The Global Shopping Center), a society of large organizations (including a chapter on
"The New Pluralism"), and the changed position and power of knowledge such that we are becoming a knowledge societythe greatest of the
discontinuities around us. This final section on knowledge (chapters 1217) is of immense importance to educators.
Drucker forecasts that the knowledge industries will account for onehalf of the total national product in the late 1970's (p, 263), and argues
that knowledge, rather than agriculture and mining, has now become

the primary industry supplying the essential and central resource of
production. Under these circumstances, "It is not that we cannot afford

the high costs of education; we cannot afford its low productivity,"
(p. 334) and economic necessity will therefore force a revolution. "In
a knowledge society, school and life can no longer be separate." (IL
324). The diploma curtain is seen as a problem, as is the prolongation

of adolescence by the schools and the inherent conflict between extended
schooling and continuing education.
Because of our knowledge need, "We face an unprecedented situation

in which we will have to set priolities for new knowledge," (p. 365)
and the existing disciplines %rill not remain appropriate for long, if
knowledge is to have a future. Recommended.

4. Rennis Warren G. and Philip E. Slater. The Temporary Society. N.Y.:
Harper & Row, 196S. 147 pp.

Six separate essays by one or both of the authors "to force into view
certain changes affecting vital aspects of our key institutions : organizational life, family life, interpersonal relationships, and authorizational
life, family life, interpersonal relationships, and authority." In the
first essay, denloeracy is seen as inevitablethe necessary social system

of the electronic era. In the second essay, Slater looks at change and
the democratic family, noting that "experimental Chas Ins between age
cohorts serve to invalidate Parental authority." (p. 24) The topics that
follow concern the new style organizations beyond bureaucracy, social
consequences of temporary systems, and new patterns of leadership for
adaptive organizations. In the final chapter on the temporary society,
the necessary education is prescribed for the art and science of being

more fully human : how to get love, to love and to lose love; how to
enter groups and leave them; how to attain satisfying roles; and how
to cope more readily with ambiguity. "For the most part we learn the
significant things informally and badly, having to unlearn them later
on in life when the consequences are grave and frightfully expensive,

like a five-day-a-week analysis." (p. 127). Recommended.
5. Lindberg, Ferdinand. The Coming World Transformation. Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1963. 395pp.

A broad and sophisticated assessment of basic social trends, in many
instances seen within the span of the next 150 years. The second chapter
provides a good history of future study, and the third chapter discusses
various aspects "toward a general theory of social prediction." Major
attention is given to population, economics, government, and education,
with the final chapter paying briefer attention to the prospects of mar-

riage and the family, the city, recreation, religion, medicine, the sdences, the judiciary, and the future of prognostic's (which is seen as
practically certain to become a regular university discipline).
The most noteworthy attribute of this' overview is the major attention that is paid to learning needs and brain power as a matter of national survival, so much that a meritocracy is seen, with the 21st century as "the era of the savant," and continuing adult higher education
for the elite as the largest segment of the educating system. This "entirely new mentally different governing class" will be selected by IQ (a
measure that is disputed at present . "The New Upper Labor Force" (PP2.56-264) discusses trends in various specialties.

Western government will become a gigantic social service institution,
and in the U.S. government will be completely centered in the national
capital. "The pressure of overpopulation against resources in the back-

ward countries makes it certain that the prospects for the spread of

liberal government in the world are extremely dark." (p. 119). Recommended.
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0. Chase, Stewart. The Most Probable TVorld. N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1068.
239 pp.
A popular overview considering the consequences of technological
change. The final chapter, "No Path But Knowledge," outlines a desir-

able curriculum for the education of future leaders, and proposes a

supranational agency "to evaluate and screen the consequences of large
technological innovations before they go into Mass production, seriously

to affect the culture." (p. 209 ) .
7. Goodman, Paul. New Reformation: Notes of a Neolithic Conservative. N.Y.:
Random House, 1970. 208 pp. $5.95.

"My subject is the breakdown of belief, and the emergence of new belief,
in sciences and professions, education, and civil legitimacy . . . By 'Reformation' I mean simply an upheaval of belief that is of religious depth
. .. The crisis of legitimacy is deeper than political revolution ; it is what
I have here been calling religious : the young have ceased to 'believe' in
something, and the disbelief occurs at progressively earlier years." (pp.

x-xi, 127)
Although "rather sour on the American young," Goodman has even

stronger words (as usual) on the school system, which is seen as "manned
by the biggest horde of monks since the time of Henry VIII." (p. 21) The

widening wisdom of the timesthat children must learn to learn"usual-

ly means picking up the structure of behavior of the teachers and becoming expert in the academic process. In actual practice, young discoverers

are bound to discover what will get them past the College Board examinations." (p. 78)
"By and large, though not for all topics and all persons, the incidental
process of education suits the nature of learning better than formal teaching." (p. 69) Accordingly, Goodman's suggested "Reformation" of educa-

tion includes incidental education as tbe chief means of learning and

teaching, eliminating most high schools, college training following entry
into the professions, and delaying socialization to protect children's free
growth. "Our aim should be to multiply the paths of growing up, instead
of narrowing the one existing school patb." (p. 87) For ages 6-11. a system
of radically decentralized tiny schools is proposed, each with 28 children
and 4 teachers (a licensed teacher, a college senior, a literate housewife
and mother, and an intelligent high school graduate or dropout). Due to
savings of top-down administration, special services, and construction, it is
estimated that the costs would be 25 percent of present urban school costs.
(p. 99) (Perhaps this is overstated, but such a scheme may yet be tried
by the financially desperate cities.) Recommended
S. Kostelanetz, Richard (ed.). Beyond Left and Right: Radical Thought for
Our Time. N.Y.: William Morrow, 1968. 435 pp. $7.95.
An excellent anthology that defines "radical" in the innovative sense,
rather than the political sense. A good instruction to futures is provided
through a provocative selection of articles by Boulding, Fuller, Kahn,
Wiener, McLuhan, Bell, and others, as grouped in the categories of man

and his future, technology and society, enterprise and remuneration.
architecture, people and resources, education, defense, and redesigning
society.' Recommended

9. Perkiss. Victor C. Technological Man: The Myth and the Reality. N.Y.:

George Braziller, 1069. 352 pp. Bib., pp. 295-327.
A political scientist looks at the vast changes transforming society, and
attacks the "myth of the future," which focuses on what is to come rather
than what it is. (pp. 10-16)

He concludes that "Technological man is more myth than reality

Bourgeois man is still in the saddle

.

. .

. At the same, an existential
revolution is underway that may destroy the identity of the human race,
make society unmanageable and render the planet literally uninhabita. .

ble. Bourgeous man is incapable of coping with this revolution. The race's
only salvation is in the creation of technological man. (p. 245) To survive,
a new philosophy is required, involving the new naturalism, the new holism, and the new inunanentism. (p. 252)
Chapter 4, "The Prophets of the New" provides an excellent critique of
prominent writers such as Ellul, McLuhan, Teilhard de Chardin, Skinner,
Landers, and Marx. The unannotated bibliography lists about 500 books

and 400 articles on technology, social change, and the future. Recommended
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10. Carroll, James D. "Noetic Authority," Public Administration Review. 29 :5,
September-October, 1969. pp. 492-500.
"This paper suggests that the state is withering away in a psychological
sense because of an increase in awareness in contemporary society and a
growing questioning of authority. It also suggests the state is withering in
knowledge to
a technological sense because of a failure, to use organized
satisfy expectations and values. It then suggests that a new form of the
state, the 'innovative state' characterized by a new form of authority, may
in awarein time emerge." (Abstract). "Noetie" refers to "the increase that
is ocnessconsciousnessof inan'.s social and physical environment
curring throughout much of the world." (p. 492). Noetic politics is the
politics of knowledge and awareness in an increasingly complex society'
that is shifting to a mental base of operations and a collegial form of
authority. The implications for educating institutions are not discussed,
but are obviously profound. RECOMMENDED
11. Zijderveld, Anton C. The Abstract Society A Cultural Analysis of Our
Time. Garden City : Doubleday, 1970. 198 pp. $5.95.
Discusses modern society and the protest against it by gnosticists,
anarchists, and activists.
12. Platt, John. "What We Must Do," Science, 1966 : November 28, 1969 ; pp.
1115-1121.

A concise and powerful overview of the multiple crises that we are confronting, with the view that "it has now become urgent for us to mobilize
all our intelligence to solve these problems if we are to keel) from killing
ourselves in the next few years." Two overview charts are provided (for
the U.S. and the World), indicating the priority of problem areas and the
estimated time to crisis, broken down in three future periods (1-5 years,
5-20 years, and 20-50 years). For the U.S. the problem areas, in order of
priority are total annihilation, great destruction or change (physical, biological, or political), widespread almost unbearable tension (slums, race
conflict), large-scale distress (transportation, urban blight, crime), tension producing responsive change (water supply, privacy, drugs, marine
resources), other problems important but adequately researched (military
R. & D., new educational methods), exaggerated dangers and hopes (mind
control, heart transplants), and noncrists.problems being overstudied (man
in space and most basic science). It is concluded that "The task is clear.

The task is huge. The time is horribly short. In the past, we have had

science.for intellectual pleasure, and science for the control of nature. We
have had science for war. But today, the whole human experiment may
hang on the question of how fast we now press the development of science
for survival."
Although this is one man's list of priorities, it is critically important that
more thinking be generated: along these lines. Although:education is not

directly mentioned in this article, the implications should be obvious.
Recommended

13. Platt, John R. The Step to Man. N.Y.: Wiley, 1966. 216pp.
Thoughtful essays by a biophysicist on the evolving nature of man. See
especially Chapter 1 "Where Will the Books Go?" in which microlibraries
are forecast as "a familiar system within everyone's reach ... a memory

and the beginnings of a universal brain for the whole human race." In
the title essay, it is argued that change cannot continue at the present
rates, that many areas are already "past the middle of the S curve," and
that we are in the middle of a "unique transitional crisis . .. as we make
the jump from an undeveloped scientific and technological society to a fully
developed one. (p. 187).

14. Educational Policy Research Center. at Stanford; Alternative Futures and
Educational Policy. Menlo Park, Calif. : Stanford Research Institute,
EPRC Memorandum Report, January 1970. 43 pp.
Tentatively summarizes the findings of a preliminary set of alternative
future histories prepared at EPRC/Stanford, and suggests implications
for educational policy. Of some two score future histories (ranging from
Manifest Destiny and Exuberant Democracy to Authoritarian Recession,
"1984" Theocracy, and Collapse) "there are very few which manage to
avoid one or another kind of time of serious troubles between now and
2050. The few that do require a dramatic shift of values and perceptions.
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with regard to what we came to term the 'world niacroproblem.' This

macroproblem will be the predominant concern of the foreseeable future,
for all the alternative paths. It is the composite of all the problems which
have been brought about by a combination of rampant technology applica-

tion and industrial developnlent together win high population levels."
(P. 6).
"The overall message is clear. It is not yet. time to redesign education for
est:static individuals in a carefree world. To the extent that one believes
that the analysis of the roots of the "world macro-problem" holds up,
to that extent he will believe that the paramoun educational task for
the developed world is the radical altering of the dominant basic premises, perceptions. images, and values of the culture and that the paramount task for the nation is the development of a sense of purpose and
unity. To that extent, also, it will seem essential that we re-exandne
all our present educational institutions, practices, and commitments to
determine how their priority is altered in view of these future outlooks."
( p. 42). Recommended.

15. Fuller, R. Buckminster. Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth. Carbondale : Southern Illinois University Press, March 1969. 143 pp. $4.25; New
York : Pocket Books, November 1970. 127 pp. $1.25.

Cryptic, audacious, brilliantly simple, (or simplistically naive?), this
short piece of long-distance thinking is hardly an operating manual but

possibly a preface to one. Fuller is against nations and politicians,

ignorance-invented race distinctions, established ideologies that assume
material scarcity, and academic specialization that may hasten our extinction. Rather, a new, physically uncompromised, metaphysical initiative
of unbiased integrity could unify the world (p. 32). This will come about
by the computer replacing man as a specialist, with man being forced to
reestablish, employ, and enjoy his innate comprehensivity (p. 40). Those
who are consequently unemployed will be given a life fellowship in research and development or in just simple thinking. Once problems are
approached on a universal general systems basis, the resulting world
industrialization will benefit all of humanity. This all brings us to a realization of the enormous education tank which must be successfully accomplished right now in a hurry . . . (p. 113). Indeed.
16, Theobald, Robert (ed.). An Alternative Future for America II. Revised and
Enlarged Edition, Chicago : Swallow, May 1970, 199 pp. $6.00 ; Paper $2.00.

Two-thirds of the book incorporates new material, including a "working

appendix" .listing various organizations studying alternative futures.
Education (pp. 157-182) is defined as "the process of providing each
individual with the capacity to develop his potential to the full." Four
levels of learning are viewed: The first level is the simple perception of
a fact ; the second occurs when two facts are interrelated ; the third (to
which present systems of education are geared) makes it possible to
improve our level of performance within our present perceptions of the
state of the universe. We are beginning to perceive the need for fourth-level

learning which permits us to change our perceptions about the nature of
the world in which we live . . . the styles which make possible fourthlevel learning are profoundly contradictory to those needed in third-level
situations."
17. Gordon, Kermit (ed.). Agenda for the Nation. Washington : The Brookings
Institution, 1068. 620 pp.

Eighteen essays on the urgent issues of the day, including Investing
in Better Schools, by Ralph W. Tyler and New Challenges to the College
and University," by Clark Kerr.
18. Gardner, John W. The Recovery of Confidence. N.Y.: W. W. Nortor, 1970.
189 pp. $5.00.

Gardner's fourth book of incomparably cogent wisdom for our times
in this instance, directly facing a multitude of issues that are central to
the problems that we face, with chapters on the redesign of institutions,
dissent, society and the individual, individuality and community, leader-

ship and common purpose, self-contempt and hope. the renewal of values,
and what we can do. An appendix deals specifically with problems of cities,
but the insights throughout the book are appropriate for any human organization, for all are seen as tequiring renewal. Yet, "We find our institutions caught in a savage crossfire between uncritical lovers and unloving
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critics." (p. 25). To foster necessary. and productive dissent, Gardner

advocates more technically expert dissent, building evaluative processes
into organizations, and developing complaint and appeal procedures that
will permit the clientele of any institution to seek redress of grievances.
There is also advocacy of releasing individual potentialities, selfdiscipline,
pluralism, hope, etc. However, there are no cliches here ; `.:Our problem is
not to find better values but to be faithful to those we profess." (p. 131 ) .
Recommended.

19. Gardner, John. No Easy Victories. N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1968. 177 pp.
A collection of excerpts from Gardner's speeches and writings. Although

there is no ostensible purpose, other than presenting the est of Gardner
the bits and pieces cohere together quite well, and practically all of them
have important insights about the future of our society and the necessary
directions for effective action. Particular attention is paid to education
(PP. 07-112) for it is felt that "in terms of our national future, teaching
is the most important profession." (p. 95). The comments concerning lifelong learning, which has "no adequate reflection in our social institutions,"

are especially of interest, Gardner's elegant, inspiring, and simple prose
is at its best here.
20. Gardner, John. Self-Renewal: The Indivirlual and the Innovative Society.
N.Y.: Harpers & Row, 1963. 141 pp.

A lucid and powerful essay advocating "The Ever-Renewing System"

and "Educating for Renewal." Recommended.
21. National Goals Research Staff, Toward Balanced Growth: Quantity with
Quality. Washington ; USGPO. July 1970. 222 pp. $1.50.

Outlines options open to policymakers and advantages and disadvantages of various actions in areas of population growth and distribution,
environment, education, consumerism, technology assessment, basic na-

tural science, and economic choices.
The introduction by Daniel Moynihan discusses the 'movement from program to policy-oriented government. The overall theme uf balanced growth

seeks a more interdependent development, as opposed to policies in the
Past that "have dealt ill a largely independent fashion with specific objectives in their own context." Although judged by some to be overly equivocal,

this important document suggests a new direction in public decisionmaking. The tone contrasts quite markedly, for example, with the certitude of purpose in Goals for Americans: Programs for Action. in. the

Sixties (Item 24).

22. Sclmltze, Charles L. with EdWard K. Handlton and Allen Schick. Setting

National Priorities: The .1971 Budget. Washington : The .Brookings Institution, 1970. $6.50 ; paper, $2.95.

Examines the facts, figures, and alternatives on 'both skies of the Presdent's budget proposals in critical areas such as defense, edutation, law
enforcement, pollution control, and transportation.
23. Lecht, Leonard A. Goals, Priorities, and Donors: The Next Decade. N.Y.:
The Free Press, 1960.

Au initial effort by the National Planning Association Center for Priority Analysis to reconcile aspirations (based on the 1960 report of the
Commission on National Goals) and resources. Education, as one of the
major national concerns, is costed out In a somewhat unimagthative
style.
24. Goals for Americans: Programs for Action in the Sixties. The Report of

The President's Commission on National Goals. Administered by The
American Assembly. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice4lall, Spectrum
Books, 1900. 372 pp.

0

Although ..nearly a decade old, this authoritative collection of essays
still remains a classic. See especially Chapter 3, "National Goals in

Education," by John W. Gardner.

25. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Toward A Social
Report. Washington: USGPO, 1969. 101 pp. $.55.

The first attempt by the federal government to systematically measure

the Social well-being of the U.S. and an important preliminary step
toward a regular system of social reporting. Seven areas have been
selected for initial study with the aid of existing data : health and
illness, social mobility, physical environment, income and poverty, public
order and safety, participation and alienation, and learning, :4ciencp, and
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art. In the latter category, it is tentatively concluded (on the basis of
limited data) that children are learning more than in the past, but that
we could do much better. It is pointed out that The Digest of Educational Statistics has virtually no information on how much children
have learned, (the National Assessment of Educational Progress may
soon supply some data to this end). A concluding appendix discusses

"How can we do better social reporting in the future?" with comments on
the deficiencies of existing statistics, the need for new social indicators,
and the development of policy accounts (or meaningful integrations of
social indicators). Recommended.
26. Gross, Bertram M., (ed.). Social Intelligence for America's Future: Bolorations in Societal Problems. Boston : Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1969.
A collection of authoritative articles on social indicators and the teed
for additional indicators. This volume is the hard cover marriage of the
two volumes of The Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science entitled Social Goals and Imlieutors for A»Ierican Society.
(Vol. 371, May 1907 ; Vol. 373, September 1967).

Especially see Wilbur J. Cohen, "Education and Learning" (ANNALS,
Vol. 373); which provides an excellent overview of education, introduces
the concept of "the learning force," and points out the many areas where
new educational indicators are needed.
27. Sheldon, Eleanor Bernert and Wilbert E. Moore (eds.). Indicators of Social
Change: Concepts and Measurements. N.Y.: Russell Sage Foundation,
1908.

An authoritative work by and for sOciologists. Especially see Daniel
Bell, "The Measurement of Knowledge and Technology," (pp. 145-240)
and Beverly Duncan, "Trends in Output and Distribution of. Schooling"
(pp. 601-672, 32 tables). The Bell article, a far-ranging essay covering

implications of knowledge growth in a post-industrial society, is
pecially recommended.

es-

28. Bell, Daniel (ed). Toward the Year 2000. Work in Progress. N.Y. :
Houghton Mifflin, 1968. 400 pp. Originally published by American
Academy of Arts and Sciences in Daedalus, Summer 1967.

Deliberations of the Commission On the Year 2000. Five of the 22
articles involve education and educationrelated topics, while four others
discuss futures methodology. Although well publicized, these essays do
not appear tO be especially superior to those of any other anthology on
the future. But this is "Work in Progress," foreshadowing a series of 8
volumes that will appear over the next 2-3 years, starting with Harvey
Perloff (ed.), U.S. Government in the Year 2000. Other volumes will

cover Values and Rights (Fred C. Ilde), Intellectual Institutions

(Stephen Graubard), The Life Cycle (Kai Erickson)., The International
System (Stanley Hoffman), The Social Impact of the Computer (Robert
M. Fano), Science and Society (Franklin Long and Robert Morison), and
Business Institutions (Martin Shubik). Some of the volumes will be by
a single author, while others will include contributed papers and discussions.
29. Jungk, Robert and Johan Galtung (eds.). Mankind 2000. Oslo : TJniversitetsforlaget; London : Allen & Unwin, 1969. 308 pp. $14.90.
Papers presented at the First International Future Research Conference at
Oslo, '1967. The first array of writings from the international "invisible
college" of professional futurists.

30. Papers of the International Future Research Conference, 1970.

Kyoto,

Japan: IFRC, Kyoto International Conference Hall, Takara-Ike, SakyoKu, 1970. $31.50 plus $4.00 postage for complete set of 65 papers. Papers
may be ordered separately at $.50 each. List available from IFEC.
The English language papers (to be subsequently published), are in
eight categories as follows :
1. The Role of Futures and Future Research (7 papers)
2. Research Methodology (7 papers)
3. Technological Innovations and Social Change (12 papers)
4. Education for the Future (11 papers)
5. Environmental Changes-Time and Space (8 papers)
6. New Values : New Man (7 papers)
7. Social Systems and Social Innovation (5 papers)

8. World Futures (8 papers)
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31. Morphet, Edgar L. and Charles 0. Ryan (eds.). .Prospcctive Changes in.
Society by 1980. Designing Education for the FutureAn Eight-State
Project. Vol. I. N.Y. : Citation Press, 1967. 268 pp.

32. Morphet, Edgar L. and Charles 0. Ryan. Implications for Education of
Prospective Changes in Society. Designing Education for the Future : An
Eight-State Project, No. 2. N.Y. : Citation Press, 1967. 3231)p.

Twenty articles, largely by professiorral educators, responding to Vol-

mne I of this series, Prospective Changes in Society by 1980,
33. Gordon, Theo(lore .T. and Robert H. Ament. Forecasts of Some Technological
and scientific Developments an(1 their Social Consequences. Middletown,

Connecticut : The Institute for the Future, UT Report R-6, September
1969. 98 1)1).

The Delhi method involves a questionnaire mailed to a panel of experts

who, after several iterations, tend to produce a converging group con-

sensusin this instance, on important prospective agents, when they

might take place, societal consequences, and the degree to which they are
likely to be beneficial or detrimental, and the degree to which intervention
appea rs feasible.
The panelists ruminated on 32 physical events, including the following
(median date of 50 percent chance of occurrence in parentheses) : central
data storage facility with wide public access (1980) ; language translators (1980), sophisticated teaehing machines responsive to student's physiology (1980), individual portable two-way communication devices (1990),
and 3-D television (1990). Similarly, 44 biological events were considered, including cheap nonnarcotic drugs for producing specific personality

changes (1980), laboratory creation of artificial life (1980), relatively
inexpensive techniques to increase the world's arable acreage by 50 percent (1990), the ability to stimulate maximum cognitive growth of pre-

school children (1995), and chemical control of the aging process (2015).
In addition to the elaboration of consequences for each of these events,
three scenarios are constructed by the authors of the technological world
in 1985, 2000, and 2025. The overall conclusion is that "Taken together,
r.

the forecasted events, the expected consequences; and the suggested
strategies which might be employed in manipulating them, tell of a
changing world in which man is gaining more precise control over his

environment, his information, and himself ; a world in which the new control techniques will increase comfort, eliminate some human misery, increase military power, and increase knowledge, but which will concomitantly bring political and social problems of unprecedented dimensions ;
a world in which the techniques for coping with these problems will not
be much more advanced than they are today." (pp. 7-8)
These forecasts, however, should not be taken as Revealed Truth. (See
Weaver, Item No. 607 for qualifications to the methodology). Nevertheless, this broad array of possibilities should be considered, if for no other
reason than as a compact listing of scientific aspirations circa 1969. Highly
recommended.
34. De Brigard, Raul and Olaf Helmer. Some Potential Societal Developments,
1970-2000. Middletown, Conn.: Institute for the Future, IFF Report R-7.
April 1970, 134 pp.

Unlike MT Report R-6 (above), which has precedents back to the

original Gordon and Helmer RAND study of Sept. 1964, this report concerns the first attempt to employ the Delphi method in forecasting societal developments. Adding to this lack of scientific precedent is the inherent difficulty of accurately gauging social matters in the present, let
alone the future.

Nevertheless, the authors have forged ahead, providing substantial

qualification to their effort. Potential developments are assessed in major
categories of urbanization, the family, leisure and the economy, education, food and population, international relations, conflict in society and

law enforcement, national political structure, values, and the impact

of technology on government and society. In some instances, convergent
opinions were obtained (e.g., inexpensive and uncomplicated mass contraceptive devices .will be available, education will become much more
decentralized and diversifled), while in other instances there was wide

.

disagreement (e.g., the alienation and impersonality of urban life will
increase, widespread famine will occur). At the end of each of the ten
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sections, there is a brief but valuable discussion of "some policy issues
raised by the preceding expectations." In the final section of the report
the panelists estimated to the year 2000 the courge of 46 statistical indicators such as GNP, divorc rate, 'expenditures for education, life exPectancy, income levels, overseas travel, etc.

Being an initial effort, this panel was limited to 43 membershardly
enough, in light of the multitude of topics explored, to focus a ballanced
array of opinion on any one question. Aside from providing a substantial
listing of largely unconnected events, the chief value of this document is
as an exercise in futures methodology that may serve to influence future

applications of the Delphi technique. Recommended
S. IMPACTS OF TECHNOLOGY

35. National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress.
.Techuology and the American Economy. Vol. I. Washington : GPO, February 1966. 115 PP-

The overall conclusion of the Commission is that "our society has not
met the challenge of technical progress with complete success. There is
much to be done." (p. 6) Of the many recommendations for facilitating
adjustment to change, those concerning education are among the most

important : universal high school graduation, free public education through
grade 14, an open-ended system of education stressing lifelong learning,
etc. Chapter 9, "Improving Public Decision Making," has an excellent discussion of the role of "soCial accounting," systems analysis, and "inventing the future." Recommended

36. Muller, Herbert J. The Children of Frankenstein: A. Primer on Modern

Technology and Human Values. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1970. 431 pp. $10.00.

A balanced, "informal" volume by a well-known "nonprofessional historian" (presently a Professor of English nd Government) who addresses
"the general reader." The view of technology is that the consequences
have been "profoundly, thoroughly mixed," in contrast to Ellul, whose
totally negative view is rejected as overstated and oversimplified. After
providing historical background, the impact.on society and culture is explored in separate chapters on war, science, government, business, language, higher education, natural environment, urban environment, mass
media, the traditional arts, religion, and people. The chapter on higher

education observes the consequences of specialization and "the spell
of scientific methods," with the view that "most college graduateswhatever their specialtyhave too limited an understanding of our technological society for potential leaders." (p. 230) The final three chapters are

under the heading "Toward the Year 2000," examining utopian writers of
the past, the individual papers from the Commission on the Year 2000,
and Hahn and Wiener's The Year 2000. A concern for human nature and
recurrent human values is expresed throughout, and it is concluded that
the Brave New World of Huxley "looks like a real possibility, considering the nature of technological man and affluent man in America." (p. 405)
As suggested by the subtitle, this volume should serve well as a prilner,
despite some rambling, a reticence to forecast, and some curious notions,

e.g., "most middleclass teenagers appear to be basically satisfied with

themselves and their prospects, by no means alienated from their society."

(p. 364. This may have been truer .in 1908 when written than in 1970

when published.)
37. Buerriun, Chresten A. "Forectst of Computer Developments and Applications
1968-2000," ntn a's, 1 : 4, June 1969, pp. 331A38.

Results of a Delphi study, with the general consensus that "rapid development of advanced computers and computer appliCations iS expected
to continue to the year 2000 and result in much more influence on society

than today." (p. 335) Some of the forecasts: a 50% reduction of the
labor force in present industry by the late 1980's, all major industries
controlled by computers in the year 2000, patients in major hospitals
controlled by computers around 1975, computer prices (despite advanced
technology) to decrease by a factor of 100 ( !) by the end of the 1980's,
etc.
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38. Ware. W. H. Future Co»Iputer Technology and Its Impact. Santa Monica :
The Rand borporation, P-3279, March 1966.
Predicts an "increased pace in education," frequent retraining and reeducation as "the normal way of life," and the computer as "the most
important tool ever available for the conduct of research."
39. Rosove, Perry E. Computers and the Academic Marketplace. Santa
Monica : Systems Development Corporation, SP-2819, April 10, 1967. 14
Looks at progress in man-job matching (NEA has already established a

computerized personnel referral system) and looks to the next decade
when "we can forsee at least three major computerized placement systems serving the needs respectively of higher education, elmentary and

secondary education, 'and vocational education."
40. Burke. John G. (ed.). The New Technology and. Human Values. Belmont,
Calif. : Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1966. 408 PP.

A well-organized introductory reader including a section on "Education
in a Technological Era," and a focus on problems such as leisure, auto-

mation, population, privacy, and government. Recommended.
41. Caldwell. Lynton K., 'assisted by William B. DeVille and Hedvah L. Slmchman (eds.). Science, Technology, and Public Policy: A Selected. and An-

notated Bibliography (2 volumes). Prepared for the National Science
Foundation by the Program in Public Policy for Science and Technology,
Department of Government. Bloomington : Indiana University, revised
edition, 1969. 492 pp. and 544 pp. respectively.

This massive and valuable reference work contains an estimated 5000
items, with annotations of varying length for each, and classified in 12
major sections and 46 subsections. "To provide a definition treatment

limited to publications in English for the years 1945-07 would increase the
size of the bibliography by at least half. The size might easily be doubled

if relevant editorials and articles in news magazines and in popular

journals were included." (Vol. II, p. 1) Recommended
42. San Francisco State College Center for Tecnological Education. 'Technology and Education in the 21st Century. Washington, D.C. : Communication Service Corporation. 1967, 107 plL

Seven articles resulting from a symposium ; interesting, but not sbout
the 21st Century.
C. MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

43. Chorafas, D. N. The Knowledge Revolution: An Analysis of the Internation-

al Brain Market. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1968; New York :

McGraw-Hill Paperbacks, 1970..142 pp. $2.45.

"This book has been written to discuss Europe's economic and cultural

future against the whole background of the world market for brains.
It examines the role of industry, governments and universities in meeting the challenge of the 1970's and thereafter.
The realization that a modern economy's most important capital resource is not money, raw materials, or equipment but brains has been

slow in coming. This fact is the kernel of the Knowledge Revolution . . .
HuMan brain power is the key to the future . . ." (p. 13)
Written in a rather popular style, the book argues that the brain drain
from Europe is a symptom of the basic disease in the European economic
system. By 1970, however, there is evidence to suggest that the net flow
of brainpower may be away from the United States. Even so, this book
provides a good introduction to an increasingly important problem.
44. Berg, Ivar. Education and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery. Foreword by

Eli Ginzberg. N.Y.: Pmger (published for the Center for Urban Edu-

cation), 1970. 200 pp. $7.50.

A well-researched sociological study of the relationship of education to
employment, pointing out that many workers are over-educated, employee

productivity does not vary with formal education, job dissatisfaction
increases as educational level rises, and that "educational credentials have
become the new property in America. Of particular interest is evidence
indicating that elementary and secondary teachers are less likely to stay
in teaching as they move up the credentials ladder. Unfortunately, Berg
only analyzes the single dimension of education and jobs, without suggesting other purposes (such as citizenship and individual development)
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that schools might satisfy. Although there are no trend data or forecasts,
and only a bint of policy suggestions, this book nevertheless has broad

implications for policy.
45. Machlup, Fritz. Education, and Economic Growth,. Lincoln : University of
Nebraska Press, 1970. 106 pp. $4.25.

"Analyzes the effect of educational effort upon productivity, the influ-

ences that determine the demand for education, and the reasons why

economic growth and higher living standards increase the cost of education per pupil."
40. Bronfenbrenner, Urie. "Damping the Unemployability Explosion : Today's
Children Must Be Grown to Fit Tomorrow's Jobs," Saturday Rcvicw,
January 4, 1969. pp. 108-110.

"Already our major problem of manpower is not one of unemployment
but of unemployability . . . unless appropriate countermeasures are taken,

the proportion of miemployables in our nation is likely to grow at an
increasing rate In the decades ahead." (p. 108) Proposes an HEW Office
for Family and Children's Services, a national Commission for Children,
and neighborhood Centers for Parents and Children which "would offer
cooperative group care and educational experience for children from early
infancy through preschool age."

47. Lecht, Leonard A. Manpower Needs for National Goal in the 1970's. N.Y.:
Praeger, 1909. 183 pp. $7.50.

A report of ongoing research by the National Planning Association's
Center for Priority Analysis, predicated on the assumption that the U.S.
will move ahead to implement national goals in 16 critcal areas: agriculture, area redevelopment, consumer expenditures, education, health, housing, international aid, manpower retraining, national defense, natural
resources, private plant and equipment, research and development, social
welfare, space, transportation, and urban development. It is concluded
that "If we continue to follow present patterns of employtment, discrimination, training, and education, our attempts to implement national goals
and solve these problems will be hamstrung by substantial labor shortages. Even advanced technology and increased automation will not alter
this picture for . . . each new development creates additional manpower
demands requiring new skills. Hence, only advance planning in both
private and public sectors can alleviate manpower bottlenecks that would
cripple new programs at the outset." (book cover) Recommended.
48. Rohrlich, George F. (ed.). Social Econdmics for the 1970'8: Programs for
Social Security, Health, and Manpower. Cambridge: University Press of
Cambridge, Mass., June 1970.

Based on a conference held at the Temple University Institute for Social Economics. Contains six articles analyzing existing and proposed

programs.
49. Beer, Samuel H. and Richard H. Barringer (eds.). The State and the Poor.
Cambridge, Mass.: Winthrop Publishers, Inc., Aug. 1970. 320 pp. $4.50,
paper.
"The focus throughout is on responsiveness to the needs of the poor in
policy planning and operation at the state level." Offers recommendations for education, manpower, etc.
50. Ginzberg, Eli. Manpower Agenda for America. New York.: McGraw-Hill,
1968. 250 pp.

A bland discussion of the evolution of manpower policy, social pathology, and related policy areas.
51. Lnrkin, Paul G. "The Challenge to Higher Education of National Manpower
Priorities," J. of Higher Education, 41 :3, March 1970, pp. 195-203.

Also see Paul Larkin and John Teeple, "National Employment Goals
and Higher Education," College and University Business, Oct., Nov., and
Dec. 1969.

52. Mangum, Garth L. (ed.). The Manpower Revolution: Its Policy Consequences. N.Y. : Doubleday Anchor, 1966. 580 pp. $2.45.

Excerpts from the 1963 hearings of the Senate Subcommittee on Employment and Manpower, with a background on the dimensions of consequences from the manpower revolution and suggestions for solving
major manpower problems.
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53. Rosenberg, Jerry M. Automation, Manpower, and Education. N.Y.: Random
House, Studies in Education, 1966. 179 pp. $1.95 paper.
Discusses education's responsibilities under automation, manpower uti-

lization, the jobs of tomorrow (categorized as dead-end jobs, statusquo jobs, and bright-future jobs), teaching the subject of automation,
government, training programs, and implications for educators, govern-

ment, industry, unions, and the community.
Folger, John K., Helen S. Astin, and Alan E. Bayer. Human Resources and
Higher Education. Staff Report of the Commission on Human Resources
and Advanced Education. N.Y. : Russell Sage Foundation, 1970. $17.50.
"As the pace of change in our society increases, the need will be even

greater for manpower planning to avoid imbalances among the professions and the frustration of individual career plans. This work develops our understanding of the set of interrelated forces that determines the education and utilization of our major national assetable
men and women."

55. Levitan, Sar A. and Irving H. Siegel (eds.). Dimensions of Manpower Policy: Programs and Research. Baltimore : Johns Hopkins, 1960. 299 pp.
$6.95.

17 original essays, dealing with multifaceted developments in the field
of human resources, as related to national and local programs.
BO. Siegel, Irving H. (ed.). Manpower Tomorrow: Prospeots and Priorities.
N.Y.: Augustus M. Kelley, 1967. 219 pp. $7.50.

Report of a conference commemorating the W.E. Upjohn Institute for
Employment Research. "Presents some 50 authoritative statements on
the Manpower outlook for the next two decades and on the implications
of this outlook for public and private policies, programs, and research."

57. Venn, Grant. Man, Education, and Manpower, Washington: American Assn.
of School Administrators (1201 16th St., N.W.), 1970. $6.00.
"Discusses the role of education in developing a comprehensive man-

power program for an increasingly technological society, (Chron. of
H. Ed.)
58. Venn, Grant. Man, Education, and 'Work: Postsecondary Vocational and
Technical Education. Washington: American Council on Education, 1964.
184 pp. Bib., pp. 176-184.

Trends and issues in vocational and technical education, with 15 recommendations for national policy.
59. McClelland, David C. and David G. Winter. Motivating Economia AmMevement: Accelerating Economic Development through Psychological Train,ing N.Y . : Free Press, 1969. 409 pp. $12.95.

60. Asbell, 'Bernard. The New Improved American. N.Y. : McGraw-Hill, 1963.
222 pp.

A rambling and very popularized discussion of nutomation, jobs, and
learning. Possibly of value to high school students.
61. Committee for Economic Development. Training and Jobs for the Urban Poor.
CED Statements on National Policy. N.Y.: CED (477 Madison Avenue),
July 1970: 78 pp. $1.25.

Evaluates current manpower training and employment efforts by government and business, and recommends new government programs and
the establishing of experimental nonprofit Jobs Corporations to provide
training and job opportunities for the urban poor.
62. U.S. Dept. of Labor. Patterns of U.S. Economic Growth: 1980 Projections
of Final Demand, Interindustry Relationships, Output, Productivity, and
Employment. Washington : USGPO, 1970. 131 pp. $1.25.
"Presents projections of employment by industry for 1980, based on
projections of the labor force, potential gross national product, the composition and industry structure of gross national product, and industry
output and output per man-hour." (GPO brochure)
63. U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Tomorrow's Manpower
Needs: National manpower projections and a guide to their use as a
tool in developing state and area manpower projections. Bulletin No. 1606,
4 vols. Washington : USGPO, 1969.
Vol. I, "Developing Area Manpower Projections," 100 pp. $1.00.

Vol. II, "National Trends and Outlook : Industry Employment and Occupational Structure," 121 pp., $1.25.
.
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Vol. HI, "National Trends and Outlook : Occupational Employment," 50
pp. 550.

vol. IV, "The National Industry-Occupational Matrix and Other Man-

power Data," 247 pp. $2.00.

64. U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Occupational Outlook Handbook. Washington : USGPO, 1970. 859 pp. $6.25. 1970-71 Edition.

Issued biennially, this survey a 700 occupations in 30 key industries
projects manpower needs to 1980. Although training requirements are

rising, it was found that 8 out of 10 jobs to be filled will be open to young
workers with less than a college degree. Professional and technical jobs
will increase by 50% over 1968 levels, and service workers will increase by
about 40%.
65. U.S. Dept. of Labor. Manpower Report of the Presklent, including A Report
on Manpower Requirements, Resources, Utilization, and Training. Washington : USGPO, March, 1970. 329 pp. $2.50.

The annual state of the labor force report with a discussion of recent

changes, manpower policy and programs, and ongoing research.

66. International Institute for Educational Planning. Manpower Aspects of
Educational Planning: Problems for the Future. Paris : UNESCO/HEP,
1968. 265 pp.

Covers manpower and educational needs for rural and agricultural

development, unemployment of the educated, and the implementation of
plans.
67. Shockley, R. J. Your Future in Elementary School TeacMng. N.Y. : Arco
Publishing Co., 1970. $1.95 paper.

There are an additional 39 vocational guidance books published by Arco
and prefaced by "Your Future in . . ." (See Subject Guide to Forthcoming
Books, 4:6, Nov. 1970, p. 29). One wonders whether these books are oriented to the genuine interests a students and young people, or to employers who seek to recruit the young.
68. Lewis, C. G. (ed.). Manpower Planning: A Bibliography. N.Y. : American
Elsevier, 1969. 96 pp. $7.25..
D. YOUTH AND YOUTH CULTURE

69. Tanner, J. M. "Earlier Maturation in Man," Scientific American, Jan. 1968.

"Children are reaching maturity at a progressively younger age. In
addition to reaching sexual Maturity earlier, children are also attaining
their maximum height sooner. . . . attributed primarily to improved nutri-

tion." (The Futurist, Feb. 1969) Also see Walter Sullivan, "Boys and Girls
Are Now Maturing Earlier," The New York Times, Jan. 24, 1971, P. 1.
70. Goodman, Paul. Growing Up Absurd: Problems of Youth in the Organized
Society, N.Y.: Random *House, 1956; Viiitage Books, 1960. 296 pp. $1.45.

A classic critique, in many respects foretelling (and perhaps instigating to some degree) the present turmoil. "My strategem in this book
is a simple one. I assume that the young really need a more worthwhile
world in order to grow up at all, and I confront this real need with the
world that they have been getting. This is the source of their problems.
Our problem is to remedy the disproportion." (p. xvi) For Goodman's
latest observations on youth and other matters, see New Reformation,
Item No. 7.

.

71. Mead. Margaret. Culture and Commitment: A study of the Generation Gap.
N.Y. : Doubleday and Natural History Press, 1970. 113 pp. $5.00; $1.95
paper.
A wide-ranging essay summarizing much a Mead's thinking over the
past decades and adding new insights on f.lur unique present that is with-

out any parallel in the past." The argument easily follows the chapter
headings: The Past : Postfigurative Cultures and Well-Known Forbears
(where lack a questioning and consciousness are the key conditions) ;
The Present: Configurative Cultures and Familiar Peers (which is institutionalized through age grading) and The Future : Prefigurative Cultures and Unknown Children (wliere the child represents what is to
come). All men are seen as equally immigrants into the new era, and
"Today, nowhere in the world are there elders who know what the children know, no matter how remote and simple the societies are in which
1, 9 -)
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the children live. In the past there were always smne elders who knew
more than nny children in terms of their experience of inning grown up
within a cultural system. Today there nre none." (pp. 77-78)
"Post figurative cultures, which focused on the eldersthose who had

learned the most and were able to do the most with what they had

learnedwere essentially closed systems that continually replicated the
past. We must now more toward the creation of open systems that focus
on the futureand so on children, those whose capacities are least known
and whose choices must be left open." (pp. 92-93) Despite a lack of
suggestions as to what is to be done with elders, the basic argument is
provocative. Recommended

72. Reich, Charles A. The Greening of America: Row the Youth Revolution is
Trying to Make America Livable. N.Y.: Random House, 1970. 399 pp.
$7.95. (Condensation in The New Yorker, Sept. 26, 1970, pp. 42-111).

Tbe best-seller that attacks the corporate state and its premises as
seen by Reich: 1) disorder, corruption, hypocrisy, war; 2) poverty,
distorted priorities, and legislation by power; 3) uncontrolled technology
and the destruction of the environment; 4) decline of democracy and

liberty, poweries.sness: 5) the artificiality of work and culture; (3) absence
of community ; nnd 7) loss of self.

To indicate the true significance of the new generation, three broad
categories of consciousness nre discussed: Consciousness I as the traditional outlook of the American farmer, small businessman, or worker

trying to get ahead: Consciousness Il representing the values of an
organizational societybasically "liberar bnt with the potential of be
coming repressive; nnd Consciousness III ns the new mode of independence and personal responsibility, seeking restoration of the nonmaterial elements of man'S existence.

"There is a revolution under way. It is not like revolutions of the
past. It has originated with the individual nnd with culture. nnd if
it sneceeds it will change the political structure only as its final act. It

will not require violence to succeed, and it cannot be successfully resisted
by violence. It is now spreading with amazing rapidity, and already our
laws, institutions, and secial structure are changing in consequence. Its
ultimete creation could be a higher reason, a more human communikv,

and a new and liberated individual. This is the revolution of the new
generation." (New Yorker, p. 42)
Reich has been widely attacked (by "Con Ir people, of course) as a
romantic, while "Con III" people undoubtedly find the book as a bible
for our times. In auy event. "Con III" has rapidly become part of our
national idiom. Recommended

73. Roczak, Theodore. The Making of a Counter-Culture: Reflections on the
Technorratie Rocieto and Its Yonthful Opposition. Ganien City. Doubleday

Anchor, 1969. 303 pp. $1.95.

74. von Hoffman, Nicholas. We Are The People Our Parents Warned Us Against,

N.Y.: Quadrangle, 1968. 256 pp. $8.95 (Crest paper, 1971)
The searing iconoclast of The Irashington Post "defines the spirit of
the Flower Children and illuminates the much more lasting changes
occurring within American youth." (adrt.)
75. Emden, William. The Age of Aquatins: Technology and the Cffltural Revolation. Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1970. 306 pp. $7.95.
"Armageddon is possible: So is Aquarius." The former would come
about from the technicians of the technetronic society: the latter by an
effective neo-humanist, which the hipide/drug movement has not provided.

Braden, a journalist, has pasted together a vast array of ideas, quotations, and interriews with a wide variety of contemporary social thinkersincluding an entire chapter contrasting Bruno Bettelheim nnd Richard Flacks and their views on youth. Although Tacking cohesion and
depth, one can find some worthwhile ideas on present trends.

76. Wheeler, Harvey. "The Rise of the Elders," Salnrday Review. Dee. 5. 1970.
pp. 14-15. 42-43.
Foresees, within n few decades, the full or partial conquest of death.
resulting in a "mhidle age" of forty or more years, and a new dominating
class of the aged inrolving those who are presently riominating as youth.
Widespread philosophic and political conseqnences are sketched out.
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77. Friedenberg, Edgar Z. The Antl-American Generation. Chicago: Aldine,
Jan. 1971. $5.95; $2.45 paper.

78. Feuer, Lewis S. The Conflict of Generations: The Character and Significance of Student Movements. N.Y.: Basic Books, 1969. 243 pp. $12.50.
An exhaustive historical account, with no sense of the present social
context or of the future. Feuer (who was attacked in Berkeley) contends
that nn Oedipal pattern of conflict has always existed, but his overt
hostility and tunnel vision suggest far more serious problems.
79. Michael, Donald N. The Next Generation: The Prospects Ahead for the

Youth of Today and tomorrwo. N.Y.: Random House, 1965. 218 pp. (Also
Vintage Edition).
Discussion of many variables over the next 20 years under two major
headings: "Conditions Essentially Independent of the Influence of Youth
Developers" (economy, technology) and "Conditions Subject to Considerable Influence by Youth Developers" (family, education).
80. Corson, William R. Promise or Peril: The Black College Student in America.
N.Y.: W. W. Norton, 1970. $4.95.
Explores the danger of a black revolution In the U.S., drawing parallels
with Vietnam.
81. Wein, Bill The Runaway Generation: A Study in Depth of our Alienated
Children.N.Y.: McKay, 1970. $6.95
82. Moore. Allen .7. The Young Adult Generation: A Perspective on the Future.
Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1969. 176 pp. $3.75.
Explains contemporary developments that nre aggravating the genera-

tion gap.
83. Pettit. George A. Prisoners of Culture, N.Y.: Chnrles Schribner's Sons,
1970? 291 pp.

An anthropologist employs a broad evolutionary perspective to analyzing

the position of young people in contemporary society. A major concern
is with the Isolation or the school from the serious daily business of the
community.

84. Keniston, Kenneth. "Yon Have to Grow Up In Scarsdale to Know How Bad
Things Renlly Are," The New York Times Magazine, April 27, 1009.

Behind this innocent title lies a profound explanation of the broad
trends resulting in student revolt. Rejecting the "Oedipal Rebellion

interpretation of Feuer nnd the "Historical Irrelevance" theorY of Brzezin-

ski, and Bell. Keniston sees the fusion of two revolutions. On the one

hand. there is n continuation of the old revolution of the industrial

society, involving "the progresire extension to more and more people of
economic, political, and social rights, privileges and opportunities originally available only to the aristocracy." Affluent youth take these values
for granted. seeing them as rights and not ns goals. While demanding
these rights, a new revolutionconsonar, with a post-indnstrial society
is developing. Beyond affluence is a concern with the quality of life and n
stress on the values of individuality, participation, openness, nnd continuing human development.
85. Bronfenbrenner. 'Uric. Two Worlds of Childhood: U.S. and U.S.S.R. N.Y.:
Rnss:41 Sage Foundation. 1070 (7) $7.95.
In compnring child-rearing In the two major world powers. the author
flnds considerable neglect in the U.S. Adrocatrs n Commission on Children
tn study and redistribute the priorities of onr soefety.
86. Bettelheim, Bruno. The Children of the Dream.. N.Y.: Macmillan, 1969.
363 pp.
A thorough report on the Israeli Kibbutzen, nn alternative to modern
child-rearing Practice&

87. Hedgemth. William. nnd Dennis Stock. The Alternative: Communal hife

in New Amerien. N.Y. Macmillan Collier Books. 1070. 101 pp. $3.95.
A sympathetic amount, with many photographs, of the olternalire life
style favored by wluit Is seen as an Increasing. number of yonna Americans.
SS. Snttoti. Horace. "Drugs: Ten Years to Doomsday?" Saturday Reriew, Nov.
14. 1070. 18-1- pp.

A worried overview of the drag sihmtion with the following conclusion :

"Not merely a youthful frivility to be equated with the ronrings of the

Twenties, not just the trappings of n new world order. not only the

enlightened way of life of an untethered generation, the drug epidemic
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may be tlw shadow of an end-of-centmy plague. It may also be one part
the more visible partof a larger set of socio-medical problems: suicides
and alcoholism as well as narcotism, in whieh few medical advances have
been made." (p. 61)
89. Vachon, Brian. **The Jesus Movement is Upon Us," Look 35:3, Feb. 0, 1971,
pp. 15-21.

Pop "California forecasting" announcing that grooving on Jesus as a
replacement of drug culture "shows every sign of sweeping East and
beeoming a national preoccupation." (If one has difficulty in imagining
such a scenario, consider the utter implausibility in 1960 of drugs and
riots).
E. EQUALITY AND SOCIAL SELECTION

90. Gans, Herbert J. "The Equality Revolution." The New York Times Magazine, November 3, 1968. 36+ pp.
Views modern social protest as focused on economic, political, and social

inequality. Predicts that "In the years to come, the demand for more
equality, democracy and autonomy is likely to spread . . . New York's
current struggle over school decentralization is only a harbinger of

things to come." (p. 69)
91. Miller, S.M. and Pamela Roby. Thc Future of Inequalit y. N.Y.: Basic Books,
1970. 272 pp. $7.95.

Inequality is szen as increasing during the 1970's due to the elimination of unskilled work and the increasing importance of education for
all. Only deliberate public policy of compensatory programs could lead
to greater equality, and this appears unlikely. Yet, there will be greater
sensitivity to inequities, resulting in still more dissent. But the possiility of change is held forth: "What we are suggesting is a radical restructuring capable of appealing to a large number of voters who feel
the need for change and do not see the possibility of a politically viable
progratn." (p. 252) Recommended

92. U.S. Senate. Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity. Equal
Educational Opportunity.
Part 1A: Equality of Educational Opportunity, An Introduction. Washington : USGPO, 1070. 413 pp. $1.50.

Part 1B: Equality of Educational Opportunity, Appendix. Washington:
USGPO, 1970. pp. 415-741. $1.25.

Hearings held April 20-29, May 5 and 12, 1970 "to study the effectiveness

of existing laws and policies in assuring equality of educational opportunity and to examine the extent to which policies are aplilied uniformly in all regions of the United States." (GPO broclmre)

93. Guthrie. James NV., and others. Schools and Inequality. N.Y.: The Urban
Coalition, 1061).

94. Keppel, Francis. The 2Veccssary Revolutton in American Education. N.Y.:
Harper & Row, 1966.

95. Howe, Harold, Kenneth D. Clark, James E. Allen et. al. Racism and Amer-

ican education.: A Dialogue and Agenda for Action. N.Y.: Harper &
Row, Urban Affairs Series, 1070. 164 pp. $5.05.

96. Hickerson, Nathaniel. Education for Alienation. Englewood Cliffs: PrenticeHall, 1960. 08 pp. Paper.
"This book will be an attempt to show how onr public FIchools, as mirrors

of our society, have played a significant role in creating the conditions
that have led to the waste of talent and ability mid to the subsequent
loss of dignity and self-worth on the part of millions of our citizens."
(Preface). Offers 13 proposals for reform, including denying entry into
the teacMng pmfession of intolerant teachers and weeding out those who
are presently teaching, altering the social science curriculum, eliminating
IQ testing, examining ability grouping, bringing families of the poor
into the school environment as active participants. strengthening the
academic curriculum offered to the economically deprived, continued
desegregation, and massive inservice education program.
97. Gardner, John W. Excellence: Can We Be Equal and Excellent Too? New
York: Harper & Row, 1961 ; Harper Colophon editor. 1962. 171 pp. $1.45.
A well-known (indeed, perhaps classic) essay on three competing prin-

ciples (hereditary privilege, equalitarianism, and competitive performance), the search for talent necessitated by our complex society, and the
need to select a variety of talents. Recommended.
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98. Commission on Tests. Report of the Commission on Tests. I. Righting the
Balance (118 pp. $2.00). II. Briefs (194 pp. $3.00). New York: College
Entrance Examination Board, 1970. $4.50 for both volumes in boxed set.
Recommends that the College Board should modify and improve its
tests and associated services in seeking to serve its distributive, creden-

tialing, and educative functions. It is suggested that the board act for
both its traditional institutional clientele and for its student

and that the other half of noncollege-going high school stud,ents be served

through a job entry testing program and regional centers for guidance
in continuing education. Thus, the theme of Righting the Balance in the
first voliune. The second volume consists of 14 papers by Commission
members, serving as background to the many recommendations made.
Recommended.

99. Young, Michael. The Rise of the Meritocracy, 1870-2033 : An Essay Education and Equality. London : Thames & Hudson, 1958 ; Baltimore: Bengali)
Books, Pelican edition, 1061. 190 pp.

A brilliant and witty essay by a sociologist who writes as a sociologist
in the year 2033, defending the existing order and providing historical
background for government leaders (a short-term forecast is also provided, which proves disastrously inaccurate). Brain-power planning became more effective as the measurement of merit (intelligence+effort)
became more effective, so that The world beholds for the first time the
spectacle of a brilliant class, the fiver percent of a nation who know what
5 perc it means (p. 103). The most intelligent children obtained the best
education, and to insure justice for late developers, quinquennial revaluations were held at Regional Centres for Adult Education. With the intelligent taking their rightful positions of leadership, the Pioneer Corps
was established to provide the least responsible jobs for the least able
people and the Home Help Corps provided domestic servants again, after
a lapse during the egalitarian age. Consequently, the gap between the
classes became wider, with social inferiors being inferiors in other ways
as well. Despite the Equalization of Income Act of 2005, tensions grew
between the Technician's Party (which issued the Chelsea Manifesto in
2009, arguing for a classless and tolerant society where every human

being could develop his own special capacities for leading a rich life), and
the extreme conservatives who, seeing the principles of heredity and merit
coming together, wished to turn full cycle and restore the hereditary principle. Despite necessary simplifications (assuming an industrial society
and the dictatorship of biology over women), there is considerable insight
to be had from this essay. and the format serves as an exemplary model
of a future history. Recommended.
100. Hapgood, David. Diploma-Ism. New York; Pegasus, Feb. 1971. $9.95.
101. Porter, John. The Future of Upward Mobility, American Sociological Review,
33 :1, Feb. 1908. pp. 5-19.

A bland discussion of the growing manpower problem for post-modern
industrial societies, and the inadequate function of Western educational
system relative to these needs.
F. TIIE KNOWLEDGE EX^LOSION

102. Fischer, John. The Stupidity Problem, Harpers, Sept 1962. Reprinted in
John Fischer, The Stupidity Problem and Other Harassments. New York:
Harper & Row, 1964. pp. 71-80.

A view of the Overdeveloped Society with a permanent surplus of some

kinds of workers together with a permanent shortage of other kinds.
As the structure of society grows in both complexity and size, the need
for able managers grows in almost geometric ration . . . we have built

a society calling for a distribution of intelligence entirely different from
that which God provided. Possibilities of optimizing human potential,
however, are not discussed.

103. Lane, Robert E. The Decline of Polities and Ideology in a Knowledgeable
Society. American Sociological Review, 31:5. Oct. 1960, pp. 049-602.
Argues that we lire in a knowledgeable society, resulting in changes
in policymaking procedures with an increasing application of scientific
criteria. New knowledge is seen as setting up a disequilibrium or pressure
wh'cli requires eompensating thought and action. (In light of the events

el0t7
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since this article's publication, one must conclude that It Is either premature, or reflects an outdated naivete.)

104. Machin!), Fritz. The Productian aml Distribution. of Knowledge in the
United. States. Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1962. 410 pp.
$7.56.

A landmark volume that encyclopedically investigates the varieties of
knowledge, forms of education (home. job. church, armed services, in
addition to schools and colleges), research and development, the media
of communication, information machines, and information services. However, all of this is for the knowledge system of economists, culminating

In a calculation of the knowledge-producing occupations as a share of
national income (rising from 18.5% to 26.8% In the 1950-1958 period).

A proposal for school reform is made in passingessentially, raising
intellectual capacity through aceelerated programs. "The way to get

better-educated people in the United States is to make them learn faster,
study more intensively ..." (p. 144). It is unfortunate that Machlup does
not know about education and learning, and that educational planners
do not know more about Machin!).

105. U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Science and Astronautico.
The Mana.gement of Information and Knowledge. Washington: USGPO,
1970. 130 pp. $0.60.

Seven provocative papers prepared for the Eleventh Meeting of the
Panel on Scfence and Technology. by Herman Kahn. Stafford Beer.
Daniel J. BoorstIn. Thomas F. Green. Paul Armer, Osmo A. Nilo, and

George KozmetsLy. Especially see "Education as an Information System"
by Kozmetsky mid "Education and Schooling in Post-Industrial America :
Some Directiors for Policy" by Green. Recommended.
106. Sweeney, Francis &T. (ed.). The Knowledge Eceplosion: IAberation and
Limitation. New York : Farrar,. Straus & Giroux, 1966. 249 pp. 15 articles
derived from the 1963 Boston University Centennial Colloquim.
107. 011g, Walter J.. S.J. Knowledge and The Future of Man.: An International
Symposium. New York : Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968. 276 pp.
Fifteen essays from a 1068 symposium celebrating the Sesquieentennial
of St. Louis Univer:;ity. The two sections of the hook are sub-titied The
Environment of Learning and Areas of Knowledge.

108. Bruner. Jerome S. "Culture, Politics, and Pedagogy." Saturday Review,
May 18. 1969. pp. 69-72+.
Discusses learning in the fnture In light of the knowledge explosion and

new retrieval techniques. and argues that "there are three forms of

activity that no device is ever going to be able to do as well as our brain
with its 5 x 164 cortical connections. and I would suggest that these three
represent what will be special about education for the futnre.

"The first is that we shall probably want to train individuals not for

the performance of routine activities that cnn be done with great skill and

precision by devices. but rather to trnin their individual talents for

reseant and develoinnent ... In the sense of problem-finding rather than
problem-solving. . . . A seeond special requirement for education in the
future Is that it provide training in the performance of 'unpredictable
services' . . . acts that are contingent on a response made by somebetly
or something to your prior act.... Third. what human beings can produce
and no device can is artIn every form . . (pp. 71-72). Recommended.
i

G. GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATION
i

109. Coombs. Philip IL The World Educational Crisis: A Systems Analysis.

i

New York : Oxford. 1968. 241 pp. Bib., pp. 217-226.

A competent overview of international educational trends, Indicating
that problems of rising demand and system obsolescence are Meting all
nations in every part of the work!. Although the discussion is organized
armmd inputs and outpnts, it is nevertheless highly readable, covering
not only the formal system but nonformal or "periphery" education. An
excellent annotated bibliography of 74 items is provided. Recommended.
11P. Illich, Ivan. "Outwitting the 'Developed' Countries," New York Review

4
!

of Books. 13 : Nov. 6, 1969. pp. 20-24.

A profound and illuminating essay from the viewpoint of the Third
World. "The rich nations now benevolently impose a straight-jacket of
,
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traffic jams, hospital confinements, and classrooms on the, poor nations,
and by international agreements call this 'development.' " .(p. 20) But
this merely aids the existing elites, while the proportion of the population suffering from hunger, pain, and exposure in 1969 is seen as greater

than at the end of World War II. The resources are simply not available to take on the "outdated" models exported by the rich. Mich calls
for "counter-research" on fundamental alternatives "distinct from most

of the work done in the name of the 'year 2000." For example, to improve

health, safe water is more important than more surgical wards, and

medical workers are more important than doctors. An egalitarian model
is proposed for education, giving every citizen a minimum chance and
therefore distributing scarce educational resources on an equal basis.
Teaching adults to read is seen as a higher priority for public resources
than investing in schools, with more innuediate return on investment.
"There is more hope of planning an institutional revolution in the Third
World than among the rich." Perhaps.
111. Illich, Ivan D. Celebration of Awareness: A Call for. Institutional RevoluUm Introduction by Erich Fromm. Garden City : Doubleday, 1970. 189

PP. an

Twelve essays written over a period of years, including "The Futility
of Schooling" and "School: The Sacred Cow." In the first article, even
the United States is seen as too poor to provide compensatory education

for the less well-off, and the case for the futility of schooling in the
Third World is even more obVious. In summarizing the second essay,

Illich claims that "Only if we understand the school system as the central myth-maing ritual of industrial societies.can we explain the deep
need for it, the complex myth surrounding it, and the inextricable way
in which schooling is tied into the self-image of contemporary man . .
This is a time of crisis in the institution of the school, a crisis which
may mark the end of the 'age of sdiooling' in the Western world." (pp.
121, 123) The volume concludes with A Constitution for Cultural Revolu-

tion to cope with the central issue of our time that the rich are getting
richer and the poor, poorer. The first article of the bill of rights would
be "The state shall make no law with respect to an establishment of'
education."

112. Illich, Ivan. "Schooling: The Ritual of Progress," New York Review of
Books, December 3, 1970, pp. 20-26.

Attacks the myths of institutionalized values, measurement of values,
packaging values, self-perpetuating progress, and unending consumption.
'School seems eminently suited to be the World Church of our decaying.
culture . . . The American university has become the final stage of the
most all-encompassing initiation rite the world has ever known . . . School
prepares for the alienating institutionalized of life by teaching the need
to be taught. De-schooling is, therefore, at the root of any movement for
human liberation."
113. Illich, Ivan. "Education Without School: How It Can Be Done," New York
Review of Books, January 7, 1971, pp. 25-31.

Advocates reference services to educational objects, skill exchanges.
peer matching, and reference services to educators at large who would
be chosen by polling or consulting former clients. By choosing this
thorough-going alternative. "we can depend on self-motivated learning
instead of employing teachers to bribe or compel the student . . . we .
can provide the learner with new links to the world instead of continuing to funnel all educational programs through the teacher." (p. 25)
114, Mich, Ivan. De-Schooling Society. N.Y.: Harper R; Row, World Perspective
Series, April 1971.

Based on the two pre-publication articles above. It would appear that
this may be the most important book on education in 1971 (if not the
19700, for, in a time of revolutionary fervor, Illich points to the schooling system as the root of our problems. But rather than advocating.
widespread educational reform (ns is presently fashionable), he offers
a thoroughgoing alternative that will enhance learning and provide
equality of opportunity. The argument might be seen as rewarmed Paul
Goodman, but it may nevertheless te embraced by the global counterculture, and appears certain to spark widespread debate.
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115. Freire, Paolo. Thc Pedagogy of the Oppressed. N.Y.: Herder & Herder,
November 1970.

A Brazilian educator's radical view that "every human being, no mat-

ter how 'ignorant' or submerged in the 'culture of silence,' is capable
looking critically at the world in a dialogical encounter with others, of
perceiving his personal and social reality, and of dealing critically with
it."

116. Mayer, Martin. Diploma: International Schools aml University Entrance.
N.Y.: Twentieth Century Fund, 19G8. 250 pp.

A thorough analysis of "a small but not trivial problem which is likely
to become importat.t in the years ahead" as we increasingly become a global society, with more international workers seeking acceptable schooling
for their children, and credentials that are acceptable W universities.
117. Bereday, George Z. F. and Joseph A. Lawerys (eds.), The Education Ex-

plosion. The World Year Book of Education. N.Y.: Harcourt, Brace,
and World, 1965. 498 pp.

34 articles on the rapidly expanding world-wide demand for education,

described as "one of the most important phenomena of our age." The
"explosion" refers to both knowledge and clientele.
118. Bereday, George Z. F. Essays on World Education: The Crisis of Supply
and Demand. N.Y.: Oxford, 1969.

18 essays evaluating various aspects of the world education system
and appraising the state of education in Africa, Asia, Latin America,
Europe, and the U.S.

H. STATE AND NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON EDUCATION

119. Usdan, Michael D., David W. Miner, and Emannel linrwitz, Jr. Education
and State Politics: The Developing RelationsMp Between ElementarySecondary and Higher Education. N.Y.: Columbia University, Teachers College Press, 1969. 190 pp.

An excellent although preliminary attempt to analyze statewide coordi-

nation as of snmmer 196T, based on the experience of twelve States

(California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas).
The two general findings are that in most States the interlevel relalationship verges on open political conflict; yet, "state policy-makers

seldom recognize the relationship as something worthy of attention.
They hare been contert, in the general style of American politics, to
take problems piece-by-piece, confronting them only when necessary
and then in as small portions as possible. The point, however, is that as

the pressures rise and conilict grows, the probability of problems being
handled successfully on this basis declines. The financial crisis of American education requires massive, broad scale consideration." (p. 188)
"On the whole, we have been pushed toward the conclusion that interlevel coordination in education is a desirable, if not essential, step. Such
coordination need not be and indeed would not be likely to be tight and
neat. But without some effort to bring the forces of education together

into some form of integrated structure, the ability of the states to

undertake rational planning in education is bound to suffer." (p. 187)
Recommended
120. Usdan, Michael D., David W. Miner, and Emanuel Hurwitz, Jr. The Polities of Elementary-Secondary and Higher Education. Denver: Education Commission of the States, November 1968. 32 pp. (Based on
Chapters I and III of Education and State Politics.)
Outlines policy alternatives for improving the governance of the educational system and for improving finance systems. Under the former

category, suggests a single state educational system, a single state

system for grades 13 and 14, a formal coordinating 'Joard, coordinated
government action, a comprehensive intergovernmental planning agency,
and stimulating informal coalitions of education groups.
121. Fitzwater, C. 0. State School System Developnwnt: Patterns and TIends.
Denver: Education Commission of the States, Report No. 5, March 1968.
64 pp. $1.50.

"This atudy is designed to serve as a basic resource for state leadership as problems are analyzed and structural changes are proposed and
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discussed. Dr. Fitzwater compares state structures, discusses variations.
and points up national trends. Among implications for action, the need
to continue school district reorganization toward optimum efficiency and
the necessity for keeping abreast of urban growth in structure and allocation of resources are stressed. The study is aimed Iireetly at the need
and desire of state decisionmakers to know what is going on in other
states and how odi c.. states are meeting educational problems in order

to place their own problems and proposed solutions in perspective."

(inside cover) Trends are discussed in local school district organization,
intermediate administrative districts, and state education agencies.

122. Budig. Um A. -Coordination in Higher Education : Past and Future."

State Government Administration, 5:5. September-October 1970, pp. 4-7.
123. Morphet, Edgar L. and David L. Jesser (eds.). Emerging State Responsibilities in Education. Deliver, Colo.: Improving State Leadership in Education (1362 Lincoln Street ), 1970.168 pp.

An initial publication of a new project financed under Title V of ESEA.
"In this publication, the implications of recent and prospective changes
in society for the emerging roles. functions and relations of state education agencies primarily concerned with the improvement of provisions
and procedures needed for planning and effecting improvements in eleinentary and secondary education are considered in some detail. Some
of the major alternatives in organization and procedures are also discussed." (p. vi) Recommended
124. Erickson, Donald A. (ed.). Public Controls for Nonpublic Schools. Chicago :
University of Chicago Press, 1969.242 pp.

An "initial" exploration of how nonpublic education can be both responsible and free. based on a 1967 conference on state regulation. The
first two chapters deal with the issue of the Amish in Iowa. No prescriptions are made.

125. National Academy of Education. Policy Making for American Public
Schools. Recommendations based upon Working Papers prepared by Tlw
Committee on Educational Policy of the NAE. March 1969.31 pp. (Available free from NAE Office. 723 University Ave., Syracuse. N.Y. 13210)

Issued by a blue ribbon group of educators; advocates fewer school
districts, modification of fiscal inequities, upgrading quality of local
leaders, a Federal Department of Education of cabinet rank. etc.

126. Tiedt, Sidney W. The Role of the Federal Government in. Education. New
York : Oxford University Press, 1906.243 pp.. paper.
"An effort to gather into one volume a concise analysis of the historical

background of the role of the federal government in education. representative arguments for an against the government's greater involvement
in educational concerns, a presentation of the questions revolving around
aid to private schools, and a discussion of the present and future aspects
of this complex problem." (p. vii) The book provides a good overview,

although apparently written for college students, and concludes with
several forecasts such as federal government involvement in Nlucation
continuing at a rapidly increasing rate, the formation of some type of
advisory board. and expansion of the role of the Office of Education. It
is recommended that a National Educational Brain Trust be formed for

probing the future. (p. 209)
127. Quattlebaum. Charles A. Federal Educational Policies, Programs and Proposals. A Survey and Handbook. Part I: Background: 111811(1; Relevant
Considerations. Washington : USOPO. House Document No. 398 (Printed
for the use of the Committee on Education and Labor). December 1908.
107 pp. $.75.

A valuable overview of a variety of areas as follows :
Federal policies in education. 1777-1960
Congressional enactments concerning education and training. 19611960

History, organization, and functions of USOE and NSF
Reeomniendations of 17 governmental and 10 nongovernmental hoc
advisory commissions. 1929-1967

Policies advocated by 23 government bodies and 55 private

organizations

Recommended
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128.

U.S.'Department of Health, Education. and Welfare. The Fcd.eral-State
Partnership for Education. Washington : USGPO, 1970. 182 pp. $1.50.
"The fifth annual report of the Advisory Council on State Departments

of Education traces briefly the history of the state educational agencies
to 1965 and examines subsequent developments to reach its conclusions on
what Is needed to extend that progress." (advt.)
I. MULTI-LEVEL PERSPECTIVES

129. U.S. Office of Education. Digest of Educational Statistics. Washington :
USGPO (annual).

The basic source document for education data.
130. U.S. Office of Education. Projections of .Rducational Statistics to 1978-79,
19169Edition. Washington : USOPO (Stock No. 1770-0140), 1970. 199

Projections of enrollments, grathmtes. teachers, and expenditures (current and capital) for all levels of formal education. A basic data source.
131. U.S. Office of Education. Education in the Seventies. (Alice of Program
Planning and Evaluation. Planning Paper 68-1. May 1968. 44 PP.
Projection:4 of enrollments, staff. and expenditures to 1975 for elementary, secondary, and higher education.
132. U.S. Office of Education. Progress of Public Education. in. the United States
of America, 1967-1968. FS 5.210: 10005-68-A. Washington: GPO, 1968.

neport of the Office of Education to the 31st International Conference

on Public Education (Geneva, ;Tilly 1968), sponsored by UNESCO and the
International Bureau of Education. "Progress" is used in the conventional

rhetorical sense; the Report does not attempt to document progress by
any definition.
133. Ferriss. Abbott L. Indicators of Trends in American. Education. N.Y.
Russell Sage Foundation, 1969. 454 pp. Bib., pp. 418-454. $5.00 paper;
N.Y.: Basic Books. 1970. $5.00.

Stemming from Sheldon and Moore's Indicators of Social Change (Item

No. 27) and the continuing Interest of the Russell Sage Foundation in
monitoring social change. this massive array of data (32 tables and 74
figures) serves as a foundation for analyzing enrollment, teachers, quality
of education, grad7Iates, organization and finance, eductional attainment,
and the degree to which society's goals have been attained. There is also
a useful biblography of about 250 items.

This effort is a step toward establishing a system of social indicators
or social accounts, and "by assembling in one place of great part of the
statistical evidence one may then identify the missing elements, the data
needed for adequate monitorship of the system." (p. 1)
Although the scholarly rigor has proved valuable in analyzing the data
and pointing to new data needs, it has also strapped this volume with
a crippling conymitionality that severely limits its use. The "system" of
elementary, secondary and higher education is unquestionably accepted

as the "world" of education. and there is not the slightest hint of a

broader system of peripheral institutions. testing and research organizations, government agencies. scholarly and professional associations. and
other interest groups that have a critical relevance to the core of educating institutions. Similarly, progress is measured against 13 of the goals
suggested by the President's Commission on National Goals in 1960 (see
Item 24), without considering that these goals might be formulated differently in 1970, not to mention 1980. Although it is important to measure outcomes against goals, scholarly rigor is in vain (and highly
misleading) if yesterday's goals are chosen.
There is also a question of whose goals. In the sterile framework established here, indicators on student and teacher dissent would not be

considered. Finally, the book has no summary or conclusions and is
written so that only fellow statisticians might appreciate it. raising

the critical question as to who should "monitor" the system.
134. Byrnes, .Tames C. with the assistance of Michael Folk. The Quantity of
Formal Instruction in the United States. Prepared for the U.S. Office of
Education by the Educational Policy Research Center. Syracuse: ENV'.
August 1970. 67 pp.

4r, nPm/9
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Examining the edncational system as a whole. the development and
maturation of a nearly universal system of secondary school instruction
is consklered us "the most significant event of the 20th Century in the
develoment of educational institutions in the United Stales." Yet. the
proportion of high school graduates completing a 4-year post-secondary
degree stands today roughly what it was about the turn of the century.
The report concludes by describing two specific alternative states for the
quantity of instruction (as measured by time), which highlights two
possible extremes for future policy: a continuous rise in the :mount of
instruction received vs. stabilization.
135. The New York Times, Annual Education Review, Monday, Janunry 11, 1971,
Pp. 47-78.

39 brief overview articles under seven headings: reforming education.
some ventures in reform, syles and values, urban education, pthate and
parochial schools, higher education, and management and finan e. The
1070 edition (coming at the turn of the decade) is more oriented toward
descriptive futures, whereas the 1971 edition appears more oriented to-

ward action, or a prescriptive future. Both are excellent overvie s of

contemporary thinking. Recommended.
136. The New York Times, Annual Education Review, january 12. 1970, PP. 49-84.

A fascinating array of about 50 short articles by leading names in all
areas of education and academic disciplines that affect education. S veral challenging views of the future (descriptive and prescriptive) appe r
amidst the rhetoric.
137. Education for the 1970'8: Renewal and Reform. Menagea to the Congres.
Rtehard Nixon, President of the United States. Washington: USGPO,
March 1970. 34 pp. $.30.

Includes the message on education reform and the message on higher
education. The first message proposes The National Institute of Education nnd announces the establishing of a President's Commission on
School Finance to study the shift from quantity to quality, future financial needs, disparities among districts and states, sources of funds for
education. possible efficiencies. and nonpublic schools. The second message

proposes a National Student Lonn Association, a Career Educntion Program to start new programa in community colleges, and a National Foundation for Higher Education to support institutional excellence, innovation, nnd reform.
138. Enrich, Alvin C. Reforming American Education: The Innovative Approach.
to Improving Our Schools and Colleges. N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1969. 269
PP. KM.

"Education must he vastly improved to meet the challenges of the
present nnd the future; the innovative approach is the most promising
strategy for bringing about such improvement." (p. xiii) Taking a wideangle view, the author discusses rigid dogmas, the necessity for bold
public policies, provocative new developments, new patterns of reform
at all levels, and education as a futurist enterprise.
An updated scenario (see Item No. 383). "A 21st Century View of
American Higher Education" (pp. 175-109), touches on university cities.
sea-grant colleges on floating ocean cities, the revival of philosophy and

the humanities to deal with spiritual malaise. learning terminals with
grnphic tablets and multipurpose TV type displays. computerized learn-

ing. internationalization, individualization. etc. Recmnmended
139. Rogers, Carl R. Freedom to Learn: A View of What Education Might Recomp. Columbus. Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, Publishing Co., 1969. 358 pp.
An eminent psychologist feels thnt "all teachers and educators prefer
to facilitate experiential and meaningful learning. rather thnn the nonsense syllable type. Yet in the vnst majority of our schools, at all educational levels. we are locked into a traditional and conventional approach
which makes significant learning improbable if not impossiMe . . . It
is not because of any inner depravity that educators follow such a self-

defeating system. It is quite literally because they do not know any

fensible niternative." (p. 5) Alternatives are suggested toward building
"a fully functionin g. person" and a plan for self-directed change in nn
educating system is proposed. Although the comments are directed at all
levels. a special chapter is devoted to "A Revolutionary Program for

Graduate Education." in that the graduate level "is frequently the
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furthest behind the main stream of our culture and is the least educational in any true sense." (p. 189) Recommended
140. Rogers, Carl R. "Interpersonal Relationships: USA. 2000," Journal of Applkd Behavioral S'ciences, 4:3, July-September 1968, pp. 265-2S0.
Discusses the future of encounter groups, the shift from schools to
learning environments, and the evolution of teachers to learning facilitators. An optimistic view permeates the assessment of the potentialities
of interpersonal relationships, seen as more intimacy, less loneliness, and
an improvement in conflict resolution and relationships between the sexes.
"All of this is possible if as a people we choose to move into the new mode

of living openly as a continually changing process." (p. 274) But the
chances of this eventuality are not assessed.

141. Hutchins, Robert. The Learning Society. N.Y.: Praeger, 1968. 142 pp.:
Mentor Books, 1969. 166 pp. $1.25.
Argues for making liberal education universal, in that "the more technological the society is, the more rapidly it will change and the less
valuable ad hoe education will become." Predicts that "In the closing
decades of the twentieth century, education seems destined to become
the principal preoccupation of n11 states."
142. Goodman, Paul. Compulsory Miscducation and The Community of Scholar&
N. Y. Vintage, 1904.

A reprint of two volumes previously published separately. "Miseducation" (Horizon Press, 1904) advocates an education that is less wasteful of human resources and social wealth than the present system, while
"Community" (Random House, 1962?) advocates apartment-sized
colleges.
143. Richmond, W. Kenneth. The Education Industry. London: Methuen, 1969.
237 pp. (Distributed in U.S. by Barnes & Noble).

Argues that it is both legitimate and necessary to think of educational
services in terms of an industry, and "that the systematic and controlled
application of science-based knowledge and techniques can bring about a
massive enlargement of human experience . . . It is the conviction that
education technology is destined to merge as the central hmnane discipline of the future." (p. 204) There is little coordination to this book,
however, with rambling discussions of Tim Improvident Society, The New
York State Quality Measurement Project, Swedish Reform, The End
of Literate Man, Beyond Literacy, General Systems Theory, and Educational Planning and Educational Technology.
144. Marten, Michael. "Notes on the Education Complex as an Emerging MacroSystem" in E. 0. ATTINGER (ed.), Global Systems Dynamic& N.Y.:
Wiley-Interscience, 1970, pp. 215-244. (Reprints available from Educational Policy Research Center at Syracuse.)
Although addressed to a symposium of general systems theorists, the
suggestion of an emerging maero-system may provide a useful overview
to educational planners. The components of the system include core institutions (elementary, secondary, and higher education), peripheral
institutions, suppliers, and interest groups of professionals and clients.
In addition to increasing linkage of core components, there is a relatively
greater growth of the periphery (adult, corporate training progrmns,
etc.), the emergence, nationalization, and agglomeration of suppliers,
and the spread of power to new interest groupsespecially those representing personnel and students.
145. Marten, Michael. "The Basic Long-Term Multifold Trend in Education,"
The Futurist, IV : 5, December 1970, pp. 220-223.

A synoptic chart of 13 general categories and several dozen trends
indicates the broad shift from closed teaching systems to open learning
systems. The major question is the rate of this transition: Little or no
transition will lead to greater conflict, differential adaptation will lead
to greater inequality of.opportunity, and full adaptation will lead to
generational inversion (where the young become superior to the old).
146. Morton, Terry. Reach, Touch, and Tcach: Student Concerns and Proms
Education. N.Y.: McGraw-H111, 1970. $4.95.

"Proposes an emphasis on personal feelings in educational processes,
and argues that education should I,- seer .04 a means of personal growth."
(Chronicle of Higher Education)

72-763-72--22
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147. Taylor. Harold. 7'hc World as Teacher. N.Y.: Doubleday. 1969. 322 pp. $8.95.
The result of a two-year study of the education of American tenebers
in world affairs. Proposes a wide array of reforms to make eduention
more relevant to the emerging world society. Recommended
148. Fuller. Buckminster. Education .4 ntomation: Freeing the Scholar to Return to his Studies. Ca rbomlale: Southern Illinois University Press. 1982:
Arcturus Books Edition. 1984. Sti pp.
A rambling, hortatory discourse presented in 1961 to the SIU Edwards-

ville Campus Planning Conunittee. Includes a forecast of education as

"number one among the great world industries" and a Vision of an "intereontinentally netwo1'kN1 doeutnentarh,s eall-up system. °law tive oVer
any home two-way TV set." (p.48)
149. Ellie. Kenneth E. .4 Perfect Education. N.Y.: Macmillan, 1966. 215 pp.
Covers play. discovery, order, thinking, knowing. doing, style. worth.

excitement and response. what's worth learning, etc.. for all levels of
education.

150. Lifton, Walter N. (ed.). Educating for Tomorrow: The Role of Media,
Caeer Development, and Society. N.Y.: Wiley. 1970. 244 pp. $8.95.

151. Roche, George Charles HT. Education in America. Irvington-on-Hudson.
N.Y.: The Foundation for Economic Education, Inc., 1969. 163 pp.
A conservative view of eonditions in the schools and colleges, concerned
with deterioration of modern society, collapse of standards. decline of

intellect. and lack of discipline. Desiring that students learn to think

for themselves, education reform is seen as beginning with parents "with

the recognition that better upbringing for their children lies in their
hands, not in the hands of the sta te." (p. 154)
152. Molnar, Thomas. The Future of Education. London : Fleet l'ress Corp..
1961 : Revised Edition. 1970. $5.50.

A conservative view.
153. Peterson, A.D.C. The Future of Education.. London : The Cresset Press.
1908 : N.Y. : Humanities. May 1960. 234 pp.

In predicting future development, the author states at the outset that
"education has one advantage over other social activities. It has lagged
so far behind the changes in society as a whole that we already know
that it at least needs considerable adaptation. before it is relevant even
to the society in which we are now living." (p. 1) Although concerned
with education in England. there may be considerable relevance to the
U.S. as concerns the description and prescription of developments in
content, methods, administration, the teaching profession, tertiary education, and financing. Recommended

154. MacArthur. Brian (ed.). New Horizons for Education: Symposim on
the future as Britain enters its second century of state education. London: Council for Educational Advance, 1070 ( ?). 111 pp.
155. Leys. Wayne A. R. and P.S.S. llama RAO. Gandhi and America's Educational Future: _4n Inquiry at Southern Illinois University. Carbondale :
STU Press, 1909. 137 pp. $4.85.

Reflections on solutions to problems of American education based on
Gandhian thought.
150. Shrimali, Kalulal L. The Future of Basic Education. Chandigarh : Panjab
Universi ty. 1906. 63

Advocates revitalizing Indian education by promoting Gandhi's con-

cepts. No discussion of the future.
157. Lewis. Joan. Utopias OR Alternative Futures. Menlo Park: Educational

Policy Research Center at Stanford, Research Memorandum EPRC07474, March 1970. 50 pp.

Classifies utopias as Structured. Dynamic, and Transcendental socieand infers that each group accommodates the needs of special per-

ties.

sonality types.
158. Ozman, Howard. Utopias and Education. Minneapolis'? Burgess Publishing
Co., 1070. 56 pp. 83.75 pa per.

Discusses the educational ideas of Plato. Thomas More, Samuel Gott,
Robert Owen, Samuel Butler, Edward Bellamy, William Morris, H. G.

Wells, Al dons Huxley, B. F. Skinner, and others.
159. Ozmon, Howard. Challenging Ideas in Education,. Minneapolis: Burgess
Publishing Co., 1967. 240 pp.

Final chapter on Education and Utopia.
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Quite so, and one would hope to see many Amer lean counterparts of this

volume, to supplement critiques provided itt underground newspapers.
Recommended

109. Brameld. Theodore. 'rho ell»sactle Decades: Ilandatc to Edueatimi. Foreword by Kenneth D. Benne. N.Y.: Praeger, 1970.
An overview of the Amerkan educational systems, with suggestions for
overeonting defects.

170. Brame id, Theodore. Education for an EMerging Ape: ;Wirer Emis and
Stronger Neaps. S.Y.: Harper. 1001. 244 pp.

171. Mittman, Wilfiam W. (ed.). Eduralimmt haperatirrs fa a Chi:aging CalWe. Philadelphia : University of Pennsylvania Press. 1067. 232 pp.
172. Camills.11, lioniti F.. anti Robert A. Itmmell, Nationalizing Infineneen on
Secondary Ediwation. ChIengo; University of Chiengo, Midwest Affinh
istrnt ion Center. 1903. 12$ pp.
173. Clark, Kenneth It. "Alternative Publie Sehool Systems." Ilarrard EdneaHomd Rerieu% :IS :1, Winter, 1905, pp. 100-113.

Because of problents ill present ghetto edneation Clark eontends filar it
will be necessary to find "realistic. aggressive, and vinble competitors" to

the present. public schools. such ns regional state schools. federal regimmi
schools. college and nut versity-related open sehools, Industrial demonstration schools. lalor ii nit nu spmsored schools. and army sehools.

174. Coleman. James S. "Toward Open Schools," The Public Interest, No. 9,
Fail 1937, pp. 29-27.
The author of the well-known "Coleman Rejamt" on Equality of Educational Opportunity advomates discarding the Idea of the sellool as a
lfp:vd 111,41(1(11ml Hip) clanking, of it as a base of opera thins. Opening the

Mord is faellitated through released time, priva te controetors. iotynwnt
by results. free Mod (4 for tin- consumer, and nn Intensified program of
Intel:Mak Mile net iv! i les.

175. Committee for Econontli Development. lnuoration in Edneation: Sew Directions for the Am( riean School. N.Y.: pED ( 477 Madison Ave.). July
RIM. 75 pp. $1.00.

An a utionitative statement on problems of Anterlean Fdlook

goals,

111Vr1 1111111Ps. VINts. and benefits. concluding with n proisisal for 11 Corn'
misql..n on lb.sea mil. 1 11111P1'11 I Ion, a 1111 E1'1111111 Win In Education.

170. Comm:nee for Keomanie Development. The Schools and the Challenge of
lmoration. Sm.rlumentary Paper No. 28. N.Y. : CED. January 1009.
3 SI let, $7,05; $4.00
13 imekarmuni Pnpprs t. . NIP 1111011. volume. covering finance, evaluation

research, teachers. ond instruetional system-4.

177. Con-nt. James H. rhe .1merlean Digit Sehool Today: A First newt to
interested riti:ens. N.Y.: McGraw-IIIII, 1959; Signet Books. 1904. 141
pp. S.W.

A well-known estab"isinneatnrian study concerned with the comprehensive high sehool in sehoel districts of 30.000 to 100.000 inffithltants. and

(-moot:ding with 21 recommendations on twitters such JIM counseling.
individualized programs, required progrtuns. ability grouping. English
composition. Mow remlers, the academically talented. organizing the
school tiny, smumer Ftehool. foreign languages. hotnerootus, science courses.
soriol studies etc.
178. Conant. James ltrynnt. The Child. Ihe Parent. and the State. N.Y.: McCrawHill. 1959: pawl. edition. 1905. 211 pp. $1.95.
Four lectures on secondary education discussing the governmental
framework within which schools are operated, financial difficulties in
light Of odd war challenges. the necessity for the entire citizenry to be

awakened to the need for "radical reform" (te me in tite light of
today's awareness). and '"The Revolutionary Transft,rmatiou
the Amerlean High School" to a comprehensive institution serving nearly all
youth. Concludes with a prophecy that; "If the free world survives the
perils that now confront it. I believe historians in the years 2050 will
regard the American experiment in democracy ns a great and sueeessful
adventure of the human rnce . . . They will regard the American high
school. as It was perfected by the end of the twentieth century. not
only as one of tile finest products of democracy, bUt as a continuing insurance for the preservation of the vitality of a society of free men." (p. 1(13)
Needless to say, this forecast sounds other-worldly twelve years inter.
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179. Culbertson. .Tack (ed.). "Education and Public Policy Symposium," Public
Adm
I st rat ion Review, XXX :4,
y -August 1970, ep. 331-375.

Seven important articles as follows: ''Educational Governance and
Policy-Making in Large Cities" (Luvern L. Cunningham), "Low-Income
Families and the Schools for their Children (Theodore R. Sizer), "Federal Intinemps on Educational Polley" (Roald F. Campbell). "New
Relationships Between Education and Industry" (Francis i;eppel). "The
State and Educational Polley" (Lawrence D. Ilaskew), "Changing Nature
of the School Superintendency" (Sidney P. Marland, ,Tr.), and "The
Financing of Elementary and Secondary Education" (IL Thomas James).
Recommended.

180. de Grazia. Alfred and David A, Sohn (eds.). Revolution in Teaching:

Xcw Theory, Technology, owl Curricula. N.Y.: Bantam Matrix Editions,
1904. 310 pa. $.05.
30 contributions on hopes and happenings in curriculum and uses of

technology. A woethwhile collection, although perhaps outdated and
overly enthusiastic in its titling.
181. Dexter, Lewis A.: The Tyranny of Schooling: An Inquiry into the Problem of "Stupidity," N.Y.: Basic Books, 1904. 182 pp.
Attacks the negstive aspects of compulsory edueation and the vast
overemphasis on schooling and intellectual achievement in our society.
182, Douglass. Hari R. Trends and htstles in Secondary Education. Washington,
D.C. The Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1962. 101 pp.
A compact listing of a wide array of trends. Noncritical, little supporting data, and nine years old, but nevertheless an interesting overview of
many fine details.
183. 1:duration Now for Tomorrow's World. Report of the California Association of Secondary School Administrators' Curriculum Committee, Sub-

committ,2e on Curriculum Objectives. 1970 to 2000. May 1908. 62 pp.
184. Ehun, Stonley and William P. McClure (eds.). Educational Rumirements
tor the 1970s: .4n Interdisciplinary Approach. N.Y.: Praeger (Publishe(l for Phi Beta Kappa), 1907. 266 pp.
Seven articles plus panel discussion, largely covering educational adjustments to new economic realities.
185. Enrich, Alvin C. and the Staff of the Academy for Educational Development
(e(ls.). High School 1980: The Shape of the Future in American Secondary Ed u ca t ion, N.Y.: Pitman Publishing Corp., 1970, 304 pp. $8.50.

Articles on the reformed curriculum in English, social studies. science,

foreign languages, and vocational education, in addition to view3 of
the future of school buildings, guidance and testing, the school without
walls, relevance, etc., Recommended.
180. Footlick. Jerrold K. Education; A New Era. Silver Spring, Md.: The National Observer, Newsbook, 1908 (?). 176 pp. $2.00.
A popular overview of new trends and issues, with many photographs.

But where is the "New Era"? (See item 188)
187. Gattegno, Caleb. IVhat Wc Owe Our Children: The Subordination of
Teaching to Learning. N.Y.: Outerbridge and Dienstfrey, 1970, 118 p.

188. Goodland. Jobn I., M. Frances Klein, and Associates. Behind the Classroom
Door. Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 1070. 110 pp.
$2.75, Imper.

Based on the organizational, curricular, and instructional thrusts

which have been widely reeonunended and which one "might reasonably
expect to be substantially implemented." the authors studied 150 classrooms in 67 schools and found that all of the changes recommended over

the past 15 years "were blunted on school and classroom door." They
also found a universal sameness, "a considerable discrepancy between
teachers' perceptions of their own innovative behavior and the perceptions of observers," supplementary and enrichment activities differing
little from regular activities, nonidentilled goals in the classroom and
the scitool as a whole, and school personnel appearing to be very much
alone in their endeavors.
"Perhaps the most telling observation about our educational system
is that there is not, below the level of intense criticism and endless recommendations for improvement, any effective structure by means of

which countervailing ideas and models may be pumped in and developed
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194. Green. Thomas F. Work, Leisure, and the American schaals,N.Y.: Random
House, Studies in Education, 1068. 174 lip. $2.25 paper.

A pidlosiipher's disenssion of work and intior, time and leisure, work
and job. and the quest for potency. "I'lw guiding considenition has been
tile fact that the way we think about work, jobs. vocations, leisure, and

timein short, the Wolf igy of workis of ventral importance in the
pnicess of education. Indeed, It might not bc tO0,1111101 tO say that the way

we think about work may well be the most significant factor hi nil that we
do in the matter of settings and sehooling . . . Whit t I wish to argue is
rinighly that. unless some eurrent tremis in the strueture a;id culture of
American selumis are reversed or strongly modified. we may find ourselves
apiwonehing a leisure society with a systclIl of education that has !wen

increasingly directed toward preparation for a job-oriented society."
(pp. 147-1.18

Mi. Gross. Ronald a ml Judith Murphy (eds.). The Rerolulinn 1 the Schools. N.Y. :
Harcourt, Brace & World. 1004. 250 pp.
Fiftecll reprints of the "most prianising extlerlmcntal ideas in American
education today . . . ( with) the convietion, based on direct experience,
that America 's schools con improve drama tkolly in the years attend." (III)
Leading eduen tors disellss television. ciantinters. team teaching. the nongraded sclimd. the new schoolhu iuse. emotivity. curricula, etc., with the
sehool of the future given a brief deseription. (pp. 4-6) But where is the
-revolution"? Interestingly, Gross' in test a n t hology is titled Radical
School Ilef(wm (see below).
196. Gross. Ronald a lui I len t rice (eds.). Radical Srhoof Reform. N.Y.: Simon
and Seinister. 1969. 350 pp. $7.9.

A wide-ranging anthology of 23 a rtkies. "Radical means going to the
root. posing the fundamental problems. and responding with theories and
pro eft nes w
a re genuine alterno t i vcs to PlVsellt theury alld pro etiee . . . rodient means unorthodox ways of promoting learning that fail
outside the semi(' of conventional or even innovative seiniol practice. This

book reflects the entire range of radical thought and Kiwtiee. front the
graml demand that compulsory public education be repealed and the
formal educational system dismantled to reports of intensely practical

teachers working constructively within the existing situation but nevertheless using t ruly unorthodox teaching techniques." (p. 14) Itecommended.
197. Guggenheim. Fred and Corinne I,. Guggenheim (eds.). Nell, Frontiers In.
Eduration. N.Y.: Grime and Stratton. Inc.. 1966. 310 pp.
Ingliteen a Metes on new enrrienin cimeepts. new concepts in sellout organizations. and Hew Media of instruethm.
tins to deseribe "the new
front lers of education in nil its dimensions."
19S. Ilarris. Seymour E. (ed.). Rdaration «nd Public Policy. Berkeley : McCutelteon Puldishing Co..1965.3-17 pp.

The result tif a 1962-63 Harvard seminar. Papers and discussion on
school control. religious Wiles. student old, educational planning, educational research. accreditation. admissions. productivity, manpower, education and eeonomie productivity, and governnumt-education relationships.
Although n few policy suggestions are sprinkled throughout, the volume
is primarily useful for the questions it raises.
199. Harris. Seymour E. Challenge and Change in American Education.Berkeley :
McCutehon. 1965.

200. Hart. Leslie A. 7'he Classroom Disaster: How the Outworn (7«ssraom Sysmem Cripples Our Srhools and Meats Our rh Harm and Hour to Replace
H. N.Y.: Columbia University. Teacher's College Press, 1909. 354 pp.

201. Ilelse. B. W. (ed.). Nem Horizons for ram«la's Children. First Conadion
Conference on Children. Ste. Adele and Ste. Marguerite, Qlleller. 1960.

Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1961. 199 pp.
202. King. M. R. (ed.) Roads to Maturity. 2nd Canadian Conference on Children.
Montrent. 1965. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1907.
203. liolt. John. llow Children Fail,N.Y.: Pitman Publishing Corp., 19(14. 181 pp.
It is contended that adults destroy most of the intellectnal and creative

capacity of children. They "encourage children to net stupidly, not only
by scaring and confusing them, but by boring them . . ." (p. 169) The
alternative to the present style of education (or non-education) "Is to
have schools and classrooms in which each child in his own way can
sltIsfy his curiosity. develop his aidlities and talents. Inirsne Ws Interests .

.

(1!. 151))
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204. Holt, John. What Do I Do Monday? New York : E. P. Dutton & Co., MO.
318 pp. $0.95.

The latest boo!: by n well-known critic. designed for teachers. parents.
children. and friends of children.
203. Holt. John. The Underaehlering School, NeW York : Pitman. 1909. $4.05.
Delta Pa perbn ck, 1070. 208 pp. $2.25.

200. Hunnicutt. (lurence AV. (ed.). Education 2000 A.D. Syracuse: Syrnense
University Press. 1950. 321 pp.
18 addresses commemorating the 50th nnniversn ry of the Syracuse Uni-

versity School of Education, ench purportedly considering "the present
status nnd probable directions of elementary education in our country."
Unfortunately, nearly all of the papers nre simplistic rhetoric, with "2000
A.D." merely utilized as an invitation to prescribe, often in incredibly
minute areas. The volinue serves. however. ns nn example of the future ns
a rhetorical device (e.g., Francis Keppel. "Universities and r.dnentional
LendersThe Next Fifty Years"). conceived In nn nge of relntively anaim ted optimism.

207. Itzkoff. Seymour W. Cultural Plutalinm and American Education. Scranton.
Pn. : Internntionnl Textbook Co.. 1909. 202 pp.

A ponderous essay on the social and philosophical fonndntions of edu-

cation. with the final chapter outlining "A Strategy for Chn imp" by
discussing dinlectical trends, the nemesis of population. student rights.
Menl control, nnd private educn Orin. Concludes that "Ultimately man will

hnve to Nee intellectually the issues of eqnality, universality. nnd

plurality" (p. 196). and several comments nre offered on the pluralism
of tomorrow that "will present choice of n variety never before thought
possible."

208. Jencks. Christopher. "Is the Public School Obsolete?" The Public IntereRt.
No. 2. Winter 1900 pp. 18-27.

Severnl possibilities discnssed to "liberate the schools from the dend

hand of cen:Tn! administra Mon."

209. Joyce. Bruce R. The Teacher and MR Rtall: Man, Media, and Machineq.
Wnshington: National Education Association. Center for the Study of
Instruction and National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, May 1907. 28 pp.

A description of the school of tomorrow. where there will he "a new
nnd more responsible role for the conmetent nnd imnginative teacher

and interesting ways to orchestra te his resources." (NEA broehure.)
210, Joyce, Bruce A. Alternate Modelq of Elementary Education. Waltham. Mass.:
Blnisdell Publishing Co.. August 1909.
211. Kemelman. Harry. Common Renfte in. Education. New York : Crown. 1070.
S5.95.

The author of Friday the Rabbi Went Late provides "a warm and penetrating analysis of the faults nnd the problems of todoy's schools. with

uractical suggestions for improving the quality of educntion . . . Mint will
Put 'education' hack as the top priority for schools, and values back into
the curriculum." (ndvt.)

212. Kimball. Solon T. and :Times E. McClellan. :fr. Rdueation and ti A epr
America. New York : Random House, 192:
:7 Vintage Edition. m ut
402 pp.
"Bringing into contemnornry focus the traditional message o
n
fessional educationist. nnmely that the schools must change to meet the

demands of n chnneing society." Prescriptions are summarized In Chapter
13. "Eductaion for Commitment."
213. Kohl. Herbert R. The Onen Clannrnom: A Practieal Guide to a Yeti. Tray of
Teaching. New York : New York Review/Vinhge. 1000. 116 no R1.03.

"This hook is n handbook for teachers who want to work In nn ()nen
. . . It is important not to equate an onen classroom with
n 'permissive' environment." fn. 111) Kohl explains alternatives to textbooks nnd the domination of the teacher. lonrning from the exnerienee
of the students. estnblisbinp rules nnd routines only ns necessary for n
onrtipubor class. discIrdine. how n teacher enn survive in nn onnressh.e
lairoonevapr
maintninine nn ()nen and exciting classroom nnd treatenvironment

ing, students na neonle. It is contended that these nrinclnles of non-authori-

tarian education nre armlicalde to ail fields of learning. Recommended.
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214. Kraft, Ivor. "The Coming Crisis in Secondary Education," The Bulletin

of the National Assoeiation of Secondary School Principals, 49:298, Feb-

ruary 1965, pp. 5-42.

The entire issue is focused on this trenchant article, which contends
that the coining crisis Will be fully upon us by 1)75. The three components of the crisis involve the incompetence and timidity of educators.
administrators, school boards, and policy makers, leaving secondary
education leaderless and aimless ; the polarization of schools into services
for largely college oriented youth and services for lower class youth; and
the content and subject matter of education or the discrepancy in relating

the learner to what is to be learned. The remainder of the issue is de-

voted to 14 respondents.
215. Leonard, George B. Education and Ecstasy. New York: Delacorte Press,
1968. 239 Ph.

A journalistic description of bow conventional classrooms inhibit learn-

ing. The proposed alternative, which utilizes presently available technology, centers on a "total environment" concept: "It is only when the
learning environment is viewed and acted upon as a whole that education can become truly efficient and joyful." (p. 182) Includes a scenario,
**Visiting Day, 2001 A.D." of a grade school where children are "free
learners," coming and going as they please, and partaking of a variety

of electronic learning alds.
216. Lerner, Max. Education and a Radical Humanism:Notes Toward a Theory
of the Educational Crisis. The Kappa Delta Pi Lecture S2ries. Columbus:
Ohio State University Press, 1962. 03 pp. $2.50.

"The American educational system . . must present the nature and
operation of the harsh realities of the contemporary world." Proposes
a program of creative education based on individual excellence and a
sense of human dignity, and an ethos based on a "radical humanism"
that "makes the richness, variety, and fulfillment of human life the test
of thought. ond action mid passion, and makes nmn the basis of society . . ." (book jacket.)
217. Linelerry, William P. (ed). New Trends In the Schools. The Reference
sh cif, 39 :2. New York : H. W. Wilson Co., 1967. 211 pp.

20 popular reprint. articles covering the impact of the federal govern-

ment, new programs and methods, et cetera. Superficial and of little

value.
218. McClellan, James E. Toward an Effective Critique of American Education.
Philadelphia : Lippincott, 1968. 324 pp.

An analysis of live contemporary writers with the following chapter
headings: 1) The System, The Establishment, and The Search for a New
Politics. 2) James Bryant Conant : A Man-Made System and Vice-Versa.

3) Theodore Brameid and the Architecture of Confusion, 4) Jacques

Barzun : Is It Enough to Be an Anti-Anti-Intellectual?, 5) B. F. Skinner's
Philosophy of Human Nature: A Sympathetic Criticism, 6) Paul Goodman: A Systematic Thinker Fights the System, 7) Where is the Polity?
219. MeLuhan. Marshall and George B. Leonard. The Future of Education : The
Class of 1989, Look. 31: 4, Feb. 21. 1967, pp. 23-25.

A short and provocative forecast of education by two leading thinkers.

Mass education is seen as a child of the mechanical nge, and with the
advent of new technologies, "the very first casnalty of the present-day
school system may very well be the business of teacher-led instruction
as we now know it." The new education "will be more concerned with
training the senses and perceptions than with stuffing brains . . . The
new student who makes his own educational space, his own curriculum
and even develops many of his own learning methods will be unique, irreplaceable." Recommended.

220. Montgomery County (Md.) Student Alliance. A Study Report of the Montgomery County Public School System. Wanted: A Humane Education.

An Urgent Call for Reconciliation Between Rhetoric and Reality," in
Diane DIVOKY (ed.), How ON Win You Be In 1984? Expre.:sions of
Student Outrage Prow the High School Free Press. N.Y.: Discus Avon,
1969. $1.25 paper.

The 250 selections from the underground press in the Divoky volume
are of some interest, but the Study Report (pp. 329-350) is extremely
well done and compares favorably (in its maturity and insight) with many
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If not all of the other "adult." reports cited here. The county public
of eagerness to learn, causing allenntion. denianAing blind tiliedlence
to authority, stifling self-expression, im rrdiw scope of ideas. prejudice,
and instilling Nelf-hate. "The extent to whieh school radials appear
sclwols arc attacked for bnsing the system on fear, dishonesty. destruction

unaware or unconcerned about how students feel and the effects of the
schools is frightening and disturbing." (p. 334). Twenty-four recom-

mendations ore mode. including an ombudsman, an end to secret files, student !malt in tea eher evil! natitins, eliminnting letter grades, a free pre:o..
shorter and more flexible learning mod1 tles. rOevant, coi irses. infor.aing
students of their rights. ii student. voice on the school board. ete.
Recommended.

221. Morphet, Edgar L. and others (eds.). Designing Education for Mc Pature:
An E(flht State Project. 7 viii umes, 1t)66-10d19.

A massive project involving the eight. mountain states a nd headlinarlered

in Denver. Although the seven volumes. final report. and five sound
filmstrips that resulted tend to be rather conventional, leaving one with
the impression of blind men somewhat bettor informed about their elephant of inquiry, there are nevertheless smile valuable contributions here,

and the ambitious strueturing of the entire project is to be e:qweially
commended. Most. of the following ore published by Citation Press. with
Morphet and Charles 0. Ryan as co-editors of the first three, and Morphet
mid David L. :lesser as co-editors of the remainder.
Vol 1. Prospective Changes in Society by MO. N.Y.: Citation. 1967. 268
pp. (16 articles by non-educators.)
Vol. 2. Implications for Education of Prospective Chauyes in msriely.
N.Y.: Citation, 1967. 323 pp. (20 articles, largely by professional educators, in response to Vol. 1.)
Vol. 3. Planning and MI:feeling Needed Changes in Education. N.Y.: Citation, 1967. 317 pp. (26 articles. largely by professional educatdirs. on
planning for and effecting change in schools, school customs. metropolitan areas, nd at (he state level.)
Vol. 4. Co.meratire Planning for Edneation in 1980: Objectives. Procedures.

and Priorities. N.Y.: Citation. lOos. 105 pp. (Four worthwhile a rticleF

eoncerned with prospeetlye social change and the implications for educational planning.)
Vol. 5. Emerging Designs for Education. Denver : Designing Muedition for
the Future. May 1008. 240 pp. (Four di rticks on implications of societal
changes for the edumtional program, alternative local school district
models. and alt('rnative models for state (blaming.)
Vol. 6. Planning for Effective Utilization of Technology in Education.
Denver : Designing Education for the Future. August um. 372 pp. (32

articles. many of them from representatives of potential supplying

organiza ( ions. )
Vol. 7. Preparing Educators to Ned Emerging Needs, Deliver: Designing

Education for the Future. 1969,
222. Morse, Arthur D. Rehools of TomorrowTODAY/ Albany: University of
the State of New York. State Education Deportment 1960. 101 pp.
Nine ease sthflies representing "n cross-section of experimentation"
which promises to lift the level of Ameriedin education via team lenching.

classroom aides, non-graded schools, television. ete.
223. Musgrove, G. Ray. The Grading Game. N.Y. : Vantage Press. 1970. "Asks
that we change the current basis of grading public school pupils to salvage
U.S. education." (didut.)
224. Neill. A. S. Summerhill: A Radical Approach to Child Rearing. With
Foreword by Erich Fromm, New York : Hort Publishieg Co., 1960. 392 pp.
$1.05 paper.

The founder of the world-famous Summerhill school, started in 1021
in Suffolk, England. disensses his school, child rearing, sex, religion and
morals. children's problems, parents' problems, and various questions that
hove been asked of him over the years. Perhaps needless to say, the school
is established on the principles of freedom and nonrepression. with discipline self-imposed by the pupils.

225. Summerhill: For and Ag«inst. New

Pp. $1.05 paper.

York Hort Publishing Co., 1970. 271
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Fifteen critiques, purporting to cover the spectmui of present-day
thinking (in education, including the comments of John Culkin, Erich

Fr(aum, Paul Goodman, Fred Hechinger, aohn Holt, Ashley 3lontagn, Max
Rufferty, etc.
226. Nesbitt, Marion. A. Public School for Tmnmrow, New York : Delta Books,
1969 ( ?). $1.95 paper.

"Traces the day-to-day activities of the renowned Maury School in

Richmond, Vii., n public sch(101 that exemplifies learning integrated with
daily living, creating and envinainlent when. every child can grow toward
Self-ren 1 iso t m."

227. Demilson, George. The hires of Children: Tlw Slory of Mc Pirxl SI. School.
New York : Random House, 1969.305 pp,

t'mwerns 0 mini-sehool of 23 pupils aml four teachers in NYC lower

east side, short-lived dile 10 flanling proiblems. Shows what con be (lone
in open schoolingand what isn't being done.
228. Sndlmry Valley School. The Crisis in American Rdacalion:
Ana/ymis
and . Proposal. Framingham. Mass.: The Sudbury Valley School Press
( Winch Street), 1970. 109 pp. $150.

"This book presents the action and thought which brought forth The
Sudbury Valley School. and will bring forth other schools like it through-

out the country." A bohl new solution is proposed to overcome "Our
Un-American Schools
for education in America todny, the grand
strategy must he to make the schools the embodinient of the American

Droam for young and ohl aliketo make the schools of Individual

Rights. Political Denmerney. and Equal Opportunity for all people and for
all time." (p. 45). The Sudbury Valley School opened in July 1068 as a
dily school for students aged four years and
. . . " II prototype

demoeratic school for all to See 111111 10 Stady.'"rhe see01111 step in the
tactic of change is to establish satellite piddle schowls. milminatiog fthIuIllV
in public schools with public sulmort. Recommended.

229. Featherstone. Joseph. "Schools for Children : What's Happening in British
Classrooms. T/w Ncw Republic, Ang. 10, 1007; "How Children Learn."
!the New leepublie. Sept. 2, 1967; "Teaching Chiblren to Think," The New
h'epublie. Sept. 9. 1967.

An important series that introduced tile British experience with "in-

formal scinmling" to the United Sittites. Aiso see. Charles M. Silberman,
Orixis in the Classroom (Item 243). who devotes a long chapter ( pp.

207-2(14) to "The Case of t10. New English Prinmry Schools" as a model for
how the schools should lie elm nged.

230. Postman. Neil. "Once Upon a 'PlmeA Fable of Student Power." The New
York TinuR Magazine,June 14, 1 970. pp. 10-11.
Although Inger, this delightful Sel'Ila HO describes ii very (len r alternative to schooling that was put into effect during an ofileinily declared
state 01' emergency in New Ylirk City. The Emergency Education Committee developed a curriculum for all children in the 7th-1 21 11 grades.
known as Operation Survival. obliging them to clean up neighhorhoods.
beautify the city. direct truffle (freeing the police to tight crime). deliver
mail, maintain day-care minters. tutor elementary school students. publish
neighborhood newspapers. assist in hospitals. register voters. suhstitilte for

certain adults whose Jobs the students could perform without injury or
loss of efficiency (thus freeing the adults to attend sehool or assist stu(lents in saving the city) and. with the aid of college students. condue) ing
iill auxiliary public transportation system (thereby reducing auto traffic).
Consequently, young people assumed a proprietary interest in their environment and came to he respected by the old, leading to a revival of

eourtesy and a decrease in crime. "Amazingly. most of the students found
that while they did not 'receive' an education, they were able to erente
quite adequate one." Diffieulties developed, however. from teachers who

felt their training to be wasted. and the inability to tell dumb children
from smart children due to the cessation of testing. "But the Mayor . . .
promised tlmt as soon as the emergency was over everything would be
restored to normal. Meanwhile, everybody lived happily ever after--in a
state of emergency. bat quite able to cope with it." Recommended.
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231. Postman, Neil and Charles Weingertner. Teaching as a Subversive Activity.
N.Y.: Delacorte, 1909. 219 pp. $5.95.

Perhaps intentionally, the title of this loosely organized book is ambiguous, for the aims of transmitting dead ideas, values, metaphors, and
information, and creating smoothly functioning bureaucrats are truly
subversive since they undermine our chances of surviving as a viable,
democratic society (p. 15). But the authors advocate the subversion of

these attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions that foster our many social

problems. Based on the ideas of McLuhan, Wiener, Goodman, Gardner,
Watson, Rogers, Sapir, Whorf, and Korzybski, the "inquiry method" is
recommended (with the "r('ality curriculum" and "games curriculum" as
alternatives), so that "all students develop built-in shockproof crap detectors as basic equipment in their survival kits." (p. 218) Many other
ideas are offeredsuch as abolishing textbooks, courses, and gradesand
some may appear overly romantic, such as reproducing graffiti for the
school halls as feedback to the slogans of administrators. But are these
reforms subversive or countersubversive?
232. Parker. Don. IL Sehooling for What? Sex. Honey, War, Peace. N.Y.; McGraw-Hill, 1970.

233. Powledge, Fred. To Change a Child: A Report oii thc Institute for Developmental Studies. N.Y.: Quadrangle, 11M. 117 pp. $5.50.
"An in-depth portrait of a program for a baste rearrangement of education. Including massive intervention by society into the early life of a
slum child." (advt.)
234. President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. Tlw People
Lft Behind. Washington : (11,0, September 1907. 100 pp.
Chapter 5 lists 33 rerommendlitions for ehanging educating systems so
tim I. rural eitiwns may be better equipped to participate in the modern
world.

235. Rafferty. Max. Classroom Countdown: Rducatimi at the Crossroads. N.Y.

Hawthorn Books, 1970.
Citizen eoncerti and common selISP advoeated "for every one of today's

Pduentional crisesfrom the morality gap and hippie invasion to pot and
integration" In order to -sow our mOst important possession, our children."

236. Rafferty, Max. Suffer. Little Children. N.Y.: Devon-Adair, 1902. 160 pp.

Ringing rlwtorie from the widely-known conservative ex-California
ethwator. premised on edumtion's duty "to make possible the survival of
Our country." The one gmt problem In Amerienn education Is seen as
"the tragedr of &Minim: standards." ip. 32). After attacking tlw "Progressive Blight," -The Cult of the Slob." ''Tlw Philistim%" conformity and
other Bunged and real targets. It is announced that "Within the last year
or two. we have witnessed the beginning of the Conservative Revolution
in edlwation." ( p. 154) Rafferty appeall: to be the only witness to this

emit.

237. Repo. Satu (ed.). This Book Is About Schools. Introduetion by Herbert
Kohl. (N.Y.) : Pantheon. 1970. 457 pp. $7.95.

20 artieles from This Mapazine In About Schools: "a mixed bag of
diverting criticisms, practical visions. and handy guerilla tactics for

teachers, students. and parents." (cover).
238. Robinson, Thorington P. The Implication of Selected Thlucational Trends
for Future School Systems. Santa Monica : System Development Corporation, January 1968. SP-3046. 94 pp.

An extrapolation of two major trends: 1. The trend toward the assumption by the schools of tasks and responsibilities previously muhwtaken by
the fatally, other public agencleft, and industry ; and 2. The trend toward
providing individualized ethwation to all school students. Based on these
trends, two skillfully constructed, and plausible seentirlos are presented.
239. Rollins, Sidney P. Developing Nongraded Schools. Itasca. Illinois: Peaeoek,
1969. 269 pp,

-Pleads for a child.ventered eurriculum. a tethnologimily augmented
teacher foree, and an arehiteetare pertinent to individual differences and
intelleetual flexibility ... envisions a twenty-first century utopian, computer-assisted, nmehine-reeorded school system." (Saturday Rcriew, April
19. 1909. p. 72.)
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240. Schrug, Peter. Voices in the Classroom: Public Schools and Public Attitudes.
Boston: Beacon Press, 1905. 292 pp.
Portraits of schools in tea American communities, ranging from Newton,

Mass. (where education is the "basic industry") to Perry County, Ky.,
Macon, Ga. and Chicago. A comiuding chapter advocates "the 'open
schoorall institution receptive to ideas and suggestions from all sources

and prepared to expand its horizons to cope with the social and economic
problems which affect education la the classroom." (book jacket)

241. Searles, ohn E. .1 8ystem for Instriwtiun. Scranton, Pa.: international
Textbook Co., 1967. 170 pp.

"This voluIlle is written for those who will be practicing Instruction in
the new world of the 197(fs and beyond." ( p. 3) Author makes a feeble
attempt to addr(ss his textbook to "The World of the Twenty-First Century" (1)1).10-14) and provides a seellario of "The Classroom of the Year
2000" (pp. 15-18). Although ignorant of future literature, this is at least

an attempt to address II narrow but important concern b a changing
world.

242. Sham., Harold G. "Future Shock alai the Curriculum," Phi Delta Kamm?,
October 1907, pp. 67-70.

An educator's prescriptions for facing the future : inservice training
programs, lifetime curricula, comprehensive self-realization centers, reversing emphasis on upper levels or eduea tion. annexing content from
other fields. etc. Brief. readable. and perhaps a good focus for diseussion.
243. Silberman, Charles E. Crisis in the Classroom: The Remaking of American
Thlucation. N.Y. : Random House, Fall 1970. 525 pp. $10.00.

Based on a three and one-half year study commissioned by the Carnegie
Corporation, this broad indictment of all levels of education is based on a
thorough review of the literature, extensive interviews and correspondence
with educators and critics, and Arst-liand investigation in more than 100
schools by the author and in about 150 more schools by his three-member
staff.
Silberman finds the schools to be "intolerable," severely afflicted by
"mindlessness," operating on the assumption of distrust, offering a banal
and trivial curriculum, and preoccupied with order and control (which In

turn creates discipline problems, rather than eliminating them). More
than 200 examples of school pracitce are provided in support of these
charges. which are no less severe than those made by the soealled "romantic" critics of the past decade.
Based on an analysis of the superiority of English primary schools, "In-

formal education" (also known as free schools, open learning systems,

etc.) is strongly advocated. Recommended.
244. Sherman, Vivian S. Two Contrasting Educational Models: Applications awl
Policy Implications. Menlo Park, Calif. : Educational Policy Research

Center at Stanford, Research Memorandmn EPRC-0747-9, September
1970. 138 pp.

An extensive analysis of structured or closed systems vs. open systems,
with extensive documentation from the behavioral sciences in support of
the latter alternative. Advocates "Quantum leap experimentation with
innovative subsystems based on images of man, a metamodel of a guided
dietetic between structure end openness (process model for more gradual
system modification), and selected adjunct strategies to serve es necessary lubricants for both short. and long-range changes." (p. 100)

245. Tickton, Sidney GI. and Ronald Gross. Major Problems Pacing Public Schools

in the Seventies. N.Y.: Academy for Educational Development, March
1908. 45 pp. mimeo. (Prepared for the Commission on Trends and Perspectives of the United States Chamber of Commerce.)
Brief descriptions of major problems (goals, control, financing, curric-

ulum, teachers and teaching, facilities, equality, evalaution, and innovation) with outlines of alternative approaches toward solving each of them.
A clearly written overview, Recommended.

240. Umans, Shelley. Tho Management of Education: A Systematic Design for
Educational Revolution. Garden City: Doubleday, 1970. 220 pp. $5.05.
The Director of the Center for Innovation of the NYC Board of Education discusses PPBS, change models, educational programs of industry and
government, and various trends in electronic media. Advocates a new edu-
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cationa I system, "Incorporat lug only t hose elements of education that imve

proven to be huportant." (p. 23). The "Blueprint for the Future" envisions
the tonti connonnity as the school. with the school latilding of tmlay just
one small station, along with (Anent !mini environment centem (neighborhoo(1 facilities offering a full rouge of services for all people at nil times),
satellite develolanent cent ers. block schools, skills centers, lind the " 'No

School' School." Recommended.
247. U.S. Congress. House (.'omulltt cc on Ednca lion and Labor, General Subcom-

mittee on Education. Needn of Elementary and secondary Thinration for
the sercntirs:
Compendium of Polley Papers. Washington: USOPO,
Cmmnittee Print. March 1970. 052 pp.
"The first section of the compoldium consists of essays which have been
prepared at the Myna Iii HI of
Subonnmittee by a distinguished group

if more tlmn a hundred university faculty mentbers and miministrators,
hainstria lists and businessmen. jonntalists, social philosophers, profesSil MO I

I N 11(11 tors, edneat tonal rescarehers, scientists. 1111(1 0111er pnoninent

citizens. retlecting perhaps every Manic of opinion about editcatIon. They
have Is.c11 nsked !salt to predict what will is. the compelling issues of the
seventies and Imyond and to suggest potentially fruit fill alternatives. The
choice of specille topics, ho wever. has been left to the indivhina I writers.
"The second section of the anthology is comprised of the formai statements which were submitted by witnesses when they testified at the Subeommitt ee hearings.

"This collection of impers represents perhnps the most extensive survey
of the educational needs of the seventies that has been attempted to date."
( Foreword by Congressman flown Pncluski. p.r.)
Stich a self-assessment Call only be heartily seconded. This doeument is
a gold mine, a non-indexed encyclopedia of alternatives. Recommended.
2-IS. U.S. Congress. Semite Conim Mee on Labor and Public Welfam, Special Sub-

committee on Indian Education. Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge. Washington : USOPO. November 1969. 220 pp. $1.00.

The work of the subcommittee, chaired by Sen. Edward Kennedy, fills
4,077 pages in 7 volumes of hearings and 450 pages in 5 voinnies of com-

mittee prints. 'This report is a condensation, concluding with 00 recommendations for action. "We are shoeked at what we discovered. . . . We
have concluded that ournational policies for educating American Indians
area failure of major proportions. They have not offered Indian children
either in years past or todayan educational opportunity anywhere near
moml to that offered the great balk of American children." (p.
B. CURRICULUM

249. Goodind, Tohn I. The Changing School Curriculum. N.Y.: Final for the
Advancement of Education, 1060, 122 pp.

An authoritative summary of changes In curricula marked by updating
of content, reorganization of subject matter, nnd new methods.
Reemmuended.

250. Berman, Louise M. New Priorities fn the Curriculum. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1968, 241 pp. Bib.. PP- 107-238.

A well-researched proposal "to open up the possibility of the development of process-oriented persons within onr schools." Each chapter discusses a process and the need for it: perceiving, emmnunicathig, loving,
decision-making, knowing, organizing, creating, and valuing. Bibliography
of about 600 items. Recommended.

251. Westin, Allen P. et al. Civic Education in a Crisis Age: An Alternative to
Repression and Revolution. N.Y.: Columbia University, Center for Re-

search and Education in American Llberitles. September 1070. 27 pp.
Finds that a large majority of nearly 7000 junior and senior high school
students surveyed feel they are regularly subjected to undemocratic declsimts, and proposes ten objectives for civic education. Recommended.
252. Michaelis, John, Ruth Grossman, and Lloyd Scott. New De8011.9 for the
Elementary School Currfoulum.N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1988. 428 pp.

"Presents nn up-to-date view nnd nn understanding of important

developments In n11 the subject areas of the elementary curriculum. Also
provides some guidelines for those who plan curricula." (Advt.)

1.)111,
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253. Unmans, Shelly. New Trends in Reading Instructilm. N.Y.: Teachers College
Press. 1963. 145 p.
251. Fenton, Edwin. The New Social Studies. N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
lora. 144 pp.
An historian's report on recent curricular changes.
255. Brubaker, Dale L. Alternative Directions for the Social. Studies. Scranton,
Pa.: international Textbook Co., 1967. 63 pp.

256. Taylor, Harold (ed.). The Humanities in. the Schools: A Contemporary
symposin in. N.Y.: Cita Hon Press, 1908. 176 pp. $2.65.

Papers presented at a University of Kentucky conference. Especially
see "Films nnd the Future" by Stanley Knufmann.
257. -rbv Future and Aesthetic Education" (Special Issue), Journal of Aesthetic
Education, 4 :1. January 1970. (Single copies for $2.25 from University of
Illinois Press, Urbana.)
258. Advisory Council on Vocntionni Education. Vocatimml Education : The

Bridge Itetween Man and His Work. General Report of the Advisory

Connell. Washington: U.S. Office of Education. November 1968. 220 pp.
'..2.l'21151:t I reviews growth mind development. financing, administration. resmrch. teacher education. vocational guidance, supporting services, and
eontennmrary local programs. Part II denls with achievements and limitations, social and manpower environments of vocational education, nnd
imowntions nnd new directions Oneluding an e WO kilt Suwon t loll of 15
trends on p. 1911. it Is concluded that "there is a growing recognition that
far too ninny youths are leaving school inadequately prepared to enter
the labor market and that the schools must nssmne the responsibility for
the vocational preparation for a nmch larger portion of the school populn-

tion than they n re now accommodating." (ii. 1!):1) Part 1 l l offers 23 legislative recommen(intions (including the formation of a Department of Educa-

tion and Manpower Development nt the Cabinet level), and three ad-

ministrative recommendations directed to the Commissioner of Eduention
(inclu(hing the establishing of a Learning Corps). Recommended.
250. Panel of Consultants on Vocational Educntion. Education for a Changino
Irmid of Work. Report of the Panel Prepared at the Request of the PresiOfflee of Education. 0Edent of the United States. Washington :
80021. 1963. 296 pp. $1.25.

Offers n plenthora of recommendations for expanding vocational educn-

Bon.

200. The newt of the Commission on Obscenity and Pornography. N.Y.: Bantam
Books. October 1970. 700 pp. $1.65. (Also in Random House lmrdcover.)

The three positive approaches recommended for the development of
healthy attitudes toward sexuality entail sex education, industry selfregulation, and citizen action groups. The analysis of existing programs
and the recommendation for expanded progrnms for both children nnd
parents appears on pp. 33-37 and pp. 311-329. "There is a considerable

gap between what the schools are presently teaching and what the students
wish they would teach." (p. 822).
261. Breasted, Mary. Ohl See Education/ N.Y.: Praeger, 1970. $7.95. A Journalist's candid and witty look at both sides of n highly emotional issue.
262. U.S. Depnrtment of Health, Education. and Welfare, National Institute of
Mental Health. How to Plana Drug Ab a se Education Workshop for Teachers. Washington : USOPO. Public Health Service Publication No. 1102
(or No. 1962both numbers listed in (hifferent places), November 1969.
311 pp. $.25.

Although largely a parochial how-to-do-it manual, there are several "concepts" for effective education that should be heeded in this Important nnd
highly sensitive area of contemporary concern: distinguishing between

drug use nnd abuse, considering that we live in a drug-using society.
avoiding untruths, exaggerations, sensationalism. and moralizing, and

recognizing thnt "some drug use in school presumably stems from disaffection with the educational process." It is important that schools do not inadvertently aggravate the problem : "Educational efforts that do not cover

the entire spectrum of drugs, including tobacco and alcohol, strike students as examples of adult hypocrisy nnd denfen young ears." (p. 1 ) An
annotated bibliography of 26 items is provided.
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263. Gra Imum, Arnold B. The Changing Classroom., The Role of the Biological
Sciences Curriculum, Study. Garden City ; Doubleday, 1909. 370 pp. $0,35.
According to the author, there were 235 curriculum studies in science

and mathematics in 1968, of which about 120 were in the U.S. This

scholarly history of one such study, the BSCS, is "for anyone interested.
in reshaping the schools in which he teaches or in which his children are
taught." (back cover) Grabman concludes that "a promising method for
our time is to develop nn inquiry-oriented instruction" (p. 291). and, In
looking at tlw pattern of development of tlw products of the BSCS. it is
noted that "one could predict a fully articulated teaching-learning program in the biological sciences for the total school years." (p. 293,)
204. Booeock, Serene S. and E. 0. Schild. Simulation Games in Learning. Beverly
Hills, Calif. : Sage Publications. 1908. 279 pp.

Intended for educational practitioners and behavioral scientists ns "an
introduction to n new and, we believe, powerful educational technology"
( p. 13). I'nrt IV, "Perspectives fo the Future" discusses Mittenl science
games in the problem-solver state, the Life Career Game, nnd some implicntions of gaming for the school system.
265. Abt, Clark B. Serious Games. N.Y.: Viking, 1970. 170 pp. $5.93. General view
of improving education with games, with emphasis on games for the physical and social sciences, disadvantaged groups, occupational choice. and
planning and problem solving.
206. Clark, Jere W. and Juanita S. CLARK (eds.). Systems Education Patterns

on the Drawing Boards for the Future. Highlights of The Second Annual National Conference on General Systems Education. New Harm

Southern Connecticut State College, Center for Interdisciplinary Creativity. Apr111909. 42 pp.

Addressed to the problem of information overload, this conference of
educators, representatives of industry and government, and systems theorists was convened "to explore possibilities for major curriculum surgery.

particularly in the nren of the social sciences," Advocates conceptual

skills for the future. based on the holistic systems npproach.
207. Dunstan, Maryinne am? Patricia W. GARLAN (eds.). Worlds in the ;Slaking:

Probes for Students of the Future. Englewood Cliffs : PrenticeHalK
1970. 370 pp. Paper, $4.95.

A textbook/anthology of writings, poems, cartoons. and art dealing with
the future. Questions nre periodically inserted to stimulate student thinking.
C. GOVERANOE

208. Koerner, James D. Who Controls American Education? A. Guide for Laymen.
Boston : Beacon Press, 1908. 210 pp. $2.45 paper.

After n pithy discussion of the federal government, teacher organizations, other national organizations, state government, and statewkle
groups, Koerner concludes thnt "all in all, I think our chances are reasonably good of restoring both the tencher and the scholar to a prominent
role in educational policy, but not very good for restoring the layman to

a position of primacy. Desirable ns the latter reform may he, we nmst

face the fact that the main currents of American educational development
n re flowing mostly away from the ordinary citizen and toward a new coalition of specialistsschool administrators, classroom teachers, academicians, federal and state educational officials. along with an assortment of
other kinds of specialists (foundation, testing, accrediting, and manufacturing-ptthlishing executives) that I have discussed. Laymen will probably

attain n greater voice in inner-city education, but no one can predict
with what results ; nor is there any reason to think that the lay role will

enlarge in other educational areas.

"The new order will be better than the old, if for no other reason that
the fact thnt it will be less insular than the old, better educated Itself, and
more representative of the entire educational community." (pp. 173-174).
Although otherwise an excellent overview of who controls what, Koerner
(like others up until recent developments hnve forced the issue into consciousness), fails to make any mention of student power as aif not the
most potent force for chnnge.
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209. Bendiner, Robert. The Politics of Schools: .4 Crisis In Self-Gorcrnment.
N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1909. 240 pp. $0.95.

A. political reporter's cogent account of American school boards and their
declining capacity to govern, with various alternatives considered. State

control is seen as undesirable for various reasons, and there is little
danger (or hope) of the federal government taking over. Decentralization ("The Desperate Throwback") would intensify segregation and inequality. In the final chapter, school unification is advocated. for "the
bigger the arena, the less provincial and one-sided the politics that prevail" (p. 210), and Toronto's Metro concept of federation is held up as a

successful model.
270. Immaccone, Lawrence. Politics Is Education, N.Y.: Tim Center for Applied
Researeli in Education. 1907. 112 pp.

Employing a general systems approach, the author discusses politics
prefermd by pedagogues, the changing state polities of education. and
change and local district politics. The final chapter on the future suggests
that the educational polities to come may be far more open than heretofore, with more fragmentation patterns in the immediate offing due to
organized teacher militancy.

271. Ziegler, Harmon L., Jr. The Politics of Education. Indianapolis : HobbsMerrill, Spring 1971.
272. Syracuse University Research Corporation, Policy Institute. Disruption in
Urban Public Secondary Schools. Syracuse : SURC Policy Institute
(723 University Ave.), August 1970. 01 pp.+Appendices. (Prepared for
USOE)

A broad survey of the literature combined with 27 on-site visits and
083 usable questionnaires. Of the urban high schools surveyed. 85%
experienced some type of disruption during the last three years, and

disruptions were found to be more frequent in racially integrated schools.
The traditional punitive methods of dealing with disruptions (expulsion,
arrest, in-school detention, etc.) are seen as often producing counterproductive results. Many remedies are proposed, including overcoming
bigness, recruiting and promoting black personnel, special schools for
disruptive students, utilizing young adult security personnel, etc.
Recommended.
273. Fish, Kenneth L. Conflict and Dissent in the High, School: An On the Stone
Analysis. N.Y.: Bruce Publishing Co.. 1970. $0.95.
"A comprehensive, nationwide study of student unrest by a high school
principal for the National Association of Secondary Schools under a grant
from the Ford Foundation. A first hand report on why eruptions occur
with recommended action for the future." (advt.)
274. Divoky, Diane. "Revolt in the High Schools: The Way It's Going to Be."
Saturday Review, February 10, 1969.

Discusses the spread of the underground high school press to form a
network of nearly 500 papers, and the growth of activist organizations

on the high school level. Somewhat obsolete by now.
275. Lurie, Ellen. How to Change the Schools: An Action Handbook for Parents
Who Want to Fight the System. N.Y.: Random House, January 1971.
289 pp. (Also Vintage paper, October 1970, $2.95.)

Discusses recruitment and evaluation of teachers, how to get rid of

incompetent teachers, and how to reform the curriculum.
270. Lieberman, Myron. The Future of Public Education. University of Chicago
Press, 1900. 294 pp.

A competent critic discusses trends with a fiery denounciation of the
the status quoespecially local control of education. A "revolution" is
predicted (and advocated) in terms of a changing power distribution
toward greater teacher control (student power not considered, however).

Otherwise, little to do with the future.
277. Levin, Henry M. (ed.). Community Control of Schools. Washington : Brookings Institution, Studies in Social Economics, 1970. 818 pp. $7.50.
278. Fein, Leonard ;r. Schools and Community Control. N.Y.: Pegasus, February 1971. $0.95 ; $1.95 paper.
279. Agger, Robert and Marshall N. Goldstein. Who Will Rule the Schools P A
Cultural Class Crisis, Belmont, Cal, : Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1970.
210 pp.

72-703-72-23
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Marilyn Gil fplI. and Meiling! Maga. Voinsanpity Control
and Mr l'rban Nelson/. Dania net ion hy Kenneth B. Chi rk. N.Y.: Prollter.
uly 197n. 288 pp. $7.95 : $2.95 I8 per,

-A eomprehensive Ntinly of Ihe part lei Im1 Ion Issue iii urlmn public
devehipment of pilhile educa lion and the bureaueratizntIon of scho4i1 syStenIS Sine!. the 1900's. the authors examine
where n1111 mor whim! the attenn4 to provide mil versnl eduratlim failed.
They OI1)'I II imeslinsiVe NISI. for (mummify eontrol Ii s n Means of avithwlug tiw participation tlwy consider to be an intrinsic part of the Nhwallon
sclumls.

Kamm." (advt.)

98 I. Wasserman. :Miriam. The Seism?! Pi.r, NV%

1.18.1.

Diens! frey. 1970. 598 pp. $10.00.

Outerbridge am!

Deseribes the inner workings of a Nm York City 1)111)1 14. school. Inter.

peeled In terms of a eonspiraey theory ngninst the poor. and advmlifes
conimmilly control as a neeessnry response.
D.

,89. I rum's. Ant inlay.

IltIi.%

Relluns

Urban Proldrins and Prospects. Chlengo: Mnehlinni I'iili-

II mid lig ro.. I tclolwe 1979. 293 pp. $7.95: $195 paper.

Herm' essays. including A IN.rnatIve Forums of Pnture FrImn Growth
in the 1 1.8.. Alternative !outlives for the American Ghetto. !theism in
Amerien and Dow to Combat It. A Realistic Look at the Final Payoffs
from PrIm n Data Syst mos. and Competition from Cumminnity 8chools.
083. Glazer. Nathan (ed.). (NM% in Trouble. A New York Times Book. N.Y.
Quadrangle. 1909. 250 pp. $6.05.

"Commentators on urlmn nffairs dissect the eomponents of the crisis:
schools. hineks, Immigrants. crime nnd violence, John. Polltielli corruption.
welfare. bilior unrest. and the physicnI environment . . . asks toligh
quest lons and offers realistic answers." (mlvt)
2S-I. Canty, Dmmld. t Shigle Socfclp: Alternatives In Urban Apartheid. N.Y.
Praeger. 1970.192 pp. $5.95 : $2.45 piper.

"Offers n national strategy for implementing our commitment to n iist
rind fair society, delineates specific progroms in the arm; of jobs and
income. housing rind environment. and iquention :11111 mein! uvlfare.

onalyzes long-range plans to break the patteru 4),. ghetto separation."
(advt.)
281. Hodge. Patricia Lenvy rind Philip M. Hauser. The (lhallengc nf America's
.1fetropo11tini Ontlonk, 1960 In I985. Prepnred for The Nal-fount Commission nn Urbon Problenis. N.Y. : Proeger, 1908. 90 pp.

Two prominent. demogrophers project the further suburbonizotion In
Stambird Met roimlita n Stotistleal Areas. and the growing concentration

of nonwhites in centrnl cities. "The problems facing the central city

schools---espeelolly in respect to Integrationore highlighted by on onticipeed oininst doubling (92 percent) of nonwhite youngsters limier 15.
while corresponding white youth would diminish by R percent." (p. 55)
"The projections clearly indicate Riot the present 'iirlmn crisis' is likely

to be greotly exocerbated In the coining yeors and that serious difficulties
will filee the notion in respeet to intergroup relations, education, employment, housing. find provisions for the oged." (p. 57)
980. Bonfield. Edword C. The Unheavenly
The Nature and Future of Our
Urban Crisis. Boston Little. Brown, 1970. 308 pp. $0.95.
A social scientist's sophisticated hard-nosed, nnd gloomy toinlysis of
iirbon problems In the light of schniorly findings. "So long ns the city

contains n, sizable lower elnss. nothing bosic enn be done abnul Rs
most serious problems." (p. 210) "it is impossible to ovoid the meinsion Mot. the serious problems nf the cities will continue to exist in
something like their present forms for onother twenty years nt least." (p.
255) Present progro ins are seen ns prolonging these problems mid perhaps
making them worse. in part this is dne tn fnise definitions of the sltnation.

perpetlinting n "reign of error," e.g., defining so ninny situntions ns
"critleol." in Chapter 7, "Schooling vs. Eduention." Bonfield odvocotes

lowering the sclionl-leaving age to 14 tn get nonienvners out of school and
therefore stnp Rich* antieducation. nnd the possibility of sellnal districts

eontrocting with industry for job troining. Possibilities for

chonging

schooling ore not considered. In Cluipter 10, vorions olternotives to free
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children from the grip of lower-class culture are explored, such as state

removal from parents, boarding schools, nml day nurserieslait little
loqm is offered here or in other areas, other than the possibility of replacing

the conventional wisdom of do-gooding over the next kende or two as
a consequen(e of s(ichil science brought to bear on policy questions.
Advisory Commission Olt Civil Disorders. Report of the National

287. S1111011111

Advisory Commis:4(m on Ciril Disorders. Special introduction by Tmn
Wicker. N.Y.: 1.1 P. Dutton and 13antam Books, March 1968. 609 PP.

Based on Chapter 10 ("The Future of I he Cities"), Chapter 17 ("Rec-

ommends' thou; for National Acti(m") contains on excellent survey of inner
city education. with nmny proposals for reform. (pp. 424-157)
Recommended.

288. Conant, James Brynnt. Slams and Suburbs: A Commentary on Schools in
Metropolitan A mos. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1901. 147 pp.

A well-known book covering Negro education, schools and jobs, curriculum, 811(1 contrasts between shun scimols and the college-oriented
suburban schools. Concludes with 17 recommendations, including the
warning that "social dynamite is !wilding up in our large cities." (p. 146)
The explosion occurred siX years later.
289. Green. Thomas F. "Schools and Communities: A Look Forward." Harvard

Educational Rcricw, Spring 1969.
A philosopher's discussion of mhool-coannaalty relationships in the
1980-1990 period, focused on both change and continnity.

290.

(*ranmunity and the Schools. Harvard Educational Review, Reprint Series
No. 3, June 19.19. 170 pp.

Sevell recynt articles examining the !Hist and future of community

s(110018, conummity control, aml the I)1 issibilitles of a new community.

291. Haviglmrst, Robert. J. (ed.). Metropolitanism. Ds Challenge to Education.
Sixty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. Part I. University of Chicago Press. MK 393 pp.
10 Articles in live sections: the metropolitan setting; organizing, staffing, a ml financing education in metropolitan areas; metropolitan education and local state, and national government.; developments and problems

in metropolitan areas; and metropolitan frontiers (examples from Hartfor(l, Nashville, and the Twin Cities).
Sinn, Jr.. and David E. Wilder. A Profile
292. Ha vighurst, Robert J. Frank
of the Large City digh School. Washington : National Association of Secondary School Principals, 1970.

A study of 700 high schools In 45 cities with more than 300,000 population, recommending new approaches such as a single experimental high
school at a central location, temporary shifting of faculty to provide more

racial integration and distribution of experience, allowing students to
divide attendance among two or more schools, employing an open attendance rule allowing inner-city students to enroll in comprehensive or
middle-class schools, and constructing one or more large high schools in a
kind of educational park enabling greater diversity of students.

293.

Report to the President of lhe Urban Education Task Force.

Au underground document of sorts, prepared by a task force headed by

Wilson C. Riles. newly elected Superintendent of Public Instruction in
California. Excerpts lime appeared in the Congressional Record for

January 19, 1970, iuul, according to Tom Wicker, it has been published in
full by Praeger. (New York Times, November 8, 1970, Section 4, p. 13.)
Proposes an increase iii funding of about 50% per pupil in city schools.
and takes a critical attitude towatA the professionnl educational
establishment.
294. Bernstein, Abraham. The liducation of Urban Populations. N.Y.: Random
Honse, 1907. 398 pp. $3.95, paper.

"A new type of introductory education text, aimed nt a new kind of

teacher-candidate, and intended for new circumstances in education." (p.
v11). Analyzes minority problems and suggests specific methods recognizing and utilizing minority backgrounds. Bernstein advocates stipends to
pupils ; nu w-tended school day, week, and year ; the recruitment of a new
type of teat..(er; and necessary changes in administrative attitudes and
training programs.
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295. Street, David (ed.). Innovation in Mass Education. N.Y. : WileyInterscicum, 1969, 342 pp.

Eleven articleA on urban education dealing with inner city experimentation, nongrading in a slum school, controlling behavior problems, urban
teacher education, community action programs and school systems, nonprofessionals, conflict over educational change, IQ scores, and institution
building.
296. National Education Association. Schools of the Urban Crisis. Washington :
NEA, 1960. 58 DP-

Advocates that the federal government pay at least one-third of the

cost of public Schooling in major cities.

297. Pressman, Harvel. New Schools for the Cities: Designs for Equality and Excellencc. A Working Paper. Prepared for the Citizens Crusade Against
Poverty. Washington: New Community Press, 1970. 4 8 pp.
208. Rudman, Herbert C. and Richard L. Featherstone (eds.). Urban Schooling.
N.Y.: Harcout, Brace & World, 1968, 320 pp.

"Ten experts discuss the problems of inner-city education and set forth

a plan for cooperation between urban universities and urban school

systems." (advt.)
299. Fantini, Mario D. and Milton A. Young. Designing Education for Tomorrom's Cities. N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1070. 160 pp., paper.
Present educational systems are found to be outmoded .and inadequately structured (has anyone yet to find them adequate?), and, as a
suggestion for strategies of major reform, the authors use the development of the Fort Lincoln New Town school system in Washington, D.C.,
as a case study.
300. Fantini, Mario and Gerald Weinstein (eds.). Making Urban Schools Work:
Social. Realities and the Urban School. N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
1069. 02 pp. $1.50.

Proposes a school that would allow children to examine urban stresses
and learn how to deal constructively with them.
301. Fantini, Mario D. and Gerald Weinstein. The Disadvantaged: Challenge to
Education. N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1943. 455 pp.
802. Marcus, S. and H. N. Rivlin (eds.). Conflicts in Urban Education. N.Y.: Basic
Books, 1970. $6.95.

303. Campbell, Roald F. et al (eds.). Education and Urban Renaissance. N.Y.:
John Wiley, 1009. 148 pp.
304. Gittell, Marilyn and Alan G. Hevesi (eds.). The Politics of Urban Educa-

tion. N.Y.: Praeger, 1060. 386 pp.
A reader presenting a timely E-election of urban reform proposals. Five

articles particularly concerned with community control of the schools.
305. Gittell, Marilyn and T. Edward Hollander. Six Urban School Districts: A
Comparative Study of Institutional Response. N.Y.: Praeger, 1908.
A comparative analysis of fiscal and administrative operations of school
systems in Baltimore, Chicago, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia, and St.
Louis, suggesting some new approaches for evaluation of large city school
systems by using innovation as an output. Bibliography of about 250
unannotated entries on school administration and the politics of
education.
306. Gittell, Marilyn (ed.). Educating an Urban Population. Beverly Hills, Cal. :
Sage Publications, 1970 ( ?). 320 pp. $8.05 ; $3.95 paper.

"Presents a cross-section of current social research and thinking on the

problems of urban education within a framework of concern for the
broader implications of urban development and the policy-making process.
Among the contributors : Seymour Sacks, Robert J. Havighurst, Charles

Glatt, Alan K. Campbell, Louis IL Masotti, Werner Z. Hirsch, David
Minar, and Thomas F. Pettigrew." (advt.)
307. 'Sizer, Theodore R. "Education in the Ghetto: The Case for a Free Market,"
Saturday Review, January 11, 1909.
The Dean of the Harvard School of Education discusses four alternatives (decentralization, public money for minority private schools, contracting for texts and teachers in certain areas, and giving public money
directly to children). All of these programs would directly increase competition. Other interconnected policies are advocated, such as discrhnina-

tion in favor of poor children and integration, equalization of state
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financial resources, discrimination in favor of imaginative schools and
school districts and the development of national and independent "consumers' unions" to evaluate school materials and industrial contractors'

pla ns.

30& Smiley, Marjorie B. and Harry L. Miner (eds.). Polley Issues in Urban Education. N.Y.: Free Press, 1968. 490 pp.
A. companion volume to Miller and Smiley, Education in the Metropolis
(N.Y.: Free Press, 1967). Various readings divided into three sections:
Challenge to the Teacher, What Curriculum for the Disadvantaged?, and
Redressing the Imbalance of the Urban School.
309. Thomas, Thomas C. On Improving Urban School Pacilities and Mucation.
Menlo Park : Stanford Research Institute. Educational Policy Research
Centre, Policy Research Report DPRC-0747-1, May 1909, 126 pp.

An examination of educntion parks. minischools (storefronts), and

neighborhood schools in terms of the reactions by the following stakehold-

ers : white liberals, prointegration blacks, protocol control blacks, and

teachers. It is concluded that "For different reasons, neither of tlw two
facility innovationseducation parks and minischoolsoffer much promise to urban education. One probably should not be implemented, and
the other probably will not be implemented. Neighborhood schools will

most likely remain in the choice of most school districts (p. 125). Nevertheless. "there will be considerable educational change over the next decade,
though it may be cloaked in violence." (p. 120).
E. FACILITIES AND TECIINOGY

310. ToMer, Alvin (ed.). The Schoolhouse in the City. New York : Praeger, 1968.
255 pp.
Sponsored by Stanford and Educational Facilities Laboratories, 21 authors offer answers on urban sehool construction problems, present case

studies of developments in three cities (educational parks in Baltimore
and Pittsburgh Linear City in Brooklyn), and project the possible future of the schoolhouse in the city.

311. Educational Facilities Laboratories. Schools Without 'Walls. New York :
EFL ( 477 Madison Ave.), June 1965. 50 pp. Free.

Many exomples hi print and photographs of "open-space schools" that
provide unbroken space containing anywhere from three to five regularsize groups of children and their teachers: "an edneational process unbound by the barriers built into the conventional schoolhouse with its rows
of standard classrooms . . . an environment which encourages greater
interaction between teacher and pupil, and between teacher rind teacher.
There are no partitions to fragment learning by dividing teachers. children and subject matter into tight standardized compartments. And there
are no halls to funnel children from compartment to compartment at the
arbitrary dictate of a bell. Each child finds his own place, creates his own
path." (p. 3). Such post-industrial, post-linear prescription is very much
the wave of the future.
312. Kohn, Sherwood. The Early Learning Center: Stanford, Conn. New York:
Educational Facilities Laboratories (477 Madison Ave.), Jan. 1970. 30
pp. Free.
Pictures. plans, ;tnd less than a thousand words are sufficient to powerfully convey the sense of an open learning system for 2-8 years olds that
promotes random experiences through a flexible environment or "omnidirectional space."
313. Educational Facilities Laboratories. Educational Change and Architectural
Consequences. A Report on Facilities for Individualized Instruction. New
York : rair, 1968. 88 pp. Free.

In view of the new "spirit of innovation, experimentation, venture-

someness" four school designs are suggested (prepritnary, primary, middle, and secondary) "as n stimulus to open up the options in school design," in that "Too many of our schools still stand as handiealis to new
programs and new thinking in education." (p. 85).
$14. Castaldi. Basil. Creative Planning of Educational Facilities. Chicago: Rand
McNally, 1909. 364 pp.

Although largely a textbook with the conventional array of platitudes.
the concluding portions (pp. 333-352) provides a quick overview of archl-
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tectund trends in the future design of edneationnl faellities
hist rueHanoi concepts underlying future focilities. The master trend is away
from the conventional box toward (onns facilitating maximum flexibility.
315. Council of Educational Facility Planners. Educational Facilities in l'rhan
Colunffius, Ohio (2) W. Woodruff Ace.) : C,EFP, MS. 61 pp.
Presentations at 167 CEPP Annual Conference. with proposals sneb ns
educational parks, urban planning, and demographic studies of need.
316. Rice Design Fete IV (School of Architecture. Rice University). Nrsr Minols
for Xeir Towns. Sponsored by Educational Faellities Laboratories. 1965
01 PP.

A collection of very far-out. Ideas of possible designs aimed at "a new
kind of intermix between eduaction and community." Based on a naive
view of a linked-In society of willing !minters who eagerly consunic knowledge at the end of a dispensing pipeline. Thus. "commuting time should
become, whenever possible. lennting time" and various unto links are
proposed. Continuing with autos. educational service stations and "drive-

in study units:" are suggested. Then there are mobile study carrels. equipped

for individual study, data retrieval. thought. and rest. Abolishing the
classroom, a Town Brain is offered "to transmit learning" to town resi-

dents of till nges. "The schoolhouse will disamwaror linger as n memorial
to preelcetroule learning." No confluents on whetlwr this is wanted oc desirable . . . but, of course, demand can always be created.
317. National Commission on Technology. Automation. and Eeonomic Progress.
Edurational Implieations of Technological ehangc. Appendix Volume IV
to Technology and the American Economy. Washington I.S. Government
Printing Office. Februa ry 1966.

Espedally see James D. Finn. 'I'he Emerging Technology of Education"
(PP. 33-52), an overview of trends in the 1955-65 period. and a forecast,
for the period 5-10 years ahead concerning itmovntion. the new "educational establishment," systemization of materials, developments In hard-

ware, information storage and retrieval, standardistition, the National
Assessment program. administration. R&D educationnl psychology, and
the new educational "Industry." Additimml reports under the beading
of "Education in the United States: Status find Prospect" (pp. (l7-150)
provide recommendations on adult education, education for employment,
civic education. eonmensn tory education, and the role of the fedend gftvern-

went in the years ahead. Recommended.
MS. U.S. qongress. House of Representatives. Committee on Edhmtlan and
Labor. Po Improve Learning: A Report to the President and tile Con-

gress of the United Mates by the Conunission on. Instruetional Technology. Washington : U.S. Government Printing Office, March 1970, 124
pp. $.50.
Cowhides that technology emild bring about far more productive use
of the teachers' and the students' time. hot "that one-sbot injechims of

a single teclutologleal medhmt are ineffective. At hest they offer only optionnl 'enrichment.' Teehnology. we Itelleve. can ea rry out its full potential for Munition only insofar as edueators embrace instructional technology as a system and integrate a range of tumuli and nonhuman re-

sources into the total educational process." (p. 71.

The report recommends establishing the Natkmal Institute 14' DIlIcation within the Department of Health. Eduen Hon nml Welfare, and a
National Institute of Instrnethmal Technology within the NIE. The NI yr
would establish a resource eenter. conduct demonstration projects. troin
and retrain tenchers and specialists. and bring education and imlost ry
together.

The Commission, chaired by Sterling M. MeMurrin. and staffed by members of the Academy for Educatimml Development, will publish Its full
report In two volumes through the. II. R. Bowker Co. Appendix of lids
summary report lists about 140 papers prepared nt the request of the
Commission and about, 80 papers sent to the Commission for information.
Presumably. these will be drawn together in the full report.
319. Morphet, Edgar L. and David L. jesser (eds.). Planning for Effeetire Utilization. of Technology in. Education. Denver: Designing Education for the

PutureAn Eight State Project, August nos. 372 pp.

r"
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32 reports prepared for a natimml conferenee. Minty of the statments
are from relwesentatives of potential $upplying organizations. Vo !tune
S in a eontinuing series.

320. Fnchs, Walter R. Thc Nem Learning: Technology in the Service of Education. New York : Herder and Harder, 1970. $8.50.

"Describes the new technical innovations which will influence ednea'ion in the future, and illustrates how these present-day developments
embody the philosophies of great tenebers in the Imst. This book provides
a clearly written interpretation of the current revolution 1;1 education for
both the layman and the expert. (Advt.) Insofar as the "revolution," see
the following +lent.

321. Oettinger, Anthony, with the collaboration of Sento Marks. Ran. Compufrr,

Run: The Mythology of Edneutitmal I»»oratimt. Harvard Studies in
Tedundogy ninl Society. Camlnidge: Harvard University Press. 1:019.
302 pp. $5.95.

An authoritative, caustic, myth-crumbling essay concluding that "911e

formal ednea lion system is bomul to society in a way that is aluotst

ideally designed to thwait clumge. Littlo substantive technologleal ehange

Is therefom to be exlweted in the next decade." (p. 215) The "present.
innovative fad . . . favors highly visible quickie niqtroaches eventing the

illusion of progress." (p. 220 ) Recommended.
322. Oettinger. Anthony and Sento Marks. "Educational Teehnology: New Myths

aml Ohl Realities" and a "Reidy" to Six Critics. Harvard Edneatitotol
Review, 38: 4, Fall 1008.

323. Aerospace Education FonmIntion. Technology and Innovation in Education:
Pnlling Educational. Technology to Work in America's Schools. N.Y. :
Praeger, 1969. 140 pp.

The Foundation. an affiliate of tbe Air Forte Association. "adapted
as 0 Iniority gml the exploration of the potential of the new educational

technologymuch of it developed by the Air Force through the use of
tile systems approachfor the enhancement of A merien 's drum ii sehools."
(p. ix) Based on a seminar entitled "Edneation for the 1970s." the book

is divided into three sections: behavioral technology (motivation). the

computer as an educational tool, and the forces shaping education.
324. Margolin, Joseph B. and Marion R. Misch +eds.). Computers in the cla.vsroom :

.411

Interdisciplinary View of Trends and Alternatives. N.Y.

Spa rtnn Books, 1970. 382 pp. $14.00.

The result of a traveling seminar of 12 senior scientists and educators,
the back cover advertises "the first published book to present the issues
and alternatives that will confront edtwation as eomputers make their

way into the nation's schools." The sniumary chapters by the editors
(pp. 285-380) pmvide some non-startling "predictions" (such as the
emuputer accelerating educational research and ahling management and
counseling) and a wide array of cautious prescriptions to enhance teehno-

logical adaptation. '17he volmne apitears to be comprehensive, but uncritical
in its advocacy.
325. Bushnell, Don D. and Dwight W. Allen (eds.) . The Computer In American
Thlucolion.N.Y.: Wiley, 1907. 300 pp.

Proceedings of a conferenee sponsored by the Association for Educational Data Systems.
320. Caffrey, john G. The Impact of the Computer on School Systems. Santa
Monica : Systems Development Corp., SP-1803, September 23. 1994. 9 pp.
327. Longhary. ;Mini Man-Machine Systems in Education. N.Y.: Harper & Row,
1900. 242 pp.

328. Kay, Harry, Bernard Dodd. and Max Stine. Teaching Machines and Pro-

grammed Instruction. Baltimore Jenguin, 1008. 1.73 pp.
Final clmpter discusses "Social Implications of an Effective Technology."

329. Watson, Goodwin (ed.) . No Room al the Bottom: .4 alomollon ond the
Reluctant Learner. Washington Nation:1i Eduention Assoviation ( Project on Ilse Educational Implientions of Automati(1n), 1963. 132 pp.
Based on proceeding of a 1002 symposium.
330. Brickman, William W. and Stanley Lehrer (eds.) . A ntomonon, Baur Ilion,
anti Henson Values. N.Y.: School nild Society Books, 1090. 419 pp. Bib.
373-300.

33 papers largely developed in connection with a nmjor projeet of Om
Penn State Center for Conthming Liberal Ednentlon that is conefonted
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with the impact of technological change on the individual. Bibliography of

about 200 items grouped by social trends, technological change, cybernetics and computers, work and leisure, etc.

331. Evans, Luther H. and George E. Arnstein (eds.). Automation and The

Challenge to Education. Washington : National Education Association
(Project on the Educational Implications of Automation), January 1962.
100 pp.

15 articles derived from a symposium.

332. Carter, Launor and Harry Silberman. The System* Approach. Technology
and the School. Santa Monica : Systems Development Corporation, SP2025. April 1, 1005. 30 pp.

Discusses various computer applications as a means of approaching a

model of "The 'Ideal' School."

Silberman, Harry F. Trends in Educational Technology. Santa Monica

:

Systems Development Corporation, SP-2291, December 13, 10611. 10 pp.
Rather than trends, the paper provides a concise summary of "extrapo-

lations made from current trends in research on instruction to predict
the course of future improvements in public education." Mentions more
rational sequencing of educational activities, more desired outcomes in
student behavior, wore time devoted to public education ("many public
schools will have become residential boarding schools"), individualized
progress rates, increased engineering of human behavior in the direction
of national objectives, etc.

331 CouLon. John E. An Instructional Hanagemtnt System for the Public
School*. Santa Monica : Systems Development Corporation, TM-3208/
002/00, June 12, 1067. 16 pp.

Forecasts the computer applications in a typical urban school district
of 1080 or 1085, and discusses the interim Instructional Management
System of SDC that will help the school to approach this form.
335. Educational Scrvn and Audiovisual Guide ("Education in 1990 Issue"),
45: 0 September 1066.

Several brief, optimistic, and childish articles, a scenario originally
written for the Boy Scouts, and a few words from Margaret Mead on
on "The Information Explosion."

F. TEREIO
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336. U.S. Office of Education. The Education Professions: 1968. A Report on the
People lVho Serve Our School* and Colleges. Washington : U.S. Government Printing Office, 0E-58032, 'June 1060. 377 pp. $2.75.

A first annual assessment of the state of the education professions, as
required by the Education Professions Development Act of 1067. A thor-

ough analysis of trends and future requirements through 1075 at all

levels, including preschool, elementary, awl secondary programs, voca-

tional, postsecondary vocational, and adult education programs; and

undergraduate and graduate education, with analysis of personnel in both
public and private institutions. and teacher training at. each IeveL Despite

"the lack of adequate and comprehensive data on educational personnel . . . the report will hopefully prove to be a positive step toward
building a sophisticated bank of information which can be useful to all

levels of education." (p.111) Recommended.
337. Conant. James Bryant. The Education of American Teachers. N.Y. : McGrawfill, 1004. 810 pp.
Guided by the values of freedom and responsibility, this thorough study

makes 27 recommendations, 'grouped in the final chapter umler five
headings.
888. Koerner, James D. The Miseduoation of American Teacher*. Boston :
Houghton Mifflin, 1965; Baltimore: Penguin Books, n.d. 360 pp. $1.25.
Based on an extensive study, this scathing critique finds "A weak
faculty operates a week program that attracts weak students." (p. 242)

Concludes with 13 recommendations to preserve and strengthen the basic
structure of professional education, including: shutting down teacher's
colleges or converting them to general institutions, utilizing the regular
4-yenr umlergraduate program as the standard preparation for teachers,
raising grade point averages for admission to teacher education programs,

a drastic reduction in the number of education specialties and subspecialties, etc.

.
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339. Stone, James C. Breakthrough in Teacher Education. San Francisco :
Jossey-Bass, 1968. 206 pp. $7.50.

Discusses the Breakthrough Programs (largely sponsored by the Ford
Foundation) : -a scattering of models from which new patterns in teacher
education might spread. Most of the Nation's colleges continue to prepare

the majority of future teachers in conventional programs." (p. 155)

Especially see chart of trends in teacher preparation (pp. 175-176) and
new models for innovation proposed in the last chapter. Reconnuended.
340. Smith, B. Othanel. Teachers fur Mc Real World. Washington : American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1969. 185 PP.
Based on research by L task force of the NDEA National Institute for
Advaneed Study in Teaching Disadvantaged Youth. Radical reforms are
advocated, including -training complexes," division of the teaching profession into subroles, combining theoretical training with actual classroom problems, etc.

341. Ecklfelt, Roy A. Redesigning the Education Profession. Washington : SEA,
January 1969. 17 pp. Mimeo.

A recent policy statement by the Executive Secretary of the National
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Stamlards, hi which
the concept of differentiated staffing is advocated. Such a staff "would
include not only teachers but a variety of special service personnel. subject matter specialists. administrators, student teachers, interns. people

from other professions, craftsmen, and paraprofessionals." (p. 8)
342. Lindsey, Margaret. New Horizons for the Teaching Profession. A Report
of the Task Force on New Horizons in Teacher Education and Professional Standards. Washington: National Education Association, PAL 243
The final chapter, "The Teaching Profession in the Decades Ahead" has

nothing to do with a wider future, but serves to snmmarlze the recom-

mendations for professional standards.
343. Stinnett, T. M. (ed.). The Teacher Dropout. Itasca, Ill. : Peacock, 1970. 172
PP. $5.75.

Argues "that before we -can cope adequately with the pupil dropout
Problem we must solve the problem of the teacher dropout" (advt.) Arranged by the Commission on Strengthening the Teaching Profession.
344. King, Edmund j. (ed.). The Teacher and The Needs of Society in Evolution.
London: Pergamon International Library, 1970. 332 pp. $6.50.
Twelve essays divided into three sections concerning the background
of social and technological change, the changing world of the teacher in
schools (including an essay on "The Status, Role and Future of Teachers"), and new perspectives on learning and teaching and on the evolving
commitments of students and teachers up to the year 2000 (including an
essay "From Teaching to Learning").
345. Van Til, William. The Year 2000: Teacher Education. Tem Haute: Indiana : Indiana State University, 1968. 35 pp.

After a good discussion of current general futures thinking (Kahn and
Wiener, Commission on the Year 2000), the implications for education
and teacher education are explored. Various trends and possibilities are
mentioned, but none that are very surprising. The most interesting part
of the paper (outlining the various values and resulting methods of "technologists" vs. "social emphasizers") does not build on the rest of the
paper.

346. Rosove, Perry E. An Analysis of Possible Future Roles of Educators as Derived from a Contextual Map. Santa Monica: System Development Corp.,
SP-3088, March 8, 1968. 82 pp.

A subsequent report to item 686 that presents the "complete" resnits

of the experiment in the use of contextual mapping. "The mowing process
results in the identification of 98 differea possible future roles for educators and also, as a by-product, it identifies 101 potential future issues

in edncation." (p. 3). It is concluded that "the projections of current

trends in 18 areas as displayed on the contextual map suggests that (the
crisis in education) is merely beginning and will become Increasingly
complex, fractious, and more costly to resolve in the two decades ahead."
(p. 30). To prevent an evolutionary form of drift, four new concepts are
proposed: The learning environment as a real time facility (blurring the
distinction between work and eancation) ; the continuous, vertical, learn-
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lag organization serving all educational levels; the learning environment

as a multipurpose facility; and (the major conclusion of the study as

derived from the above three concepts) the generic role of the -learning
facilitator" (rather than the present generic role of "teaeler") as a counselor, engineer, instructor in the use of learning resources, and researcher.
347. Foshay, Arthur W. (ed.). The Professional as Educator. N.Y.: Teachers
College Press, 1970. 128 pp. $4.95 paper.

348. Clark, D. L. and J. E. Hopkins. A Report on Educational Research. Derelopment. and Diffusion Manpower, 1964-74. Bloomington : Indiana University Research Foundation, 1969.

349. Tope, D. E. (ed.). A Forward Look: The Preparatimt of School Adminis-

trators, 1970. Eugene, Oregon : University of Oregon Press, 1962.

350. Southworth. W. D.. -The Superintendency-1980." Clearing House, 43:2,
October 19:18. pp. 79-81.

A brief prescriptive portrait, predicated on the observation that "the

resp(msibilities of the superintendency have so increase(l and multiplied

that no single person can any longer satisfactorily fulfill the position."

p. 79). Describes the imsiness-oriented senior school administrator, the
senior educator, and the new role of school board members similar to that
of corporate directors.
G. FINANCE

351. (oons, John E., William II. Clune III. and Stephen I). Sugarman. Private
Wealth and Public Education. Cambridge: Harvard University, Belknap
Press. 1970. 520 pp. $12.50.

Three lawyers analyze discrimination by wealth in State systems of
sehool finance and American value systems in general. proposing a plan
of "power equalizing" based on manipulation of State and local taxes.
The primary hope for change is through court actions.
352. Coons. John and Stephen B. Sugarman. The Fatn:ly Choice in. Education
Art: .4 Heuristic Model for State Education. Berkeley: Institute for Governmental Studies. Spring 1971. Approx. $1.50. (Also to appear in ('ali-

fornia Law Review, May 1971.)
353. Center for the Study of Public Policy. Education Vouchers: A Preliminary

Report on Financing Education by Payments to Parents. Cambridge,
Mass. : The Center (56 Boylston St.). March 1970. 219 pp.

A report of the first phase of research contracted by USOE which explores the following areas: Determining Hue value of vouchers and the
restrictions (if any) on private supplementation. insuring adequate information for intelligent choices by parents. procedures for allocating scare
places, education vouchers compared with state "purchase of services"
from private schools, and the relationship of vouchers to racial segregation and the First Amendment prohibition against. establisinnent of religion. The second phase of this important research will demonstrate the
feasibility of an experimental project.
354. Bane. Mary Jo. "On Tuition Voucher Proposals," Harvard Educational ReHeir. 41 :1. February 1971. pp. 79-57.
An essay review ef Education Vouchers (Item No. 353). Prirate Wealth
and. Public Education (Item No. 351 ), and An Essay on Alternatives

in Education

(Item No. 836).

355. Berke, Joel S.. Stephen K. Bailey, Alan K. Campbell. and Scym,mr Sacks.
Federal Aid to Public Education.: Who Benefits? Symense: The Policy
Institute of the Syracuse University Research Corporation, .Tanuary 31,
1971. 84 pp.

The first report of a Ford Foundation project to ,letermine the patterns
of aid allocation. the decisionmaidng processes determining these patterns, and necessary changes.

It was found that "Rural areas receive far more aid proportionately
timn metropolitan areas, even more than central cities: Many individual
aid programs give more help to rich districts than they do to poorer ones.
Fund flows over time are so uneven, both within fiscal years ,and from
year to year, that harried school planners often end up shunting. Federal
aid funds to the least pressing, least important of their academic priorities. And problems of program administration further dilute the effect
of Federal dollars." (p. 52).
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Some tendencies toward equity were discovered, but considered as -far
too little to overcome the basic maldistribution of educathmal !Mauves in
this Nation . nail the Federal Government assumes the responsibility
for providing an adequate and equitable pattern of aid to edneathm. the
crisis in American education will continue." (p. 53).
356. Morphet, Edgar L. mind David L. Jesser (eds.). Emerging Designs for Edn-

clitimt. Denver: Designing Education for the Future : An Eight State
Project. May 190S. 240 pp.
Articles on implications of societal changes for the educational program.

alternative local school district models, and alternative models for state
financing. Vol. 5 of a series. Recommended.

351. National Education Association, Committee on Educational Finance. Interdependence in Nehont Finance: The City, The state. The Nation. Proceedings of the Eleventh National Conference on School Finance. Washington :
SEA, 1968.

:MS. New York State Commission on the Quality. Cost and rimming of Ele
mentary and Secondary Education. Final Report, November 1971.

The Fleischmann Commission, backed by $900,000 in State funds, will

attempt to produce a "politically feasible" report on every facet of the
New York education system, to provide information for legislative action
in the 1972 session. (For further information, write to Tile Connnission,
500 Second Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.)

359. Windham. Douglas M. Education. Equality. and. Income Redistribution. Lex.
ington. Mass. : D. C. Heath, 1970. 120 pp. $10.00.

"An startling appraisal of public education's built-in inequities due

to regressive taxation." ( advt.)
360. Keyserling, Leon H. Achieving Nationwide Educational Excellence: .4 TenYear Plan, 19674971, to Save the Sehools. Conference on Economic Progress. Washington : December 1965,

361. Freeman, Roger A. Financing the Public f.'-hoo/s. Vol. I. School Needs in
the Decade Ahead. Washington : Inmitute for Social Science Research,
1958. 273 PP.

A thoughtful consideration of public school enrollments find expenditures for teachers and buildings in 1970, as viewed from 1958, and aided

by 87 tables and 24 charts. The fear that expenditures for public elementary and secondary education would exceed $30 billion in 1970
proved correct, if not an understatement: The public schools cost $36
billion in 1909-70 (current dollars). Freeman asks whether enough

is being spent, and how much should be spent, and suggests that
standards could be raised at no extra costs by cutting "frills."

362. Freeman, Rogers A. Financing the Public Schools. .Vol. II. Taxes for the

Schools. Washington : Institute for Social Science Research, 1900. 441 pp.
An extensive and scholarly discussion of various taxation alternatives.

with the conclusion that "The fiscal ease for Federal school aid is contrived, unsubstantiated, and fallacious. The ideological case . . . cannot

be proven or rebutted" (p. xxxvii).
363. Erickson, Donald A., "Central Constitutional Questions on Aid to Nonpublic
Schools," State Government, 43 :4, Autumn 1970, pp. 242-252.
H. MISCELLAMMUS

364. Cervantes, tucius P. The Dropouts: Causes and Cures. Ann Arbor : University of Michigan Press. 1965, 244 PP.

A thorough survey of why youth drops out of high school, looking at
family, school experience, dropout youth culture, and personality. A multitude of solutions are proposed (pp. 199-218), which suggested actions for
community, Government, business, labor, schools, and the family.
365. Effrat, Andrew, Roy E. Feldman, and Harvey M. Sapolsky, -"Inducing Poor
Children to Learn." The Public Interest, No. 15, Spring 1969. pp. 106-112.

In view of the characteristics of lower class subcultures, the authors
propose a payment schedule to provide the student with incentives to

improve his classroom performance. This proposal is quite amenable to a
pilot study.

366. Brim, Orville G Jr., et. al. American Reliefs aml Attitudes About Intelligence. N.Y.: Russell Sage Foundation, 1909. 291 PP-
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A report of a survey of some 10.000 secondary school students in the
1963-64 period, finding widespread ignorance about intelligence and testing ( without questioning these measures).
"It seems to the authors that a humanistic conception of man would

hold that each member of society has the right to valid information as
to his or her intellectual abilities, to provide a basis for a rational esti-

mate of one's competence, and thus the establishment of reasonable aspirations in those sectors of life where intelligence counts heavily.
"Both the general ignorance and the inequities in knowledge about one's
own intelligence seem to come primarily from school policies that keep

test score information confidential, and in the possession of the school
system, rather than communicating such results to the student or his
family" (p. 12).
"If a school were to develop a systematic policy of dissemination of

test scores, it could replace the irrational, unevaluated, and probably damaging procedures of the schools at the present time in handling differences
in intelligence. It would, however, demand that educators face up squarely
to the inequities in the educational system that contribute, at least somewhat, to the test performances
" (p. 13).
367. 1985 Committee of the National Conference of Professors of Educational
Administration. Educational Futurism, 1985: Challenges for Schools and
Their Administrators. Berkeley : McCutchan Publishing Corp., June 1971.
Approx. 220 pp.

Contents to include "On Confronting the Future" by Walter G. Hack
(chairman), "Futurism: Its Development, Content, and Methodology" by
Richard C. Lonsdale, "Perspectives on the Educational Program, 1985"
by Stephen J. Knezevich, "Governance of Public Education in 1985" by
Walter G. Hack, "Organization for Education in 1985" by Conrad Briner

and Gerald Sroufe, "The School Administrator in 1985" by Robert E.
Ohm, "Futurist Planning: An Example and Procedures" by Richard C.
Lonsdale and Robert E. Ohm, and, as an appendix, "Essential Reading
for the Future of Education : A Selected and Critically Annotated Bibliography" by Michael Marien (item 805).

368. Cronbach, Lee J. and l'atrick Suppes (eds.). Research for Tomorrow's

Schools: Disciplined Inquiry for Education. Report on the Committee on

Educational Research of the National Academy of Education. N.Y.:
Macmillan, 1069. 281 pl).

Although "designed to help the educational community make more
effective use of research and scholarship in reshaping and revitalizing
educational institutions" this austere volume is far removed from the
empassioned proposals listed elsewhere in this bibliography. It is fundamentally important to consider whether the "disciplined inquiry" as pro-

posed here can revitalize education or whether it, ironically, is part of the
problem.
369. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Educational Research
and Development in ihc United States. Washington : U.S. Government
Printing Office 1970. 200 pp. $2.00.

"Explores the development, the present status, and possible lines of
future growth of educational research and development." (advt.)
III. HIGHER EDUCATION
A. GENERAL

370. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.

General Information pamphlet available from The Commission, 1947

Center St., Berkeley, Calif. 94704.

All publications may be ordered from McGraw-Hill Book Co., Hightstown, N.J., 08520.
A monumental endeavor, established in spring 1967 and headed by Clark

1

Kerr, concerned with the functions, structure, and goverance of higher
education, innovation and change, demand and expenditures, and effective use of resources. Special Reports "of urgent pullic interest" have
appeared since December 1968. (See the four following items plus items
No. 436, 501, 503, 540, and 921.) Topics currently under consideration
for future reports involve relationships between the campus and the
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city, and new educational technology. A recent forecast estbnates 20 of
these reports before the final report of the Commission is available in
June 1972. In addition to the reports, 67 special studies have been commissioned, many of them serving as background material for the reports.
The studies published so far ((hat are considered relevant to tlds bibliography) may be found by consniting the Index by Organization.
371. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Quality and Equality: (Re-

vised Recommenda(ions) New Levels of Federal Responsibility for

Higher Education. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, June 1970. 48 pp. $1.95. (Earlier
edition published In December 1908.)

The first in a series of special reports, urging more Federal aid to
meet two urgent national priorities: greater equality of opportunity and
a substantial expansion of health service personnel. Other recommendations concern student aid, construction, research, etc., and the specific
advocacy of a National Foundation for the Development of Higher Education and a Council of Advisors on Higher Education (modeled after the

Council of Economic Advisors).
372. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. A Chance to Learn.: An Action
Agenda for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education. A Special Report
of the Commission. New York: McGraw-Hill, March 1970. 40 pp. $1.95.
By 1970, it is proposed that all economic barriers to educational opportunity he eliminated, that the curriculum and the environmert of the
college campus not renmin a source of educational disadvantage, and that
substantial progress be made toward improvement of educational quality at levels prior to higher education and toward provisions of universal
access. "By the year 2000, there should be no barriers to any individual
achieving the occupational level which his talent warrants and which
his interest leads him to seek." (p. 28)
373. Carnegie Counnission on Higher Education. The Oben-Door Colleges: Policies for the Community College. A Special Report of the Commission.
New York :

June 1970. 88 pp. $1.93.

Recommends establishing 230-280 new community colleges (added to
the 1000+ colleges already in existence), so that, by 1980, a connumnity
college will be within commuting distance of 95% of all Americans. The
Commission favors the "Comprehensive" community college with an optimum size of 2000-5000 students.
374. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Less Time, More Options:
Education Beyond the High School. A Special Report of the Commission.
New York: McGraw-Hill, January 1971. 64 pp. $1.95.

This fifth report in a continuing series of interhn statements recommends the shortening of undergraduate education from 4 to 3 years,
greatly expanded opportunities for postsecondary education throughout
life, and drastically reducing the number of itegrees offered from the
current 1000 to about 160 broad area degrees that "decrease the now
increasing emphasis on narrow certification." (For elaboration, see Spurr,

item No. 587) Such reforms would reduce the forecasted enrollment

growth by 1980 from 3 million to 2 million, and would save higher education a total of $5 billion in capital construction costs during the 1970's,
as well as $3-5 billion a year in operating expenditures. "We should
neither overinvest the time of students nor the resources of society in
higher education." Recommended.
375. American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Assembly on University Goals and
Governance. A. First Report of the Assembly on University Goals and
Governance. Boston : AAAS (280 Newton Street), 1971. Free. Reprinted in
The Chronicle of Higher Education, V: 15, January 18, 1971.
A blue ribbon panel headed by Martin Meyerson, listing 85 theses to
stimulate academic reforms in all areas of higher education, and nine
themes pervading the report : learning as the central mission. institutional
self-knowledge as a basis for educational reform, extending choice in
admissions and attendance, experimentation and flexibility in undergraduate and graduate eilucation. diversification and differentiation, preserving the private and public systems, enhancing the professoriate by broad-

ening the 'Josh; of recruitment, governance by delegation and accountability and inventing new procedures and institutional forms to make
cooperation and self-help more of a reality. Recommended.

362
376. President's Task Force on Higher Education. Priorities in Higher Education. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1970. $0.30. (Recommen(lations published in The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 19,
1970, pp. 3-4)
Chaired by James M. Ilester, the Task Force makes recommendations
on financial aid for disadvantaged students, Negro colleges, ..mpport for
health-care professional education, increased tax incentives for support
to higher education. the expansion of opportunities for posting!: school
education, the support of high-qtmlity graduate and pmfessional edncation. clarification of institutional purposes, improvement in the quality
of the curriculum and methods of teaching and learning. clarification

of institutionaI governance, and establishing a National Academy of
Higher Education modeled after the National Academy of Sciences.
Recommended.

377. Newman, Frank (Task Force Chairman). Report on Higher Education.
Washington : U.S. Department of Health. Education. and We!fa re. 3larch

1971. 140 pp. (Major proposals reprinted III The ('hronicle of Higher
Education, Ma rch 1f, 1971. Pp. 4-8. )
A study group. funded by the Ford Foundation and initiated and endorsed by top officials in the Nixon Administration, challenges the assumptions on which traditional higher education is based. It urges wholly new
institutions, equivalency examinations for knowledge acquired outside of

classrooms, greater use of educational television for those who do not
wish to attend classes, the development of informal tutors from whom
persons could obtain academic assistance, and more recruiting of older

students to overcome the college's role as a principal cause of the genera-

tion gap. The college as an isolated community is criticized for bearing
litt'e resemblance to the real world, and it is doubted whether edneation
could be made more relevant to the real world by simply developing new
curricula. Recolumelided.
378. The President's Committee on Education Beyond the High School. Second
Report to the Preskient. Washington : U.S. Government Printing Office,
July 1957. 114 pp.

Originally intended as an interim report similar to the first one (November 1956), funds were cut off and this report serves as a final statement.
There are a number of recommendations concerning inputs : the need for
teachers, assistance to students, expansion and diversity of educational opportunities, and financing higher education ; but there is no concern for

the quality of educational services as there is at present. However,

there are two renmrkable insights that are still relevant for contemporary
policymaking: the recognition of peripheral education in corporations.
the military, etc., such that "we have become 'a society of students' " (p. 1),
and the emphasis on the neglected Federal role in collecting information.
"We have been struck above all else by the astounding lack of accurate,
consistent. and up-to-date facts, and by how little this Nation knows about

its enormously vital and expensive educational enterprise in contrast
to how much it knows, in great detail, about agriculture, industry, labor,

banking and other areas." (p. 15) Indeed! Recommended.
379, Select Committee on the Future of Private and Independent Higher Education in New York State, New York Stdte and Private Higher Education.
Report of the Committee. Albany : State Education Department. Bureau
of Publications. January 1968. 155 pp.
Chaired by McGeorge Bundy. the Committee was formed in the face of
"an immediate financial crisis of disastrous proportions." The 16 recommendations fall in four general classes : direct assistance from New York

State to private colleges and univenities, the amendment of the State
Constitution to facilitate this asstutance, a reconfirmation of the existing

responsibilities and powers of the Board of Regents (reinforced by

strengthening the staff of the State Department of Education), and steps
for both private institutions and the Board of Regents "to develop a much
stronger base of information and reporting upon which statewide educational decisions can be based."

380. Commission on Post-Secondm Education in Ontario. Post-Secondary Educa-

tion. in Ontario: A Statement of Issues. Toronto: Ontario Department of
Education (44 Eglinton Avenue West), 1970. 20 pp. Free.
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An interim statement by the Wright Commission, briefly outlining

issues such as expected number of students, institutional characteristics,
costs, the economic argument for education, the manpower argument for
education, certification, education and social justice. the example of the
U.S., measurements. technology, strmtural problems, student's share of
cost, etc. An excellent. overview of essential questions. Recommended.

381. College Entrance Examination Board. Planning College Policy for the
Critical. Decade Ahead. N.Y.: CEEB. College Admissions 5. 1958. 123 pp.
"Considers how colleges should modify tlwir admissions. fiscal. instruc-

tional, and other policies to prepare for the incmsed ninnber of ap-

pliennts that has been forecast." (CEEB catalog.)
382. Enrich. Alvin C. and the Staff of the Academy for Educational Develolonent.

Campus MO: The Shupe of the Future in American lligher Eilue«tion,
N.Y.: Delacorte, 1968. 327 pp.

A competent anthology of largely descriptive forecasts by the top writers
on higher education. who adhere quite well to the objective of looking at
"Comm 1980." Topics include the magnitude of higher education. highwr
education and the national interest. cities and universities. uniwrsities
and the world, professionalism. teaching. community colleges. eontinuing
education, college titudents, curriculum. instructional organization. intructional technology, graduate education, campus architecture. and the
university and change. Recommended.

383. Mayhew, Lewis B. (ed.). Higher Education in the Revolutionary &wades.
Berkeley: McCutchan, 1967. 466 pp.
A reader presenting an excellent selection of 34 aricties, some of which
are cited elsewhere in this bibliography. Although many of the articles
deal with trends in the revolutionary decades since World W'ar II. the
inclusion of several future-oriented articles implies thnt forthcoming
decades will also be revolutionary. Especially see the scenario by Alvin

C. Enrich. "A Twenty-First Century Look at Higher Education" (pp.

443-453), in which universities are seen as stressing wisdom ratlwr than
fact-mongering. using television lectures by the world's leading scholars.
judging students by standardized criteria of achievement rather than time
spent in college, employing microfilmed libraries and portable television
sets in dormitory rooms, and allowing individual determination of course

mixes. (Enrich offers a similar but updated scenario in Reforming

American Education, Item No. 138.)

384. Margolis. John D. (ed.). The Campus in the Mmlcrn World: Tirenty-Pire
Essays. N.Y. : Macmillan. 1969. 381 pp.

A worthwhile anthology of reprints and original Ntisayti "exploring the
fundanwntal questions of higher education in general" with little coneern
for ontemporary issues except in passing. Part V has six orighmi essays

on alternatives by Jacques Maritain. Clark Kerr. Paul Goodman. John
Gardner. John Keats. and Michael O'Neil.

385. Caffrey, John (ed.) The Future Academic Community: Continuity and
Change. Washington : American Council on Education. 1969. 327 pp. $7.00.

Proceedings of the 1968 ACE Annual Meeting. including articles by
Bertrand de Jouvenel, Alvin C. Enrich. Constantinos Doxiadis, John
Gardner, etc.

386. Henderson. Algo D. (ed.). Higher Education. in Tomorrow's World. Ann
Arbor : University of Michigan, 1968. 189 pp. $3.50.

Proceedings of an international conference held in April 1967. with
23 papers (8 by U.S. authors) considering the university and tomorrow's
student, tomorrow's people, tomorrow's nation, and tomorrow's civilization. Most of the papers are prescriptive.

387. Stroup. Thomas B. (ed.). The University in the American Future. Lexington : University of Kentucky Press, 1966. 111 pp. $4.00.

Proceedings of the 1905 University of Kentucky centennial conference,
with essays by Kenneth D. Benne, Sir Charles Morris. Henry Steele Commager, and Gunnar Myrdal on the theme of "A University, A.D. 2000."
388. Allescher, Peter A., Carlo Henze, and Raeto Schett (eds.). The Modern Uni-

versity. Structure, Functions, and Its Role in the New Industrial State.
A Symposium, Geneva, October 1968, N.Y.: Intercontinental Medical
Books, 1969. 194 pp. Paper, $8.20.

389. Lawrence. Ben. George Weathersby, and Virginia W. Patterson (ed.s.). Outputs of Higher Education: Their Identification, Measurement, and Eralua-
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Hon. Papers from a seminar held at Washington. D.C., May 3-5,

1970,

conducted by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education in
cooperation with the American Council on Education and the Center for
Research and Development in Higher Education at Berkeley. Boulder,
Colo. : WICHE, July 1970. 130 pp. $3.50.

Ten important essays examining purposes, priorities, responsibilities
And capabilities of higher education, under the rationale that "Educational
decision-makers are seeking honest, viable responses to the issues of public
accountability, flagging financial support, and an earlier over-reaction to
short-term need. They are seeking forthright approaches to the polarization of opinion about the role of the university in a free society ordered
by law" (p. 7). Bibliography of about 200 items in three categories : output
variables and models for their analysis ; goals and/or psycho-social effects
of education on its constituencies ; and educational costs. Recommended.

390. Minter. W. John and Ian M. Thômpson (eds.). Colleges and Universities
as Agents of Social Change. Berkeley : Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, November 1068.148 pp. $3.50.

Six articles and a symposium discussion, based on the lOth College
Self-Study Institute, held in 1968. Annotated bibliography of tbout 100
items on higher education and social change.

391. Smith. G. Kerry (ed.). Stress and. Campus Response: Current Issues in
Higher Education-1968. A Publication of the American Association for
Higher Education. San Francisco : Jossey-Bass, 1968. 297 pp.
Twenty-five essays in five categories : a society in crisis, students, orga-

nization and governance, curricular relevance, and looking toward the
future.
392. Kean, Richard (ed.). Dialogue on Education. Indianapolis : Boobs-Merrill,
1967. 144 pp.

An outgrowth of the National Conference on Curricular and Instructional Innovation in Large Colleges and Universities, which was wrecked
on the rocks of non-communication. Contains eight future-oriented articles
by students and faculty.
393. Brewster, Kingman, Don K. Price, Robert C. Wood and Charles Frankel.
Educating for the Twenty-First Century. Urbana : University of Illinois
Press, 1969. 65 pp. $.95.

Four lectures given during the final week celebration of the University
of Illinois Centennial Year, March 1968. The Future of Formal Education, Science and Technology in a Democratic SocietyEducating for the
Scientific Age, The Competent City, and The Future University : Tool

or Maker of Foreign Policy, by Brewster, Price, Wood and Frankel respectively. Although the lectures are competent and provocative, none of the
authors attempt to discuss the twenty-first century to any degree whatsoeverstill another example of convocational rhetoric.
394. Morison. Robert S. (ed.). The Contempor«ry University: U.S.A. Boston :
Houghton-Mifflin, 1966. 364 pp.

Revised Fall 1964 issue of Daedalus.

395. Potter. P., and R. Leeds (eds.). Aims of Education. Washington : National
Student Association, 1962. 73 pp.

A selection of general readings, some of which include Alternatives for
American Education. This may well be one of the earliest publications
entertaining the notion of alternatives.

396. Hodgetts, John Edwin (ed.). Higher Education in a Changing Canada.
Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1966.90 pp.

A nine-paper symposium presented to the Royal Society of Canada in
1965. Especially see the first chapter on trends and prospects in higher

education.
397. Harris, Robin S. (ed.). Changing Patterns of Higher Education in Canada.
Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1966.106 pp. $3.50.
Four articles focused' on change in various geographic regions.

398. Kerr. Clark. Thc Uses of the University. Cambridge : Harvard University
Press, The Godkin Lectures, 1963. 140 pp.

Although primarily known for introducing the concept of the multiversity, there is also a provocative chapter entitled "The Future of
the City of Intellect." Planners might well contemplate the statement
(p. 102) that "Change comes more through spawning the new than reforming the old."
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399. Green, Thomas F., "Post-Secondary Education : 1970-1990" in Dilemmas in

American Policy: Crucial Issues of Contemporary Society. Syracuse :

Syracuse University Publications in Continuing Education, No. 62. Nov.
1969, pp. 59-84. (Free reprints available from Educational Policy Research Center at Syracuse.)
A discussion of the post-secondary system including the entire range of
on-the-job training, adult education, museums, art centers, and technical
institutes as well as colleges and universities. In contrast to today's closed
system of rigorous credentialism, "extended professionalism," and speialization, a scenario is offered (centered around a university president
in 1988) of a new system unbound by sterile qualifications for students or
staff, and unrestricted in its offerings by status or place. Recommended.
400. Wolff, Robert Paul. The Ideal of the University. Boston : Beacon Press, 1969.
161 pp. $5.95.

A well-written essay responding to the events at Columbia and attempting to develop a program of practical reform of present-day institutions,
based on the view that "the competition for scarce places at top colleges
corrupts the secondary school education, and even corrodes primary education as well." After a discussion of four models (the university as A
Sanctuary of Scholarship, A Training Camp for the Professions, A Social

Service Station, and An Assembly Line for Establishment Man), the

final chapter proposes that "performance in high school must be made irrelevant to college admission and college performance must be made irrelevant to graduate and professional admission." (p. 142) Degrees would
be abolished, including the Ph. D. and its questionable "contribution-toknowledge" requirement, in turn freeing students for truly meaningful

work. Professional training would be an alternative to undergraduate
education, rather than a linear sequel bo it, and undergraduate admis-

sions would be by lot among those attaining some minimum performance.
401. Sanford, Nevitt. Where Colleges Fail: A Study of the Student as a Person.

San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1967. 229 pp.
The editor of the classic The American College aims "to help restore the

student to his rightful place at the center of the college's activities," stating the ease for individual development as the primary aim of education,
and presenting a theory of how students actually develop. Advocates a
"total educational environment" to be guided by a theory of personality.

Recommended.

402. Axelrod, Joseph, et al. Search for Relevance: The Campus in Crisis. San
Francisco : Jossey-Bass, 1969. 244 pp. Bib., pp. 212-237.

Tying together Nevitt Sanford's theory of student development, old
ideals, and present student protest, four "total design" models are proposed: a cluster college on the campus of an urban college or university,
a B.A. program in Future Studies, a community college, and an Experi-

mental Freshman Year Program. Bibliography of about 400 items.

Recommended.
403. Henderson, Algo D. The Innovative Spirit. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1970.
$8.75.

Outlines proposals for reform on issues such as curriculum change, student-faculty-administration relationships, governance, restructuring of
professional schools, faculty loyalty, and new forms for colleges.
404: Katz, Joseph, and Associates. No Time For Youth. San Francisco : JosseyBass, 1970. 463 pp.
A sympathetic investigation of the undergraduate student, based on
interviews with 3,500 freshmen and 200 follow-up interviews during the
next four years of college life. Concludes with a recommendation for

education oriented to individual development.
405. The Committee on the Student in Higher Education. The Student in Higher
Education. New Haven, Conn.: The Hazen Foundation, January 1968.
66 iv.
"This report was written to bring attention to the possibility of developmental higher education . . . These recommendations call for a major

qualitative change in planning for the future of higher education. The
Committee has no quarrel with the computer experts, the technical planners, and the budgetary wizards who are telling us how many students,
teachers, and classrooms we will need by 1980 ... but it is not enough, for
they are not concerned with the character of education. It takes another
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kind of planner to consider and envisior the quality of human relationships
in the college environment." (p. 57). Many recommendations such as the

whole freshman year as an orientation to learning, a reduction of competition, a proliferation of experimentation, a reforming of physical structures, etc. Clearly written with a humane concern. Recommended.
406. Minter, John W. (ed). The Individual and the System: Personalizing Higher Education. Berkeley : Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education and the Center for Research and Development in Higher Educetion, 1969. 187 pp. Bib.

Stemming from a 1967 College Self-Study Institute. Includes a 50-page
annotated bibliography.

407. Barzun. Jacques. The A merican University: How It Runs, Where It Is
Going. New York : Harper & Row, 1968 ; Harper Colophon edition, 1970.

319 pp. $2.45 paper.

Barzun is a well-established commentator on American education, as
indicated in the Appendix D checklist of 144 writings and speeches on
educational subjects, 1926-07 (pp. 295-302). In this rambling but pungent
overview. "The New University" that has emerged in the past 20 years is
generally viewed with dispair. Subsequent chapters discuss Scholars
in Orbit ; Students or Victims? ; Administrators Above and Below ; Friends,

Donors, Enemies; Poverty in the Midst of Plenty ; and The Higher
Bankruptcyall based on Barzun's extensive experience as academic

dean at Columbia. The final chapter, "The Choice Ahead," offers an "incomplete string of (68) imperfect suggestions "based on the premise "that
the nation wants a university in the honorific and not in the service-station sense," and that it does not wish a proletarian culture where the prevailing tendency is to suspect height. The suggestions are often difficult to

fathom (in contrast to the neat arrays of public commissions), but in
general Barzun spears to advocate an enlightened conservative retrenching along the lines of simplification, sobriety, being choosy about new
projects, reconsidering research, reducing the fever of mandarinism, a

charter of the rights and duties of universities, and cutting down on
stmlies and conferences. To crack the Ph. D., it is suggested that every
native-born American be given one at birth; pending this, an interim
measure is offered of awarding the Ph.D immediately after orals (PP.
261-262). Although an Ombudsman is recommended as an outlet for griev-

ances, the university is not a political unit and therefore is not a demoe
racy." (p. 266). Given current dispositions, it is doubtful that, in general,
the university will be going where Barzun wishes it to go.

408. Martin, Warren Bryan. Alternative to Irrelevance: A Strategy for Reform
in Higher Education. Nashville : Abingdon Press, 1968. 160 pp.
The essays in this book are influenced by two assumptions. The first
one is that learning in the 21st century will take place under arrange-

ments so radically different from present educational forms that the
ways we do things now are not likely to have much transfer value then.
The second assumption is that the content of educational programs in
the furture will be changed no less radically than the forms ; indeed,
changed to such an extent that what we teach today may be regarded by
educators in the next century as negative precedentsexamples of what
not to do (p. 9). Responding to these assumptions, Martin advocates alternative models within the existing system, and the cluster college concept of small colleges within large universities is considered to be the best
mechanism known for testing divergent models.

409. Woodring, Paul. The Higher Learning in America: A Reassessment.
New York : McGraw-Hill, 1968. 236 pp.

A provocative critique by the former education editor of the Saturday
Review. See Part IV, "Problems and Proposal," especially chapter 15
"Problems for Long-Range Planners," and "A Reform Plan for Higher
Education" (p. 216). Some useful ideas, in addition to a bleak forecast
of declining enrollments (pp. 169-173, based on the traditional estimate

of high school graduates, rather than learning needs of the entire

population.

410. Etzioni, Amital. Towards Higher Education in an Active Society: Three
Policy Guklelines. New York : Center for Policy Research (423 W. 11th
St), 1970. $3.75.
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zuggests cnanges to tie higher education more closely to meaningful
national projects and to make the system more effective in leading toward
a person-centered society.
Education in 1990," Minerva, 5 :2,

411. Bowles, Frank, "American Higher
Winter 1967, pp. 227-241.

Focuses on the lOng-range tendency to extend universal education to
older age groups and the tendency to bring all forms of post-secondary
education under university control. Some of the unsurprising forecasts
for 1990 : Universal preschool education, urban universities directly involved with urban schools, 30-40 percent of an age cohort obtaining
college degrees, corporations operating accredited institutions of higher
education in specialized fields, and a federal department of research and
education headed by a cabinet officer. It is questionable, however, whether
"education will have lost importance as a major political issue." (p. 241)
412. Nisbet, Robert, The Degradation of the Academic Dogma: The University
-in, America., 1945-1070, New York : Basic Books. February 1971. $6.95.
Accuses the universities of having betrayed themselves by abandoning
their commitment to the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, leading
to their demise as (-enters of learning. A program of reforms is offered
for regaining a sense of community and a clear definition of the university's distinction contribution to society.
413. Mann, Richard D., et. al. The College Classrooms: Conflict, Change, and
Learning. New York : Wiley, 1970. 390 pp. $9.95.
University.
414. Taylor, Harold. Students 'Without Teachers: The Crisis in the
New York : McGraw-Hill. 1969. :1$1 pp.

Notes on Radical Reform. New York: Holt,
415. How to Change Colleges:Winson,
March 1971, $4.95 : 82.45 paper.

New York : .Holt, Rinehart
New
416. Stein, Maurice and Larry Miller. Blueprint for Counter Education,
York : Doubleday, 1970. (unpaged)
Three charts and a book in a box.
David -McKay, 1903.
417. Freedman, Morris. Chaos in Our Colleges, Ness' York :
241 pp.

essay by an English professor,
An astute, sympathetic, and engaginghigher
education does not know
based on the premise that "Alnerican
know where it wants to go . . ." (p. 9).

where it is going, does not even
chapManners and mores of academia are explored; with the concluding
optimistic view
ter "The Future Landscape" providing an interesting and
of emerging patterns.
: Whar418. Ackoff, Russell L. -Toward an Idealized University. Philadelphia
ton School of Finance, Management Science Center, July 1968.Fourth
version.. 25 pp. Mimeo:
as an integrated system.
A concise, imaginative model of the university
for American. Public._ Higher Eduea419. McConnell, T. R. A General, Pattern
The Carnegie Series in American Education,
tion.. New York : MeGraw-Hill.

1962, 198 pp.

Explores "the pattern of institutions through which a state may proand
vide for the higher education of its heterogeneous student population colfox.. the diverse demands which the American .people make on their
leges and universities."
Princeam University,.
420. Perkins, James A. The University in Transition.
Press, 1966. 90 pp.
concerning the dynamics of university growth,
Three provocative lectures
coherence, and the trend from , autonomy to

the search for internal

systems.
Garden
421. Jencks, Christopher and David Riesman. The Academic Revolution,
den City : Doubleday, 1968. 580 pp. $10.00.
on the growih of professionalism
An authoritative overview focusing
of the "university, . college" as "the model
and the consequent emergenceand
subeequent change, however,.may make
for the future." Recentsomewhat
dissent 'obsolete
in -the next few years. Although
this thorough volume
Gradulargely empirical, the final chapter is devoted to "Reforming thevolumes
that
is
largely
overlooked
in
the
-many
ate Schools," a concern
devoted to undergraduate educations. RECOMMENDED.
for the
Transition. Prepared
422. RODOKINBON, Munn L. Institutions in.Education.
-N.Y..: McGraw-Hill,
on
.Higher
Commission
Carnegie
.

August 1970.
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A study based primarily on a questionnaire completed in 1968-69 by
the presidents of about half of the nation's institutions of higher learning. The major findings indicate a widespread movement for institutions
to offer ever more advanced degrees, a greater openness to middle-class
minority youths than to lower-class youths of any race, no major differences between instituions in different regions, a growing homogenization of higher education, size of institution as the chief determinant of
differences, and increased faculty and student control over institutional

affairs. Recommended
423. WILSON, LOGAN (ed.). Emerging Patterns in American Higher Education.
Washington : American Council on Education, 1965. 292 pp.
The 37 papers examine the changing environment of higher education,
the institutional modifications that result, the emergence of state syztems

and voluntary arrangements among institutions, and the more formal

interinstitutional and interstate agreements. Readers concerned with planning for the future will find useful guidelines in the critical evaluations
of these developments. (ACE Publications Catalog)
425. SMITH, BARDWELL L., "Educational Trends and the Seventies," AAUP Bulletin, Summer 1970, pp. 130-136.

Discrqses new types of clientele, the decline of separatism, shifts in
time and place of the educational enterprise, changing patterns of authority, broadening patterns of support, and new modes of learning.

425. WRENN, C. GILBERT, "Projections of Change and their Impact on College
Education," Liberal Education, 54. December 1968, pp. 601-609.
A good essay, commenting on eight societal and value changes and then
discussing eight impacts on higher education.
426. KEETON, MORRIS and CONRAD HILBERRY. Struggle and Promise: A Future for

Colleges. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill. Carnegie Series in Education. 1969. 444 pp.
Profiles of trends in twelve liberr.: arts colleges.

427. BRICK. MICHAEL and EARL J. MCGRATH. Innovation in Liberal Arts Colleges.

N.Y.: Teachers College Press, Published for the Institute of Higher
Education, 1969. 173 pp.

An undated survey (presumably 1967 or 1968) of 1209 liberal arts colleges with a 73.0% usable response. Innovations in various curriculum
practices, instructional methods, student governance arrangements ,and
organizational practices are tabulated as existing before 1961, 1961 and
after, or planning to introduce. Many individual examples are described.
Unfortuntely, the data is superficial, with no analysis as to the degree
of the innovation (e.g., how many students take how many Interdisciplinary courses with what degree of satisfaction), and which classes
of institutions (by size, location, and affiliation) are the most innovative. An image of progress and rational adaptation is fostered, only to
be shattered by student dissatisfaction with oncampus learning conditions.
428. Baskin, Samuel (ed.). Higher Education: Some Newer Developments.
(Sponsored by The Association for Higher Education, NMA.) N.Y.:
McGraw-Hill, 1965. 342 pp.
14 articles on new colleges, curriculum, independent study, study abroad,

superior student programs, new media, facilities, the community as a

resource, year-round calendars, consortia, and financing.
429. Willingham, Warren W. Free-Access Higher Education. N.Y.: College
Entrance Examination Board, 1970. 252 pp. $6.50.

"Of 2,596 institutions in the fall of 1968, only 789 were found to be
sufficiently nonselective and inexpensive to meet the study's definition of
'free-access' colleges. The definition encompassed colleges that accepted
all or most high school graduates and charged no more than $400 a year
in tuition and fees. Only 42 percent of the country's population lived within
reasonable commuting distance of such institutions . .. The study found

a 'serious deficiency' of accessible institutions in 23 of the 29 largest
metropolitan areas in the country. It showed that there were no freeaccess colleges in the principal cities of 102 metropolitan areas." (Chronicle of Higher Education, October 19, 1970, p. 5)

430. McGrath, Earl J. (ed.). Universal Higher Education. N.Y. : McGraw-Hill,
1965. 258 pp. $5.95.

Report of a conference held under the auspices of the Institute of

Higher Education at Teacher's College, Columbia, November 1964, presenting predictions on the forms and purposes of U.S. higher education
in the next decade.
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431. Medsker, Leland L. and Dale Tillery. Breaking the Access Barrier: A Profile of the Two-Year Colleges. Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education, N.Y. : McGraw-Hill, May 1971. 194 pp. $5.95.
432. Ashby, Sir Erie. Any Person, Any Study: An Essay on American Higher
Education. Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.
N.Y. : McGraw-Hill, May 1971. 144 pp. $4.95.

433. Center for Policy Research. Post-Secondary Education and. the Disadvantaged. N.Y.: Center for Policy Research (423 W. 118th St.), 1970. $3.00.
Advocates three constructive responses: black studies, compensatory
education, and open enrollment. Of the three, open enrollment is seen

as yielding the greatest long-term benefit to black students and the
black community.

B. GOVERNANCE

434. National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. To Establish Justice, To Insure Domestic Tranquility. Final Report. Washington :
USGPO, December 1969. 338 pp. $1.50.

Especially see Chapter 9 on campus disorder, which recommends a code
of conduct for student-faculty-administration relations, contingency plans

for dealing with campus disorders, more rapid and effective decisionmaking, better communications both on the campus and with alumni and
the general pubiic, caution against reactive legislation, and a focus on
"striving toward the goals of human life that all of us share and that
young people admire and respect." (p. 281) Chapter 10, on "Challenging
Our Youth," recommends a lowering of the voting age, draft reform,
expanded programs of public service and opportunities for inner-city
youth, more research on marijuana use, lowered penalties for use and
possession of marijuana, and better communication to bridge the generation gap. Recommended

435. The Report of the President's Commission on Campus Unrest. Including
Special Reports: The Killings at Jackson State; The ICent State Tragedy.

N.Y.: Arno, 1970. 529 pp. $5.05. (Report also appearing in The Chronicle
of Higher Education, V :2, October 5, 1970, pp. 2-24)
The Scranton Commission report on "a crisis of violence and understanding," finding that most student protesters are neither violent nor extremist, Many recommendations for law enforcement agencies, the President,
governments, universities, and students. Recommended

436. Carnegie Comission on Higher Education. Dissent and Disruption: Proposals for Consideration by the Campus. A Spedal Report of the Commission. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, April 1971. Text also appears in The Chronicle
of Higher Education., March 15, 1971, pp. 11-14.

The Carnegie Commission "generally endorses" the report of the President's Commission on Campus Unrest (the Scranton Commission) and
recommends that "Evaluation of and response to events on a campus be
based upon the distinction between dissent and disruption." A model
"Bill of Rights and Responsibilities for Members of the Institution" is
proposed for adoption by all campuses. Recommended
437. Keniston, Kenneth and Michael Lerner, "The Unholy Alliance Against the
Campus," The New York Times Magazine, November 8, 1970. pp. 28-29,

56-86.

A hard-nosed overview of student protest data in support of the asser-

tion that both the extremist right and the extremist left "are allied in

blaming the campuses for unrest" The authors point out that the absolute
number of protests have not increased dramatically in the past six years,
although the number of protests concerned with off-campus issues has
increased sharply ; each side uses distorted charges of "police brutality"
or "student violence" to recruit new supporters ; faculty support or leader

ship of disruptive and violent protests was extremely rare; the major
extremist charges against the universityimproper disdpline, indoctrination, and politicizationare all false ; there are fewer protests per 10,000
students at large institutions than at small ones ; only 4% of college
seniors judge higher education as "basically unsound," although there
is no relationship between a student's educational dissatisfaction and his
involvement in protests ; campus characteristics have a negligible effect
on student protest.
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"We conclude that most political discussions of campus unrest bear
almost no relationship to the known facts. They are a mixture of misinformation, innuendo, stereotyping and falsification." (p. 83) Recommended

438. Confrontation: A Newsletter from The Lemberg Center for the Study of
Violence. Special Issue on "Explanations of Student Unrest." Waltham,
Mass. : Brandeis University, April 1970. 23 pp. Free.

A scholarly survey of the literature, as concerns participants, issues
and goals, processes, and outcomes. The area of concern, however, is
limited to colleges and does not cover high school protests. A bibliography
and a summary of field research and case studies cites about 70 items on

student dissent and violencethe most extensive bibliography for this
area that is hnown to this compiler.

439. Schwartz, Edward (ed.). Student Power: Philosophy, Program, Tactics.
Washington : National Student Association, 1908. 410 I)P.

Provides different models for student participation in institutional

policy formation.
440. Farber, Jerry. The Student as Nigger: Essays and Stories. New York Contact Books, August 1969 ; Pocket Books, September 1970. 142 pp. $.95.

The pungent title essay of this policy manual for institutional clients
is already an underground classic, having appeared (by Farber's estimate) in about 500 publications. But far more is offered here. "The
Student and Society : An annotated Manifesto" begins with the assertion
that "School is where you let the dying society put its trip on you . . .

it's not what you're taught that does the harm but Imw you're taught.
Our schools teach you by pushing you around, by stealing your will and
your sense of power . . . Students can change things if they want to

because they have the power to say 'no'." (p.17)
In "The Four-Fold Path to Student Liberation," Farber advocates The
Way of Direct Action (non-violent), The Way of the Provo (not always
practical but always aesthetic), The Way of the Square (student govern-

ment) and The Way of the Self ("When people stop playing 'student,'

they will be able to learn without surrendering themselves in exchange.")
Also see "A Young Person's Guide to The Grading System" and a brilliant satire of academic behaviorists : "Teaching Johnny to Walk : An
Ambulation Instruction Program for the Normal Preschool Child."

Whether or not one is sympathetic, educators should recognize that
volumes such as this are increasingly influential in shaping educational

policy. Recommended
441. American Civil Liberties Union. Academic Freedom and 'Civil Liberties of
Students in Colleges and Universities. New York : ACLU. (156 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y.10010), 1970. 48 pp.

Advocates that students should be allowed to participate in "an effective capacity" in deciding policy on all matters affecting their education
and student life. Provides guidelines for student rights on such subjects
as freedom in the classroom, publications, personal freednm,
and records.
442. Bell, Daniel, "Quo Warranto?Notes on the Governance of Universities in
the 1970's," The Public) Interest, No. 19, Spring 1970, pp. 53-68.

A discussion of governance in the context of an assortment of observations on Vietnam, the blacks, the multiplication of social problems, the
post-industrial society, and "the new sensibility" of anti-instiutionalism
and anti-intellectualism.
443. Beckman. William W. and Stanley Lehrer (eds.). Conflict and Change on
the Campos: The Response to Student Hyperactivinn. N.Y.: School and
.

Society Books, 1970. 528 pp. $9.75.

Analyzes causes of U.S. and foreign student unrest and offers proposals

for solutions.

444. Caffrey, John. "Letter from Tomorrow," A.4UP Bulletin. 54:3, September
1968, pp, 323-324.
An anti-utopian scenario. seen through the (Test of n foreigner on May

Day 1978. American universities utilize a tight system of 'security, with
badges, television surveillance of classrooms, and automatic controls to
seal classroom doors and flood the rooms with violence-inhibiting chemical

sprays. With the disappearance of authority, students, and faculty dress,
speak. and think alike. Disputes over "truth" and the granting of degrees
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are determined by student vote. Admission is by ethnic quota, with proportionate representation of all social classes.

445. Dietze, Gottfried. Youth, University, and Democracy. Baltimore: Johns
Hopldns, 1970. $6.50.

Holds that universities have failed in their responsibility to foster an
objective search for truth through scholarship, and appeals to faculties
and talministrators to reassert their capacities for creative leadership.

446. Dobbins, Charles G. and Calvin B. T. Lee. Whose Goals for American Higher
Education.? Washington : American Council on Education, 1968. 241 pp.

Brings together the views of the main constituencies of American col-

leges and universitiesstudents, faculty, administrators, trustees, and

public leaders . . . each giving different answres to the questions, Whose
goals? Which goals ? And how may they best be achieved? . . . Addressed
to all who are concerned with the direction and purpose of higher educa-

tion. (ACE catalog).

447. The Embattled University:Daedalus, 99 :1, Winter 1970.
448. Fisk, Winston M., "A System of Law for the Campus: Some Reflections,"
'Phe George Washington Law 1?eriew, 38 :4, May 1970, pp. 1006-1025.

449. Habermas, Jurgen. Towaird a Rational Society: Student Protest, Science,
and Politics. Translated by Jeremy J. Shapiro. Boston : Beacon, 1970.
$5.95.

450. Hersey, John. Letter to the Alumni. N.Y.: Knopf, October IMO; Bantam,
February 1971. 179 pp. $1.25 paper.

A brief and simply-written essay by a well-known novelist based on his

experience as Master of Pierson College at Yale, especially during the
1970 May Day events in New Haven. After surveying these events, in
the context of broader academic and social issues, a choice of two futures

is presented. The iirstAmercian Repression"is the easy future to
reach. All we have to do is keep on going the way we are now." The other
and tolerable future will be based on two essential elements of an atmosphere of trust and decentralization of power, a revolution of non-violence

that will not just happen but will have to be achieved.

451. Horowitz, Irving Louis and William II. Friedland. The Knowledge Factory:
Student Power and Academie Politics in America. Chicago : Aldine, 1970.
354 pp. $9.75.

452. Howard, John A. and H. Bruce Franklin. Who Should Run the Universities?

Washington: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research
(1200 17th St.), 1971. $5.75

Part of the Rational Debate Seminars, containing views of the two
spokesmen, their rebuttals, and their discussions with a seminar of in-

formed experts, including the press.
453. Keeton, Morris. Shared Authority on Campus. Washington : Anierican Asso-

ciation for Higher Education (One Dupont Circle), March 1971. $3.75.
Analyzes governance on 19 campuses and recommends approaches for
increased effectiveness.

454. Kruytbosch, Carlos E. and Sheldon L. Messinger (eds.). The State of the

University: Authority and. Change. Beverly Hills : Sage Publications, 1970.

379 pp. $10.00 ; $4.50 paper.

"The papers collected in this volume share a concern with the problem
of authority in the universityits changing bases, uses, emergent forms,
and prospects. On the one hand, the relationship of the university to
society is changing ; on the other hand, the internal constitution is also

changing. The main question is : 'Can a form of authority be found which
will at once accommodate these changes and insure the freedom essential to teachings, learnings, innovation, and communication?' The authors
offer no easy answers."
455. Leonard, George B., "Beyond Campus Chaos : A Bold Plan for Peace," Look,
33 : June 10, 1969. pp. 73-I-

456. Mayhew, Lewis B. Arrogance on Campus. San Francisco : Jossey-Bass, 1970.
$7.50.

Charges that students, faculty, administrators,' and trustees have all
acted arrogantly and without due concern for the rights of others. .AAV
vocates curriculum changes to meet development needs of Students, a
division of power wherever there Is a legitimate area of Concern, a new
academic morality, and avoiding blindly' punitive readtions.
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457. McGrath, Farl J. Should Students Share Power? A Study of Their Role in
College and University Governance. Philadelphia : Temple University
Press, 1970. $2.45 paper.

A consideration of the ways in which students can be admitted to a

responsible share of power.

458. Miles, Michael. The Radical Probe: The Logic of Student Rebellion. New
York : Atheneum, March 1971. $7.95.

Analyzes the background and origins of the student movement. as well
as the dynamics of the recurrent campus revolts.

458. Minter, W. John and Patricia 0. Snyder (eds.). Value Change and Power
Conflict in Higher Educaiton. Berkeley : Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, 1969. 128 pp.

460. Morison, Robert S. Students and Decision-Making. Washington : Public
Affairs Press. 1970. 136 pp. $2.00 paper.

461. Nichols. David C. (ed.). Perspective on Campus Tensions. Washington :
American Council on Education, 1970. $3.50.

Papers commissioned by the ACE Special Committee on Campus Tensions, discussing the present situation and the positions of students, faculty, administrators, and trustees, with suggestions for reducing discontent. (The Chronicle of Higher Education)
462. Otten. C. Michael. University Authority and the Student: The Berkeley
Experience. Berkeley : University of California Press, 1971. 222 pp. $7.50.

The author shows that the crisis of university authority is just one

manifestation of a deep-rooted rebellion against administrative centralization. He argues that organizational power must be democratized if conflict is not to become endemic. (advt.)

463. Pentony. DeVere, Robert Smith. and Axen. Unfinished Rebellions. San
Francisco : Jossey-Bass, Mar. 1971. $9.50.

Analyzes educational reform, radicalism, racism and reaction. campus

discipline and student rights, faculty rights and obligations, police on
campus, and the place of the university in societyissues that must be
faced during the seventies.
464. Vaccaro, Louis C. and James T. Covert. Student Freedom in American
Higher EduCation. New York : Teacher's College Press, 1969.
Essays dealing with campus governance.
465. Wallerstein, Immanuel. University in Turmoil: The Polities of Change. N.Y.:
Atheneum. 1969. 147 pp. $4.95.

A deep, astute. and elegant essay by a political sociologist. "Three
questions about the university in society have come to the forenone of
them new but all posed with renewed urgency and simultaneously. One
question is the degree to which it is appropriate for the university . . .
to collaborate with the government. The second question is the degree
to which it is appropriate for the university to attach some priority to
the needs and concerns of the oppressed groups within the society. The
third question is how the university may itself best be governed. . . ."
(p. 9)
"However it acts in relation to the government, the university is engaged in politics." (p. 11) Changing university linkages to government
is seen as having relatively little impact on external policy, but changing
university policies in view of their growing roles both as a mechanism
for distributing social status and as urban property owners is seen as
having a profound impact on society. Finally, overt clashes with the
ethnic left and the ideological left are seen as part of a long-range trend
to libertarian and participation values. "We are at the early stage of this
conflict, the stage of initial testing of strength." (p. 133) This, in turn.
will evolve to a stage of constitution-drafting, "perhaps for thirty years
or RO. (p. 129)

"Thus reform of curricula is not n primary issue. It will come about
almost automatically as a consequence of the other changes we have
been discussing, and it will not come in any significant measure without them." (p. 146) Recommended

468. Wallerstein. Immanuel and Paul Starr (eds.). The University Crisis

Reader. Vol. I: The Liberal University pnder Attack. Vol. II: Confrontation and Counterattack. N.Y. :. Randoni House, February 1971. $10.00
each ; $2.45 each in Vintage paperback.
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467. Wilhelmsen, Frederick (ed.). Seeds of Anarchy: A Study of Campus
Revolution. Dallas, Texas: Argus Academic Press, 1970. 128 pp.
A symposium of nine conservatives, viewing the breakdown in traditional values, "The New Totalitarians," etc.
468. Rourke, Francis E. and Glenn E. Brooks. The Managerial Revolution in
Nigher Education. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1966. 184 pp.

A thorough analysis, based on questionnaires and interviews, that

estimates the degree to which more rationalized college and university
administration has taken place, as regards use of EDP equipment, offices

of institutional research, and allocation of resources. Several of the

conclusions are that the potential of computers is still largely unrealized,
institutional self-study will become increasingly common and varied, and
that there is an "unmistakable" trend toward more rational procedures
in the management of money and space. The emerging style of university

administration is toward greater candor, a cabinet style of governing,
ond new forms of decision-making. One of the great unresolved questions is whether the new managerial techniques lead to a centralization

of power. Recommended
469. Phillips, Ellis L. A New Approach to Academic Administration: The
Phiflips Program of Internships. N.Y.: Columbia University, Teacher's
College Press, 1969.

"This book covers the major current problems of college and university
administration in the United States and discusses . . . existing and pro-

posed efforts to identify and prepare future leaders of the academic

world." (advt )
470. Burns, Gerald P. Trustees in Higher Education: Their Function atul Coordination. Independent College Funds of America, Inc., 1966. 194 pp.
A simply-written how-to-do-it book for trustees, with the final chapters, "The Future of the Trusteeship" and "The Future of Higher Education" summarizing various trends.

471. Eulau, Heinz and Harold Quinley. State Officials and Higher Education:
A Survey of the Opinions and Expectations of Polley-Makers in Nine
States. Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.
N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, March 1970. 224 pp. $6.95.
C. GENERAL CURRICULUM

472. Dressel, Paul L. and Frances H. DeLisle. Undergraduate Curriculum
Tretuls. Washington : American Council on Education, 1969. 83 pp. $2.00.

7.;

A thorough analysis of change in the 1957-1967 period, as indicated
by the course catalogs of 322 institutions representative of types, control. size, and location.

7.7

FJ

The trends substantiated by this study are not great in number and
less extensive in nature than one might have expected considering the
curricular ferment of the past decade. There are definite trends toward
the reduction in specific requirements in particular subjects, but the
overall pattern of general and concentration requirements has changed
hut slightly. The result is that students have some increased degree of
flexibility in how they fulfill requirements. To some limited extent,
mathematics and the natural sciences have assumed a strronger position
in the curriculum." (p. 74)
"The most marked curricular changes are in those aspects which have
been labeled as individualization: study abroad. work study, community
service, honors. independent study. comprehensive examinations . . .

However, this approach (studying catalogs) provides no indication of
the specific nature, quality, or number of student involved in these programs . . . Careful reading raises doubts that these features have really
been integrated into the total program, however, and this brings forward
again the point that most of what passes as innovation is really not new."
(pp. 75-76)

473, College Entrance Examination Board. The Challenge of Curricular Change,
N.Y.: CEEB. 1966. 181 pp.

"Explores, defines, Enid makes recommendatons about the nature of
recent curricular reforms in the secondary schools, the responses of the

colleges, the effects on students, and the challenges for the future."
(CEEB catalog) 17 papers, including "Training Responsible Citizens :
The Unfinished Agenda" by Stephen K. Bniley.
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474. Schwab, Joseph J. College Curriculum and Student Protest. Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1969. 303 pp.

"A distinguished educator asserts that protest is a symptom aud the
disease is the curriculum. This diagnosis proceeds to specific prescriptions for cure . . . shows how curriculum must be redesigned to teach

the principles of thought and practical choices and to allow under-

graduates to become truly part of the intellectual community from which
they are at present alienated." (advt.)
475. Snyder, Benson R., M.D. The Hidden Curriculum. N.Y.: Knopf, 1971. $5.95.
A psychiatrist's analysis of a major cause of student unrest in higher
educa tion.

476. Mayhew, Lewis B. Contemporary College Students and the Curriculum.
Atlanta : Southern Regional Education Board, 1969. 86 pp.
Proposes that student unrest stems largely from an inadequate curriculum. and advocates wider and more flexible learning experiences.
477. Epstein, Herman T. The Strategy for Education, N.Y.: Oxford University
Press, 1970. 136 pp. $4.95.

Proposes a new research method of teachinga technique already employed in a dozen major universities in three countries. "By encouraging students to re-create intellectually the course of research in various
fields, it vividly communicates the excitement of discovery." (advt.)
478. Litt, Edgar. The Public Vocational University: Captive Knowledge and
Public Power. N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1969. 159 pp. $3.95,
paper.
Views higher education as a "captive domain" gathering vocational
knowledge for political ends, and advocates a genuine liberal arts curriculum with emphasis on the humanities and social sciences, and on
human development ends.
479. Faust, C. H. and J. Feingold (eds.). Approaches to Education for Character:
Strategies for Change in Higher Education. N.Y.: Columbia University
Press, July 1969.
480. Becker, Ernest. Beyond Alienation.: A Philosophy of Education. for the
Crisis of Democracy. N.Y.: George Braziller, 1969.
"Due to the unprecedented rapidity of social change and concomitant

fragmentation, man has lost his sense of wholeness and meaning: his
creativity and freedom are today constricted at every level." Applied to
the core college curriculum the author advocates "a unified view of man
by all that psychology, psychiatry, sociology, anthropology, and theology

based on the authentic insights of the Enlightenment and reinforced
have discovered about man in modern times." (book club advt.).

481. Bell, Daniel. The Reforming of General Education: The Columbia College
Experience in its National Setting. N.Y.: Columbia University Press, 1966,
320 pp.

Many policy recommendations based on a conscious consideration of the

future.

482. Smith, R. I. (ed.). Men and Societies: Experimental Courses in the Humanities and Social Sciences in Schools, Colleges, and Universities iv. Great
Britain and the United. States. N.Y. : Humanities Press. November 1969.
483. Tussman, Joseph. Experiment at Berkeley. N.Y.: Oxford University Press,
1969. 139 pp.
A brief discussion of The Experimental Program which "was conceived

as an attempt to reincarnate the spirit and principles of Meiklejohn's
Experimental College at the University of Wisconsin in the 1920's. The
Berkeley program features a mandatory two-year curriculum largely

involved with in-depth study of classics as an approach to "funda-

mental human problems."
484. Hatch, Winslow R. The Experimental College. Washington: U.S. Office of
Education, New Dimensions in Education, No. 3, 1960. 13 pp. 0E-50010.
"A survey of experimental programs making use of independent study
and other new approaches to education." (USOE Publications Catalog)."
485. Morris, William H. (ed.). Effective College Teachers: The Quest for Relevance..Published for the American Association for Higher Education by
the American Council on Education, Washington: ACE. 1970. 162 pp.
$3.50. paper.
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486. Runkel, Philip Roger Harrison, and Margaret Runkel (eds.). The Chang-

lag College Classroom. San Francisco : Jossey-Bass, October 1060. 368 pp.
$9.50.

"Original reports of innovations in college teaching written for this

book by . . . college teachers who describe their work in experimental
colleges in state universities, liberal arts colleges, urban colleges, private

religious colleges, junior colleges, and Negro college . . . The classes
discussed range in size from a dozen to well over a thousand students.
The subjects range from mathematics, speech, and writing to psychology,
organizational management, and creativity . . . A commonality of goals
and an underlying theory unite the underlying practices and experiments :
increasing the relevance of education to meet the values and needs of
students and increasing the students' freedom, self-direction, and learn-

ing-how-to-learn (advt.)." Recommended.
487. Arrowsmith, William "The Future of Teaching." The Public Interest, No. 6,
Winter 1967, pp. 53-67.

A well-known scholar in the humanities decries the decline of scholarship to professional and technocratic forms at the expense of learning,
and advocates "a new professoriate of such power that it can challenge the
supremacy of the research department." (p: 65)
488. Kirk, Russell. The Intemperate Professor and Other Cultural Splenetics.
Baton Rouge : LSU Press, 1965. 163 PP.

Essays by a leading conservative. Especially see "American Colleges :
A Proposal for Reform" (pp. 47-58) ; reprinted in Mayhew. Higher Education in the Revolutionary Decades), in which an argument is made for
maintaining the distinctiveness of the small private liberal arts college
in contrast to "Behemoth University." The college should teach enduring
truths within a concise curriculum, and should abandon vocationalism,
specialized and professional studies, athletics, and other extracurricular
activities. The elective frature should be reduced to a minimum, for "the
undergraduate ordinarily is not yet capable of judging with discretion
what his course of studies ought to be." In addition to improving human
reason, "The college should inculcate in its students a sense of diffuse
gratitude toward the generations that have preceded us in time .. . ." A
refreshingly antique essay.

Also see "The Uninteresting Future" (pp. 143-151) in which Kirk
argues against boredom and the conversion of town and country into .
"one great hygienic slum."

489. Burnett, Collins W., and Frank W. Badger (eds.). The Learning Climate
in the Liberal Arts College: An Annotated Bibliography, Charleston, W.
Va.: Morris Harvey College, January 1970. 87 pp. (Available from The
College Store, 2300 MacCorkle Ave.)

About 600 items, largely journal literature from 1950-1969, with brief

non-critical annotations. Categories include the liberal arts approach,
curriculum, teaching methods and the new media, and the teaching-learn-

ing process.

D. DISCIPLINES AND PROFESSIONS

490. Stent, Gunther S. The Corning of the Golden, Age: A. View of the End of
Progress. N.Y. : Natural History Press (for the American Museum of Natural History), 1969. 140 pp. $4.95.

A molecular biologist argues that the arts and sciences are reaching
the logical end of their evolution, with the Golden Age viewed as the
last stage of history : "a re-creation of Polynesia on a global scale" (p.
137) , the fruit of the frantic efforts of "Faustian Man" whereby leisure

time is devoted to sensual pleasures.
491. Glass, Bentley, "Science : Endless Horizons or Golden Age?", Science, 171
January 8, 1971, pp. 23-29.
The AAAS presidential address delivered December 1970 in Chicago,
examining the extremes in the spectrum of belief in the future of science.
.

Contrasting Vannevar Bush's Mulless Horizons. (1946) with Roderick
Seidenberg's Posthistoric Man, (1050) and Gunther Stent's The Coming
of the Golden Age (1969), Glass sides with the Golden Age authors by
observing that "so awesoine is already the accelerating rate 'of our scientific and technological advance that simple extrapolation of .the exponential curves shows unmistakably that we have at most a generation or two
,

before progress must cease." (p. 20)
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"The next age of scholarship will no doubt promote processors and
analysts who need only to delve in the mountains of extant scientific and
technological literature for forgotten and uncomprehended items of knowledge." (p. 27) But Glass appears to be ignoring the social sciences, as well
as the need for disseminating scientific information, both hard and soft.
492. Glass. Bentley. The Timely and the Timeless: The Interrelationships of
Science, Education, and Society. New York : Basic Books, 1971. $4.95.
Looks at the implications of the gap between public understanding and
scientific knowledge. "His plan of action : to blend once and for all all subject mntter with method of inquiry in science education, and to make mandatory the regular return of professional people to the university for
continuing education." (advt.)
493. March, Michael S. Federal Budget Priorities for Research. and Development.
Chicago: University of Chicago, Center for Policy Study, 1970. $1.50.
"A study of the federal government's role in science, includinga detailed
analysis of President Nixon's 1971 federal budget for science programs."
(brochure)
494. U.S. CongresS. House Subcommittee on Science, Research. and Development.
Toward a Science Policy for the United States. Washington : USGPO, November 1970.
Advocates a task force to draft a statement of national science policy
and a new umbrella agency to coordinate research (The National Institutes of Research and Advanced Studies).
495. Hammond, G. S., "The Future of Chemical Science," Chemical Technology,
January 1971, pp. 24-26.

Charges that chemistry has become conservative, acquisitive, and selfexplicit discipline and become absorbed elsewhere. Although not. hemoaning this possihility. Hammond advocates the enunciation of long-range
Prospects for the various branches of chemistry.
496. National Academy of Engineering. Engineering for the Benefit of Mankind.
Washington : NAE Printing Office (2101 Censtitution Ave.), 1970?. 160

propagating in the past few decades and that it could disappear as an

pp. $5.110 pa per.

Based on a University of Michigan symposium held in fall 1967. Espe-

cially see Jay W. Forrester, "Engineering Education and Engineering
Practice in the Year 2000"
.
497. DeSimone, Daniel V. (ed.). Education. for Innovation. Oxford: Pergamon
Press, 1968. 180 pp.

14 articles derived from a Woods Hole conference on creative engineering education, sponsored hy the National Academy of Engineering, NSF,
and the US. Department of Commerce. "What is suggested is a recognition of the essential nature and role of engineering, tbe learning of engineering by behaving like an engineer, and an increased emphasis on the
excitement. of discovering for oneself. In short, what is proposed is that
engineering education be kept nlive and relevantthat it truly he education for innovation." (p. 20)
498. Steinhart. John S. and Stacie Cherniack. The Universities aud Environmen-

tal QualityCommitment to Problem Focused Education.. A Report to
The President's Environmental Quality Council. Washington : Execative
Office of the President, Office of Science and Technology, September 1969.
USGPO. 71 pp. $.70.

A report on several multidisciplinary environmental programs. Despite
some promising starts. there is still a severe shortage of ecology professionals, and the report suggests actions that the federal government can
take, such ns assisting in the formation of colleges and universities of
Schools of the Human Environment.
499. National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Science and Public Policy
(COSPUP). The Life Sciences. Washington : NAS Printing and Publishing Office (2101 Constitution Ave.), December 1970. 526 pp. $10.50.
The last of a series of COSPUP reports to establish needs and priorities
in various areas of science. Produced by a 29-member committee, there are
31 pages of recommendations, including a request for an additional $250

million a year in federal support for biological research, and various
educational refonns such as a core curriculum, for biology undergraduates, instruction in "humanistic" 'biology for students in other fields of
science. standardized Ph. D. programs, upgraded laboratories, and a spe-
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cial curriculum for high school and junior college teachers. According to

one reviewer, this report "would appear to be an unfortunate waste of
effort" (Robert J. Haze 11, Science, December 18, 1970, p. 1286).

500. Bender, A. Douglas et. al., "Delphic Study Examines Developments in Medicine," Futures, 1 : 4, June 1969, pp. 289-303.

The results of a Delphi study conducted for Smith, Kline & French

Laboratoriei as an aid to planning for the pharmaceutical market. Covers
areas of biomedical research, diagnosis, medical therapy, health care, and
medical education. From these results, a scenario of "Medicine.1980" is
constructed. (pp. 294-300)
501. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Higher Education and the Nation's Health.: Policies for Medical and Dental Education. A Special RePort of the Commission. N.Y. : McGraw-Hill, October 1970. 128 pp. $2.95.

The profound changes stenmiing from the Flefxner report of 1910 have

resulted in a high quality of training and service. This present report,
placing itself in the context of a "great transformation already. under
way, "recommends the creation by 1980 of 126 health education centers
and 9 bealth-science centers (in addition to the 27 planned for construction
during the decade) ; increasing the number of medical doctors by 50%

and the immber of dentists by 20%, shortening the training period of

physicians from 8 to 6 years and of dentists from 4 to 3 years, increasing
opportunities for women and members of minority groups, increasing
federal support for medical education, establishing a National Health
Manpower Commission, creating a voluntary health services corps, reducing the student-faculty ratio while creating other economies, improving the curriculum, and creating several paths to the professional degree;
in short, a plan is offered for the entire system of health care delivery in

the United States. Recommended
502. Krevans, Julius R. and Peter G. Condiiffe (eds.). Reform in Medical Educa-

tion: The Effect of Student Unrest. Washington : National Academy of

Sciences,1970. 244 pp. $7.95.

Proceedings of an international coll0quium on reform in medical education, Bethesda, Md., .April 1969, Advocates a redefinition of the role of
the medical schools in the community and the participation of students in
pia nning curriculums.

503. "National Commission for the Study of Nursing and Nursing Education :
Summary Report and Recommendations," American Journal of Nursing,
70 : February 1970, pp. 279-294.

Also see a forthcoming special report by the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education, New Students and New Places, which will devote con-

siderable attention to changes in education of nurses and allied health

workers.
504. Lidz, Theodore and Marshall Edelson (eds.). Training Tomorrow's Psychi-

atrist: The Crisis in Curriculum. New Haven: Yule, 1070. $7.50; paper
$1.95.

505. Watts, Donald G. (ed.). The Future of Statistios: Proceedings of the University of Wisconsin Conference, 1967. N.Y.: Academic Press, 1968. 315 pp.

506. National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Science and Public Policy,
and Social Science Research Council, Committee on Problems and Policy.
The Behavioral and Social Sciences: Outlook and Needs. A Report by the
Behavioral and Social Sciences Survey Committee. Englewood Cliffs :
Prentice-Hall, 1969. 320 pp. $7.95.

A. systematic self-portrait by 6-10 member panels for each of ten social
science disciplines, largely based on a questionnaire survey of research
units at 135 universities. Separate reports are being published for each
of the disciplines: anthropology, economics, history as social science,
political science, sociology, psychology, geography, linguistics, psychiatry,

and statistics.
This summary volume provides a good layman's overview of the social
sciences : what they do, how they do it, and what they can be expected
to contribute toward the formulation of public policy. Major recommendations are as follows : n system of social indicators culminating in an
Annual Social Report to the Nation that identifies and measures fundamental changes in the quality of life for all people; in support of the
above, a special technical commission to investigate and reecommend procedures for a national system of statistical data reporting designed for

I
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social scientific purposes; the creation of new interdisciplinary programs
by the organizational concept of a
of teaching and research symbolized
Research
; and an annual increase of
Graduate School of Applied Social
12-18% in federal support of basic and applied research. Recommended.
507. Special Commission on the Social Sciences of the National Science Board.
Knowledge Into Action: Improving the Nation's Use of the Social Sciences.
Washington : National Science Foundation, NBS 69-3, May 1969. 95 PP.
$0.75.
Various recommendations focusing on revitalizing existing institutions,
establishing new social institutions, and developing better channels for the
flow of social science resources into American life.
508. Gouldner, Alvin. The Coming Crisis in Western Sociology. N.Y. : Basic Books,
1970.528 pp. $12.50.

A lengthy essay on social theory and social theorists, addressed to

Gouldner's fellow sociologists, 'although perhaps with import for those who
study education, either as sociologist or educator. A continuing movement of Functionalism toward Marxism is seen, with the equilibrium point
as a kind of "Keynesian Functionalism." At the same time, "there will be
increased development of a more distinctly Marxist and radical sociology
that will have an autonomous base in the emerging generation of younger

sociologists." (P. 443.) These two trends signal "a transformation of the
total structure of academic sociological perspectives . . . something that
has hardly ever before existed." (P. 443.) To further this evolution, the
final chapter argues for a "Reflexive Sociology" which means that "we
sociologists mustat the very leastacquire the ingrained habit of viewing our own beliefs as we now view those held by others." (P. 490.)
509. Easton, David, "The New Revolution in Political Science," The American
Political Science Review, 63 :4, December 1969, pp. 1051-1061. (Presidential Address delivered to the 65th Annual Meeting of the American
Political Science Association, September 1969, New York City)
Describes a new future-riented "post-behavioral revolution" with its
battle cries of relevance and action, taking place not only in political
science but simultaneously in the other social sciences. It is seen as "the
most recent contribution to our collective heritage" and "an opportunity
for necessary change."
Several of the tenets that are suggested for the post-behavioral credo
conceals an
are : substance must precede technique, behavioral science
ideology of empirical conservatism, to know is to bear the responsibility for acting and to act is to engage in reshaping society, etc. "The
search for an answer as to how we as political scientists have proved so
disappointingly ineffectual in anticipating the world of the 1960's has
contributed significantly to the birth of the post-behavioral revolution."
(p. 1053) "Both our philosophers and our scientists have failed to reconstruct our value frameworks in any relevant sense and to test them
by creatively contemplating new kinds of political systems that might
better meet the needs of a post-industrial, cybernetic society." (p. 1058)
Recommended
510. Eulati, Heinz and James G. March (eds.). Political Science: The Behavioral
and Social Sciences Survey. Englewood Cliffs : Prentice-Hall, 1969.148 pp.
$5.95.

A Part of the NAS-SSRC project (item 506), this report discusses

changing frontiers of theory and research, personnel trends, prospects for
research, and education for research. 15 recommendations are made, ineluding national study centers, increasing the number of "strong" departments, new training programs, and expanded NSF funding for political
science research.
511. Surkin, Marvin and Alan Wolfe (eds.). An End to Political Science: The
Caucus Papers.N.Y.: Basic Books, 1970. $7.95,
As an adjunct to damning the discipline for conservatism and irrelevance, some of the papers contend that the teaching of political science
fails to prepare the young to cope with the realities of power An'America.
512. Lasswell, Harold D. The Future of Political Science. N.Y.: Atherton, 1964.
256 pp,
513. Marini, Frank. Toward a New Public Administration: The Minnowbrook
Perspective. San Francisco : Chandler Publishing Co., March 1971. $7.00
text ed.; $3.95 paper.
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514. Dror Yehezkel. Teaching of Policy Sciences: Design for a Post-Graduate
Untversity Program. Santa Monica : The RAND Corporation, P-4128,
June 1969. 27 pp. (Also see Sunderland, item 909)

"Preserts a basic design for a post-graduate university program in pol-

icy sciences. Its main purposes are to raise issues and bring out the

main dimensions of policy sciences teaching, rather than supply definite
solutions or a detailed 'model program'." (Introduction)
515. Haber, David and Julius Cohen (eds.). The Law School of Tomorrow. New
Brunswick, N.J. : Rutgers University Press, 1968. $10.00.

"Opinions of objectives and curricula for university law schools of

the future expressed in a symposium by a group of distinguished judges,
lawyers, and scholars." (The Chronicle of Higher Education)
516. Eldredge, H. Wentworth, "Education for Futurism in the United States : An
On-Going Survey and Critical Analysis," Technological Forecasting and
S'ociat Change 2 (1970), pp. 133-148. Also see a briefer version. "Education in Futurism in North America," The Futurist, IV :5, December 1970,
pp. 193-196.

An excellent survey of futures research and teaching. As of July 1970,
approximately 90 institutions of higher learning ( of which 7 were in
Canada) were offering futurism or technological forecasting courses,
with perhups 100 academics involved in all of North America.
However, the focus and quality cf the courses varies immensely. Gen-

erally, the intellectual roots were shallow, with very little awareness
"of mankind's age-old Promethean strivings." Furthermore, "there was

almost a complete lack of any implicit, much less explicit, social change
theory." Various predictive techniques and teaching methods used are
also covered, and the article is concluded with 17 summary propositions
on the teaching of futurism.

517. "Universities Offer Courses in the Future," The Futurist, April 1969, pp.
38-40.

Brief notes on future-oriented courses being taught at Columbia,

Princeton, Dartmouth, Case Western Reserve, San Jose State University,

University of Texas, SUNY-Albany, and University of California at
Berkeley, Los Angeles, and Davis. For further information on collegelevel courses on the future, see item 807.

518. Drucker, Peter P. (ed.). Preparing Tomorrow's Business Leaders Today.
Englewood Cliffs, N.Y. : Prentice Hall, 1969. 290 pp.
23 essays by business leaders and business educators, based on a NYU
symposium. Essays are divided into four sections : the changing environment, new dimensions of business, international business, and the mission

of the business school. Although suffering from the usual limitations
of an anthology, the focus is exemplary. Of special interest are articles

on the information revolution, managing the knowledge organization, the
malti-national corporation, and the corporation as an educational institution.
519. Ling, Cyril, C. (ed.). The Newt Half Century in Higher Education for Business. St. Louis: American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business,
1969 ( ?).

Addresses presented during the Association's 50th annual meeting.
520. Bass, Herbert J. The State of American History. N.Y. : Quadrangle, 1970.
480 pp. $15.00.

"This collection of twenty original essays by distinguished historians

represents the most serious attempt in recent years to see where we
have been, what we are doing now, and what are the prospects for the
future in the interpretation of American history." (advt.)

521. The Future of the Humanities. Daedalus, 98:3, Summer 1969.
17 articles on trends and issues.

522. Greenbaum, Leonard A and Rudolf B. Schmerl. Course

A Left Field

Guide to Freshmak English. Philadelphia : Lippincott, 1970. 224 pp. $2.45.

A witty overview of Freshman English addressed to the two million
students who must annually survive this ordeal. After analyzing the
academy. personnel procedures, course content, assignments, and the
history of Course X, the authors review various strategies for student
survivaL After rejecting the traditional strategies of suffering through,
opting out, conning the course, and throwing oneself at the mercy of
the teacher, it is recommended that students act to change the course
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into a learning situation that serves students' needs instead of the

teacher's. This strategy is most readily carried out by forming a team
fo. dealing with classroom situations and assignments. Course X is
cynical, but not sffident ; it accepts the academic status quo, while point-

ing out that students can shape events to their interestsa form of

educational policy-making at the "lowest" but perhaps most important
level.
523. Robinson, Armstead L. et. al. (eds.). Black Studies in the University: A.
Symposium. New Haven : Yale University Press, 1969.

Eleven papers from a May 1968 symposium sponsored by the Black

Student Alliance at Yale.
524. On the Future of Art. Sponsored by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum.
N.Y. : Viking, 1970. 134 pp. $7.50; ItEA5 paper.
Includes "Art: Communication or Esoteric?" by Arnold J. Toynbee,
"Architecture: Silence and Light" by Louis I. Kahn. "Art and the Structuralist Perspective" by Annette Michelson, "Creating the Creative Artist"

by B. P. Skinner, "Phenomenal Art : Form, Idea, and Technique" by

James Seawright, "The Aesthetics of Intelligent Systems" by J. W. Burnham, and "Art as a Form of Reality" by Herbert Marcuse.
525. Sanders, Irwin T. and. Jennifer C. Ward. Bridges to Understanding: International Programs of American Colleges and Universities. Prepared for
the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill,
December 1970. 304 pp. $7.95.

Finds international studies still largely underdeveloped and present
levels of activity in serious jeopardy. Suggestions are made for trustees,

the president and other administrators, the faculty, and students.
Especially note the appeal to students to initiate action in order to

maximize their intellectual development in international and intercultural
learning and experience.
26. U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Education and Labor, Task
Force on International Education. International Education: Past, Present,
Problems and Prospects. Washington : 89th Congress, 2nd Session, House
Document No. 527, October 1906. 565 pp.

About 70 articles concerning higher education and world affairs, internationalizing the curriculum, educational exchanges, education for development, and organizing for international education.
527. Education and World Affairs. The University Looks Abroad: Approaches
to World Affairs at Six American Universities. New York : Walker and
Co., 1965.
These thorough case studies suggest a pervasive trend toward internationalization of institutions. staff, and curricula among major universities. This spirit of globalization appears to be tempered, however, by
recent empirical studies combined with cutbacks in Federal funding.

528. Spencer, Richard E. and Ruth Awe (comps). International Educational
Exchange. New York : Institute of International Education (809 UN
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017), 1970. $6.00.

A comprehensive bibliography of writings in the area of international
education, containing almost 4000 titles at' books, articles, research reports
(including dissertations and theses), pamphlets, and government
documents.
E. GRADUATE EDUCATION

529. National Science Foundation. Toward a Public Polley for Graduate Education in the Sciences. Report of the National Science Board. Washintgon :
USGPO, NSB 69-1, 1969. 63 pp. $.40.
Primarily addressed to graduate education and research in the natural
sciences, the social sciences, and engineering, many of the conclusions of
the report are nevertheless applicable to the arts and humanities. Graduate education is seen at having developed without an explicit national
policy, and in that enrollments are expected to double and costs quadruple by 1980, substantial federal funding is seen as necessary. Recommendations are made to educational institutions, state and regional planners, and the federal government. "These recommendations are made in
the firm conviction that no instrumentality of society can contribute more
importantly to the future strength and well-being of the Nation and its
citizens than does graduate education." (p. xii) Perhaps.
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530. National Science Foundation. Graduate Education: Parameters for Public
Policy. Report prepared for the National Science Board. Washington :
USGPO, NSB 69-2, 1969. 168 pp. $1.25.

"Presents the statistical evidence, forward projections, analyses, and
interpretations which underlie the conclusions and recommendations offered in the First Report ... However, this is much more than an Appendix . . . It is both a unique analysis of the present status of graduate
education and the source of a large body of information and useful correlations which should be invaluable to rational planning for graduate
education and indeed for all of higher education." (p iii) The three chapters cover dimensions of graduate education (no. institutions, distribution
of enrollment), correlates of quality (high quality found largely in large
institutions and large departments), and financial perspectives. Many

public policy issues are raised, such as creating new institutions vs.
expanding existing ones, geographic priorities, offsetting a possible de-

cline in quality during the next decade, etc.
531. Enrich, Alvin C., Lucien K. Kinney, and Sidney G. Tickton. The Expansion
of Graduate and Professional Education During the Period 1900 to 1980.
Studies in the Future of Higher Education, Report No. 2. New York : The
Academy for Educational Development, April 1969. 90 pp.
Based on a sample of 149 universities, all of which were visited in 1967

by a team under the direction of Lewis B. Mayhew. The universities
studied expected a growth of 130% in graduate and professional school

enrollments from 1967 to 1377. But their plans were frequently not

written down in any detail, "nobody knows how much the new and expanded graduate programs will cost in the future," (p. 6) and it was implicitly expected that there would be extensive aid from the federal gov-

ernment. No cutbacks In programs are being planned anywhere : "the theory

seems to be that society is going to need more of everything for decades
ahead." (p. 6) This document may be somewhat outdated due to recent
cutbacks in federal funding of science, and the more recent report by
Mayhew (see below).
582. Mayhew, Lewis B., Graduate and Professional Education, 1980: A Survey
of Institutional Plans. An Essay Written for the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1970, 38 pp. $3.95.
A brief but very Important document based on the site visits of 1967
(see above) as well as a second inquiry during 1968-09. involving 800
questionnaires of which 368 were returned. The findings are similar but
more refined, and, as Clark Kerr notes in the foreword, "His data raise

grave questions about federal policy, state policy, and the policies of

individual institutions." Mayhew concludes that :
"This view of the future, based as it is on actual institutional expectations. leaves several inescapable impressions. Much of the planning presumes a continuation of practices and trends established during the 1900's.
But there is serious doubt that this will lmppen. There could be in sight
a serious oversupply of advanced-degree recipients, many of whom will
have been educated in developing institutions without wide experience
or reputation in graduate work. Whether this will be supported is moot.
And equally unknown is what disposition will be made of the thousands
of new Ph. D.'s and master's degrees. If the history of other oversupplies

Is repeatedthat in engineering, for exampleit seems likely that there

will be a substantial upgrading of the training of teachers in lower levels
of schooling and an upgrading of educational requirements in business and
government." (p. 82)

Also of interest is an appendix listing the "Rank Order of Master's
and Doctoral Programs Offered and To Be Offered by 1080." Recom-

mended.

533. Sieber. Sam D. and Paul F. Lazarsfeld. Reforming the University: The Role
of the Research ("enter. N.Y.: Columbia University, Bilreall of Applied
Social Research, February 1971.180 pp.

Advocates research institutes as interdizeiplinary superdepartments
dealing with such broad academic arena as education, urban affairs,

henith, politics and government, and law and society. Graduate students
would attend class only one year before entering an institute for perhaps
two years of research leading to a dissertation. Students would work with

a number of senior members on several differen:. projects.

72-763-72-25
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534. Heiss, Ann M. Challenges to Graduate Schools. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
1970. $9.75.

"Examines the role of the graduate institution and its value; the quality of graduate study ; the effective training of teachers as opposed to researchers; the publish or perish predicament ; the structure and organization of graduate study ; the role of faculty in guiding students who lack
potential as well as those who show promise ; methods for establishing
inter-divisional plans ; extra-organizational schools, institutes, centers ;
cluster graduate centers; new social developments involving students and
faculty as copartners ; and the articulation of undergradaute and graduate programs." (advt. )
535. U.S. Office of Education. Graduate Teaching Assistants in American Universities. Washington : USGPO, 1970. $.40.

"Reviews recent trends in graduate teaching assistants' programs and
makes recommendations for the future." (The Chronicle of Maher Edution)
F. DISTINCTIVE INSTITUTIONAL TYPES

530. Klotsche, J. Martin. The Urban University and the Future of our Cities.
N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1900. 149 PP.

The Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee proposes

basic functions for the urban university to fulfill in meeting the crisis

of urban areas.
537. Birenbaum, William M. Overlive: Power, Poverty, and the University. New
York : Dulacorte, 1909. 206 pp. $4.95 ; $1.95 paper.

The overlive society is the nonmilitary counterpart of overkill, resulting in a substantial number of citizens not sharing in technological
and industrial success, or failing to discover any meaning in the success.
Birenbaum sees the colleges and universities at the very center of the
predicament, with their schism between thought and action, their isolation from the dynamics of the city, and their twin organizing principles
of time scarcity and knowledge monopolyail resulting in a meaningless
academic packaging system. Six proposals for renewal cover multilevel
planning of education for youth in black urban communities, locating
new institutions in ghettoes, viewing the ideal campus as the city, internship programs for all students, reorganizing knowledge around problems,
and student freedom. Although not particularly deep and well-organized.

this passionate and original analysis raises a number of critical questions. Recommended.

538. Educational Facilities Laboratories. A College in the City: An Alternative.
New York; Educational Facilities Laboratories, 1969. 42 pp.
Based on the ideas in William Birenbaum's Overlive, and dealing with
an alternative for the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of New York City. The

aim is to create a university in which there are no wails and uo outsiders, and where the community itself is viewed as the campus. Key
elements involve "flexibility in the distribution of college facilities, the

maintenance of the urban mix and joint occupancies, and the establishment
of close links with every segment of the community." (p.42)
539. Goodman, Paul. The Community of Scholars. New York: Random House,
1902. Advocates apartment-sized universities.
540. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. From Isolation to Rehm:ream:

Problems of the Colleges Founded for Negroes. A Report of the Commission. New York : McGraw-Hill, February 1971. 86 pp. $1.95.

To help the country's 105 black colleges and universities emerge from
thrir "historic isolation" (especially in the face of improved recruiting
of black students and faculty by predominantly white institutions) the
Commission recommends a tripling of federal support, preparation for a
doubling of enrollment, the possible merger of several smaller schools,
enrichment of existing curricula, and improved college preparatory programs for blacks to help reduce the costly remedial instruction now
necessary at many black colleges.

541. LeMelle, Tilden J. and Wilbert J. The Black College: A Strategy for Relevancy. New York : Praeger. 1909. 144 pp. $10.

Argues that black Americans. In the new spirit of self-determination,
need their own institutions. The LeMelles offer a "project-oriented design

for change," fired by the ideology of "black pragmatic realistn," and
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Including proposals such as a national education consortia project, a

college merger project, and a national manpower development and utilization center project.

542. Wilcox, Preston (comp.). The Black University: A Bibliography. N.Y. :
10 pp. Mines. National Association for African Education, July 1969.
100 items, not annotated.
543. Dunham, E. Alden. Colleges of the Forgotten Americans: A Profile of State
Colleges and Regional Universities. Prepared for the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education. N.Y. : McGraw-Hill, 1909. 200 pP. $5.95.

544. Gaff, Jerry G. and Associates. The Cluster College: Innovations and Consequences. San Francisco : Jossey-Bass, 1970. $8.50.

"Provides the first systematic study of the cluster college, a collegiate
model which permits scivols to preserve the best features of both the

small college and the large university. The authors describe and analyze
the purposes and practices of these schools, illuminating such details as
the utility of the cluster concept, the various methods of accommodating
cluster colleges in different universities, the innovations in curriculum,
grading, instruction, governance, and residence requirements" (advt.).
545. Riesman, David, Joseph Gusfleld, and Zelda Gamson. Academic Values and
Mass Education. N.Y.: Doubleday, 1970. $7.95.

Case studies of the college-within-a-college : Oakland and Montieth,
set up in 1959 by Michigan State and Wayne State Universities respec-

tively. "How they have survivedand whyis the subject of a fascinating, important report that draws some conclusions quite as controversial

as those in Riesman's and Jenck's The Academic Revolution." (advt.)
546. Johnson, Byron Lamar. Islands of Innovation Expanding: Changes in the
Community College. Beverly Hills, Calif. : Glencoe Press, 1969. 352 pp.
An authoritative report on a 1967-68 nonstatistical survey of innovation
in Instruction at more than 200 junior colleges. From the context of change

in society, education, and junior colleges in general, Johnson discusses
specific innovations such as coop work-study, programed instruction, the
systems approach to instruction, gaming, students as teachers, Independent

study, etc. Aids and obstacles to innovation are then discussed, with

concluding comments on the need for evaluation. Several trends are extrapolated into the short-range future. Recothmended.
547. Altman, Robert A. The Upper Division College. San Francisco : Jossey-Bass,
1970. 202 pp. $7.75.

A thorough history of the upper division college, concluding with a chap-

ter of cautious "conjecture." Future institutions will probably place less
emphasis than before on the liberal arts degree in favor of the newly
developing bachelor of technology degree or its equivalent ; they will be
predominantly urban and will probably offer work through the master's
degree. "Predicated upon assumptions of social need ... upper diviaion in-

stitutions are a logical response for a public system facing enrollment pressures at the Junior year or a need for additional baccalaureate education.
If junior colleges did not exist, if they were not predominantly public, or if

the hesitancy to convert or expand them did not exist, upper division
colleges would not develop in increasing numbers and locations" (p.

171). In turn, "the way in which future upper division institutions develop
will greatly affect the development of existing junior colleges." (p. 175).
548. Shores, Louis, Robert Jordan, and John Harvey (eds.). The Library Col-

lege: Contributions for American Higher Education at the Jamestown

College Workshop, 1885. Philadelphia : Drexel Press, 1960. 287 pp.
An anthology of 33 papers on the Library-College concept, in addition to

background planning documents of tbe idea as elaborated at Jamestown
College, North Dakota.

549. Hamilton, Blair (ed.). Free Universities, Experimental Colleges, and Free
Schools. Washington: National Student Association, 1908. 00 pp.
Lists a wide variety of innovations throughout the country.
550. Leder, Paul and Florence Howe. "What Happened to the 'Free University'."
Saturday Review, June 20. 1970 (condensed from the authoes book. The
Conspiracy of the Young. World 1970).

A history of free universities from their intellectual origins in 190.
551. Fischer, John, "Survival II; Prospectus for a Really Relevant University,"
Harper's, September 1909, pp. 12-22.
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Viewing today's liberal arts education as incoherent and irrelevcat, it is
argued that at a minimum, any successful reform should be founded on a
single guiding concept and capable of equipping young people to do something about the world. The idea of survival is the only idea that fits these
specifications. Thus, at Survival U, the motto would be "What must we
do to be saved?" Rather than being detached, all of the faculty would be
committed to the cause. The biology department would concentrate on
problems of population and pollution ; engineering departments would
stress waste disposal and where not to build dams and highways as well as

how to baild them ; mathematics would teach social accounting; and
government would look at why our institutions have done so badly and
whether they can be renewed. Although brief and lightly written, the idea
of Survival U warrants further exploration. Recommended.

552. The International Ecology University. lVhy and How: A Program, Berkeley,
Calif.: International Ecology University Publications, 1970. 86 pp. Paper.
553. Madsen. David. The National University: Enduring Dream of the U.S.A.
Detroit : Wayne State, 1966. 178 pp.

The history of a proposal for a University of the United States, an idea
first debated at the Constitutional Convention of 1787, which may once
again enjoy a revival of interest through the efforts of the Steiner Committee to establish a prestigious post-doctoral institution for study and
research.

554. Zweig, Michael. The Idea of a World University. Edited with a foreword by
Harold Taylor. Carbondale : Southern Illinois University Press, 1907.
201 pp.

A thorough exploration of a recurring idea for an institution "which

would match on an intellectual scale what the United Nations was designed
to accomplish in a political dimension ... a rough estimate would be that

since the end of World War I, more than one thousand such proposals
have been made." (Taylor in Foreword. pp. v-vi) Zweig explores the needs,

alternatives (international exchanges, area study programs, etc.), the
history of the proposal, and what needs to be done. Recommended.
G. FACILITIES AND TECHNOLOGY

555, Ashby, Eric. Technology and the Academies: An Essay on Universities and
Scientific Revolution. N.Y.: Macmillan. 1958. 117 pp.

550. Educational Facilities Laboratories. Bricks and Mortarboard*. N.Y.: EFL
(477 Madison Avenue), November 1906, 168 pp. Free.

Five excellent overview articles by professional writers on classrooms,
laboratories, libraries, dormitories, and campus design (especially see
Alvin Toffier on the intellectual problems of the libraries of the future).
"This book sets forth the difficult physical problems that beset American

colleges and universities today, the far tougher physical problems looming

just ahead, and an array of imperative reforms." (p. 103) The intent is
to "produce buildings that serve rather than stifle higher education in the

crucial years ahead." (p. 5) Recommended.
557. "Membrane Structures For Living and Learning To Be Pioneered on Three
Campuses," EFL College Newsletter 10, September 1970, pp. 2-7. (Available free from Educational Facilities Laboratories, 477 Madison Ave..
New York, New York 10022)
DISCUSSes the plans of Antioch College, La Verne College, and the Stu-

dent Housing Cooperative at Princeton to employ the low-cost luminous
membrane bubbles inspired by R. Buckminster Fuller.
558. U.S. Office of Education. College and University Enrollment and Physical
Facilities Survey. 1965-1970. Washington : USGPO. 0E-51004-19, September 1967. 6 pp.-1-17 tables.

Ascertain plans to accommodate increased enrollments through 1070.

559. Boehm, R. W. The Professor and the Computer: 1985. Santa Monica: The

Rand Corporation. P-3527, 1967.
560. Caffrey, John G. Computers in Systems of Higher Edueati4. . Santa Monica :
Systems Development Corporation, SP-2218, Dectmber 1905. 11 pp.
501. Tschirgi, Robert D., "Regional and National Networks" in Ralph W. Gerard
(ed.), Computers and Education.N.Y.: McGraw-Hill. 1967, pp. 275-803.
Discussion of broad trends and the need to develop communication net-
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works for archival, inter-university, university-community, and international needs: Rest of Gerard volume tends toward a how-to-do-it discus-

sion concerning computer applications.
502. U.S. President's Science Advisory Committee. Computers in Higher Educelion: Report of the President's Science Advisory Committee. Washington,
USGPO, 1967.

H. FINANCE

503. Kaysen, Carl. The Higher Learning, The Universities, and The Public. The
Stafford Little Lectures, 1968. Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1069.
85 pp. $4.95.

The Director of the Institute for Advanced Study discusses the present
allocation of federal funds to scientific research and higher learning, and
proposes an alternative that "attempts to reconcile government support
with the true interests of the universities." (advt.)
564. Wolk, Ronald A. Alternative Methods of Federal Funding for Higher Education. Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. N.Y.
McGraw-Hill, 1068 ( ?). 272 pp. $2.00.

505. Bowen, William G. The Economics of the Major Private Universities.
Berkeley : Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1968. 00 pp. $1.25.
As of spring 1967, Bowen analyes economic trends and projects expendi-

tures and income for major private universities to 1975-70, concluding

that "in the absence of significant new developments, the economic squeeze

already being felt by the major private universities is going to intensify
greatly." (p. 54) Subsequent developments (economic recession and student unrest leading to an attrition of alumni contributions) have made the
financial situation even bleaker.

506. Cheit, Earl F. The New Depression in Higher Education. Prepared for the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, March
1971. 192 pp. $5.95.

Examines 41 private and public colleges and universities, finding 70%
of them either "in financial difficulty" or "headed for trouble." The problem is seen as costs and income both rising on the whole, but costs rising
at a slowly growing rate while income is growing at a declining rate. All
types of institutions have been affected by this financial crisis, and even
those not presently in trouble can expect severe problems if present trends
continue. Decisions about reform in the next deend3 will therefore be

influenced more by the financial situation than by any other factor.
Reconunended.
567. Freeman, Roger A. Crisis in College Finance? Time for New Solutions.
Washington: Institute for Social Science Research, 1905. 243 pp.
Similar to his two volumes on Financing the Public Schools (items 361,

862) this is also a thqrough study, with a conclusion advocating tax
credits as an aid to maintaining diversity and freedom of choice.
568. Hansen, W. Lee and Burton A. Weisbrod. Benefits, Costs, and Finance of
Public Higher Education. Chicago : Markham Publishing Co., Fall 1969.
115 pp. $3.95.

"Illuminates the range of problems associated with the determination

of costs and benefits of higher education and explores alternative proposals

for paying the costs. The book focuses on financial planning for higher
education in California, but the findings are equally relevant for every
state firmly committed to providing access to college for substantial
numbers of its citizens. The authors also discuss the relationship between
financial planning and legislative policy, the distinction between equity
and economic efficiency, and questions which suggest needs for future
research." (advt.)
509. Chambers, M.M. Higher Education: Who Pays? Who Gains?: Financing
Education Beyond the High School. Danville, Ill.: Interstate Printers,
1968. 302 pp.

570. Buchanan, James M. and Nicos E. Devietoglou. Academia In Anarchy: An
Economic Diagnosis.N.Y.: Basic Books, 1970. 187 pp.

571. College Entrance Examination Board. Financing Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education. A College Scholarship Service Colloquium Held at
ficotsdale, Arizona, November 1969. N.Y.: CEEB, 1970. 44 pp. $1.00.

Eight articles concerning topics such as the federal government and

student financial aid, student reactions to aid policies, the average-income
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student, Chicanos, black students, and disadvantaged students in private
universities.

572. "Learn Now, Pay Later," The New Republic, February 20, 1071, pp. 12-13.
A brief report on the Puy as you Earn (PAYE) plan proposed by Yale
University, which might alleviate the financial problems of higher education by removing much of the cost burden from taxpayers and placing it
on the beneficiaries. Any student would be able to borrow money, and repayment would be over a period of about 35 years at an amount dependent
on the level of income; thus, students in high-paying fields of work would
repay more than they borrowed, while those meking less would repay less.
If the Yale pilot idea is successful, the scheme may be tried nationally,
with a resource bank similar to FHA, and loun repayments incorporated
in the federal income tax and payroll withholding. The State of Ohio is

also considering a similar scheme. The genesis of the Yale plan is not
known; however, the idea has appeared in at least three recent instances
(see the following items).
The PAYE plan is intended to promote equality of opportunity, similar
to voucher proposals for elementary and secondary education. (see items

352-354)

573. Platt, William J. and Janet Abrams. A. Self-Financing Fund for Student
Charges in Higher Education. Menlo Park : Stanford Research Institute,
Educational Policy Research Center, Research Note EPRC-0747-7, October 1908. 22 PP.

"A purpose of this paper is to outline a proposal for a student aid portion
of financing higher education. This proposal is for a federally administered
self-financing fund for reimbursing tuitions and fees. It would be supported
by an earmarked surcharge on the federal income tax ... to be levied on
the beneficiaries of higher education ... The surcharge on the income tax

would be graduated upward with years of post-secondary attainment of
the taxpayer . . . The progressive nature of the income tax would assure
that the amount an individual paid into the fund would he adjusted to his

ability to pay."
574. Tobin, James and Leonard Ross, "A National Youth Endowment: Paying
for the High Costs of Education," The New Republic, May 3, 1909, pp.
18-21.

"At present, the vast majority of post-high school vocational students
must pay their way without any form of government assistance ... (compounding) the inherited inequalities with which our young people grow
up." (p. 19) The authors propose a line of credit or "endowment" available for every young man and woman between the ages of 18 and 28. to
be applied to any form of post-secondary education. Rather than have
student choices affected by the availability of funding in certain programs,
such a program "would leave the choice of schooling entirely up to the
student." Repayment would be over the individual's lifetime, and, like
Social Security, the Youth Endowment would eventually he self-financing.
575. Clurman, Michael, "How Shall We Finance Higher Education?" The Public,
Interest, No. 19, Spring 1970, pp. 98-110.

Concludes that "In order to create a more desirable set of student

attitudes, then, we must encourage students to pay the bulk of the direct
costs of their education out of their future incomes and make the prosperity and survival of colleges and universities directly dependent on their
ability to attract students in open competition in a free market."
570. Kristol. Irving. "A Different Way to Restructure the University," The New
York Times Magazine, December R. Ma
A prominent social critic proposes that universities be financed by public grants to students. rather than institutions.
577. Fein. Rashi and Gerald Weber. Flounicing Medical Education: An Analysis
of Alternatire Policies and .1frehanktms. Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill. January 1071. 295 pp.

578. Peterson. P. G. Foundations: Prirate airing and Public Policy. Chicago.
University of Chicago Press, January 1971.

579. Connery. Robert H. (ed.). The Corporation and the Campus: Corporate
Support of Higher Education in the 1970's. Proceedings of the Academy of
Political Science. XXX :1. N.Y.: Columbia University APS (413 Payerweather Hall), 1970. 187 pp.
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The result of a November 1909 conference jointly sponsored by APS and

the Council for Financial Aid to Educe don, bringing together educational leaders, corporation executives, and minority group spokesmen.
17 articles resulted, grouped under three headings: Challenges of the
1970's, Financing Higher Education, and the Corporate Viewpoint. In
a summary chapter by Roger M. Blough, it is concluded that "Although
voluntary support will likely increase in absolute dollars during the next
decade. it will probably &Thine as a percent of the income for higher

education." (p. 184)
580. Fromkin, Joseph. Aspirations, Enrollments, and Resources: The Challenge
to Higher Education la the Seventies. Washington: U.S. Office of Education. 0E-50058. 1970. 151 pp. $1.25.

"This study attempts to estimate the federal resources required to fulfill the aspirations of Americans for post-secondary education. It draws
up two possible levels of support for 1976: one just to meet the minimum
aspirations of the Nation, $1.8 billion for student support. with possibly
another $2,0 bilion for Institutional support ; and another budget which is
more likely to allow the poor to participate in post-secoudary education
. $3.5 billion for student support, plus $4.5 billion in institutional aid."
(p. 1) The aspirations of post college-age adults are not considered here.
581. U.S. Office of Education. Students and Buildings: An Analysis of Selected
Federal Programs for Higher Education. Washington : USOE, Office of
Program Planning and Evaluation, Planning Paper 68-2, May 1908. 72 pp.
Discusses undergraduate and graduate student aid. aid for facilities
construction, and growth of higher education. Projections of requirements
for major higher education aid programs are made to 1972-73.
I. MISCELLANEOUS

582. Ward, Richard F. and Theodore E. Kurz. The Commuting Student. Detroit
Wayne State Univeristy, Commuter Centers Project, 1969.

:

A pioneering study, advocating campus outposts, academic "town
houses," campus streets, more grassy areas, etc., to satisfy the needs of
non-residential urban students,
583. Tanck. James. College Volunteers. A Onlae to Action: Helping Students to
Help Others. Washington: National Program for Voluntary Action, n.d.
(1969?). 73 pp. (Available from USGPO, 90 cents)

Although a manual "written mainly for the school that has no volunimportant policy implications in supporting a comprehensive volunteer
program, not only as a device to channel student enthusiasms into constructive pursuits, but as an important supplement to education at lower
levels and a bridge to the community. The number of college volunteers
is growing at a very rapid rate, and the Gallup organization is cited for
their finding that 71% of students would consider working as part-time
volunteers.
584. National Research Council. Thc Invisible University: Postdoctoral Education in the United States. Washington: National Academy of Sciences,

teers, or that has only the bare beginnings of a program," there are

1909. 310 pp.

A thorough overview of the extent and nature of postdoctoral activity,
with chapters devoted to an historical view ; demography; implications
for the postdoctoral, academic institutions, and nonacademic institutions; the foreign postdoctoral; finances: and conclusions and recommendations. Based on n census questionnaire. it is estimated that, as of
1907, there were 10,000 postdoctorals, largely in the natural and medical
sciences, and largely concentrated in a few elite institutions. About half
are foreigners.
585. Walton, Sidney F., Jr., "Seven Proposals for Black-Directed Change," College Board Review, No. 71, Spring 1969, pp. 18-21.

Part of special section on "The black agenda for higher education" advocates ending the use of the term "Negro," employing wore minority persons, developing "community counselor" positions to serve as linkage
between school staff and minority communities, a credential major and
minor in Afro-American studies. issuing eredcritlals to Persons with
A.A. degrees, recruiting minority teachers ..rith A.A. degrees, and a fourperiod or less teaching day that allows meaningful in-service training.
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586. Wright, Nathan, Jr., What Black Educators are Saying. N.Y.: Hawthorn,
Spring 1970.

587. Spurr, Stephen H. Academic Degree Structures: Innovative Approaches.
Principles of Reform in Degree Structures in the United States. Prepared
for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. N.Y.; McGraw-Hill,
1970. 213 pp. $5.95.

Advocates a reduction of the 1600 different degree titles presently used
to about 60, along with a consistent nomenclature for six higher educetion levels: associate, bachelor, master, intermediate graduate, doctoral
and post-doctoral. By giving an associate's degree or certificate after the
sophomore year in four-year colleges, the A.A. would no longer be considered a second-rate degree and fewer students would be considered
as college dropouts.

588. Heckman, Dale N. and Warren Bryan Martin. Inventory of Current Research on. Higher Education. 1968. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, December 1968.

A joint project of the Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher
Education and the Center for Research and Development in Higher
Education nt UC, Berkeley, the inventory lists more than 900 items of

projects completed in 1966-68 and research continuing into 1969. Many
of these projects consider trends and futures. 220 of these projects are
briefly described in The Chronicle of Higher Education, November 25 and
December 9, 1968.
589. Walton, Stephen. No Transfer. N.Y. : Vanguard, 1967, 236 pp.

A novel describing a futuristic Modern University : a skyscraper ivory
tower where those with unsatisfactory records are publicly guillotined.
IV. OTIISR EDUCATI NO I NSTITUTIONS
A. PIIE-SCIIOOL

590. Hunt, J. Mevicker, The Challenge of Incompetence and Poverty. Urbana :
University of Illinois Press, 1969. 290 pp. $9.50; $3.45 paper.
"The role of early education and new conceptions of intelligence in
breaking the poverty-Incompetence cycle, 'perhaps within a single generation'. ' (advt.)
591. Robison, Helen F. and Bernard Spodek. New Directions in. the Kindergarten.
Early (hildhood Education Series. N.Y. : Teacher's College Press, 1965.
214 pp. $3.25 paper.

Proposes intellectual content appropriate for today's children. Including a way of defining goals that will enable kindergarten teachers "to
cultivate the roots of learning that will be significant to the entire life
of an individual learner. . .. too few children are being prepared to cope
with an increasingly technical and complex society." (pp. vi, 1)
592. Pines, Maya. Revolution ht Learning: The Years front Birth to SU. N.Y.:
Harper and Row, 1907. 244 pp.

A journalistic overview assessing current developInents In "pre-whool"

education. There is little focus on trends per se, and no mention of the
futurebut this is a good statement on an area of critical importance
to the future of education, with implications of higher student input

quality and perhaps n re-definition of "school" insofar as clientele served.
593. Pines. Maya, "Why Some 3-Year-Olds Get A'sAnd Some Get C's." The New
York Times Maga:ine, July 6.1969.

An overview of recent research in the emerging field of the "growth
sciences." One social scientists predicts that "Within 30 to 50 years .
the kind of child who is rated outstanding today will be considered merely
normal, as n result of more skillful child-retiring." Another researcher
suggests that teachers should take on a new role of training parents and
involving the entire family in preschool education. It is concluded that
the years from birth to 3 may soon become "a target of first priority."
594. Montessori, Maria. The Child in the Fatally. Trans. by Nancy Chillo. Chicago: Regnery, 1970. 120 pp.

A summation of Dr. Montessori's thinking on early childhood. First
published in Italian In 1956. There are many books by and about the
Montessori Method and Montessori schoolsthis one is not necessarily
the best.
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D. ADULT AM) CONTINUING EDUCATION

595. Blakely, R. J. Toward a Homeodynamio Sooiety. Boston : Center for the
Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1905. 54 pp. $1.50. (Notes and
Essays on Education for Adults, no. 49).
"This essay is an attempt to answer two big questions: 'What are the
important social trends? What are their implications for education?' ...
The major trend of the present age is to increase knowledge and power.
The major problem is the widening gap between knowledge and power
and our ability to control them. The major implication is that our learning to control knowledge and power must overtake our learning to increase
knowledge and power.' (p. iii)s In going on to advocate the homeodynamie
inventive society, Blakely distinguishes between three types of learning
(hereditary-cultural, adaptive cultural, and inventive-cultural), and the
necessary learning for the adult as parent, citizen, and worker. Recom,
mended.

590. Dumazedier, Joffre. Toward a Society of Leisure. Translated from the
French by Stewart E. McClure. Foreword by David Riesman. New York:
The Free Press, 1967. 307 pp. (Originally published in 1962).

"Dumazedier believes that leisure is intricately related to the largest
questions of work, family life, society, and politics. Basing his conclusions on empirical studies, he provides a rigorous analysis of leisure
as It is manifested in recreation, relaxation, and self-improvement. He
surveys the implications of a mass market for tourism, sports, movies,
television, and education, noting the evidence of a burgeoning popular
culture which tradition-oriented social critics have been reluctant to
recognize. In addition, the author argues for further intensive study of
leisure and for constructive planning in this area. He believes that if
the age of material abundance is not to lead to a decline of artistic and
intellectual achievement, society must devote as much attention to its
cultural development as it does to economic and social problems." (book
jacket)
597. Zeigler, Warren L. (ed.). Essays on the Future of Continuing Education
Worldwide. Syracuse: Syracuse University Publications in Continuing
Education, SU Press, July 1970. 141 pp. $3.00.

Eight articles discussing trends in adult education and methods of

thinking about and planning for the future.
598. Moses, Stanley. The Learning Force: An Approach to the Politics of EduceHon. Prepared for the U.S. Office of Education by the Educational Policy
Research Center. Syracuse: EPRC, March 1970. 40 pp.
The Learning Force includes all students in Core institutions (elementary, secondary, and higher education) as well as those in the Periphery

(corporation and military training programs, proprietary schools, anti-

poverty programs, correspondence schools, formal courses conducted over
educational television, and other adult education programs conducted by
("ore institutions, IMINCLUIls, libraries, unions. etc.). Moses supplies trend
data (1940-1075) indicating that enrollments in the Periphery (assessed

on a head count rather than an FTE basis) are growing at a rapid rate
and will be about 25% greater than Core enrollments by 1975. It is

concluded that "Activities in the Periphery provide the basis for developing a new framework for the considerations of ect cational policy. A consideration of the total Learning Force provides L.le basis for making an

accurate assessment of the true dimensions of education in American
society, not only regarding enrollments . . . but also total educational
expenditures and employment. A consideration of the total learning force
also provides the basis for making more rational decisions regarding
Policy for the Core as well as providing the basis for new initiatives in

the Periphery." (p. 87) Recommended.
599. Tough, Allen. The Adult's Learning Projects: A Fresh Approach to Theory
and Practice in Adult Learning. Toronto: Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, July 1971. Approx. 210 pp. and $7.00 (U.S. and Canadian).
The latest and most sophisticated of a series of studies conducted by
Tough and his associates on self-initiated learning behavior. A "learning
project" is a series of "learning episodes" totalling more than 7 hours, an
episode being defined as an effort "In which more than one half of a person's motivation is to gain and retain certain knowledge and skill that is
fairly clear and definite."
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Among 66 adults, the in-depth interviews discovered that 65 had con-

ducted at least one learning project in the past year, with an average
of 8 distinct projects totalling 700 hours a year of learning effort. Less

than 1% of these projects were motivated by academic credit, and about

70% of the projects were planned by the learner himself. Then 16-year-olds

and ten 10-year-olds were also interviewed, with a parallel discovery of
significant non-school learning activity.

Despite the small data base, Tough raises a number of fundamental
questions for further research and for educational policy directed toward
learners of all ages. Four clusters of suggestions are offered for making
schools and colleges more useful in the light of observed learning behavior : producing graduates who are willing and able to set appropriate
learning goals, providing students with a greater choice of how to learn,
freeing the student to choose a larger proportion of subject matter that
he wants to learn and decreasing the emphasis on credit as a motivation
for learning. For adults, recommendations are made for better help and
resources with both planning and actual learning, and for new ways of
helping people become more competent as learners. Recommended.
600 Clark, Burton R. Adult Education in Transition: A Study of Institutional
Inseourity. Berkeley : University of California Press, Third Printing,
1968.202 pp.

No information is provided on the first and second printing, but the field
work for this sociological study of educational administration was con-

ducted in the Los Angeles school system in the 1952-1953 period. The final
chapter discusses "Implications for Theory and Policy" for public school
adult education programs.
601. Whipple, J. B. and D. 'S. Chertow (eds.). The University and Community
Service: Perspeetives for the Seventies. Syracuse : Syracuse University
Continuing Education Series, May 1970. $3.00 paper.
602. Whipple, James B. and Gary A. Woditsch (eds.). Oakland Papers: Symposium. on Social (Mange and Educational Continuity. Brookline, Mass. :
Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults at Boston University,
1966.75 pp.

Presented at Continuing University Symposium Series, Oakland University, Rochester, Mich. Papers by Peter F. Drucker, Max Lerner, Rollo
May, and Margaret Mead.
603. Jessup F. W. (ed.). Lifelong Learning: A Symposium on Continuing Education. Oxford, Eng. : Pergamon Press, 1909. 178 pp.
604. Goldman, Freda. A Turning to Take Next: Alternative Goals in the Education of Women. Boston ; Boston University Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults, 1905.

605. Liveright, A. A., "Continuing Education and Basic Economic Security" in
Robert Theobald (ed.), Committed Spending: A Route to Economic: Security.N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968; Anchor Books, 1969, pp. 145-172.

After discussing signs of progress toward lifelong learning and ob-

stacles to the acceptance of The Learning Society, the late A. A. Liveright

proposes a plan for lifelong learning and community service including
the following essential 'Ingredients : a national program based on new
kinds of goals and incentives, new programs built upon the needs and
aspirations of the underprivileged, basic changes in formal education that
will inculcate the desire and skills for lifelong learning in future adults,
a broader responsibility for continuing education of a college's graduates, new kinds of volunteer tasks and positions, and a new institutional
form : a comprehensive "Uncommon School" or College in every major
community which is planned, developed, housed, operated, and staffed
primarily for the purpose of adult and continuing education, serving "as
the hub not only for independent liberal education and studies but also
. . . the focus in the community for health, family development, recrea-

tion, and self-fulfillment programs." (p. 160) Recommended.
606. Liveright, A. A. A Study of Adult Education in the United States. Boston :
Boston University Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults,
1968.138 pp. $2.00.

Although not primarily aimed at trends or futures, both are considered
somewhat in this authoritative overview, which forecasts that "Even if
nothing further is done to stinfulatd participation, adults involved in
continuing education will triple in number within the next twenty years."
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(p. 13) Some of the trends noted include an upgrading image (from

"remedial" to "lifelong learning"), more courses specifically for adults,
more non-credit courses, credit for experience, and new degree programs.
607. Alford, Harold J. Oontinuing Education in Action: Residential Oenters for
Lifelong Learning. N.Y. : Wiley, 1908.

"Sketches the origins of adult education and focuses on the planning
required for continuing education facilities and programming." (The
Ohronicle of Higher Education, October 28,1968)

608. College Entrance Examination Board. Oo llege-Level Examination Program: Description and Uses, 1968. Princeton, N.J.: CEEB, Publications
Order Office (Box. 592), 1968. 56 pp. Free.

"The College Board's College-Level Examination (CLEP) began in
1965 with the broad purpose of developing a national system of placement and credit by examination primarily directed to higher education.
The Program has five major objectives : to provide a national program of
examinations that can be used to evaluate nontraditional college-level
education, specifically including independent study and correspondence
work ; to stimulate colleges ad universities to become more aware of the
need for and the possibilities and problems of credit by examination to
enable colleges and universities to develop appropriate procedures for the
placement, accreditation, and admission of transfer students ; to provide
colleges and universities with a means by which to evaluate their programs and their students' achievement ; to assist adults who wish to continue their education in order to meet licensing requirements or qualify
for higher education." (p. 3)
This important development, utilizing five General Examinations, and,
ultimately, more than 100 Subject Examinations, is already employed by
several hundred colleges and universities. It may well prove to be an
"Alternative Future for Learning" of major proportions, affecting higher
education to a degree perhaps even greater than CEEB's College Board
Examinations affect the behavior of high school juniors and seniors.
609. The Open University: Prospectus 1971. Buckinghamshire, England : The
Open University (Walton, BLETCHLEY, Bucks.) November 1969. 112
PP. (More recent documents by and about the University are undoubtedly
available.)
Beginning operations in January 1971. the Open University is a totally
new concept that promises to have a major impact on higher education
not only in Britain but worldwide.

Generally admitting students 21 and over, no formal academic qualifications are required for entrance, and only failure to progress adequately
is a bar to continuation of studies. The B.A. degree is initially available,
but the University also plans to offer the B.Phil., M.Phil., and Ph.D.
A general liberal arts curriculum is offered, and students work at home

at their own time and pace, utilizing correspondence "packages," TV

and radio programs, the services of 3000 part-time tutors and counselors
a 250 local study centers located throughout the nation, and intensive oneweek summer school study periods. Costs promise to be substantially
lower than conventional campus-based higher education, and the initial
enrollment of 25,000 represents an immediate 40% increase in the number
of students entering Britain's universities.
610. Maclure. Stuart, "England's Open University : Revolution at Milton Keynes,"
Change: The Magazine of Higher Education, 3 :2 March/April 1971. pp.
62-68.

An excellent survey by the editor of The Times Educational Supplement
in London, of the history, present operations. and prospects of the Open
University. The enrollment could be more than 100,000 in 5-6 years, but
the dropout rate is expected to be high. "A graduation rate of 20% will
represent a remarkable degree of success"; the actual figure might be
less than 5%. Another difficulty is that, despite the enthusiasm for making
higher education available to the working class, the vast majority of the
initial applications were from the middle class. 40% alone from teachers.
Nevertheless. "the Open University offers the prospect of a breakthrough

in educational technologynot just the hardware but the planning and

coordination of different techniques. It is bound to have a revolutionary
impact on existing methods in higher education." (p. 68) Americans take

note. Recommended.
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011. Bienvenu, Bernard J. New Priorities in Training: A Guide for Industry.
N.Y.: American Management Association, 1969. 207 pp. $10.50.
Argues that the bewildering rate of change demands that training become a continuous process, whereas at the present time, nine out of ten
employee training programs are sporadic affairs. Advocates a "total

training" process.
612. Reissman, Frank, Sunnier M. Rosen, Joseph Featherstons, and Alan Gartner.
Essays on New Careers: Social Implications for Adult Educators. Syracuse: Syracuse University Publications in Continuing Education, Notes
and Essays on Education for Adults No. 05, July 1970. 82 pp. $2.50.
013. U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration. Toward the Ideal

Journeytnan. Vol. I. An Optimum Training System in Apprenticeable
Occupations. Washington : USGPO, 1970. 24 pp. $.25.

A summary monograph based on a two-volume study of apprenticeshil)

by Alfred S. Drew (Educational and Training Adjustments in Selected
Apprenticeable Trades), and outlining an optimal system of training for
all trades that "would produce the 'ideal journeyman,' skilled in today's
technology and adaptable to the technology of tomorrow." To overcome
the important problem of skill obsolescence, "The report recommends that

the trades develop a coordinated approach for identifying new developments and forecasting changes requiring modifications of trade training
programs." (p.15)

614. Anderson, Darrell and John A. Niemi. Adult Education and the Dis-

advantaged Adult. Syracuse: Syracuse University Publications in Continuing Education and ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education, Oc-

casional Papers No. 22, November 1970. 90 pp. Bib. pp. 71-90. $1.50.

A review of the adult education literature to determine the role of education in altering the personal and social characteristics of disadvantaged
adults, concluding that "Any plan for a remedy for disadvantage must be

concerned with cultural change which involves an alteration in the

over-all way of life. Piecemeal approaches directed toward the alleviation of individual distress will not solve the problem because they will
not alter the basic cultural environment . . . Thus, it nmy be more

economical in the long run to establish new programs unrelated to
present educational institutions than to attempt to reconstruct existing
systems."
The bibliography of 317 items is alphabetical and unan note ted.

015. U.S. Office of Education, Adult Education Branch. A Comprehensive Plan

for Solution of the Functionally Illiterate Problem. A Report on the
Present; A Plan for the Future. Prepared by Management Technology,
Inc. Washington : March 1908. 40 pp.

Plans and Adult Basic Education program for the EDP (Educationally
Disadvantaged Population) of at least 24 million people, 18 and over, who
have not completed eight years of school. Unfortunately, this definition

of the "functionally illiterate" may not only be inaccurate, but in-

creasingly obsolete as the minimum level for societal functioning continues to rise. The EDP Target Population is projected to the year 2008,
without any consideration of changing definitions and needs.
616. Masters. William H. and Virginia E. Johnson. Human Sexual Inadequacy.
Boston : Little, Brown & Co., 1970. 467 pp. $12.50.

Rased on thorough research, proposes a program of sex education for
adults conducted by therapeutic teams, to dissipate misconception. misinformation, and taboo. (Although obviously an area of learning which IS
outside the traditionally defined realms of "education," sex education
for adults is nevertheless an emerging learning need in a society that is
increasingly aware of sexual dysfunctioning. Indeed, this program may

be necessitated as a corrective to educational practices of home and
school.)

C. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

617. Westerhoff, John H. III. Values for Tomorrow's Children: An Alternative
Future for Education iu the Church. Pilgrim Press, 1970. 128 pp. $4.95.
Addresses Protestant Christianity with a call for more vital concepts

of church education.
618. McCluskey, Neil G., S.J. Catholic Education Faces its Future. Foreword by
Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C. Garden City : Doubleday, 1009. 311 pp.
$5.95.
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A leading authority confronts a wide array of issues at every level of
Catholic education. A vital role Is Mill aeen for the Catholic school, although "It is not impossible that by the 1900*s both the present publicschool system and the Catholic system will be replaced by one comprehensire school system. publicly supported, within which the educational
objectives of the religious groups can also be realized." (p. 280)
019. "The Future of Catholic Education in Amerka." Special Issue of The
Notre Dame Journal of Education, 2:1, Spring 1971.
02a itoob, C. Albert and Russell Shaw, 8.0.8. for Catholic Moots: A Oratory for
Mare Service to Charch and Nation N.V.: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston.
1970. $4.95.
Diocusses the present situation and poosible future state of Catholic
educa tion.
821. Brown, W. R. and Andrew (ireeley. Cass Cathohe &hoots Berried
Shed. September 1970.
822. Greeley. Andrew M. The Changing Catholic College. NORC Monographs in
Social Research, No. 13. Chicago: Aldine, 1908. 238 pp. $7.80.
ISM =DIA, A21D MUSEUM

en Mdse. Norman R. Conecytnal Design of an Automated National Library
System. Metuchen.
Scarecrow Press, 1981). 234 pu
Demonstrates the feasibility of an automated system that utilizes existing technology. Also discusses bibliographic search, acquisitions, circulated data, cataloging. and tying together local libraries (public, academic, and special), regional centers, and a National Library Central
(perhaps the Library of Congress, whkh is already moving toward automation). Although this volume is largely technkal, it is nevertheless
important for !nursling what would more or less appear to be the inevi-

table shape of future information system&
1324. Educational Facilities Laboratories. 2,se Impact of Technology on the Library Raildirsy.
: EFL, 1987. 20 pp.
A brief and competeot summary of eirpert OP1111011 concerning the impact of computers, mien:storms, and facsimile transmission on college
library

(325. Reynolds, brititossaid.

The Palate of Library Ruildinys: A PeSsibititp
OM. Horn. Francis 11. The "Wm of the tAbrary in Hioher Rireation. CarbonShay. London: lAbrary Associates, 198&

dale: Southern Illinois rniveraity Library, 1968. 21 pp.

827. Schick. Frank L. (ed.). The Potato of Library Bernice: homographic Aspects and in.plications. Urbana : tniverwity of Illinois. 1951. 298 pip.

A worthwhile collection of essays, disrussion trends and possible futures
for eleven types or libraries and sir sertkes within librories
1328. Volgt, Melvin .1. (ed.). Advastecs in Libsurianshig. Vol. N.Y.: Academic
Pres, unix 298 ppt
829. "WorM of Libraries: Past, Present, Future." Wilmot Lanny Ratkils, 43:
February 1989.
MO. Clapp. Verner Warren. The Palm of Me Research Library. titans : tniverzity of Illinois Press 1984. 114 pp.

The Windsor torture in IAbratianship. Of interest aily to specialists.
831. ticklider. Z. C. IL tAbossin of the Morn Cambridge: MIT Press, 195.
219 prz

Technicol digression.

1332. Horne. David. 'The CYanging World or Scholarly nooks," Politsher's
Weekly. July 17, 1987.
An authmitative short-range forecast by the Assistant Director of Harvard rniversity Preen More books are foreseen involving syntheses and
interdisciplinary approaches concerned with current problems, and written by "selaPers Of idolo, of sensibilitt, of taste, or valves." This shift in
scholarly publishing may be a goal indicator of Mute shifts in research
foci and college currieula.
033. Reksrpir, Robert. The Rook Retolation. London: UNRSCO and George G.
Hemp, 1908. 180 ppt
Mi. Waiver. FAwstd K. ".7tot Whether tint How the 13aoh Will Survive," Pub-

lisher's Weekly, Imre 9, 1.

A forecast of the b00% industry to 1977.
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03.1. Asbeini. Lester (ed.). The Flamer of She Rook: Implicatfon* te the Newer
Dervlopmenta ffi Commanicationa. Chicago: Unkersit; of Chkago, Grad*.
ate Library School, likirk 104 pp.

Ten pmers presented at tbe 20th Annual Conference of the Graduate
Library School. Especially eee ''New Problems in Plotting the Futute of
the Donk" by Ashelm.

636. Baker. Dale IL "Communication or Chaos?". Science, 169: Angwtt 21, 1970.
pp. 739442.
The Dirmtor of Chemical Abstracts Service discusses information sys-

tems. the growing inteoliseiplirtary nature of knowledge, and the "tremendous educational task" of making scientists, both yonng aml
swan- of the power of the new information tools now becoming available
and camble of using them effectively. !taker concludes that "the greatest
challenge facing ns in the 1971fs is the coonlination of the Individual information systems into an effective inforniation network for science and
technology . . . a natural and necessary consequence of the integration of
wiener itself."

"UMF and the Fut or." Ratwritap Review. April 19. 1969. p. 211.

An important editorial on the proible impncts of Iltramicrofiehe

il-MF), a new deviee "as far beyond microfilm as the microscope is beyend the magnifying glass" Ity representing 2.000 pages on a transnuency
smaller than a book tage. "1-MF will revolutionise the physical form of
the library . . . (and) new libraries can be built at a fraction of the rest
of present designs."
63.44. Teblvel, John. "lAbnries in Miniature: A New Ent Regius" Satumlny Retitle. January 9, 1911. pp. 41-42
A brief overview discussing the Microbook Library of Encyclopaedia
Brittannica. the PCMI Library Information System of the National Cash
Register Co. (utilising IJMF. or Mtramicmfiche), Thc :Vere Fork Time**
Information Ronk. a new index from University Microfilms, and Possible
applications of ceeette video players to books "We are appronching a
new era that will certainly revolutionise libraries, probably reading habits,
and possibly even publishing itself . What the transistor is to radio

and television, high reduction photography is to the printed page."
Recommended.

e49. Wittlin. Alms S. Matelot's: In Scorch of n tanble Pniner. Cambridge: MIT
Press. 1911. $15.00

640. Ifianison Molly. Changing Mnaewma. N.Y.: Humanities Press, 1968. 110

PP. nz paper.

NIMICIROXIO Uni1.11

641. Asimov, Imo; "The Fourth Revolution," flotsofog Rerierc. October 24, 10/0,
pp. 17-20. (Part of special issue entitled wrowani The Global Village")
One of America's most prolific writers on science fiction and non-fiction
topics- Asimor views the evolution of human communications in terms of
four revolutions: speech. writing, tbe printing press and electrordc communications. We have advanced as far as e-e can in the world of the thini

revolution, and "The lace is on between the coming of the true fourth
revolution and the death of civilization that will otherwise inevitably
occur thosigh growth past the limits of the third." Cp. 181 Although the
first signs of the coming of the fourth revolution were to be opted in the
mid-nineteenth century. this revolution is still "limited in grope and
powerless to cause anything but fringe effezts" Once truly established,
however, Asimor envisions a worldwide electronic literacy, person-to-

person commtmication on a scale of massive freedom, the library of man-

kind available to any man at any time, a personal immediacy that will

Justify the sense of a global village, lessened differeiwes among men, Eng-

lish as the Unplug franca; an "enormous" revolution in education with
eurdt learning in the home, uneducated peoples of the world leapfrogging
into the (Inure of the toroth reVIAntlan, and cities spreading out and
disappearing (ims alleviating the overeoncentration 'which many times
mnitiplies the impart of overpopleation).
612. Oattegeo, Caleb. Tomo* a Viawal
Elam:int Threargh Tektision.
- Outetbridge & Dieregfrey, 19030. 117 pp. $4.$4.

A serious essay of McLnhanesque proportions on the potentials of television in education: "a call to use telerialon tot what it can give, which
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is really tremendous and by most still unsuspected." (p. 4) ". . . only
recently. through television. has (man) been able to shift from the
clumsiness of speech . . . to the power of the dynamic, infinite sisual
npression . . we can forrsee the coming of an eni where ... we shall
able to share vast conscious experiences at once . . . The future is
requiring that we learn to consider ever larger wholes in whatever social
position we find ourselves . . a visual culture is the answer to such a
trend ... sight is a far swifter means of experiencing and communicating

than speech." (p. 5)
013. Youngblood. nem. Sa-panyhof Ciarnin. With an intnaluribm by H. Ruckmherter Fuller.
: Hatton, 1970. 432 pp. 94.95 paper.
Argues that similar to the definition of man coming to mean man/plant/
nuutine. the definition of cinema niust also he expanded to iminde videotronics computer science. aml atomic light. Contents ballade radical evolotion and future shirk in the rraleocybernetie age, the internwdia network
as natnre. global closed circuits. the earth an software, synamthetics and
kinaestheties: the way of all experience. 2001: the new nostalgia, the
technorqthere. man/marhine symbiosis. cybernetic einem, computerfilms,
the videosphere. etc.

644. McI.nhsin. Marshall. t7mirrstnnfling llrotio: The Erlensinns of Mon.

Me4)raw-11ill. 194. 363 pp.
A mnehdiseussed pe4111111111i of itle314 nu post, preent, and rntore.
Subject to seleetive poraeption. in order to praeonlzafe ihe View that "the
medium is the mesa...see." and to considerable over-Amplification, in order

to classify media as hot or cool. Necertlwiess. quite valuable if need

selectively, especially for the major theme describing a transition from a
linear and mechanical society of sperialization to an electric society of
concurrence and wholeness Especially see the final chapter. "Automation :
Learning* TAting?" 4 pp.349--Vol.

Itaolikion. Hen II. The Informntilm llarhiosfs: Thrir Import on lien and
the Media.
: Harper& Row. February 1971. 359 pp.
The Assistant Managing Editor of The Washington Post, after two
years at RAND. offers a broad overrIew on the collecting and daily

delivery of information, largely through newspapers. televiskm. and radio,
and haw mar lives may be changed by the uay we get our news in the
future. The long-range significance of the primary new medirnn. cable
television, is sten as its potential for outward erminnunleation Concludes

with the :omits of a 44-Item Delphi exercise. Recommended.

616. Hellman. Hal. Commack:anon* in the World of The Fninre. 'SS.: M. Evans
(disiributed by LipPencott). 1970. Atmt 1/30 pp. 64.M.
647. Lew etn4 Ctmlemporvrry Problems, 34:2, Spring 1903 and 34:3, Summer
1963.

Two special issues on communications, including articles sea as "Comtnrinientions TectuologyA IN:aveast of Change." "On the Impact of the
New Communications Media upon Social Valtms," "Intrnational Com-

munications: What Shape to Cotner. etc.
648. Cans, tletbert
"'The Man Media as an Educational Institution," Center
fur trrisan tIrltrentkon, The Urban Revisit!. 2:1. February 1967.
A challenging discussion of policy implicatioma based on the premise

that "both the school and the mass Media SIM in the broadest sense.
political Institutkrns competing for cultural power in the frocletr." Be-

cause of "the medises demonstrated ability at engaging a child's interest
and holding his attention mote adequately than the school," it Ls suggested
that "perhaps school learning should trot be a compulsory process" and
the school should become more audience-oriented. "The school's (gumption of the child. which developed in an era in vzhich there was no democracy or equality for children . . . needs to be replaced." The conception
of the teacher as a professional with a monopoly of knowledge *is no
longer applkable In an eta when the mass media hare informed both

children and parents." Recommended.
640. Rossi, Peter 11. and Uruce J. fiddle (eds.). The Xera Media and Education:

Their Impact on Society. Chicago, Aldine, 1966; Oattlen City, N.Y.:

Doubleday Anchor. 1667. 460 pp.

Eleven articles by sociologists on lacent and projected technological
developments, and the impact of tbe new media on school systems, higher
education, adult education, and the total society.
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650. International Institnte of Educational Planning. The lima Media: Memo
to lidnealional Planners. Paris : IIEP, 1907. 175 pp.

Based on a research project directed by Wilbur Schramm.
651. Geyelin, Philip L and Douglass Cater. American Media: Adaynate or Noll
Washington: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Researeh
(1200 17th St.). 1971. 35.75.

Part of the Rational I)ebate Seminars, containing views of the two
spokesmen, their rebuttabc and their discussions with a seminar of
infornwd experts. Including the press.
MM. U.S. OMce of Education. Ildneational Television: The Xert Ten PearFS 5.234 :34036. Washington : GPO, 1905. 375 pp.

653. Koenig, Alien E. and Ruane B. Hill (eds.). The Farther Viaioa: Educational
Tekvision Today. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 19(0). 387 pp.
21 articks, including 2 on tbe future of ETV.
654. Carnegie Commission on Educational Television. Pablie Television: A Program for Action. N.V.: Harper & Row, 1907: Bantam Books, 1967. 254 pp.
Adrocates a significant expansion of public television.
655. Johnson, Leland L. The Affirm of Cable Telerision: Some Problenta of Federa/ Regnlation, Santa Monica : The RASO Corporation, 1970. 90 pp.
$3.00 paper.

656. Tobin. Richanl I. (ed.). -The Coming Age of sews Monopoly." Satnrday
Seder. Communications Supplemtcst (Tenth Anniversary' Issue), October 10. 1970, pp. 51-65.

Four articles dimming aspects of "an era in which more than 95%

of sill the daily newspapers in the United States will hare no local print
competil ii, where only two national newsgatbering organisations will

supply virtually everything broadcast over the average radio or TV

station . ." Especially see Fred W. Friendly's cautions about the imiact
of cable TV in "the wired city?'

057. Michelson. Mg. "The First Eight Tears." Sainntag Review. October 24.
1970, pp. 21-23. (Part of special issue entitled ~Toward The Global
Village")

An overview of developments in communications satellites, and the

growing linkages between the developed and the developing world. While
circuit capacity has vastly increased, cost continues to be !owned so that
by 1975 it may be 25% of the 1968 figure. Direct-to-home communications
through broadcast satellites may he technically feasible by the late 1970's.

MR. The Twentieth Century Fund Task Force. The Farture of Satellite Communications.
Twentieth Century Fund (41 East 70th Street). 1970.
$1.00.
"A committee of distinguished authorities . . . explodes the myth of
communications satellite resource scarcity . . finds unjustified the fear
of propaganda and cultural imperialhan
tycrommends new and simplified controls over satellite coronnuileations." (advt.)
600. Alpret. Hollis, "The Cassette Man Cometh"; Ivan Renter. "Someday Morning for the Culture Calm" Ratstriay Review. January 30. 1371. pp. 42-47.

Recent cuticles on the impending Cassette TV revolutkm. with the
nerger article providing a chart of eleven competing systems, their expected dates of introduction in 1971 and 1972, and their technical attributes. Also see feature articles in lAfe (October 16. 1970. pp. 47-52).
The New rork Times (Sunday. July 5. 1970. Sec. 3, p. 1). and Satnrday
Review; (Augnst 8, 1970). Many other articles and books on cassettes will
surely be published in the near future.
This new technology may prove to have a far greater impact on educa-

tion than broadcast television, once the bewildered -urvisrm. er makes a
choice between Cartrivision, Videocassette, EVIL, SelectaVision. Instavision. Videodisc, and other systems-all largely incompatible with each
other. ritimak4y we might see a national or global electronic university
offering thousands of cassette canoes that would make even the offerings

or the multivemity appear meager.

Tebbel. John. "Network Televishm's tincettain Patutt," Saturday Roger.
November 14. IWO. pp. 09-70.

A short essay on tbe possibility that "the communications imlustry may
be plodding. like the dinosaur, toward extinction." Some data, depending
on whose stattstics one reads. suggest that telerisfon Is actually losing its

rig,/
Os-
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audience. Even more threatening are the prospects of cnide lekwision and
cassettes. But Tebbel nlno suggests some possible negative con.sequentes
if network television does disappear. especially es concerns 'politics and

binding the nation together. (For a noire sanguine view of the TV networks, see Business Week. March 27, 1971. pp. 90-99 f.

V. PLANNING AND PLANS
A. E0nECASTING METHODOLOGY

661. Gabor. Dennis. Innovations: ..geientific, Technological, and Social. New York:
Oxford University Press, March 1971.14.95.

-rhallengas the shallow assumptions, the obsolete conallittnents, and
the automatic predictions of the fashionable Inturolearists .
This sensitive and finely balanced survey of hunum possibilities should relent'.
current thought about the future from its technocrntic obsessions and bureaucmtic compulsions." (Lewis Mumford in advt.;
662. Gabor. Dennis. Inronting the Fattier. London: Seeker and Warbnrg. 1963:
Penguin Books, UM. 199 pp.

"The title of this book beeame the label of a workl-wide movement of

scientists and futfulsts' who maintained that the future ought to be

chosen from many possible futures. Starting from the three great dangers

which onr civilization facesnuclear war. overpopulation. and (he Age
of Leisurea counter stratmtr is developtsi to mobilize mkn's ability not
only to survive but to enjoy life ... already considered to be a 'classic'?
(.1antsch)

063. de Jonvenet Bertrand. The Art of ronjertnrc. Translated from the Frenell
by Nikita Lary. New York : Basic Books, 1967.307 pp. (First published by
FAitions du Roche'. in 1964)

An authoritative discussion of "the customs of the mind in its commerce
with the future," covering predictions, ways of conceiving the future. and
quantitative predictions. The Tast chapter advocates "a surmising forum"
as "a neec-z.-ary response to a growing demand for forecasts."
Recommended.

064. Polak. Fred L. The Image of the Pararr: Enlightening the Past. Orienting
the Present. Porecasting the Pntarr. Volume One ( Thr Promised Land.
Soarer of Liring ('alfarc. 450 pp.) and Volume Two (Icormelason of the
Images of the ratan.% Oemolition of Callare, 370 pp.). Leyden ;The
Netherlands; : A. W. Sljthoff. 1961: N.Y.: Ocrans, 1901. Trawlated from
the Dutch by Elise Bonlding. (Abridged translation, also by Bonlding. to
be published by George Brazi ller in 1971.)

"Argops that nit major systems of history that have been in rogne

during tin: hint fr.; centuries are incomplete in their time concepts. Hegel.
Spengler. Sclulart, Toynbee. Sorokin . . regard the time flow as consisting of past nnd present only ... The possible or probable future is for
a considerable part already risibly here today. It is foreshadowed by the
people's chosen images of the future . . A modern and progressive restatement of what hns been called the 'prophetic' apprmich to history."
(book jacket abstract)
665. jantsck Erich. Technological Forecasting/ in Perspretire. Paris: Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Derelopment (OECD). 1967. 401 pp.
Extensive discussion of a framework for teehnological forecasting and
related techniques. Of even greater importance are the two annexes. Annex
A lists "Technological Forecasting Acticities In Non-lacil.strial Environments." including 17 forecasting institutes and consulting firms (13 American ). military and national planning in various nations, and forerunner

activities in look-ont institutions (9 of 13 listed nre American). Annex II
contains an annotated bibliography of about 420 items divided into 14
categories. Despite comprehensiveness in the Mon of scientifie and technological forecasting, there is no Mention of writlAgs on Mc/ration:4 fntures or of organizations listed baring such a concern. (For a more enrrent
listing of American futurists. see following item.)

Mcliale. John. Typological Sarrra of !Wares Research is the fi,R. Biog.
hamton: State University of New York. Center for Integrative Studies.
June 1970. 103 pp. Mimeo.

A surrey of the current state of fntnres reaearrh programs in the United
States. conducted for the National Institute of Mental Health dnring the

72-763-72-2a
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.11the 1909-.1nne 1970 period. "in order to elkit n representative profile of
imeh ongoing work. i.e.. who is doing whnt. in which social seetor. how it is

being done ntul to which spreitie mul(s)." (p. 1) Rased on 135 nsable
retnrns font of 350 letters sent mit I. Me IInle roneludes that there nro oof
more than 11100 full-timr mid less thnu 500 part-time workers in Ow field.
r(11 ID) VIII11111s chart n lid :1101001 Illees list argil nizations.
neteristies of the work. various dellnitions of fittures resebrch. vonnmini-

ration needs. a discussion of the World Future Society. and infornml
chnnge ngeneles that ;in net ive'y creating niternative social :antneenients.

Although it P4 irointed out that this is not a dirergory or a slicial recister
of futurists. the stluly is nevertWess tile hest nlIproximation for tlw time
being.

Posed on the returns
ondonbtedly elmrneterize the millstream),
Mel -'e ermelndes that the diselplines represented are heavily biased in the
area of tile physical selenees and enahoveing. whiell may tend "to push the
overall developmental di reetion of the field town rds 'professional ..espeeta-

bility* mul institntional propriety 1.-ored on methodueogies and models
drawn from these ereas . . this direction if sustained tuay limit severely
the 'look-mit' and 'early-miming' eapabiiity of futores resentrh." fp. 42 I
The age range eoneent ration and ,i's ratio of the researehers al!ei comes
under criticism. and it IF pointed ont that "nmell of the worli. in this area is.
Indeed_ tied clowdy to the traditional nnd Inrgrly unexamined premises for
Imman notion which are imbedded in our 'neat ideo'ogleal systems nnd
;Wile assumption. It is largely Whirr bound' in a period when one of the
key asrmets of ongoing change is the degree to which the more stereotypnl socio-cultural premises .
are undergoing eonsideralie modifiention." 11).431

-One might conelnde here that the potential contribution of fittnres
reseir.41 in the manifold service of the society Is very greatbm tivit

present state of development. and the range of snpported impary bi not
wholly conductive to the fullest use of that potential." (p. 451 Reeommended.

Oa. Weaver. W. Timothy. The 11,?phi Method. Syracuse: &Mention:a Poliey
Researeh Center. Working Dm ft. aline 190. 10) pp. Mimeo.

A three-part report with nn extensive analysis of the experimental

research that has proeeeded and necompanieil the deve'opment of the
De!phi method. and its use as n deviee for teehnologienl foreensting and
edneational foreeasting. Many reservations are made, nnd it is eoncimied
thnt "AH1101101 Delphi was original'y intended as a forreasting tool. its
more promising ethwational application fr4V1115 to he in the following areas :

I al a methed for studying the proress of thinking about the fidtim. tilt a
ivellagogical tool which forees people to think raitmt the future. and :et a

fuianning tool which may aid in probing priorities hehl by members and eon-

stitheneies of an organization." (Also see summary article by Weaver in
Phi DrIfq Kappan. .1a nua ry 1911. pp. 207-211)
Ikimer. Oaf. yrwial Terhnofrogy. N.Y.: lb sic Books. 1966. 1044pp.
Discussion of Delphi teeliniqne aml presentation of results from 1964
RAND study. -Social technoirq.:y" proposed as nn intellectnal discipline
in its own right. enab'ing "regular nnd systemntic exploration and cudlation of expert opinion on the fnture. sn that latest findings eat, be available to decision-making anthorities." (This annotated bilelomphy essentinily aims at the same direction by more conventional and less rigorous
means.)

069. Rochberg. Richnrd. Theodore .1. Cordon. and Okif Helmer. The Use of rrossImpact Jfafrfccs for Forecasting and Planning. Middletown, Conn.: Institute for the Future. IFF Report 11-10, April 1970. 03 pp.

"A cross-impact matrix is an array consisting of a list of potential
futnre developments and two kinds of data concerning these developments: first. the estimated probabilities that these developments will
mem within some specified period in the future, and, second, estimates
of the effect that the oceurrence of any (me of these events could he
expected to have on the likelihood of ()mutter/cc, of each of the others.
In general, the data for such a tnatrir are obtained by collating exper:
opinions derived through the use of methods such as the Delphi techniqoe.
Such a matrix is analyzed in order to revise the estimated possibilities of

occurrence of each development in light of the expected MPS impacts

ir,c19
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of other events on the list. (an(l to) discover how a change in the

probability of occurrence of one or more events thy virtue (If a technin.
lorenktbrough, a social change. a Wiry decision) might be etpected to change the probabilities of ocomence of other events on the

list." tp. 1)

The possible benefits of such an approach, are the prompting of meaningful questions. serving pedagogieal panposes, comparing the phinsibility
of 411-tmr1n4. providing a predictive device in areas in which exact causal

relationships ato extremely difficult to discern. and providing a method

of st !moist t ng certain looney actions. I p. 42 /

This technical report of ongoing methodological development will prob.
ably he of interest only to specialists in forecasting. (Also see items no.
33 nn(1
eoncerning Iry appileations of the iMpid technique.)
670. U.S. Congress. House Committee
on Seienee and Astronautic's. Techoofogy:

Procesowg vif tsuto Amrof and Choler. Reporl of the
Natimmi Academy of
Sciences. Washington : USt WO. July 1969. 163 pp.

"Teemology AKsessment" describes "wimt occurs when the likely eonsequences of a !Mau gieal (beveiopment an. explored and evaluated. I The)
objective is ... to foster a more coils? rurtive evolution of our teehnolocient
onier." i p. 3) Thk mithorlative report inelmh.s chapters on existing processes of assessment and decision, l'ottnulatIon of lobjectives. proldems awl
pitfalls. and :mom:idles and recommendations. It is ema4mied th:)( new
nssessment meelmnisms are needed with a broader and less self-interested
viewpoint. To this end. lhe pane) urges the creation of n constellation of
orgnnizations. with components ineated strategically within both politieal
branches. that ran create a focus and n formu for nsponsible teehnologyassessnwnt activities throughout government and thw private sector . . .
such rganizations must be separated scrupulously from any responsibility for promoting or regulating technological applications ..." p. 1171
671. U.S. Congress. limes. Committee on Science
and Astomanficc.
study of
Terhoologp .1ssessoff at. Report of flue Committee on l'obile Engineering

Nationni Aemiemy of Engineering. Washington: USGPO. July
A summary of findings and eommentary about the concept and practice
of teehnology nssessment, with three experiments and an analysis of the
methodolms employed. Of particular interest is the first experiment.
Technology of Teaching Aids, where alternative strategies of osing E v
and CAI in higher ethic:Won and their impacts are explored. (pp. 37-76)
Although these experiments are preliminary. they indicate the
scope and
direction of future efforts. It Is concluded that teenelagy asge.samt are
feasible. nnd that they can help to alert the nation to future bemlits
and
to future problems, I' produced in an environment free from po7itical
1969. 20s pp.

influence or predetermined bins.

672. Blnfehl. John (trans.) I Ching: The Ronk of rhonge. London : George
Mien & Unwin. 1965: N.Y.: E. P. Proton. itrA. T2s
A new translation of one of the endnring books of the world.
which "are nt the very least three thousand years old." Although :7arts of
Feholn My.
it is in "the simidest possible language.in enntrast to the fronslation by

Richard Wilhelm (with a sympathetic introduction by cart G. Jong).
which is compared on pp. 111-1K ltlofeld

claims thot this mei hod "en:utiles
any reasonably unselfish person who is capnble of fulfilling n few simple
eonditions both to fpresee and to control the eonrse of future event,: tik
141 "I must make it CIPAT that it is not one of those ordinary
fortnattelling books which forecast tut nre events nnd lenres us to sit ;tack
iwsnicely awaiting them.... ft makes us arehitects of nnr own finnre. while
helping us to avoid or minimize disasters." p. 16)
"A really skilled Interpreter who consults The Rook nf rhongr
will find that. the answers given are NEVER WRONG!" (Me., eorrectly
p. 33, 'The
problem is in neryniring skill in dealing with dirlding sticks and
the %I
hexagrams of Yin and Yang lines. The appropriate mental set is also
necessary including a keenness of intnition, which
Blofeld sees as inereasthey neglected by the West. "This seemingly orenit
worm of the 1,0,4;
is likely to call forth disbelief and even scorn from Westerners
who hare
never put it honestly to the test. 1 hare no means of eonrincine skeptics
unless by asking them to test its power in all sincerity, which their

very
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disbelief will make virtually impossible for them. Correct interpretations
of the orncles requires n partlenlar state of mindhere again. students of
Zen powss n special advantageIn which respect based on belief is a
vital factor7 (p.24)
Some Westerners In the "counter-culture" are devotees of this volume.
Although Western futurists may be Incapuble of utilizing this method, it
is well to nevertheless consider it as an olternative valued by many.
673. The I Ching or Book of Changes. The Richard Wilhelm trnnslation rendered
into English by Cary F. Baynes. Foreword by C. G. Jung. Preface to the

Third Edition by ilellmut Wilhelm. Bollinger Series XIX. Princeton
University Prevt. IOu.

.

740 pp. $6.00.

674. Legge. James (trans.). I Ching. Gook of Changes. N.Y.: University Books,
1064 : Bantam. 1969. 448 pp. $1.25.

For a shorter version of this translation. see Clae Walthon. I Ching.

The Chinese Gook of Changes. Arranged from the work of James Legge.
N.Y.: Ace. 1069. $.95.

675. de Bono. Edwn rd. .Vere Think: Thc l'sc of Were: Thinking in the Generation
of Neer Ideas. N.Y.: Basle Books. 10118. IN pp. $5.95.

This slim nnd simply written volume IN easily ns itnportnnt as any of
the ponderons times on rational methodolmv. which de Bono characterizes as "vertical thinking" or digging the same hole deeper. "Lateral thinking is based on biological information processing principles of which differ from the physical information processing principles of mathematles,
logic. and computers." (pp. 1-2) It Is not n magic formula, but nn attitude
and habit of mind. It is not a substitute for vertical thinking, but n complementary process It is not simply creative thinking, which often requires n talent for expression, for it is open to everyone interested in
new Ideas.

The principles of lateral thinking Involve the recognition of dominating

ideas. the deliberate smirch for alternative ways of looking at things

(which Is not eonsidered to be natural), relaxing the rigid control of vertical thinking, and the rise of chance. Many examples are given from the
hard selenees nnd from stage magic. which "takes advantage of people who

use high probability or vertical thinking." Although no examples are given
as to lateral thinking about society. education, or the future, this hook is
neverthelexs quite appropriate to such coneerns. (Also see FAward de
Bono. "Zigzag Thinking." The Patneist. IV :1, February 1970. pp. 29,31
Nem Yorker. April 5. 1971) Recommended.

676. Lewinsohn. Richard. Reimer. Prophecy and Prediction. N.Y.: Fnweett Publientions. 1962. 394 pp. (Originally published in Germany. n.d.)
A popular Ind sober history of the art of prophecy, covering astrolov,
dream interpretation, election forecasting. wenther forecasting. gambling.

business cycles, etc. This book is n worthwhile overview of traditional
methods, as opposed to several recent books written for the astrologieal/
mystical audience. e.g.. Harvey Bay. Seeing Info Thr Future (Hollywood: Wilshire Bonk Co.. 1967) and FAward Albertson. Prophery for
the Miffions (Kingsport, Tenn.: Sherbonrne Pres**. 196S).
677. Mannheim. Karl. Ideology and Utopia: .4n Infrodnetion to the Roriologg
of Knowledge, N.Y.: Harcourt, Brace & World. 196s. 318 pp. (First published In 1936)

A classic (*scaly that could prove of ennsiderable crane to the selfawareneRs of futurists. "A state of mind is utopian when it' Is incongruous with the state of reality within whicluit occurs." (p. 173) Chapter
4 discusses four forn s of the utopian mentality: orgiastic chiliasm. the
liberal-humanitarian idea, the conservative idea, and the socialist-commnnist utopia.

Restnzhee-Lnda. h, "Bourgeois Tnturologe and the Future of Mankind."
Political Affairs: .Tharral of Harris? Thoaght and Analysis (Theoretieal
Journal of the Communist Parts% U.S.A.). September 1970. pp. 37-50.
Capitalists get their come-nppanee here. for "It Is common knowledge

that it was Marxism which put the study of social eoncepts of the future
on a scientifie footing more than n century ago." fp. 37) Today. "MarxistLeninist social prognostication" is opposing bourgeois ffituroloo which

plays the dnal role of supplying economic and political graegy for
imperialism as well as new arguments in the ideological struggle against
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Communism. The prevailing thesk among Western writers is "that
Milan win not only survive the 20th century hot will he capableCapof
overcoming its inherent conttadktions in the future.- (p. 42) The
author
obviously thinks otherwise: "the principal result of the
scientific and
technologicni revolution of our time is the objective formation
of the
pi:aerial prerequisites of the communist mode of production everywhere."
(p. 49) Alternatives to eapitnlismjcommunisin are not,
of course,
considered.
679. Klatch, Joseph Wood. "What the Year 2000 Won't fle
Like," Saturday
Rerimr, January 20. 1968. p.12+.
A brief and readable critique of much of the futurecasting
to date.
"There nre so many conflicting forces making for so
many possibilities
that there are a dozen possible futures, no one of which
seems certain
enough to justify saying 'Thfs is what it is going to be like'
. . . each
prophet tends to coneern himself almost exclusively with trends
obserrnate in his own field of study . . 7 (p. 12)
680. Nisbet. Robert A.. "The Year 2000 and All That."
Commentary. June 1968.
A skeptical view el contemporary futurist activity,
which is seen as
no better and gnemily wor:v than the forays into the future thnt
our
great grandfathers made. "The only real utility of thes fast necumulating

reports and books on the future Is the often enlightening, generally
informative, sometimes brilliant perceptions they contain about the
present.-

081. Ziegler, Wnrren L., with the assistance of Mielmel Marlyn. An Approach
to the Fut ures-Perspectire in Amerfran Education. Syracuse:
Educational
Policy Resenrch Center. Mny 1970. UM pp.
A synthesis of the attempts to define alternative educational
futures
in the U.S., discussing the idea itself and the various methodologies
in
the nmerosystem context of the educating domain. or "the education
complex- (whiCh includes (he "periphery- of ndult edncation, suppliers
to educating institutions. and organised beneficiariesespecially students). Five planning models

are discussed : the future-nsthe-present. the
future-ns-an-extrapolation-ofthe-present. the single alternative future, the
technolocical future, and the comprehensive future. Probhmis in the policy.
in policy-formulation, and in planning are discussed, and the document is
eencluded with two critiques by outsiders. Recommended.
682. Educational Policy Resent-eh Center at Syracuse. Notes
Education, I :a. Fall 1970. Special Issue on MethodoloKv. on the Future of

Four brief arttcles discussing
of planning and policy, the
limitations of the Delphi nwthod asproblems
a forecasting tool And its applications
ns an educational device, econometric modeling explained to the laymen,
and maero-system forecasting (an exploratory paper suggesting
a syneretie
combining general systems theory. social indicators,
nnd forecasting in order to attain an overview of "the education
complex").
683. Hirsch, Werner Z. and Colleagues. Incenting Education for the
Future.
San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Co., 1967. 353 pp.
19 articles arising from the 1991-66 Educational Innovations Seminar
nt UCLA. Largely eoncerned with methodolmv of planning and futurecasting. and methods of introducing change.
684. Melson. Marvin ed.) with Marvin C. Alkin. Charles
Carey. and Olaf
Helmer. "Planning Education for the Fature: Comments on
a Pilot Stndy,"
The American Rehatioral Scientist (Special Imnie) 18:7. March
1967.
A multidisciplinary study entitled Innovation in Education, carried
out
sit the tcLA Institute of Government and Public Affairs. Rased on a
Delphi exercise. with 93 proposed innovations arranged in a relevance
tree format (p. 26), and an emphasis on allocative decisions. It was concluded that "the proeednre was looked on by all of the participants as
potentially very useful in educational planning at all levels." (p. 27)
fl.M. Helmer, Olaf. The 17fre. of the Delphi Technique to Problems of
Innorations. Santa Monica : The RAND Corporation. P-3499.RdncationaT
Deceniber
1966.
680. Rosore, Perry E. The 17*e of Contertnal Mapping to Snpport Long-Range
Edneetional Polley-Making. Santa Monica : System Development Corporation. SP-3026, December 1967. 36 PP.
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Discusses a method to display "logical and causal dependencies of
functionally related phenomena" us concerns education. (See Item 3-10
for an application of (his method to future roles of educators)
D. PLANNING AND POLICYMAKING

687. laiitsch. Erich (ed.). Perwpretires of Planning. Paris: Organisation for
Economic Co-Operation and Development. September 1969. 52S pp. $12.00.
;Available from OECD Publica( ions Center, Suite 1207, 1750 Penna. Ave.,
Washington. D.C. 20006)
Proemlings o film OECD Working Symposium on long-range forecasting

and planning. Bellagio. I(aly, Fall 1964.-Thp present volume includes a
general declaration agreed by all the participants, an impression of the
content of the meeting by Dr. Erich Jantsch, who had organized it. the
original papi,rs as well as subsequent reflections by some of the authors.

It is hoped that it will give some indication of the present state or

development of this important but difficult subject and of its possible
ndevanee in our technologkal societies." ;OECD catalog)
Indienfwvc.( ambrithre: 3I1T Press. 1966. 357

6S-s. Bauer. Raymond

"The ferns of this volume is hot biner less than the entire set of social
mdieators used in onr soviety--statislics. statistienl series. and all other
forms of evideneethat enable ns to sse:s wbere we siord mid arc gcinc
with fespeet I 1. onr vaines and soals. awl to ecalim to spooi9e prt,f!rams and

. . Historically this book eon be compared with
the efforts of the economists thirty years ago to create a stable and useful

detennine IIHr inquiet .

set of eronomie indien t ors." (book jacket abstract )

(1S9. Eduentional Poliey Besearrli rentl.r at Staaferd. Toward .11gmtrr snow
Indicators. Menlo Park. Calif.: Stanford Re.:earch Institute, Besmirch
Memorandum EPTIC 11717-2. February 19119.

dismission of soeial nominating. with partieular eml,liasis on deriving

master indleators (critical and =myth... indicators in hierarchical

schema). relating indirators of individuals and seial .zystems am! :Of:lineomprehensive sp:tom of natiowil social data e:'!nble of geacriting
ing

descriptive serial reporting. projective social trending. and predictive

sfirin I acemmt
(p.461
690. Raba. Alfred .1. Throrn find Prnefirr of Roriq Plonning. N.Y.: 'Russell Sage

Foundation. 1969. NS pp. $S.75.

Clarifies the major phases of the piannirg process: definition of the

task. policy formulation. programming. evaluation and feedback. mid dismisses how planners rope with issnes of Net nod valne. The role of futur-

isties is not considered. Rtridirs in Soria! Tolicy nnd Thinning fftnsell

Sagr. 190: 320: pp.t. by the same anther. is a eempanien volume providing
ease studies on the anti-poverty war. children in trouble. income security,
commlinity psychiatry. ete.
691. EwinEr. David W. The lInninn Side of Plgnning: Toot or Tyrant? N.Y.: Maemilln n. 1969. 216

A popularized discussion of tailoring programs to people and the Job of
the planning leader. Argues strongly for an emphasis on 1nm-quantifiable
variables. or the human side.
G92. Williams. Waller. yorinl !Wiry, Rctreirth and A nolye;s: Th r.rpericnre in
the !Wert"! Sorin1 A geneies.N.Y.: American Elsevier. Policy Science nook
Series. 1971. 210 pp.

g17.74).

"Investigates the manner in which social science research fechnignes
may be developed and used by policy makers of federal social agencies to
improve anti-poverty and equal-opportunity programs. Analyses of a wornber of federal projeets to aid the disadvantaged provided the factual background for this stmly." (advt.)
693. Dror. Yehezkel. Problir ToTiry-Mokino nr-ernminrd. San Francisco: Chandler. 196g. 370 pp.

An authoritative work discussing contemporary policy-maldng and proposing an optimal model characterized by rational and extrarutional cam;sinents. See Chapter 17. "Changes Needed in Knowledge^ (and especially
nctes on policy science. pp. 240-245); also discussion in Chapter 19 nti
organizations for policy analysis. Excellent bibliographic essay. pp. 321Retemmended.
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691. Dror, Yehezkel, "Policy Analysts: A new Professional Role In Government
Servim," Public Administration 1?criew, 27 :3. September 1967, pp. 197-203.

Advocates a new "policy science" interdiscipline, combining present
methods of systems analysis with qualitative methods and a full awareness of the special eimracteristics of political phenomena. One of the
essential features of policy analysis would be much more emphasis on

futuristic thinking. itee.minwialed.
695. Dror, Yehezkel. Ventures in Policy of Sciences: Concepts and Applications.

Polley Sciences Book Series. N.Y.: Amerkan Elsevier, Stunmer 1971.
Approx. 350 pp. and $16.50. (Includes a chapter on "A Polley Sciences
View of Futures Studies")

69(1. Lasswell, Ilarold 1). :1 Pre-Fietc nf Policy Sciences. N.Y.: American Elsevier,
Policy Sciences Book Series, 1971.

697. Lindblom. Charles E. The Policy-J'aking Prneess. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Prentlee-Ilail, Foundations of Modern Political Science Series. 196$.
122 pp.

698. Conant, ames Bryant. Shaping Educatinnal Policy. N.Y.: McGraw-111lb
Carnegie Series in American Education. 19141. 139 pp.

Essays on the development of poliey-making for piddle schools and

higher el !near . with a chtse examinathm of New York and California.
The a(1 voeacy of interstate cool WT3111011 nu. a "nationwide" edIICIlthmal

policy ((limiter 5) was instrumental in the fornmtion of the Education

Commission of the States.
1199. Iteceday, George Z. F. and Joseph A. Lawerys

Educatinnal Planning.
The World Year Book of Etineathm. N.Y.: Harcourt, Brace, and World,
1967..1-12 pp.

A competent pre-PPBS, pre-futttrist volume oriented to economic
appronehes.
700. Bowles. Samuel. Planning Edncatinnal Systems fnr Eennomic Growth. Cambridge: Ilarvn rd University Press. 1969. 2.15 pp. iriAnt
Discusses inputs ami outputs, long-rtm denmnd for I'd Ilea I ed labor, a
npsiel for efficient allocation of restmrees. ii till alternalive amtroaeltes to

(slueational planning. The volume uses many maniples from Northern
Nigeria and Greece. based on the author's experience. The relevance to
planning in ()list-industrial nations. I

-ever. may be limited.

701. Nozhko. et al. Educational Planning in the SSR. With Observations of an
11EP Mission to tim USSR. Paris: UNESCO. International Institute for
Edileational Planning. 196$. 295 pp.

Especially see "Prospects for the development of (lineation," pp. 173-

176.

702. Webster. Maureen (eomp.). Edurational Planning and Policy: An Infernotinnal Bibliography. Syracuse: Educational Policy Researeh Center, June
1989. Working Draft. 651 pp.

Seeking to be eomprehensive. international, and action-oriented, 4927
items are inelmled-most of them published in the 1969's. Au e!aborate
categorization is provided, with indexes by author. country and region.
The six major categories are Eduention and National Development. Comprehensive and Partial Planning. Finaneing EdueationLi Plans. Influences on Plan Targets. Productivity ami Effieiency. and Bibliographieft.
An updated edition of about S000 items will be imblished in Fall 1971.
with a major shift in fnetls toward non-school education and alternative
futures for learning. Recommended.

703. International Institute for Educational P:annine. Erbil alinnal Planning:

Bildif,graphy. Paris :
1944. ni pp.. annotated.
Probably outdated.
704. Anderson. ('. A. The Social ronfr.rt of Eff:,callonal Planning. Funda-

mentals of F.dneational Planning 5. Paris: UNESCO. International Inst itnte for Muer' t ional Planning.. 19117. 35 pp.

705. Organis:ition for Eeonomle Co-Operation and Development. Methods and

Statistical yeyls for fidneatinn Planning. Paris: own. 1967. 3f33 pp.
"Contains the results of a major effort to hlentify bisie data needed
for educational planning .. . Useful primarily for industrial countries
with relatively good statistics." (Coombs)
706. Platt. William J. Research for Rdnentional Plauning: Wes nn Emergent
Nceds.N.Y.: Vnipnb. Inc., 1970. no).
*-41-tispd on background documentation preoaree. for a workshop spon-

sored hy the International Institute for FAneational Planning.
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707. Edneatimml Planning: A World Surrey of Problems and Prospects. N.Y.

Unipub. Inc., June 1970. $4.50 paper.

708. Elam. Stanley and Gordon Swanson (eds.). Educational Planning in the
United States: Basco. IR.: Peacock. 1969. 216 pp. $650.

"A detailed exominotion of plonning in U.S. schools from a longrange. multidisciplinary. worldwide perspective. It tells what is to be
planned. how planning can be done, who is to do it, and what planning
nmy achieve." ( advt.)

709. Morphet, Edgar L. and David L. :lesser. Cooperatire Planning for Education in 1.980: Objectires, Proccdnres, and Priorities. (Designing Education for the Future. Vol. 4) N.Y.: Citation Prms, 1968. 105 pp.
Four articles coneerned with prospective changes in society and the
implleations for ed11c11 tion:11 planning. Reemumended.

710. Davis. Russell G. Planning Human thwource Derclopment: Educational
Models and Sehenmta. Chiengo: fond McNally, Education Series, 1966.
334 pp. Rib., pp. 311-322.

A technical approach utilizing flow. output, and cost mensures. Bibliography of about 165 items on education and edneational planning.
711. National League of Cities. iNneation and Manpower Strategics and Programs for Deprired Urban Neighborhoods: The Model Cities Approach:
Washington : National Leogue of Cities, 196M.

Report of workshop held to identify effective strntegies for planning.
initiating ond coordinating comprehensive deprived neighborhood man-

power nnd education programs.

712. Miller, Donald R. nnd Jerry J. Donovan (emps.). A Selected Bibliography

of Planning-Programming-Budgeting Systems (PPBS) in Edneation.
IThrlingnme. Calif.: OPERATION PEP: A Statewide Project. to Prepare
Educational Planners for California. March 1970. 92 pp.

About 1200 items arranged alphabetically with no cotegorizations or

annotation.

713. Hartley. Harry J. Eduratbamt Planning-Programming-Budgeting:

.4

Sys-

tems Approach- Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1965. 290 pp. $7.95.

An authoritative work aimed nt legitimizing the PPR system for local
school districts, ond suggesting the state of non-future-thinking nt the
time of writing. Although heralded os an important step in the evolution of budgeting proctice in the late 1960's. there is now a question as
to whenif nt n11PPIIS will be truly adapted.

714. Churchman. C. West. The Systems Approach. N.Y.: Dell Publishing, Delta
Books. ling. 243 pp. $225.

A non-technic:ft introduction to systems. systems thinking, the systems

appronch to the future, and the systems approach and human beings
The book examines four different ideas as to what renlly constitutes
the systems approach, juxtaposing them in the context of n debate between the advocates of efficiency, the scientists, the humanists nnd the

anti-planners.
715. Hons, Ida IL. "Systems Analysis as n Technique for Solving Social Problems: ,
A Realistic Overview." Sof-to-Economic Planning Science*, 4:1, March
1970, pp. 27-32.

A severe critique of "the mixture of salesmanship and politics which
dominates the applications of systems analysis ... systems studies are
a lmndy political tool. They con justify nn ideological position by strategic inclusion or exclusion of pertinent data; they can provide simplistic solutions to complex problems."

716. Meals, Donald. "Heuristic Models for Systems Planning." Phi Della Kapp?». 48 :5. Jammry 19n7.

An explanation of the systems appronch to policy-making: "Above all

else. the systems appronch is an attitude of minda way of seeing the
world."

717. Banghart, Frank W. Educational Systems Analysis. N.Y.: Macmillan, 1969.
330 pp.

A ealentifle discussion of management nnd deeision-making, with assumptions smell as "The problem in ony type of systems activity is to
retain the integrity of the system and to try to minimim the tendency
of the system to degenerate." (p. 35) There is no discussion of system
lag or change, and this book is therefore better characterized as a treatise on srztematie analysis rather than the analysis of a system (which
necessarily requires an analysis of the environment in time arid space).
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718. Pfeiffer, John. New Look at Rdocution: Systems Amitosis in Our Sehonbi
and Colleges.N.Y.: The Odyssey Prss, 1968. 162 !ilk

A ispninrizee overvkw :if gaining. iihuming. aml the Delphi tedmique.
719. Natlionni Education Association. llatimml Planning In Curriculum and inatruction: Fight Essays. Washington : NEA Center for the Study of Instruction, 1967. 203 top.

720. Len, Donnld .1. Planning Vara/knout Facilities. N.Y.: Center for Applied
Research in Education, 1965. 115 Pit-

A summary of recent trembi in school buildings (pp. 4-6), stud n final

chapter entitled "A Look into the Future" in which it is stressed that
genrce to changes in progrnsm. Note
educational fnefillies shmild

that the "little school" concept of miter item arouml a servicing core (p.
104) parallels the "cluster eollege" eoneept at higher levels.
721. Glenny, Lytnnn A., et. ill. A Surrey of Research mid Perspectives on National Planning for llighcr Education. A Report to the Academy for Edu-

cational Development. Berkeley : Center for Research am! Development In
11igher Education, May WM 50 pp, Mimeo.
Results of visits and 'interviews with key staff members of about three

dozen maw mil agencies "considered to have a potential for conducting

research of high quality which could contribute to national planning
efforts."
722. !terve. Nancy M. Present Planning for Higher Edaration. Studies in the
Mann* of Higher Education, Report No. 1, N.Y.: Aemlemy for Eductitionnl
Development..inly M7. 275 pp.
The first in a series of studies conducted umler contract wi,,11 the Na-

tional Institutes of IlenIth, with cosponsorship by the U.S. Office of

Education, the National Selen:Ye Foundation, mid the Public Health Service Buren u of ilealth Manpower. Presents a I woimge sinninat ion of higher
education planning for each of the states, mid listings of new institutions,
regional associations, organizations involved hi higher education planning,
legal illeellfinIsnis for planning, etc.
723. IVilliams, Harry. Planning for Effective Resource .4llocolion in Universities.
Washington American Connell on Education. 1966. 78 ppA discussion of conventional budgeting- compared to program budget-

ing. The higher eduention equivalent of Hartley's book (Item no. 713).
run n not ated biblogniphy of 35 items, pp. 77-78.

724. Knorr, Owen A. (Pd.). hang Range Planning in Higher Educatimi.. Boulder,
Colo. : WICIIB, April 1965. 128 pp.

Eight at-tides on various aspects of planning, based on the sixth nnmml
Institute on College Self-Study. Bibliographies are provided nt the end of
Null chapter, with about 150 items In nil. Especially see p. 51 for a bibliography of 24 state piniai and planning documents prepared in the 1938-

DOI period.
725. McGrath, Earl J. (ed.). rooperatairc Long-Range Planning in Liberal Arts
Colleges. Published for the Institute of Higher Education. N.Y.: Teachers
College, 1964. 108 pp.

A nuts find bolts examination of admissions policy, tuition, Institutional
resen rch, etc., with no consideration of broad trends and futures, Dull and
outdated.
C. PLANNING FOR CHANGE IN EDUCATION

720. Morphet, Edgar L, and Charles 0. Ryan (nits.). Planning and Effecting
Needed Chows in Education. Designing Education for the Future: An
Eight-State Project, Reports Prepared for the Third Aren Conference.
Denver, Colo. : June 1967. :417 pp.

26 artiel PS, largely by professional edurators, on planning for and effecting change in schools. school .4ystems, metropolitan sirens, and nt the
state level. Vol. 3 of a continuing series.
727, Havelock, Ronald G.. and Others. Planning for innoration: Through Dis-

semination and Utilization of Knowledge. Ann Arbor: University of

Michigan. Institute for Soda( Research, Center for Research on MIMI.,
tion of Scientific Knowledge. 1970 ( ?). 538 pa $8.00 paper.

A review mid integration of the relevant literature on innovation, digsemination, and knowledge utilization.
728, Hnvelock, Ronald G., Janet C. Huber, and Shaindel Zimmerman (comps.).

Major Works on Change in Education: An Annotated Bibliography
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!Via Author and Hubject IndireN. Ann Arbor: University of Miehigan.

hp:elute or Soo la! Research, Center l'or Researeh on Utilization of Sulenthie Knowledge, I windier DMA MI pp. $1.01)10111'1%

largely onthologles. with a detailed indexing of noarilaiting

11111110IN HMI topics. and a brief critical annotation for p.n.!! volunte.
74). 1Va I son, Goodwin (ed.). Concvnix for Social Change. Washington: National

Trainint; IMIniratories. Maimed edneation

1967. .ss pp.

Chung(' in Nehool Stlxlenui. Washington: NTL, NEA, 1007. 115 pp.
These tscopanion voimutN pnwi:le direction t 0 I he CImperallre Project
foe nitwit! imin 1 Devekqonent I C( PEI)). The first volume lois seven 'miters

derelotoing the core ideas about planned change. The second volume
foeuses attention "tm the special priamrlies and prtwesses of the seintois

and On $trategies for change designeil to test atid in'veltip the Nov ideas."
730. Miller. Richard I. (ed.). Persncetircs on Educational Change. N.Y. Appleton-Century-Crofts Division of Meredith Publishing Co., 1007, :192 pp.
16 artieles on facilitating Innovation. According to liw editor, "Deep
and strong beliefs In t he (11.ainenit h. way, egimlity of opportunity. ma I erial

progress, nod education form Ow milieu for change in education." tp. 5)
731. Kurland. Nonaan D., and Rielmrd I. Miller (comps. I. Scicrted mut Annotalud

filblinyril y ou I h Proccrotrx of Change (1960 Edition). Albany: New
York Stale Education Deparlineol, Cenler Ott hiliovalion. 11
Categorized by academie discipline. with aloait forty Items on ednealion.
732. Nilles, Matthew IL (ed.). Innornlion in Education. N.Y. Columbia University, Teacher:4 College, Bureau of Publa lions, MD. (N) pp.

733. Carlson. Melton!
et al. Change Proccxxcx in Mc Pu bile Schools. Eugene,
Oregim: Tlw Center for the A(11'1111(141 SImly of Educalimml Mminist ration. University of Oregon. 1905. 92 1111.
Retwrl of a 191:4 seminar whIch "had as Ils main objective the el11111IWPMen! of
sehool official's understanding of tile planned change tiroeessa:

and of thelr skills In earryIng out planned ehange." Organization theory
perspective; probably outdated because of new n1(411(015 and concepts.

73.1, Mayhew. Lewis R. Innora lion in Colirginie Inxtruelion sirntryleN or
Phquye. Atlanta ; Southern Regional Educational Boa nl, SR l It Research
Monograph No. 13. 1967. 4S pp.

Discusses several tet.Iminnes. !minding the "soelological stranger" or
outsIde consultant. aml the role of the pr('sident's leadership.
1). ST ATF'1-1.1tV 0I PLi N NINO ANI) REPORTS

735. Form% llernarn and f yip 0. W'right (eds.) . Comprehensire Planning in
slate rdnention Accnries: A 7S1We Project. Salt T.ake City : Utah State
rd of }Attention, 1909.

An important compendium a reports from six stetes (Utah, Colorado,
Texas. Iowa, West Virginia. Cfmnectient and Puerto Rim. as develmwd
under 4eetion 505 of Title V. ESEA. The outlines of a future statewide
coordination of all edam ling institutions (including those Iii notmlegre('credit activity) can In. seen In several stales. espoelally nob.
736. Advisory Connell on the Slate Departments of Education. Fotas on the
Putnre: Edueation iii the toles. Washington: usGro. 196.4. 37 pp.
"Coneentrates Its major !Mention on the future development of State
Oneational agencies through the comprehensive educational planning
process." (GPO brochure )

737. Cent nil Advisory Council for Education (England). Children and Their
Primury Sc1soo1R. Vol. I: Report : rol. 2: Reseurch and SurrcyR. London:
Der Majesty's Stationury Offim 1967. n50 pp. and 633 pp. respeetively. Vol.
1 $3.95: Vol. 2 $5.S5. (May be ordensl front Sales Section. r ltIsh Infornmtion Services. P.15 Third Are., New York, N.Y. 10022)

Known as "The Plowden Report," this thormigh and comprehensIve
study looks at "primary edneation in all of its aspects and the transition
to secondary education." Tbe following nre but a few of the many eonelusions aml recommendations: a higher priority In the edueational budget
should he gh.en to primary schools (for dollars spent on older children will
be wasted if not spent on th('m during their primary years) ; "Finding
Out" has proven to be better for Milken tlmn "Being Told": family background is important : holt-time Monition for 3 nnd 4 year ohls shoilld be
provided to ease the transition from home to school : and learners must
develop self-confidence In early years. Recommended.
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747, The First Business of Our Times.

Report to the Advisory Commission for

the Higher Education StudyState of Maine. N.Y. : Academy for Educational Development, September 1966.
748. Kansas: Plans for the Next Generation. A Report on Higher Education to
the Board Of Regents. N.Y.: Aeademy for 1,;(luentional Development,
vember 1962.

I.:.

No-

INSTITUTIONAL Mar-STUMM

749. Quality Education in Milwankee's Future: Recommendations to the Citizen's
lilrixori Committee to Comprehensive survey of Milwaukee Public schools
and the Milwaukee Board of School Diree tors. N.Y.: Academy for Mincedonut Development, August 1967.
750. Ladd, Dwight R. Change In Educational Policy: Self-Studies in Selected Colleges and Unit'ersities. A General Report Prepared for The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. N.Y.: Menraw-Hill, 1979. 231 pp. $5.95.
Brief but well-drawn case studies of the collegial proeests of attempted
reform at Berkeley, New Hampshire, Toronto, Swarthmore, Wesleyan,
Michigan State, Duke, Brown, Stanford, Columbia, and UCLA. -While
the scope and degree of the proposed changes vary, all have in common
the use of the traditional, collegial process of stiffly, analysis, discussion.
and debate leading to n decision based on general acceptability. .. . Un-

happily, the results of these studies seem to lend supportat least In a
negative wayto the efficacy of pressure politics as a way of bringing
about change." (p. 197)
"The situations reviewed here suggest that these studies have rarely meceeded in bringing Mona any fundamental change in educational imlicies
on the campuses involved except where a significant portion of the faculty
had accepted the desiraldlity of some change before the study began or

where pressures for change from outside the faculties were much in
evidence." (p. 200)
"It is quite obvious that we can have personnel policies and purchasing
policies and library policies In any university, however large. All large
bureaucracies have these. What is less obvious after ext1 mlnat bin of these
studies is whether or not large institutions can have edneatimml tiolicieM

whether the American tradition of giant institutions has not, in the

ease of higher education, reached the point of diminishing returns." (eoneluding eomment. p. 299) Recommended.
751. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Special Faculty-Student Commission. Creative Renewal in a Time of Crisis. Cambridge: MIT Press, November 1070. 234 pp.

Recmnmends revision of freshman and sophomore curriculums, greater

opportunities for individual study, greater attention to the social consequences of scleace, and taking seriously the intellectual problem of

defining the relation of knowledge to values.
752. University of California, Berkeley Academie Senate. Education at Berkeley:
Report of the Select Committee on Education. Berkeley : University of
Ca I f ornia Press. Ma rch 1966. 228 pp. $6.50; $1.95 paper.

As a response to the widely publicized events of 1964. "The Muscatine
Report" offers a plethora of recommendations in areas of teaching, admissions. advising, grading, graduate education, organizational structure, and teaching assistants.
753. Christenson, Gordon (ed.), The Future of the University. A Report to the
People by the Executive Planning Committee of the University of Okla-

homa. University of Oklahoma Press. 1069.
The results of n yenr-long study to re-evaluate the university's mission.
organization, and resources.
754. Duke University Conunittee on T.ong-Range Planning, Mtke University in
the Dmode Ahead. Durhniu : The University, ;lune 1961.

755. London University. The rniversity of Rirkbeek College: Report of the Aeademie Advisors Commission on Rirkheek College. London : University of
London. May 1067. 87 pp.
Self-stmly of a non-resident adult education college of the University
of London and its role in meeting future demand.
756. University of Oxford. Hebdomadal Council, Commlysion of Inquiry. Report
of rommission of !wintry (2 vols.). Oxford: University of Oxford Press,
1966. 42$ and 48(1pp. respectively.
An extensive institutional self-study In response to the "Robbins Report." Most recommendations appear to be of local concern.

4e9
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757. Ditches, David (ed.). The Idea of a New University: An Experinwnt in
Nusse.r. London : Andre Deutsch, Ltd., 1964; Cambridge, 3lass.: MIT
Press, 1970. 272 pp. $2.95 paper.

Twelve emwys, noI only concerned with getting the University of Sitssex underway, but with the ;donning and design of any new university
in all of its itslieets, covering fundamental questbins of biennial, size, (lintent, and teaching methods. A short "Aflerword" written in 1969 looks
hatik on the essays written in 1904 and the experience of Ihe University
since it opened in 1901.

758. Patterson. Franklin anti Charles It. Longsworth. The Multhig of a College:
Plans for a Neu. Departure in Higher Education. lianmshire College,
Working Paper No. 1 Cambridge: MIT Press. 1900. 364 pp. $4.95 paper.
Planning papers for a new liberal arts college in Smith Amherst. Mass.,
which -defines an organized vision of liberal education for a new era
. . . to help Rs students learn to live their adult lives fully and well in
a society of intense change, immense opportunity, awl great hazards."
Reemomended.

759. Five College Long Range Planning Committee. Five College Cooperation:
Directions for the Future. Amherst : University of Massaelmsens l'ress,
19191. 228

$5.00 paper.

Composed of reliresentalivtis front Smith. Hampshire, Amherst, Mt.
Holyoke, and the University of Massachusetts. the LIIPC was appointed
-10 make an extensive review of present cooperative arrmigements among
the live institutions, assess their strengths and weaknesses, propose long-

range glints Air coilperation. and estalilish Iirlorities among actions required to reach these goals." (p. 1) Concludes with 89 recommendations
ill 11 categories: academie eomplementarity, cooperative aciolemic programs and activities. student course exelmnge. the four-om-four calendar,
supplementary academie activities. coeducation and cooperation, student
life, cooperative planning mid use of facilities and services. community
relations and public service, governance, and the economic consequences
of cooperation.
As of 1905. 1017 consortiums were identified among 1509 responding institutions. (Raymond S. Moore, Consortiums in American Higher Edncation. Washington: USOR September 1968.) There will surely be more
cooperation in the future, forced by economic necessity and encouraged
by resulting learning opportunities. The present arrangements and ;dans

of the well-established Conneetient Valley consortium may very well
serve as a harbinger of the future. Recommended.

F. EDUCATION-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

760. Voss. JolUt

and Paul L. Ward (eds.). Confrontation and Learned Societies.

N.Y.: New York University Press, 1970. 144 pp. $5.00.

Sponsored by the Conference of Secretaries, American Council of
Learned Societies. Analyze causes of disruption at recent annual meetings. and the responsibilities of learned societies to this dissent.
761. Krumboltz. John D. (ed.), Revolution in Counseling: Implications of Behavioral Science. Boston: Houghton-Mlillin, 1966. 121 pp. $2.25.
Based on the 1965 Cubberiy Conference at Stanford. One of the contributors characterizes the book as "the first major attempt to propose
systenunically the application of behaviorism, and of operant conditioning parth'ularly. to the counseling process." (p. v) But the "revolution" is
merely one proposed tocolleagues, and the outside world awaits.

702.

Phi Della Kappa books to the Future. Final Report of the Committee for
the Study of Phi Delta Kappa (Preliminary Draft), December 1965. 123

pp. Mimeo.
The society for professional educators assesses trends. Its present state,

and future conditions in a rapidly changing worldresulting in tbe ad-

voency of a wide array of new policies. purposes. and objeetives. A good
example of an organization adapting to the times.

763. 'Where Does the AFT Go From Here? (An Eidlogue)." Changing EducationA Journal of the American Fe.lerat:on of Teachers, Summer 1966,
p. 47.

A i.oncluding statement In a special issue entitled "AFT: A 50-Year

Assessment," notable for its total absence of any sense of the future. The
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780. fiestor, Arthur E. Educational Misty lumts: The Retreat from Learning in
Our Public Schools. Ur lm na : University of Illinois Press, 1953. 226 pp.
An educator deries the vanishing sense of pnrimse and proposes an
bkal of Disciplined Intelligmee, and 0 Pernm mint Sdentille ii ml Scholarly

Commission on Seemulary Education.
781. Knngel, Isaac 14. The New Bra in Edumition: A Callum retire Study. Boston :
Houghton-Mifflin. 1955. 388 pp.

Trends in world education.
782. Stoddnrd, A. J. Schools for Tomorrow: An Educator's Blueprint. N.Y.
Fuml for the Ad va neenwnt of MPH
ltra. 61 pp.
"Of specinl historkal interest
this booklet is widely accepted as a
prophetic vlew of things to come." (Coombs)
783. Schilpp. Paul Arthur (ed.). Higher Education FaccR the Pnlare:
Slimyoxium on eolicyc and TInirernity Education in the United State" of
.4mrrira. N.Y. : II. Liveright.1930. 408 pp.
20 essayn discussing cations problems, but no attempt to look at the
fnture.
784. Eoerster. Norman. The Maurer of the Liberal College. X.Y. : a AppletonCmitury. 193S. 103 pp.

Ad.'oca fps a vigorous reassertion of the twrennially dlittinetiv(' mission
of the
arts college. Devoid of nny social context in the present or
the future.
7S5. Ernser. Mownt G. The College of Ihr Puture: An Appraisal of pandomentw
hi merfenn Higher Education. New York : Colunthia
Minn and Tren
University Press. 1937. 529 pp,

786. commt, James R. -The Future of our Higher Education," Harper's, 176:
lity 193s, pp. 561--570.
An overview of prolOems. Altlumgh initially imlka Hug that he will be
pratthette. Conn ut goes on to ndvoente it deslrabh. future knitting together
ristoenttie JIM1 democratie t r (lit ion ii correct proportions.

787. Mathes Ti. M. "Hinter Munition in 1980."..fonrnal of Higher Education,
14 :2. February 1938, pp. 77-83.

Enrollment estimates spemlating thnt by 1065, 60% of high school graduates will enter college. This estimate proved to be high. whik the estimnte
Of births proved to be very low. }Indies foreensted 687.000 freshmen in
1970. ns eontrasted with an actual first-time degree-eredit enrollment of
almost 1.7 million.

A fnmiliar plea is also made: "Tenchers must inereasingly recognize
their responsibility to teach students to think and to llve. rather thnn
mrely to impart facts to them." (p. 83) The plea is still with ns in the
14,;log ehorns ,,r vpi(ps Ii sted 11Pre.

RnsNell. John Dnle (ed.). The Outlook for Higher Edueation. Proeeedings of
the Institute for Administrative Ofileers of Higher Institutions. 1939. Cliiefllo rnivprsity of Chien ao Press. 1939. 250
rtieles donTing with trouls in student P n roll men ts. financing. limndot ions. tweredita Hon. instUntional cooperation, etc. Includes a notable
misforeenst by Newton Edwnrds. &Mitring "It is clear that the period of
t)henonwitnl expressimi is drnwing to a Mose." (p. fi4)
780. U.S. President's ('ommission on Higher Eduention (George P. Zook, Chairmnn ). Higher Eduration for A mcriean Democracy. Washington : ITSOPO,
1947.

Vol. 1. Establishing the (Main (1( pp.). Advocntes eduention for a better nation. equal opportunity, general education. and educntinn adjusted to

Twanging and Ermimling Individual Opportunity (89 Pp.) Discusses the economic barrier, racial and religious discrimination. Recommnds the assumptkm of grenter responsibility for ndult ethwation and
a an florinl prompt of Fielmlnrships and fellowships.
Vol. 3. Organizing Higher EThwation. (74 pp.). Covers facilities. state and
national orgnnizations. and voluntary agencies.
Vol, 4. stalling nigher Eduratkni (63 pp.). Reviews preservice and inservice ethwation and improving working conditions.
Vol. 5. Financing Uighcr Education (49 pp.). Focuses on the role of the
federal government.
Vol. 0. Hcaourcc Data (51 pp.). Tables.

413

413
790. Hutchins, Robert. The University of Utopia. Cilicago : University of Chicago
Press. 1953. 1(r3 PP.

Plints out hazlirds to edneation such as imlust rIaliza Bon, specialization,
philos(q)hical diversity, and social and political emiformity. Utopia" used
as a rhetorical device: not Heaven, Ind: simply an !Men igent Western country, frmn which examples are provided to contrast with present practices.
791. Engelimrdt, Fred-Forecasting School Population. New York : Columbia University, Teachers College Press, Contributions to Education, No. 171, 1025.
66 pp.

Discusses the Bell System Survey Teelmique and other Hindle= tical

methods for improving 1111)111 forecasting.

792. Wolfle, Dael. "'Me Size and Quality of Future School and College Enrollments" In Joseph Spengler and Otis Dudley Dutton', Demographic Analysis: Selected Reading. Free Press. 1950, pp. 539-545,
793. Thompson, Ronald. Impending Tidal Wave of Students. Washington : American Council on Education, 1054.
R. :VEX AND RELEVANT VERIODICALS

794. The Futurist. A Journal of Forecasts, Trends and Ideas About the Future.
lirnshington : World Future Society (P.O. Box 19285, Twentieth Street

Station, Washington 20036). $1.50 mutually.
Published hi-monthly since February 1067 and improving with each issue

since its original inception as "A Newsletter for Tmnorrow's World."

includes ii variety of short articles, book reviews, speech extracts, as well
as it utehtlwes hook service offering a 10% discount on a list of about 60
books, most of them worthwhile. For an additional $10 per year, the WFS
Supplemental Program offers current news on who Is doing or writing
what, and abstracts of recently published books. Recommended.

795. Futures. The Journal of Forecasting and Planning. Guildford, Surrey,
England : Iliffe Science mul Technology Publications, Ltd. (32 High
Street). $22.50 annually. (U.S. subscribers may order through Iliffe-NTP,

Inc., 300 E. 4211(1 St., New York, N.Y. 10017.)

Published quarterly since September 1908, quite valuable butt overpriced. "Contains articles and original papers on the probable and possible long-term trends In ccience, technology, economics, polities, and social

conditions. and on the means by which desirable goals may be selected
and achieved." (Journal masthead) A serious publication with an inter-

national focus. Recommended.
796. Technological Forecasting: An International Journal.
Published quarterly since Spring 1069 by American Elsevier Publications (52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017). Vol. 1 : $24.00;
Vol. 2 and subsequent volumes, $26.00 annually. The journal is largely concerned with methodology rather than substantive forecasts.
797. Socio-Econom lc Planning Sciences

Published In England since 1968 by Pergamon Press. (American office:
Maxwell House, Pnirview Park, Elmford, N.Y. 10523.) Devoted to quantitative analysis of inter-disciplinary problems, esweially as concerns applications of systems analysis to the planning of public welfare and community services.
708. Policy Sciences: An International Journal for the Policy Sciences.
Edited by Edward S. Quade, in association with Harold D. Lasswell and
Yehezkel Dror, and published quarterly since Spring 1070 by American

Elsevier Publications, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
"Policy Sciences will provide a forum for the developing interest In the
application of structured rationality, systematic analysis, and inter-diseiplinary knowledge to problems of public policy. It will include applied
studies analyzing specific problem areas, theoretic studies on the methods,
content, and problems of the policy sciences, and papers dealing with the
policy sciences us a subject for research and teaching and as a new pro-

fession." (advt..)
799. Social Policy (Frank Riessman, Editor).
Published bi-monthly since May/June 1970 by International Arts and
Sciences Press (001 North Broadway, White Plains, N.Y. 10603). $8.00 a
year ; $14.00 for 2 years ; $19.00 for 3 years. Generally radical articles on
education, health, welfare, and other areas of public policy.
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SOS. Rojas, Billy f,

Fulart studies Bibliography. Amherst, Mass.: Uni-

versity of 3lossachuset1.4, Sel If If ii of Hduea I ion, Program for the Study

of the Vinare in Ediwation, August. 1070. Revised Edition. 125 pp. Mimeo.

A nim-ininotated listing of :timid N00 items in 15 major entegories:
comprehensive pmviews of the future, nihilist literature of' the past,

futurist methiniokigy, demograidile projmtions, indPIcal futuristies. eeoni mules

t ech nologien 1

fit I mi qtrs. new en virmimen ts. biological

fulmisties. cities of the future. literature of 1110 f,tuip. sourees of Gamy
ideologies, education in the future. futurists and futuristics, and critical
infornialbm. Ahont 2110 items ou odueation rim list ed
nearly all of whiell :ire Imitated here: thus this bildlography should he
primarily of Interest to the general futurist. Unties of this valimble document are in very limited supply.
S09. 'Mayhew. Lewis B. The Literature of Maher Education, 107/. San Francisco:
JoNsey-llass. Spring 1971. About $7.50.
". . . reviews the outstanding works in (I lie) field for 11)70 awl offers

ii kngthy essay which surveys trends in the literature from 19115 to 1970.
The books 3biyhow reviews are classified wider the following categories
guivernance,

history. campus unrest. reflections of presidelits. Institu-

tional differences. conference proceedings and symposia, teaching and
other professional procedtwes, enrrlenium, and finance." (advt.)
810. 011figer, John. Bibliography. Cotenants. Ohio Ohlo State University, Center
for Adult Education (353 Arps
Fall 1970. 33 pp. Mimeo.
Prepared for an adult edneation sendnar on "The Leaniing Soelely or
the Person Learning : The Ideas a Ivan Hitch and Others as 'Hwy Apply
to Issues of Adult Education." this extensively annotated bibliography of
95 Items includes 43 items hy or a liont Ivan Udell.
811. Summorbill Soelety. .1 Bibliography for the Free Rehm)/ Morentent. N.Y.
Sinnmerldll Society (339 Lafayette St., New York, N.Y. 1O012), (1.)170)
(

812.

$.50.

Directory of Free Schools. Selmstopol, Calif, : Alternatives! (1520 (mravenstein Hwy.), 1970. 32 pp. $1.00.

Lists free schools alphabetically and by state. and also contains an it r-

t kle on "How to Start n Free Sehool." explaining that "A free Minot is

an alternative institution whose pnrposes tire twofold: First. It is a
place where a group of students can obtain a meaningful ednention,

where they can grow and develop in an atmosphere of acceptance, love and
freedom . . The seeond purpose is to inflnence the public schools. The

existence of workiter alternative models may help to accelerate tile process of social eliangeP"in public school systems. The min direelions of this
change would twin& the elimination of compulsory attendance, required
courses and grades."
813. The Big Pock Candy

Mountain.
Pnblished by Portolo Institute, hie.. 1115 Merrill St., Menlo Park. Calif.
9-1025. $14.00 per year (tWO Issues plus four supplements) or $4.00 per

copy. Similar in coneept to the Whole Earth Catalog, devotes itself to
"resources for ecstatic education": schools, teaching methods. toys 1111(1
games, pubileations, teaching laboratories, films, IA I les, records, etc.
l'IT. ADDENDA
A. MINERAL

(Social Change and Social Golds)

814. Marty, Martin E. The Search for a Usable Future. N.Y.: Harper & Row,
MO. 157 pp.

An eminent theologian reviews contemporary thinking among futurists
and theologians, and a rgnes "for an approach which retains the ambiguity

of history and yet. which motivates action and prevents paralysis" (p.
73)n Tatum with hope. "The sense a n useless post ... is not to take
ci

1111111Ist's VIM a historical life

but rather to point to the creative possi-

bilities of the moment." (p. 12) The volume goes on to point out how

various approaches to the future of man and society affect the actions of

maple. Reeommended.
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815. COninlissIOU On Population Growth and America's Future. Population
Growth and America's Future. Interhn Report of the Commission. Wash-

ington: (ISOM, 1971. 56 pp. $.4 0.
"This Report outlines the population situation In the United States and
the issues It poses; raises qnestions about the probable impact of future
population growth and distribution, and describes how the Commission is
developing answers to these questions." (GPO brochure).

816. Markley, 0. W. Alternative futures: Contexts in. Which Social Indicators
411 ant Work. Menlo
Pa rk : Edam timid PoEey Research Center at Standford,
Research Note EPRC 6747-11, February 1971. 16 pp.

'A 'morphological' method for projecting . . . it set of alternative future
histories Is presented. and interim results ( which serve as such a set of
contexts) described. Development of indicators relating the 'world macroproblem' to human well-being and fulfillment are especially urged, as
their use would help illandunte difficult problems that occur in all plaus-

ible future histories starting with the present. The alternative future
histories are also used to illustrate how 'normative' social indicators
might be of practical value." (Abstract) The five "mid-range futures"

discussed are "War" on Ecosystem Imbalance, Status Quo Extended, I Inpinident Optimism (leading to a left-centrist recession and bureaucratic
stultification), Excessive ReprivitIzntion (lending to a right-centrist recession and garrison sta te), and Violmice Escalated.

817, Theobald, Robert and J. M. Scott. Twra 1994: Au Anticipation of the Near
Future. Chicago: Swallow, June 1971. $6.00; $2.50 paper.
818. Dorsen, Norman (ed.). The Rights of Americans: What They AreWhat
They Should Be. Essays Commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the

American Civil Liberties Union. N.Y.,: Pantheon, 1971. $12.95.
31 essays. including "The Right to Equal Educational Opportunity,"
"The Right to Publish," "The Right to Access to Mass Media," "The
Rights of juveniles," "The Rights of Teachers and Professors." "The
Rights of Students," etc. This overview of all areas of the law havhig
an effect on personal freedom may be of considerable value to educational policy makers who wish to promulgate basic American values.
(Impacts of Te(hnology)

819. Mesthene, Emmanuel G. Teehnologleal Change: Its Impact on Man and
Society. Harvard Studies in Technology and Society. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1970. 124 pp. $4.95; N.Y.: NAL Mentor Books, 1970.
127 pp. $1.25, Bib., pp. 96-124.

An overview of the ongoing research of the Harvard Program on Technology and Society, woven into three eimpters on social dma nge, values,
and economic and political organization. The opening comments quickly
dispose of "three inadequate views"; the optimistie view of technology
as an unmitigated curse, and the complacent, historical view that technology is not worthy of special notice. Rather, technology is seen as outstripping traditional categories of thought. and established values and
institutions, and necessary responses are suggested. The volume Is coneluded with n well-annotated bibliography of 70 items.

820. Baler, Kurt and Nicholas Rescher (eds.). Values and the Future: The
Impact of Technological Change on American Values. N.Y.: The Free
Press, 1960. 527 pp. Rib., pp. 472-512.

17 essays aimed "toward the discovery of ways of guiding social change

in directions which are at the least not incompatible with the realization
of our deepest values, and perhap even helpful to it." (p. v). Some
groundwork is laid for n new profession of "value impact forecasters,"
especially via methodological pieces by Rescher, Gordon, and Helmer.
The other essays are largely focused on economics, and the o ors readily
confess the weakness of excluding views by anthropologists, sociologists,
and psychologists. There are two bibliographies: the first lists 300 unen tegorized items on technological progress and future-oriented studies;
the second offers about 500 categorized items on theory of value.
821. Taylor, John G. The Shape of Minds to Come. N.Y.: Weybright and Talley,
1971. $0.05.

"Scientific developments now afoot will soon make it, possible to in.

crease our learning capabilities from birth onward, extend

41.7

memory,

417
reduce aggressiveness, shorten the time neeedd for sleep, eliminate criminality. and enjoy heightened sensory pleasures. In this book John Taylor

descrilms the chemical, surgical, elMronic, and hypnotic methods that
enn bring a menhil revolution of tremendous important* to mankind."
(advt.) (Not seen, but the advertising suggests "gee whiz" forecasting.)
822. Martin. James and AldrInn II. I). Norman. The Computerized Society:
tn Apprai.sal of the bawl of Computers on Society Over the Next 15
Years. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1970. MO pp. $10.95.
Covers a wide range of topics, including discussion of "The Symbiotic
Age," tenehing with computers. n National Data Center, threats to privacy,
changes in employment patterns, and protective action changes needed
In eduen tion and law.

823. Miller, Arthur R. The Assault. on Privacy: Computers, Data Dank& and
Dossiers. Ana Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1971. 333 pp. $7.95.
Yes, it can happen here. Miller, a law professor,
provides a highly
readable, chilling, and eompetent overview of the new technology in.
the informa tion-based society and the various threats to personal privacy
at present and imi the future. Anyone concerned with the future should
read the entire hook, but educational policy-makers at all levels should
consider the sections on "The Testing Game" (pp. 90-105), and, more
importantly, "The Little Red Schoolhouse Go?s Electronic" (pp. 105-122).
The latter section Is a must for anyone involved with educational technology. for it is the only array of possible negative consequences that
Is known to this compiler. (Indeed, mention of n single negative comicquence cannot be recalled from the literature cited here.)
Miller discusses the growing practice of relying on "pseudo-psycho"
test results as a crutch, pointing out that "there is ample evidence that
many test developers and users display a lack of concern over the significance of the impact these tests luny have on some people." (p. 92) Moreover, "tomorrow's personality inventories will he considerably more
sophisticated (and intrusive) dant today's." (p. 101)
The anti-privacy potential of hardware in schools and colleges may well
be even more frightening. Miller covers dossiers as an "inevitable byproduet of computerassisted instruetion," networking data banks "s6 that
the details of a student's educational life history ean be made innnediately
available throughout the education system." videotape preservation of
embarrassing responses of students and teachers, the numbing effect of
technology on school-age populations. Infiltrating subliminal messages
through instructioiral devices, and the possible loss of trust and consequent debilitation of the student-teacher relationship. perlmps adequate
safeguards can be developed (and Miller discusses what could be (hone in
schools, as well as In the wider society), Init, at present. "Many overzealous educators appear quite oblivious to the possibility that sensative data .
derived front an easily accessible and often naive student population may
be used to the prejudice of the file subjects." (p. 113) Recommended.

(Manpower Requirements)
824. SelmItz, Theodore W. Investment in Human Capital: The Role of Education
and of Research.. N.Y.: Free Press, Ma reit 1971. $8.75.

(Equality and Social Selection)
825. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Center for Educational Resenrch and Innovation. Equal Educational Opportunity: A
Statement of the Problem with peeial Reference to Recurrent Education.
Paris: OECD, February 1971. 47 pp. $1.50. (Available from OECD Publications Center, 1750 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D.C. 20000).
"First volume in a Series which will analyze the various strategies
available to policy-makers, lending to suggestions for new policies in the
1970s." (brochure)
(The Knowledge Explosion)

820. Ways, Mar, "Don't We Know Enough To Make Better Public Policies?",
Fortune, April 1971 pp. 04+.
This article is of fundamental importance to n11 students (including
educators, futurists, and polifyilniaers), because It asks whether mod-
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Is a good summation of Pnller's wildest ideas: two-mile high tower Wantions, tetralwdronal floating vides. 10.000 passenger aircraft, domedover
eh los. sky-floating geodesic spheres. and mobile habitats.

In summation, "The comprehensive introduction of automation everywhere aronnd the earth will free man from living an automaton and will
generate so fast a mastery and multiplication of energy wealth by haInanity that we will be able to support all of humanity in ever greater
physioal
econotilk sttecess anywhere aronnd his little spaceship
Ea rth
My intnitions foresee (man's) success despite his negative
inertias. This Wink' things are going to move fast." (pp. 302-363)
834. MelIale.
The Future of the Future. N.Y.: (Imrge Draziller, 1909. 322
pp. $7.97%

A wide-ranging overview, aided by scores of charts and photographs,
with pa rtienla r emplmsis on ecology. technology, and planetary resources.
Chapter 1 provides a good snunnation of futare-stmly in the context. of a

transition toward n world-man image, and Chapter 5 continues with a
discussion of individual fat nrists and organizatimts studying the fntnre
(a continuing interest of MciIale). The final chapter discusses various
aspects of the emerging planetary society, eoncluding that "we must
understand lind cooperate on a truly global scale, or we perish." (p. 300)
Reeommended.

835. Peccel. Anrello. The Chasm. Ahead. N.Y. Macmillan, 1969. 297 pp.
An Italian industrial manager liwidly assesses the macroproblems of

onr Gm with particular emphasis on thv growing cleavage across the
Atlantic bronght on by the technological gap. "The gap, in effect. Is between the GM age and the IIIM age." (p. 04) Although Americans criticize their education system. in world perspective It is seen as far ahead:
"a solid ease can be mule for the claim that ednmt ion supports the very
underpinnings of the teehnological gap of the fittnre." (p. 50) To faellitate

'Global Dimensions to Our Thinking," a New Approach called Project

69 Is proposed to serve as "a multi-nationally sponsored feasibility study
on systentatie. long-term planning of world scope." (p. 219) Reeonnuended.

836. Reimer. Everett, An Essay on Alternatives in Education. Cuernavaca, Mexico; Centro Intercultnral do Docnmentaeion (Apdo. 4i1)N, CIDOC Cnaderno No. 1005. 1970. 93 pp. To be published in Interchnnge (see Itent 801),

2 :1. along with six responding articles.

Reimer Is a colleagne of Ivan DIM, (items 110-114) who thinks along

similar lines. It is not clear (and probably not imprrtant) as to who
has originated what idea. for, as explained In the introduction to this

essay. Reimer and Illicit have been conversing for ahnost 15 years since
meeting In Puerto Rico, Pnolo Freire. Patti Goodnmn, and others have also
contributed to this body of thought.
In this comprehensive essay. Reinter views school as "the universal
church of the tecimological society" and sees the formation of a universal
international curriculum. Yet, "The conclusion Is inescapable : no eonntry

in the world can afford the education its people demand in the form
of schools." Even in the U.S., where the richest one-tenth of the popnlation

gets ten times as much public funds for education as the poorest one-

tenth, It Is estimated that an additional po billion would he required
to fully meet. edncational demands. Given the growing importance of

schooling benefits, It is inevitable that the rich outdistance the poor both
within and between nations, unletv they grow in charity faster than they
grow in privilege. "Since there is no precedent for such belmvior, It seem
wiser to turn to the other alternative, namely, not to separate education
from activities which provide for more basic needs." It is also considered
essential that learning resources be allocated outside the school systent
(as the only means of attaining equity), and that. control of these resources should be in the hands of persons seeking to learn.
Schools will not be abandoned, bnt. are seen as only one way of organiz-

ing the resources required for learning (time. space, objects, and people).

A system of lifetime educational accounts is advocated (not unlike the
voucher system), In addition to four laws that would effectively disestablish thl school system as an educational monopoly : a law separating
school 'Ind state (similar to the first amendment. to the U.S. Constitution),
a law forbidding favoritism based on schooling ("Where and how one has

been schooled Is as irrelevant to one's capacity to do a job as race or
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religion"), a law requiring equal sharing of public educational resources,
nnd an effective extension of anti-monopoly laws to the field of education.

This fundamentaly new dimension may sigificantly change the

nature of our ongoing tuitional debate over education for many years
to come. Recommended.

837.

The Cooperator (Special Issue on tile Sixth Annual international Cooperation Festival), 3 :1. January-February 1971. (Available from The International Cooperation Council and The Cooperators, 17819 Roscoe Boulevard, Northridge, Calif. 91324 )

The ICC is a coordinating body of 72 nonprofit groups that seek to
foster the emergence of a new universal man and civilization serving
the well-being of ail mankind. This interesting 16 page doeumeut presents

summary reports from the Festival. which attended to the theme of

"Education for the New Civilization." Capsules are presented on reality
therapy, religious studies, planetary consciousness. Intercultural heritage,
and new methods Mich as the pontoon transitional design for curriculum
change : in million to reports from interest groups such as the Phenomenon

of Man Project, Universal Link, East-West. Cultural Center, Intelna Mom! Foundntion for Psychosynthesis. Unique America (promoting

Black Culture), International I Citing Studies Institute, The Phoenix
Institute, etc.
(Multi-Level Perspectives)

838. Roucek, Joseph S. (ed.). The New Trends in Education.N.Y.: Philosophical
Libra ry, October 1971. $15.00.

Twenty-six essays dealing with topics such as adult education, minority
education, rural education. police training. black education. Peace Corps,
open admissions. community colleges, Sex education, ecology training,

programed education, counseling trends, intercultural education, and
education in prisons. The immense variety of this forthcoming collection
suggests a trend away from considering education as only the activities
of schools and colleges.

830. Golenpaul, Dan (ed.). Information. Please Almanac, Atlas and Yearbook, 1970.
1024 pp.

Special future-oriented articles by Harry N. Riviin, "American Educa-

tion ; Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow :" Henry Steele Common:pr. "The Crisis
of the University ;" Philip M. Hauser, "Population Explosion : Trends and

Implications ;" Wilbur
erty," etc.

Cohen, "A Ten-Point Program to Abolish Pov-

840. Sumlow, Stuart A. Emerging Miura lion Policy Issues i» Law: Prand. Number One of a Series. Syracuse : Educational Policy Research Center, Syracuse University ResearCh Corporation. November 1970.47 pp.
An experimental Delphi exercise conducted with a small group of attorneys and educators, based on a news event of a hypothetical case of fraud
that 'had been' succesfully pursued through the courts.
The case concerns a 19-year old student who has received a high school
diploma, but. can only read at a sevenn grade level. His lawyers argue that
the school system thus failed in its obEgation to provide him with the learn-

hug skills they imply he received by awarding the diploma. 80% of the
respondents sa w the possibility of such an issue arising and succeeding
in the courts within five years.
841. Sandow, Stuart A. Emerging Education. Policy Issues in Law: Career

Obsolescence and Social Security, Number Two of a Series. Syracuse:
Educational Polley Research Center, April 1971. 4S pp.

This second exploratory exercise concerns a future news event where

an unemployed aerospace engineer claims tlmt society Ims retired 111111 and

made llim economically disabled, therefore creating eligibility for social
security benefits. Of the 59 respondents (ont of 183 approached), 70% felt
that the event would occur before 1073 if unemployment continues to exist
in highly technical areas. As a major implication resulting from this Case,
70% also saw the final emergence of a conlinuitur education system, and
85% sa w the overall effect of the decision as beneficial.

The third Case in this series (available in draft form in June 1971),
entails a court decision declaring that the state must equally support all
students attending any public or private institution of idgher learning in
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the state. The fourth case (available July 1071) involves a State Supreme
Court ruling which orders 11 11 immediate end to any eurrkulum currently
(dIered which places st lite-supported eanumses in direct coanwtition with
private colleges and universities where no real need exists.
Sandow is also contemplating the preim ration of "future" mot courts.
a conjecture handbook available to the law schools of the country, and a
histogram of the legal precedents set in the 1060's as a forecasting base for
the mId-1970's.

These explorations in legal futures, although presently at a very prelim1111117 stage. C0111(1 I Wet mie One of the most fruitful areas of Mures research, not only In eduention but in other areas of mw society.
II.

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

(General)

Drown. George !sane. Human Teaching for Ifnnson Learning: .1 // Introduc-

tion Ia Confinenl ntineolion. N.Y. Viking. 1971. $S.7)0.
"Today's schools have failed to develop oar vhildron's intellects to the
flillest largely because they pii.v too nmell afield-ion to the ilitelleet alone.

Ignoring the develelmient Of the Miler 11111111111 qualities that give learning

its 11108 ning. What we need Is education for the entire person : mind plus

emotions, body. and spirit. Brown shows parents awl teachers how it is
Ilfwsible to make edueal ion deeper, more lasting. and mom meaningful
while Still working within the present educntionill system. Drawing upon
msearelt by the Ford-Esalell Project In Affective Education, he demonstrates how the Immanistk. psychologies of Abralmin Maslow and Carl
RogeN eau be combined with new developments in fields as diverse as
modern &nee. contemporilry theater, group therapy. I illysica I education,
and creativity training to bring ahout 'eoll fluent edlication'----the
Zion
or the entire person," (a(1vt.)
S3. Thirgelt, W. A. I 17c flare Failed
Rehoola. N.Y. Vantage Press, 1971( ?).
". . . shows luav Our communities have alulleated their responsibility
regarding the schools.- (advt.)
S-14, Center for the Enviroinnent and Mall. hie. Designing (I New S)/stem af Bau-

mann. Hartford, Coml.: CEM (250 ('onstitution Plaza), Undated broplume. (For furth('r inrornmtion. vall or write Dm Milton A. Young)
According to the brochure, CHM ims developed a comprehensive plan
that enables a community to design and implement its own unique system
or education. This New System or Ednention (NSE is fl renewal-oriented,

zero-rejeet system, with the individual as the !melons rather than the

transistor. Edneation is therefore viewed as a total life experience. "CHM

will train loeal peold P and work alongside the commimity as Its NSE
el'olvea 111t0 the unique system that will work for that community. Once
the system is functioning CEM will withdraw to an advisory and evaluative calmoity."
The new system, of eourse. is not unlike the "open learning system" out-

lined in the Foreword to this bibliography 1 the private consultant as
implementor, however, may be the important innovation ill creating alternative futures for learning. The success of the OEM inethod is not

kilown.

S41. Clip mum. Gloria. flow:work: Required Reading for Teachers aml Parents:.
Onterbridge and Dienstfrey. Mnreh 1971. 1'2S pp.
A seasoned teaeher describes her experiences ill an experimental school
ill BOA Ira rlem.
8-I0. Rothman. Esther. The Angel lnvide Wen/ Row.. N.Y. : Melcity. January 1971.

Describes the experimentation of New York's P.S. 8, the Livingston

School.

847. Stretch. Bonnie Barrett. mrhe Rise of the 'Free Selmor." Salurday ilevien%
.Tiine 20, 1970, pp. 70-79+.

A good survey of the variety of free schoolsor new schools or com-

munity sehoolstheir emulnoll problems. and their emilmon ideals of freedom for youngsters and a humane odueation. fix sources of further information are provided. (See items 811-813)
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8-18. Gorman. Barton W. Sc:ondary Education: Thr My It gehool A mcrico Ycedx.
N.Y.: Random House. February 1971. 3S9 pp, $7.50.

"Presents a blueprint for restruchning Wm high school) to increase
student participation. L:cluded are procedures for evaluating curricular
objectives aml discussion of such innovations as advanced placement
classes. television teaching, teaching machines, and team teaehing."
(advt.)
849. Goulet, Richard R. (ed.). Educational Change: The Reality and the Promise.
A Report on the National Seminars on Innovation, Honolulu, 1067. N.Y.
Cit tion Press. :rune 1968. 286 pp.

21 articles in live categories: Into the Future with Our Changing

Schools; Education and Societal Needs; Systematic and Effective Innovation ; Creative Direetions for Innovation by Governments. Universities,
and industry : laid State of Tnehmtiogy in Education and Its Further
Development and Implementation.
850. Guthrie, Janie!: W. and E. Wynne. :Yew ,11od'?. for .-Darrican Education.
Englewood
Prentiee-1
.Tune 1971. $7.95 ; $4.95 pa per.
851. 11( Crockett. Samuel. Quackery in 11w Chtssromn. N.Y. ; Commentary Reports (105 E. 511t1i St.), 1970. $.75.

"A critical analysis of today's fashionable edam tional theodsts. The

Report. exposes the weaknesses in the current demands for radical school
reform. I neludes Study Guide." (advt.)
852. Belinda. Hobert. lf Teachem Were Free. N.Y.: Delta paperback, 1971.

"Dims earricalum prevent learning? What would haptten if sdiools
really tried to individualize instmetion? If lye do not know what the
future holds. how can we deterliiille 11011' our schools should prelm re youngsters for that future? These and other crucial questions are examined in

this hat tortant book whiell offers pr(qmsals thn t hall! prontund, revolutionary implications not just for education, but for American smiety as
a whole." (advt.)
853. Itiekover. Admiral IT. G. T.:di/NM/at end Prcrdont. Foreword by Eaward
Marrow. N.Y. Dation. 1959. $3.10 ; $1.45 paper.
85-1. Rid:over, Afintind Ii. U. incrican Education-A Xa linnal Pa II ure: Tlw
Problem. of Onr srhooln and
I mtton, 1063. $2.25 paper.

What lre

Can /warn. From. England. N.Y.

Colwerned with tile quality of A merienn education in general and the

lark of emphasis on developing the capacities of the able.
S55. Samson. Seymour 11. The Culture of the Srhool Mt the Problem. of Change.
Boston : Allyn and Bacon. Mareli 1971. 2-16 pp. $8.95 ; paper $3.95.

The director of the Yale Psycho-Educational Clink qaestions why

changes have been so difficult. to aecomplish and suggests that we have
been lookii,g at trees instead of forests, at individuals instead of "cm-

logien I systems."

856. Sherrill's. Alex C. aml Kenneth E. Clark. Mow Relevant fa Educatfon fl
A merlea Today? Washington : American Enterprise Institute for Public
Policy Research (1200 171 h St.), 1971. $5.75.

Part, of the Rational Debate Seminars, containing views of the two
spokesmen, their rebuttals, and their discussions with a seminar of
informed experts. !minding the press.

857. Spock, Benjamin, M.D. Dc,rni and Indecent: Our Personal and Political
Beltarfor. New York : McCall, 1909. 210 pp. $5.95.
The final section, "Education for What?" (pp. 187-210) discusses

Primitive Parental Edneation. Tlie Drift to Pedantry, etc.
858. Troll*, William Clark. Paths to 7dursti9nal Reform. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Educational Technology Publications, 1971. $7.95.
A professor emeritus of education and psychology covers present and
future educational reform at all
859. Woes. W. R. Nobody Can, Teach. Anyone Anything. New York ; Doubleday,
March 1971. $5.05.

800. U.S. Congress. House Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcommittee on Education. Yards of Efrmentary and Secondary NduratiOn
for the Seventies. Hen rings. Washington ; USOPO, Committee Print,
1970. Part 1, pp. 1-604 ; Part 2, pp. 005-1130.

Hearings held in late 1960. Part 1 not seen; Part 2 contains dialogues
on practically every topic between the Subcommittee members and John
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Bremer. Paul Goodman. John Holt, Peter Se brag. aerris Leonard, Sir
amps Pitman, John W. Min, 'etc., in addition to assorted statements,

letters, and supplementary materials. Also see item 247, n 982-page "compendium of policy papers."
( Currienlum )

801. Bnrns, Rieharei W. an(l Gary I). Brooks (e(ls.). Curriculum Ihmign in a

Changing Society. Englewood Cliffs : Eduentional Teehnology Pubileations
(140 Sylvan Ave.), 1970. $8.05'.

2.1 artieles. Including "Cultural Change and the Curriculunt:
10702000 A.D.". "The Need for Curriculum Reform," "Student Unrest and
the Curriculum." Me.
802. Terry, Mark. Teaching for Surrira I: A Handbook for Plurirnonirntat Education. New York : A Friends of the Earth/Ballantine Book, January 1971.

213 pp. $1.25. paper. Bib., pp. 195-213.

A situply-written hook aimed priuntrily at teachers and administrators,
with the intention of counteracting the trnditimml a ssumptlims of our
educatlotml system which have led to the destruction of our natural
environment (e.g., dams are goo(l , stn lid H VII of living is Intsed on Meow,
etc.). Terry views all educntion as environment educntion. and goes on
to descrilW the elassroont. the school. ond the distriet as environments.
and to suggest how envirommtni concepts tnnt be related to 37 different
subject matter areas, e.g.. driver education as 1111 opportunity for initiating units of walker ethteation, history as an opportunity for eduenthig
Montt poimin Hon. A few fresh Wens here. os well as a worthwhile
annotated bibliography of about 100 books and reference sources.
803. "Internatimmi Education for Spaceship Earth." New Dimensions. Booklets on the Socinl Studies and World Affairs. No. 4. New York : Foreign
Polley Association (345 E. 40111 St., New York, N.Y. 10017), 1970. 84 pp.

.Free.

A fascinating booklet directed to social studies tenchers, hosed on an
extonsive study comineted by the EPA (see below). Disensses curriculum projects, innovations in Welting methods. resourees 0Ir teachers
(end of chapter citations total abmIt 120 items. in a(1ditilm to n listing
of about 50 resource organizations). internationalising the current curHenhun, and developing global units for elementary and secfmdary
schools. Esi)ecially see Cimpter 2. "Educntionnl Nev.& for Simmship
Earth" (pp. 8-17). which itemizes goals for international ednention. "not
utopian in the old world-federation Sense . . . not to foster a sense of
world citizenship that competes with the nation-state for the individuars
loyality, lout to develop citizens who are eapable of seeing flint the
nation is not the only basis of orgnnizing to carry ont the functions of
society .. . learning to look at. the world as a single system may he essential if we're ever going to find solutions." (pp. 10-12 I Recommended.
804. Becker. James M. et. al. An Examination of Objectives, Needs and Prioritee
in International _Education in (1.S. Secondary and
Elementary Sehonls.
Conducted by the Foreign Policy Association for the U.S. Office of
Education. Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service (NCR.
4930 Fairmount Ave.), 1961) (?). $24.00 hard copy ; $2.00 microfiche
(code No. ED-031-012).

( Governa nee)

805. Meranto, Philip. School Politics in the Metropolis. Columbus. Ohio; Charles
B. Merrill Publishing Co., 1970. 170 pp. $2.95 paper.
"Explains why school conflict has become so prevalent and suggests the
implications for future school governance in the urban north." (advt.)
800. Bowers. C. A., Doris Dyke, and Ian Housego (eds.). Education and Social
Policy: Local Control of Education. Random House Studies in Education.
N.Y.; Ha ndoln House 1970. 224 pp. $3.50 paper.
807. The Danforth Foundation and The Ford Foundation. The School and The
Democratic Environment. N.Y.: Columbia University Press, 1970. 115 pp.,
paper.

Papers and other materials drawn from an April 1909 conference in
Washington, D.C. Including essays by Ramsay Cinrk, Robert Finch, Alan

F. Westin, ;fames M. Becker, etc.
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808. Birmingham, Joint (ed.). Oar Time is Now: Notes from the High School
Underground. N.Y.: Praeger, 1970. 202 pp. $5.95.
Edited hy a recent high school graduate, this volume presents a wide
array of underground writings, much of it aimed at humanizing high
schools.
869. Postman, Neil and Charles Weingartner. The Soft Revolution,: A Student
Handbook for Turning Schools Around. N.Y.: Delacorte, 1971. 183 pp,
$4.95 ; $1.05 Delta paper.
"The students are the schools. Students have begun to realize it and to
take action to make schools more responsive to their needs. When they
succeed, a soft revolution hus happened. The ways it can happen are
presented herein a handbook of strategies for students from 15 to 21;
who want change without violence, who want to turn. high. schools and
colleges around without destroying either society or themselves. The
authors offer models, advice, maxims, jokes and a variety of other deviees
that students ean use right now to hasten educational change, and they
describe positive actions that students have already taken to achieve it."
(advt.)

(Urban Education)
870. Eddy Elizabeth M. Walk the White Line: A Profile of Urban Education.
Garden City : Doubleday Anchor, 1007. 187 pp. $1.25.
An educational sociologist discusses the social setting of the poor and
the emisequences of elementary and junior high schools for the urban
child in the slum neighborhood.

871. Cuban. Larry. To Make a Difference: Teaching in the Inner City. N.Y.:
Free Press, 1970. 201 pp.

An experienced teacher describes how things could be, largely based on
two premises :

"First: Teachers, regardless of race, who combine intelligence, flexibility, creativity, and concern with a broad knowledge of their students,
are involved with them, and are free from arbitrary restraints imposed
by the school system. can make a difference with low-income youngsters.

"Second: The conventional role of the teacherLe., subject specialist
teaching five classes a day, or a full day at the elementary level. with
extra-currieular activity in addition to all the clerical trivia that Imrden
teaching in an inner-city schomis both anachronistic and self-defeating."
( pp. 241-242 )
872. Committee for Economic Development. EducatIon for the Urban Disadvantaged: Prom Preschool tn Employment, N.Y.: CED (477 Madison Ave.,
New York. N.Y. 10022), March 1971. 90 pp. $1.50.

"A comprehensive review of the current state of education for disadvantaged minorities. Thin Statement on National Polley sets forth philosophical and operational guidelines for the successful functioning of the
urimn schools." (advt.)

813. MeMurrin, Sterling M. (ed.). Functional Education. for Disadvantaged.
Youth.. Published for the Committee for Economic Development. Heath
Lexington, Mareh 1971. 128 pp.

pm) ; $3.00 paper.

Four papers by Ralph W. Tyler, Garth L. Mangum, Howard A. Matthews. and Seymour L. Wolfbein exploring ways In which schools can tie
education with jobs to insure productive and satisfying employment.
874. MeMurrin, Sterling M. (NI.). Resources for Urban Schools: Better Use and
Baloney. Published for the Committee for Economic Development. Health
Lexington, April 1971. $10.00: $3.50 paper.
Five papers suggesting sweeping reforms of taxation policy, now insti-

tutions for training teachers. an emphasis on "outputs" rather than "inputs." and innovative approaches to sehool design and land use.

875. McMnrrin. Sterling M. (ed.). The Conditions for Educational Equality.

Published for the.Committee for Economic Developnamt. Heath Lexington. May 1971. $10.00; $4.00 paper.
Six papers on increasing educational equality
general. ,ind on the
urban poor and the, Spanish-speaking minoritiesinof
the ..ithwest in
particular.
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( Fuellities and Technology)
870. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Education, Parks: Appraisals of Phlox to

Inspeore Educationist Quality awl Deuellrepate the Sehoolii. Cleo ringhonse
1'111)1h:talon No. 0. Wnshington : USGPO. Getober 11.16T. 104 pp. $.35.

Six provoentive !tapers by John II. Fischer, John I. Goodlad. Fralwis
Keppel, Dan C. Lortle, Nell V. Sullivan, and Pant Davidoff, plus
11

briefly annotated bibliography of 1 0 items.
877. Doyle, Frank .1. and Daniel Z. Goodwill.
Exploration of I he Future in
Educational Trehnology. Montreal : Bell Canaan ( c/o 10-1. Doyle. Business
Planning, Bolan 1 105. 020 Belmont St.) , January 1 071. 70 pp. Prey.

A Delphi shnly utilizing 31 Canadian a ml 7 Amerienn panelists, :Ind
ngreeing on the following naljor trends : a pP1'i0d of stendy elm nge lii
minca Hon over the next 25 years. extensive development and widespread

adaptation of eduentional tvelniology during the lute seventies and
eighties. and n. cluulge Ill 800(1111 vailIPS toward "a society more open to
innovation, more insistent upon involvement mai purl ielpntion. and more
oriented to the individual." Speeifle areas examined InellIde C011111111PriZM

iiimlry systems nod data lamks. the ndoption of CAI and A-V retrieval
systems, the generic types of commmilentions systems. the future role
of the teneher, and education In the 11011W.

The study eonelndes with n seenario of Mallen( ion 1990 involving halmlantion Retrievnl Television systems employed in most schools. Computer
Assisted Instruction systems at ail levels. and n reduced mle of the selotol
due th supplementntion by eommunity resources nnd more sophisticnted
conummientions in the home. "By 1983 n significant number of homes

will be equipped with home terminals eapnide of utilizing IRTV. CAI,
and computeriml librnry systems. By 1 988 more than hnlf of all households will employ these serviees. As 11 result significant mullbers of postsecond:try students will spend more time working at. home 111011e or in
small gl'ollps by 1980. Secondary students will follow by 1983 and primary
students by 2000." (p. (i5)
The pervasive optimism of this report, might he questioned, however.
The adaptation of this technology may nt best be mleven (thereby aggravating problems of equal opportunity), and tile consequences may. not nil

be positive (a ('onsideration ignored by the pule!. See item 823 for
questions that the panel $hould Imre considered.). Nevertheless, tills
exereise Is provocative. Recommended.

(Personnel)
878. U.S. Office of Education. 7'1i o Education Professions, 196.9-70, Washington:
USGPO (Stock No. 1780-0722). 1070. 84 PP. $1.00.

"This report is concerned with tile problem of educating stmlents front
low-ineome families and with the attempt to sharpen understanding of

tile issues involved." (GPO brochure.)
870. U.S. Department of ITeflitil, Education. nnd Welfare. Nem Careers for the
Subprofessional. Washington : USOPO (Stock No. 1780-0714), 1970. 23 pp.
$.30.

"Presents tile results of a conference held in July 1909 to explore tile

expanding role of subprofessionals, the research nml development. needed
to provide career ladder models and npproprinte training programs. nfal
ways to increase and improve tile employment of suhprofessionals ill three
human service fieldshealth. education. nnd welfare." (GPO brochure. )
880. Brenton, M. What's Happened to Teacher. N.Y. : Avon. April 1071. $.95, paper.

(Finance)
881. "Establishing tile President's Commission on School Finance." Washington
Tile White House (Executive Order). March 3. 1970. 3 pp. (Further information from Mr. Norman Mush, Tile Commission, 1010 lOtil St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C.)
Interim reports will he mmle ns appropriate, with the final report. appearing not inter thnn March 1972. 17 issues will be studied, such as the role of
each level of government, nonpublic schools, tax structures, defining equal
educational opportunity, measuring outputs. improving quality nnd efficiency, inner city schools, enrollment and financial projections for the,
MO's, and data needs.
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(Miscellaneous)

882. Johnson, Henry S. and William J. Hernandez (eds.). Educating the Mexican
American. Valley Forge, Pa.: Judson Press, 1971 ( ?). $0.95.
"Culturally different but not deprived, the Mexican Americans are
becoming frustrated and angered by the lack of bilingual and bi-cultural
programs
In 34 articles, leading Mexican American educators diagnose
immediate concerns and propose new research-based programs." (advt.)
C. MODER EDUCATION

(General)

883. Aiken, Henry David. The Predicament of the University. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1971 ( ?). 416 pp. $11.95.

-Large American universities in recent years have become a knowledge
halustry, part of a milltary-industrial-governmental-educational complex.
III an eloquent plea to stop this trend, the author argues the case for liberal
education us contrasted with narrow professional training, and urges that
value as well as fact be stressed at all levels of learning." (advt.)
884. Dressel, Paul 14., F. Craig Johnson, and Philip M. Marcus. The Confidence
Crisis: An Analysis of University Dcp«rments. San Francisco : JosseyBass, 1970. 268 pp. $8.75.

Analyzes internal structure and articulation with faculties, universities,
and disciplines, concluding that departments are out of control.
F,f.45. Francis, Roy G. Crumbli»g Walls. Cambridge, Muss.: Sehenknian Publishing Co., 1971. $4.50.

A sociologist's suggestions for solving the various problems of American
higher edueation.
886. Funiss, W. Todd (ed.). Higher Education for Everybody': Issues and Implications. \Vashington : Ameriean Council on Education, 1971. $7.00.
Papers commissioned for the 1970 ACE annual meeting.
887. Harcieroad, Fred: F. (ed.). Isaacs of the Seventies: The Future of Higher
Educat ion. San Francisco : Jossey-Bass, 1970. 192 pp. $7.75.

Nevitt Sanford, Max Lerner, Ralph W. Tyler, etc., discuss society's

concerns, student needs, and institutional response.
888. Kertesz, S. D. (ed.). The Task of Universities in a Changing World. South
Bend, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, April 1071. $15.00.
889. Mayhew, Lewis B. Colleges Today and Tomorrow. San Francisco : JosseyBass, 1969. 255 pp. $7.75.

A thorough overview of the problems of higher education and various
proposals for reform. The first four parts deal with The Social Context,
Student Response, Institutional Reiorm, and Issues in Instruction. The
final part (pp. 217-242) cautiously extrapolates trends in "six domains
about which safe predictions are possible." In structure and organization.
supra-institutional boards of coutrol will increasingly be utilized by states,
and federal cabinet rank for education should be a reality by 1980. For
programs and curricula, graduate work will expand (especially in education), but no emerging pattern can be seen for undergraduate education.
'The student role in governance "is not likely to be greater than it presently

is'' because "there is little evidence that the vast maority of students
want or would accept responsibility." (pp. 225-226) More deficit. finaneing

is expected, and "the most likely massive form of federal' aid will be
some form of direct assistance to students." The market for colleov teachers is expected to remain reasonably tight through 1980. "The sixth domain is tlmt of teaching and it is in this area that utopian thinking seems

farthest from emerging reality:" that is, new technologies will still be

considered experimental in 1080. Recommended.

800. Burn, Barbara B. Higher Education in Nine Countries. Prepared for the
1971. 400 pp. $7.95.

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. N.Y.:. McGraw-Hill, March
"Provides an abundance of data on such matters as institutional structure, organization, and governance ; student organizations; enrollment
trends ; and prospects for future developments. Covers France, Great Britain, Canada, Australia, Wrest Germany, Japan, Sweden, and the U.S.S.R.
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A chapter on higher education in an economically less well developed
nation. India. is contributed by Philip G. Altbaeh. Clark Kerr contributed
elmpter On evaluation of national systems of higher education." (advt.)

891. Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario, Subcommittee of Presidents of Universities of Ontario. Towards Two Thousand: Post Second-

ary Educatim For Post Imlustrial Ontario. Toronto: Prentice-Hall, April
1971.

A sub-committee report to the Wright Commission (item 380).

892. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Innovation in
Higher Education: Reform, in, Yugoslavia. Report Prepared by the Institute for Social Research, University of Zagreb. Paris: OECD, November
1970. 189 pp. $4.25.

( Governa nee)

893. American Council .)n Education, Special Committee on Campus Tensions.
Campus Tensions: Analysis and Recommendations. Washington : ACE,
1970. 61 pp.

Chaired by Sol M. Linowitz, the Committee points out that campus dis-

orders could be eased by involving all members of the acadendc community in decision-making. holding them accountable for their actions,

and improving communications among them.
894. McConnell, T. R. The Redistribution of Power In Higher Education.: Changing Patterns of Internal Governance. Berkeley : Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education. 1971. $2.0().
895. Bander, Edward J. (ed.). T urmoil on the Campus. N.Y.: H. W. Wilson Co.,
1971. $4S10.

"Articles on campus unrest, discussing its causes, the role of the uni-

versity. black studies, the over-3() view, and law and order." (Chronicle of
Higher Education)
896. Califano. Joseph A.. Jr. The Stmlent Revolution: A Global Confrontation.
N.Y.:W. W. Norton, 1970. 96 pP. 81.50 paper.

An excellent and quite readable overview essay by the former Special
Assistant to President Johnson. Califon() traveled to ten nations, contrasting the differences between students in pre-industrial and post-

industrial nations. the common elements of student unrest abroad. and the
relevance to America. Altlmugh student unrest in Europe and .Tapan is not
associated with blackwhite tensions. drug problems, draft threats, or the
tendency of adults to see unrest in terms of an international conspiracy,
Califano nevertheless sees a profound crisis of belief among the students
of all post-industrial nations, and makes recommemlations for a greater
measure of control for students over their lives. more attention imid to
r4tudents by political parties, and meeting the problem of a college degree
as an increasingly necessary prerequisite "for almost any kind of employment, short of digging a .ditch" (which leads to an overcrow(ling of major

universities and a proliferation of second and third rate universities).

"There is no reason why lmsiness and government (in its role as employer)
should not take a look at the thousands of jobs for which they now require
a college degree and establish more realistic qualifications related to the
job." (p. 81) This recommendation from a non-academic is strikingly singular, in contrast to the humlreds of academics advocating higher education
for all ( and thus expanded demand for their services). Recommended.
897. Flacks, Richard, -Young Intelligentsia in Revolt," Trans-action, 7 :8, June

1970, pp. 47-55. Also to appear in Rod Aya and Norman Miller (eds.)

America,: System and Revolutton.N.Y.: Free Press,1971.
An overview of the rise of the student movement in the U.S. and other

industrial societies by a seasoned participant/observer. "The future of
the New Left depends now ,on its ability to break out of its isolation
and to persuade the majority of Americans 0104110r interests depend
on the dismantling of bnperialism and the replacement of capitalism
with a fully democratized social order." (p. 54) Possibilities of the New
Left transcending its present. age and class base are subsequently
explored.

:898. Cocklmrn, Alexander and Robin Blackburn (eds.). Student Power: Problems, Diagnosis, Action. Baltimore: Penguin Books (in association with
New Left Review), 1969. 378 pp. 81.25.
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Eleven articles by largely British student radicals, arranged in the following categories : the gathering storm, the condition of higher education,
the failure of student institutions, the repressive culture, and international
experience.

899. Nagel, Julian (ed.). Student Power. London: Merlin Press. 1909. 235 pp.
Eleven essays on movements in Italy, France, West Germany, and the
PA, and the prospects of a world cultural revolution.
900. Reid, Tint and Julyan (eds.). Student Power and The Canadian Campus.
Toronto : Peter Martin Associates, Ltd., 1970. 226 pp. $2.95.

An assortment of documents, newspaper reports and articles on Canadian school and university disruption.

901. Upset, Seymour Martin and G. M. Schaflander.
Tlw Past, Present, and Future

of

They'd Rather Be Left:

Student Activism in Americo. Boston :

Boston : Little, Brown & Co.. May 1971. $5.95.

902. Hook, Sidney. Acadomic Freedom and Academic

Anarchy. N.Y.: Cowles.

1970; Delta paperbacks, 1971. $2.45.

Analyzes the confrontations at Berkeley, Columbia. Colorado. NYU. and

elsewhere, and advances the claim that when students use violence and

"non-negotiable demands" to influence the system. they place all of
academie freedom in jeopardy. "A much needed corrective for the flood

of apologist-for-youth literature that characterized the first five postBerkeley years." (Saturday Rev(ew, cited in advt.)

903. Toole, K. Ross. The Time has Conte to say the Thinos that Nmd In lie SaH
about Camp118 Violence, the Tyranny of a Minority, the Crusade of the
Spoiled Children, the Parental Abdication of Respo»sibility. and the Lad:
of Courage, Integrity, and lVisdom on. the Part of our Educatiolutl Leader&N.Y.:Wm. Morrow, 1971. $4.95.

Ample annotation is obviously provided for in the title of this personal

statement by a conservative professor of history at the University of
Montana.

904. Geier. Woodrow A. (ed.). Campus Unrest ond the Church Related College.
Nashville : United Methodist Board of Education (P.O. Box 871), 1971.
(General Curriculum)
905. Wilson. L. C. Open Access Curriculum. Boston : Allyn and Bacon, March
1971. $8.95.

906. Harvey. James. Reforming Undergraduate Curriculum: Problems and. Proposals. Washington : ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education (One Dupont Circle, Suite 630), Report 4, 1971. Free.

"Reviews curricular reform problems and outlines current proposals
and curricula in operation on several campuses." (Chronicle of Higher
Education)

907. Taylor, Alastair M.. "Education mul the Search for Order: 'Integrated'

visa-vis 'Integrative' Approaches to Education," Main Currents in Modern Thought. 27:4. March-April 1971, pp. 125-131.
Argues that educators must attack the root causes of educational deficiencies at the conceptual level. for "if the basic postulates upon which
the disciplines function have already become conceptually outmoded to
meet tomorrow's societal requirements. the forced integration of largely
irrelevant concepts in the name of 'inter-disciplinary' linkages could actually prove counter-productive." (p. 127) Taylor forecasts that "the last
third of this century, marked by an accelerating impetus towards new.
universalizing levels of Ideation. organization. and behavior, may well
appear in perspective as a period of conceptual convergence." (p. 130)
The Center for Integrative Education (12 Church St., New Rochelle.
N.Y. 10805), the publisher of Main Currents, has been promoting this
"Conceptual convergence" for several decades, apparently with little suc-

cess. Taylor's forecast is therefore an important prescription for the
future, but. sadly, it appears improbable as a description of what will
happen.

(Disciplines and Professions)
908. Bell, Wendell and James Man (eds.). The Sociology of the Future. N.Y.:
Russell Sage Foundation, May 1971. $12.50.
72-703-72
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909. Sunderland, John, "Ph.D. Programs in Policy Sciences : Who, When, Where,
What, and Why?", Policy &Nelms, 1:1970, pp. 469-482.
A rambling overview touching on a variety of considgrations (in con-

trast to Dror's "model program"item 514). "The development of policy
sciences doctorate programs is a key element in the transition of policy
sciences from a multi-disciplinary stage to an interdisciplinary stage."

(p. 482) Sunderland advocates programs that are experimental and

flexible, where the primary aim is the intellectual and personal develop.
ment of the students. The program should attract a diverse student body,
representing parameters such as hard-soft, conservative-liberal-radical,
conventional-unconventional, and varying degrees of non-academic experiences. Also discusses attrition, evaluation, degree requirements, student support, curriculum, and various education-research formats.
(Graduate Educt;tion)
910. Cartter, Allen M., -Scientific Manpower for 1970-1985," Science, 112:
April 0,1971, pp. 132-140.

Cartter has been forecasting manpower requirements for some time,

and -Since 1004, having heen . . . puzzled by the academic community's unwillingness to view objectively either the present or the future, I have been
a somewhat lonely voice trying to convince our university colleagues that
most academic fields would have an oversupply of Ph. D.'s beginning about
1970." (p. 132) He is being listened to now.

But Cartter stresses that the current problems are not simply a temporary cutback in federal funds, but that "we, have created a graduate
education and research establishment in American universities that is
about 30 to 50 percent larger limn we shall effectively use in the 197rs
and early 10S0's." (p. 132) The price or this surplus i not only the direcr
social cost of about $50,000 per Ph.D. as well as the investment in those

who did not complete the degree program, -but the human cost in un-

fulfilled expectations and discouragement may be even more important."
(p. 138)
As s:eps toward a more informed manpower policy. Cartter applauds
the commis4ions that have been formed in various professional associations, and advocates reduction of the retirement age, careful reevaluation by state bodies of the graduate programs in newer public institntions (where most of the expansion is taking place), and minimum suppon: leve's guaranteed by the federal government for the strongest 15400
nmtioimml universitie,l," or the 50-75 major departments in each discipline.

Withont such support, the most prestigious departments will continue to
suffer the most. -This disastrous national policy must be reversed if the
cure is not to be trn times worse than the disease." (p. 139)
Although the analysis is well-done within its chosen scope, the scope
only considers tradiaonal age-graded education and the existing hard
science disciplines. Might there be a different picture if the reeducation
and continuing education needs of the entire population were considered,
in addition to transdisciplinary problem-solving brainpower needs in ecology, urban studies, oceanography, policy sciences, etc.? Recommended.
(Distinctive Institutional Types)
911. Jerome, Judson. Culture Out of Anarchy: The Reconstruction of American
Higher Learning.N.Y.: Herder and Herder, 1970. 330 pp. $9.50
Discusses where most colleges are at present and shouldn't be, where
a few colleges are at present and where all should be, and what all colleges should do in the "reconstruction" ahead.

In the second section entitled "Thresholds of Change," Jerome de-

scribes a variety of institutions on a continuum from "institutions of free
learning (Rochdale, Bensalem, College of the Potomac) to "experiments in

prescription" (Friends World College and SUNY at Ol(1 Westbury).
Antioch Columbia (a branch of Antioch in the New Town of Columbia,

Md.) is described as a pluralistic response to these two extremes. The final
section discusses 'Tomorrow's Schools."

912. Keeton, Morris. Models and Mavericks: A Profile of Private Liberal Arts
Colleges. Prepared for the Carnegie CoMmission on Higher Education.
New York : McGraw-Hill, June 1971, 192 pp. $5.95.
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-A descriptive and statistical profile focusing on the private inde-

pendent colleges and the Protestant-controlled colleges, this book offers
recommendations on how these institutions might better serve society."
(advt.)
913. Thackrey, R. I. The Future of the State University. Urbana : University
of Illinois Press, May 1971. $6.05.
914. Bowles. Frank and Frank DeCosta. Between T iro Worlds: A Profile of Negro
Education. Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.
: McGraw-Hill, May 1971. 340 pp. $7.95.
"More than 100 Negro colleges were founded in the U.S. after the Civil

War to till the needs of black men and women in a strictly segregated

society. The new problems confronting these colleges and their hopes for
the future are vividly described in five eontemporary institutional profiles." (advt.)
915. "The New School of Education. Cuiversity of Massachusetts," Trend: .4
Journal of Educational Thought anti Action, V :3. Spring 1969. 72 PP.
(Copies are possibly available for $1.00 from Cooperative School Service
Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Muss. 01002)
A pot-pourri of articles describing the present and proposed activities
of what may, by some. be seen as "The Education School of the Future."
Headed by Dean Dwight W. Allen, there are no departments, and the
curriculum is not fixed. Rather, there is a fluctuating mixture of Centers

and Programs. and the catalog of course offerings reads "To Be Announced."
(Facilities and Technology)
916. Doxiadis Associates. Inc. Campus Planning in an Urban Arca: A Master
Plan. for Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. N.Y.: Praeger, July 1971. $17.50.
917. Ely. Donald P. The Most Important Number is One: The Potential of Individualized Instruction in Higher Education. The J. Richard Street Lecture, 1970. Syracuse: Syracuse University Division of the Summer Sessions, 1970. 28 pp. $1.00.
Discusses instructional technology, student generated ohjectives. and
Professor generated objectives.
(Finance)
918. Shulman. Carol. Financing Higher Education.. Washington : ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education (One Dupont Circle, Suite 630). Report 3, 1971.
Free.

"Considers debates and proposals about financing higher education on
the federal, state, and institutional levels." (Chronicle
of Higher Edu-

cation)

919. Commission for Independent Colleges and Universities of Pennsylvania.
Study of time Financial Condition of Independent Higher Education in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Harrisburg : CICU (607 Executive
House, 101 S. Second St.), 1971.

Combining data from 68 private institutions in the state (or 90% of
the possible universe), the Conunission concludes that a "rapidly progressive financial deterioration has set in." threatening some institutions with total disaster. The decreased level of federal support and the
depressed economic situation are only accelerating the problems created
by rapid expansion, efforts to raise quality, and heavy student aid inputs. CICU advocates a strategy of retrenchment on all fronts, in addition
to finding new revenue sources.
920. Falk, Charles. Impact of Changes in Federal Science Funding Patterns on
Academic Institutions. Washington: National Science Foundation, 1971.

$.75. (USGPO)
Surveys, taken in 1969 and 1970, of 104 public and private institutions
that have doctoral programs in science. It was found, not surprisingly,
that public institutions are somewhat better off than private institiutions ;
for example, 28% of the private se:tools, as compared to 9% of the public
ones. 1:eported overall spending cutbacks in academic science in 1970.
921. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. The Capitol and the Campus:
State Responsibility for .Postsecondary Education. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill,
Apri11971. 144 pp. $2.95.
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Although the Commission has called for an enlarged federal role in
higher education for specialized purposes, this Special Report advocates
Preserving and improving the state systems, with regional cooperation
whenever appropriate. Some of the recommendations include a broadened
scope of state responsibility, so that the whole range of post-secondm
education is encompassed, providing universal access to this system, limiting the powers of governors and state regulatory agencies over higher
education, establishing a special commission on institutional independence
within the American Council on Education, some state support of private
colleges and universities, state subsidy of tuition costs for underprivileged
students, easing restrictive policies on non-resident students, and abolishing residency requirements for graduate students.
D. OTHER EDUCATING INSTITUTIONS

(Pre-School)

922. Reif. Rita, "Remember When Crib Was a Place to Sleep?". New York
Times, April 8, 1971, P. 49.

Although only a short feature article, a fundamental consideration is
raised insofar as "Alternative Futures for Learning" among toddlers. It
is increasingly recognized that early learning is important, and in response to this finding, the article briefly describes a demonstration of
six new cribs, corrals (playpens) and play tables made by Edcom Systems, Inc. The new concept is to build a variety of educational toys into
the crib : blocks to swivel, pegs to whirl, mirrors, a fish tank, plastic beads,

balls, and a tape recorder that plays 15 seconds of music that the child
can stop and reactivatetherefore learning to control his environment.
"The three decker hexagonal 'cognition' crib is $325 plus accessories."
Also see "A Room System for Playing, Learning and Living" (New

York Times, December 14, 1970, p. 02) which offers the same concept for
the post-playpen set. For $395, Children's Motivational Environments provides a basic system of furniture (working on a system of dowels, blocks,

and panels) that can be taken apart and put together againa room-size

three-dimensional puzzle with an infinite number of solutions. Similar to
the extras on the family automobile, one can also add on multi-use toys
and play equipment, pillows that also serve as hand puppets, vinyl bean-

bag seating in the shape of aninmls, and printed cloth tie-on panels.
"Among the sophisticated concepts projected for the future are a lowvoltage electrical system, pulley arrangements made with Poppit-type

beads, an air compressor with which to build wind tunnels or wind-driven
instruments, a photo-optical kit that will work on the principle of breaking
a light beam, a cam kit and a gear systemall of which . . . (are seen
as) being used with the basic room system."

Here we can begin to see the weaning of technological man. These
promises for the future are also important examples of how the children
a the affluent have a genuine "head start" over the children of the poor.
sfter a child has experienced learning systems such as this, how
can be (or his parents) be content with traditional schools?

(Adult and Continuing Education)
923. Commission on Non-Traditional Study. (Press Release). N.Y.: The Commission (888 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019), March 31, 1971. 5 PP.
Mimeo.

The Commission, established by the College Entrance Examination
Board and the Educatimatl Testing Service, and chaired by Samuel B.
Gould, hopes to provide a national perspective on developments such as
off-campus study, credit by examination and external degree programs,
in order to stimulate more flexibility and diversity in higher education.
Recommendations will be made "during the next two years."
924. CoMer, Barnard Law, "Brain Power : The Case for Bio-Feedback Training," Saturday Review, April 10, 1971, pp. 10-13, 58.

"Alternative Futures for Learning" should rightfully consider possibilities for radically new areas of human learning. Bio-feedback training is such an area, and, for want of a better category, has been classified
here under "Adult and Continuing Education."
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Collier reports that "A steady flow of new scientific findings indicates
that, with the aid of the teaching technique called bio-feedback training,
man can learn to control willfully his body and his state of consciousness
to a degree that has been traditionally dismissed Western cultures as
mere trickery . . ." (p. 10) Specifically, there are in
possibilities of control
over the electrical activity of the brain, blood pressure, heart beat, contractions of the intestinal tract, and the emotions, with the benefits of
visceral learning as an alternative to drugs, enabling healthy persons to
cope better with their world, and wen willing themselves into various
states of consciousness. However, much of the data to date hz,. been
limited to animal experiments, and Collier warns about the propensity

for exaggeration about progress in this area.
925. MacKenzie, Ossian and Edward L. Christensen (eds.). The Changing World
of Correspondence Study: International Readings. University Park, Pa. :
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1971. $12.50.
926. Schaefer, C. J. and J. J. Kaufman. New Directions for Vocational Education. Lexington, Mass. : D. C. Heath, February 1971. $15.00.

927. Belitsky, A. Harvey. Private Vocational Sohools and Their Students:
Limited Objectives, Unlimited Opportunities. Cambridge: Schenkman,

1969. pp. 186. $7.f.
Concludes with ten major recommendations, including more joint ven-

tures with local school systems, greater attention to those who are miscounseled, grants for disadvantaged persons enrolling in private vocational schools, etc.
(Religious Education)
928. Greely, Andrew M., "Catholic Education : Predictions, Predilections,
Hunches and Educated Guesses About the Next Ten Years," America,
113 :16, April 17, 1965, pp. 522-52S.

E. PLANNING AND PLANS

(Forecasting Methodology)
929. Armytage, W.H.G. Yesterday's Tomorrows: .4. Historical Survey of Future
Societies. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1968. 288 pp.
"The rise of . . . 'conflict models' of prediction out of what might other-

wise be regarded as a welter of futuristic fantasies is the theme of this
book. It tries to 43how how, out of the long process of preparatory daydreams, imagined encounters, wish-fulfillments, and compensatory projections, a constructive debate about tomorrow is emerging, providing us
with operational models about what tomorrow could, or should be. This
debate (dialogue is perhaps the more fashionable term) is increasingly
becoming part of the modern self whereby man is enabled to maintain his
equilibrium." (p. x) An excellent survey not only of Utopian literature,
but of modern scientific efforts. Although no attempt is made at an orderly bibliographic presentation, about 500 titles are mentioned in the
notes (pp. 222-265), and several hundred additional titles are sprinkled
throughout the text. Recommended. (For chronological listing of about
550 utopian writings, see Miriam Strauss Weiss, A Lively Corpse. Cranbury, N.J.: A. S. Barnes, 1969)

1930. Stulman, Julius. Climbing to Mankind Solutions. N.Y.: World Institute
Council (777 UN Plaza), Fields Within Fields . . . Within Fields, 1:3
1968. 120 pp. $1.00.
A one-man periodical promulgating glObalism and the
of
knowledge. A pot-pourri of imaginative ideas, including integration
proposals for
an Executive Brain Center, Cargo City (a city within a city
distribution), and Urban Distribution Satellites. The hospitaltoofenhance
the future is advocated as a brain center rather than a bed
and "the
medical student should be goal-oriented with the attitudecenter,
everything
he has been taught is to be considered already antiquatedthat
by
the
time he
receives it." (p. 93)
"Only through a totally new method of approach such as that offered
by the World Institute which maximizes man's knowledge in a constant
flow, cross-catalytically across all the disciplines, breaking it down
nearly to underlying principles, and new common denominators, more
ultI-
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mately we believe to pulsing fields, in systems, in the 'methodology of
pattern,' can he hope to cope adequately with his problems." (p. 17)
Also see an inspiring anthology edited by Stulman, Man's Emergent'
Evaluation (Fields Within Fields . . 3:1, 1970),; especially "Alternate
Futures and Habitability" by Willis W. Harman and "Towards a Humanistic Biology" by Abraham H. Maslow.

(Planning and Policy-Making)
931. Gross, Bertram M., "The Coming General Systems Models- of Social Systems," Human Relations, October 1967, pp. 357-374.

An imaginative and far-ranging overview of some of the realities of'

worldwide change and their implications for the way we look at the worla
(including a brief discussion of the "Learning Force" On p. 360), the trend
from economic to social accounting, the varieties of the new social accounting (micro social uccounting, macro-residual social accounting, and.
social systems analysis), and models for general reporting on social systems. This essay may be ten years ahead of its time.
932. Gross, Bertram M. and Michael Springer (eds.), "Political Intelligence for
America's Future," The Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science: 388, March 1970.

Articles on societal guidance, the uses of social knowledge and social'
accounts, in addition to a bibliography of 62 items on social indicators.
933. Mertins, Herman and Bertram M. Gross (eds.), "Changing Styles of Planning in Post-Industrial America," Public Administration Review (Special
Issue), XXX :2, May/June 1971. (Single copies for non-subscribers available for $2.00 from American Society for Public Administration, 1225.
Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036)

13 articles including "Planning in an Era of Social Revolution" by

Bertram M. Gross, "Educational Planning: Purposes and Power" by Stephen K. Bailey, "Models for Science Planning" by Harvey Brooks, and
"Planning to Heal the Nation" by Mattie L. Humphrey. Recommended.
934. Hoos, Ida. Systems Analysis in Social Policy: A Critical Review. London :
Institute for Economic Affairs (2 Lord North St., Westminster, S.W. 1),
1970 ( ?). 62 pp.

(Planning for Change in Education)
985. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Center for Edu-

cational Research and Innovation. The Management of Innovation in
Education. Paris: OECD, February 1971. 67pp. $1.75. (Available from
OECD Publications Center, 1750 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D.C.
20006)

Report of a workshop held at St. John's College, Cambridge, July 1969.

(Education-Related Organizations)
936. National Assessment of Educational Progress Newsletter.
Published by NAEP, 201 A Huron Towers, 2222 Fuller Rd., Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48105, since 1968, this free newsletter periodically reports on
this fundamentally important attempt to measure what is actually known
among 9, 18, 17, and 26-35 year olds. Although the knowledge and skills
measured are still in the realm of traditional factual retention, and there

is no attempt to relate the knowledge of the young to that of the old,
this project is nevertheless- an important step toward meaningful indicators of educational progress.
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